
From: P. Wood
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition - Saw many Dead Fish Hen Trawlers Were in action this Summer
Date: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:06:06 PM

To :  Marine Fisheries Commission Office

Ref:
NCWF Petition

I personally witness many Dead Fish When several Trawlers came in at West Bluff Bay this
Summer.
It needs to be fixed, There were small Fish Floating everywhere after they made several
rounds in the bay.
It is a pure waste.
Please do something about it now before its to late.
I support this Partition !

Thanks, W.P. Wood

mailto:woodp@rockymountnc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa McLauren
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Public comment on petition impacting shrimp trawling
Date: Tuesday, December 20, 2016 9:56:57 AM

Dear Sir/Madam:
 
As a recreational fisher, please add my name in support of the petition limiting shrimp trawling so we
can protect local fisheries.
 
Thanks for attention to this important matter.
 
Sincerely,
 
Melissa K. McLauren
708 Mistique Ct.
New Bern, NC 28560
Phone: 252.288.4331
 

mailto:mkm@mclconsult.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stuart Creighton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Public comment on petition impacting shrimp trawling
Date: Monday, December 26, 2016 2:03:35 PM
Attachments: Trawler Restrictions.docx

Good afternoon,

I have attached a letter that I would like to have submitted for consideration as public comment on the pending
shrimp trawler petition. 
Feel free to share this letter with any and all appropriate agencies and board members.

Thank you,

Stuart Creighton

mailto:stu.creighton@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov

To Whom It May Concern:



I am writing this letter on behalf of the trawling restrictions currently under consideration by the Marine Fisheries Commission.  I feel these restrictions are an important and necessary first step in recovering our marine resources.  For over 20 years now, these trawlers have done severe damage to our rivers and sounds in several ways.  They have decimated the juvenile population of several important finfish, they have caused major damage to the bottom structure of the sound, and they have significantly impacted the water quality in our estuarine environment.  While the protections offered in this petition are important, ultimately the trawlers must be removed from our rivers and sounds.  



To begin with, it is no secret that as trawlers harvest shrimp, they also trap a large amount of bycatch in their nets.  Different sources may quote a bycatch to shrimp ratio as low as 3:1 or as high as 8:1.  Regardless of which data you choose to believe, it is simply unacceptable to have tens of MILLIONS of pounds of juvenile fish wasted in such a manner EVERY YEAR.  It is also well established that, while many different species of young fish are trapped in the trawl nets, the greatest majority of species affected are:  croaker, spot, and weakfish.   As a lifelong fisherman, and someone who has fished the Neuse River near Oriental all my life, I can say with absolute certainty that the damage to the fishery caused by these trawlers continues to be devastating.  As a youngster, I could count on walking down to the rocks, or a friend’s pier, and spend all afternoon in Oriental catching a wide variety of species AND that variety always included large fish of all kind.  No matter the weather, I would often catch large spot, along with weakfish and croaker that were in the 2-4 pound class.  Those days are gone, and have been for many years.  Spot and weakfish are all but gone in the river, and the only croaker that can be found are no more than 6 inches in size.  

Commercial fishing has, over the past 20 years, effectively removed these important fish from the Neuse River.  In fact, an argument can be made that the annual spot run, which was so important for the large number of pier fishermen in the fall, has also been adversely affected.  I honestly can’t remember the last time we had a good spot run down the coast.  In addition, those that are caught are increasingly smaller.  Let us not forget that the croaker fishery was, at one time, so important to the coast that my hometown of Oriental created a summer festival, Croakerfest, as a means to celebrate what fishing meant to this small town.  



Next, trawlers do severe damage to any and all structure that is on the bottom.  Our once common oyster reefs have been all but removed from our rivers and sounds.  While it is true that they are GROSSLY overharvested by other commercial fishermen, thousands of areas have been scraped clean by the large boards that keep the nets on the bottom.  Some make the analogy that turning the bottom over is good for the sound, like a farmer tilling a field, when nothing could be farther from the truth.  That action releases plumes of silt that choke out any bottom life that needs oxygen to survive.  It also returns toxins and heavy metals to the water column that had previously been removed by the very same organisms that have been run over and choked out. 



Many commercial fishermen make the argument that poor water quality is the issue that is causing the degradation of our estuaries.  It is very true that point and non-point sources of sediment and nutrient run-off upstream need to be harnessed.  However, the actions of the trawlers further exacerbate the problems we have with the quality of our water in two ways.  First, as mentioned above, their long, bottom dragging runs dredge up tons of sediment that dirty the water and release toxins and heavy metals that have been locked away by the filtering action of organisms such as oysters and clams.  Secondly, either by physical damage, or by suffocation from siltation, they are removing the very oyster reefs and clam beds that would clean and purify the water naturally.  



Furthermore, the amount of shrimp removed over the past several years has accelerated because of the number of and size of the shrimp trawlers plowing our sounds has increased.  In the 1970’s and 1980’s the boats were smaller and fewer in number.  Again, using Oriental’s harbor as an example, during shrimp season in the summer, the harbor would be full when no more than 8 boats would dock there over the weekend.  Now, that same harbor hosts over two dozen boats that are much larger than they used to be.  In addition, many of these boats come from out of state to harvest our shrimp.  



In conclusion, it is past time to place restrictions on the shrimp trawlers that harvest from our sounds.  The pressure from more boats and larger boats is doing severe damage to our unique nursery areas.  Trawlers have excessive bycatch that is endangering the population of many traditionally important finfish, they are contributing to our water quality issues by dredging up tons of sediment, and they are reducing the ability of the ecosystem to clean itself by removing or suffocating the very organisms that would serve to improve the quality of the water.  

It is important to enact the current proposal that you are considering.  Ultimately, however, these trawlers must be removed from our rivers and sounds and be allowed only to harvest shrimp if they are more than three miles offshore.  



Sincerely, 



Stuart Creighton





From: Murphey, Trish
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Comments on shrimp petition
Date: Wednesday, December 28, 2016 1:19:38 PM
Attachments: Petition for Rule Making.docx

Attachment 1.docx
Attachment 2.docx
CFRG Letter.docx

-----Original Message-----
From: Brown, Kevin
Sent: Wednesday, December 28, 2016 8:48 AM
To: Murphey, Trish <trish.murphey@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: FW: Comments on shrimp petition

FYI.

-----Original Message-----
From: AllynPowell [mailto:apowell66@ec.rr.com]
Sent: Monday, December 26, 2016 2:40 PM
To: Brown, Kevin <kevin.h.brown@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Comments on shrimp petition

Hi Kevin,

     Attached are my comments on the Petition for Rulemaking. As I used your data, I want to make sure I have used
it properly and accurately.

                                                     Best wishes for a Happy and Prosperous New Year.....Allyn

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=68996DC5F4CE407CB4F927C64495B09D-PLMURPHEY
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:apowell66@ec.rr.com

Comments on the Petition for Rulemaking by the NC Wildlife Federation and the Southern Environmental Law Center

Bycatch in the shrimp fishery is a major concern and should be addressed by innovative gear modifications while maintaining a sustainable shrimp fishery. This petition, that mainly is based on a report by consultants Jack Travelstead and Dr. Louis Daniel (EXHIBIT B) does not provide a balanced plan to achieve a sustainable shrimp fishery.



The Petition for Rule Making document submitted by petitioner Mr. Tim Gestwicki, Chief Executive Officer, North Carolina Wildlife Federation (NCWF) is lacking in socio-economic analysis, and scientific credibility. It is a disturbing petition that sends a precedent for weakening Fishery Management Plans, which are developed through a rigorous process, and by using flawed data and assumptions it could cripple a valuable shrimp fishery. This document lacks scientific evidence that attributes shrimp bycatch to a perceived decline in Atlantic croaker, spot, weakfish, and other species. 

Comments: (Petition comments are in italics, my comments in bold)

Page 2--“By expanding special secondary nursery area designations, more fish will survive the critical juvenile stage, reproduce, and thrive to stock recruitment.”   

This assumes there is a relationship between stock and recruitment. In the 2010 Atlantic croaker stock assessment, the stock-recruitment relationship for Atlantic croaker was reported as weak.



Page 2-- “Substantial fishing effort occurs in North Carolina’s nursery areas.  It is estimated that for every pound of shrimp harvested in North Carolina waters, over four pounds of non-target catch, including juvenile finfish, are discarded.”   

 It is inappropriate to use ratios to estimate bycatch unless there is a correlation between bycatch CPUE and shrimp CPUE. There is no correlation between Atlantic croaker, spot and weakfish CPUE and shrimp CPUE (see Attachment 1: “Catch per unit effort by weight of selected species: Figures 1 and 2). Hence, using ratios to estimate bycatch is inappropriate and results are flawed.

Page 2-- “The amount of finfish bycatch in the North Carolina shrimp trawl fishery is unsustainably high, and the negative impact of shrimp trawl bycatch is felt coast wide.”  

 This statement is arbitrary and capricious. There are no scientific valid studies cited that show this. 

Page 2--  “Rather than propose an outright ban on shrimp trawling in North Carolina waters, this Petition proposes a balanced approach of defining the type of gear and managing fishing in areas that are essential for juvenile finfish development.  These efforts will protect important nursery areas, reduce bycatch of juvenile finfish, and preserve the commercial and recreational fishing industries, which drive North Carolina’s coastal economy.”   

This will require a robust socio-economic analysis to determine if “these efforts” will accomplish these goals.

Page 5-- “The lack of adequate habitat protections and declining and depleted status of many of our coastal fish stocks suggests a failure of the MFC, through its existing regulations, to meet its duties…  Bycatch of juvenile fish in the shrimp trawl fishery in estuarine and near shore waters, as allowed by existing Commission regulations, contributes to the current status of several commercially and recreationally valuable species, including but not limited to Atlantic croaker, spot, and weakfish.“   

Are gear studies by DMF that show gear modification that have shown a 58% reduction in bycatch compared to a naked net a failure to reduce bycatch?  Furthermore,  this is only the first year results of a three year study that appears to show promising future reductions in bycatch. Can the NCWF explain what recent stock assessments of these three studies indicate that bycatch has significant impacts on their stocks?

Page 6--  “Commercially and recreationally valuable species, including Atlantic croaker, spot, and weakfish, are in depleted or declining status, and fisheries managers have struggled to mitigate further decline in these stocks.  In fact, these three species also account for the vast majority of finfish bycatch in North Carolina waters.  As the experts note, bycatch mortality in North Carolina’s shrimp trawl fishery contributes to declining status of these important populations.”  

The ASMFC Weakfish Addendum to Amendment 4 (page 4), indicates there has been a failure of the recovery of weakfish since the 1990’s that “cannot be attributed to high fishing mortality alone unless bycatch and under-reported catches were much greater than those estimated, growing from about 3-4 times the estimates in 1996 to 15-20 times in most recent years. Thus far, there is no evidence available of an Atlantic coast fishery capable of generating additional unreported discards of this magnitude. The resulting stock status determination for weakfish is that the stock is depleted and overfishing is not occurring.” 

The 2010 stock assessment for Atlantic croaker indicated the stock is not experiencing overfishing, and the age-structure of the population has been expanding since the late 1980’s. A baseline stock assessment is presently being prepared.

Diamond et al.[footnoteRef:1] modeled the effects of shrimp trawl bycatch on Atlantic croaker. In their Introduction, Diamond et al., noted that “fishery managers trying to reduce bycatch are faced with questions such as: How much should bycatch be reduced? What increase in abundance will result from a given level of bycatch reduction? How important to the population is juvenile bycatch mortality compared with other sources of mortality such as harvesting of adults, pollution, or habitat losses? This petition guided by “experts” does not appear to consider these concerns or promote further research to answer these concerns.  [1:  Diamond, S.L., L.G. Cowell, and L.B. Crowder. 2000. Population effects of shrimp trawl bycatch on Atlantic croaker. Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 57: 2010-2021.] 


Diamond et al., noted that ocean larva mortality of Atlantic croaker is a critical life history period that has a significant impact on recruitment [My comments: Atlantic croaker, spot gray mullet and Atlantic menhaden and other species spawn in offshore waters during late fall and winter. Larva must be transported to estuaries by currents and be supplied with adequate food. Because oceanic conditions vary from year to year recruitment to estuaries is variable annually.] However, Diamond et al., note that bycatch is not “trivial nor insignificant.” Because managers cannot control ocean mortality, only fishing mortality that includes bycatch mortality can be used to enhance populations. 

Diamond et. al, concluded that a 5% reduction in bycatch or adult mortality of the Atlantic population could be “enough for the population to reach equilibrium.”  Recent bycatch reduction gear trials by NC DMF (presented to the NC MFC at their August 2016 meeting presented by NC DMF biologist Kevin Brown) showed a 38% reduction in weight of finfish bycatch with a modified trawl net (two federally approved BRD’s, a federally approved TED and 1-1/2 inch tailbag compared to a control net with one federally approved BRD, a Federally approved TED and 1-1/2 inch tailbag). As Atlantic croaker appear to dominate finfish bycatch (see Attachment 2: “Variability of mean number and weight of selected species” : Figures 1 and 2) the reduction in bycatch of Atlantic croaker appears to significantly exceed Diamond et al., 5% reduction, and the 38% reduction (first year of a three-year gear trial) is close to the arbitrary 40% NC MFC requirement. 

A benchmark stock assessment for spot that seeks to estimate population parameters including discard rates and mortality is presently underway. To evaluate the status in between stock assessments a Traffic Light Analysis (TLA) has been used to monitor spot populations. The TLA relies on harvest which is a poor parameter without catch per unit data and fishery independent indices that could be influenced by conditions during the oceanic larval stage. In my opinion this TLA (as compared to the blue crab TLA) is a very weak instrument to manage spot populations.

Page 6--  Currently, tens of millions of juvenile fish fail victim to shrimp trawl bycatch each year, and therefore do not spawn, replace themselves, and contribute to the adult population. Increasing juvenile recruitment is essential to rebuilding the stock of these species.  



The estimates are flawed because of the limited sampling both spatially and seasonally and, most relevant is that estimates are based on sample means that in most cases (i.e., net type) are variable (see Attachment 2: “Variability of mean number and weight of selected species”--   Figures 1 and 2). The estimates derived by the “EXHIBIT B” report co-authored by Dr. Louis Daniel are not in agreement with his response as Director of NC DMF to the Coastal Fisheries Reform Group (see attached CFRG letter). 

Page 7—“The MFC’s efforts to minimize bycatch of juvenile finfish have proven unsuccessful to date, as discussed below.  The MFC limited the scope of Amendment 1 to the North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan (“FMP”) to address the significant levels of bycatch in the state’s shrimp trawl fishery.  The MFC fell far short of taking meaningful action to protect important habitat areas and reduce bycatch of juvenile fish.  Decades of inaction by the MFC have led to unsustainable levels of bycatch, and the time for action is now.”

This statement is misleading and the last sentence is incredibly threatening to the integrity of NC DMF fishery biologists. The ‘experts” must understand the results of the collaborative shrimp trawl gear study that the NC DMF biologist Kevin Brown presented to the NC MFC at their November 2016 meeting[footnoteRef:2]. Significant results in bycatch reduction have been accomplished in the first year of a three-year gear study that disputes the comment by the petitioner (i.e., NCWF). [2:  This presentation can be accessed through the NC DMF website. Click on Marine Fisheries Commission, Meetings, November 2016 meeting, and Presentations-- The 112016 Shrimp Trawl Gear Study.] 


Page 7—“A Nursery Area Protection is Essential to Achieving Sustainable Fisheries….As discussed in more detail below and in the attached expert reports, harvesting or otherwise subjecting these juveniles to high levels of fishing mortality before first spawning leads to recruitment overfishing and growth overfishing, and may ultimately impact fishery yields and long-term stock productivity.” 



	 This appears to be based on Exhibit E-- Technical review: the need to reduce fishing mortality and bycatch of juvenile fish in North Carolina’s estuaries by Luiz Barbieri. 

  Relative to recruitment and growth overfishing, it is a “stretch” to assume that the juvenile size groups that occur in the shrimp bycatch to juveniles harvested in the finfish commercial fishery has equivalence. Luiz Barbieri’s report is a fine synthesis of fish reproduction and basic information on stock assessments, but I believe it is not relevant to understanding the impact on bycatch by the shrimp fishery. 



Page 10-- In 2014 alone, approximately 15 million pounds of juvenile spot, Atlantic croaker, and weakfish were caught and discarded in North Carolina waters. 

These are flawed estimates as they are based on faulty extrapolations (see Attachments 1 and 2) and discussions above.



Page 10--   The Federation proposes the following balanced, research-based approach to reduce bycatch mortality of juvenile species and to protect vital habitat areas in North Carolina’s estuaries and ocean waters while allowing shrimp trawling to continue under new parameters.  These management strategies are intended to apply to both the commercial and the recreational fishing industries, including recreational fisherman operating under a recreational commercial gear license. 

Reducing bycatch is extremally important, but the NCWF proposals are not balanced and as my comments concur, this policy is extreme and would have a detrimental effect on the shrimp fishery. As stated above the NCWFC has neglected to provide a socio-economic analysis of their petition.

Pages 11- 14--  The proposed management measures are comprehensive and the issues have recently been addressed in the 2015 Shrimp Fishery Management Plan (FMP). The FMP was developed after two years of deliberations by NC DMF and the Shrimp FMP   Advisory Committee. The FMP was also reviewed by other MFC advisory committees and input was provided by stakeholders at numerous public meetings.

This Petition for Rulemaking should be denied.



Allyn B. Powell

Gloucester, NC 

E-mail: apowell66@ec.rr.com
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Attachment 1



Catch per unit effort by  weight of select species

The catch per unit effort (CPUE) was calculated by dividing the weight (kg) by effort (head rope length*number of nets*town time) by hour for all net types combined.  The shrimp CPUEs are for all commercial shrimp species combined.  Data was collected from commercial shrimp trawls in the Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina from 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009 (Brown 2010).  There is no correlation between shrimp CPUEs and Atlantic croaker, spot, or weakfish CPUEs (Figure 1,2,and 3). 



Figure 1.  Shrimp CPUE (kg/head rope length *number of nets*tow time) per hour and Atlantic Croaker CPUE (kg/head rope length *number of nets*tow  time) per hour observed in the commercial shrimp trawl fishery in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina from 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009.



Figure 2.  Shrimp CPUE (kg/head rope length *number of nets*tow time) per hour and Spot CPUE (kg/head rope length *number of nets*tow  time) per hour observed in the commercial shrimp trawl fishery in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina from 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009.





Figure 3.  Shrimp CPUE (kg/head rope length *number of nets*tow time) per hour and Weakfish CPUE (kg/head rope length *number of nets*tow  time) per hour observed in the commercial shrimp trawl fishery in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina from 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009.

Literature Cited

Brown, K.  2010.  Characterization of the commercial shrimp trawl fishery in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, NC.  Completion report for NOAA award # NA05NMF4741003.  North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, Morehead City, North Carolina.
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Attachment 2



Variability of mean number and mean weight of select species

The mean number (Figure 1), mean weight (kg) (Figure 2) and confidence intervals of select species were calculated using Proc Tabulate (SAS 9.1.3) for all net types combined and by each of the three observed net types (double seamed, four seamed, and tongue nets).  Data was collected from commercial shrimp trawls in the Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina from 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009 (Brown 2010).  Similar patterns are evident in both the variability of mean numbers and mean weights.  Variability in the mean numbers and weights observed per tow was highest for croakers across all net types.  The variability in mean numbers and mean weights of weakfish was higher in the four seamed than in the double seamed nets.  This likely can be attributed to the four seamed net fishing more of the water column than the two seamed net.  The tongue net fishes more of the water column than either the two seamed or four seamed nets, which may contribute to the higher variability of the mean number and mean weight observed in this fishery, however due to the low sample size these data should be used with caution (Figure 1 and 2).  The limited scope of this project (seasonally and spatially) makes it is difficult to derive any accurate estimates of abundance.  This analysis emphasizes the need for long term data that can smooth out the confounding factors of seasonal differences in abundance of various species, weather influences on the fishery (e.g. hurricanes, excessive rain), and changes to effort caused by outside factors (e.g. fuel prices, problems traversing inlets).

Literature Cited

Brown, K.  2010.  Characterization of the commercial shrimp trawl fishery in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, NC.  Completion report for NOAA award # NA05NMF4741003.  North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, Morehead City, North Carolina.



































Figure 1.	Mean number of shrimp, weakfish, spot, and Atlantic croaker observed per tow by net type and all net types combined in the commercial shrimp trawl fisheries in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina, 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009 with confidence interval (α=0.05).







Figure 2.	Mean weight (kg) of shrimp, weakfish, spot, and Atlantic croaker observed per tow by net type and all net types combined in the commercial shrimp trawl fisheries in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina, 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009 with confidence interval (α=0.05)
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Mr. Joe Albea

Coastal Fisheries Reform Group

1739 Haddock Road

Winterville, N.C. 28590



Dear Joe,



On behalf of the Division of Marine Fisheries, I would like to respond to information the Coastal Fisheries Reform Group (CFRG) has distributed on its website and in letters to the N.C. General Assembly regarding shrimp management in North Carolina. 



As you know, the division is required by law to review each fishery management plan (FMP) every five years and determine if changes in rules or management strategies are needed. If changes in management strategies or rules are needed, the division pursues a FMP amendment, where division staff and an advisory committee develop positions on specific issues that need to be addressed. If no changes in management strategies are required, the division proceeds with a revision, which is a more abbreviated process that involves updating data, research needs and fishery information contained in the FMP.

After initial review of Shrimp FMP, the division determined no rules or management changes were needed at this time in the shrimp fishery and began pursuing a revision. At its August 2012 meeting, the Marine Fisheries Commission voted to send the revised FMP out for public and advisory committee review. After receiving this review, the Marine Fisheries Commission will decide at its November 2012 meeting whether to proceed with the revision or switch to an amendment process to explore changes in management strategies.



I’d like to clarify that the division acknowledges finfish bycatch in the commercial shrimp trawl fishery is an issue. The division has conducted studies to characterize bycatch in shrimp trawls and the draft revision to Shrimp FMP recommends that more research is needed on shrimp trawl bycatch. Unfortunately, the information the CRFG has distributed mischaracterizes these studies.



The CFRG states that division shrimp characterization studies (Brown 2009, 2010) show approximately 78 percent of shrimp trawl catch is bycatch “that will die before being shoveled overboard.”  While the studies show 77 percent and 79 percent bycatch by weight, respectively, for Pamlico Sound and the near shore ocean commercial shrimp trawl fishery, these studies did not gather any information on mortality.  This is an important distinction due to the potentially significant effect discard mortality could have on the biological impact of the bycatch.  The division acknowledges that a large number of juvenile finfish die in the shrimp trawl fishery, but we do not have data as to the amount.  We are currently conducting a two-year statewide 
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study to gather information on at-net mortality.   We have additional proposals submitted that, if funded, would continue and expand these studies.



The CFRG also implies the studies show “the annual bycatch from N.C. shrimp trawlers consists of over 500 million individual small fish.”  These numbers did not come directly from the division studies and were an extrapolation done by CFRG.  The division agrees that large numbers of juvenile finfish are taken as bycatch in the shrimp trawl fishery, but we do not agree with the methodology or resulting figures produced by CFRG.  CFRG’s extrapolations were based on a six month study conducted in the inshore waters of North Carolina (specifically Pamlico Sound and its tributaries). The CFRG’s extrapolated figures were based on the study’s species composition tables for the specific time and place of the study, but  then applied that data statewide and did not account for shrimp taken in different areas (including those caught in South Carolina and landed in North Carolina) or landed by different gear (skimmer trawls).  Further, the division believes that extrapolating numbers long term from a study that is limited both temporally and spatially is problematic.  This does not mean that the division is ignoring the study or similar ones, just that there are many confounding factors effecting shrimp trawl bycatch.  The composition of bycatch in the shrimp trawl fishery can vary greatly from year to year, season to season, hour to hour, area to area, tow to tow, as well as by gear type.  It is this high variability that makes it difficult to use data from a limited study in time and space to extrapolate beyond that time and space. It is not reasonable to assume the bycatch rates in a neighboring area can give an accurate approximation of an un-sampled area.  This is why the division continues to seek funding for long-term studies that address this issue. 



While there is a large amount of bycatch associated with this fishery, the biological effects of this bycatch are not known.  The majority of the finfish taken as bycatch in the shrimp trawl fishery are juvenile fish, which have a high natural mortality.  While the short term studies give us a snapshot of the fishery in specific times and areas, the need for long-term, statewide studies cannot be understated.  These long-term studies help mitigate any seasonality and annual fluctuations (variations in target and bycatch abundance, weather effects, etc).



Also, the CRFG letter implies that other states which have banned inshore trawling have built “thriving fisheries” on species such as weakfish, spot and croakers.  The decline in the stocks of these fisheries is in fact coast wide, and not just a N.C. phenomenon.  Along the mid-Atlantic coast in the areas where weakfish production is highest, the abundance and landings of weakfish have decreased precipitously since the late 1990s.  This decline has been most apparent in states where inshore trawling is not allowed and where recreational landings have historically been the highest (Virginia to New York).  While N.C. landings have decreased, they have decreased at a lower rate than these more northern states and North Carolina currently has the largest recreational landings of any state along the Atlantic coast at a time when all states are limited to a one-fish recreational bag limit.  North Carolina is also ranked first or second in the number of weakfish releases over the last few years.  Scientists along the Atlantic coast have concluded that it is likely natural mortality, not fishing mortality (harvest or discards), that is the driving factor in the current weakfish decline (ASMFC 2011).



CFRG states the division has “chosen to ignore the issue” of shrimp trawl bycatch.  That is simply not the case. North Carolina is a national leader in developing innovative ways to minimize bycatch and protect 
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stocks of juvenile fish, shrimp, shellfish and crabs in our sounds, estuaries and ocean and our state heavily regulates estuarine shrimp trawling.  Management strategies provided in the 2006 Shrimp FMP and contained in the draft 2012 Shrimp FMP revision include seasonal and area closures, gear restrictions, and management by shrimp size (DMF 2006, 2012).  



Additionally, 45 percent (around1 million acres) of N. C.’s estuarine and internal coastal waters are closed to shrimp trawling.  Waters deemed as special secondary nurseries are also opened and closed by proclamation based on shrimp size and count.  Furthermore, North Carolina was the first state to require bycatch reduction devices (BRDs) and the first state to designate primary nursery areas, not allowing bottom disturbing gears like trawls in our most productive areas to protect juvenile species. The division has also conducted research on the effectiveness of various BRDs, tailbag modifications and alternative gears, such as shrimp pots.  



The CFRG has questioned why North Carolina allows trawling in internal waters at all, when some other states do not - especially our sister states Virginia and South Carolina.  First of all, each state differs in the way it chooses to manage its fisheries. In North Carolina, our goal is to have sustainable fisheries that can be enjoyed by all user groups – recreational, commercial and consumers.  The Marine Fisheries Commission has chosen to allow trawling under the highly regulated conditions discussed above.



Also, while Virginia and South Carolina border North Carolina, they differ greatly in the amounts of estuarine waters under their jurisdiction and the types of species found in those waters. North Carolina has much more estuarine water than these two states combined. 



Estuarine Waters:

North Carolina - 2,220,161 acres

Virginia – 999,600 acres

South Carolina – 168,700 acres



Our large bodies of estuarine waters better lend themselves to trawling than the smaller water bodies in other states.  Additionally, the ocean shrimp fishery is not nearly as lucrative off the North Carolina coast, as that of South Carolina and Georgia, due to the fact that our ocean bottom drops off very suddenly, while states to our south have a more sloping, gradually-declining ocean floor, making it easier to catch shrimp. And lastly, North Carolina is at the northern-most range of species of shrimp we harvest; while the Chesapeake Bay is a large water body, it does not produce shrimp in commercial quantities. 



I hope I have been able to clarify some of the issues your organization has brought forward regarding shrimp management and I look forward to working with you and the CFRG about this and other fisheries-related issues. For your convenience, I have attached a list of the literature cited in this letter. 



Sincerely,







Louis B. Daniel III, Director

N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries
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From: bayview803@charter.net
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp trawling Pet.
Date: Friday, December 30, 2016 9:50:30 AM

Committee Members,

I am voicing my total support for the proposed shrimp trawling petition. Having relocated to
NC three years ago I still can't believe any inshore fishery still allows netting to the existent
that is done in this state.  Having lived on the Chesapeake, Puget Sound and Florida, I have
seen how reducing/eliminating netting has boosted the recovery and growth of all aspects of
the 
local fishery and economy..

Netting of all types kill an inordinate amount of young sea life .. if you don't believe it ..follow
a 
net boat for an hour one day..  watch the birds, they are eating dead fish..

I hope you do the right and in act this petition..
Thank you
Butch Smith

mailto:bayview803@charter.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mac Currin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: comments on NCWF Petition
Date: Friday, December 30, 2016 11:32:32 AM

December 30, 2016
 
I would like to submit comments on the NCWF Petition for Rule-making.
 
I believe that it is time for the Commission and Division to better protect all the
nursery areas in North Carolina and more closely monitor and regulate the shrimp
trawl fishery in our state.  With minor exceptions in some areas of perhaps two states,
we are the only state that allows trawling in our state's inside waters.  Those shallow
inside areas serve a nursery function for large numbers of species and individuals at
various stages of their lives, including the three species of shrimp that mature inside
and move off shore to spawn.  And although we have done a decent job identifying
and protecting Primary and Secondary Nursery Areas, we have not done so
regarding our deeper Secondary Nursery Areas.
 
I encourage the Marine Fisheries Commission to adopt the Petition for Rulemaking
submitted by the NCWF with minor modification.
 
The way NC has managed that fishery fails to maximize its value- which is related to
size at harvest.  Instead, we have opened the shrimp fishery too early allowing
harvest at sizes that do not provide the most value to the fishermen and the state.  By
allowing a shrimp fishery inside, we not only reduce the value of the harvested
shrimp, but also increase by-catch of juvenile and sub-adult finfish of species, like
spot, croaker and weakfish that have in the past or now are showing signs of
overharvest.  By-catch of those species is highest inside, but is also high in the ocean
shrimp trawl fishery that occurs near our beaches.  That is why states like SC and GA
(with few exceptions) prohibit trawling in their state waters.  It is time to get serious
about addressing by-catch issues in our state.
 
Current regulations allowing a total of 220' of head rope is too large.  Although I do
not believe that we should allow trawling in our inside waters, as long as any shrimp
fishery occurs inside Pamlico Sound, 90’ head rope length is an acceptable
maximum.  Limiting the allowable number of days is also a good idea as it would
further reduce by-catch.
 
I agree that the MFC should establish criteria for opening shrimp season based on
shrimp count.  I would suggest using criteria similar to those used by SC or Georgia. 
And I believe that using a 60 count shrimp as suggested by the Petition, is too small
to maximize the market value of our states’ shrimp resource.
 
I also agree that we should have size limits on Spot and Croaker.  The sizes
suggested by the Petition may be appropriate or larger sizes may be suggested by
current science.
 
 

mailto:maccurrin@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


Thank you for considering my comments on the NCWF Petition for Rulemaking.  I
hope the MFC will finally take action to address shrimp trawl bycatch.
 
Mac Currin
801 Westwood Drive.
Raleigh, NC  27607



From: Richard Southerland
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:13:33 AM

Richard Southerland
2317 Spinnaker ct
Greenville, NC 27858

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Richard Southerland

mailto:rsoutherland@neffcorp.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Dale Madren
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:13:35 AM

Dale Madren
2001 Dobson Ct.
Raleigh, NC 27612

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Dale Madren

mailto:dalemadren@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: John Bishop
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:13:36 AM

John Bishop
PO Box 210
Kannapolis, NC 28081

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
John A. Bishop

mailto:jbhygeia@carolina.rr.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Dan Graham
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:13:37 AM

Dan Graham
123 Grace Ave.
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Dr. Dan Graham (NCSU)

mailto:grahamdn@bellsouth.net
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Cable
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:13:39 AM

Mark Cable
2139-A Keesee Rd.
Whitsett, NC 27377

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Mark Anthony Cable

mailto:mac3815@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Hoffman
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:23:34 AM

Charles Hoffman
4939 Windsor Gate Court
Morganton, NC 28655

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
CHARLES HOFFMAN

mailto:machoff7@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Rose Rummel-Eury
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:23:35 AM

Rose Rummel-Eury
118 Edgewood Ave. NE
Concord, NC 28025

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Rose Rummel-Eury

mailto:rummeleury@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenny Page
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:23:37 AM

Kenny Page
1513 Sunrise Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27608

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Kenny Page

mailto:kenny.page@fbmsales.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Kibbe
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:23:38 AM

Sharon Kibbe
P. O. Box 134
Vandemere, NC 28587

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Sharon Kibbe

mailto:collinsdr@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Bennett
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:23:38 AM

Charles Bennett
327 Charing Cross Drive
Matthews, NC 28105

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

It is important to see the overall issues of marine fisheries management, such that the commercial interests are
considered in light of the impact on non-commercial interests.

Sincerely,
Chuck Bennett

mailto:bennettcharles777@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Hooker
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:23:39 AM

Robert Hooker
7297 Driver Rd
Zebulon, NC 27597-6466

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Robert Hooker

mailto:robxvz@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Harold Blake
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:33:39 AM

Harold Blake
3837 Robin Rd
Ayden, NC 28513

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Harold "Buddy" Blake Jr.

mailto:buddy.blake@pittcountync.gov
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Liz Rutledge
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:33:39 AM

Liz Rutledge
339 Olive Branch Road
Durham, NC 27703

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Liz Rutledge

mailto:liz@ncwf.org
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Oppenheim
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:33:40 AM

Ken Oppenheim
1088 tacketts pond dr
Raleigh, NC 27614

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Ken

mailto:Oppenheim1@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Rick Sasser
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:43:37 AM

Rick Sasser
111 Pineridge Lane
Goldsboro, NC 27534

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Rick Sasser

mailto:rick.sasser@hotmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Kearney
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:43:39 AM

Richard Kearney
721 Summer Music Ln
Raleigh, NC 27603

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Richard C. Kearney

mailto:kearney.rick01@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Julian Barnhill
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:43:40 AM

Julian Barnhill
8022 Upper Lake Dr
Raleigh, NC 27615-3268

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Julian Barnhill

mailto:jbarnhillb40@yahoo.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Braly
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Keep watershed protections and wetland buffers
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:43:41 AM

Paul Braly
16 Porters Glenn Place
Durham, NC 27713

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Paul Braly

mailto:pmbraly@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Bryce Ficken
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:43:42 AM

Bryce Ficken
p0 box 758
Mt Olive, NC 28365

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Hain Ficken

mailto:hainficken@yahoo.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Jan Willis
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:53:37 AM

Jan Willis
4915 Holly Lane
Morehead City, NC 28557

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Jan Willis

mailto:jwillis60@ec.rr.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: WALTER STANLEY
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:53:38 AM

WALTER STANLEY
3201 ARCHDALE RD
ARCHDALE, NC 27263

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
WALTER STANLEY

mailto:WSTANLEY@ARCHDALEINSURANCE.COM
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Fix
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:53:38 AM

Steve Fix
5149 jones road
East Bend, NC 27018

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Steve Fix

mailto:Stevefix@yadtel.net
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Duane Brown
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:53:38 AM

Duane Brown
178 Canebrake Dr
New Bern, NC 28562

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Duane Brown

mailto:duanebrown22@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Carey
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:53:39 AM

Paul Carey
2832 Anfield Road
Raleigh, NC 27606

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

I fish regularly in NC and SC.  It is clear, SC does a much better job of protecting the fishery.  As a recreational
fisherman, I strive to keep within the catch limits and rules.  It is amazing how difficult it is to find keeper size fish
and the small numbers recreational fisherman are allowed.  

I do want to support local commercial fisherman and my wife and I do go out of our way to buy NC caught fish and
shrimp.   We would much rather have local seafood than imported.

But we need better control of the bycatch to allow these fisheries to thrive.

Sincerely,
Paul Carey

mailto:pcarey@te.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Gwen Frazier
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:53:40 AM

Gwen Frazier
3833 Hidden Branches Drive
Raleigh, NC 27613

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms Fish,

It is past time for all the non-sensical shrimping in our sounds and estuaries. The reasons are obvouios why no other
state allows this destruction of their natural habitat and the killing of millions of Juvienal fish. Sadly,
Fishermen/women now spend their tourist dollars in those states where fishing is much better than our own. Please
have the guts to stop protecting a few who have for years devastated our natural inland waterways. It's past time to
do the right thing and stop all shrimping in our fragile backwaters.

Sincerely,
Gwen Frazier

mailto:gwen@frazierfrance.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Eddie Frizsell
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:53:40 AM

Eddie Frizsell
1038 Old Hwy 70 W
Blk Mtn, NC 28711

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Eddie Frizsell

mailto:Plothoundsman@yahoo.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Logue
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:53:41 AM

Scott Logue
9443 F New Sandy hill Church Rd.
Middlesex, NC 27557

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Scott Logue

mailto:slogue@airmakers.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Staley
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:53:42 AM

Jack Staley
1101 N King St
Windsor, NC 27983

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Jack Staley

mailto:jcstaley@embarqmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Barfield
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:03:39 AM

Matt Barfield
5310 Ridgeloch Place
Raleigh, NC 27612

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Matt

mailto:matt@mattbarfieldcpa.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Hannah Barfield
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:03:40 AM

Hannah Barfield
200 w woodcroft pkwy
Durham, NC 27713

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Hannah barfield

mailto:Hannah.barfield2@aol.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Barfield
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:03:44 AM

Matt Barfield
5310 Ridgeloch Place
Raleigh, NC 27612

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Matt

mailto:matt@mattbarfieldcpa.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Brophy
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:03:46 AM

Michael Brophy
233 S Harbor Watch Dr.
Statesville, NC 28677

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Michael A. Brophy

mailto:brophy195@roadrunner.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Edward Suggs
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:03:47 AM

Edward Suggs
111 Glenn Abby Drive
Morehead City, NC 28557

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Ed

mailto:eds500@yahoo.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Gerald James
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:13:40 AM

Gerald James
184 Arliss Albertson Rd
Beulaville, NC 28518

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Gerald James

mailto:jjames@townofwallace.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: David Jarvis
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please Do Not support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:13:40 AM

David Jarvis
213 morse dr
hubert, NC 28539

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to NOT support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina
Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through
Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I DO NOT support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.
Specifically these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further DO NOT support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that
these declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery
of these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
David

mailto:ncexotics@ncexotics.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Brown
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:13:41 AM

Frank Brown
801 Woodland Church Rd
Albertson, NC 28508

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Frank Brown

mailto:francoind@msn.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Gestwicki
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:23:41 AM

Tim Gestwicki
1346 St Julien St
Charlotte, NC 28205

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

As an avid conservationist, I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries
of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated
inshore waters and ocean waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Tim

mailto:tim@ncwf.org
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Greg Hurt
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:23:43 AM

Greg Hurt
114 Lake Ridge Drive
Smithfield, NC 27577

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Greg Hurt

mailto:ghurt@microspace.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Britt Paige
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:33:44 AM

Britt Paige
5210 Johnson Bridge Rd.
Hickory, NC 28602

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Britt Paige

mailto:marmotamonax@hotmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: jerry wagoner
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:33:44 AM

jerry wagoner
1408 chatsworth lane
raleigh, NC 27614

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
jerry wagoner

mailto:jwagcinc@aol.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Dale Madren
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF petition re. shrimp trawling and nursery areas
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:39:41 AM

I fully support his petition. NC  fisheries management is long overdue many improvements.  We are overfishing,
killing juvenile fish in the sounds though destructive gear and massive by catch in shrimp trawling.  The economic
impact of sport fishing is tremendous larger than commercial fishing. We need a balance of interests.

regards,
Dale Madren
Raleigh, NC
dalemadren@gmail.com

mailto:dalemadren@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Thomas
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:43:40 AM

Michael Thomas
PO BOX 96
CROUSE, NC 28033

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Michael Thomas

mailto:brutus4566@bellsouth.net
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Rudar
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:43:40 AM

Paul Rudar
261 Hartland Ln
Trenton, NC 28585-8564

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Paul Rudar

mailto:surffishn53@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Mabe
To: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:43:40 AM

Charles Mabe
1667 Chadwick Landing
Shallotte, NC 28470

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
C.R. Mabe

mailto:crmabe@hotmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Singleton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:43:41 AM

Jim Singleton
130 Aqua Alley
Holly Ridge, NC 28445-7945

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
James A Singleton III

mailto:scubajim@centurylink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Hannah Barfield
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:53:10 AM

>
>
>
> Hannah Barfield
> 200 w woodcroft pkwy
> Durham, NC 27713
>
> January 3, 2017
>
>
> To whom it may concern
>
> I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.
>
> I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
> 1.    limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
> 2.    open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
> 3.    limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
> 4.    limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
> 5.    require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.
>
> I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.
>
>
> Sincerely,
> Hannah barfield

mailto:hannah.barfield2@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: randy secrist
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:53:48 AM

randy secrist
5000 lenoraway dr
raleigh, NC 27613

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
randy secrist

mailto:rsecrist@wakerad.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Jilcott
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:03:47 AM

Steve Jilcott
1101 stokes avenue
Windsor, NC 27983

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely, Steve
Jilcott

mailto:Jilcotts@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Cox
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:04:35 AM

Matt Cox
6197 brackenmere tr
megane, NC 27302

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Matt Cox

mailto:mattcox50@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: richard hamilton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:04:37 AM

richard hamilton
4913 Richland Drive
Raleigh, NC 27612

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Richard Hamilton

mailto:richardbachehamilton@icloud.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ryan Ford
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:13:43 AM

Ryan Ford
734 Edenbrook Drive
Winterville, NC 28590

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Ryan Ford

mailto:RyanF07@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: david wiggins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:13:45 AM

david wiggins
po box 71244
durham, NC 27712

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
david wiggins

mailto:dww645@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Earl Rich
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:13:51 AM

James Earl Rich
210 Buck Jones Rd.
wallace, NC 28466

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
James Earl Rich

mailto:je@richsheatandair.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Cowden
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:13:52 AM

Bill Cowden
1028 greenly dr
pfafftown, NC 27040

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Bill Cowden

mailto:wcowden@triad.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: david wiggins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:13:52 AM

david wiggins
po box 71244
durham, NC 27712

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
david wiggins

mailto:dww645@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan Crabtree
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:23:43 AM

Jonathan Crabtree
75 Crawford Dairy Rd
Pittsboro, NC 27312

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
jonathan crabtree

mailto:Jonathan_Crabtree@unc.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ed Pupa
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:23:44 AM

Ed Pupa
405 Dekoven Pl
Raleigh, NC 27608

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Ed Pupa

mailto:ed@pupa1.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles f Phillips
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:23:46 AM

Charles f Phillips
711 grove st
Wilson, NC 27893

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Charles f phillips

mailto:Cphillips25@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lyman Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:33:45 AM

Lyman Smith
457 S. Beston rd
Lagrange, NC 28551

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Lyman B. Smith

mailto:lyman@jacksonandsons.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tony Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:33:49 AM

Tony Edwards
325 Royal Palm Ave
Surf City, NC 28445

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Tony Edwards

mailto:Tony@customsignsinc.us
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Norton Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:43:44 AM

Norton Baker
123 Deer Run Rd
Hampstead, NC 28443

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Norton Baker

mailto:nbb@sysmatrix.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Len Rosol
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Supporting petition from NC Wildlife Federation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:43:45 AM

Len Rosol
901 Shelby Dr
Greensboro, NC 27409

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

Please add my name to those who are supporting the petition by the NC Wildlife Federation to change the rules for
shrimping in our inshore estuaries and expanding the definition nurseries to include inshore water and ocean water
to the three mile limit

I will not enumerate the proposals in the petition, but I am in favor of all of them.  The current processes are simply
too wasteful and harmful to immature fish to be allowed to continue.

Please... Help NC change their bad habits and bring in rules that are more in line with neighboring states.

Sincerely,
Len Rosol

mailto:biglenr@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: kim mcculloch
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:43:46 AM

kim mcculloch
7528 waterview dr
cornelius, NC 28031

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
kim mcculloch

mailto:livereal55@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rodney Forte
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:43:47 AM

Rodney Forte
1406 Scotch Pine Ct
Havelock, NC 28532

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Rodney Forte

mailto:forterk@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WH MCNAIRY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:53:46 AM

WH MCNAIRY
5225 N Church St
Greensboro, NC 27455

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
WH MCNAIRY

mailto:amcnairy@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stuart Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 12:23:48 PM

Stuart Davis
POB 84
Bethel, NC 27812

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
M. Stu art Davis

mailto:Davisstuart1941@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Allen Mooring
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 12:23:50 PM

Allen Mooring
3666 Big Oak Rd.
Kinston, NC 28504

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Allen Mooring

mailto:amooring@lenoir.k12.nc.us
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: GERALD SMITH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 12:34:05 PM

GERALD SMITH
419 HUDSON ROAD
SILER CITY, NC 27344

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
G.W.SMITH SR.

mailto:wayneediesmith@centurylink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Cockrell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 12:43:49 PM

Larry Cockrell
7324 Mine Shaft Rd
Raleigh, NC 27615-6029

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Larry A. Cockrell

mailto:lacockrell@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Graf
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 12:53:50 PM

Stephen Graf
9101 Art Road
Cedar Grove, NC 27231

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Stephen Graf

mailto:stephengraf1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Green
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 1:03:59 PM

William Green
2096 Putnam- Glendon Rd
Carthage, NC 28327

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
W.L Green

mailto:wlgreen49@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Bartlett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 1:04:00 PM

Eric Bartlett
864 Robert Beck Rd
Lexington, NC 27292

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Eric Bartlett

mailto:Devil_stang@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Alex Barrett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 1:24:00 PM

Alex Barrett
1220 Grayland Street
Greensboro, NC 27408

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Alex Barrett

mailto:abarrett@haganbarrett.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Gavigan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 1:24:02 PM

John Gavigan
2210 Shenandoah Ave
Charlotte, NC 28205

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
John

mailto:johnfgavigan@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ronald Morgan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 1:34:00 PM

Ronald Morgan
603 Cedarhurst Rd
Greenville, NC 27834

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Ronald Morgan

mailto:ronpirate@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Lee
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Trawling rule changes
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 1:34:04 PM

Bruce Lee
302 Lightwood Ct.
Hubert, NC 28539

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

 I am writing you to express my support of the rulemaking petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to better manage and protect our inshore marine fisheries. As you know these requested rule changes
expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters and
to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition..

Allowing the continuation of current inshore trawling rules and results in NC would be truly shameful. There is no
dispute that the amount of bycatch produced by trawling significantly affects populations of game and bait fish as
well as tearing up the bottom of our sounds. It is your job to PROTECT our public trust resource. I expect you to do
just that and enact this rulemaking request in full.

Best regards,
Bruce

Sincerely,
Bruce Lee

mailto:wldmoose@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike Mull
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 1:34:05 PM

Mike Mull
407 Page St
Cary, NC 27511

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Mike Mull

mailto:mbingo111@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: jcstaley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Pamlico Sound
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 1:46:11 PM

Please do something to save our sound. It has been overfished for 50 years. All rivers should
be declared inland waters, the sounds joint waters and the ocean as coastal waters. Drop
netters from Florida are depleting our creeks right now.  Do something about it and reduce
trawling which everyone knows it wasting far too many resources.  I'm all for commercial
fishing but this is 2017 and 1970's rules are not cutting it. 
Thanks, 
Jack Staley 

Sent from my U.S. Cellular® Smartphone

mailto:jcstaley@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Hergenrader
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 2:14:02 PM

Tim Hergenrader
106 Black Horse Run S
New Bern, NC 28560

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Tim Hergenrader

mailto:timraderart@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steven Craven
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 2:34:12 PM

Steven Craven
273 George Clyde Lane
High Point, NC 27262

January 3, 2017

Dear NCDENR,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Steven J Craven

mailto:Oak40th@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Nathan Fess
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 2:54:08 PM

Nathan Fess
3129 E Ford RD
Charlotte, NC 28205

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Nathan Fess

mailto:natefess@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN BROWN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 2:54:09 PM

JOHN BROWN
2720  SEA AIRE CANAL
SUPPLY, NC 28462

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I also would like to see the same restrictions to be placed on gill nets, and any other indiscriminate fishing.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 30;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
JOHN BROWN

mailto:johnwbrown7@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Prince
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 3:04:20 PM

James Prince
530 Normandy Dr.
Wilmington, NC 28412

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
James

mailto:flylite@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bobby White
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 3:04:31 PM

Bobby White
221 Marsh Hen Drive
Wilmington, NC 28409

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Bobby L. White

mailto:cci@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Robertson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 3:14:06 PM

Robert Robertson
308 Grace St.
Mount Airy, NC 27030

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Robert Robertson

mailto:jake@robbyssales.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher North
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 3:14:07 PM

Christopher North
2309 Wicklow Place
Charlotte, NC 28205

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Christopher North

mailto:chris@ncwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry Frye
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 3:14:08 PM

Sherry Frye
PO Box 10133
Goldsboro, NC 27532

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Sherry Frye

mailto:web3057@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Barron Glenn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 3:24:07 PM

Barron Glenn
734 timber Lane
Wilmington, NC 28405

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
barron glenn

mailto:barnaclebtg@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Pentecost
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 3:44:09 PM

Michelle Pentecost
5319 Apple Blossom Ct
Mint Hill, NC 28227

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Michelle Pentecost

mailto:mpentecost71@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Buie-Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 3:54:07 PM

Carol Buie-Jackson
8728 Matthews Farm Lane
Charlotte, NC 28277

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Carol Buie-Jackson

mailto:gardenhabitat@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: jeffrey hedrick
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:04:13 PM

jeffrey hedrick
4502 oak grove ch rd
asheboro, NC 27205

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Jeffrey Hedrick

mailto:jeffreyhedrick243@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Gross
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Dare County Resolution Opposing the Petition for Rulemaking
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:11:47 PM
Attachments: 17-01-01, Opposing Petition to Reclassify Coastal Waters as Secondary Nursery Areas, 01.03.17, Signed.pdf

Attached is a resolution unanimously adopted by the Dare County Board of Commissioners
expressing its opposition to the petition for rulemaking to designate Special Secondary
Nursery Areas.

Please make this resolution part of the official record for this proceeding.  If you have any
questions, my contact information is listed below - 

Gary Lee Gross
Clerk and Special Assistant to the Board
Dare County Board of Commissioners 
P.O. Box 1000, Manteo, NC 27954
252.475.5700 office
252.473.8327 mobile
www.darenc.com

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.

mailto:garyg@darenc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
http://www.darenc.com/







From: AJ Hofmann
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:24:14 PM

AJ Hofmann
209 ginger rd
wilmignton, NC 28405

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
AJ Hofmann

mailto:avh3398@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHASE LEBLANC
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:24:15 PM

CHASE LEBLANC
1736 TALL MAST CT
WILMINGTON, NC 28409

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Chase

mailto:LEBLANC.CHASE18@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Prah
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:34:11 PM

James Prah
2760 Meacham rd
chapel hill, NC 27516-8091

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
James Prah

mailto:jimprah@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Prah
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:34:13 PM

James Prah
2760 Meacham rd
chapel hill, NC 27516-8091

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
James Prah

mailto:jimprah@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Trey Euverard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:34:13 PM

Trey Euverard
513 Kelly Rd
Wilmington, NC 28409

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Trey Euverard

mailto:teuverard8@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Prah
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:34:14 PM

James Prah
2760 Meacham rd
chapel hill, NC 27516-8091

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
James Prah

mailto:jimprah@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Dunlevy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:34:15 PM

John Dunlevy
510 long leaf acres drive
Wilmington, NC 28405

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
John Dunlevy

mailto:jwdunlevy@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dell Godwin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:44:11 PM

Dell Godwin
625 Brisbane Court
Fayetteville, NC 28314

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Dell Godwin

mailto:dellgodwin@earthlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ben Wilkinson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:44:13 PM

Ben Wilkinson
PO Box 288
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28403

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Ben Wilkinson

mailto:Benwilkinson2005@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Knight
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:54:12 PM

John Knight
402 Ryan Rd
Cary, NC 27511

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
John Knight

mailto:jknightfish@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Hislop
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 4:54:13 PM

John Hislop
222 Peninsula Manor Road
Hubert, NC 28539

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fish.
AFTER YEARS OF WATCHING THE FISH STOCKS BE DEPLETED WITH NO ATTEMPT AT
RESOLUTION, THIS IS A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION. JOHN HISLOP

Sincerely,
John Hislop

mailto:trueline@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dan Bowen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 5:04:28 PM

Dan Bowen
226 Coral Road
Dudley, NC 28333

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Dan Bowen

mailto:dbowen@mtolivepickles.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Hergenrader
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 5:04:30 PM

Jeff Hergenrader
158 Driftwood Court
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28480

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Jeff Hergenrader

mailto:jeffherg44@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: william fortune
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 5:24:22 PM

william fortune
39190 cobia way
avon, NC 27915

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,bill
william fortune

mailto:bill.fortune@cox.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BOBBY NORRIS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 5:34:25 PM

BOBBY NORRIS
8219 BELLS LAKE ROAD
APEX, NC 27539

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
BOBBY S NORRIS

mailto:norr8219@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Drach
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 5:34:26 PM

David Drach
526 hardy rd
Snow Hill, NC 28580

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
David Drach

mailto:Dirtydraws21@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Puckett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 5:34:28 PM

Carol Puckett
5825 Allwood Drive
Raleigh, NC 27606

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Carol Puckett

mailto:sepuckett@twc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: anthony jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:14:28 PM

anthony jackson
816 Fir Trail
Havelock, NC 28532

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
anthony jackson

mailto:tjack222@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:14:29 PM

Ken Baker
1637 S Marblehead Road
Lewisville, NC 27023

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Ken Baker

mailto:kenandmarybaker@windstream.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Hannah Hamilton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:24:26 PM

Hannah Hamilton
4913 Richland Drive
Raleigh, NC 27612

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Hannah Hamilton

mailto:Hannahh@mc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: walter cook
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:24:28 PM

walter cook
309 pelican harbor rd
beaufort, NC 28516

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
walter cook

mailto:wcook07@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jason Derifaj
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:24:31 PM

Jason Derifaj
807 Pineland Dr
Cary, NC 27511

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Jason Jon Derifaj

mailto:jderifaj@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Becker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:03 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Capt J R Beker
1004 Glencastle Way
Raleigh, NC 27606
jrbecker@bellsouth.net

mailto:jrbecker@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: STEVEN SHUMATE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

STEVEN SHUMATE
107 Ocean View Ave
Carolina Beach, NC 28428
S.SHUMATE@SUDDENLINK.NET

mailto:S.SHUMATE@SUDDENLINK.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Dufalla
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Dufalla
1120 Paradise Dr
Havelock, NC 28532
tdufalla@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Elkins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Chris Elkins
297 Sleepy Point Rd
Gloucester, NC 28528
tarheelboatworks@gmail.com

mailto:tarheelboatworks@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TED BOST, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.
L
Please consider enacting theses provisions in total before all the fish are gone.
Thank you,
Ted Bost

Sincerely,

Pastor TED BOST, Jr.
103 Heron Cove Loop
Hickory, NC 28601
TRBOSTJR@GMAIL.COM

mailto:TRBOSTJR@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: FRAZIER SANDERS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

FRAZIER SANDERS
109 E April Ln
Goldsboro, NC 27530
SSLOWERED@GMAIL.COM

mailto:SSLOWERED@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: NEIL HUNTER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

NEIL HUNTER
5933 White Heron Rd
Wilmington, NC 28412
HUNTERNEIL@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:HUNTERNEIL@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: GARY HICKS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

GARY HICKS
236 N Bost St
Statesville, NC 28677
jjtowingauto@gmail.com

mailto:jjtowingauto@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Proctor
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Frank Proctor
182 Oak Hammock Dr
Harkers Island, NC 28531
fproctor1@gmail.com

mailto:fproctor1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DARRELL MORELOCK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DARRELL MORELOCK
PO Box 176
Rutherford College, NC 28671
EARTHFIRST99@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: john schlichenmaier
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Please consider our perition.This is huge in the future of North Carolina as most advanced states like Texas already
follow this I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries
of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated
inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

john schlichenmaier
5204 Richland Dr
Raleigh, NC 27612
john@winstarhomes.com

mailto:john@winstarhomes.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHRIS JULICH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHRIS JULICH
51 Diannas Landing Rd
Bath, NC 27808
CHRIS@ESCALATECAPITAL.COM

mailto:CHRIS@ESCALATECAPITAL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Hayes
5730 Carriagehouse Ct
Apex, NC 27539
jm2hayes@nc.rr.com

mailto:jm2hayes@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Curt Hurd
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Curt A. Hurd
6016 Tamannary Dr
Greensboro, NC 27455
captcurt89@gmail.com

mailto:captcurt89@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MICHAEL ROBERTS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL ROBERTS
10207 Rougemont Ln
Charlotte, NC 28277
MSRHIGHLAND@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:MSRHIGHLAND@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Sneed
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Thanks for your consideration and your service!

Sincerely,

David Sneed
903 Compton Rd
Greenville, NC 27858
david@ccanc.org

mailto:david@ccanc.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: HOYLE FOY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

HOYLE FOY
329 Camp Rotary Rd
Gastonia, NC 28052
FOY_CLIFTON@CITYOFGASTONIA.COM

mailto:FOY_CLIFTON@CITYOFGASTONIA.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Nowell, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:25 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Nowell Jr
1336 Apache Ln
Apex, NC 27502
bonowell@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Gould
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:30:26 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Scott Gould
7010 Market St
Wilmington, NC 28411
sgould@capefearperio.com

mailto:sgould@capefearperio.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Allen Jernigan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:40:03 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Allen Jernigan
1156 NC Highway 172
Holly Ridge, NC 28445
breadmanventures@hotmail.com

mailto:breadmanventures@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rodger Lentz
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rodger Lentz
2006 Ellington Dr NW
Wilson, NC 27896
rhlentz@mac.com

mailto:rhlentz@mac.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MICHAEL LANGER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rule making to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our
state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit head rope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL LANGER
1655 WAKE DR
WAKE FOREST, NC 27587
MJLANGER@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:MJLANGER@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jason Bowman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support both Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Please protect our NC waters and support the petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation. I a
house on Harkers Island, NC and have been fishing there for over 15 years.  I am a lifetime resident of NC with a
permanent residence in Oak Ridge. 
These changes increase the Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters
and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jason Bowman
5702 Cape Fox Dr
Oak Ridge, NC 27310
jbowman@gbf-inc.com

mailto:jbowman@gbf-inc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Carros
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Carros
926 Goodwood Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27106
pigpick1@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOSEPH ALDERMAN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOSEPH ALDERMAN
202 Lakeshore Dr
Hillsborough, NC 27278
ALDERMANIA@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:ALDERMANIA@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARTIN HARE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARTIN HARE
118 Billetts Bridge Rd
Camden, NC 27921
MHARE7@ME.COM

mailto:MHARE7@ME.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TIMOTHY MIDGETTE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

TIMOTHY MIDGETTE
106 Queens Rd
Hubert, NC 28539
TNMIDGETTE@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John McKnight
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservationist
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:50:03 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John McKnight
530 Westchester Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
jhmcknight64@hotmail.com

mailto:jhmcknight64@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MICHAEL JENNETTE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:50:03 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL JENNETTE
301 Cedarcrest Ct
Raleigh, NC 27609
MJEN2000@GMAIL.COM

mailto:MJEN2000@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES BRILEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:50:03 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES BRILEY
55 Oakwood Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
TAZZER1@GMAIL.COM

mailto:TAZZER1@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

William Harris
1918 W Fort Macon Rd
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512
william.harris@pittgov.org

mailto:william.harris@pittgov.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Romulus McCoy, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Romulus McCoy Jr.
109 Waterfront Cir
Hampstead, NC 28443
ron.mccoy2@gmail.com

mailto:ron.mccoy2@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bucky Holcomb
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bucky Holcomb
168 Laurel Ridge Pl
Mount Airy, NC 27030
bucky@pinestatemarketing.com

mailto:bucky@pinestatemarketing.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Walter Scholtz
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Walter Scholtz
2342 Whilden Ct
Charlotte, NC 28211
scholtziii@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jason Lee
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 6:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jason Lee
440 Cheltenham Dr
Greenville, NC 27834
jasonevanlee@gmail.com

mailto:jasonevanlee@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: KENNETH LANE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:00:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

KENNETH LANE
2040 Temples Point Rd
Havelock, NC 28532
KINGFISHKENNY@GMAIL.COM

mailto:KINGFISHKENNY@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RACHEL KAUSHAGEN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:00:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RACHEL WILKES KAUSHAGEN
109 Pineview St
Havelock, NC 28532
NCSURFERCHICA@GMAIL.COM

mailto:NCSURFERCHICA@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Onley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jeff Onley
701 S Adams Landing Rd
Elizabeth City, NC 27909
captainjeff@albemarlefishingcharters.com

mailto:captainjeff@albemarlefishingcharters.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TIMOTHY PHILLIPS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

TIMOTHY PHILLIPS
3519 Hamstead Ct
Durham, NC 27707
TPHILLIPS@RAVENSCROFT.ORG

mailto:TPHILLIPS@RAVENSCROFT.ORG
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARK SZUCH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:00:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for some of the Petition submitted by the
North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of
our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated
inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and some of the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.
Specifically these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet; AGREE
2.     DO NOT AGREE
3.      limit trawling to three days per week; AGREE however DO NOT limit to daytime only
4.      I DO NOT AGREE with the limit on tow times proposed
5.      I DO NOT AGREE with the additional devices to be added to trawlers.

However, I DO AGREE to further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches
respectively, to ensure that these declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time for a
limited time.  This is necessary to begin recovery of these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize
this opportunity to promote the conservation of our state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARK SZUCH
8048 Bonfire Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409
MARK.SZUCH@GMAIL.COM

mailto:MARK.SZUCH@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Rupert
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:00:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Rupert
411 Great Oaks Dr
Hubert, NC 28539
rupecrna@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Tyndall
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:00:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Paul Tyndall
2862 Mobleys Bridge Rd
Grimesland, NC 27837
pt71658@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: GERALD GREEN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:00:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

GERALD GREEN
143 Knoxview Ln
Mooresville, NC 28117
GERALDGREEN59@GMAIL.COM

mailto:GERALDGREEN59@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WALTER NEAL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:00:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

WALTER NEAL
10717 NC 150
Reidsville, NC 27320
WALTSCAVE@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:WALTSCAVE@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: NICHOLAS WALGE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:00:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

NICHOLAS WALGE
893 Preston Dr
Staunton, VA 24401
WALGENJ@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:00:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

William Brown
304 Kenilworth Rd
Greenville, NC 27858
wbrown35@suddenlink.net

mailto:wbrown35@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: LYMAN BROTHERS, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

LYMAN BROTHERS III
300 Sky Line Dr
Sedona, AZ 86336
LRB2JGSEDONA@GMAIL.COM

mailto:LRB2JGSEDONA@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Cutrell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:04:29 PM

William Cutrell
107 whooping crane ln
New bern, NC 28562

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
William A. Cutrell

mailto:coresoundapparel@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: KYLE VANALTHUIS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

KYLE VANALTHUIS
302 Belle Oaks Dr
New Bern, NC 28562
KEVANALTHUIS@gmail.com

mailto:KEVANALTHUIS@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Josh Crook
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Josh Crook
2 Greensboro Rd
Southport, NC 28461
crookjosh@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Olen Naylor, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

OCNaylor
2272 Staton Mill Rd
Bethel, NC 27812
clydenaylor@embarqmail.com

mailto:clydenaylor@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ALAN DAY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:10:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ALAN DAY
607 Castle Bay Dr
Hampstead, NC 28443
ALANDAY1965@GMAIL.COM

mailto:ALANDAY1965@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHRIS HUGHES
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:10:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHRIS HUGHES
408 Riverfront Pkwy
Mount Holly, NC 28120
CHRISMHUGHES1@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Shores
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:10:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Carol Shores
2218 Roberts St
Raleigh, NC 27607
cgshores@gmail.com

mailto:cgshores@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES FURNISS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:10:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES FURNISS
1140 Rugby Rd
Lynchburg, VA 24503
JAMESFURNISS@COMCAST.NET

mailto:JAMESFURNISS@COMCAST.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Billy McCollum
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:20:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Billy McCollum
221 Park Rd
Seven Springs, NC 28578
billymccollum45@gmail.com

mailto:billymccollum45@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Rash
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mark Rash
139 Mackwood Rd
Mooresville, NC 28115
mrash@csi-ti.net

mailto:mrash@csi-ti.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES BRYANT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES BRYANT
2885 Christian Light Rd
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526
JRBMATHMAN@EMBARQMAIL.COM

mailto:JRBMATHMAN@EMBARQMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Edwin Newell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:20:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Nancy
I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Edwin Newell
7624 Welcome Dr
Wake Forest, NC 27587
retractime@gmail.com

mailto:retractime@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Bryant, Sr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

William Bryant Sr.
856 Knollwood St
Winston Salem, NC 27103
wrbryan2@hotmail.com

mailto:wrbryan2@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WILFRED DAHMEN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

WILFRED DAHMEN
3320 Roxbury Dr
Wake Forest, NC 27587
WILLDAHMEN@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BRANDON SECHLER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:30:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

BRANDON SECHLER
1270 Teakwood Trl
Rockwell, NC 28138
FROG6665@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: GREGORY PRIANO
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:30:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

GREGORY PRIANO
1021 Barnsley Dr
South Park, PA 15129
PRIANOGJ@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:PRIANOGJ@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Todd, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:30:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Daniel Todd III
1212 Crowsnest Dr
Hurdle Mills, NC 27541
dantodd3@gmail.com

mailto:dantodd3@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MICHAEL HOLLAND
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:30:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL HOLLAND
103 Shelton St
Carrboro, NC 27510
MICHAEL.HOLLAND.NC@GMAIL.COM

mailto:MICHAEL.HOLLAND.NC@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Boeck
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:30:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Boeck
4901 Morton Rd
New Bern, NC 28562
boeck@suddenlinkmail.com

mailto:boeck@suddenlinkmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Blakewood
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.PLUS - I have seen the complete murder of 1000;s
of pounds of baby drum, flounder, spot, just by fishing for Spanish one day out of Bouge Inlet- the netters need to
move just a few miles offshore to allow these small fish a place to survive- and the number of Turtles killed ?-
Please change these laws that control this killing of our most powerful resource !!!!!- LETS MAKE FISHING
GREAT AGAIN!!!!!!!!!

Sincerely,

David Blakewood
4545 Pleasant Garden Rd
Greensboro, NC 27406
blakewoodd@bellsouth.net

mailto:blakewoodd@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cole Carpenter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Also, all gill netting needs to be prohibited. It is an UNCONTROLLED fishery that is wiping out our states most
important resources.

Cole Carpenter

Sincerely,

Cole Carpenter
119 Runnymeade Dr
Jacksonville, NC 28540
carp123@gmail.com

mailto:carp123@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Max Kasselt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Max Kasselt
3424 Lakeview Trl
Kinston, NC 28504
mkasselt@suddenlink.net

mailto:mkasselt@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RONNIE MELTON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RONNIE MELTON
4033 Angus Dr
Gastonia, NC 28056
RMELTON005@GMAIL.COM

mailto:RMELTON005@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: colette mcmurray
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

colette mcmurray
403 Chadwick Shores Dr
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460
colettelou@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Miller
201 Trotters Way Ct
Winston Salem, NC 27106
rd_miller@hotmail.com

mailto:rd_miller@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Hergenrader
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:40:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Tim Hergenrader
106 Black Horse Run S
New Bern, NC 28560
twherg@gmail.com

mailto:twherg@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BURNIE FREAS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

BURNIE FREAS
185 Westminster Way
Hampstead, NC 28443
HENRY353@ATT.NET

mailto:HENRY353@ATT.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Heins, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Additionally, action should be taken to restrict recreational anglers to hook and line fishing only with a separate
recreational license for crab pots.  The commercial gear for recreational use license should be done away with until
all species are abundant.

Sincerely,

Joseph Heins Jr.
502 Newhan Ct
Hubert, NC 28539
jkheins02@gmail.com

mailto:jkheins02@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Wrenn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Wrenn
2106 Northbay Dr
Browns Summit, NC 27214
sharpewrenn@me.com

mailto:sharpewrenn@me.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: GUION DUNN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

GUION DUNN
210 Inlet Dr
Wilmington, NC 28411
GDWILM80@GMAIL.COM

mailto:GDWILM80@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. MALCOLM HASSELL, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MALCOLM HASSELL Jr
428 Hassell Ave
Washington, NC 27889
kikkawheel@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Boylan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Boylan
4933 Country Club Dr N
Wilson, NC 27896
boylan@myglnc.com

mailto:boylan@myglnc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill HESS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bill HESS
1506 Meadston Dr
Durham, NC 27712
WHESS8@NC.RR.COM

mailto:WHESS8@NC.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Drach, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Drach Jr
526 Hardy Rd
Snow Hill, NC 28580
dirtydraws21@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Sheaves
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 7:50:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Sheaves
104 Barrington Hill Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
sheaves@hotmail.com

mailto:sheaves@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JUSTIN MOODY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JUSTIN MOODY
617 Ridge Dr
Goldsboro, NC 27530
JWMOODY915@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Garrett Hume
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Garrett Hume
104 Clipper Ct
Emerald Isle, NC 28594
saltw3@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bernie Kaasmann
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:00:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bernie Kaasmann
103 Deer Run
Hubert, NC 28539
bucuecu@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT KEITH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:00:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am a lifelong resident of Wrightsville Beach/Wilmington area and have been an avid fisherman since I was a child.
I have experienced firsthand the significant decline in the population of most of the inshore species in the area. As a
result, my children have not been able to enjoy recreational fishing in the same way I did 40 years ago. I feel
strongly North Carolina must implement stronger conservation measures and better regulate commercial fishing as
has been done in other southern and gulf coast states.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT E. KEITH
1633 Country Club Rd
Wilmington, NC 28403
RKEITH@MERIDIENMARKETING.COM

mailto:RKEITH@MERIDIENMARKETING.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: VALERIE RABELER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:10:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

VALERIE RABELER
211 W Boundary St
Cary, NC 27513
LIGTONC@GMAIL.COM

mailto:LIGTONC@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Sewell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Sewell
299 Union St S
Concord, NC 28025
jim.sewell@mott42.com

mailto:jim.sewell@mott42.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: SHEILA SIMMONS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:10:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

SHEILA SIMMONS
2645 Lance Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27103
GSIMMONS1@TRIAD.RR.COM

mailto:GSIMMONS1@TRIAD.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: robert horne
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:14:35 PM

robert horne
150 bryan rd
wilmington, NC 28412

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

i say putting a restriction on spot and croaker further limits nc citizens of their resource. do not ban shrimp trawling
or put a size limit on croaker or spot. we all like fresh nc shrimp

Sincerely,
rob

mailto:rhorne628@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Parks
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:14:36 PM

Chris Parks
102 Anna Ct.
Hampstead, NC 28443

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Chris Parks

mailto:Skeetdog@live.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHARLES KITCHEN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHARLES KITCHEN
103 S Dogwood Trl
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949
EDDYKITCHEN@COMCAST.NET

mailto:EDDYKITCHEN@COMCAST.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Breck Honeycutt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:20:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Breck Honeycutt
127 Calico Ln
Ararat, NC 27007
breckh@surry.net

mailto:breckh@surry.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Burke
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:30:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Burke
1720 Tropical Dr
Raleigh, NC 27607
jburke4@bellsouth.net

mailto:jburke4@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BRADLEY CRAIN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:30:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

BRADLEY CRAIN
123 Canadian Ct
Durham, NC 27713
BKCRAIN@GMAIL.COM

mailto:BKCRAIN@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MICHAEL SHEPHEARD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL SHEPHEARD
4 Van Patton Pl
Portsmouth, VA 23701
SLSMES@MSN.COM

mailto:SLSMES@MSN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Dickey
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

William P. Dickey
2433 NC Highway 62 E
Julian, NC 27283
dickeywp1@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARSHALL PRENTICE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARSHALL PRENTICE
1507 Sassafras Hill St
Durham, NC 27712
MWP1023@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: STEVEN WHITE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: **Habitat and Finfish Conservation**
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 64;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

THANK YOU for helping to preserve our fisheries.

Sincerely,

STEVEN WHITE
770 Roslyn Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27104
SWHITE2811@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brent Sanders
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brent Sanders
2000 Brownstone Rd
Sanford, NC 27330
brentsanders2@gmail.com

mailto:brentsanders2@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOSEPH MAURO
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOSEPH MAURO
312 Bear Run
Maple Hill, NC 28454
MAURO.USMC@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan Giles
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jon Giles
9530 Penshurst Trce
Charlotte, NC 28210
jongiles@bellsouth.net

mailto:jongiles@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bart Lewis, MD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

As a concerned Carteret county resident, I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support
for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and
protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include
all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in
these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bart Lewis MD
503 Shell Pt
Morehead City, NC 28557
fishotherapy@gmail.com

mailto:fishotherapy@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RAYMOND SCHMIDT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 8:50:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RAYMOND SCHMIDT
110 E Ocean Bay Blvd
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948
RAY.SCHMIDT13@GMAIL.COM

mailto:RAY.SCHMIDT13@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Marcy Mauro
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Marcy Mauro
312 Bear Run
Maple Hill, NC 28454
marcymauro@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Randall Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:00:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Randall Smith
5507 Sandpiper Dr
Oriental, NC 28571
mrbookend@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dwight Buck
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:00:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.
If you would fish recreationally in Fl. or La. at this time you would be astonished! We should be ashamed.

Sincerely,

Dwight Buck
149 Seth Turner Rd
Albertson, NC 28508
dbuck1148@gmail.com

mailto:dbuck1148@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: martin tait
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:00:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

martin tait
480 Grouse Ct
Wilmington, NC 28403
MAT1031@LIVE.COM

mailto:MAT1031@LIVE.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: LAWRENCE CURCIO
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:10:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

LAWRENCE CURCIO
1217 Salem Ln
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
LCURCIO@SOLUTOUS.COM

mailto:LCURCIO@SOLUTOUS.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JANICE RHUE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:10:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JANICE RHUE
1317 NW 52nd Ter
Gainesville, FL 32605
FGM3947@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mark Harris
1210 Belhaven Rd
Cary, NC 27513
mark.harris@alumni.unc.edu

mailto:mark.harris@alumni.unc.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Newton Trott
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Newton Trott
312 Gregory Fork Rd
Richlands, NC 28574
natrott@charter.net

mailto:natrott@charter.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PETER DESLOGE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

PETER DESLOGE
1458 Crimson Leaf Ct SE
Bolivia, NC 28422
BEACHBUM1458@EARTHLINK.NET

mailto:BEACHBUM1458@EARTHLINK.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WILLIAM BARRIGER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

BILL BARRIGER
654 Northwood Park
Taylorsville, NC 28681
BILLBARRIGER@GMAIL.COM

mailto:BILLBARRIGER@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mick Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mick Brown
101 Hunting Bay Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584
pro@starhillgolf.com

mailto:pro@starhillgolf.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Moon
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:20:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Moon
PO Box 1326
Mebane, NC 27302
jvegmoon@msn.com

mailto:jvegmoon@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicholas Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:24:40 PM

Nicholas Davis
3313 Forbush Rd.
East Bend, NC 27018

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Nicholas Davis

mailto:nwdavis32187@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Archie Bryant
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Archie Bryant
101 Cabana Dr
Mooresville, NC 28117
acbryant@msn.com

mailto:acbryant@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Hardison
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:34:40 PM

John Hardison
11 creekside dr
Arapahoe, NC 28510

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
John  Hardison

mailto:Gsryhardison@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHADLEY TIERNEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHADLEY TIERNEY
2363 Goose Run Rd
Fairmont, WV 26554
CHADLEY.J.TIERNEY@WVSP.GOV

mailto:CHADLEY.J.TIERNEY@WVSP.GOV
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Todd Culp
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Todd Culp
46872 Emery Dr
Richfield, NC 28137
saltyculp@gmail.com

mailto:saltyculp@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Edward Hagy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Edward Hagy
6112 Chatford Dr
Raleigh, NC 27612
edhagy@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Webster Collett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Webster Collett
9 Anson St
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469
rwc1010@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: SAMUEL GRIMES
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

SAMUEL GRIMES
204 Camelia Dr
Washington, NC 27889
JDGIV@EMBARQMAIL.COM

mailto:JDGIV@EMBARQMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim barnes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:50:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Tim barnes
114 Oak Cir
Hampstead, NC 28443
barnesconst@rocketmail.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jon Salvant
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:50:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jon Salvant
8731 Ramsbury Way
Wilmington, NC 28411
jon.salvant@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Oldham, IV
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:50:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dr. James Oldham
2 British Ct
Smithfield, NC 27577
joldham0120@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHRISTOPHER KIVETT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:50:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHRISTOPHER KIVETT
349 Keystone Dr
Summerfield, NC 27358
C97KE1@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: GENE LILLEY, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:00:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rule making to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our
state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit head rope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

GENE LILLEY Jr
599 Garner Chapel Rd
Mount Olive, NC 28365
CWWGTL@EARTHLINK.NET

mailto:CWWGTL@EARTHLINK.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Glenda Steel
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:04:43 PM

Glenda Steel
103 Union Street North
concord, NC 28025

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Glenda Steel

mailto:glendasteel@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. james jones
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:10:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

james b jones
1013 Bally Bunion Ln
Burgaw, NC 28425
bryanshvac@bellsouth.net

mailto:bryanshvac@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Elwood Harrell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: 27909Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:14:42 PM

Elwood Harrell
129 Hunters Trail, West
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Elwood Harrell

mailto:eharrell@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Marks
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:20:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Marks
22 Ballast Point Dr
Manteo, NC 27954
johnmarks31@gmail.com

mailto:johnmarks31@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:20:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Christopher Hayes
4327 Chantilly Dr
Granite Falls, NC 28630
Chayes43@live.com

mailto:Chayes43@live.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHRIS MAGRI
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHRIS MAGRI
4501 Pike Rd Apt Raleigh
Raleigh, NC 27613
CHRIS.MAGRI@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Walas
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Joseph Walas
110 Leon Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
walasj50@gmail.com

mailto:walasj50@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Holcomb
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Holcomb
3306 Princeton Kenly Rd
Kenly, NC 27542
thomasholcomb61@gmail.com

mailto:thomasholcomb61@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN WATTS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:30:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOHN WATTS
1211 Wall St
Durham, NC 27701
JWATTSJ@GMAIL.COM

mailto:JWATTSJ@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Himmel
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Himmel
4102 Gray Rock Rd
Kittrell, NC 27544
grayrockman@gmail.com

mailto:grayrockman@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dave Himmel
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:34:44 PM

Dave Himmel
4102 gray rock rd
Kittrell, NC 27544

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
David Himmel

mailto:himmel@us.ibm.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Alexandra Sheaves
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Please help conserve our natural resources!  I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my
support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better
manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery
Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern
shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Sheaves
104 Barrington Hill Rd Apt Red
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
alexandra.sheaves@gmail.com

mailto:alexandra.sheaves@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: randal kiffner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:00:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Randal Kiffner
1701 Ulster Dr
Elizabeth City, NC 27909
gadgetguy1288@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William CHEN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

WIllian CHEN
2304 Carramore Ave
Cary, NC 27519
WILLIAMCHEN2@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:WILLIAMCHEN2@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Freeman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:00:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through rule changes to expand special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters
and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. Even in my short lifetime of 47 years, I have seen firsthand the negative effects caused
by shrimp trawlers. Heck, I am embarrassed to say that I used to drag a shrimp net up and down the ICW. Use to set
gill nets too until I woke up to the fact that these fishing practices are destroying our fishery.  It is time to do
something about it. It is time to implement these new rule changes.

Thank you for your consideration,

Sincerely,

David Freeman
9112 Reedham Oaks Ct
Raleigh, NC 27615
david.freeman@labrepco.com

mailto:david.freeman@labrepco.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Hutson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:10:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Hutson
346 Saura Ln
Winston Salem, NC 27107
leonhutson@ymail.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ALFRED LOWRIE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I have witnessed during my own fishing trips the impact of shrimp trawling on North Carolina sounds. There is a
marked difference in the results of my trips in South Carolina and Florida versus North Carolina. North Carolina
must change its management of these resources or many will continue have an incentive to spend their dollars and
their fishing effort in states which better manage their fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition in order to better
manage our fisheries. Specifically these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

These are moderate measures which may prove sufficient to reverse the decline of our fisheries. Without such
measures the future choices may soon be  the complete end of netting in our sounds or the absence of a recreational
fishery and the hundreds of millions of dollars it brings to the state.

Sincerely,

AL LOWRIE
2259 Standing Oak Ln
Pfafftown, NC 27040
APLOWRIE@BELLSOUTH.NET

mailto:APLOWRIE@BELLSOUTH.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Plowman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:14:49 PM

Michael Plowman
7425 Millbrook Road
Harrisburg, NC 28075

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Michael L Plowman

mailto:plowhandle@windstream.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dan McDaniel
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:20:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dan McDaniel
103 White Oak Ct
Chocowinity, NC 27817
dappleseed@hotmail.com

mailto:dappleseed@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RICHARD DAVIS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RICHARD DAVIS
2217 Timberlane Dr
Florence, SC 29506
DAVIS2217@MSN.COM

mailto:DAVIS2217@MSN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Allison Naftel
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Allison N.
9366 Cub Run Dr
Concord, NC 28027
anaftel@carolina.rr.com

mailto:anaftel@carolina.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PAGLIACCI GALLO
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

PAGLIACCI GALLO
165 Branch Dr
Harkers Island, NC 28531
PGIOGALLO@GMAIL.COM

mailto:PGIOGALLO@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Teri Bullock
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Teri Bullock
457 Lancaster Woods Dr
Supply, NC 28462
iretckcollub@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carlyle Rogers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Carlyle Rogers
1760 Maple Grove Church Rd
Jamesville, NC 27846
saltwaterbluefish@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard hodgens
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard N Hodgens
109 Daphne Ln
Manteo, NC 27954
hodgensrn@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Martin Waite
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 11:54:52 PM

Martin Waite
11129 Crestmont Dr
Raleigh, NC 27613

January 3, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
martin w waite

mailto:martin.waite@searshc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Clayton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:00:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Clayton
502 Rush Rd
Fayetteville, NC 28305
momentsofground@gmail.com

mailto:momentsofground@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mel Bowers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:30:03 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mel Bowers
2264 Lee Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
mbowers1946@gmail.com

mailto:mbowers1946@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Randall Proctor, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:40:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Randall Proctor Jr
317 Calvin Rd
Raleigh, NC 27605
rwpjrnc@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Burch
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:50:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

William Burch
402 Marsh Island Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584
billyburch81@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stuart Creighton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:40:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Stuart Creighton
201 Mildred St
Oriental, NC 28571
stu.creighton@gmail.com

mailto:stu.creighton@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:00:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Keith Moore
222 Bluewater Cv
Swansboro, NC 28584
moor5519@bellsouth.net

mailto:moor5519@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DAVID VOORHEES
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:10:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DAVID VOORHEES
2212 Green River Rd
Zirconia, NC 28790
DAVIDAEEEE@GMAIL.COM

mailto:DAVIDAEEEE@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PETER WATTS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:10:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

PETER WATTS
821 Burnaby Ct
Cary, NC 27519
PETERWATTS_US@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BOBBY LANNING
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:10:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

BOBBY LANNING
75 Lanning Dr
Fairview, NC 28730
BOBBYELANNING@GMAIL.COM

mailto:BOBBYELANNING@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN BALLARD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:20:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOHN BALLARD
1618 Verrazzano Dr
Wilmington, NC 28405
JETBLAST737@GMAIL.COM

mailto:JETBLAST737@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dwane HINSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:30:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dwane HINSON
526 Coral Ln
Edenton, NC 27932
DWANE.HINSON@MCHSI.COM

mailto:DWANE.HINSON@MCHSI.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: george walker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:48:22 AM

george walker
4726 ilex dr
wilmington, NC 28412

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Herb Walker

mailto:walker21@charter.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Autry
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:50:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Steve Autry
1309 Culp Rd
Pineville, NC 28134
52bluewater@gmail.com

mailto:52bluewater@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WILLIAM WELLS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 6:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bob Wells
552 Wendover Ln
Battleboro, NC 27809
BOB.WELLS.BF0Q@STATEFARM.COM

mailto:BOB.WELLS.BF0Q@STATEFARM.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Owen Maxwell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 6:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Owen Maxwell
204 Dundee Dr
Edenton, NC 27932
owen@regulatormarine.com

mailto:owen@regulatormarine.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CONOR HARTMAN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 6:20:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CONOR HARTMAN
614 W Main St Apt 327
Durham, NC 27701
CONORDHARTMAN@GMAIL.COM

mailto:CONORDHARTMAN@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES APPEL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 6:40:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES APPEL
6008 Wellesley Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409
DERMAPPEL@GMAIL.COM

mailto:DERMAPPEL@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Gurley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 6:50:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jeff Gurley
1803 Myrtle Ct
Goldsboro, NC 27530
gurleyenterprise@gmail.com

mailto:gurleyenterprise@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Courtney Keskinen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:00:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Courtney Keskinen
1403 Weimarner Ct
Wilmington, NC 28411
cleo92481@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Feifs
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:00:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Tim Feifs
1115 Pebble Dr
Greensboro, NC 27410
tfeifs@gmail.com

mailto:tfeifs@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BRADLEY AUSTIN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:10:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

BRADLEY AUSTIN
48724 High Rock Rd
Richfield, NC 28137
CPHI2172@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Sappenfield
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:10:21 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Sappenfield
6 Pearse Wynd Rd
Bahama, NC 27503
DLSMD@AOL.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bert Perry
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:18:28 AM

Bert Perry
5103 E yacht Dr
Oak Island, NC 28465

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I

Sincerely,
Bert Perry

mailto:bperry0200@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ALFONSO GORENA
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:20:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ALFONSO GORENA
312 Hein Dr
Clayton, NC 27527
ROY.GORENA@SYNGENTA.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES GRANFORTUNA
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:30:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES GRANFORTUNA
6502 Lismore Dr
Browns Summit, NC 27214
DOCTUNA@BELLSOUTH.NET

mailto:DOCTUNA@BELLSOUTH.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TONY EVANS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:30:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

TONY EVANS
2444 PEANUT PLANT RD
ELIZABETHTOWN, NC 28337
TONY.W.EVANS@CENTURYLINK.COM

mailto:TONY.W.EVANS@CENTURYLINK.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dianne Mercer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:30:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dianne Mercer
108 Deer Cove Rd
Hampstead, NC 28443
dianne.mercer@gmail.com

mailto:dianne.mercer@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Greg Roels
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:30:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Greg Roels
8200 River Rd
Wilmington, NC 28412
sweetroels@gmail.com

mailto:sweetroels@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MAROLIN WHITLEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:30:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MAROLIN WHITLEY
3508 Appleberry Ct NW
Wilson, NC 27896
MWHITLEY@MYGLNC.COM

mailto:MWHITLEY@MYGLNC.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CURTIS HAAS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:40:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CURTIS HAAS
1610 Cheshire Bridge Rd
Durham, NC 27712
STONE3P@GMAIL.COM

mailto:STONE3P@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike Benton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:40:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mike Benton
30 Windrift Ct
Gibsonville, NC 27249
jmichaelb47@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cary Huffman, Sr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:50:03 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Cary Huffman Sr.
95 Trinitie Trl
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949
Reelcranker@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Neal Jordan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:50:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Neal Jordan
2921 Hampton Ave
Charlotte, NC 28207
neal.jordan@bankofamerica.com

mailto:neal.jordan@bankofamerica.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MEADE STONE, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:50:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MEADE STONE Jr
223 63rd St
Virginia Beach, VA 23451
KD4YLX@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeffery Mahagan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:50:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jeffery Mahagan
2806 Mebane Ln
Durham, NC 27703
adrenalzen@gmail.com

mailto:adrenalzen@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Olin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:50:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Olin
3112 Shadwell Ct
Raleigh, NC 27613
ncfishead@gmail.com

mailto:ncfishead@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN GILMORE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:00:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I grew up in Rocky Mount and many of my fondest memories are of fishing at the coast with my Dad, brother and
rest of the family.  Fishing now pales in comparison, my children often get frustrated because we just don't catch
many fish.  I know people need to make a living fishing, but I think there is a reasonable balance that can ensure
good fish and fishing for everyone. 

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOHN GILMORE
204 Rossburn Way
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
JGILMORE@MED.UNC.EDU

mailto:JGILMORE@MED.UNC.EDU
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TUCKER WATSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:00:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

TUCKER WATSON
8120 Mason Ridge Ln
Wilmington, NC 28409
TUCKWAT@GMAIL.COM

mailto:TUCKWAT@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. RICHARD JOHNSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:00:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RICHARD JOHNSON
655 Fairway Dr
Southern Pines, NC 28387
RJOHNSON@NCMCS.ORG

mailto:RJOHNSON@NCMCS.ORG
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jordan Jernigan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:08:35 AM

Jordan Jernigan
618 N Boylan Ave
Raleigh, NC 27607

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Jordan Jernigan

mailto:jvjernig@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Cole
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:10:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jim Cole
18437 Whitacre Cir
Hudson, FL 34667
monoceba@gmail.com

mailto:monoceba@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Darrell Beam
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:10:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Darrell Beam
1481 17th Street Dr NE
Hickory, NC 28601
fixermike13@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MATTHEW TAPLEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:10:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MATTHEW TAPLEY
611 Flagstone Way
Durham, NC 27712
MATTHEW.TAPLEY@WELLSFARGO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ronald Craig, Sr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:10:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ronald Craig
258 Mouth of the Creek Rd
Chocowinity, NC 27817
rcraig041947@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Barry Ritter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:18:32 AM

Barry Ritter
303 Cedar Ave
Hampstead, NC 28443

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Barry Ritter

mailto:Bwritter@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:18:33 AM

Daniel Jackson
103 Wackena Pt. Rd.
Goldsboro, NC 27534

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Daniel A Jackson

mailto:dannyj@jacksonandsons.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Russ
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:18:34 AM

William Russ
204 Davis Dr
Morganton, NC 28655

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
William Russ

mailto:tr333rus@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TIMOTHY WALSH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Timothy W Walsh
1125 Pinehurst Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
TIM.WALSH@DUKE.EDU

mailto:TIM.WALSH@DUKE.EDU
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Yates Gladwell, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Yates Gladwell
312 Pettiford Rd
Swansboro, NC 28584
yates7419@gmail.com

mailto:yates7419@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: FREDERICK KRUSKE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:20:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

FREDERICK KRUSKE
207 Wingate Dr
New Bern, NC 28562
FTKRUSKE@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: EDWARD KNIGHT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:20:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

EDWARD KNIGHT
4511 Brook Rd
Richmond, VA 23227
FISHEDSART@VERIZON.NET

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cory Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:28:33 AM

Cory Williams
7401 Masonboro Sound Rd.
Wilmington, NC 28409

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Cory M. Williams

mailto:cmwdds@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: john Robbins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:28:34 AM

john Robbins
100 Union St n
concord, NC 28025

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Commission members

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.
It is time to end the egregious abuse of our precious natural resource.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
John Robbins

mailto:johnrobbinsjbr@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES STEWART
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:30:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES STEWART
4166 Marquesas Ave
Fort Mill, SC 29708
JEFF@IMCTMA.COM

mailto:JEFF@IMCTMA.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Chambers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:30:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brenda Chambers
208 Sheridan Dr
Salisbury, NC 28144
n8dawg1130@gmail.com

mailto:n8dawg1130@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DONALD COLEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:30:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DONALD COLEY
1504 Saint James Pl
Kinston, NC 28504
DONALDCOLEY@MUNDYCOS.COM

mailto:DONALDCOLEY@MUNDYCOS.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: KENNETH CHAMBERS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:30:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

KENNETH CHAMBERS
208 Sheridan Dr
Salisbury, NC 28144
n8dawg@gmail.com

mailto:n8dawg@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Leonard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:38:37 AM

Paul Leonard
891 Adair Ave NE
Atlanta, GA 30306

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Paul M Leonard

mailto:Paul.leonard@cardno.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Louis Palmer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:38:38 AM

Louis Palmer
2001 Carey Rd
Kinston, NC 28501

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Louis Palmer

mailto:skippalmer19@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Harrell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:38:39 AM

William Harrell
7 Bahama Drive
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28480

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
William Harrell

mailto:thedonofyaupon@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: LUTHER NICHOLS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:40:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

LUTHER NICHOLS
5169 Emma Cannon Rd
Ayden, NC 28513
LRNICHOLS@PITTCOUNTYNC.GOV

mailto:LRNICHOLS@PITTCOUNTYNC.GOV
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brett Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:40:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brett Brown
15735 Youngblood Rd
Charlotte, NC 28278
brb32775@carolina.rr.com

mailto:brb32775@carolina.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Pete Boelte
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:48:35 AM

Pete Boelte
225 N Chanel haven dr
Wilmington, NC 28409

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Pete boelte

mailto:peteboelte@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Redman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:50:03 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations. 
     I have recreationally fished NC for 50 years and have definitely seen the decline in my catch so much that I don't
go as much any more.  We need to save the fish and slow down the commercial take given the recreational fishing
people supply so much income to the coastal community.

Sincerely,

Ken Redman
8501 Meadow Ridge Ln
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
workkdog@gmail.com

mailto:workkdog@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Keeli McLamb
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:50:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Keeli McLamb
1642 Freedom Rd
Smithfield, NC 27577
keeliproctor@gmail.com

mailto:keeliproctor@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Pete Boelte
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:50:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Pete Boelte
225 N Channel Haven Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409
peteboelte@gmail.com

mailto:peteboelte@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARK CABLE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:50:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARK CABLE
2139 Keesee Rd # A
Whitsett, NC 27377
mac3815@gmail.com

mailto:mac3815@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Louis Palmer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:50:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Louis Palmer
2001 Carey Rd
Kinston, NC 28501
skippalmer19@gmail.com

mailto:skippalmer19@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rusty Mangum
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:50:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rusty Mangum
4905 Glen Forest Dr
Raleigh, NC 27612
rmangum@intercompsys.com

mailto:rmangum@intercompsys.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken House
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:50:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ken House
412 Parkview Cres
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
ken.house@sas.com

mailto:ken.house@sas.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lawrence McAllister
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:50:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Lawrence McAllister
112 Gold Rock Dr
Chocowinity, NC 27817
mcalarry@yahool.com

mailto:mcalarry@yahool.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Harry Bryant, IV
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:50:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

As a preface to this signature, I would like to clarify that I am a grandson of a lifelong NC commercial shrimper and
have seen our fishery my entire life from both a commercial aspect and a recreational aspect. I have witnessed
firsthand the amount of bycatch our shrimpers produce and I have seen more lush fisheries full of more life and
fishing opportunities for both commercial and recreational anglers when I visit other states on the east coast that
have laws similar to those outlined below. Keeping an ample supply of croaker, whiting, and weakfish is critical to
our fisheries as more desirable gamefish such as red drum, speckled trout, and flounder feed on them.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Harry Bryant
1721 Remington Point Ct
Walkertown, NC 27051
harrycbryant4@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Greg Hurt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:00:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Greg Hurt
114 Lake Ridge Dr
Smithfield, NC 27577
ghurt@microspace.com

mailto:ghurt@microspace.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES AYCOCK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:00:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES AYCOCK
1400 Sutton Dr
Kinston, NC 28501
JAYCOCK@FIELDCONTROLS.COM

mailto:JAYCOCK@FIELDCONTROLS.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Willis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:00:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Scott Willis
325 Brighttown Rd
Maysville, NC 28555
swfishing7@gmail.com

mailto:swfishing7@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Philip Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:00:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Philip Johnson
12 Clover Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
pjphilip12@gmail.com

mailto:pjphilip12@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. THOMAS EDWARDS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:00:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

THOMAS EDWARDS
25 Moss Way
Franklinton, NC 27525
TONY@CUSTOMSIGNSINC.US

mailto:TONY@CUSTOMSIGNSINC.US
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PETER ROCHE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:00:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

PETER ROCHE
1312 Doylin Dr
Cary, NC 27511
ROCKSTONEROCK@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHRISTOPHER NICCHITTA
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:10:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHRISTOPHER NICCHITTA
115 Pinecrest Rd
Durham, NC 27705
CHRISTOPHER.NICCHITTA@DUKE.EDU

mailto:CHRISTOPHER.NICCHITTA@DUKE.EDU
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: STEPHEN BROWDER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:10:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

STEPHEN BROWDER
103 Lutterworth Ct Apt Cary
Cary, NC 27519
SEBROWDER6@GMAIL.COM

mailto:SEBROWDER6@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DUSTIN GARRETT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:10:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DUSTIN GARRETT
4425 Shady Grove Rd
Providence, NC 27315
DGARRETTRHB@GMAIL.COM

mailto:DGARRETTRHB@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT HEDRICK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:10:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT HEDRICK
2360 W Tanglewood Dr SW
Supply, NC 28462
HEDRICKCI@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mason Cox
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:18:37 AM

Mason Cox
812 S Yaupon
Morehead City, NC 28557

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Mr Brad Koury :

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Mason Cox

mailto:masoncoxjr@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Narron
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:20:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mark Narron
1217 N Shore Dr
Surf City, NC 28445
mdnarron@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TRAVIS MCLENDON, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:20:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

TRAVIS MCLENDON Jr.
55 Pool Rock Shores Ln
Henderson, NC 27537
MCLENDONTRAVIS@BFUSA.COM

mailto:MCLENDONTRAVIS@BFUSA.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:20:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Steve Moore
8016 Yellow Daisy Dr
Wilmington, NC 28412
public@switchfisher.com

mailto:public@switchfisher.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Daryl Radford
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:20:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Daryl Radford
4903 Doral Ln N
Wilson, NC 27896
DRADFORD3869@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Willis Warren
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:20:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

It is past time that we start managing for the resource.  It's crazy that NC is the last state along the coast to adopt
responsible rules for trawling.  NC's lenient laws mean that commercial operations from other states come here to
harvest our resource.  I'm tired of seeing large trawlers from other states here in NC b/c our laws are so much less
resource friendly than those of their home states.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Willis Warren
111 Sea Trace Ln
Newport, NC 28570
wwarren@easternaviationfuels.com

mailto:wwarren@easternaviationfuels.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Strowd
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:30:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas. I grew up fishing on
the NC coast and we used to catch fish; now when I fish, we catch almost nothing - to the point I've almost given up
fishing. 

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard E. Strowd
4845 Manns Chapel Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
swog.strowd@gmail.com

mailto:swog.strowd@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Blum
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:30:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Charles Blum
1516 Stoneridge Rd
Sanford, NC 27330
cblum@siteone.com

mailto:cblum@siteone.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: robert rice
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:30:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

robert rice
2212 Setliff Dr
High Point, NC 27265
brice0498@gmail.com

mailto:brice0498@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike Kalet
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:30:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mike Kalet
4513 Clear Cut Ct
Wake Forest, NC 27587
rmkalet10@gmail.com

mailto:rmkalet10@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Sternthal
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:30:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian Sternthal
504 Hill St
Elizabethtown, NC 28337
southernboyth57@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jamie Cole
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:38:42 AM

Jamie Cole
218 Gray Fox Run
Hubert, NC 28539

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Jamie L Cole

mailto:jamie_lee_cole@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Schwartz
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:40:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mark Schwartz
1709 S Moorings Dr
Wilmington, NC 28405
massam@ec.rr.com

mailto:massam@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Sparks
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:40:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Keith Sparks
1034 County Line Rd
Harmony, NC 28634
ksparks920@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Luke Kilroy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:40:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Luke Kilroy
7 Long Cove Ct
Greensboro, NC 27407
rlkgso@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Thinguldstad
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:40:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Sandra Thinguldstad
1105 Caracara Dr
New Bern, NC 28560
sthingul@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MICHAEL MCNICHOL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:40:22 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL MCNICHOL
3 Woodbridge Dr
Hampton, VA 23666
MIKEMCNI@GMAIL.COM

mailto:MIKEMCNI@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Craig Price
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:48:43 AM

Craig Price
PO Box 1623
Denver, NC 28037

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Craig Price

mailto:craig@folkn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Collins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:50:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Charles Collins
4607 Dutchess Ln
Durham, NC 27707
ccollins@nc.rr.com

mailto:ccollins@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dan Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:00:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dan Smith
6200 Quarter Rd
Swanquarter, NC 27885
jdgsqtr@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Hamilton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:00:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Hamilton
1024 Washington St
Raleigh, NC 27605
dick@ncwf.org

mailto:dick@ncwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Leon Bunce
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:00:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Leon Bunce
1509 Brightwater Ct
Raleigh, NC 27614
lbunce1@nc.rr.com

mailto:lbunce1@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mazie Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:00:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mazie Smith
6200 Quarter Rd
Swanquarter, NC 27885
maziesmith1956@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Best
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:00:29 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Please help make the right decision and protect our fish stock for future generations.

Sincerely,

Frank Best
2815 CAROLINA COMMERCE DR
GOLDSBORO, NC 27530
fbest@bestcdev.com

mailto:fbest@bestcdev.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: SCOTT LOGUE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:00:31 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

SCOTT LOGUE
9443 New Sandy Hill Church Rd Apt F
Middlesex, NC 27557
SLOGUE@AIRMAKERS.COM

mailto:SLOGUE@AIRMAKERS.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Hal Swindell, Sr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:00:33 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Hal Swindell, Sr.
6200 Quarter Rd
Swanquarter, NC 27885
HalSwindell22@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joy Moye
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:08:43 AM

Joy Moye
1506 Beech Street
Goldsboro, NC 27530

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Joy Moye

mailto:joymoye@att.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Madore
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:18:43 AM

Jill Madore
515 Twin Creeks Dr
Goldsboro, NC 27530

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Jill Madore

mailto:jillmadore@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Garrick Zimmer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

G Zimmer
102 Tiffany Ct
Jacksonville, NC 28546
garrickivanzimmer@hotmail.com

mailto:garrickivanzimmer@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Anthony Jeffs
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:20:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Anthony Jeffs
201 Beeston Ct
Cary, NC 27519
tjeffs@cisco.com

mailto:tjeffs@cisco.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dan Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:20:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dan Martin
1137 Turnberry Ln
Wilmington, NC 28405
wdmartin3@gmail.com

mailto:wdmartin3@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PAUL HOWARD, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:20:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

PAUL HOWARD Jr
3612 Pinnacle Dr
Cary, NC 27518
PAULOHOWARDJR@ICLOUD.COM

mailto:PAULOHOWARDJR@ICLOUD.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: REBECCA KAPLAN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:30:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

REBECCA KAPLAN
101 W Main St
Sunset Beach, NC 28468
MKAPLAN@ATMC.NET

mailto:MKAPLAN@ATMC.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Boyte
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:30:22 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Boyte
2544 Roswell Ave
Charlotte, NC 28209
jfboyteco@gmail.com

mailto:jfboyteco@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lenny Smathers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:38:59 AM

Lenny Smathers
5562 Land Harbour Drive
Granite Falls, NC 28630

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Lenny Smathers

mailto:lenny.smathers@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JACOB PRESLEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:40:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JACOB PRESLEY
505 Brookridge Dr
Mount Holly, NC 28120
jbpresley03@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ERIC MABE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:40:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ERIC MABE
1713 Fulton Ave
Charlotte, NC 28205
TRENT.MABE@WELLSFARGO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TODD SMITH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:40:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

TODD SMITH
4100 Bashford Bluffs Ln
Raleigh, NC 27603
smith@hamlincos.com

mailto:smith@hamlincos.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CARL MERCER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:40:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CARL MERCER
100 Skylark Ct
Stephens City, VA 22655
MERCERCD@COMCAST.NET

mailto:MERCERCD@COMCAST.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Randell Mayo
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:40:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Randell Mayo
516 Medlin Rd
Clayton, NC 27527
randy@imagebuilders.com

mailto:randy@imagebuilders.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Powell, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:40:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rob Powell
511 Bremerton Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
bigrjp3@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Blackerby
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:40:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Blackerby
5315 Trent Woods Dr
New Bern, NC 28562
jblackerby@suddenlink.net

mailto:jblackerby@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Shawn Whicker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:40:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Shawn Whicker
2998 Beargrass Rd
Stokes, NC 27884
shawn.whicker@bradyservices.com

mailto:shawn.whicker@bradyservices.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Bures
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:48:46 AM

Mary Bures
1346 St. Julien Street
Charlotte, NC 28205

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Mary Bures

mailto:mary@ncwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Todd Barr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Todd Barr
530 Guilford Cir
Raleigh, NC 27608
tbarrt@gmail.com

mailto:tbarrt@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHARLES DUKE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHARLES DUKE
147 Graylyn Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
CBDUKE3@GMAIL.COM

mailto:CBDUKE3@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Murrey Hall, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Murrey Hall III
4500 Quail Hollow Dr
Raleigh, NC 27609
mthall3@gmail.com

mailto:mthall3@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: LAUREL DAWSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

LAUREL DAWSON
2013 Spero Rd
Asheboro, NC 27205
BLUEFERNGIRL@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Rodgers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Rodgers
1321 Pulitzer Ln
Durham, NC 27703
richardrodgers42@gmail.com

mailto:richardrodgers42@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JULIAN BARNHILL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JULIAN BARNHILL
8022 Upper Lake Dr
Raleigh, NC 27615
jbarnhillb40@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WILLIAM PINNER, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM PINNER Jr.
218 Cherrywood Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
ROBERTPINNER@GMAIL.COM

mailto:ROBERTPINNER@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT REICHMEIDER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT REICHMEIDER
400 W North St Apt 506
Raleigh, NC 27603
ROB.REICHMEIDER@NI.COM

mailto:ROB.REICHMEIDER@NI.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carl Van Staalduinen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Carl Van Staalduinen
5664 Terra Ceia Rd
Pantego, NC 27860
carlvs@terraceiafarms.com

mailto:carlvs@terraceiafarms.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: HENRY TORREY, II
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

HENRY TORREY
2029 Aurora Ln
Franklinton, NC 27525
HENRYTORREY@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rocky Carter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rocky Carter
105 Wind Dance Ln
Swansboro, NC 28584
rockfish28584@gmail.com

mailto:rockfish28584@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Tanner, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Tanner, III
2715 Anderson Dr
Raleigh, NC 27608
james.tanner@berkadia.com

mailto:james.tanner@berkadia.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim White
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jim White
115 SW Yacht Dr
Oak Island, NC 28465
jwwhite115@gmail.com

mailto:jwwhite115@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carl Exner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:17 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Carl Exner
3201 Oaklyn Springs Dr
Raleigh, NC 27606
officecom@mindspring.com

mailto:officecom@mindspring.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: EDWIN FHOLER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:18 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

EDWIN C. FHOLER
906 Sugar Tree Dr
Mebane, NC 27302
FHOLERC@EMAIL.UNC.EDU

mailto:FHOLERC@EMAIL.UNC.EDU
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Boyd
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:50:25 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Eric Boyd
218 Kaitlyn Ln
Kings Mountain, NC 28086
foothillsangler@gmail.com

mailto:foothillsangler@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Eddins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:58:51 AM

James Eddins
3200 Seven Springs Trail
Raleigh, NC 27616

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
James Eddins

mailto:jeddinsjr@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. RICHARD KNIGHT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RICHARD KNIGHT
106 Queen Ct
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948
RICKKNIGHT14@GMAIL.COM

mailto:RICKKNIGHT14@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: STEWART WRIGHT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

STEWART WRIGHT
3540 Pritchett Ln
Charlottesville, VA 22911
SWRIGHT2@ALBEMARLE.ORG

mailto:SWRIGHT2@ALBEMARLE.ORG
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Don Harte, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Don Harte
245 3rd Ave SE
Atlanta, GA 30317
daharte@bellsouth.net

mailto:daharte@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DONALD RIGGINS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DONALD RIGGINS
PO Box 1305
Monroe, NC 28111
DRIGGINS@EARTHLINK.NET

mailto:DRIGGINS@EARTHLINK.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Seymour
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Steve Seymour
8026 Hogan Dr
Wake Forest, NC 27587
sseymour@goarmstrong.com

mailto:sseymour@goarmstrong.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: doug champion
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

doug champion
885 Osprey Point Rd
Beaufort, NC 28516
dougonbackcreek@embarqmail.com

mailto:dougonbackcreek@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Bruhn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Bruhn
1534 Island Rd
Harkers Island, NC 28531
tbtombruhn@gmail.com

mailto:tbtombruhn@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RICHARD JACKSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00:17 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RICHARD JACKSON
67 Woodbury Hl
Woodbury, CT 06798
VATERJACK@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES MCKNIGHT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00:18 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES MCKNIGHT
213 Wedgemere St
Cary, NC 27519
ECUJAMES@GMAIL.COM

mailto:ECUJAMES@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dan OMBALSKI
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00:19 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dan OMBALSKI
141 Mulberry St
Julian, PA 16844
OMBALSKI@MSN.COM

mailto:OMBALSKI@MSN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Pressly
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00:21 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Pressly
532 Church Street Ext
Reidsville, NC 27320
presslyj@gmail.com

mailto:presslyj@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: SUSAN BROWN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:01:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

SUSAN BROWN
324 NE 58th St
Oak Island, NC 28465
PTGRIND@TDS.NET

mailto:PTGRIND@TDS.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Phillip Fox
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:02:46 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Phillip Fox
115 Mellen Rd
New Bern, NC 28562
phillipfox0@gmail.com

mailto:phillipfox0@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Woodard Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:09:00 AM

Woodard Jackson
2330 Indian Springs Rd.
Dudley, NC 28333

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Woodard Jackson

mailto:woodard@jacksonandsons.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: joseph haskett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

joseph haskett md
156 Ainsley Rd
Hertford, NC 27944
jrhmd76@gmail.com

mailto:jrhmd76@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: KRISTOPHER TYRA
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

KRISTOPHER TYRA
6801 Viceroy Dr
Raleigh, NC 27613
KTYRA@THETYRAS.NET

mailto:KTYRA@THETYRAS.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Collins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jack Collins
3664 Bridgewater Dr
Southport, NC 28461
mister01jack@gmail.com

mailto:mister01jack@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: STEVEN CAUTHEN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

STEVEN CAUTHEN
610 Longview St
Greensboro, NC 27403
STEVECAUTHEN@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:STEVECAUTHEN@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: THOMAS KENT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

THOMAS KENT
637 Highway 172
Hubert, NC 28539
FLAMMABLELIGHT@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Lane
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Chris Lane
1712 Old Grantham Rd
Goldsboro, NC 27530
wlane10@att.net

mailto:wlane10@att.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Ridgeway
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Ridgeway
2434 Tram Rd
New Bern, NC 28562
rwridgeway@gmail.com

mailto:rwridgeway@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES MALPASS, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES MALPASS Jr
2201 Salem Church Rd
Goldsboro, NC 27530
MALPASSBUILDERS@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Lynn Smith
339 Memory Ln
Banner Elk, NC 28604
lsmith814@abts.net

mailto:lsmith814@abts.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: GERONIMO MOLINA
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:17 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

GERONIMO MOLINA
PO Box 157
Harmony, NC 28634
BRTRIVETTE@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:BRTRIVETTE@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Skinner, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Charles Skinner III
674 Taylor Neck Rd
Arapahoe, NC 28510
marineinsurance@embarqmail.com

mailto:marineinsurance@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: KRISTOPHER EAGLE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:24 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

KRISTOPHER EAGLE
128 Tanglewood Dr
Kannapolis, NC 28081
KRISEAGLE@LIVE.COM

mailto:KRISEAGLE@LIVE.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Alfred Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:18:51 AM

Alfred Brown
100 Grove Ave NW
Concord, NC 28025

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Alfred M Brown Jr

mailto:1973yellowbug@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. STEPHAN MINDEL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mrs. & Mrs. STEPHAN MINDEL
9822 Black Horse Run Rd
Fort Mill, SC 29707
STEPHANMINDEL@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Stewart
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:20:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Charles J. Stewart
23 Bentgrass Ln
Durham, NC 27705
jeffstewart1949@msn.com

mailto:jeffstewart1949@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Preston McQueen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:20:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Preston McQueen
111 Winding Ridge Dr
Cary, NC 27518
epmcqueeniii@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. FLINT HARDING, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:20:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

FLINT HARDING III
407 Court St
Edenton, NC 27932
FLINT111@MSN.COM

mailto:FLINT111@MSN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: FRANK WILLSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:20:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

FRANK WILLSON
3031 Lynnhaven Dr
Virginia Beach, VA 23451
FWILLSON@COX.NET

mailto:FWILLSON@COX.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John McDougald
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:20:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John McDougald
4108 Azalea Dr
Morehead City, NC 28557
capeescapee@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James D Cooke, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:20:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James D Cooke Jr
9737 Ligon Mill Rd
Wake Forest, NC 27587
dave.cooke@utilityserviceagency.net

mailto:dave.cooke@utilityserviceagency.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DAVID LASSALLE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:20:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DAVID LASSALLE
1336 Bolling Ave
Norfolk, VA 23508
PADRE2@VERIZON.NET

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RICHARD CARRINGER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:20:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RICHARD CARRINGER
1003 Palace Ct
Apex, NC 27502
RCARRINGER@CARRINGERS.COM

mailto:RCARRINGER@CARRINGERS.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: VINCENT BOYLE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:20:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

VINCENT BOYLE
1149 N Chester Rd
West Chester, PA 19380
VINCENTEB@VERIZON.NET

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: STEVE HARMON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:30:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

STEVE HARMON
1559 Harkers Island Rd
Beaufort, NC 28516
SHARMONY3@GMAIL.COM

mailto:SHARMONY3@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: GLENN HOSKIN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:30:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

GLENN HOSKIN
114 Turnberry
Smithfield, VA 23430
HOSKINGLENN@GMAIL.COM

mailto:HOSKINGLENN@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JEFFREYy IPOCK, M
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:30:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JEFFREYy IPOCK M
401 Gatewood Dr
New Bern, NC 28562
JEFFIPOCK@GMAIL.COM

mailto:JEFFIPOCK@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN SMITH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:30:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOHN SMITH
154 Longwood Dr
Stella, NC 28582
JOHN_SMITH@ONSLOWCOUNTYNC.GOV

mailto:JOHN_SMITH@ONSLOWCOUNTYNC.GOV
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CECIL LEE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:30:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CECIL LEE
278 Lancashire Run
Smithfield, NC 27577
LEECECIL278@GMAIL.COM

mailto:LEECECIL278@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: EDWARD KEATING
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:40:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

EDWARD KEATING
922 W Lenoir St
Raleigh, NC 27603
EDKEATING1@GMAIL.COM

mailto:EDKEATING1@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Penninger
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:40:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Teresa Penninger
594 Jerusalem Rd
Lexington, NC 27292
teresa@parrottinsurance.com

mailto:teresa@parrottinsurance.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES BROADWELL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:40:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES BROADWELL
3002 Sunnybranch Dr
Wilmington, NC 28411
HUNTER.BROADWELL@CHILTERN.COM

mailto:HUNTER.BROADWELL@CHILTERN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: bill cresswell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:40:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

bill cresswell
PO Box 412
Badin, NC 28009
billcress45@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Harry Coulombe
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:48:49 AM

Harry Coulombe
135 Highview Drive
Youngsville, NC 27596-7914

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Harry N. Coulombe, PhD

mailto:hcoulombe@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Anthony Mullis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:48:50 AM

Anthony Mullis
7131 Brantley Gordon Rd.
Denton, NC 27239

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Anthony Mullis

mailto:awmullis@windstream.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Arthur Watkins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:48:51 AM

Arthur Watkins
2871 Polenta Road
Clayton, NC 27520

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Arthur Watkins

mailto:capt.arthurwatkins@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan Brooks, Cleaton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:50:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Brooks Cleaton
3401 Rounding Bend Dr
Winterville, NC 28590
brookscleaton@gmail.com

mailto:brookscleaton@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: SUE BRAUN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:50:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

SUE BRAUN
109 Sandy Trl
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948
OBT@EMBARQMAIL.COM

mailto:OBT@EMBARQMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Fisher
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:50:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Frank Fisher
327 Staghorn Way
West Chester, PA 19380
frankfisher1@verizon.net

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Hunter, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:50:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Joseph Hunter Jr.
409 Darden Dr
Kinston, NC 28504
jhunter@gradywhite.com

mailto:jhunter@gradywhite.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PERRY JOHNSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:50:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

PERRY JOHNSON
118 Turtle Shell Rd
Richlands, NC 28574
PERRYJ1957@CHARTER.NET

mailto:PERRYJ1957@CHARTER.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:50:28 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Jackson
8824 Perry Rd
Graham, NC 27253
Cootslayer1@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Morkettet
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:58:54 AM

Thomas Morkettet
2523 Huntington Rd
Fayetteville, NC 28303

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Thomas R Morketter

mailto:Trmork@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Warren Barton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:58:55 AM

Warren Barton
300 Mendenhall drive
Wilmington, NC 28411

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Warren Barton

mailto:Fishseeker1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Melody Wilkes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:58:57 AM

Melody Wilkes
3450 Hahn Blvd.
Concord, NC 28025

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Melody Bell Wilkes

mailto:woodswalk@carolina.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Blake Neel
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:00:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Blake Neel
2020 Fern Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
blake0521@gmail.com

mailto:blake0521@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:00:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Eric Miller
749 Foxchase Ln
Winterville, NC 28590
emiller9254@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce MacLachlan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bruce MacLachlan
401 Grey Lag Ln
Swansboro, NC 28584
bdmaclach@gmail.com

mailto:bdmaclach@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Vince Langston
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Vince Langston
106 Goose Creek Dr
Washington, NC 27889
vlangstonconstruction@gmail.com

mailto:vlangstonconstruction@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RHONNIE PARRIS, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RHONNIE PARRIS Jr.
4 Woodlane St
Granite Falls, NC 28630
RJPARRIS@CHARTER.NET

mailto:RJPARRIS@CHARTER.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Craig Lanier, c
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:00:20 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Craig Lanier
1204 Cedar Point Blvd Lot 91
Swansboro, NC 28584
lclanier@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Wesley Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:10:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Wesley Johnson
35 Carrisbrooke Ln
Winston Salem, NC 27104
wesjohnson41@gmail.com

mailto:wesjohnson41@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Mandulak
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:10:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bill Mandulak
1712 Pony Run Rd
Raleigh, NC 27615
wreelfun@gmail.com

mailto:wreelfun@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott McMennamy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Scott McMennamy
509 S Lindell Rd
Greensboro, NC 27403
scottmc@me.com

mailto:scottmc@me.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARK HAWORTH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARK HAWORTH
3916 Willowick Park Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409
MARKJOHNHAWORTH@GMAIL.COM

mailto:MARKJOHNHAWORTH@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Craven, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:20:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Joseph B Craven, Jr.
3706 Tucker Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
bensdaddy@suddenlink.net

mailto:bensdaddy@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DAVID COLLINS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:20:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DAVID COLLINS
5630 Murray Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27106
DAVECOLLINS13@TRIAD.RR.COM

mailto:DAVECOLLINS13@TRIAD.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: KENNETH BOYAN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:20:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

KENNETH BOYAN
1742 Brookford Rd
Kernersville, NC 27284
KBOYAN@COLPIPE.COM

mailto:KBOYAN@COLPIPE.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: George Mailloux
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:20:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

George Mailloux
1017 Leesburg Dr
Leland, NC 28451
gsmylo1@gmail.com

mailto:gsmylo1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MELISSA DANIEL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:20:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MELISSA DANIEL
304 E Maple Ave
Holly Springs, NC 27540
MELISSADANIEL@GMAIL.COM

mailto:MELISSADANIEL@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David McClintock
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:30:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David McClintock
1927 W Lake Dr
Burlington, NC 27215
damcclintock@davidson.edu

mailto:damcclintock@davidson.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joe Minder
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:30:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Joe Minder
2525 Clarendon Rd
Burlington, NC 27215
rednim45@gmail.com

mailto:rednim45@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: FRANK KRIEGLER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:30:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

FRANK KRIEGLER
360 Asheville School Rd
Asheville, NC 28806
KRIEGLERF@ASHEVILLESCHOOL.ORG

mailto:KRIEGLERF@ASHEVILLESCHOOL.ORG
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: william harper, sr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:30:21 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

william harper sr
4017 Brown Pl
Raleigh, NC 27604
billyharper11@att.net

mailto:billyharper11@att.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ronald Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:30:24 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ronald Jones
44 Eagles Nest Ln
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949
chirpjones@embarqmail.com

mailto:chirpjones@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHARLES PENCINGER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHARLES PENCINGER
103 Chatooga Ct W
Hertford, NC 27944
CJPENCINGER@GMAIL.COM

mailto:CJPENCINGER@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Botts, a
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Botts
104 Huron Ct
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948
Robert_Botts@nps.gov

mailto:Robert_Botts@nps.gov
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: HENRY HUGHES
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:40:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

HENRY HUGHES
11280 Kerrimur Dr
Laurinburg, NC 28352
HUGHES.H.STEVE@GMAIL.COM

mailto:HUGHES.H.STEVE@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rich Olsen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:40:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rich Olsen
1015 Front St
Beaufort, NC 28516
fisherman11@earthlink.net

mailto:fisherman11@earthlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dennis Carter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:40:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dennis Carter
2400 Runnymeade Rd NW
Wilson, NC 27896
countryz71boy@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Pinner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:40:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Laura Pinner
218 Cherrywood Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
lbjpinner@gmail.com

mailto:lbjpinner@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Bowden
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:49:24 PM

John Bowden
PO Box 1922
Carolina Beach, NC 28428

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
John Bowden

mailto:runncoach@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Roger Nelson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Roger Nelson
920 Lake Dr
Kernersville, NC 27284
rcaptroger@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARK LINDENMUTH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:50:25 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARK LINDENMUTH
526 Morningside Dr
Blowing Rock, NC 28605
BUSHCARPET@BELLSOUTH.NET

mailto:BUSHCARPET@BELLSOUTH.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Downey
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:00:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Pamela Downey
118 Harbour Dr
Hubert, NC 28539
pamelagail52@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Hassenfelt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:00:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Steve Hassenfelt
2000 Granville Rd
Greensboro, NC 27408
shassenfelt@gmail.com

mailto:shassenfelt@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PAUL GRANTHAM
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:00:20 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Paul S. Grantham
8504 Baileycroft Dr
Raleigh, NC 27615
PAULGRANTHAM25@GMAIL.COM

mailto:PAULGRANTHAM25@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: FRED MCKINNEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:00:21 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

FRED R. MCKINNEY
3606 4th Street Blvd NW
Hickory, NC 28601
FREDMCKINNEY@CHARTER.NET

mailto:FREDMCKINNEY@CHARTER.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CRAIG DEBUSSEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:10:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CRAIG DEBUSSEY
106 Foxridge Ct
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
CD56@MINDSPRING.COM

mailto:CD56@MINDSPRING.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: gshivar@ec.rr.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: reg proposal
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:13:06 PM

I am against any of the changes. I am not a commercial fisherman. No length limits on spot and croaker. A 10 inch
limit on spot would about eliminate any harvest. Also small spot and croaker are used for live bait. Thank you glenn
shivar.

mailto:gshivar@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ANDREW MEULENDYKE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:20:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ANDREW MEULENDYKE
7714 Whipple Trl
Greensboro, NC 27455
DIJK555@TRIAD.RR.COM

mailto:DIJK555@TRIAD.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: bill martineau
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bill Martineau
3525 Cardinal Ridge Dr
Greensboro, NC 27410
bill@martineaurecruiting.com

mailto:bill@martineaurecruiting.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sue Townsend
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:20:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Sue Townsend
156 Sailfish Dr
Supply, NC 28462
snoozyqz@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Gerald Hrabica
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:20:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Gerald Hrabica
2795 Creek Bridge Ct SE
Southport, NC 28461
hrabicag@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:30:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Paul Brown
600 N Rocky River Rd
Sanford, NC 27330
paulbbrown@windstream.net

mailto:paulbbrown@windstream.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Melvin Albritton, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:30:23 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Melvin Albritton Jr
283 Hardy Rd
Snow Hill, NC 28580
manlwc@embarqmail.com

mailto:manlwc@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter West
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Peter West
116 Bishop Dr
Winterville, NC 28590
pew@cbcnc.com

mailto:pew@cbcnc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARK GOODE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARK GOODE
412 Covington Xing
Matthews, NC 28104
MARKG1232@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Carraway
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:50:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jill A. Carraway
2848 Madison Grove Rd
Greenville, NC 27858
jcarraway@gradywhite.com

mailto:jcarraway@gradywhite.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Russell Olson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:56:06 PM

Russell Olson
9601 Earnhardt Lake Road
Davidson, NC 28036

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Russ Olson

mailto:olson@ctc.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Massengill
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 1:56:07 PM

Robert Massengill
175 Watkins Road
Clayton, NC 27520

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Robert L Massengill.

mailto:Robertmassengill@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brent Nash, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:00:26 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brent Nash, Jr.
PO Box 1320
Tarboro, NC 27886
brent@nashbuildingsystems.com

mailto:brent@nashbuildingsystems.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Greg Plaster
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:00:47 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Greg Plaster
1805 Palazzo Dr
Waxhaw, NC 28173
gplas10192@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ray Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: DO not Support the Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:06:34 PM

Ray Brown
241
swans, NC 28584

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission NOT to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina
Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to DESTROY JOBS IN our state through Rule changes to expand
Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters and to apply
special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I DO NOT support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.
Specifically these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further DO NOT support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that
these declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery
of these two important fishes.

MRS
Ray Brown

mailto:herperus@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT LEEMAN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:10:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

While I think this is good progress it does not go far enough.  Limiting small nets in the nursery areas is good but
small canals should be completely off limits.  Watching a shrimp trawler going up the Carolina Beach basin and
throwing thousands of dead trout, flounder and spot over the side to gather a few hundred shrimp needs to stop.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT LEEMAN
8402 Sarensen Ct
Wilmington, NC 28412
RGLEEMAN@GMAIL.COM

mailto:RGLEEMAN@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOSEPH DONAHUE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:10:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my strong support for the Petition submitted by the
North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of
our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated
inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further fully support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

I have been fishing the inter-coastal waters off Brunswick county since 2001.  I have seen significant reductions in
local fish species.  I hope we collectively  (1) acknowledge a problem and (2) work together to protect our state's
incredible coastal resource.  Everyone loses out, economically and recreationally, if we fail to reverse the trends.

Sincerely,

JOSEPH B. DONAHUE
3719 Bellevue Rd
Raleigh, NC 27609
JBDonahue4@gmail.com

mailto:JBDonahue4@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Chase
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: please implement rules helping shrimp bycatch problem
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I own property in Southern Shores and ask you to alleviate the inexcusable degradation of spot, croaker, and other
inshore fish due to juvenile bycatch by shrimpers
     I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Chase
176 Clamshell Trl
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949
chase@sbc.edu

mailto:chase@sbc.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN BRADY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I own a vacation home in Avon, NC. I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for
the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and
protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include
all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in
these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOHN BRADY
541 2nd St
Verona, PA 15147
FISHDANCE@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:FISHDANCE@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:10:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

All North Carolina need do is look at states like Florida to see that there is a better way to manage and apportion
these precious resources.  I hope you will support this effort.  Sincerely, Bill Morris

Sincerely,

Bill Morris
1920 Olde Mill Forrest Dr
Raleigh, NC 27606
bill3rd@bellsouth.net

mailto:bill3rd@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. DANIEL ERVIN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:10:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,

I believe that we are in an important moment in our state's history where we have the opportunity to put the precious
resources we are so fortunate to have above politics and social pressures. The only real win that is important is that
the marine resources thrive and improve so they are here for generations to come.

Please support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better
manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery
Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern
shrimp trawling in these areas.

Please support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters
and ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,

DANIEL ERVIN
174 HUNTING BAY DR
CAPE CARTERET, NC 28584
DANIEL.ERVIN01@GMAIL.COM

mailto:DANIEL.ERVIN01@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: STUART MILLER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:10:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

As a person who visits your state and recreational fishes in NC coastal waters, I am writing to the NC Marine
Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to
implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to
expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and
to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

STUART MILLER
16 Morgan Ln
New Hartford, NY 13413
SMILLER@JETINVENTORY.COM

mailto:SMILLER@JETINVENTORY.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MELISSA BAHLEDA
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Fisheries Reform
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:10:20 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to voice my support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement
Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special
Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply
special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I also totally support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MELISSA BAHLEDA
286 Cool Springs Dr
Blowing Rock, NC 28605
PARTNERSCANINES@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DONALD E McDANIEL, JR
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DONALD E McDANIEL JR
206 Misty Waters Ln
Jamestown, NC 27282
DEM@NORTHSTATE.NET

mailto:DEM@NORTHSTATE.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Will Anders
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my qualified support for the Petition submitted by the
North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of
our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated
inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.  I say qualified
support because while I believe that these measures are a step in the right direction, I also believe that much more
needs to be done.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition, although I
believe that the petition doesn't go far enough. Specifically these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

While the above recommendations are included in the petition, I still think that they are inadequate to address the
seriousness of the problem that inshore shrimp trawling has created and I believe that far more strenuous restrictions
are required.  I also support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that
these declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery
of these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Will
2622 Dover Rd
Raleigh, NC 27608
wanders22@gmail.com

mailto:wanders22@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Alma Kay Woolard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations. My husband and I live on the Pungo River in
Belhaven,NC. I used to be able to fish off of our pier and catch spot and croaker from small fish right up to nice size
fish. They have all but disappeared. The change in the fish inhabiting the Pungo River has made pier fishing
virtually worthless. It also has affected fishing from our boat almost anywhere near us on the Pungo. Please help to
restore a healthy fish population to our area by restoring the small spot, croaker, and weakfish that are being
eliminated from our coastal sounds and rivers, especially the Pungo River.

Sincerely,

Alma Kay Woolard
352 Matchapungo Shores Rd
Belhaven, NC 27810
woolyred@gmail.com

mailto:woolyred@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. SEAN CECIL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

My family has a long history of surf fishing in North Carolina and strongly supports measures to limit commercial
impact on the coastal fisheries. Sustainable commercial practices are best for the entire state; please do not allow a
small group with a large financial interest to further destroy our fisheries in the name of short-term profit.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

My family has a long history of surf fishing in North Carolina, and strongly support measures to limit commercial
impact on the coastal fisheries. Sustainable commercial practices are best for the entire state; please do not allow a
small group with a large financial interest to further destroy our fisheries in the name of short-term profit.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

SEAN CECIL
3011 Randolph Dr
Raleigh, NC 27609
SPCECIL@GMAIL.COM

mailto:SPCECIL@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WALTER WILLIS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:20:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further DO NOT support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively THIS IS
ANOTHER THINLY VEILED ATTEMPT TO RESTRICT THE RECREATIONAL FISHERMAN. I hope the
Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our state's public trust resources for the
benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

WALTER WILLIS
PO Box 462
Fair Bluff, NC 28439
PETEWILLIS@COMCAST.NET

mailto:PETEWILLIS@COMCAST.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Frederick
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:20:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Please help!!

We are fortunate to live right on Wrightsville Beach and witness first hand the aggressive fishing that occurs - day
and night. The results of these techniques are visibly evident. At times it is so relentless that I find it unbelievable.
All night long dragging up the bottom. The washed up mud, debris and wildlife is there for anyone to see. It needs to
be better controlled! As currently performed it is a scourge.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Charles Frederick
2508 Lumina Ave N
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28480
chasfrederick@gmail.com

mailto:chasfrederick@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mandy H Adkins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:26:05 PM

Mandy H Adkins
212 Johnson st
New bern, NC 28560

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Mandy H Adkins

mailto:mandy.adkins@lewin.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Grant Service
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dr Grant H Service
4106 Cobscook Dr
Durham, NC 27707
ghsdds@grantservicedds.com

mailto:ghsdds@grantservicedds.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Albritton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 2:30:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Susan Albritton
286 Hardy Rd
Snow Hill, NC 28580
albrittons@ecu.edu

mailto:albrittons@ecu.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Corlew
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:00:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Corlew
517 Ocean Trace Arch Apt D
Virginia Beach, VA 23451
dmc91187@gmail.com

mailto:dmc91187@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lloyd Eastlack
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Lloyd Eastlack
1901 N Fayetteville St Apt 4A
Asheboro, NC 27203
baitco@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Singleton, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:00:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Singleton III
130 Aqua Aly
Holly Ridge, NC 28445
scubajim@centurylink.net

mailto:scubajim@centurylink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TUCKER JOHNSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:10:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

TUCKER JOHNSON
5316 Marengo Cir
Charlotte, NC 28216
TUCKERJ@CITYOFGASTONIA.COM

mailto:TUCKERJ@CITYOFGASTONIA.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeffrey Sears
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:10:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JW Sears
201 Tyson Ave
Rocky Mount, NC 27804
wsears@logisticsss.net

mailto:wsears@logisticsss.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Ballard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:20:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Ballard
272 Royal Rd
Beaufort, NC 28516
bballard62@gmail.com

mailto:bballard62@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Norman Sharp
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:26:09 PM

Norman Sharp
Green meadows dr
Wilmington, NC 28405

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Norman sharp

mailto:Normanrsharp@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Brinson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:30:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bill Brinson
2615 Temples Point Rd
Havelock, NC 28532
bbrinson001@ec.rr.com

mailto:bbrinson001@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: mYLES DOTTO, MD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

mYLES DOTTO MD
3996 Baynard Ct
Southport, NC 28461
MDOTTO1@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHARLES NEWCOMER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHARLES NEWCOMER
5016 Quail Hollow Dr
Raleigh, NC 27609
CNEWCOMER3@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:CNEWCOMER3@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MICHAEL REED
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL REED
4653 Emerald Dr
Liberty, NC 27298
MREED@myguilford.com

mailto:MREED@myguilford.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT LYNDON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT LYNDON
4204 Weaver Rd
Wilson, NC 27893
J.LYNDON@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bennie Oakes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:50:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bennie Oakes
5001 Fourway Rd
Hookerton, NC 28538
bennieoakes@hotmail.com

mailto:bennieoakes@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Combs
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:50:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Catherine Combs
112 Ashcroft Ct
Rocky Mount, NC 27804
ccombsresources@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Fred Gebarowski
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 3:56:18 PM

Fred Gebarowski
139 Arvind Oaks Circle
Cary, NC 27519

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Fred Gebarowski

mailto:fgebarowski@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Boyette
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:00:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Boyette
1403 Valleymede Rd
Greensboro, NC 27410
jboyette@triad.rr.com

mailto:jboyette@triad.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ADAM SHAY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:10:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ADAM SHAY
1923 Deep Creek Run
Wilmington, NC 28411
ADAM_SHAY@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:ADAM_SHAY@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: THOMAS BALLARD, JR
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

THOMAS BALLARD JR
1711 Elijah Loftin Rd
Kinston, NC 28504
TOM@PECOELECTRIC.COM

mailto:TOM@PECOELECTRIC.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WALTER SHAFFER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:11:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

WALTER SHAFFER
2407 E 4th St
Greenville, NC 27858
WALTER@NORTHSTATESTEEL.COM

mailto:WALTER@NORTHSTATESTEEL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Wheeler
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:16:17 PM

Kenneth Wheeler
Hwy 381
Hamlet, NC 28345

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
K L Wheeler,III

mailto:treywheeler2011@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Paul Taylor
6570 US Highway 70 E
Kinston, NC 28501
phtaylor@centurylink.net

mailto:phtaylor@centurylink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dale Madren
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dale Madren
2001 Dobson Ct
Raleigh, NC 27612
dalemadren@gmail.com

mailto:dalemadren@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Richard Hunter, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:30:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Hunter Jr.
813 Graham St
Raleigh, NC 27605
hunteratty@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Willis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:30:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

It is a sad state of affairs when a fisherman can fish all-day and not come home with fish for the dinner table.  It
seems the regulations give preference to the commercial fisherman over the recreational fisherman.  Please help
save the remaining fisheries stock, for current and future generations.
Thank you......

Sincerely,

Jack Willis
250 White Oak Bluff Rd
Stella, NC 28582
nhwillis@earthlink.net

mailto:nhwillis@earthlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dwayne Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:30:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dwayne A Jackson
10000 S Old Oregon Inlet Rd
Nags Head, NC 27959
dajackon507@gmail.com

mailto:dajackon507@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Paul Graham
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:30:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Paul Graham
215 Clements Dr
Newport, NC 28570
ncgraham@ec.rr.com

mailto:ncgraham@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MICHAEL REPOSE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:41:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL REPOSE
1140 Paradise Dr
Havelock, NC 28532
MICHAELR919@GMAIL.COM

mailto:MICHAELR919@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Gregory
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:50:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Gregory
110 Fox Ln
Moyock, NC 27958
FEATHERNFIN@MSN.COM

mailto:FEATHERNFIN@MSN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES HALL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:50:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES HALL
8215 Blackberry Ridge Ct
Belews Creek, NC 27009
LONESTARFI@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Powell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:56:12 PM

Chris Powell
115 W. Albemarle St.
Edenton, NC 27932

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Chris Powell

mailto:chrispowell00@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Art Watkins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 4:56:23 PM

Art Watkins
2923 POLENTA RD
Clayton, NC 27520

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Art Watkins

mailto:Arthur.watkins@ncfbins.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Raymond Hitney
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:00:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Raymond Hitney
3737 Bridgewater Dr
Southport, NC 28461
captainray@hitney.com

mailto:captainray@hitney.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Platt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:00:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian Platt
3930 4th St N Apt 1
Arlington, VA 22203
bplatt21@gmail.com

mailto:bplatt21@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lonnie Foreman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Lonnie Foreman
723 Corbett St
Winterville, NC 28590
lwf0831@suddenlink.net

mailto:lwf0831@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sam Dill
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Sam Dill
1412 Olive Chapel Rd
Apex, NC 27502
sammdill@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Fred Honeycutt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:20:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Fred Honeycutt
2145 Lassiter Rd
Four Oaks, NC 27524
fred25@nc.rr.com

mailto:fred25@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: wendall nunn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:26:12 PM

wendall nunn
426 brier crek rd
advance, NC 27103

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
wendall nunn

mailto:wdnunn1@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JEFFREY GREENE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:30:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JEFFREY GREENE
169 Marshview Cir
Angier, NC 27501
GREENJL4@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JEFF KEARNEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:30:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JEFF KEARNEY
181 Weaver Trl
New Hill, NC 27562
JSKEARNEYDDS@GMAIL.COM

mailto:JSKEARNEYDDS@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TROY BRANHAM
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 5:36:11 PM

TROY BRANHAM
7201 WALTRIDGE PLACE
HOLLY SPRINGS, NC 27540

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Troy Branham

mailto:mrbearhunt@netscape.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joe higginbotham
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 6:16:13 PM

Joe higginbotham
124nw 4th st
oak island, ND 28465

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Joe Higginbotham

mailto:verizonjoe@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DAVID NEILSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 6:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DAVID NEILSON
2806 Crestline Ct
Glen Mills, PA 19342
OBXDAVID@COMCAST.NET

mailto:OBXDAVID@COMCAST.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: EDWARD LEHNERT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 6:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

EDWARD LEHNERT
117 Waterside Ln
Gloucester, NC 28528
ED_LEHNERT@MSN.COM

mailto:ED_LEHNERT@MSN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Buchanan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 6:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Buchanan
694 Methodist Church Rd
Elizabeth City, NC 27909
buchanan_buck@hotmail.com

mailto:buchanan_buck@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RANDY LEGGETT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 6:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RANDY LEGGETT
1651 MAPLE GROVE CHURCH RD
JAMESVILLE, NC 27846
RL.LEGGETT@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Edwin NORRIS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 6:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Edwin NORRIS
3113 Windmere Dr
Sanford, NC 27330
EDWINNORRIS61@GMAIL.COM

mailto:EDWINNORRIS61@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bobby Cahill
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 6:50:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bobby Cahill
4710 S Main St
Winston Salem, NC 27127
shamrockgaming777@gmail.com

mailto:shamrockgaming777@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bernie Cleckner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bernie Cleckner
104 Silver Creek Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584
bcleckner@ec.rr.com

mailto:bcleckner@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bob Montgomery
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:00:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bob Montgomery
3418 Quail Ridge Ln
Matthews, NC 28104
rmontgomery7@carolina.rr.com

mailto:rmontgomery7@carolina.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: PleaseDO NOT support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:06:13 PM

Jim Martin
346
swansboro, NC 28584

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to NOT support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina
Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through
Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I DO NOTsupport the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.
Specifically these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further DO NOT support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that
these declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery
of these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Jim

mailto:jmartin@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARK GUY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARK GUY
3800 Freedom Way
Hubert, NC 28539
MGFLOUNDERPOUNDER@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CECIL HONEYCUTT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CECIL HONEYCUTT
7801 Lasater Rd
Clemmons, NC 27012
HONEYCUTT.BRAD@GMAIL.COM

mailto:HONEYCUTT.BRAD@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Simpson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:20:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Pamela Simpson
PO Box 36381
Fayetteville, NC 28303
trailturtle47@gmail.com

mailto:trailturtle47@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thorne Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:20:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thorne Martin
165 Trout Lily Ln
Pittsboro, NC 27312
thornem88@gmail.com

mailto:thornem88@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: THOMAS ALANDT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

THOMAS ALANDT
1303 Oak Crest Dr
Knightdale, NC 27545
TALANDT@GMAIL.COM

mailto:TALANDT@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rick Swink
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:26:15 PM

Rick Swink
2845 Bevill Oaks Road
Brown Summit, NC 27214

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Rick Swink

mailto:swin2053@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bob Kraft
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:30:03 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bob Kraft
109 Castle Dr
Smithfield, NC 27577
rkraft@nc.rr.com

mailto:rkraft@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Heath
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:30:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert F. Heath
1001 Ozzie Rd
Clinton, NC 28328
rfheath53@gmail.com

mailto:rfheath53@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Leon Reed
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:36:18 PM

Leon Reed
4907 Pebble Beach Cir
Wilson, NC 27896

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Leon Reed

mailto:lkreed91@yaho.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Chris Noble
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Chris Noble
105 Bruce St
Snow Hill, NC 28580
cnoble1904@gmail.com

mailto:cnoble1904@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Keyes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Linda Keyes
1481 17th Street Dr NE
Hickory, NC 28601
keyes58@charter.com

mailto:keyes58@charter.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: greg zwack
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:46:17 PM

greg zwack
918 santa maria ave
wilmington, NC 28411

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
greg zwack

mailto:gregzwack@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Loflin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:46:19 PM

Richard Loflin
4824 Old Hollow Rd
Kernersville, NC 27284

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Chad Loflin

mailto:cloflin@loflinconcrete.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Southerland
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Southerland
2317 Spinnaker Ct
Greenville, NC 27858
rsoutherland@neffcorp.com

mailto:rsoutherland@neffcorp.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Roberson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 7:50:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Gary Roberson
2323 N Lakeview Dr
Newport, NC 28570
groberson@ec.rr.com

mailto:groberson@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Hill
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:00:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Michael Hill
1644 Halltown Rd
Autryville, NC 28318
mikeghill69@gmail.com

mailto:mikeghill69@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: GALEN WEBER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:00:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

GALEN WEBER
340 Running Rd
Jacksonville, NC 28546
GALENW1734@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Roy Zweidinger
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Roy Zweidinger
301 Rainbow Dr
Carrboro, NC 27510
royz17@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Wagner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:06:22 PM

Keith Wagner
102 McFarland Ct.
Jamestown, NC 27282

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Keith Wagner

mailto:kwagner67@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Forest Duncan, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:10:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Forest Duncan Jr.
2762 Littleleaf Trl
Southport, NC 28461
fsduncan22315@gmail.com

mailto:fsduncan22315@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WADE HOWELL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 8:30:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

WADE HOWELL
199 Bland Howell Rd
Kinston, NC 28504
WADEH@SUDDENLINK.NET

mailto:WADEH@SUDDENLINK.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT GATTISON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:00:03 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT GATTISON
204 Great Lake Dr
Cary, NC 27519
RETIREDSAC@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:RETIREDSAC@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: George Eggers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:00:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

George Eggers
209 Wingate Dr
New Bern, NC 28562
one_ied_george@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Mehl
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:20:03 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Matt Mehl
529 Opposition Way
Wake Forest, NC 27587
matt.mehl@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: VERNON JONES
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

VERNON JONES
117 Linda Loop
Jacksonville, NC 28546
UNOWHATIMEANVERN@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:UNOWHATIMEANVERN@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Josh Spangler
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 9:56:26 PM

Josh Spangler
5311 Providence Country Club Dr
Charlotte, NC 28277

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Josh Spangler

mailto:Jspangler7@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Christopher Cantrell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Christopher Cantrell
1225 Crowsnest Dr
Hurdle Mills, NC 27541
ron.cantrell@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Mason
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:40:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Mason
312 Chrismill Ln
Holly Springs, NC 27540
dgmason1@hotmail.com

mailto:dgmason1@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Carroll
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 10:56:30 PM

David Carroll
92 Savannah Hill Road
Dunn, NC 28334

January 4, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
David Carroll

mailto:Mowman1223@live.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN MOSES
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:00:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOHN MOSES
5612 Buckhorn Rd
Efland, NC 27243
MOSES001@MC.DUKE.EDU

mailto:MOSES001@MC.DUKE.EDU
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rodney Daniels
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 11:10:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rodney Daniels
509 W J St
Erwin, NC 28339
rkdaniels74@gmail.com

mailto:rkdaniels74@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Alvin Cox, E
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:10:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Alvin Cox E
1839 Wilsons Mills Rd
Smithfield, NC 27577
bigpond66@hotmail.com

mailto:bigpond66@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Donald Moore, W.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:20:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Donald Moore W.
4891 Market Street Ext
Washington, NC 27889
ddmoore.1960@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dan Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:20:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dan Smith
2856 Irwin Dr SE
Southport, NC 28461
mtnbike2@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: george seibert
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:56:40 AM

george seibert
25 snipes
marion, NC 28752

January 5, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
george seibert

mailto:gs.seibert@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Clark Hutchinson, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 5:40:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Clar W Hutchinson
122 Willow Rd
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512
hutchc@coastalnet.com

mailto:hutchc@coastalnet.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES CREECH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 6:00:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES CREECH
107 Partridge Dr
New Bern, NC 28562
FISHY007@EMBARQMAIL.COM

mailto:FISHY007@EMBARQMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Currie
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 6:50:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Keith Currie
173 Brown Rd
Red Springs, NC 28377
obx1kc@embarqmail.com

mailto:obx1kc@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PAMELA TORNATORE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 7:20:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

PAMELA TORNATORE
385 Tar Creek Rd
Oriental, NC 28571
PCMBTORN@GMAIL.COM

mailto:PCMBTORN@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHRISTOPHER MCNEELY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 7:30:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHRISTOPHER MCNEELY
202 Kingsberry Dr
Easley, SC 29642
CAPTAINCHRIS@CHARTER.NET

mailto:CAPTAINCHRIS@CHARTER.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bert Owens
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 7:40:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bert Owens
120 Goodwin Lamp Rd
Beaufort, NC 28516
owensroofing8@gmail.com

mailto:owensroofing8@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: keith johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 7:58:18 AM

keith johnson
112 hudson street
raleigh, NC 27608

January 5, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
keith johnson

mailto:gofishgolfride@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MIKE BOLLING
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:00:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MIKE BOLLING
PO Box 1615
Boone, NC 28607
MIKE_BOLLING@MSN.COM

mailto:MIKE_BOLLING@MSN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CARROLL CLAYTON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:00:26 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CARROLL CLAYTON
694 Jasper Clayton Rd
Roxboro, NC 27574
carrollc@esinc.net

mailto:carrollc@esinc.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carina Rosso
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:00:56 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Carina Rosso
8400 Grey Abbey Pl
Raleigh, NC 27615
carinarosso@earthlink.net

mailto:carinarosso@earthlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: michael scott edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:17:04 AM

michael scott edwards
1095 eureka lane
catawba, NC 28609

January 5, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
scott edwards

mailto:scottnjane@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: martin tait
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

martin tait
480 Grouse Ct
Wilmington, NC 28403
MAT1031@LIVE.COM

mailto:MAT1031@LIVE.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David J. Alstrom
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David J Alstrom
1404 Heather Ln
West Chester, PA 19380
alstrom2@verizon.net

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Terry Hackett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:30:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Terry Hackett
435 W Tryon St
Hillsborough, NC 27278
flyfishing-hackett@msn.com

mailto:flyfishing-hackett@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:40:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Christopher Hayes
4327 Chantilly Dr
Granite Falls, NC 28630
Chayes43@live.com

mailto:Chayes43@live.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Bookout
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:50:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Michael Bookout
2506 BURTON ESTATES LN
LINCOLNTON, NC 28092
bookin2@bellsouth.net

mailto:bookin2@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Vernon Hunter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:50:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Vernon Hunter
1925 Sunset Dr
Raleigh, NC 27608
vhunter@copycei.com

mailto:vhunter@copycei.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: rex larowe
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:50:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

rex larowe
8 Boydston St
Canton, NC 28716
rex.larowe@haywoodemc.com

mailto:rex.larowe@haywoodemc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Shafer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 9:10:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Shafer, Au.D.
525 Highland Ter
York, PA 17403
jshafer@actinnitus.com

mailto:jshafer@actinnitus.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cameron Hunter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 9:21:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Cameron Hunter
3686 Wood Cove Dr
High Point, NC 27265
huntercam@hotmail.com

mailto:huntercam@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: brittany larowe
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 9:21:18 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brittany LaRowe
8 Boydston St
Canton, NC 28716
benblessedredhead@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: robert dail
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 9:40:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

robert dail
5116 Needham Rd
Raleigh, NC 27604
rdail37749@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeanie Eplee
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 9:40:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jeanie Eplee
2825 Harrell Hill Rd
Bakersville, NC 28705
jeanieeplee@gmail.com

mailto:jeanieeplee@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ERAN ARNOLD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 9:50:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ERAN ARNOLD
5424 Millrace Trl
Raleigh, NC 27606
GHILLEAN@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:GHILLEAN@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JIM MCLEOD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 10:00:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JIM MCLEOD
806 Bayshore Dr
Wilmington, NC 28411
jamesfraziermcleod@gmail.com

mailto:jamesfraziermcleod@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Boyd
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 10:07:09 AM

Steve Boyd
55 21st Ave, NW
Hickory, NC 28601

January 5, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Steve Boyd

mailto:steve@teammetro.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: walter cohoon
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 10:10:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

walter cohoon
905 Askin Brick Rd
Ernul, NC 28527
cohoon@centurylink.net

mailto:cohoon@centurylink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Main
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 10:20:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Heather Main
5612 Buckhorn Rd
Efland, NC 27243
heatheremain@gmail.com

mailto:heatheremain@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Coon
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 11:00:35 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

William Coon
5420 Garden Lake Dr
Greensboro, NC 27410
wcoon@triad.rr.com

mailto:wcoon@triad.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Walter Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 11:10:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Walter Johnson
745 Stratford Rd
Lexington, NC 27292
waltsarahjane@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Forbes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 11:20:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian Forbes
4021 Ivy Ln
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949
omaopa43@msn.com

mailto:omaopa43@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Collins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 11:27:21 AM

Michael Collins
3000 nash st n
Wilson, NC 27893

January 5, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Michael Collins

mailto:michael@tidelineboats.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Bright
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 11:30:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Bright
1210 Perry Park Dr
Kinston, NC 28501
rbright34@suddenlink.net

mailto:rbright34@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Pittman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 11:50:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Pittman
200 Ivey St
Fairmont, NC 28340
jetter3246@gmail.com

mailto:jetter3246@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MELVIN ALLEN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:00:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MELVIN ALLEN
103 Tidewater Dr
Newport, NC 28570
MALLEN33@OUTLOOK.COM

mailto:MALLEN33@OUTLOOK.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Daniel Parker
308 New Grants Cir
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460
fishfinder27@hotmail.com

mailto:fishfinder27@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. DAVID FARMER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:20:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DAVID FARMER
6448 Tonya Rd
Elm City, NC 27822
FARMBOYDMF1951@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BRIAN HELSEL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

BRIAN HELSEL
1505 Farmington Ct
Raleigh, NC 27615
BRHELS@GMAIL.COM

mailto:BRHELS@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. ALBERT ROWE, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ALBERT ROWE III
414 Straits Rd
Gloucester, NC 28528
ALBERTHROWE@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:ALBERTHROWE@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cliff Sherman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:50:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Cliff Sherman
1217 Nottingham Dr
Cary, NC 27511
cliff.sherman@gmail.com

mailto:cliff.sherman@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RUSSELL KEITH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:50:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RUSSELL KEITH
1035 Chadwick Shores Dr
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460
RKEITH9@BELLSOUTH.NET

mailto:RKEITH9@BELLSOUTH.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: D E Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:50:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DE Smith
2752 Littleleaf Trl
Southport, NC 28461
mmdad0129@gmail.com

mailto:mmdad0129@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Herman Kight, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 12:50:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Herman Kight
2501 Williamsburg Dr NW
Wilson, NC 27896
hbkight@gmail.com

mailto:hbkight@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Bullock
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 1:10:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.
6.     Adopt like requirements of SC since NC has similar ecosystems.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Scott Bulloc
457 Lancaster Woods Dr
Supply, NC 28462
tscottbullock@gmail.com

mailto:tscottbullock@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN SHEALEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 1:10:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Although I'm a South Carolina resident, I regularly travel to the Outer Banks for fishing--both oceanside and
soundside.  In my mind, protection of estuaries should be at the forefront of any and all considerations for resource
management.  Mere size restrictions and catch limits are addressing the wrong end of this equation!  Please look at
the broader scientific perspective of this issue and the needs and wants of the vast number of recreational users, not
just the interests of a relative few commercial affairs! 

Thanks in advance for doing the right thing for generations of fishermen to come!

Sincerely,

J. Randall Shealey
5446 Annette St
Charleston, SC 29406
PLUFFMUDDY@GMAIL.COM

mailto:PLUFFMUDDY@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Wicker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 1:10:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and u
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Larry Wicker
100 Mary Catherine Ct
Swansboro, NC 28584
lwicker@ec.rr.com

mailto:lwicker@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: George Fleszar
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 1:10:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our
state. I support the proposed Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently
undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I also support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters
and ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our state's public trust resources
for the benefit of future generations.  It is critical that we manage our resources in a prudent manner to assure
sustainable use by both commercial and recreational constituents.

Sincerely,

George J Fleszar
12556 Overlook Mountain Dr
Charlotte, NC 28216
GJF100@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:GJF100@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Broxton Ashburn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 1:20:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically,
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

As a resident of the mountains of NC I do not get to visit my beloved coast as often as I wish.  When I do I am
always amazed at the beauty.  This state has a history of doing what is right to protect the beauty and the bounty that
we so luckily possess.  Let's pay attention to doing what is right and good....not getting caught up in the chase of the
almighty dollar and the power that it possesses.

Sincerely,

Broxton Ashburn, PE
22 Larchmont Rd
Asheville, NC 28804
ashburnbuilder@gmail.com

mailto:ashburnbuilder@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cid Hickman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 1:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

It would be most refreshing to see some recognition of the corrupt nature of the commercial fishing lobby and how
the interests of a few hundred are being given priority over millions of North Carolina residents who cherish the
DECLINING natural resources we have at our coast. What has been allowed to happen to the Southern Flounder
stock and the role that NC politicians have played in it is shameful!!

Sincerely,

Cid Hickman
3117 Ten Ten Rd
Apex, NC 27539
cidhickmancpa@gmail.com

mailto:cidhickmancpa@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. J. Evenson, II
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 1:20:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I have been fishing on our coast for 57 years.  The inshore fishing has been in a steady, accelerated decline for at
least the last 30 years. My good friend who I grew up fishing with is now a marine fisheries biologist in SC. SC took
steps to conserve their saltwater fisheries decades ago, and has fish.  We do not.  NC is way overdue in its need to
protect our fisheries from inshore trawling and destructive netting.  Please do something to preserve our states
habitat from further destruction, before it is too late for my grandchildren. I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries
Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement
Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special
Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply
special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations. Please take these steps.  Thank you kindly for your
consideration.

Sincerely,

J. E. Evenson II
101 Donna Pl
Cary, NC 27513
eric.evenson@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joe Lyle
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 1:37:31 PM

Joe Lyle
7706 Six FOrks Rd
Raleigh, NC 27604

January 5, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Joe Lyle

mailto:joe@919cre.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES JACKSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 2:10:19 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES JACKSON
191 Quail Run Rd
Mount Airy, NC 27030
JACKSOJ6@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TROY BRANHAM
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 2:50:22 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Troy Branham
7201 Waltridge Pl
Holly Springs, NC 27540
mrbearhunt@netscape.net

mailto:mrbearhunt@netscape.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Renfro
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 2:57:38 PM

Lisa Renfro
1408 W Sandy Ridge Rd
Monroe, NC 28112

January 5, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Lisa Renfro

mailto:lisa.renfro@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jay Fischer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 3:00:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jay G Fischer
11 Clover Ln
Downingtown, PA 19335
fischerjg@gmail.com

mailto:fischerjg@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MICHAEL CRONIN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 3:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL CRONIN
500 Amelia Ave
Raleigh, NC 27615
CRONINM01@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Earlq Harding
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 3:17:38 PM

Earlq Harding
5400 Topping PL
Charlotte, NC 28209

January 5, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Earl Harding

mailto:shodon@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Capel
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 4:50:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Capel
205 E Main St
Troy, NC 27371
richardc@capel.net

mailto:richardc@capel.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 6:00:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Thomas
440 Tate Lake Dr
Southport, NC 28461
xsaltydg@hotmail.com

mailto:xsaltydg@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WILLIAM TRANT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 6:10:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

William R. Trant
329 Trails End Rd Apt 3
Wilmington, NC 28409
WRTRANT@GMAIL.COM

mailto:WRTRANT@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lori Kutner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 6:30:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Lori Kutner
6609 Champaign Pl
Raleigh, NC 27615
loriekutner@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARC TREURNIET
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 7:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARC TREURNIET
218 N Fodale Ave
Southport, NC 28461
M_TREURNIET@ME.COM

mailto:M_TREURNIET@ME.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Font
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 7:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Font
118 Farmstead Pl
Maple Hill, NC 28454
rjf5@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Craig Stein
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:07:56 PM

Craig Stein
269 Pamlico parlway
Beaufort, NC 28516

January 5, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Craig Stein

mailto:Ccie98@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Nathan Herrmann
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Nathan Herrmann
418 S West St
Cary, NC 27511
nlherrmann0329@email.campbell.edu

mailto:nlherrmann0329@email.campbell.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brownie Wethington
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 8:50:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brownie Wethington
552 Calabash Rd NW
Calabash, NC 28467
bwethington54@gmail.com

mailto:bwethington54@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mack Everette
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 9:00:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mack Everette
221 Old Colony Way
Rocky Mount, NC 27804
everettemg@gmail.com

mailto:everettemg@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Martin Davidson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 9:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Martin Davidson
3401 Seward Pl
Charlotte, NC 28211
smdjr@msn.com

mailto:smdjr@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Norman LaFleur
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 9:28:01 PM

Norman LaFleur
7101 Markway Drive
Charlotte, NC 28215

January 5, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Norman LaFleur

mailto:nlafleurjr@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Harold Tyndall
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 10:00:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Harold Tyndall
770 Corbett St
Winterville, NC 28590
hftfish.com@me.com

mailto:hftfish.com@me.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jo Harashima
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 11:58:08 PM

Jo Harashima
7101 Markway Dr.
Charlotte, NC 28215

January 5, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Jo C Harashima

mailto:jocovington8@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Hoofnagle, RPh
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 12:40:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Hoofnagle
4912 Winged Foot Ln N
Wilson, NC 27896
jeh_27893@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: George Massey
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 6:28:30 AM

George Massey
7117 Saybrook Drive
Wilmington, NC 28405

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
George Massey

mailto:emassey@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Reginald Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 6:50:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Reginald Thomas
4851 FRANK PRICE CHURCH RD
WILSON, NC 27893
rthomas4851@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Jo Holmes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 7:58:32 AM

Mary Jo Holmes
2124 Kudrow ln
Morrisville, NC 27560

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Mary Jo Holmes

mailto:mrsmucha@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carter Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 8:28:36 AM

Carter Davis
4966 Boyds Rd.
Grimesland, NC 27837

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Carter Davis

mailto:autozoomllc@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Derrick Turnage
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 8:28:37 AM

Derrick Turnage
309 Pine Valley Dr
Pollocksville, NC 28573

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Derrick Turnage

mailto:jdturnag@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Lenz
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 8:38:36 AM

Melissa Lenz
350 Scott Road
Pollocksville, NC 28573

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Melissa Lenz

mailto:Melissajlenz1979@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Annie Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 8:48:37 AM

Annie Baker
7725 Charring Cross Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28314

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Annie Baker

mailto:Fiascogirl@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Workman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 8:58:38 AM

Elizabeth Workman
5094 Bartholomew's Lane
Greensboro, NC 27407

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Workman

mailto:Doveofgrace@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristine Anthony
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 8:58:39 AM

Kristine Anthony
1313 Old Mill Rd
Luncolnton, NC 28092

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Kristine Anthony

mailto:Leatherman.kristine@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanne Bunch
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 8:58:40 AM

Joanne Bunch
1077 Woodland Church Road
Wake Forest, NC 27587

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Joanne Bunch

mailto:jbunch@us.ibm.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHAD WILCOX
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:00:19 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHAD WILCOX
4209 Forwalt Pl
Wilmington, NC 28409
CHADMWILCOX@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:CHADMWILCOX@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Dennett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:08:44 AM

Katherine Dennett
5415 Emerald Drive
Emerald Isle, NC 28594

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Katherine Dennett

mailto:katywonnell@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Christi Wilcox
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:10:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Christi Wilcox
4209 Forwalt Pl
Wilmington, NC 28409
christiashton@hotmail.com

mailto:christiashton@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brad Stanback
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:18:44 AM

Brad Stanback
810 Long Branch Rd
Canton, NC 28716

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Brad Stanback

mailto:castanea@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Becky Breiholz
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Town of Manteo Resolution 2017-02
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:26:54 AM
Attachments: 201701Opposingdesignatednurseryareas.pdf

Town of Manteo Resolution 2017-02 Opposing the designation of Special
Secondary Nursery Areas.

--
Becky Breiholz, MMC, NCCMC
Town of Manteo
P.O. Box 246
Manteo, NC 27954
252-473-2133 (phone)
252-473-2135 (fax)

Email correspondences to and from this address are subject to public records requests pursuant to the North Carolina
Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of this message to third parties.

mailto:breiholz@townofmanteo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov







From: Ann Collins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:28:42 AM

Ann Collins
780 N. Ridge Street
Southern Pines, NC 28387

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Ann Collins

mailto:ajcpol14@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dawn Mcginty
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:38:39 AM

Dawn Mcginty
1715 Trogdon
Greensboro, NC 27403

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Dawn Mcginty

mailto:dr_mcginty@live.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Edmund Stanevicius
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:40:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Edmund Stanevicius
6112 Cutlass Ct
New Bern, NC 28560
edstan111@gmail.com

mailto:edstan111@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Frederick Meine
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 10:08:47 AM

Frederick Meine
1004 windlea run
wilmington, NC 28409

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

I cannot tell you how sad I have been explaining why the bycatch that we see discarded by nets is ok while at the
same time trying to explain the importance of conservation.  At age 8, he recognizes the inherent dissonance of my
words.

Sincerely,
Frederick Meine

mailto:meine001@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Enoch
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 10:08:48 AM

Chris Enoch
114 Forest View Dr.
114 Forest View Dr., NC 27244

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Chris Enoch

mailto:Crashenoch@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Evelin Barry
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 10:18:55 AM

Evelin Barry
123 Singleton Rd
Mooresville, NC 28117

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation and encourage the North
Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition
will protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This is a research-based and data-driven
approach that will ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Evelin Barry

mailto:evibellbarry@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Fogle
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 10:28:47 AM

Jennifer Fogle
9641 belliak ln
Waxhaw, NC 28173

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Jennifer fogle

mailto:Shumakerjen@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret McEwen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 10:38:52 AM

Margaret McEwen
107 S. Eden Dr.
Washington, NC 27889

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Margaret McEwen

mailto:mcewen_m@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: GEORGANN SNYDER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 10:40:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

GEORGANN SNYDER
19845 Fall Ct
Great Mills, MD 20634
GEORGANNSNYDER@GMAIL.COM

mailto:GEORGANNSNYDER@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 10:58:50 AM

Michelle Moore
4818 Waterbell Ln
Waxhaw, NC 28173

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Michelle Moore

mailto:Mdm7015@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Clunie
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 10:58:51 AM

Jane Clunie
102 Weatherhill Pt.
Carrboro, NC 27510

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Jane Clunie

mailto:jclunie73@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: STEPHEN BERNARD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 12:20:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

STEPHEN BERNARD
110 Linnaeus Pl
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
STEPHENABERNARD@CS.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacqueline Grillo
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 12:39:00 PM

Jacqueline Grillo
1216 Gurten Street
New Bern, NC 28562

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Jacqueline Grillo

mailto:jmgrillo@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Deja Lizer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 12:39:02 PM

Deja Lizer
6 Eva Cir
Asheville, NC 28806

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Deja Lizer

mailto:dayjah219@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Rhymer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 12:48:59 PM

Debra Rhymer
53 A Gentry Cove
New Bern, NC 28562

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Debra Rhymer

mailto:dmrhymer@hotmail
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bob Dillard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 1:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bob Dillard
1202 Neuse Dr
Oriental, NC 28571
gbobdillard@gmail.com

mailto:gbobdillard@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Meskauskas
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 2:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Meskauskas
7116 Brigantine Blvd
Oriental, NC 28571
jmeskauskas@ymail.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cliff Hill
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 2:30:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Cliff Hill
PO Box 866
Oriental, NC 28571
chill6@embarqmail.com

mailto:chill6@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WILLIAM BRANNON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 2:40:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM BRANNON
507 Potts Rd
Dudley, NC 28333
BRANNON_RAY@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Cheesborough, MD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 3:00:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Cheesborough MD
827 S Horner Blvd
Sanford, NC 27330
jdcheesborough@gmail.com

mailto:jdcheesborough@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Crook
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 3:10:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Steve Crook
5304 Norman Pl
Raleigh, NC 27606
Scrook@dillonsupply.com

mailto:Scrook@dillonsupply.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: john hamrick
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 3:19:03 PM

john hamrick
po box 923
ellenboro, NC 28040

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
john

mailto:bjh17fan@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TIMOTHY MARKEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 3:50:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.  It is important for the
marine ecosystem to minimize the bycatch to help foster marine replenishment.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

TIM MARKEY
9024 Stourbridge Dr
Huntersville, NC 28078
MARKEYMANCLAN@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Todd Coxx
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 4:00:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Todd Coxx
4017 Schooner Cir
Oriental, NC 28571
toddcoxvt@gmail.com

mailto:toddcoxvt@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Don DeWire
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 4:00:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Don DeWire
451 Creek Place Rd
Arapahoe, NC 28510
dloverm@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: cynthia britt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 4:49:35 PM

cynthia britt
211 Open Valley Rd
Marion, NC 28752

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Cynthia Britt

mailto:penny.cyn@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Holly Jacques
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 4:59:10 PM

Holly Jacques
10001 Crackling Branch Court
Zebulon, NC 27597

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Holly Jacques

mailto:Hollybelle64@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: THOMAS FARMER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 5:30:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

THOMAS FARMER
101 Shambley Meadows Dr
Pittsboro, NC 27312
DAVEOBX@GMAIL.COM

mailto:DAVEOBX@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Seth Strickland
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 6:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Seth Strickland
521 Azalea Dr
Hampstead, NC 28443
stricksix1775@gmail.com

mailto:stricksix1775@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: willis hodges
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 6:59:15 PM

willis hodges
9764 harnett-dunn hwy
dunn, NC 28334

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Willis Hodges

mailto:hodges@intrstar.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Art Thinguldstad
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 7:30:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Sincely,  Art Thinguldstad
906 Hawksbill Ct
New Bern, NC 28560
art.thinguldstad@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Pete Boelte
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 8:20:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Pete Boelte
225 N Channel Haven Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409
peteboelte@gmail.com

mailto:peteboelte@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sabrina Samuelsson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 8:59:32 PM

Sabrina Samuelsson
10118 Thoughtful Spot Way
Raleigh, NC 27614

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Sabrina Samuelsson

mailto:Snsamuelsson@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Harrison
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Gary S. Harrison
PO Box 9
Alliance, NC 28509
garyharrison721@gmail.com

mailto:garyharrison721@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeremy Stubbs
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:29:29 PM

Jeremy Stubbs
38 Grouse lane
Brevard, NC 28712

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Jeremy Stubbs

mailto:Stubbs1493@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Leonard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:39:29 PM

David Leonard
2108 canal drive
Wilson, NC 27703

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
David Leonard

mailto:Gtemplar13@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Couch
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:59:33 PM

Susan Couch
4129 Five Oaks Drive
Durham, NC 27707

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Susan Couch

mailto:Spc.tleon@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane McMullen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 9:59:35 PM

Jane McMullen
118 Old Heritage Ct
Hillsborough, NC 27278

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Jane McMullen

mailto:janemc3@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Renee Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 10:19:33 PM

Renee Hayes
6903 Fairview Church Road
Trinity, NC 27370

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Renee Hayes

mailto:renee.hayes1956@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Burleson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 11:09:36 PM

Ken Burleson
424 Hughes Blvd
Hickory, NC 28601

January 6, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Ken Burleson

mailto:kenb76@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHARLIE BYRD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 12:00:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHARLIE BYRD
215 W Main St
Mount Olive, NC 28365
CHARLIEEBYRD@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Reece
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 12:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Reece
4706 Hammock Pl
Wilmington, NC 28409
treece6818@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Gleason
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 2:19:46 AM

Brian Gleason
114 Talley Ridge Dr.
Troutman, NC 28166

January 7, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Brian Gleason

mailto:anumberoneduke@att.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mara Wooten
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 3:49:51 AM

Mara Wooten
901 Savin Lndg
Knightdale, NC 27545-7505

January 7, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Mara Wooten

mailto:mew0373@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Saunders
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 6:09:59 AM

Brian Saunders
3114 Farrior Circle
New Bern, NC 28562

January 7, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Brian Saunders

mailto:Victoryfishing@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelly Eury
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 7:00:23 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Kelly Eury
108 Mott Rd
Mooresville, NC 28115
keury@roadrunner.com

mailto:keury@roadrunner.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Spruill
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 8:20:09 AM

John Spruill
1836 Corcus Ferry Road
Hampstead, NC 28443

January 7, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Very truly yours,
John R. Spruill

mailto:spruill544@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Palmer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 8:40:08 AM

Janet Palmer
136 Castle Heights
Boone, NC 28607

January 7, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Janet Palmer

mailto:jnt_palmer@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Huck Venters
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 8:50:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Huck Venters
105 Tammy Paige Ct
Swansboro, NC 28584
hventers1@ec.rr.com

mailto:hventers1@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. DOUGLAS PRIVETTE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 9:00:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DOUGLAS PRIVETTE
326 Dupont Cir
Greenville, NC 27858
DCPRIVETTE@SUDDENLINK.NET

mailto:DCPRIVETTE@SUDDENLINK.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: GARLAND THOMAS, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 9:10:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

GARLAND THOMAS Jr
1315 White Oak Dr
Williamston, NC 27892
CAPNHANK45@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:CAPNHANK45@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Kyne
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 10:41:38 AM

Joseph Kyne
6405 Belle Crest Dr
Raleigh, NC 27612

January 7, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Jay Kyne

mailto:kynej@earthlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Raymond Gaj
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 11:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Raymond Gaj
PO Box 1044
Oriental, NC 28571
liznray@twc.com

mailto:liznray@twc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brandon Besecker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 11:50:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brandon Besecker
183 Alligator Bay
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460
obxfshn@gmail.com

mailto:obxfshn@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Perry Cheatham
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 1:41:47 PM

Perry Cheatham
479 Fisher Turnpike Rd.
Arapahoe, NC 28510

January 7, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commision:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Perry Cheatham

mailto:perryche@pamlico.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Henry
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 3:21:54 PM

Susan Henry
400Freemason St
Oriental, NC 28571

January 7, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Susan Henry

mailto:shsigns@towndock.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Ware
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 5:42:02 PM

Stephanie Ware
201 Leeward Ct.
Cary, NC 27511

January 7, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Stephanie

mailto:00sware@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary McNaught
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 6:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mary Elise McNaught
4618 Cross Ridge Ln
Greensboro, NC 27410
memcnaught@gmail.com

mailto:memcnaught@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: P. ryan Delcambre
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 6:12:03 PM

P. ryan Delcambre
97 Granny Gut Drive
Oriental, NC 28571

January 7, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
P. Ryan Delcambre

mailto:rd_ibx@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Goetsch
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 6:30:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Goetsch
3386 Westover Rdg
Williamsburg, VA 23188
richgoetsch@hotmail.com

mailto:richgoetsch@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Roberts
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 7:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Roberts
1313 Cal Bost Rd
Midland, NC 28107
seab24@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Hergenrader
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Saturday, January 07, 2017 9:52:17 PM

Matt Hergenrader
529 Vista Del Lago Ln
Wake Forest, NC 27587

January 7, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Matt Hergenrader

mailto:Mhergenrader@dwhomes.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeremy Yancey
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 12:00:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Clyde Yancey
101 Sunburst Cir
Swansboro, NC 28584
clyde4343@hotmail.com

mailto:clyde4343@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Clyde Yancey
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 12:12:23 AM

Clyde Yancey
101 Sunburst Circle
Cedar Point, NC 28584

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Clyde Yancey

mailto:clyde4343@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Josh Benton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 7:02:45 AM

Josh Benton
3345 old Lumberton rd
Whitevie, NC 28472

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Josh Benton

mailto:Josh.b@ovmfinacial.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim McIntosh, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 7:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jim McIntosh III
447 Pinewood Cir
Ramseur, NC 27316
bigmac11352@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Montescue Moree
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 7:42:45 AM

Montescue Moree
3112 Mills Lake Wynd
Holly Springs, NC 27540

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Montescue D. Moree

mailto:mmoree@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry WagnerBrown
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 8:10:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Sherry WagnerBrown
101 Hunting Bay Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584
penguin@ec.rr.com

mailto:penguin@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Van Duyn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 8:20:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Van Duyn
121 Windsor Ln
Edenton, NC 27932
john_vanduyn@ncsu.edu

mailto:john_vanduyn@ncsu.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Miles
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 8:22:47 AM

William Miles
27 sunshine dr.
Arapaboe, NC 28510

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
William /miles

mailto:wnmiles@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Gabrielle McLaughlin, S
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 9:10:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Gabrielle McLaughlin
486 Cool Spring Rd
Statesville, NC 28625
emac3006@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Walton Joyner, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 9:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.
6.     STOP THE INTENTIONAL TRAWLING OF BABY FINFISH TO SUPPLY THE CRABBERS WITH
BAIT!! 

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Walton Joyner Jr.
2728 Webb St
Raleigh, NC 27609
wjoyner262@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: steve cook
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 9:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am signing this petition and supporting this effort because I believe that for far too long the Marine Fisheries
Commission has made rules and regulations that allow commercial fisherman to harvest fish at an unsustainable
rate. Along with their legal bi-catch, which is such an avoidable waste, our fish stocks are becoming depleted. The
commission's solution has been to open  vital nursery areas to more commercial fishing pressure. This is a self
defeating, short term solution. While I respect our commercial fishermen and their need to make a living, the
Commission is gambling on adopting relatively pain free short term solutions instead of a smarter, long-term view
that would benefit not just commercial fishermen, but recreational fisherman, who have just as much a right as
anyone to reap the bounty of our natural resources within reasonable, sustainable limits.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

steve cook
2113 Woods End Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28312
stevecook@mindspring.com

mailto:stevecook@mindspring.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Turner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 9:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

In addition I want to add that i watched five trawlers dredge day and night for weeks littering the beach with
juvenile fish. The surf fishing has steadily declined over the last 10 years and I believe this mis-management is the
reason.

Sincerely,

james turner
107 Bland Dr
Holly Ridge, NC 28445
turner.james55@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DANIEL ELAND
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 9:20:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Cheers,
Dan Eland

Sincerely,

DANIEL ELAND
3010 Red Fox Rd
Trent Woods, NC 28562
DELAND54@GMAIL.COM

mailto:DELAND54@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Hefner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 11:10:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mark Hefner
1318 Cortland Rd E
Charlotte, NC 28209
markahefner@gmail.com

mailto:markahefner@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Johnny Canup
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 11:20:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Johnny Canup
1409 Saint James Pl
Kinston, NC 28504
jcanup@suddenlink.net

mailto:jcanup@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Canup
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 11:23:01 AM

John Canup
1409 St James Pl
Kinston, NC 28504

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
John Canup

mailto:jcanup@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: catherine elkins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 11:43:01 AM

catherine elkins
297 sleepy point road
gloucester, NC 28528

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Catherine Elkins

mailto:celkins143@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Geoffrey Fish
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 12:10:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Fish
300 Overbrook Dr
Lexington, NC 27292
gpfish@triad.rr.com

mailto:gpfish@triad.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeffrey Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 1:53:11 PM

Jeffrey Jackson
315 S. Elizabeth St.
St. Pauls, NC 28384

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Jeff Jackson

mailto:Jeffhjackson@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry James
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 2:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Larry James
7037 Belford Rd
Summerfield, NC 27358
lsjames67@gmail.com

mailto:lsjames67@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kim DeCoste
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 2:03:12 PM

Kim DeCoste
905 W. Lenoir St.
Raleigh, NC 27603

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Kim DeCoste

mailto:kim.d@ncrrbiz.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARK SHIPMAN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 2:11:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARK SHIPMAN
4700 Powder Mill Ln
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
TANGO1S@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Thompson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 3:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Michael Thompson
221 Battleground Ave
New Bern, NC 28560
michaeljthompson19@suddenlink.net

mailto:michaeljthompson19@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Howard Dickens
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 5:03:24 PM

Howard Dickens
6545 hugo rd
hookerton, NC 28538

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Mike Dickens

mailto:hmichaelsd@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Grant Keener
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 5:13:24 PM

Grant Keener
199 Norton Talent Road
Franklin, NC 28734

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Grant Keener

mailto:keeno340@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Do Not Support for Petition
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 6:23:27 PM

Joseph Allen
1200 Saint Joseph Street
Carolina Beach, NC 28428

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I do not support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North
Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition
will not protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is not a research-based and data-
driven approach that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a
thriving marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I do not support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Joseph Allen

mailto:jfa4696@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: D Lon Downing
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 8:03:36 PM

D Lon Downing
330 W Renovah Circle
Wilmington, NC 28403

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
D Lon Downing

mailto:Dldowning10@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bobby Brewer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 8:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bobby Brewer
8047 TREASURE DR # 1
ORIENTAL, NC 28571
bobbybrewer@att.net

mailto:bobbybrewer@att.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Francis Sheets
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 9:33:46 PM

Francis Sheets
905 West Lenior Street
Raleigh, NC 27603

January 8, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Frank Sheets

mailto:frankiejobob@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: SAMUEL BOYCE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 7:10:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

SAMUEL BOYCE
110 Mount Vernon Dr
Wilmington, NC 28403
SDB60411@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:SDB60411@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Neeley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 7:14:14 AM

Thomas Neeley
663 Sawgrass Road
Hampstead, NC 28443

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation. I encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Thomas Neeley

mailto:lowrider222@charter.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Donald Willis, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 7:30:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Donald Willis Jr.
107 Canebrake Dr
New Bern, NC 28562
donaldwillis65@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JIMMY MCCORMICK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 8:10:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JIMMY MCCORMICK
136 Brookgate Dr
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
MCCORMJR@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael King
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 8:10:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Michael King
8549 NC Highway 53 E
Burgaw, NC 28425
aking@cardinalmetalworks.com

mailto:aking@cardinalmetalworks.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jimmy McCormick
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 8:10:24 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jimmy McCormick
136 Brookgate Dr
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
mccormick@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Flood
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 9:50:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Flood
1316 Amstel Way
West Chester, PA 19380
thomflood2@gmail.com

mailto:thomflood2@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Allen Jernigan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 10:44:33 AM

Allen Jernigan
1156 NC Hwy 172
Holly Ridge, NC 28445

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Capt. Allen
Jernigan

mailto:breadmanventures@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Coltrain
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 10:44:34 AM

Thomas Coltrain
892 NC 102 East
Ayden, NC 28513

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
THOMAS S COLTRAIN

mailto:coltraints@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Pierce
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 10:50:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert L Pierce
143 Skystasail Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409
robertpierce41@gmail.com

mailto:robertpierce41@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Johnny Whitley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 10:54:43 AM

Johnny Whitley
Tewksbury
Wilmington, NC 28411

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Johnny Whitley

mailto:Baitcrank@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Edward Sentman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:05:11 AM

Edward Sentman
68 West Brenda Lee drive
Hampstead, NC 28443

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Ed Sentman

mailto:Ecsentman@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lori Sneed
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:10:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Lori Sneed
903 Compton Rd
Greenville, NC 27858
llsneed@suddenlink.net

mailto:llsneed@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Todd Cox
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:14:33 AM

Todd Cox
4017 Schooner Circle
Oriental, NC 28571

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Todd Cox

mailto:toddcoxvt@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ronald Riggs
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:14:34 AM

Ronald Riggs
90 vineyard trace
Currie, NC 28435

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Ronald Riggs

mailto:ronaldwriggs@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Pressly
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:24:35 AM

James Pressly
532 Church Street Ext
Reidsville, NC 27320

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
James J Pressly

mailto:presslyj@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Autumn Chappell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:34:38 AM

Autumn Chappell
515 E Lane St
Raleigh, NC 27601

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Autumn Chappell

mailto:autumn@ncwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ray Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:34:39 AM

Ray Edwards
2507 Surrey Lane
Greenville, NC 27858

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Hopefully this could be only a temporary measure and after a few years, the stocks of shrimp and fish will be such
that additional trawling can be justified.

Sincerely,
Ray Edwards

mailto:rayedwards@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Alsentzer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:34:41 AM

Mary Alsentzer
103 Cabana Rd
Belhaven, NC 27810

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Mary Alsentzer

mailto:malsentzer@gotricounty.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Zambrowski
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:44:34 AM

Robert Zambrowski
1832 Corcus Ferry Rd
Hampstead, NC 28443

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Robert A. Zambrowski

mailto:drraz@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bryce Eatmon
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:44:38 AM

Bryce Eatmon
201 Kipper Ct
Nags Head, NC 27959

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Bryce Eatmon

mailto:Beeatmon@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chad Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:44:39 AM

Chad Davis
617 Vale Dr.
Wilmington, NC 28411

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Capt. Chad Davis

mailto:cdavis97@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Buie
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:54:35 AM

James Buie
3224 Fairgrove Ct.
Eastover, NC 28312

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
James

mailto:Snatch14me@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Craven
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:54:36 AM

Mark Craven
7603 Huey Ct.
Raleigh, NC 27615

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Mark Craven

mailto:Markcraven17@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Austin Dean
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 12:04:38 PM

Austin Dean
2793 Baptist Grove Rd.
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Austin Dean

mailto:austindeanelectric@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chad Chandler
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 12:14:41 PM

Chad Chandler
5108 Damask Ct.
Fuquay-Varina, NC 27526

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Chad F. Chandler

mailto:cfchandler@mindspring.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Sparrow
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 1:04:39 PM

Chris Sparrow
1227 Blackjack Simpson Rd.
Greenville, NC 27858

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Chris Sparrow

mailto:clsparrow73@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dean Phillips
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 1:04:40 PM

Dean Phillips
824 Fox Ridge Lane
Wilmington, NC 28405

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Dean Phillips

mailto:Dean@landmarksir.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jason Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 1:34:42 PM

Jason Baker
805 Westhaven blvd
Morehead city, NC 28557

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

The above is just form letter of course; I ask though that you make these new rules happen. The fisheries are a
shambles and no one is fixing them. There HAS to be change as the lunacy of fisheries "management" is a joke. For
the sake of our children who love to fish we have to take positive steps to change the rape of our resources.

Sincerely,
Jason Baker

mailto:Jasonbaker_email@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dohn Broadwell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 2:00:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dohn Broadwell
1600 Rock Hill Rd
Eastover, NC 28312
dbbwell@earthlink.net

mailto:dbbwell@earthlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN SHAW
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 3:00:20 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOHN SHAW
936 Johnny Shaw Rd
Moncure, NC 27559
JOHNNYSHAW@EARTHLINK.NET

mailto:JOHNNYSHAW@EARTHLINK.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Davis Barnes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 3:04:46 PM

Davis Barnes
1505 Ebb Dr.
Wilmington, NC 28409

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Davis Barnes

mailto:davislbarnes@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Parsons
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 3:14:50 PM

Jim Parsons
210 Sumter Ct
Havelock, NC 28532

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Jim Parsons

mailto:jparsons5@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Flanagan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 3:14:52 PM

John Flanagan
711 Warren Dr
Oriental, NC 28571

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
John Flanagan

mailto:john@oceanoutpost.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Friedrich Diecke
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 4:04:58 PM

Friedrich Diecke
420 Sunset Grove Dr
Holly Springs, NC 27540

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Friedrich Diecke

mailto:Fkdtenn@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Craven
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 4:05:01 PM

Laura Craven
7603 Huey Ct
Raleigh, NC 27615

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Laura Craven

mailto:laura.edwards@duke.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Friedrich Diecke
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 4:15:01 PM

Friedrich Diecke
420 Sunset Grove Dr
Holly Springs, NC 27540

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Friedrich Diecke

mailto:Fkdtenn@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Padgett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 5:25:01 PM

Teresa Padgett
693 Union St S
Concord, NC 28025

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Teresa Padgett

mailto:tpadgett51@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: George Pasterchalk
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 5:44:58 PM

George Pasterchalk
109 hedingham court
Wilmington, NC 28412

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
George pasterchalk

mailto:Hedingham2@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Griffin Zwack
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 5:55:00 PM

Griffin Zwack
Santa Maria Avenue
Wilmington, NC 28411

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Griffin Zwack

mailto:zwackattack43@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: dave stewart
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 6:15:01 PM

dave stewart
36 country club dr
minnesott beach, NC 28510

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Dave Sterwart

mailto:specfever@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 7:05:06 PM

Chris Williams
601 S Fuquay ave
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Chris Williams

mailto:Chrislw52@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Williamson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 7:05:08 PM

William Williamson
220 Old Causeway RD
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Bill Williamson

mailto:captainbillwilliamson@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Altfeder
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp Trawling
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 7:49:24 PM

I am writing to sign the petition of Shrimp trawling
Cheryl Altfeder
Carolina Beach NC 28428

Sent from Windows Mail

mailto:caltfeder@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ruth Moseley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 8:37:40 PM

Please don't take shrimping away you have no proof that of any kind it actually destroy the bottom of the waters. It
helps the bottoms I know because if shrimping trawlers were allowed to  trawl at the head of new port river  it
wouldn't be sludge at low tide the channel  might be 4 foot why there is nothing but sludge algae nasty stuff but
where they are allowed to travel there is water fishing's good swimming and other activities wildlife you need to
think about this don't take North Carolina's first industry away from us because it just won't affect the shrimp that
you won't be able to eat it will affect the whole economy of North Carolina think about that

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:gsdnanny@icloud.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 10:45:25 PM

Jonathan Edwards
2603B Richard Drive
Greenville, NC 27834

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Jonathan Edwards

mailto:jonedwar1986@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Celie Wall
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:15:21 PM

Celie Wall
2603B Richard Drive
Greenville, NC 27834

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Celeste Wall

mailto:celie292@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Doug Saunders
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 09, 2017 11:35:25 PM

Doug Saunders
2112 Tulare Court
Raleigh, NC 27612

January 9, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Douglas Saunders

mailto:Saundersdb@cdmsmith.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: 3043600465@vtext.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Mark arnold
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 5:18:23 AM

Mark arnold

mailto:3043600465@vtext.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: 3043600465@vtext.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Save,and support our shrimpers,we are a dying bree...
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 5:22:33 AM

Save,and support our shrimpers,we are a dying breed.been knocked down to nothing

mailto:3043600465@vtext.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Terry Wells
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 5:36:00 AM

Terry Wells
3117 Taylors Ridge Rd
Wake Forest, NC 27587

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Terry Wells

mailto:twwells@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Reilly
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 6:36:11 AM

James Reilly
1100 Blair Farm Pkwy
Morehead City, NC 28557

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
James Reilly

mailto:radar5711@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Tyska
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 7:06:15 AM

Lisa Tyska
1208 Greenway Dr
High Point, NC 27262

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Lisa Tyska

mailto:jtyska56@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Whitehurst
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 7:06:47 AM

James Whitehurst
2520 Lance drive
Greenville, NC 27858

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
James Whitehurst

mailto:Jwh2ofowler@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Willard Varley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 8:06:36 AM

Willard Varley
133 River's Edge Road
Merritt, NC 28556

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Willard D. Varley

mailto:Willardvarley@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Willard Varley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 8:06:37 AM

Willard Varley
133 River's Edge Road
Merritt, NC 28556

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Willard D. Varley

mailto:Willardvarley@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: D. Ashley King
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 8:56:10 AM

D. Ashley King
126 Corinth Dr.
New Bern, NC 28562

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Capt. D. Ashley King

mailto:dashley.king78@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chad Scoggins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 8:56:11 AM

Chad Scoggins
36 Cherokee Drive
Havelock, NC 28532

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Chad Scoggins

mailto:cmonsterfishing@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Spates
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 10:06:57 AM

Robert Spates
105 maple farms ln
Havelock, NC 28532

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Robert Spates

mailto:Spatesrobert67@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Lyon
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 10:10:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Lyon
2810 Old Oxford Rd
Durham, NC 27712
johnfleminglyon@gmail.com

mailto:johnfleminglyon@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: AllynPowell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Comments from Allyn Powell
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 10:27:44 AM
Attachments: Petition for Rule Making Jan 9.docx

Attachment 1.docx
Attachment 2.docx
CFRG Letter.docx

Attached are comments on the shrimp Petition for Rulemaking from Allyn
B. Powell

mailto:apowell66@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov

Comments on the Petition for Rulemaking by the NC Wildlife Federation and the Southern Environmental Law Center

Bycatch in the shrimp fishery is a major concern and should be addressed by innovative gear modifications (as is presently being addressed) while maintaining a sustainable shrimp fishery. The Petition for Rulemaking does not provide a balanced plan to achieve a sustainable shrimp fishery.

The Petition document submitted by Mr. Tim Gestwicki, Chief Executive Officer, North Carolina Wildlife Federation (NCWF) is mainly based on a report (EXHIBIT B) by NCWF consultants Mr. Jack Travelstead and Dr. Louis Daniel. The document is lacking in socio-economic analysis, and scientific credibility. It is a disturbing petition in that sets a precedent for weakening Fishery Management Plans, which are developed through a rigorous process, and by using flawed data and assumptions it could cripple a valuable shrimp fishery. This document lacks scientific evidence that attributes shrimp bycatch to a perceived decline in Atlantic croaker, spot, weakfish, and other species. 

Comments: (Petition comments are in italics, my comments in bold)

Page 2--“By expanding special secondary nursery area designations, more fish will survive the critical juvenile stage, reproduce, and thrive to stock recruitment.”   

This assumes there is a relationship between stock and recruitment. In the 2010 Atlantic croaker stock assessment, the stock-recruitment relationship for Atlantic croaker was reported as weak.



Page 2-- “Substantial fishing effort occurs in North Carolina’s nursery areas.  It is estimated that for every pound of shrimp harvested in North Carolina waters, over four pounds of non-target catch, including juvenile finfish, are discarded.”   

 It is inappropriate to use ratios to estimate bycatch unless there is a correlation between bycatch CPUE and shrimp CPUE. There is no correlation between Atlantic croaker, spot and weakfish CPUE and shrimp CPUE (see Attachment 1: “Catch per unit effort by weight of selected species: Figures 1 and 2). Hence, using ratios to estimate bycatch is inappropriate and results are flawed.

Page 2-- “The amount of finfish bycatch in the North Carolina shrimp trawl fishery is unsustainably high, and the negative impact of shrimp trawl bycatch is felt coast wide.”  

 This statement is arbitrary and capricious. There are no scientific valid studies cited that show this. 

Page 2--  “Rather than propose an outright ban on shrimp trawling in North Carolina waters, this Petition proposes a balanced approach of defining the type of gear and managing fishing in areas that are essential for juvenile finfish development.  These efforts will protect important nursery areas, reduce bycatch of juvenile finfish, and preserve the commercial and recreational fishing industries, which drive North Carolina’s coastal economy.”   

This will require a robust socio-economic analysis to determine if “these efforts” will accomplish these goals.

Page 5-- “The lack of adequate habitat protections and declining and depleted status of many of our coastal fish stocks suggests a failure of the MFC, through its existing regulations, to meet its duties…  Bycatch of juvenile fish in the shrimp trawl fishery in estuarine and near shore waters, as allowed by existing Commission regulations, contributes to the current status of several commercially and recreationally valuable species, including but not limited to Atlantic croaker, spot, and weakfish.“   

Are gear studies by DMF that show gear modification that have shown a 58% reduction in bycatch compared to a naked net a failure to reduce bycatch?  Furthermore,  this is only the first year results of a three year study that appears to show promising future reductions in bycatch. Can the NCWF explain what recent stock assessments of these three studies indicate that bycatch has significant impacts on their stocks?

Page 6--  “Commercially and recreationally valuable species, including Atlantic croaker, spot, and weakfish, are in depleted or declining status, and fisheries managers have struggled to mitigate further decline in these stocks.  In fact, these three species also account for the vast majority of finfish bycatch in North Carolina waters.  As the experts note, bycatch mortality in North Carolina’s shrimp trawl fishery contributes to declining status of these important populations.”  

The ASMFC Weakfish Addendum to Amendment 4 (page 4), indicates there has been a failure of the recovery of weakfish since the 1990’s that “cannot be attributed to high fishing mortality alone unless bycatch and under-reported catches were much greater than those estimated, growing from about 3-4 times the estimates in 1996 to 15-20 times in most recent years. Thus far, there is no evidence available of an Atlantic coast fishery capable of generating additional unreported discards of this magnitude. The resulting stock status determination for weakfish is that the stock is depleted and overfishing is not occurring.” 

The 2010 stock assessment for Atlantic croaker indicated the stock is not experiencing overfishing, and the age-structure of the population has been expanding since the late 1980’s. A baseline stock assessment is presently being prepared.

Diamond et al.[footnoteRef:1] modeled the effects of shrimp trawl bycatch on Atlantic croaker. In their Introduction, Diamond et al., noted that “fishery managers trying to reduce bycatch are faced with questions such as: How much should bycatch be reduced? What increase in abundance will result from a given level of bycatch reduction? How important to the population is juvenile bycatch mortality compared with other sources of mortality such as harvesting of adults, pollution, or habitat losses? This petition guided by “experts” does not appear to consider these concerns or promote further research to answer these concerns.  [1:  Diamond, S.L., L.G. Cowell, and L.B. Crowder. 2000. Population effects of shrimp trawl bycatch on Atlantic croaker. Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 57: 2010-2021.] 


Diamond et al., noted that ocean larval mortality of Atlantic croaker is a critical life history period that has a significant impact on recruitment [My comments: Atlantic croaker, spot gray mullet and Atlantic menhaden and other species spawn in offshore waters during late fall and winter. Larvae must be transported to estuaries by currents and be supplied with adequate food. Because oceanic conditions vary from year to year recruitment to estuaries is variable annually.] However, Diamond et al., note that bycatch is not “trivial nor insignificant.” Because managers cannot control ocean mortality, only fishing mortality that includes bycatch mortality can be used to enhance populations. 

Diamond et. al, concluded that a 5% reduction in bycatch or adult mortality of the Atlantic population could be “enough for the population to reach equilibrium.”  Recent bycatch reduction gear trials by NC DMF (presented to the NC MFC at their August 2016 meeting presented by NC DMF biologist Kevin Brown) showed a 38% reduction in weight of finfish bycatch with a modified trawl net (two federally approved BRD’s, a federally approved TED and 1-1/2 inch tailbag compared to a control net with one federally approved BRD, a Federally approved TED and 1-1/2 inch tailbag). As Atlantic croaker appear to dominate finfish bycatch (see Attachment 2: “Variability of mean number and weight of selected species” : Figures 1 and 2) the reduction in bycatch of Atlantic croaker appears to significantly exceed Diamond et al., 5% reduction, and the 38% reduction (first year of a three-year gear trial) is close to the arbitrary 40% NC MFC requirement. 

A benchmark stock assessment for spot that seeks to estimate population parameters including discard rates and mortality is presently underway. To evaluate the status in between stock assessments a Traffic Light Analysis (TLA) has been used to monitor spot populations. The TLA relies on harvest which is a poor parameter without catch per unit data and fishery independent indices that could be influenced by conditions during the oceanic larval stage. In my opinion this TLA (as compared to the blue crab TLA) is a very weak instrument to manage spot populations.

Page 6--  Currently, tens of millions of juvenile fish fail victim to shrimp trawl bycatch each year, and therefore do not spawn, replace themselves, and contribute to the adult population. Increasing juvenile recruitment is essential to rebuilding the stock of these species.  

The estimates are flawed because of the limited sampling both spatially and seasonally and, most relevant is that estimates are based on sample means that in most cases (i.e., net type) are variable (see Attachment 2: “Variability of mean number and weight of selected species”--   Figures 1 and 2). The estimates derived by the “EXHIBIT B” report co-authored by Dr. Louis Daniel are not in agreement with his response as Director of NC DMF to the Coastal Fisheries Reform Group (see attached CFRG letter). 

Page 7—“The MFC’s efforts to minimize bycatch of juvenile finfish have proven unsuccessful to date, as discussed below.  The MFC limited the scope of Amendment 1 to the North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan (“FMP”) to address the significant levels of bycatch in the state’s shrimp trawl fishery.  The MFC fell far short of taking meaningful action to protect important habitat areas and reduce bycatch of juvenile fish.  Decades of inaction by the MFC have led to unsustainable levels of bycatch, and the time for action is now.”

This statement is misleading and the last sentence is incredibly threatening to the integrity of NC DMF fishery biologists. The ‘experts” must understand the results of the collaborative shrimp trawl gear study that the NC DMF biologist Kevin Brown presented to the NC MFC at their November 2016 meeting[footnoteRef:2]. Significant results in bycatch reduction have been accomplished in the first year of a three-year gear study that disputes the comment by the petitioner (i.e., NCWF). [2:  This presentation can be accessed through the NC DMF website. Click on Marine Fisheries Commission, Meetings, November 2016 meeting, and Presentations-- The 112016 Shrimp Trawl Gear Study.] 


Page 7—“A Nursery Area Protection is Essential to Achieving Sustainable Fisheries….As discussed in more detail below and in the attached expert reports, harvesting or otherwise subjecting these juveniles to high levels of fishing mortality before first spawning leads to recruitment overfishing and growth overfishing, and may ultimately impact fishery yields and long-term stock productivity.” 



	 This appears to be based on Exhibit E-- Technical review: the need to reduce fishing mortality and bycatch of juvenile fish in North Carolina’s estuaries by Luiz Barbieri. 

  Relative to recruitment and growth overfishing, it is a “stretch” to assume that the juvenile size groups that occur in the shrimp bycatch to juveniles harvested in the finfish commercial fishery has equivalence. Luiz Barbieri’s report is a fine synthesis of fish reproduction and basic information on stock assessments, but I believe it is not relevant to understanding the impact on bycatch by the shrimp fishery. 



Page 10-- In 2014 alone, approximately 15 million pounds of juvenile spot, Atlantic croaker, and weakfish were caught and discarded in North Carolina waters. 

These are flawed estimates as they are based on faulty extrapolations (see Attachments 1 and 2) and discussions above.



Page 10--   The Federation proposes the following balanced, research-based approach to reduce bycatch mortality of juvenile species and to protect vital habitat areas in North Carolina’s estuaries and ocean waters while allowing shrimp trawling to continue under new parameters.  These management strategies are intended to apply to both the commercial and the recreational fishing industries, including recreational fisherman operating under a recreational commercial gear license. 

Reducing bycatch is extremally important, but the NCWF proposals are not balanced and as my comments concur, this policy is extreme and would have a detrimental effect on the shrimp fishery. As stated above the NCWF has neglected to provide a socio-economic analysis of their petition.

Pages 11- 14--  The proposed management measures are comprehensive and the issues have recently been addressed in the 2015 Shrimp Fishery Management Plan (FMP). The FMP was developed after two years of deliberations by NC DMF and the Shrimp FMP   Advisory Committee. The FMP was also reviewed by other MFC advisory committees and input was provided by stakeholders at numerous public meetings.

This Petition for Rulemaking should be denied.



Allyn B. Powell

P.O. Box 16

Gloucester, NC 

E-mail: apowell66@ec.rr.com
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Attachment 1



Catch per unit effort by  weight of select species

The catch per unit effort (CPUE) was calculated by dividing the weight (kg) by effort (head rope length*number of nets*town time) by hour for all net types combined.  The shrimp CPUEs are for all commercial shrimp species combined.  Data was collected from commercial shrimp trawls in the Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina from 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009 (Brown 2010).  There is no correlation between shrimp CPUEs and Atlantic croaker, spot, or weakfish CPUEs (Figure 1,2,and 3). 



Figure 1.  Shrimp CPUE (kg/head rope length *number of nets*tow time) per hour and Atlantic Croaker CPUE (kg/head rope length *number of nets*tow  time) per hour observed in the commercial shrimp trawl fishery in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina from 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009.



Figure 2.  Shrimp CPUE (kg/head rope length *number of nets*tow time) per hour and Spot CPUE (kg/head rope length *number of nets*tow  time) per hour observed in the commercial shrimp trawl fishery in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina from 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009.





Figure 3.  Shrimp CPUE (kg/head rope length *number of nets*tow time) per hour and Weakfish CPUE (kg/head rope length *number of nets*tow  time) per hour observed in the commercial shrimp trawl fishery in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina from 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009.

Literature Cited

Brown, K.  2010.  Characterization of the commercial shrimp trawl fishery in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, NC.  Completion report for NOAA award # NA05NMF4741003.  North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, Morehead City, North Carolina.
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Attachment 2



Variability of mean number and mean weight of select species

The mean number (Figure 1), mean weight (kg) (Figure 2) and confidence intervals of select species were calculated using Proc Tabulate (SAS 9.1.3) for all net types combined and by each of the three observed net types (double seamed, four seamed, and tongue nets).  Data was collected from commercial shrimp trawls in the Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina from 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009 (Brown 2010).  Similar patterns are evident in both the variability of mean numbers and mean weights.  Variability in the mean numbers and weights observed per tow was highest for croakers across all net types.  The variability in mean numbers and mean weights of weakfish was higher in the four seamed than in the double seamed nets.  This likely can be attributed to the four seamed net fishing more of the water column than the two seamed net.  The tongue net fishes more of the water column than either the two seamed or four seamed nets, which may contribute to the higher variability of the mean number and mean weight observed in this fishery, however due to the low sample size these data should be used with caution (Figure 1 and 2).  The limited scope of this project (seasonally and spatially) makes it is difficult to derive any accurate estimates of abundance.  This analysis emphasizes the need for long term data that can smooth out the confounding factors of seasonal differences in abundance of various species, weather influences on the fishery (e.g. hurricanes, excessive rain), and changes to effort caused by outside factors (e.g. fuel prices, problems traversing inlets).

Literature Cited

Brown, K.  2010.  Characterization of the commercial shrimp trawl fishery in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, NC.  Completion report for NOAA award # NA05NMF4741003.  North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, Morehead City, North Carolina.



































Figure 1.	Mean number of shrimp, weakfish, spot, and Atlantic croaker observed per tow by net type and all net types combined in the commercial shrimp trawl fisheries in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina, 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009 with confidence interval (α=0.05).







Figure 2.	Mean weight (kg) of shrimp, weakfish, spot, and Atlantic croaker observed per tow by net type and all net types combined in the commercial shrimp trawl fisheries in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries, North Carolina, 1 July 2009 to 31 December 2009 with confidence interval (α=0.05)
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Mr. Joe Albea

Coastal Fisheries Reform Group

1739 Haddock Road

Winterville, N.C. 28590



Dear Joe,



On behalf of the Division of Marine Fisheries, I would like to respond to information the Coastal Fisheries Reform Group (CFRG) has distributed on its website and in letters to the N.C. General Assembly regarding shrimp management in North Carolina. 



As you know, the division is required by law to review each fishery management plan (FMP) every five years and determine if changes in rules or management strategies are needed. If changes in management strategies or rules are needed, the division pursues a FMP amendment, where division staff and an advisory committee develop positions on specific issues that need to be addressed. If no changes in management strategies are required, the division proceeds with a revision, which is a more abbreviated process that involves updating data, research needs and fishery information contained in the FMP.

After initial review of Shrimp FMP, the division determined no rules or management changes were needed at this time in the shrimp fishery and began pursuing a revision. At its August 2012 meeting, the Marine Fisheries Commission voted to send the revised FMP out for public and advisory committee review. After receiving this review, the Marine Fisheries Commission will decide at its November 2012 meeting whether to proceed with the revision or switch to an amendment process to explore changes in management strategies.



I’d like to clarify that the division acknowledges finfish bycatch in the commercial shrimp trawl fishery is an issue. The division has conducted studies to characterize bycatch in shrimp trawls and the draft revision to Shrimp FMP recommends that more research is needed on shrimp trawl bycatch. Unfortunately, the information the CRFG has distributed mischaracterizes these studies.



The CFRG states that division shrimp characterization studies (Brown 2009, 2010) show approximately 78 percent of shrimp trawl catch is bycatch “that will die before being shoveled overboard.”  While the studies show 77 percent and 79 percent bycatch by weight, respectively, for Pamlico Sound and the near shore ocean commercial shrimp trawl fishery, these studies did not gather any information on mortality.  This is an important distinction due to the potentially significant effect discard mortality could have on the biological impact of the bycatch.  The division acknowledges that a large number of juvenile finfish die in the shrimp trawl fishery, but we do not have data as to the amount.  We are currently conducting a two-year statewide 
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study to gather information on at-net mortality.   We have additional proposals submitted that, if funded, would continue and expand these studies.



The CFRG also implies the studies show “the annual bycatch from N.C. shrimp trawlers consists of over 500 million individual small fish.”  These numbers did not come directly from the division studies and were an extrapolation done by CFRG.  The division agrees that large numbers of juvenile finfish are taken as bycatch in the shrimp trawl fishery, but we do not agree with the methodology or resulting figures produced by CFRG.  CFRG’s extrapolations were based on a six month study conducted in the inshore waters of North Carolina (specifically Pamlico Sound and its tributaries). The CFRG’s extrapolated figures were based on the study’s species composition tables for the specific time and place of the study, but  then applied that data statewide and did not account for shrimp taken in different areas (including those caught in South Carolina and landed in North Carolina) or landed by different gear (skimmer trawls).  Further, the division believes that extrapolating numbers long term from a study that is limited both temporally and spatially is problematic.  This does not mean that the division is ignoring the study or similar ones, just that there are many confounding factors effecting shrimp trawl bycatch.  The composition of bycatch in the shrimp trawl fishery can vary greatly from year to year, season to season, hour to hour, area to area, tow to tow, as well as by gear type.  It is this high variability that makes it difficult to use data from a limited study in time and space to extrapolate beyond that time and space. It is not reasonable to assume the bycatch rates in a neighboring area can give an accurate approximation of an un-sampled area.  This is why the division continues to seek funding for long-term studies that address this issue. 



While there is a large amount of bycatch associated with this fishery, the biological effects of this bycatch are not known.  The majority of the finfish taken as bycatch in the shrimp trawl fishery are juvenile fish, which have a high natural mortality.  While the short term studies give us a snapshot of the fishery in specific times and areas, the need for long-term, statewide studies cannot be understated.  These long-term studies help mitigate any seasonality and annual fluctuations (variations in target and bycatch abundance, weather effects, etc).



Also, the CRFG letter implies that other states which have banned inshore trawling have built “thriving fisheries” on species such as weakfish, spot and croakers.  The decline in the stocks of these fisheries is in fact coast wide, and not just a N.C. phenomenon.  Along the mid-Atlantic coast in the areas where weakfish production is highest, the abundance and landings of weakfish have decreased precipitously since the late 1990s.  This decline has been most apparent in states where inshore trawling is not allowed and where recreational landings have historically been the highest (Virginia to New York).  While N.C. landings have decreased, they have decreased at a lower rate than these more northern states and North Carolina currently has the largest recreational landings of any state along the Atlantic coast at a time when all states are limited to a one-fish recreational bag limit.  North Carolina is also ranked first or second in the number of weakfish releases over the last few years.  Scientists along the Atlantic coast have concluded that it is likely natural mortality, not fishing mortality (harvest or discards), that is the driving factor in the current weakfish decline (ASMFC 2011).



CFRG states the division has “chosen to ignore the issue” of shrimp trawl bycatch.  That is simply not the case. North Carolina is a national leader in developing innovative ways to minimize bycatch and protect 
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stocks of juvenile fish, shrimp, shellfish and crabs in our sounds, estuaries and ocean and our state heavily regulates estuarine shrimp trawling.  Management strategies provided in the 2006 Shrimp FMP and contained in the draft 2012 Shrimp FMP revision include seasonal and area closures, gear restrictions, and management by shrimp size (DMF 2006, 2012).  



Additionally, 45 percent (around1 million acres) of N. C.’s estuarine and internal coastal waters are closed to shrimp trawling.  Waters deemed as special secondary nurseries are also opened and closed by proclamation based on shrimp size and count.  Furthermore, North Carolina was the first state to require bycatch reduction devices (BRDs) and the first state to designate primary nursery areas, not allowing bottom disturbing gears like trawls in our most productive areas to protect juvenile species. The division has also conducted research on the effectiveness of various BRDs, tailbag modifications and alternative gears, such as shrimp pots.  



The CFRG has questioned why North Carolina allows trawling in internal waters at all, when some other states do not - especially our sister states Virginia and South Carolina.  First of all, each state differs in the way it chooses to manage its fisheries. In North Carolina, our goal is to have sustainable fisheries that can be enjoyed by all user groups – recreational, commercial and consumers.  The Marine Fisheries Commission has chosen to allow trawling under the highly regulated conditions discussed above.



Also, while Virginia and South Carolina border North Carolina, they differ greatly in the amounts of estuarine waters under their jurisdiction and the types of species found in those waters. North Carolina has much more estuarine water than these two states combined. 



Estuarine Waters:

North Carolina - 2,220,161 acres

Virginia – 999,600 acres

South Carolina – 168,700 acres



Our large bodies of estuarine waters better lend themselves to trawling than the smaller water bodies in other states.  Additionally, the ocean shrimp fishery is not nearly as lucrative off the North Carolina coast, as that of South Carolina and Georgia, due to the fact that our ocean bottom drops off very suddenly, while states to our south have a more sloping, gradually-declining ocean floor, making it easier to catch shrimp. And lastly, North Carolina is at the northern-most range of species of shrimp we harvest; while the Chesapeake Bay is a large water body, it does not produce shrimp in commercial quantities. 



I hope I have been able to clarify some of the issues your organization has brought forward regarding shrimp management and I look forward to working with you and the CFRG about this and other fisheries-related issues. For your convenience, I have attached a list of the literature cited in this letter. 



Sincerely,







Louis B. Daniel III, Director

N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries
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From: John Schultz
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 11:06:26 AM

John Schultz
948 Kenleigh Circle
Winston-Salem, NC 27106

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation and encourage the North
Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition
will protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven
approach that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
John Schultz, Jr.

mailto:jschultz2@triad.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerry Marraccini
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 11:50:18 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jerry Marraccini
107 Avenel Ln
Clayton, NC 27527
jmarraccini@nc.rr.com

mailto:jmarraccini@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: roger mitchell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 12:10:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

roger mitchell
2255 Toms Creek Church Rd
Pilot Mountain, NC 27041
mitch8111@hotmail.com

mailto:mitch8111@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ulrich Alsentzer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 12:16:13 PM

Ulrich Alsentzer
103 Cabana Rd
Belhaven, NC 27810

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Ulrich Alsentzer

mailto:ualsenzter@gotricounty.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: fred walker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 12:36:15 PM

fred walker
449 old river acres dr
burgaw, NC 28425

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
fred walker

mailto:walkerhfred@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Richardson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 1:16:11 PM

Jack Richardson
2322 mimosa pl
Wilmington, NC 28403

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Jack Richardson

mailto:Jrichardson18@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Shelley Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 2:06:13 PM

Shelley Williams
61 Grove Avenue NW
Concord, NC 28025

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Shelley Williams

mailto:60shelleymwilliams@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Ernst
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 2:06:15 PM

Mark Ernst
332 Natalie Dr
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Mark Ernst

mailto:marksernst@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Shelley Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 2:06:17 PM

Shelley Williams
61 Grove Avenue NW
Concord, NC 28025

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Shelley Williams

mailto:60shelleymwilliams@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelly Fritz
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 2:26:44 PM

Kelly Fritz
1147 Ambrose Drive
Rolesville, NC 27571

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Kelly Fritz

mailto:kdfritz@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bennie Spencer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 2:30:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bennie Spencer
104 SE 23rd St
Oak Island, NC 28465
uncc71@gmail.com

mailto:uncc71@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeffry Kloss
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 3:30:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jeffry Kloss
220 Leila St
Johnstown, PA 15905
jwkloss65@gmail.com

mailto:jwkloss65@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Carpenter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 3:46:51 PM

Tom Carpenter
4914 Paulsun Drive
Fayetteville, NC 28304

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Tom Carpenter

mailto:Sumbeach@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: George Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 5:38:55 PM

George Miller
245 River Reach Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
George Miller

mailto:gtmiller152@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: rick sasser
To: hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com; enduranceseafood@yahoo.com;

finnagle@earthlink.net; rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu; trippgandl@embarqmail.com;
fishsqueezers@yahoo.com; fvfamilytradition@gmail.com; chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com;
mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com; pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu;
crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com; Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net; jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu;
davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com; brcrksfd@twc.com;
Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com; Paramore, Lee; Rawls, Kathy; West,
Katy; White, Holly; Murphey, Trish; Stewart, Chris; rhb2@ec.rr.com; bboutin@tnc.org; christianr@ecu.edu;
heathnh@centurylink.net; jfodrie@unc.edu; David.glenn@noaa.gov; e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; terriemike.street@gmail.com;
cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com; Deaton, Anne; jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com;
poseym@uncw.edu; annabarriosbeckwith@yahoo.com; sales@newrivernets.com; Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com;
tedw@nccoast.org; captjoemfc@yahoo.com; sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com;
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January 10, 2017
 
 
Dear Chairman Corbett, Commission Members and Advisory Committee Members
 
As you know, public comment will be heard on January 17th regarding the Petition for Rulemaking filed
by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation, (NCWF).  I respectfully submit the following comments and a
link to a PowerPoint presentation for your review.  I asked that you support the NCWF in its endeavors to
properly classify non-designated nursery areas and to reduce shrimp trawl bycatch, both are much needed
measures.
 
It is clear that critically important nursery areas are not properly protected.
 
Noble and Monroe in their Classification of Pamlico Sound Nursery Areas:  Recommendations for Critical
Habitat Criteria-  Project No. 89-09, Elizabeth B. Noble and Dr. Robert J. Monroe, NC Department of
Environment, Health and Natural Resources, Division of Marine Fisheries, February 1991, clearly said
 
“Species which were present in very low numbers (spotted seatrout, weakfish and silver perch) in the
riverine systems had their highest class means in the Pamlico Sound core group.  So, differences in abiotic
and biotic variables do exist in these “traditional” nursery area environments.  Also, there are habitats in
these areas that qualify for nursery area designation, but are not as yet protected.”
 
The Coastal Habitat Protection Plan acknowledges both the need to

 
Protect habitat from fishing gear effects through improved enforcement, establishment of
protective buffers around habitats, modified rules, and further restriction of fishing gears, where
necessary. Page 457, 2010
 

and to
 

Identify, designate, and protect Strategic Habitat Areas. Page vii, 2010.

The NC Marine Fisheries Commission has failed to protect important nursery areas and strategic habitats
through proper designation.
North Carolina’s designated Primary Nursery Areas are the settlement areas for post-larvae of offshore
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January 9, 2017





Dear Chairman Corbett, Commission Members and Advisory Committee Members



hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com; enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net; rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu; trippgandl@embarqmail.com; fishsqueezers@yahoo.com; fvfamilytradition@gmail.com; chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com; mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com; pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu; crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com; Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net; jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu; davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com; brcrksfd@twc.com; Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com; lee.paramore@ncdenr.gov; kathy.rawls@ncdenr.gov; katy.west@ncdenr.gov; holly.white@ncdenr.gov; trish.murphey@ncdenr.gov; Chris.Stewart@ncdenr.gov; rhb2@ec.rr.com; bboutin@tnc.org; christianr@ecu.edu; heathnh@centurylink.net; jfodrie@unc.edu; David.glenn@noaa.gov; e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; terriemike.street@gmail.com; cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com; Anne.Deaton@ncdenr.gov; jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com; poseym@uncw.edu; annabarriosbeckwith@yahoo.com; sales@newrivernets.com; Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com; tedw@nccoast.org; captjoemfc@yahoo.com ; sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; Bkoury2@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; Braxton.davis@ncdenr.gov; nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov 





As you know, public comment will be heard on January 17th regarding the Petition for Rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation, (NCWF).  I respectfully submit the following comments and a link to a PowerPoint presentation for your review.  I asked that you support the NCWF in its endeavors to properly classify non-designated nursery areas and to reduce shrimp trawl bycatch, both are much needed measures.



It is clear that critically important nursery areas are not properly protected.



Noble and Monroe in their Classification of Pamlico Sound Nursery Areas:  Recommendations for Critical Habitat Criteria-  Project No. 89-09, Elizabeth B. Noble and Dr. Robert J. Monroe, NC Department of Environment, Health and Natural Resources, Division of Marine Fisheries, February 1991, clearly said



“Species which were present in very low numbers (spotted seatrout, weakfish and silver perch) in the riverine systems had their highest class means in the Pamlico Sound core group.  So, differences in abiotic and biotic variables do exist in these “traditional” nursery area environments.  Also, there are habitats in these areas that qualify for nursery area designation, but are not as yet protected.”



The Coastal Habitat Protection Plan acknowledges both the need to 



Protect habitat from fishing gear effects through improved enforcement, establishment of protective buffers around habitats, modified rules, and further restriction of fishing gears, where necessary. Page 457, 2010



and to



Identify, designate, and protect Strategic Habitat Areas. Page vii, 2010.

The NC Marine Fisheries Commission has failed to protect important nursery areas and strategic habitats through proper designation.

North Carolina’s designated Primary Nursery Areas are the settlement areas for post-larvae of offshore winter spawners and where based on surveys in shallow waters less than 2 meters in depth.  Those surveys today equate to the NCDMF P120 Estuarine Trawl Survey.



The DMF‘s estuarine trawl sampling program (Program 120) provides data to identify nursery areas. It also provides a long-term database of annual juvenile recruitment of economically important species as provided by the core stations. This database has been used for designation of new nursery areas in the past and continues to be the main source of data and information used to designate future potential nursery areas. North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 169.



CHPP (2010) acknowledges that additional nursery area protection is needed.



The current MFC restrictions on trawling protect PNAs. However, there are productive shallow water areas of soft bottom that are not designated as primary or secondary nursery areas but still serve as important habitat to many juvenile fish and invertebrates. Shallow areas where trawling is currently allowed should be re-examined to determine if additional restrictions are necessary, (page382).





The Pamlico Sound is a weakfish nursery, a non-designated weakfish nursery area that must be protected.



It is important to recognize the distinction between the generic term “nursery area” and the specific regulatory designations of “Nursery Area”. For example, Pamlico Sound maintains a diversity of habitat functions. Its abundance of young finfish as well as shrimp and crabs is well documented and therefore is often termed a nursery area. North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 170







Current designated nursery areas have failed to protect the deeper more open waters of the Pamlico Sound Complex and therefore have left unprotected the primary and secondary nursery areas for weakfish. 



In addition to juvenile species present in lower salinity areas, spotted seatrout, weakfish, silver perch, and red drum are also abundant in these moderate-salinity estuaries (Noble and Monroe 1991). Young weakfish and silver perch tend to occupy deeper waters of the moderate and high-salinity zones, while young blue crabs and other demersal species prefer shallow areas (Epperly and Ross1986). Nursery habitats for North Carolina juvenile weakfish are reported to be in deeper portions of coastal rivers, bays, sounds and estuaries (Mercer 1989, DMF unpublished program 195 data). As they grow, juvenile weakfish have been found to be most abundant in shallow bays or navigational channels that are characterized by moderate depths, slightly higher salinities, and areas with a sandy bottom (ASMFC 1996).   CHPP, 2010, page 50.





Anne Deaton (NCDMF) in a personal email dated August 23rd, 2013 confirmed that our current designated nursery areas are not designed to protect the weakfish’s preference for the deeper more open water nursery areas.  



“Here is a table with the acreage and percent of estuarine waters.  It is important to note that the nursery designations don’t represent all nursery areas for all species.  They were targeting the offshore winter spawning estuarine dependent species. ”  



Deaton has also acknowledged the critical importance of taking action to properly identify strategic habit areas, which include nursery areas necessary for productivity and viability.  



The CHPP recommends that some areas of fish habitat be designated as “Strategic Habitat Areas” (SHAs). Strategic Habitat Areas are defined as specific locations of individual fish habitat or systems of habitat that have been identified to provide critical habitat functions or that are particularly at risk due to imminent threats, vulnerability or rarity. While all fish habitats are necessary for sustaining viable fish populations, some areas may be especially important to fish viability and productivity. Protection of these areas would therefore be a high priority (Deaton et al. 2010).  North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 171.



For almost four years I have been working on a project to identify those strategic habitats for weakfish in the Pamlico Sound estuarine complex.  Just as the NCDMF used its shallow water surveys to identify current designated primary and secondary nursery areas, I have used the NCDMF P195 Pamlico Sound annual survey to identify potential weakfish primary and secondary nursery areas used during the critical annual recruitment period.  

The case can be made that the complete P195 survey area should be closed to all bottom disturbing gear as a primary nursery area.  The NC Wildlife Federation’s request to classify the area as a special secondary nursery area should be seen as a generous compromise to the commercial shrimping industry.  The North Carolina Wildlife Federation’s request for additional gear, size, season and time restrictions are necessary to mitigate the effects of bycatch within this strategic habitat.

I respectfully ask that you review my work at the following link:

https://onedrive.live.com/view.aspx?resid=6A19FBB1D4C5EFB1!254&ithint=file%2cpptx&app=PowerPoint&authkey=!AJDyB2Ab0y3pWcM

What you will find is that North Carolina’s nursery areas are designed and designated to protect its most coveted demersal species, the shrimp.  Even the economically important demersal spot was completely eliminated as a species from the survey studies used to classify our designated primary nursery areas.  Juvenile spot were once so ubiquitous in the Pamlico Sound Complex that all waters should be considered nursery areas.  Forty years later, spot landings are at historical lows and the stock status is listed as concern. 

What happened in those forty years?

Contrary to what the NCDMF will tell you, shrimp trawl effort remained constant over the last forty years producing on average slightly over 6-million pounds landed annually.  The NCDMF measures effort by trips and they are right, trips are down.  What the NCDMF acknowledges but discounts when discussing the effects of trawling is the following.

“Technological advances in the shrimping industry have increased the catching efficiency of larger boats, particularly in Pamlico Sound. In the 1940s and early 1950s, a 45 to 60 foot vessel pulled a single trawl with a headrope length of 60 to 65 feet. Now, with “four-barreled rigs” the same vessel can pull four nets with a combined headrope length of up to 200 feet. Four barreled rigs allow fishermen to pull two nets from each outrigger. Conventional two-seam otter trawls are used for the bottom-hugging pink and brown shrimp, while four - seam and tongue trawls with floats on the headrope are used for the white shrimp which have the ability to jump over two-seam trawls when disturbed. In Pamlico Sound, these large vessels stay out four or five days and tow from one to three hours, often working day and night.”  North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 48.



Boats are larger, gear is larger and on-board refrigeration and insulated holds allow boats to leave the dock on Sunday afternoon and return on Friday afternoon after trawling day and night, which is considered “one” trip.  Obviously trips are down with improved efficiencies.  Landings are not down, in fact 2015 was the top eighth landing year in the last forty-four years, over 9-million pounds, certainly not the typical 6 million pound landing year.  In fact it was 50% higher. 

Landings are a function of Catch.  Bycatch is a function of Catch.

What has changed significantly in the past forty years is that brown shrimp landings from the Pamlico Sound have more than doubled during that time. Given that 58% of all shrimp landings come from the Pamlico Sound and that brown shrimp now account for 59% of all shrimp landings (up from 28% in 1970s), one can surmise that properly measured Pamlico Sound trawling effort has increased over the last forty years.





That increased trawl effort has certainly impacted spot, Atlantic croaker and weakfish bycatch, the predominate and economically important finfish species.



“Although many species are caught as bycatch in the estuarine shrimp trawl fishery, four species, blue crab, weakfish, Atlantic croaker, and spot have, since the first studies were conducted in the 1950s and continuing to the present, accounted for the bulk of the bycatch.”  North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 22.



Even Jess Hawkins understood the problem at one time while conducting nursery area studies as a NCDMF biologist.  



“Juvenile (weakfish) were captured only in the northern and central region, with tributaries of Pamlico Sound serving as the major nursery areas.”



The sounds and bays of North and South Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland serve-as nursery grounds for young juveniles along the Atlantic coast (Merriner 1973). Growth is rapid once the weakfish enter the estuaries (Pearson 1941, Massman et al. 1938, Merriner 1973). The juveniles remain in the estuaries until late fall or really winter, when they migrate to deeper, more open waters (Hildebrand and Cable 1934, Massman et al. 1958, Merriner 1973). 









Weakfish are exploited by many fisheries in North Carolina. Long haul seines and pound nets are two major gears used to harvest weakfish in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries. Wolff (1972) stated that substantial numbers of small weakfish were taken incidentally with shrimp trawls, long haul seines, and pound nets. In recent years, a large offshore winter trawl fishery for weakfish has developed along the North Carolina coast. 



Juvenile weakfish were first noted during June at a size range of 19-99 mmTL (Figures 14 and 15). Recruitment times in Pamlico Sound indicated that spawning occurred earlier than previously reported by Spitsbergen and Wolff (1974) and Purvis (1976). Recruitment times substantiated Merriner's (1976) conclusion that the weakfish spawning peak occurred from late April/early May through June in North Carolina. Peak weakfish numbers were observed during July, when large quantities of young-of-the-year were present in the estuaries, agreeing with the findings of former Pamlico Sound investigations (Purvis 1976; Ross 1980, in press).





Today, as a former NCDMF Deputy Director (retired) and Jerry Schill’s and the NCFA’s hired gun fighting the NCWF petition, Hawkins seems to have lost the opinions that paid his working salary and fund his retirement.  



The following two slides are from the presentation linked above.



Below is a very conservative plotting of strata that juvenile weakfish prefer based on twenty-seven years of P195 Survey data.









The following slide shows the F/V Capt. Ralph trawling right in the epicenter of the weakfish nursery area during the 2016 shrimp season.



Red dots connected by light blue lines show the ship’s path and green dots are overlaid from the weakfish nursery area plot in the prior figure.









North Carolina is allowing trawling in the primary and/or secondary nursery areas for weakfish.  These are undesignated nursery areas that need to be protected.  

Weakfish is only one species of many that has a stock status listed as “concern” or “depleted”. Spot and Atlantic croaker are the #1 and #2 species landed in the P195 trawl survey, respectively.  As mentioned previously, spot was so ubiquitous in the Pamlico Sound thirty years ago that it was eliminated as a target species for nursery classification.  Today, spot stocks are listed as concern and recent harvest has been at historical lows as is the Atlantic croaker stock. Southern flounder stock status is listed by default as concern (no current stock assessment), but is truly depleted.  Summer flounder is listed as concern.  Blue crab is listed as concern with current landings below historic levels with both decreased abundance and adult recruitment.  All of those economically important species are affected by Pamlico Sound shrimp trawl bycatch. 

Please support sustainable fisheries management by supporting the NC Wildlife Federation's Petition for Rule Making.  



Sincerely and Best Regards,

Rick Sasser
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winter spawners and where based on surveys in shallow waters less than 2 meters in depth.  Those surveys
today equate to the NCDMF P120 Estuarine Trawl Survey.
 

The DMF‘s estuarine trawl sampling program (Program 120) provides data to identify
nursery areas. It also provides a long-term database of annual juvenile recruitment of
economically important species as provided by the core stations. This database has been
used for designation of new nursery areas in the past and continues to be the main
source of data and information used to designate future potential nursery areas. North
Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 169.

 
CHPP (2010) acknowledges that additional nursery area protection is needed.
 

The current MFC restrictions on trawling protect PNAs. However, there are productive shallow
water areas of soft bottom that are not designated as primary or secondary nursery areas but still
serve as important habitat to many juvenile fish and invertebrates. Shallow areas where trawling is
currently allowed should be re-examined to determine if additional restrictions are necessary,
(page382).

 
 
The Pamlico Sound is a weakfish nursery, a non-designated weakfish nursery area that must be
protected.
 

It is important to recognize the distinction between the generic term “nursery area” and
the specific regulatory designations of “Nursery Area”. For example, Pamlico Sound
maintains a diversity of habitat functions. Its abundance of young finfish as well as shrimp
and crabs is well documented and therefore is often termed a nursery area. North Carolina
Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 170

 
 Current designated nursery areas have failed to protect the deeper more open waters of the Pamlico Sound
Complex and therefore have left unprotected the primary and secondary nursery areas for weakfish.
 

In addition to juvenile species present in lower salinity areas, spotted seatrout, weakfish, silver
perch, and red drum are also abundant in these moderate-salinity estuaries (Noble and Monroe
1991). Young weakfish and silver perch tend to occupy deeper waters of the moderate and high-
salinity zones, while young blue crabs and other demersal species prefer shallow areas (Epperly
and Ross1986). Nursery habitats for North Carolina juvenile weakfish are reported to be in deeper
portions of coastal rivers, bays, sounds and estuaries (Mercer 1989, DMF unpublished program
195 data). As they grow, juvenile weakfish have been found to be most abundant in shallow bays
or navigational channels that are characterized by moderate depths, slightly higher salinities, and
areas with a sandy bottom (ASMFC 1996).   CHPP, 2010, page 50.

 
 
Anne Deaton (NCDMF) in a personal email dated August 23rd, 2013 confirmed that our current
designated nursery areas are not designed to protect the weakfish’s preference for the deeper more open
water nursery areas. 
 

“Here is a table with the acreage and percent of estuarine waters.  It is important to note that the
nursery designations don’t represent all nursery areas for all species.  They were targeting the
offshore winter spawning estuarine dependent species. ” 

 
Deaton has also acknowledged the critical importance of taking action to properly identify strategic habit
areas, which include nursery areas necessary for productivity and viability. 
 



The CHPP recommends that some areas of fish habitat be designated as “Strategic Habitat
Areas” (SHAs). Strategic Habitat Areas are defined as specific locations of individual fish habitat
or systems of habitat that have been identified to provide critical habitat functions or that are
particularly at risk due to imminent threats, vulnerability or rarity. While all fish habitats are
necessary for sustaining viable fish populations, some areas may be especially important to fish
viability and productivity. Protection of these areas would therefore be a high priority (Deaton et
al. 2010).  North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine
Fisheries, page 171.
 

For almost four years I have been working on a project to identify those strategic habitats for weakfish in
the Pamlico Sound estuarine complex.  Just as the NCDMF used its shallow water surveys to identify
current designated primary and secondary nursery areas, I have used the NCDMF P195 Pamlico Sound
annual survey to identify potential weakfish primary and secondary nursery areas used during the critical
annual recruitment period.  

The case can be made that the complete P195 survey area should be closed to all bottom disturbing gear as
a primary nursery area.  The NC Wildlife Federation’s request to classify the area as a special secondary
nursery area should be seen as a generous compromise to the commercial shrimping industry.  The North
Carolina Wildlife Federation’s request for additional gear, size, season and time restrictions are necessary
to mitigate the effects of bycatch within this strategic habitat.

I respectfully ask that you review my work at the following link:

https://onedrive.live.com/view.aspx?
resid=6A19FBB1D4C5EFB1!254&ithint=file%2cpptx&app=PowerPoint&authkey=!AJDyB2Ab0y3pWcM

What you will find is that North Carolina’s nursery areas are designed and designated to protect its most
coveted demersal species, the shrimp.  Even the economically important demersal spot was completely
eliminated as a species from the survey studies used to classify our designated primary nursery areas. 
Juvenile spot were once so ubiquitous in the Pamlico Sound Complex that all waters should be considered
nursery areas.  Forty years later, spot landings are at historical lows and the stock status is listed as
concern.
What happened in those forty years?

Contrary to what the NCDMF will tell you, shrimp trawl effort remained constant over the last forty years
producing on average slightly over 6-million pounds landed annually.  The NCDMF measures effort by
trips and they are right, trips are down.  What the NCDMF acknowledges but discounts when discussing
the effects of trawling is the following.

“Technological advances in the shrimping industry have increased the catching efficiency of
larger boats, particularly in Pamlico Sound. In the 1940s and early 1950s, a 45 to 60 foot vessel
pulled a single trawl with a headrope length of 60 to 65 feet. Now, with “four-barreled rigs” the
same vessel can pull four nets with a combined headrope length of up to 200 feet. Four barreled
rigs allow fishermen to pull two nets from each outrigger. Conventional two-seam otter trawls are
used for the bottom-hugging pink and brown shrimp, while four - seam and tongue trawls with
floats on the headrope are used for the white shrimp which have the ability to jump over two-seam
trawls when disturbed. In Pamlico Sound, these large vessels stay out four or five days and tow
from one to three hours, often working day and night.”  North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan
Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 48.

 
Boats are larger, gear is larger and on-board refrigeration and insulated holds allow boats to leave the dock
on Sunday afternoon and return on Friday afternoon after trawling day and night, which is considered
“one” trip.  Obviously trips are down with improved efficiencies.  Landings are not down, in fact 2015
was the top eighth landing year in the last forty-four years, over 9-million pounds, certainly not the typical
6 million pound landing year.  In fact it was 50% higher. 

https://onedrive.live.com/view.aspx?resid=6A19FBB1D4C5EFB1!254&ithint=file%2cpptx&app=PowerPoint&authkey=!AJDyB2Ab0y3pWcM
https://onedrive.live.com/view.aspx?resid=6A19FBB1D4C5EFB1!254&ithint=file%2cpptx&app=PowerPoint&authkey=!AJDyB2Ab0y3pWcM


Landings are a function of Catch.  Bycatch is a function of Catch.

What has changed significantly in the past forty years is that brown shrimp landings from the Pamlico
Sound have more than doubled during that time. Given that 58% of all shrimp landings come from the
Pamlico Sound and that brown shrimp now account for 59% of all shrimp landings (up from 28% in
1970s), one can surmise that properly measured Pamlico Sound trawling effort has increased over the last
forty years.

 
That increased trawl effort has certainly impacted spot, Atlantic croaker and weakfish bycatch, the
predominate and economically important finfish species.
 

“Although many species are caught as bycatch in the estuarine shrimp trawl fishery, four species,
blue crab, weakfish, Atlantic croaker, and spot have, since the first studies were conducted in the
1950s and continuing to the present, accounted for the bulk of the bycatch.”  North Carolina Shrimp
Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 22.

 
Jess Hawkins understood the problem at one time while conducting nursery area studies as a NCDMF
biologist. 
 

“Juvenile (weakfish) were captured only in the northern and central region, with tributaries of
Pamlico Sound serving as the major nursery areas.”
 
The sounds and bays of North and South Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland serve-as nursery grounds for young juveniles
along the Atlantic coast (Merriner 1973). Growth is rapid once the weakfish enter the estuaries (Pearson 1941, Massman
et al. 1938, Merriner 1973). The juveniles remain in the estuaries until late fall or really winter, when they migrate to
deeper, more open waters (Hildebrand and Cable 1934, Massman et al. 1958, Merriner 1973).

 
 Weakfish are exploited by many fisheries in North Carolina. Long haul seines and pound nets are
two major gears used to harvest weakfish in Pamlico Sound and its tributaries. Wolff (1972) stated
that substantial numbers of small weakfish were taken incidentally with shrimp trawls, long haul
seines, and pound nets. In recent years, a large offshore winter trawl fishery for weakfish has
developed along the North Carolina coast.
 
Juvenile weakfish were first noted during June at a size range of 19-99 mmTL (Figures 14 and 15).
Recruitment times in Pamlico Sound indicated that spawning occurred earlier than previously



reported by Spitsbergen and Wolff (1974) and Purvis (1976). Recruitment times substantiated
Merriner's (1976) conclusion that the weakfish spawning peak occurred from late April/early May
through June in North Carolina. Peak weakfish numbers were observed during July, when large
quantities of young-of-the-year were present in the estuaries, agreeing with the findings of former
Pamlico Sound investigations (Purvis 1976; Ross 1980, in press).
 
 

Today, as a former NCDMF Deputy Director (retired) and Jerry Schill’s and the NCFA’s hired gun
fighting the NCWF petition, Hawkins seems to have lost the opinions that paid his working salary and
fund his retirement. 
 
The following two slides are from the presentation linked above.
 
Below is a very conservative plotting of strata that juvenile weakfish prefer based on twenty-seven years
of P195 Survey data.

The following slide shows the F/V Capt. Ralph trawling right in the epicenter of the weakfish nursery area
during the 2016 shrimp season.
 
Red dots connected by light blue lines show the ship’s path and green dots are overlaid from the weakfish
nursery area plot in the prior figure.
 



 
 
North Carolina is allowing trawling in the primary and/or secondary nursery areas for weakfish.  These are
undesignated nursery areas that need to be protected.  

Weakfish is only one species of many that has a stock status listed as “concern” or “depleted”. Spot and
Atlantic croaker are the #1 and #2 species landed in the P195 trawl survey, respectively.  As mentioned
previously, spot was so ubiquitous in the Pamlico Sound thirty years ago that it was eliminated as a target
species for nursery classification.  Today, spot stocks are listed as concern and recent harvest has been at
historical lows as is the Atlantic croaker stock. Southern flounder stock status is listed by default as
concern (no current stock assessment), but is truly depleted.  Summer flounder is listed as concern.  Blue
crab is listed as concern with current landings below historic levels with both decreased abundance and
adult recruitment.  All of those economically important species are affected by Pamlico Sound shrimp
trawl bycatch. 

Please support sustainable fisheries management by supporting the NC Wildlife Federation's Petition for
Rule Making. 
 
Sincerely and Best Regards,
Rick Sasser



From: rick sasser
To: hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com;

enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net; rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu;
trippgandl@embarqmail.com; fishsqueezers@yahoo.com; fvfamilytradition@gmail.com;
chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com; mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com;
pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu; crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com;
Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net; jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu;
davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com;
brcrksfd@twc.com; Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
Paramore, Lee; Rawls, Kathy; West, Katy; White, Holly; Murphey, Trish; Stewart, Chris; rhb2@ec.rr.com;
bboutin@tnc.org; christianr@ecu.edu; heathnh@centurylink.net; jfodrie@unc.edu; David.glenn@noaa.gov;
e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; terriemike.street@gmail.com; cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com; Deaton, Anne;
jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com; poseym@uncw.edu;
annabarriosbeckwith@yahoo.com; sales@newrivernets.com; Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com; tedw@nccoast.org;
captjoemfc@yahoo.com; sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com;
Bkoury2@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com;
captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; Davis, Braxton C; Fish, Nancy

Cc: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Corrected Link- Re: Public Comment: NC Wildlife Federation Trawl Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 6:49:09 PM
Attachments: pastedImage.png

pastedImage.png
pastedImage.png

Please use this version that has a correct link to the PowerPoint presentation.  I apologize for
any inconvenience.

January 10, 2017
 
 
Dear Chairman Corbett, Commission Members and Advisory Committee Members
 
As you know, public comment will be heard on January 17th regarding the Petition for
Rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation, (NCWF).  I respectfully submit
the following comments and a link to a PowerPoint presentation for your review.  I asked that
you support the NCWF in its endeavors to properly classify non-designated nursery areas and
to reduce shrimp trawl bycatch, both are much needed measures.
 
It is clear that critically important nursery areas are not properly protected.
 
Noble and Monroe in their Classification of Pamlico Sound Nursery Areas: 
Recommendations for Critical Habitat Criteria-  Project No. 89-09, Elizabeth B. Noble and Dr.
Robert J. Monroe, NC Department of Environment, Health and Natural Resources, Division of
Marine Fisheries, February 1991, clearly said
 
“Species which were present in very low numbers (spotted seatrout, weakfish and silver perch)
in the riverine systems had their highest class means in the Pamlico Sound core group.  So,
differences in abiotic and biotic variables do exist in these “traditional” nursery area
environments.  Also, there are habitats in these areas that qualify for nursery area designation,
but are not as yet protected.”
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The Coastal Habitat Protection Plan acknowledges both the need to

 
Protect habitat from fishing gear effects through improved enforcement, establishment
of protective buffers around habitats, modified rules, and further restriction of fishing
gears, where necessary. Page 457, 2010
 

and to
 

Identify, designate, and protect Strategic Habitat Areas. Page vii, 2010.

The NC Marine Fisheries Commission has failed to protect important nursery areas and
strategic habitats through proper designation.
North Carolina’s designated Primary Nursery Areas are the settlement areas for post-larvae of
offshore winter spawners and where based on surveys in shallow waters less than 2 meters in
depth.  Those surveys today equate to the NCDMF P120 Estuarine Trawl Survey.
 

The DMF‘s estuarine trawl sampling program (Program 120) provides data to
identify nursery areas. It also provides a long-term database of annual juvenile
recruitment of economically important species as provided by the core stations.
This database has been used for designation of new nursery areas in the past
and continues to be the main source of data and information used to designate
future potential nursery areas. North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft
Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 169.

 
CHPP (2010) acknowledges that additional nursery area protection is needed.
 

The current MFC restrictions on trawling protect PNAs. However, there are
productive shallow water areas of soft bottom that are not designated as primary or
secondary nursery areas but still serve as important habitat to many juvenile fish and
invertebrates. Shallow areas where trawling is currently allowed should be re-
examined to determine if additional restrictions are necessary, (page382).

 
 
The Pamlico Sound is a weakfish nursery, a non-designated weakfish nursery area
that must be protected.
 

It is important to recognize the distinction between the generic term “nursery
area” and the specific regulatory designations of “Nursery Area”. For example,
Pamlico Sound maintains a diversity of habitat functions. Its abundance of
young finfish as well as shrimp and crabs is well documented and therefore is
often termed a nursery area. North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft
Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 170

 
 Current designated nursery areas have failed to protect the deeper more open waters of the
Pamlico Sound Complex and therefore have left unprotected the primary and secondary
nursery areas for weakfish.



 
In addition to juvenile species present in lower salinity areas, spotted seatrout,
weakfish, silver perch, and red drum are also abundant in these moderate-salinity
estuaries (Noble and Monroe 1991). Young weakfish and silver perch tend to occupy
deeper waters of the moderate and high-salinity zones, while young blue crabs and
other demersal species prefer shallow areas (Epperly and Ross1986). Nursery habitats
for North Carolina juvenile weakfish are reported to be in deeper portions of coastal
rivers, bays, sounds and estuaries (Mercer 1989, DMF unpublished program 195
data). As they grow, juvenile weakfish have been found to be most abundant in shallow
bays or navigational channels that are characterized by moderate depths, slightly
higher salinities, and areas with a sandy bottom (ASMFC 1996).   CHPP, 2010, page 50.

 
 
Anne Deaton (NCDMF) in a personal email dated August 23rd, 2013 confirmed that our
current designated nursery areas are not designed to protect the weakfish’s preference for the
deeper more open water nursery areas. 
 

“Here is a table with the acreage and percent of estuarine waters.  It is important to
note that the nursery designations don’t represent all nursery areas for all species. 
They were targeting the offshore winter spawning estuarine dependent species. ” 

 
Deaton has also acknowledged the critical importance of taking action to properly identify
strategic habit areas, which include nursery areas necessary for productivity and viability. 
 

The CHPP recommends that some areas of fish habitat be designated as “Strategic
Habitat Areas” (SHAs). Strategic Habitat Areas are defined as specific locations of
individual fish habitat or systems of habitat that have been identified to provide critical
habitat functions or that are particularly at risk due to imminent threats, vulnerability
or rarity. While all fish habitats are necessary for sustaining viable fish populations,
some areas may be especially important to fish viability and productivity. Protection of
these areas would therefore be a high priority (Deaton et al. 2010).  North Carolina
Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page
171.
 

For almost four years I have been working on a project to identify those strategic habitats for
weakfish in the Pamlico Sound estuarine complex.  Just as the NCDMF used its shallow water
surveys to identify current designated primary and secondary nursery areas, I have used the
NCDMF P195 Pamlico Sound annual survey to identify potential weakfish primary and
secondary nursery areas used during the critical annual recruitment period.  

The case can be made that the complete P195 survey area should be closed to all bottom
disturbing gear as a primary nursery area.  The NC Wildlife Federation’s request to classify
the area as a special secondary nursery area should be seen as a generous compromise to the
commercial shrimping industry.  The North Carolina Wildlife Federation’s request for
additional gear, size, season and time restrictions are necessary to mitigate the effects of
bycatch within this strategic habitat.

I respectfully ask that you review my work at the following link:



https://1drv.ms/p/s!ArHvxdSx-xlqggCT_gwDP-zDDEUt

What you will find is that North Carolina’s nursery areas are designed and designated to
protect its most coveted demersal species, the shrimp.  Even the economically important
demersal spot was completely eliminated as a species from the survey studies used to classify
our designated primary nursery areas.  Juvenile spot were once so ubiquitous in the Pamlico
Sound Complex that all waters should be considered nursery areas.  Forty years later, spot
landings are at historical lows and the stock status is listed as concern.
What happened in those forty years?

Contrary to what the NCDMF will tell you, shrimp trawl effort remained constant over the last
forty years producing on average slightly over 6-million pounds landed annually.  The
NCDMF measures effort by trips and they are right, trips are down.  What the NCDMF
acknowledges but discounts when discussing the effects of trawling is the following.

“Technological advances in the shrimping industry have increased the catching
efficiency of larger boats, particularly in Pamlico Sound. In the 1940s and early
1950s, a 45 to 60 foot vessel pulled a single trawl with a headrope length of 60 to 65
feet. Now, with “four-barreled rigs” the same vessel can pull four nets with a
combined headrope length of up to 200 feet. Four barreled rigs allow fishermen to pull
two nets from each outrigger. Conventional two-seam otter trawls are used for the
bottom-hugging pink and brown shrimp, while four - seam and tongue trawls with
floats on the headrope are used for the white shrimp which have the ability to jump
over two-seam trawls when disturbed. In Pamlico Sound, these large vessels stay out
four or five days and tow from one to three hours, often working day and night.”  North
Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine
Fisheries, page 48.

 
Boats are larger, gear is larger and on-board refrigeration and insulated holds allow boats to
leave the dock on Sunday afternoon and return on Friday afternoon after trawling day and
night, which is considered “one” trip.  Obviously trips are down with improved efficiencies. 
Landings are not down, in fact 2015 was the top eighth landing year in the last forty-four
years, over 9-million pounds, certainly not the typical 6 million pound landing year.  In fact it
was 50% higher. 

NCWF Nursery-
Weakfish Presentation-
2017 Public
Comments.pptx
Shared via OneDrive
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Landings are a function of Catch.  Bycatch is a function of Catch.

What has changed significantly in the past forty years is that brown shrimp landings from the
Pamlico Sound have more than doubled during that time. Given that 58% of all shrimp
landings come from the Pamlico Sound and that brown shrimp now account for 59% of all
shrimp landings (up from 28% in 1970s), one can surmise that properly measured Pamlico
Sound trawling effort has increased over the last forty years.

 
That increased trawl effort has certainly impacted spot, Atlantic croaker and weakfish bycatch,
the predominate and economically important finfish species.
 

“Although many species are caught as bycatch in the estuarine shrimp trawl fishery,
four species, blue crab, weakfish, Atlantic croaker, and spot have, since the first
studies were conducted in the 1950s and continuing to the present, accounted for the
bulk of the bycatch.”  North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North
Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 22.

 
Jess Hawkins understood the problem at one time while conducting nursery area studies as a
NCDMF biologist. 
 

“Juvenile (weakfish) were captured only in the northern and central region, with
tributaries of Pamlico Sound serving as the major nursery areas.”
 
The sounds and bays of North and South Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland serve-as nursery grounds for
young juveniles along the Atlantic coast (Merriner 1973). Growth is rapid once the weakfish enter the
estuaries (Pearson 1941, Massman et al. 1938, Merriner 1973). The juveniles remain in the estuaries until
late fall or really winter, when they migrate to deeper, more open waters (Hildebrand and Cable 1934,
Massman et al. 1958, Merriner 1973).

 
 Weakfish are exploited by many fisheries in North Carolina. Long haul seines and



pound nets are two major gears used to harvest weakfish in Pamlico Sound and its
tributaries. Wolff (1972) stated that substantial numbers of small weakfish were taken
incidentally with shrimp trawls, long haul seines, and pound nets. In recent years, a
large offshore winter trawl fishery for weakfish has developed along the North Carolina
coast.
 
Juvenile weakfish were first noted during June at a size range of 19-99 mmTL (Figures
14 and 15). Recruitment times in Pamlico Sound indicated that spawning occurred
earlier than previously reported by Spitsbergen and Wolff (1974) and Purvis (1976).
Recruitment times substantiated Merriner's (1976) conclusion that the weakfish
spawning peak occurred from late April/early May through June in North Carolina. Peak
weakfish numbers were observed during July, when large quantities of young-of-the-
year were present in the estuaries, agreeing with the findings of former Pamlico Sound
investigations (Purvis 1976; Ross 1980, in press).
 
 

Today, as a former NCDMF Deputy Director (retired) and Jerry Schill’s and the NCFA’s
hired gun fighting the NCWF petition, Hawkins seems to have lost the opinions that paid his
working salary and fund his retirement. 
 
The following two slides are from the presentation linked above.
 
Below is a very conservative plotting of strata that juvenile weakfish prefer based on twenty-
seven years of P195 Survey data.

The following slide shows the F/V Capt. Ralph trawling right in the epicenter of the weakfish



nursery area during the 2016 shrimp season.
 
Red dots connected by light blue lines show the ship’s path and green dots are overlaid from
the weakfish nursery area plot in the prior figure.
 
 

 
North Carolina is allowing trawling in the primary and/or secondary nursery areas for
weakfish.  These are undesignated nursery areas that need to be protected.  

Weakfish is only one species of many that has a stock status listed as “concern” or “depleted”.
Spot and Atlantic croaker are the #1 and #2 species landed in the P195 trawl survey,
respectively.  As mentioned previously, spot was so ubiquitous in the Pamlico Sound thirty
years ago that it was eliminated as a target species for nursery classification.  Today, spot
stocks are listed as concern and recent harvest has been at historical lows as is the Atlantic
croaker stock. Southern flounder stock status is listed by default as concern (no current stock
assessment), but is truly depleted.  Summer flounder is listed as concern.  Blue crab is listed as
concern with current landings below historic levels with both decreased abundance and adult
recruitment.  All of those economically important species are affected by Pamlico Sound
shrimp trawl bycatch. 

Please support sustainable fisheries management by supporting the NC Wildlife Federation's
Petition for Rule Making. 
 
Sincerely and Best Regards,
Rick Sasser



From: David Blythe
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 8:00:25 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David B Blythe 20 year CCA Member
704 Westward Ct
New Bern, NC 28562
david@branchsfurniture.com

mailto:david@branchsfurniture.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Mullins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition - let"s save some for the future!
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 8:17:16 PM

Katherine Mullins
1712 Twin Lake Dr
Holly Springs, NC 27540

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Katherine D. Mullins

mailto:Kderattmullins@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Oppenheim
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 9:57:21 PM

James Oppenheim
304 Augusta Ccourt
Havelock, NC 28532

January 10, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

The lack of rational management of the precious marine resources of North Carolina is a disgrace.  To allow the
destructive trawling in the inland waters of the State will ultimately lead to the demise of the commercial industry
and the reduction of the economic benefit from the recreational sector.

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

Sincerely,
James P Oppenheim

mailto:joppenheim@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Makseyn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please Save Recreational Fishing
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 10:08:48 AM

Scott Makseyn
110 W Laurenbrook Ct
Cary, NC 27518

January 11, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Scott Makseyn

mailto:scott@makseyn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Julian Vainright
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 11:59:27 AM

Julian Vainright
579 Lexington Dr.
Greenville, NC 27834

January 11, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Julian R. Vainright, Jr.

mailto:Vainright@easternrad.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ray Brown
To: hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com;

enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net; rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu;
trippgandl@embarqmail.com; fishsqueezers@yahoo.com; fvfamilytradition@gmail.com;
chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com; mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com;
pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu; crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com;
Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net; jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu;
davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com;
brcrksfd@twc.com; Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
Paramore, Lee; Rawls, Kathy; West, Katy; White, Holly; Murphey, Trish; Stewart, Chris; rhb2@ec.rr.com;
bboutin@tnc.org; christianr@ecu.edu; heathnh@centurylink.net; jfodrie@unc.edu; David.glenn@noaa.gov;
e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; terriemike.street@gmail.com; cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com; Deaton, Anne;
jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com; poseym@uncw.edu;
annabarriosbeckwith@yahoo.com; sales@newrivernets.com; Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com; tedw@nccoast.org;
captjoemfc@yahoo.com; sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com;
Bkoury2@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com;
captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; Davis, Braxton C; Fish, Nancy; SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition

Subject: NCWF Petition Regarding Shrimp Trawling
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 1:40:45 PM

For my convenience, I’m sending this as a blanket email.  Many of you I have known for over twenty
years and all of those and many others will know that I have long opposed shrimp trawling with otter
trawls in NC’s inland waters for all the reasons that this petition lists.   The reasons listed in the
petition are all true and have been a part of the public record for twenty years if one were to simply
take the time and read what the DMF has been publishing for all these years.
 
In order to make the shrimp industry, “King” as former DMF Director Connell Purvis admitted at a
public hearing in New Bern several years ago other fisheries have been sacrificed due to the nature
and effects of using otter trawls in a lagoon.   None of what this petition asserts should be a surprise
to anyone.  Not only is it an accurate portrayal of what has happened in NC, it is also a self-defining
indictment of what NC knew and failed to act upon.
 
It is supposedly illegal, by intent, to trawl in a primary or secondary nursery in NC.  The documents
within the files of the DMF clearly state that the nurseries of spot and weakfish were intentionally
not considered when nurseries were developed for the sole purpose of protecting shrimp trawling
because had those nurseries been defined, and the law applied, then trawling would not be going on
where it is today.
 
In 1998 I delivered nearly 30,000 hand written signatures on a petition to the NC legislature asking
that otter trawling be stopped in our estuaries.  No action has ever responded to those NC citizens,
but since then approximately 20 million pounds, on average, of juvenile finfish have died each year
in our waters, never reaching maturity, and never helping rebuild the stocks of our waters.  For
those sixteen years that is 320 million pounds of fish that have died in our waters.  One hundred and
sixty thousand tons of dead fish.   Three hundred and twenty thousand Ford F150 pickup loads that
if lined up end to end would cover a span of 1,333 miles.   For a moment, take a visual ride on I-95
from Rocky Mount, NC to Miami, Florida.   Imagine seeing that line of pickups lined bumper to
bumper for each and every mile all filled with primarily spot, croaker, and weakfish under three
inches long and then when you get to Miami let it sink it as you come to a stop that the line of trucks
goes on for another 500 miles.
 
What prudent person could ever say that this does no harm to the waters that such unutilized
amounts are extracted from?
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Former Director Louis Daniel and former Director Press Pate when asked specifically if this harmed
other fish stocks both said the same thing.   “Of course, it does!”     But both went on to say that
“proving it was the political problem” and when they uttered those words the door closed once
again to doing something to protect the resource.   I am not going to chastise them for helping shut
the door because in truth it is the process that has kept the door closed in NC.   In 1998 I emailed the
Director of the Virginia DMF and asked him if Virginia saw any benefits to their waters when they
stopped all forms of trawling in their estuarine waters.   I still have the email.   He said….”we got back
our grass beds, our shellfish beds, and our spot and croaker.”    Hundreds,  if not thousands of NC
citizens who pull their boats to Virginia each year to fish for spot and croaker will attest to that
statement made by one Jack Travelstead.    To all those who are now saying that Louis Daniel and
Jack Travelstead are somehow saying what they are saying now because of who employs them is
simply wrong.  They have both warned of the long term effect of shrimp trawling for over twenty
years.  One state acted and stopped it and one state continues to nod and then wink and to date do
nothing.  I don’t have to tell you who is winking.
 
I will honestly tell you that the 90’ head rope being suggested here is too much in my opinion if we
really wish to protect all species and all fisheries.  We can either adopt “zero” as other Atlantic states
have done or the 50’ that all Gulf states have done in estuarine waters.  At 90’ we’d be almost twice
as much as any other state and before  you sing me that song about no other state have a “Pamlico
Sound” I’ll point to a map and show you the expansive Chesapeake Bay, that does have shrimp, and
where no trawl is allowed to pull.
 
Why should we sacrifice our juvenile finfish at a greater rate due to trawls than any other state?   In
the Gulf they limit the head rope to 50’ in an absolute attempt to reserve local waters for small
family fishermen’s boats to the exclusion of the large ocean going vessels that they made go into the
open Gulf.   The Atlantic states, other than NC, simply reserve all estuaries as nurseries and protect
them from trawling activity.   Ironically, estuaries are the nursery of a shrimp and while we say we
don’t allow or wish to trawl in a nursery we target shrimp in their primary and secondary nursery
rather than waiting for them to return to the sea as adults as do all the other east coast states.   Talk
about saying what is convenient for the process.
 
Yes, restaurants in SC, Ga, and Florida are known for their local shrimp and yet none of them allow
estuarine trawling except Florida on the Gulf side albeit with very small trawls.   How many
misrepresentations have been made in NC about local shrimp disappearing if estuarine otter
trawling is stopped?   NC itself consumes four times more shrimp than our entire commercial
harvest so while I enjoy wild shrimp I know that the shrimp industry is more dependent on imported
and farm raised shrimp, even in NC, than the ones we forage.
 
I’ll summarize this way.   NC’s fortunes in terms of protecting our estuaries have always been
decided by who got to ask one question FIRST, for like the high ground on a battlefield whomever
gets there first is at a distinct advantage.
 
In fishery wars of NC, who gets to initially ask…..”how many juvenile finfish are in our waters at the
beginning of the year” controls the high ground and the advantage.



 
No one can answer that, so the response always becomes……”since you cannot answer that question
then we don’t know if this 20 million pounds of juveniles each year is 5% or 50% of the total and
since we see juveniles year after year of the same species then we have to assume that there is no
harm.”
 
I cannot tell you how many times I’ve heard that question asked by the state of NC in some form and
how many times the state itself has responded with “we don’t know, we cannot prove harm, thus
we assume; no harm!”   That simple exchange of question and response has been an enabler to
protect the industry for at least twenty years.  And trawling continues unabated and at a level and a
size that no other state comes close to in allowing.
 
So now…..may I ask that question first on behalf of most NC citizens who really want to rebuild
finfish stocks?
 
Consider it asked, and your response to it will be the only honest one out there…..”I don’t know how
many fish are in the sound.”
 
But this time consider a different response from me since for the first time ever I got to ask it first.
 
“If we don’t know, then this 20 million pounds of dead juveniles each year could be only 5% of the
total or as much as 80% of where each year begins, but looking back we are seeing less and less
adult versions of spot, croaker, weakfish so when we look at those results we must assume there is
harm and thus should change what we allow until such time as we can determine if assuming harm
and acting on that assumption brings different results than assuming no harm.”
 
From industry, to farmers, to construction of public schools, everyone must prove to the state that
what they do does no harm to the world around it as they apply their actions.   In spite of the known
piles of wasted juvenile finfish each year and the disappearance of adult specimens of all these fish,
the shrimp industry has never been asked to show “no harm” to continue what they are doing.   
Why the state has never made them prove “no harm” remains a mystery.  Somehow, the industry
has gotten a pass by the state every year as the state “assumes no harm” and with each passing year
adult finfish populations whose juveniles are killed by the millions goes down.
 
This petition is not only full of accurate data, it should also be the point where we look at that line of
trucks extending 500 miles south of Miami and consider that perhaps we should assume harm going
forward until proven otherwise, rather than assuming no harm and watching our stocks continue to
decline.  Haven’t we reached a point where we want to restore and not simply acknowledge why the
decline?
 
These fish reach maturity in a year or two so three years of assuming harm and stopping trawling in
the nursery will tell us quickly which assumption was correct and if NC was wrong compared to all
other states or whether NC was singularly right that there is no harm.
 
Please support the petition and begin the process of reform.   We’ll argue about head rope later



since in the passage of this petition, per attorney Phillip Reynolds, would start the process of reform
not necessarily define it from the beginning.  
 
With humility and respect for each one of you who volunteers your time for the state I end by
thanking you for your time.
 
Sincerely,
 
Ray Brown
Goldsboro,NC
919-922-9387
 
 



From: James Oppenheim
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 2:10:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

The lack of rational management of the precious marine resources of North Carolina is a disgrace.  To allow the
destructive trawling in the inland waters of the State will ultimately lead to the demise of the commercial industry
and the reduction of the economic benefit from the recreational sector.

 I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

Sincerely,

James Oppenheim
304 Augusta Ct
Havelock, NC 28532
sp63oppe@pdq.net

mailto:sp63oppe@pdq.net
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From: Karen Whitfield
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Opposition to NCWFPetition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 2:51:21 PM

To Members of Advisory Committees,

I urge you not to move forward with the NCWF and CCA NC Petition for Rulemaking filed with the NC Marine
Fisheries Commission in November.
Please do not allow the designation of all North Carolina waters as nursery areas; imminently closing down our
fisheries.
Thank you for supporting our local fisheries and fishermen and do not move forward with these requests for
rulemaking changes.

Sincerely,
Karen Scarborough Whitfield
252-453-2604 home
252-207-3734 cell

mailto:sprycreek@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Boletchek
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:19:30 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Mr. Stephen Boletchek
1106 Elbury Dr
Apex, NC 27502-2250
sboletchek@gmail.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Winne
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:19:34 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Patricia Winne
884 US Highway 221a
Forest City, NC 28043-5912
wyldeflower_98@yahoo.com
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From: Cameron Riddle
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:19:57 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Cameron Riddle
1111 Brockmore Dr
Lenoir, NC 28645-9541
criddle@caldwellschools.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Pam Groce
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:20:03 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Pam Groce
1712 Round Turn Rd SW
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469-6041
pagro0116@aol.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: randy secrist
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:29:54 PM

randy secrist
5000 lenoraway dr
raleigh, NC 27613

January 11, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
randy secrist

mailto:rsecrist@wakerad.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Schuch
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:49:23 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

Is the NWF aware or the Martin Marietta Materials plans to establish a
mine that will destroy a nursery by pumping up to 12,000,000 gallons
per day into the upper reaches of Blounts Creek?
I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Mr. Richard Schuch
115 Bluff Rd
Chocowinity, NC 27817-8890
richardandches14@embarqmail.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Mason
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:49:32 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Diane Mason
1028 Cokesbury Rd
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526-6523
dianemason1028@yahoo.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Helen Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:49:34 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Helen Adams
18500 Sneads Grove Rd
Laurinburg, NC 28352-3064
izzy336@yahoo.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Robins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:49:40 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

Often acting on long term solutions is the right thing to do. And doing
the right thing will enhance our coasts and enrich our state.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Melissa Robins
28 E Bayberry Ct
Durham, NC 27713-9438
mdrobins@mac.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Shepard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:49:47 PM

Steve Shepard
12 Arrowhead Drive
Hubert, NC 28539

January 11, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Steve Shepard

mailto:shepardcs@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Quent Lupton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:50:51 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Quent Lupton
107 White Ash Ln
New Bern, NC 28562-4824
seagull722@hotmail.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Fouche
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 4:19:20 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Mr. David Fouche
155 Euclid St
Winston Salem, NC 27106-4530
fouched@bellsouth.net

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 4:19:25 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Jean Clark
6101 Storehouse Rd
Mint Hill, NC 28227-9284
jean.clark1031@att.net

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kate Lamar
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 4:19:25 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Kate Lamar
Haw Branch Rd.
Barnardsville, NC 28709
jlamarca@charter.net

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelly Fritz
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Public Hearing Letter
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 4:26:43 PM
Attachments: Public Letter, Fritz.pdf

Forwarding to this email for public comment.
 
Regards,
 
Kelly Fritz, GISP
919-314-7265
 

From: Kelly Fritz 
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:26 PM
To: 'samjcorbett3@gmail.com' <samjcorbett3@gmail.com>
Cc: 'captgorgesmfc@gmail.com' <captgorgesmfc@gmail.com>; 'sobxl1@gmail.com'
<sobxl1@gmail.com>; 'janetrosemfc@gmail.com' <janetrosemfc@gmail.com>;
'Bkoury2@gmail.com' <Bkoury2@gmail.com>; 'captjoemfc@yahoo.com' <captjoemfc@yahoo.com>;
'rds.mfc@gmail.com' <rds.mfc@gmail.com>; 'amikewicker@gmail.com' <amikewicker@gmail.com>;
'awillis.mfc@gmail.com' <awillis.mfc@gmail.com>; 'Kathy.Rawls@ncdenr.gov'
<Kathy.Rawls@ncdenr.gov>; 'Anne.Deaton@ncdenr.gov' <Anne.Deaton@ncdenr.gov>;
'Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov' <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>; 'dee.lupton@ncdenr.gov'
<dee.lupton@ncdenr.gov>; 'braxton.davis@ncdenr.gov' <braxton.davis@ncdenr.gov>;
'Nancy.Fish@ncdenr.gov' <Nancy.Fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Public Hearing Letter
 
Good afternoon,
 
I live in Rolesville but I wanted to send in a letter to the commission on my comment for
consideration to the recent petition submitted, and my opinion on other topics related to fisheries
management.
 
Thank you for your time.  Please see attached.
 
Respectfully,
 
Mr. Kelly Fritz

mailto:kelly.fritz@wemc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov











From: chris elkins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 4:29:46 PM

chris elkins
297 sleepy point road
gloucester, NC 28528

January 11, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Chris Elkins

mailto:tarheelboatworks@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Fore
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 4:49:25 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Judy Fore
62 Middle Mountain Rd
Black Mountain, NC 28711-9106
jofore@icloud.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Norma Vara
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 4:49:26 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Norma Vara
Ala 111
Buenos Aires, NC 28384
normavara39@yahoo.com.ar

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Payne
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 5:49:29 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Heather Payne
1300 Mason Farm Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-4604
helsimon@yahoo.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carl Bradsher
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 5:49:57 PM

Carl Bradsher
5420 Captains Lane
Wilmington, NC 28409

January 11, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Carl Bradsher

mailto:bradsherjc1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Sackaroff
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 6:49:49 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

NO WETLANDS --> NO SEAFOOD.  Please help.

Sincerely,

Ms. Amy Sackaroff
105 Donna Pl
Cary, NC 27513-5304
amy.sackaroff@stantec.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ANDREW LANGDON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 6:50:20 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ANDREW LANGDON
6708 Shanghi Dr
Willow Spring, NC 27592
ACLANGD2@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Keval Kaur Khalsa
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 7:24:08 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Keval Kaur Khalsa
1215 Carroll St
Durham, NC 27707-1311
keval.khalsa@duke.edu

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sheryl Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NC shrimping
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 7:47:34 PM

Do not impose more restrictive regulations on our shrimping industry.  I am a consumer and
adding such harsh restrictive regulations on our local fisherman will cause undue hardship on
them and ridiculously high prices on the consumer who look to purchase reasonably priced
local shrimp vs paying higher priced imported bleached laden shrimp.
Thank you for your consideration

mailto:sladams58@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Katie Morrissey
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 8:19:55 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Katie Morrissey
1928 Rice Planters Rd
Charlotte, NC 28273-3895
katiemorrissey@rocketmail.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Watkins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 8:20:50 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Karen Watkins
201 Sang Branch Rd
Burnsville, NC 28714-6068
katusha@main.nc.us

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Reel
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 9:40:16 PM

Steve Reel
3703 ivy rd
Greenville, NC 27858

January 11, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Steve Reel

mailto:Stevenreel@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dawne Kruse
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 9:55:13 PM

Jan 11, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Dawne Kruse
1087 Kinston Hwy
Richlands, NC 28574-6246
dalendawne@aol.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michele Aydlett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 10:20:31 PM

Michele Aydlett
684 Oak Stump Road
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

January 11, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Michele Aydlett

mailto:Michele.Aydlett@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Greta Nintzel
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 8:51:51 AM

Jan 12, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Greta Nintzel
2 Country Club Blvd
Whispering Pines, NC 28327-9377
greta@gretagurl.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Floyd
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 9:21:12 AM

Jan 12, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Ann Floyd
8545 Chickenfoot Rd
Saint Pauls, NC 28384-9524
a.floyd@embarqmail.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Kelly
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 9:53:21 AM

Jan 12, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Elizabeth Kelly
1965 Riverside Dr
Asheville, NC 28804-2051
turtlecovehome@bellsouth.net

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Camp
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 10:24:13 AM

Jan 12, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Linda Camp
566 Rambling Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28739-2248
travelerone@bellsouth.net

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Francisco Javier Pérez Cerviño
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 10:26:45 AM

Jan 12, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Mr. Francisco Javier Pérez Cerviño
35 Villardondiego st.
Madrid, NC 28032
javier.perezcer@madrid.org

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Bures
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 11:20:31 AM

Mary Bures
1346 St. Julien Street
Charlotte, NC 28205

January 12, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Mary Bures

mailto:mary@ncwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Woolard III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Opposed to NCWF petition
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 11:50:47 AM

Hello,

I am a native and permanent resident of Kill Devil Hills in Dare County, NC. I am opposed to the NC Wildlife
Federation petition to designate the NC coastal fishing waters as primary nursery areas. I strongly urge the NC
Marine Fisheries Commission to reject this petition.

John H. Woolard III

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:jhwoolard@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Fred Skipper
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 12:09:43 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Fred Skipper
105 N Burning Tree Dr
Hampstead, NC 28443
capefearcapt@gmail.com

mailto:capefearcapt@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Steffens
To: samjcorbett3@gmail.com; Fish, Nancy; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; sobx11@gmail.com;

captjoemfc@yahoo.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
Bkoury2@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com;
Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com; enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net;
rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu; trippgandl@embarqmail.com; fishsqueezers@yahoo.com;
fvfamilytradition@gmail.com; chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com; mcp221ab@earthlink.net;
chrismedlin28445@gmail.com; pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu;
crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com; Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net;
jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu; davidclem910@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com;
brcrksfd@twc.com; Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; Paramore, Lee; Rawls,
Kathy; West, Katy; White, Holly; Murphey, Trish; Stewart, Chris; rhb2@ec.rr.com; bboutin@tnc.org;
christianr@ecu.edu; heathnh@centurylink.net; jfodrie@unc.edu; David.glenn@noaa.gov;
e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; terriemike.street@gmail.com; cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com; Deaton, Anne;
jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com; poseym@uncw.edu;
sales@newrivernets.com; Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com; tedw@nccoast.org; Davis, Braxton C;
SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition

Subject: NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 12:30:01 PM

Dear Chairman Corbett, Commission Members and Advisory Committee Members:

I am writing to express my strongest support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina
Wildlife Federation ("Petition for Rulemaking to Amend 15A Admin. Code 3L .0101, 3L .0103, 3M .0522, 3M .0523, 3N .0151, and

3R .0105 to Designate Special Secondary Nursery Areas and Reduce Bycatch Mortality in North Carolina Coastal Fishing Waters").

I am a resident of North Carolina, a professional biologist, and occasional recreational
fisherman who has crewed on shrimp trawlers based on Edisto Island, SC.  I find the Petition
to be complete, well-reasoned, based on sound science, and compelling. The technical reviews
(Exhibits B and E) that accompany the Petition are provided by individuals whose
professional credentials are beyond reproach, and who are intimately familiar with all aspects
of our fisheries.  It is clear that we have overlooked and failed to designate and protect key
nursery areas, to the detriment of stocks of commercially important finfish as well as their
habitat. 

It is equally clear that implementation of the rules proposed in the Petition will undoubtedly
improve the viability and sustainability of fisheries critically important to both recreational
and commercial fishermen.   

While there are compelling arguments for an outright ban on inshore trawling-- as has been
implemented in all other southeastern states-- this Petition does not seek to eliminate
commercial trawling from NC coastal waters.   Instead, it provides a balance of additional
protections to improve the sustainability of our coastal fisheries, while maintaining
opportunities for commercial trawling in our inshore waters.  

It should be emphasized that the latter is denied to commercial fishermen in all other
southeastern states.   

Under the Petition, significant size limits are also proposed for croaker and spot to increase
spawning success. This affects all recreational fishermen who target these valuable and
declining species.  Thus, the Petition is balanced in its approach and does not
disproportionately target commercial or recreational interests.

Historically, we have not done a good job of conserving and managing our public trust waters,
and the current status of North Carolina's coastal fisheries clearly reflects this. This Petition is
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an important step toward building a science-based management model for the sustainable
exploitation of our marine fisheries. Based on the experiences of other southeastern states, I
believe implementation of the proposed rules will have very positive benefits that will be
readily quantifiable within a short period of time.  

I urge the Commission to seize this opportunity to promote the sustainable management of our
state's public trust resources. Please enact the proposed rules in their entirety and according to
the text provided in Exhibit A.  

Respectfully, and with many thanks for your service on the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission and Advisory Committees,

John C. Steffens, Ph.D
1826 N. Lakeshore Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
  



From: William Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 1:07:59 PM

William Harris
1918 West Fort Macon Road
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512

January 12, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
William harris

mailto:caprandy@comcast.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lee Stone
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 1:17:58 PM

Lee Stone
108 Harbour Way
Washington, NC 27889

January 12, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Lee Stone

mailto:lee_stone@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Dorton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 1:54:21 PM

Jan 12, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Sandra Dorton
4900 Audubon Ln
Concord, NC 28025-8136
sandradorton@gmail.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lewis Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 1:57:58 PM

Lewis Williams
3302 North Waverly St.
Farmville, NC 27828

January 12, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Lewis T. Williams Jr.

mailto:lwilliamsjr@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Webster Weatherman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 3:23:58 PM

Jan 12, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Mr. Webster Weatherman
74 Dills Hls
Sylva, NC 28779-7668
epiphanyproducts@outlook.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Butler Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 3:48:13 PM

Butler Anderson
17235 Hwy 210
Rocky Point, NC 28457

January 12, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rule making filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently designated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Butler Anderson

mailto:banderson@intrstar.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Scroggs
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 7:28:29 PM

Richard Scroggs
9 Creekside woods ct.
Swansboro, NC 28584

January 12, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Richard Scroggs

mailto:Rickscroggs64@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Randy Carawan Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Opposition to petition
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 8:48:47 PM

To whom it may concern

I am writing this email to voice my opposition to the petition formed by the Ncwf. This
petition is only agenda driven from the ones that have such greed for our fisheries. I myself
and my family enjoy fresh nc shrimp and seafood and also have the pleasure of being able to
catch my own seafood from our waters in which I hold a NC commercial fishing license. This
movement will only destroy our fisheries and economic income from the seafood industry. I
have read such information toward increasing and improving by-catch reduction devices in the
trawlers. Yes that is a plus. Let's keep working toward making improvements and keeping our
waters open for the hard working men and woman in NC. 

Sincerely 
Unable to make the meeting on January 17th to take a stand in person

Randy Carawan Jr

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

mailto:r.carawanjr@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
https://yho.com/footer0


From: David Hilton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Comments from Ocracoke Working Watermen"s Association against the NCWF Shrimp Petition
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 9:47:21 PM
Attachments: Comments against NCWF Shrimp petition.doc

Please forward the attachment to all NCMFC Commissioners, Director Davis, Nancy Fish and Fish. 
Thank you for the opportunity to send in comments.
 
Regards,
David Hilton

mailto:dhiltoncfc@icloud.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov



Jan. 9, 2017





To:  NCFMC Commissioners, NCDMF Director, Nancy Fish and AC members





Subject:  Comments not supporting NCWF Shrimp Petition 





The Ocracoke Working Watermen’s Association (OWWA) and Ocracoke seafood company are writing you regarding the NCWF’s petition to change/expand nursery areas designation, reduction to 3 days that shrimpers can harvest shrimp and changes to gear specifications.  





OWWA fishermen believe significant changes to nursery designation and changes to the shrimp harvest should be implemented by using the FMP process outlined in the Fishery Reform Act.  The petition attempts to impose sweeping changes to NC fishery regulations (not just shrimping) by sidestepping the FMP process that allows all stake holders multiple layers and opportunities to give input.  Furthermore, NCDMF should be allowed time to analyze impacts to all potential fisheries and quantify economic ramifications. Like the Southern Flounder Supplement, a majority voting block of NCMFC Commissioners who have no academic or field experience managing shrimp will likely try to impose significant economic hardship on this fishery.  Also, the NCMFC proposes to act before NCDMF can complete the ongoing finfish bycatch reduction research and offer its science based recommendations to the Crustacean Committee were it can be discussed by all stakeholders.  





OWWA fishermen are also concerned that this is a disguised attempt to impose changes to the gillnet and crabbing industry.  While the petition does not come out and recommend changes to gillnet or crabbing regulations, it is our belief that changing the nursery designation to NC’s sounds and near shore ocean waters will have impacts on our fisheries regulations.    





Ocracoke Seafood Company depends on shrimpers visiting our fish house to pack out fresh shrimp which is sold in our seafood retail or packed out for wholesale.  Ocracoke Seafood Company’s seafood retail has a reputation with Ocracoke residents and tourists for carrying only NC Catch shrimp.  Fresh NC shrimp are the backbone of our retail sales which has significant effects on Ocracoke Seafood Company’s ability to stay profitable.   Having shrimp boats pack out on Ocracoke on a regular basis provides a very fresh product that is highly valued by our customers.  A three-day work week will prevent multiple deliveries through the week from vessels transiting Pamlico Sound.  Ocracoke Seafood Company and Hyde County can ill afford to lose any economic activity, jobs and revenue associated with the shrimping fishery.





OWWA fishermen do not agree with the petitions premise that NC’s sounds and ocean waters should have their current nursery designation changed.  If you look hard enough, a juvenile fish can be found in any environment.  Non-Governmental Organizations continue to make the argument that NC commercial fisheries are the primary cause for problems with stocks.  Issues like pollution (turbidity from rivers, pesticides, herbicides, high nitrogen levels), loss of habitat and development (housing and marinas) rarely get the attention they deserve.  While most NC commercial fisheries show a decline in fishermen recruitment and effort, recreational fisheries continue to grow and its impacts on stocks is still poorly quantified.  





We appreciate the opportunity to send in our comments.





Thank you,


Hardy Plyler
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From: Joan Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2017 10:28:34 PM

Joan Miller
11300 Centaur Road
Wake Forest, NC 27587

January 12, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

I strongly support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation and encourage the
North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the
petition will protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-
driven approach that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a
thriving marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Joan Miller

mailto:joankmiller@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: M Smith 2087
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Allow Commercial Fishermen to Trawl and Catch Shrimp and all Seafood. Do NOT REGULATE COMMERCIAL

FISHERMEN OUT OF NC COASTAL WATERS AND OCEAN.
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 1:05:54 AM

From:    Myron Smith
               1724 Briarforest Place, Raleigh, NC 27615
 
TO: NCWF Petition, NC Division of Environment Natural Resources
 
 
Stop the high rollers of the CCA and Wildlife Commission of Raleigh and Charlotte. CCA represents
.0012 % of licensed RECREATIONAL FISHERMEN IN NC. Why was the Petition started from a High
Rollers group that represents no even 1 % of Recreational Fishermen? In Johnson County the CCA
has stopped having socials and meetings the Folks have run them out of Johnson County. They want
local Wild NC Seafood not IMPORTED SEAFOOD RAIED IN POOH AND TREATED WITH CHECMICALS!
THANKS FOR CONSIDERING MY CONERNS. God Bless Commercial Fishermen that provide NC Folks
the NC Marine Seafood to the state of NC!!!
 

mailto:msmith2087@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Lee
To: hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com;

enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net; rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu;
trippgandl@embarqmail.com; fishsqueezers@yahoo.com; fvfamilytradition@gmail.com;
chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com; mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com;
pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu; crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com;
Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net; jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu;
davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com;
brcrksfd@twc.com; Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
Paramore, Lee; Rawls, Kathy; West, Katy; White, Holly; Murphey, Trish; Stewart, Chris; rhb2@ec.rr.com;
bboutin@tnc.org; christianr@ecu.edu; heathnh@centurylink.net; jfodrie@unc.edu; David.glenn@noaa.gov;
e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; terriemike.street@gmail.com; cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com; Deaton, Anne;
jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com; poseym@uncw.edu;
sales@newrivernets.com; Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com; tedw@nccoast.org; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;
sobx11@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; Bkoury2@gmail.com;
awillis.mfc@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; Davis, Braxton C; Fish, Nancy;
SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition

Subject: Protection of our inshore fisheries
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 1:42:51 AM

All,

I am writing you to express my opinion regarding the upcoming debate on the rule changes related to our inshore
shrimp trawling industry. In short I am respectfully requesting that the MFC adopt and enact all of the rule changes
outlined in the petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

 The ridiculous and biased way NC has managed our public trust fisheries must come to an end. Now. In fact I don't
believe the NCWF rule making changes go far enough but it is a good start.

 I appreciate your consideration in making these much needed changes that would make NC an effective manager of
its natural resources.

Thank you,
Bruce Lee
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From: ALAN AMBROSE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 3:30:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ALAN AMBROSE
903 Radnor Rd
Wilmington, NC 28409
MOTIVATIONFT@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chad Chandler
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 4:58:56 AM

Chad Chandler
5108 Damask Court
Fuquay-Varina, NC 27526

January 13, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Chad F. Chandler

mailto:cfchandler@mindspring.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Henke
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 8:29:09 AM

Kenneth Henke
404 Cayman Avenue
Holly Springs, NC 27540

January 13, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Kenneth R. Henke

mailto:khenke@secur-tek.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Wage
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 8:39:12 AM

Stephanie Wage
4505 Arden Forest Rd
Holly Springs, NC 27540

January 13, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Wage

mailto:stephaniewage@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Philip curley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: out future depends on this: Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 9:09:23 AM

Philip curley
5124 chestnut knoll ln
Charlotte, NC 28269

January 13, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

My personal message is that our state and country's economic and environmental future rest on conserving the
environments that sustain us.

Many thanks.

...

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Philip Curley

mailto:curleypg@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Dunn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 10:30:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jack Dunn
908 Harvey St
Raleigh, NC 27608
jack.dunn@cpgre.com

mailto:jack.dunn@cpgre.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Caudle
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 1:39:34 PM

Daniel Caudle
1199 Shoreline Drive
New London, NC 28127

January 13, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:
I  am  lifelong resident of NC. I remember as a young boy in the fifties and sixties going to the NC coast and staying
at Lily's at Kure Beach. I learned to fish with my parents during those years. In the fall the piers were full of
fisherman with not many open spots along the rail for us to fish. Now, as a 61 year old man there is plenty
of room to fish on the pier due to the sorry fishing. I don't plan to spend my hard earned money at the motels, hotels,
restaurants, stores and gas stations with there being so few fish left to catch by the shrimpers and netters. Even
worse is allowing shrimpers to kill so many juvenile gamefish as bycatch.  Everything has been given to a few
commercial fisherman who have severely hurt our public fisheries. In fact, they have vandalized recreational
fisherman property and threatened an African American commissioner who resigned out of fear and common sense.
Professional guides who have been active in conservation have had guns shot into their residences.
I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.
I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Daniel Caudle

mailto:fishnmandan@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dan
To: hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com;

enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net; rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu;
trippgandl@embarqmail.com; fishsqueezers@yahoo.com; fvfamilytradition@gmail.com;
chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com; mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com;
pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu; crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com;
Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net; jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu;
davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com;
brcrksfd@twc.com; Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
Paramore, Lee; Rawls, Kathy; West, Katy; White, Holly; Murphey, Trish; Stewart, Chris; rhb2@ec.rr.com;
bboutin@tnc.org; christianr@ecu.edu; heathnh@centurylink.net; jfodrie@unc.edu; David.glenn@noaa.gov;
e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; terriemike.street@gmail.com; cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com; Deaton, Anne;
jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com; poseym@uncw.edu;
sales@newrivernets.com; Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com; tedw@nccoast.org; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;
sobx11@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; Bkoury2@gmail.com;
samjcorbett3@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; Davis,
Braxton C; Fish, Nancy; SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition

Subject: North Carolina Wildlife Federation Petition
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 1:44:25 PM

I  am  lifelong resident of NC. I remember as a young boy in the fifties and sixties going to the
NC coast and staying at Lily's at Kure Beach. I learned to fish with my parents during those
years. In the fall the piers were full of fisherman with not many open spots along the rail for us
to fish. Now, as a 61 year old man there is plenty 
of room to fish on the pier due to the sorry fishing. I don't plan to spend my hard earned
money at the motels, hotels, restaurants, stores and gas stations with there being so few fish
left to catch by the shrimpers and netters. Even worse is allowing shrimpers to kill so many
juvenile gamefish as bycatch.  Everything has been given to a few commercial fisherman who
have severely hurt our public fisheries. In fact, they have vandalized recreational fisherman
property and threatened an African American commissioner who resigned out of fear and
common sense. Professional guides who have been active in conservation have had guns shot
into their residences. 
I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage
the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management
strategies outlined in the petition will protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other
marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach that will  ensure that more
juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine ecosystem
and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.
I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently
undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on
shrimp trawling contained in the petition.
                                                                                         Sincerely, Daniel Caudle 1199 Shoreline
Drive New London,NC 28127
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From: Tina Ayers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Trawlers have killed the fish
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 2:36:54 PM

As a longtime resident of Eastern North Carolina, I am writing to support the proposed
shrimping rules.  My family fishes the waters of Atlantic Beach all the way up to New Bern. 
The fish have been gone for years.  The nets and trawlers are everywhere we turn.  Some
of these commercial fishermen are thugs and have a reputation of getting revenge.  That
may be why there isn't more outcry of the destruction they have caused to our waters and
tourism.  Just recently, my son was fishing near Oriental, and was threatened because they
thought he was interfering with their net catches.  My son had no idea because the
fisherman had a young boy with him.  This thug behavior is evidently passed down
generation to generation.  These proposed rules have been reviewed for years and years
with no results.  Please seriously consider them before the destruction gets any worse.
 
With kindest regards, Tina Ayers 

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software. 
www.avast.com
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From: HENRY KEEN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 3:20:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

HENRY KEEN
259 Old Mill Rd
Waxhaw, NC 28173
HENRYKEEN@GMAIL.COM

mailto:HENRYKEEN@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Seth Holbrook
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 4:00:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Seth Holbrook
98 Caswell Beach Rd
Oak Island, NC 28465
sethh814@gmail.com

mailto:sethh814@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Bush
To: hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com;

enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net; rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu;
trippgandl@embarqmail.com; fishsqueezers@yahoo.com; fvfamilytradition@gmail.com;
chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com; mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com;
pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu; crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com;
Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net; jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu;
davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com;
brcrksfd@twc.com; Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
Paramore, Lee; Rawls, Kathy; West, Katy; White, Holly; Murphey, Trish; Stewart, Chris; rhb2@ec.rr.com;
bboutin@tnc.org; christianr@ecu.edu; heathnh@centurylink.net; jfodrie@unc.edu; David.glenn@noaa.gov;
e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; terriemike.street@gmail.com; cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com; Deaton, Anne;
jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com; poseym@uncw.edu;
sales@newrivernets.com; Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com; tedw@nccoast.org; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;
sobx11@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; Bkoury2@gmail.com;
samjcorbett3@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; Davis,
Braxton C; Fish, Nancy; SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition

Cc: Jerry Schill; Stevenson Weeks; Michele Skinner; jhawkins9@ec.rr.com; AllynPowell
Subject: Bush - Comments on NCWF Petition for Rule Making
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 6:44:13 PM
Attachments: OutlookEmoji-1468943650673_Small.png

Bush - NCWF Petition Comments to NCMFC - AC.pdf
2011-2015 Shrimp Landings in State Waters.xlsx
SKMBT_C45416120609030.pdf
Transcript.pdf

All, please find attached my comments concerning this petition. Also attached are a letter by
former Director Daniel, and a transcript of the hearing concerning the previous petition, as
well as an excel spreadsheet provided by NCDMF that contains landings data to support
figures contained within my comments.

Respectfully,

David Bush
Fisheries Biologist,
NC Fisheries Association
(910)777-1605
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To:  Sammy Corbett, Chairman, NC Marine Fisheries Commission 


From:  David Bush 


 Fisheries Biologist, 


 NC Fisheries Association 


 


Subj: Petition for Rulemaking to Amend 15A Admin. Code 3L .0101, 3L .0103, 3M .0522, 3M .0523, 


3N .0151, and 3R .0105 to Designate Special Secondary Nursery Areas and Reduce Bycatch 


Mortality in North Carolina Coastal Fishing Waters (Amended via letter: Modification to Petition 


for Rulemaking Submitted to N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission on November 2, 2016, dated 12 


January 2017) 


 


 


Chairman Corbett,  


 Thank you for your consideration concerning this matter. Although I have copied them through 


email, I respectfully request that you ensure that a copy of my comments and supporting attachments 


concerning this petition have been received by the Commission and Advisory Committee Members.  


 


Please keep in mind as you read this, that per North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft 


Amendment 1, dated March 2015, the total annual shrimping effort has decreased from a high of 40,000 


trips in 1982 to a low of 6,500 trips in 2005. Over the past 5 years, it has only averaged approximate 


7,500 trips. This is a sustained reduction of over 80%! 


 


 


Specific elements of the petition:  


 


(1)  Existing primary, secondary, and special secondary nursery area designations fail to protect vital 


habitat areas within which later juvenile development takes place prior to a fish’s first spawning;  


Using sound and appropriate scientific method, vital habitat areas are protected by rules set forth in 15A 


NCAC 03N .0101, and further defined in 15A NCAC 03I .0101, SECTION .0100. Further protection is 


not deemed to have a disproportionate impact, unless the Program 120’s (Estuarine Trawl Survey) 104 


sampling stations, utilizing additional stations as necessary, determines the need by scientific analysis and 


comparison to adjust or update area designations. One key consideration is whether these areas contribute 


to fish recruiting disproportionately to the fishery. Although there is some literature to date addressing 


this, it either concludes as a weak recruitment, or no correlation at all, and there is ASMFC literature 


showing predation offsets any significant recruitment contribution in the majority of this area. 


(2)  N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries (“DMF”) data demonstrates that all coastal fishing waters that 


are not currently designated as nursery areas are, in fact, SSNAs for several finfish species;   


Areas that for reasons such as food, cover, bottom type, salinity, temperature, and other factors, young 


finfish and crustaceans spend the major portion of their initial growing season. Special Secondary 


Nursery Areas are Secondary Nursery Areas that can be conditionally opened certain times of the year for 







shrimp and crab trawling at the discretion of the fisheries director, with most verbiage stating that they 


can only be opened to trawling by proclamation from August 16 through May 15. Juveniles of many 


species exist at some stage in their life in almost all marine environments; however, due to their high 


mobility, closures and openings would need to be in real-time to have any effectivity on preventing a 


perceived impact.  


NCDMF data does not in fact, demonstrate that “that all coastal fishing waters that are not currently 


designated as nursery areas are, in fact, SSNAs for several finfish species.” Refer to comment 1: 


Recruitment contribution. 


(3)  Additional gear restrictions and effort limits are necessary to provide adequate protection to 


juvenile fish that have yet to spawn in SSNAs at this sensitive life stage; 


How is adequate protection determined? By statute, it is determined scientifically. If the stock-recruitment 


relationships (science) are weak, inconclusive or completely non-existent, what scientific data supports 


this argument?  


1) Of the three species mentioned, two (spot and American croaker) are not listed as experiencing 


overfishing. 


2) Considering the third species (weakfish), the ASMFC states in the current Interstate Fisheries 


Management Program Overview that; while weakfish stocks are depleted, overfishing is not occurring. 


Further describing the stock:  


The most recent weakfish stock assessment was completed in 2016. Results were endorsed by an 


independent peer review panel. The assessment found spawning stock biomass in 2014 (5.62 million 


pounds) to be well below the threshold of 15.17 million pounds. While fishing mortality has decreased, 


due in large part to the strict regulations placed on the species, natural mortality has increased since the 


mid‐ 1990’s from approximately 0.16 in the early 1980s to an average of 0.93 from 2007‐2014. This high 


level of total mortality (fishing and natural mortality) has prevented the stock from recovering.  The 


assessment does indicate some positive signs in the weakfish stock in the most recent years, with a slight 


increase in abundance and spawning stock biomass. Given the current regulations on the species and the 


potential signs of improvement, the Board decided not to take further management action at this time.   


It does suggest that: “…the use of bycatch reduction devices and reducing catch of fish less than 1 year to 


increase yield per recruit.” We are currently doing this already. 


If the two stocks in question are not deemed overfished, and the third stock’s condition is almost 


completely related to natural mortality while at the same time showing some evidence of increase, the 


requested action in the petition would not only be inadequate, but irrelevant. Additionally, bycatch 


reduction efforts have far surpassed federal requirements as a result of NCMFC direction to pursue this 


endeavor less than three years ago. 


(4)  All coastal fishing waters not otherwise designated must be designated as SSNAs and afforded the 


protections of SSNA designation.  


As a similar argument, this has already been addressed sufficiently in the comments above. 


 







1. Open Shrimp Season Under Established Guidelines.  


Already contained in the current shrimp FMP, management requires shrimp to reach a minimum size 50 


count before opening most areas, with many areas requiring an even smaller count, or larger shrimp. 


Exception is by special circumstance only upon Division approval.  


Regarding the Directors consideration for conservation, policies at both the state and federal level have 


been adopted as conservation and management measures to minimize bycatch and bycatch mortality and 


incorporate that goal into management considerations. Also, noted in Section 6.3.5 of the draft Shrimp 


Revision, the resource conservation issues for these species are already addressed in the North Carolina 


Interjurisdictional (IJ) FMP that selectively adopts management measures contained in approved federal 


council or ASMFC FMPs by reference as minimum standards.   


2. Reduce Headrope Length.  


To date, there is little if any literature suggesting a potential relationship between a change in headrope 


length and a change in percentage of bycatch. Even per the reference included in the petition, there was 


no credible citation to research. There is only a comment suggesting that a reduction was likely in the 


recommendations section of the FMP. This reduction would appear to assume a decrease in total effort.  


A common-sense approach in demonstrating this principle would be using a backhoe versus a shovel to 


dig a hole. It stands to reason that a scoop of dirt from a backhoe should contain more earthworms than a 


shovel would. The principle defeating the argument is that because a shovel removes less dirt per scoop, it 


will simply take more scoops to remove the same amount of dirt, thereby removing the same number of 


earthworms. Is a reduction possible? Yes; however, common sense and lack of scientific support would 


lend that any reduction based solely on reducing headrope to reduce bycatch, would be negligible, if any 


reduction at all. 


The industry works proactively with the division to ensure regulations are understood, addressing issues 


with items such as clarity, as the industry finds necessary.  


Also, just a reminder, these are North Carolina, not Mississippi or Alabama waters. The total size of our 


estuarine waters alone, allows for, and requires, different fishing methods, regulations, and technology.  


3. Limit Tow Times.  


While tow times may have increased, there are many factors that lead to bycatch mortality. Additionally, 


the significant reduction in bycatch in the NC shrimp trawl industry, and the substantial scientific 


literature that describes these areas as having little if any disproportional recruitment must be taken into 


consideration, before implementing any rule or regulation that would ultimately have very little desired 


effect, and only serve to overregulate fishermen.  Fishermen already have the greatest motivation for 


reducing bycatch and cull time, translating to a higher quality product. Anyone who fishes in any way for 


anything, anywhere, knows that it is not a textbook operation. It is a technical art that requires skill and 


experience to know how and when to operate. Providing unnecessarily rigid lines within which to fish, 


limits the ability of the fishermen to perform his task, and limits his ability to develop better ways with 


which to perform it. 


I will not address sea turtle interactions, as turtle excluder device regulations should cover any questions. 







Regarding an impact on fishermen, this rule as well as all others contained in the petition, does not 


sufficiently, nor quantifiably, address economic impacts. The statement that a reduction in tow times is 


unlikely to have an impact on overall harvest or income for commercial fishermen, is insufficient, and 


there is absolutely no evidence to support this anecdote.  


4. Limit Fishing Days to Three Days per Week During Daylight Hours. Modified to 4 days in Coastal 


Fishing Waters in the Atlantic Ocean 


Given the variation in environmental factors, what evidence is there to support an increase in shrimp 


(again, only an anecdote) at the beginning of a weekly opening, that would help offset a loss of fishing 


days. Also, this is assuming those variables do not make it unfit, or unprofitable to fish? A reduction in 


effort is used to protect the target species, in this case, shrimp, which are not overfished. If bycatch is in 


fact the goal, then it has already been addressed in my earlier comments. 


Also, certain species of shrimp, given the right environmental considerations, can be caught more easily, 


and more cleanly at night, and many ocean trawlers work during the night to avoid those enjoying the 


coast during the day. Considering the already over-burdensome regulatory factor which requires many 


fishermen to have some form of supplemental income, many of these fishermen fish at night, and this 


would only serve to remove them from the water, or force them to face conflicts with daytime leisure 


activities. 


5. Require the Use of Two DMF-certified Bycatch Reduction Devices.  


This rule simply stated, requests a rule be made of a proclamation. On its face, this rule would simply 


provide higher authority for the mentioned proclamation. While it may be of benefit in the future, the last 


task directed by this commission concerning these devices has not even been completed yet. It would be 


premature, especially considering the achieved level of success, that the commission not allow its directed 


research to come to conclusion prior to cementing this as permanent. Regulations should follow federal 


requirements until this research is completed, peer reviewed, and presented to the MFC. The proclamation 


stands sufficient.  


6. Establish Size Limits for the Possession of Spot and Atlantic Croaker. (Addressed in original petition 


as recreational, then retroactively referred to in the modification letter to include commercial) 


Both species are managed by science at the ASMFC through the Omnibus Amendment for Spot, Spotted 


Seatrout, and Spanish Mackerel (2011) and Addendum I (2014), and Amendment 1 to the Interstate 


Fishery Management Plan for Atlantic Croaker (2005) and Addendum I (2011)/ Addendum II (2014). At 


this level, appropriate regulations are determined by scientists that take the entire stock into consideration. 


Given their high natural mortality, and considering that neither species is listed as experiencing 


overfishing, the proposed rule has insufficient scientific justification. Further studying the mesh size of 


nets to achieve this arbitrary size, is simply a further exercise in arbitrary futility, and serves no 


scientifically justified necessity at this point. 


 


 


 







A Note on Bycatch: 


In the petition, the petitioners first discuss bycatch reduction efforts as a failure  


“The MFC’s efforts to minimize bycatch of juvenile finfish have proven unsuccessful to date…,”  


then, later contradictorily states that  


“DMF, with the support and involvement of the commercial industry stakeholders, has tested several 


promising BRDs over the last two shrimp seasons that significantly reduce bycatch levels while 


minimizing shrimp loss.” 


The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) documented the estimated bycatch 


and discard levels from shrimp fisheries around the world in the report, A Study of the Options for 


Utilization of Bycatch and Discards from Marine Capture Fisheries. In this technical review of global 


comparisons of bycatch, they found discard rates (bycatch to catch ratios) as high as 20:1 with a world 


average of 5.7:1. These comparisons showed a ratio of 5.25 bycatch to 1 shrimp for the Gulf of Mexico, a 


bycatch ratio of 4.5 to 1 in the South Atlantic, and again, a global average of 5.7 to 1. More recently, in a 


study entitled By-catch: problems and solutions, shrimp trawl bycatch in in portions of the United States 


were found to be as high as 15 to 1. 


While research is still underway and may lead to even better results, NCDMF data clearly shows results 


yielding a ratio of 3.5 total bycatch to 1 shrimp, resulting from a 52.2% reduction in total bycatch and a 


54.5% reduction in finfish bycatch.  


With a Gulf ratio of 5.25 to 1, and a global ratio of 5.7 to 1, why is the bar so much higher for NC where 


efforts to reduce bycatch are already achieving a 3.5 to 1 ratio? Is this not significant progress? 


Additionally, stocks not only survived, but were in much better condition when effort peaked with less 


emphasis to reduce bycatch. Something else most certainly has an impact, more so than shrimp trawlers.  


 


Impacts to Landings: 


The following is a very simplistic view of the impact of the expected reductions only to landings, and are 


explained in brief detail. There are many assumptions on both sides of each reduction; however, the exact 


results would not be expected to become apparent until long after the shrimp industry had been devastated 


beyond simply rebuilding. Although these assumptions are gross in nature, the qualitative trends and 


subsequent impacts should be very apparent to even a novice. I have attached the source documentation 


for the landings data provided by the NCDMF for verification. 


May 15- Aug 15 Closure Reduction 


If you average the weekly catch over 2011-2015 between weeks 20-32 (May 15-Aug 15), and divide that 


number by the average of weekly landings for the entire year, it comes out to be a reduction of 50.52%. 


 Average of weekly landings 2011-2015 (weeks 20-32) = 2,977,022 lbs. 


 Average annual landings 2011-2015 = 5,892,368 lbs. 


 2,977,022 lbs. divided by 5,892,368 lbs. = 0.505233569 x 100 = 50.52% 







If you take the total landings of 2011-2015 weeks 20-32 (May 15-Aug 15), and divide that number by the 


total landings for 2011-2015, it is a reduction of 56.47%. 


 Total landings 2011-2015 (weeks 20-32) = 16,635,997 lbs. 


 Total annual landings 2011-2015 = 29,461,841.24 lbs. 


 16,635,997 lbs. divided by 29,461,841 lbs. = 0.564662517 x 100 = 56.47% 


It seems likely that a closure between these dates would equate to an approximate 50-57%, or between 


2,977,022 and 3,327,199 lbs., reduction in annual landings.  


This would be expected to leave an average of between 2,565,169 lbs. and 2,915,346 lbs. to be harvested 


before any other reductions. 


Reduction in fishing days from 5 to 3 


If looked at as a straight 40%  reduction (3 divided by 5), then the range of additional reduction would be 


between 1,026,067 lbs. to 1,166,138 lbs.  


This would be expected to leave an average of between 1,539,101 lbs. and 1,749,207 lbs. to be harvested 


before any further reductions. 


Total reduction from season and fishing day limitations 


These first two limitations, barring many variables or modifications such as the 4-day ocean limitation, 


have the potential to cause an approximate 73.88% total harvest reduction before any other limitation is 


applied. 


Concerning the limitation to harvest only during daylight hours, a 45-minute trawl limitation, 


imposing a 60/ct per pound limitation, change in headrope length, or implementation of a 60/ct per 


pound size limitation. 


There does not appear to be sufficient data and credible literature to make a firm estimation of potential 


reductions resulting from these limitations. Any attempt to do so without polling the industry, which has 


not been done yet, would not come with a very high level of confidence. Based on some very crude 


calculations and limited data however, these limitations have the potential to increase the total reduction 


another 15%, although it is not even necessary to use this figure to demonstrate that the total economic 


impact will be devastating. 


 


Impacts summary: 


Using the reduction figures above, and keeping mind some of the gross assumptions on reductions and 


consistently ideal conditions, these reductions have the potential to reduce shrimp harvest by a total of 


between 70.31% to 73.88% before any other reduction is applied. 


 (remaining harvest after season and day limitation ranging between 1,539,101 lbs. and 1,749,207 lbs., 


divided by the average annual harvest of 5,892,368 lbs. = 0.261202457 and 0.296859768 respectively 


x 100 = between 26.12% and 29.69 % potential harvest landed after reductions) 







Using the average 2011-2015 ex-vessel dollar values, these first two reductions alone, equate to a 


potential loss of between $9,888,793 and $9,411,520 from an average annual economic input of 


$13,384,983.47 (avg. ex-vessel value 2011-2015).  


Note: 


*These reduction estimates assume consistent shrimp landings per tow, and does not consider initial 


increases in landings at the beginning of the week, nor decreases towards the end due to more intense 


effort during open times. 


Summary: 


In conclusion, and if they have not already done so, it would be very enlightening for all Commissioners 


and Advisors to review Dr. Louis Daniel’s letter to Mr. Joe Albea of the Coastal Recreational Reform 


Group, dated Oct 2, 2012 (attached), and his comments (also attached) when a similar petition was 


brought forth and discussed on Aug 29, 2013. During the hearing on the 2013 petition, Dr. Daniel, the 


expert witness now contracted to support the current petition, spoke on the record as Director of NCDMF. 


He agreed with Commissioner Dr. Allyn Powell’s comments concerning the bycatch analysis performed 


by Dr. Daniel’s staff. Dr. Powell pointed out that under Dr. Daniel’s, NCDMF Staff determined that there 


was no direct correlation between shrimp catch per unit effort, and finfish bycatch. He further agreed with 


the results of NCDMF Biologist Kevin Brown’s research that also showed no correlation. This is in direct 


conflict with his position concerning the current petition. 


Dr. Daniel previously explained in Mr. Albea’s letter, that long-term studies were needed to determine the 


specific biological impacts of bycatch in the shrimp trawl fishery. This would help mitigate any 


seasonality and annual fluctuations. In this letter, Dr. Daniel also explains that any decline of the stocks is 


not unique to NC. In fact, he specifically mentions that they have been felt by many other states that do 


not even have a shrimp trawl fishery. What’s more, he stated that although there have been decreases 


noticed, abundance and landings have decreased at a lower level than these other non-shrimp trawling 


states, and that natural mortality was in fact the driving factor in the current weakfish decline. 


So, while performing as Director of NCDMF with state biologists working on these species, gathering all 


the necessary data and performing the analysis for him for approximately nine years, he could not answer 


the same questions you now face, again. Yet after leaving to work in the private sector less than a year 


ago, he gathered all the necessary data (including those long-term studies) and performed those analyses a 


specialized team working for him could not complete during his tenure. Furthermore, this caused him to 


assume a complete change of perspective to become an expert witness for the petitioner, against the 


commission, and against all those same employees that supported him when he made the previous 


opposing statements. 


Comments have been publicly made that he was under pressure to take his previous stance. If that was the 


case, how do we know if there are not motives to do the same thing now?  


Dr. Daniel did have it correct during the first petition when he stated that a petition such as this flies in the 


face of the process directed by the NCMFC (YOU) to address these concerns; especially when the work is 


on schedule, surpassing its goals, and is expected to further exceed them. You do not support the science 


until it no longer supports your point of view, then simply side-step the process, as does this petition. 







The United States is recognized as leading the world in striving for sustainable fisheries. North Carolina 


is substantially leading the United States in these efforts, specifically regarding the shrimp trawl industry. 


Is this petition truly about conservation, or is it about eliminating a fishery with a proven scientific record 


of being one of the most conservation minded in the world, for more selfish reasons? 


I ask you as Advisors and Commissioners, to deny this petition completely. It does not possess the 


scientific justification. It does not follow the methodical process of taking into account all of the credible 


scientific and economic impacts, and discussing them as a deliberative body. More importantly, you, the 


managers entrusted with this resource, have already spent phenomenal amounts of time and effort to 


address these same issues in current rules, legislation, and research, using the aforementioned criteria. 


Continue the course you have set and are successfully achieving.  


Deny the petition. 


 


 


 


Thank you for your consideration and the opportunity to address my concerns with you. 


 


 


Sincerely, 


David Bush 


Fisheries Biologist, 


NC Fisheries Association 


2807 Neuse Blvd. Ste 11 


New Bern, NC 28562 


(910)777-1605 






2011-2015 shrimp by month

		YEAR		Month		SPECIES		WATERBDY		POUNDS		VALUE		DEALERS		TRIPS		CONF

		2011		1		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		***		***		1		1		*

		2011		4		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		***		***		1		1		*

		2011		5		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		1,240		$2,543		14		35

		2011		6		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		446,229		$570,471		111		922

		2011		7		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		2,469,488		$4,918,894		138		1,508

		2011		8		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		1,320,778		$2,929,836		143		1,345

		2011		9		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		284,470		$692,295		102		731

		2011		10		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		282,506		$812,227		77		501

		2011		11		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		90,784		$274,917		51		228

		2011		12		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		39,231		$116,802		18		55

		2012		1		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		10,557		$26,513		11		16

		2012		2		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		2,846		$8,129		4		7

		2012		3		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		3,578		$7,561		14		49

		2012		4		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		37,845		$65,053		36		271

		2012		5		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		263,781		$561,264		80		773

		2012		6		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		695,855		$1,398,112		113		1,421

		2012		7		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		1,590,336		$3,280,916		136		1,436

		2012		8		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		1,578,343		$3,470,500		141		1,382

		2012		9		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		620,024		$1,344,707		142		1,420

		2012		10		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		703,949		$1,587,715		129		1,413

		2012		11		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		316,776		$757,308		78		548

		2012		12		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		100,450		$272,110		44		150

		2013		1		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		45,841		$146,625		22		74

		2013		2		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		2,421		$7,068		7		9

		2013		3		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		2,551		$7,297		13		31

		2013		4		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		19,574		$59,720		30		199

		2013		5		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		67,124		$165,682		55		449

		2013		6		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		310,301		$615,094		88		962

		2013		7		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		1,100,126		$2,594,516		109		1,556

		2013		8		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		770,987		$2,306,193		111		1,159

		2013		9		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		852,804		$2,082,860		136		1,604

		2013		10		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		1,076,017		$3,063,904		130		1,671

		2013		11		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		522,302		$1,620,321		90		809

		2013		12		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		77,370		$239,730		38		152

		2014		1		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		45,834		$138,742		13		35

		2014		2		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		409		$1,288		5		6

		2014		4		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		2,029		$4,457		7		28

		2014		5		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		53,570		$138,506		32		417

		2014		6		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		234,814		$416,950		73		1,088

		2014		7		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		1,505,446		$4,453,540		106		1,329

		2014		8		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		1,379,093		$4,646,762		101		1,082

		2014		9		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		559,384		$1,519,345		113		1,158

		2014		10		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		676,511		$2,086,576		104		895

		2014		11		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		193,603		$625,031		69		374

		2014		12		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		37,087		$108,843		22		55

		2015		1		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		762		$1,322		3		7

		2015		2		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		3,110		$7,609		3		5

		2015		3		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		***		***		1		1		*

		2015		4		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		1,930		$3,465		7		25

		2015		5		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		15,525		$40,089		31		163

		2015		6		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		329,224		$341,162		83		824

		2015		7		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		3,467,719		$5,399,242		159		2,111

		2015		8		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		1,719,203		$3,246,174		136		1,377

		2015		9		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		1,037,355		$1,830,740		142		1,448

		2015		10		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		1,325,527		$3,009,829		125		1,130

		2015		11		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		788,597		$1,969,628		92		732

		2015		12		PENAEID SHRIMP		STATE WATERS		378,626		$928,734		49		344







2011-2015 MAY-AUG by week 

		YEAR		SPECIES		Month		week_w		week_label		WATERBDY		POUNDS		VALUE		DEALERS		TRIPS		CONF

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		18		05/02/2011 - 05/08/2011		STATE WATERS		***		***		2		2		*

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		19		05/09/2011 - 05/15/2011		STATE WATERS		70		$144		4		5

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		20		05/16/2011 - 05/22/2011		STATE WATERS		3		$21		3		4

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		21		05/23/2011 - 05/29/2011		STATE WATERS		364		$937		9		14

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		22		05/30/2011 - 06/05/2011		STATE WATERS		584		$736		5		10

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		22		05/30/2011 - 06/05/2011		STATE WATERS		8,311		$8,334		26		45

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		23		06/06/2011 - 06/12/2011		STATE WATERS		29,074		$28,019		55		149

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		24		06/13/2011 - 06/19/2011		STATE WATERS		93,931		$90,651		60		235

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		25		06/20/2011 - 06/26/2011		STATE WATERS		156,333		$192,385		74		259

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		26		06/27/2011 - 07/03/2011		STATE WATERS		158,581		$251,082		77		234

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		26		06/27/2011 - 07/03/2011		STATE WATERS		73,005		$120,669		56		90

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		27		07/04/2011 - 07/10/2011		STATE WATERS		409,042		$734,052		91		306

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		28		07/11/2011 - 07/17/2011		STATE WATERS		733,282		$1,448,007		99		392

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		29		07/18/2011 - 07/24/2011		STATE WATERS		686,377		$1,402,973		101		345

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		30		07/25/2011 - 07/31/2011		STATE WATERS		567,781		$1,213,193		104		375

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		31		08/01/2011 - 08/07/2011		STATE WATERS		497,070		$1,072,386		103		365

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		32		08/08/2011 - 08/14/2011		STATE WATERS		327,682		$711,724		101		380

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		33		08/15/2011 - 08/21/2011		STATE WATERS		312,814		$723,627		103		339

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		34		08/22/2011 - 08/28/2011		STATE WATERS		168,428		$389,942		69		187

		2011		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		35		08/29/2011 - 09/04/2011		STATE WATERS		14,784		$32,156		43		74

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		18		04/30/2012 - 05/06/2012		STATE WATERS		20,571		$36,895		32		112

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		19		05/07/2012 - 05/13/2012		STATE WATERS		37,737		$87,718		42		125

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		20		05/14/2012 - 05/20/2012		STATE WATERS		62,317		$122,209		48		207

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		21		05/21/2012 - 05/27/2012		STATE WATERS		78,683		$177,446		55		177

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		22		05/28/2012 - 06/03/2012		STATE WATERS		64,472		$136,997		54		152

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		22		05/28/2012 - 06/03/2012		STATE WATERS		43,912		$87,920		42		109

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		23		06/04/2012 - 06/10/2012		STATE WATERS		148,592		$306,179		79		313

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		24		06/11/2012 - 06/17/2012		STATE WATERS		235,236		$473,756		86		392

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		25		06/18/2012 - 06/24/2012		STATE WATERS		122,244		$238,598		80		319

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		26		06/25/2012 - 07/01/2012		STATE WATERS		145,870		$291,660		85		288

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		26		06/25/2012 - 07/01/2012		STATE WATERS		5,939		$8,812		16		24

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		27		07/02/2012 - 07/08/2012		STATE WATERS		268,093		$524,311		86		351

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		28		07/09/2012 - 07/15/2012		STATE WATERS		435,856		$876,000		91		342

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		29		07/16/2012 - 07/22/2012		STATE WATERS		460,938		$979,029		89		311

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		30		07/23/2012 - 07/29/2012		STATE WATERS		391,844		$834,005		90		304

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		31		07/30/2012 - 08/05/2012		STATE WATERS		27,666		$58,760		56		104

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		31		07/30/2012 - 08/05/2012		STATE WATERS		403,266		$906,733		72		234

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		32		08/06/2012 - 08/12/2012		STATE WATERS		397,808		$890,705		91		271

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		33		08/13/2012 - 08/19/2012		STATE WATERS		338,218		$748,576		97		317

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		34		08/20/2012 - 08/26/2012		STATE WATERS		263,289		$572,456		103		292

		2012		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		35		08/27/2012 - 09/02/2012		STATE WATERS		175,762		$352,031		93		268

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		17		04/29/2013 - 05/05/2013		STATE WATERS		2,616		$8,557		17		27

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		18		05/06/2013 - 05/12/2013		STATE WATERS		7,573		$21,506		31		75

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		19		05/13/2013 - 05/19/2013		STATE WATERS		12,425		$32,444		31		99

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		20		05/20/2013 - 05/26/2013		STATE WATERS		20,804		$47,308		33		133

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		21		05/27/2013 - 06/02/2013		STATE WATERS		23,707		$55,868		28		115

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		21		05/27/2013 - 06/02/2013		STATE WATERS		10,017		$22,525		17		34

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		22		06/03/2013 - 06/09/2013		STATE WATERS		61,989		$139,862		49		196

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		23		06/10/2013 - 06/16/2013		STATE WATERS		28,265		$66,665		58		172

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		24		06/17/2013 - 06/23/2013		STATE WATERS		95,235		$167,862		61		282

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		25		06/24/2013 - 06/30/2013		STATE WATERS		114,796		$218,179		60		278

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		26		07/01/2013 - 07/07/2013		STATE WATERS		187,430		$351,175		72		389

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		27		07/08/2013 - 07/14/2013		STATE WATERS		209,683		$458,439		75		325

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		28		07/15/2013 - 07/21/2013		STATE WATERS		313,332		$746,768		77		326

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		29		07/22/2013 - 07/28/2013		STATE WATERS		315,162		$818,266		83		376

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		30		07/29/2013 - 08/04/2013		STATE WATERS		74,518		$219,868		55		140

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		30		07/29/2013 - 08/04/2013		STATE WATERS		99,142		$290,937		51		116

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		31		08/05/2013 - 08/11/2013		STATE WATERS		174,569		$544,508		65		244

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		32		08/12/2013 - 08/18/2013		STATE WATERS		184,462		$582,738		65		252

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		33		08/19/2013 - 08/25/2013		STATE WATERS		158,082		$478,223		73		263

		2013		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		34		08/26/2013 - 09/01/2013		STATE WATERS		154,732		$409,787		77		284

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		17		04/28/2014 - 05/04/2014		STATE WATERS		418		$1,061		5		6

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		18		05/05/2014 - 05/11/2014		STATE WATERS		6,841		$17,644		16		68

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		19		05/12/2014 - 05/18/2014		STATE WATERS		10,603		$26,730		19		92

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		20		05/19/2014 - 05/25/2014		STATE WATERS		18,703		$49,496		24		133

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		21		05/26/2014 - 06/01/2014		STATE WATERS		17,006		$43,575		19		118

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		21		05/26/2014 - 06/01/2014		STATE WATERS		170		$480		3		4

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		22		06/02/2014 - 06/08/2014		STATE WATERS		20,302		$52,638		32		139

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		23		06/09/2014 - 06/15/2014		STATE WATERS		54,554		$91,497		48		265

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		24		06/16/2014 - 06/22/2014		STATE WATERS		77,498		$128,466		50		312

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		25		06/23/2014 - 06/29/2014		STATE WATERS		66,362		$103,407		53		310

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		26		06/30/2014 - 07/06/2014		STATE WATERS		15,927		$40,461		30		58

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		26		06/30/2014 - 07/06/2014		STATE WATERS		35,592		$70,263		48		131

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		27		07/07/2014 - 07/13/2014		STATE WATERS		241,025		$611,510		69		312

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		28		07/14/2014 - 07/20/2014		STATE WATERS		512,553		$1,474,526		67		328

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		29		07/21/2014 - 07/27/2014		STATE WATERS		534,293		$1,705,851		74		353

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		30		07/28/2014 - 08/03/2014		STATE WATERS		181,982		$591,389		58		205

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		30		07/28/2014 - 08/03/2014		STATE WATERS		266,751		$904,503		34		84

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		31		08/04/2014 - 08/10/2014		STATE WATERS		423,067		$1,445,735		73		311

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		32		08/11/2014 - 08/17/2014		STATE WATERS		309,758		$1,073,129		68		247

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		33		08/18/2014 - 08/24/2014		STATE WATERS		261,754		$866,527		76		253

		2014		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		34		08/25/2014 - 08/31/2014		STATE WATERS		117,763		$356,868		56		187

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		17		04/27/2015 - 05/03/2015		STATE WATERS		85		$145		3		5

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		18		05/04/2015 - 05/10/2015		STATE WATERS		1,522		$3,268		8		26

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		19		05/11/2015 - 05/17/2015		STATE WATERS		1,385		$3,522		8		24

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		20		05/18/2015 - 05/24/2015		STATE WATERS		6,225		$15,571		20		48

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		5		21		05/25/2015 - 05/31/2015		STATE WATERS		6,308		$17,583		22		60

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		22		06/01/2015 - 06/07/2015		STATE WATERS		13,901		$34,084		33		85

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		23		06/08/2015 - 06/14/2015		STATE WATERS		46,999		$51,938		48		136

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		24		06/15/2015 - 06/21/2015		STATE WATERS		99,560		$90,616		55		221

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		25		06/22/2015 - 06/28/2015		STATE WATERS		114,794		$111,830		67		260

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		6		26		06/29/2015 - 07/05/2015		STATE WATERS		53,969		$52,694		53		122

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		26		06/29/2015 - 07/05/2015		STATE WATERS		167,872		$182,215		76		227

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		27		07/06/2015 - 07/12/2015		STATE WATERS		575,248		$729,474		115		481

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		28		07/13/2015 - 07/19/2015		STATE WATERS		1,048,702		$1,600,718		115		538

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		29		07/20/2015 - 07/26/2015		STATE WATERS		944,643		$1,557,078		113		480

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		7		30		07/27/2015 - 08/02/2015		STATE WATERS		731,253		$1,329,756		102		385

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		30		07/27/2015 - 08/02/2015		STATE WATERS		82,703		$158,555		23		34

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		31		08/03/2015 - 08/09/2015		STATE WATERS		738,045		$1,403,179		94		399

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		32		08/10/2015 - 08/16/2015		STATE WATERS		282,962		$518,848		89		329

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		33		08/17/2015 - 08/23/2015		STATE WATERS		313,124		$602,538		92		280

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		34		08/24/2015 - 08/30/2015		STATE WATERS		286,370		$540,140		92		295

		2015		PENAEID SHRIMP		8		35		08/31/2015 - 09/06/2015		STATE WATERS		15,999		$22,914		34		40
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From: BenjoyceI@aol.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: shrimp comment on petition
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 7:56:36 PM

It would be stupid to make all internal waters and three miles out in the ocean as nursery. Mainly because
it is not nursery for all species of shrimp and most adult shrimp are caught within 3 miles of shore. It would
be a plus for all shrimp importers.
Joyce Ingraham
910-395-4590

mailto:BenjoyceI@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Reackhoff
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 8:23:57 PM

Jan 13, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Please support this important conservation effort, so that we can have
a healthy coast. Thanks!

Sincerely,

Mrs. Kathy Reackhoff
178 Vinson Rd
Goldsboro, NC 27534-8594
reackhoffk@bellsouth.net

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Randy Carawan Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Other solutions to reducing bycatch rather then destroying NC
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 8:27:35 PM

Square mesh codends in Queensland's otter trawl fishery

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

Square mesh codends in
Queensland's otter trawl fishery
By FisheriesResearchAU

mailto:r.carawanjr@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gkqu2zax9w&feature=share
https://yho.com/footer0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gkqu2zax9w&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gkqu2zax9w&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gkqu2zax9w&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gkqu2zax9w&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gkqu2zax9w&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gkqu2zax9w&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gkqu2zax9w&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gkqu2zax9w&feature=share


From: EDWARD LEHNERT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 13, 2017 10:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

EDWARD LEHNERT
117 Waterside Ln
Gloucester, NC 28528
ED_LEHNERT@MSN.COM

mailto:ED_LEHNERT@MSN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DANNY CONNER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 14, 2017 11:10:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DANNY CONNER
231 Long John Silver Dr
Wilmington, NC 28411
DCONNER@EC.RR.COM

mailto:DCONNER@EC.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Oppenheim
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Saturday, January 14, 2017 1:00:53 PM

Ken Oppenheim
1088 tacketts pond dr
Raleigh, NC 27614

January 14, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Ken oppenheim

mailto:Oppenheim1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Adam Sokoloski
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 14, 2017 1:20:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dr. A.A. Sokoloski
4288 Skeffington Ct
Southport, NC 28461
dssoko@hotmail.com

mailto:dssoko@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jin Adams Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Saturday, January 14, 2017 1:56:03 PM

Jan 14, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Jin Adams Parker
1924 Old Kanuga Rd
Hendersonville, NC 28739-6765
japarker@mail.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robbie Worley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Opposition to petition before NCMFC
Date: Saturday, January 14, 2017 5:51:10 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,
I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial
shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rule changes requested in the petition
need further independent study as to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure
seems to be moving too fast and needs more exposure to people like me, who want the supply of
fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed to the current petition which you are
studying.
Sincerely,
Robbie Worley

 
Robbie W. Worley
Worley Reporting
P.O. Box 99169
Raleigh, NC 27624
Cell: (919) 632-1956
rwworley@yahoo.com

mailto:rwworley@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:rwworley@yahoo.com


From: Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Marine Fisheries
Date: Saturday, January 14, 2017 7:15:15 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study
as to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure
to people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hunnicutt

mailto:ming1@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ashley Warwick
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Date: Saturday, January 14, 2017 8:37:13 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study as
to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to
people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,

Ashley Warwick

mailto:ashleynronnie@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Malinda
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp
Date: Saturday, January 14, 2017 9:09:40 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial
shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rule changes requested in the petition
need further independent study as to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure
seems to be moving too fast and needs more exposure to people like me, who want the supply of
fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed to the current petition which you are
studying.

Sincerely,

Malinda Madden

mailto:mmadden3@triad.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: R. CHRISTIE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Keep Fresh Local Carolina Shrimp
Date: Saturday, January 14, 2017 9:52:00 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,
 
I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial
shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rule changes requested in the petition
needs further independent study as to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure
seems to be moving too fast and needs more exposure to people like me, who want the supply of
fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed to the current petition which you are
studying.
 
Sincerely,
 
Rhonda Christie
Raleigh, NC
 

mailto:CCHRISTIE@NC.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: George Byrd
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Save shrimp
Date: Saturday, January 14, 2017 9:55:30 PM

NC RESIDENTS - ACTION REQUESTED & SHARING ENCOURAGED!  Please help us
try to keep fresh local Carolina shrimp coming to our plates. You don't have join anything.
You don't have to pay any dues. You don't have to show up at Tuesday's big meeting in New
Bern; we'll do that. You don't have to call anyone.

All you have to do to help stop state officials from curtailing shrimping in North Carolina
waters to the point our local shrimpers are forced out, is write an email. GUESS WHAT?
Below you can see and use the sample email and then all you have to do is to send it! Easy!

SAVE LOCAL SEAFOOD is fighting big money and big power that wants the shrimp boats
to look like the ones below in the picture...going and gone!

All you need to do is copy and paste. So here's the email sample:

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail
commercial shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested
in the petition need further independent study as to the environmental and economic impact.
The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to people like me, who
want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,

________________

Just send that email to NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov and you will not believe the positive
impact you will have.  You need to send it right away!

If this battle is lost, it may mean we lose the war and eat foreign, untested shrimp and fish
because our NC fleet will look like the boat below.

mailto:lilbrianbyrd65@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kaitlyn Riggs
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Date: Saturday, January 14, 2017 10:37:47 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail
commercial shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested
in the petition need further independent study as to the environmental and economic impact.
The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to people like me, who
want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,

_Kaitlyn Riggs ________

mailto:kaitlynriggs06@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Becky Currin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: opposed to the petition
Date: Saturday, January 14, 2017 11:23:24 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly
curtail commercial shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rule
changes requested in the petition need further independent study as to the
environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to be moving too fast
and needs more exposure to people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC
shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed to the current petition which you are
studying.

Sincerely,

Rebecca B Currin

mailto:bbcurrin@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Faith Langston
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimping
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 5:08:02 AM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study as
to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to
people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,

Faith e Langston

Just send that email to NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov

mailto:faithelizabeth0309@icloud.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Valorie Tillett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Coastal NC Shrimp
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 7:43:35 AM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study as
to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to
people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Please don't make me stop eating one of my favorite foods.  I will NOT eat imported shrimp or any other seafood!

Sincerely,

Valorie A Tillett
Isabella V Tillett
Michael B Tillett

mailto:obeachval24@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Oppenheim
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 8:22:24 AM

Ken Oppenheim
1088 tacketts pond dr
Raleigh, NC 27614

January 15, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Ken oppenheim

mailto:Oppenheim1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: LINDA NICHOLSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimping on NC Coast
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 8:34:25 AM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail
commercial shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested
in the petition need further independent study as to the environmental and economic impact.
The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to people like me, who
want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,
Linda Nicholson 
Bullock, NC

mailto:lsnicholsonhypnosis@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Missy Ruffner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NC Shrimp
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 9:55:37 AM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail
commercial shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested
in the petition need further independent study as to the environmental and economic impact.
The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to people like me, who
want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Thank you for your time,

Missy Ruffner

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

mailto:msmissy_shorty@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android


From: Mike Copeland
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Commercial shrimping
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 10:26:11 AM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,
I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial
shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rule changes requested in the petition
need further independent study as to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure
seems to be moving too fast and needs more exposure to people like me, who want the supply of
fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed to the current petition which you are
studying.
Sincerely,

Mike Copeland
Apex, NC

mailto:mcopeland@pobox.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tideland EMC
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Public Comment on Petition: NCWF shrimp trawling
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 12:37:39 PM

Dear Mr. Corbett,

I am writing to express my opposition to the petition filed by the NC Wildlife Federation that
would signal the end of our state’s shrimping industry. Many in the Pamlico region I call
home depend on shrimping to provide for their families and NC shrimp lovers rely on those
folks to provide access to this shared public trust resource.

The petition should not be deemed complete because the NCWF has failed to provide even the
most rudimentary economic impact calculations the most egregious of which is the 90-day
closure to all trawling between May 15 and August 15. That alone will reduce 50-56% of total
NC shrimp landings based on NCDMF's own data. They have not provided that data because
they know just how onerous their petition is. 
  
Few if any shrimpers could successfully operate under any of the proposed restrictions,
crushing several fragile coastal communities in the Pamlico region. Those who try to stay
afloat could be forced to venture out in unsafe weather to make a living within the confines of
such narrowly defined trawling windows.

The FMP process should be allowed to work. The issues raised in the NCWF petition were
thoroughly discussed during the development of those plans both in 2006 and 2015.
Furthermore, the 3-year bycatch reduction study currently underway has shown such great
promise that it's hard to believe the NCWF has not rallied around that collaborative
workgroup. That’s why the timing of the current petition is suspect and suggests that bycatch
reduction is not in fact at the heart of the NCWF petition. Rather it is about access and putting
a final nail in the coffin of the commercial fishing industry that puts food on MY table. 

Please do not deem the petition complete without the requisite economic impact information.
And please vote down the petition, if deemed complete, so the work of the bycatch reduction
workgroup can continue. 

Heidi Jernigan Smith
101 Finwick Drive
Bath, NC

mailto:tidelandemc2016@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Nobles
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NC shrimping
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 1:21:26 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study as
to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to
people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,

Sandra L Nobles
1365 State Camp Rd
Vanceboro NC 28586
Snobles5@yahoo.com

mailto:snobles5@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: laudenmid
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Local Shrimp
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 1:47:11 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail
commercial shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested
in the petition need further independent study as to the environmental and economic impact.
The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to people like me, who
want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,
Denise 

Sent from my U.S. Cellular® Smartphone

mailto:laudenmid@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: bronda sammons
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Oppose petition
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 6:12:15 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study as
to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to
people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,

B. Sammons

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:brondasammons@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Fodrie, Joel
To: Bob Christian (christianr@ecu.edu); Brian Boutin (bboutin@tnc.org); David Duane (heathnh@centurylink.net);

David Glenn (David.glenn@noaa.gov); MFC Alison Willis (awillis.mfc@gmail.com); MFC Mark Gorges
(captgorgesmfc@gmail.com); Mike Street (terriemike.street@gmail.com); e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; Richard
Bierly (rhb2@ec.rr.com); Thomas Willis II (cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com)

Cc: Davis, Braxton C; SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; Deaton, Anne
Subject: RE: Petition for Rulemaking by the North Carolina Wildlife Commission
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 6:39:42 PM
Attachments: 20170115 NCWF Petition fjfcomments.pdf

To the MFC Habitat & Water Quality Advisory Committee Members:

Please see the attached document for my summary comments on the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the NC
Wildlife Federation with respect to arguments for designating all North Carolina waters as Special Secondary
Nursery Areas (excluding existing PNAs and SNAs).

Yours,

Joel Fodrie
Institute of Marine Sciences
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
3431 Arendell Street
Morehead City, NC 28557
Tel: 252 726 6841 (ext. 149)
Email: jfodrie@unc.edu
Web: http://fodriefishecol.wixsite.com/unc-fish

mailto:jfodrie@unc.edu
mailto:christianr@ecu.edu
mailto:bboutin@tnc.org
mailto:heathnh@centurylink.net
mailto:David.glenn@noaa.gov
mailto:awillis.mfc@gmail.com
mailto:captgorgesmfc@gmail.com
mailto:captgorgesmfc@gmail.com
mailto:terriemike.street@gmail.com
mailto:e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com
mailto:rhb2@ec.rr.com
mailto:rhb2@ec.rr.com
mailto:cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com
mailto:Braxton.Davis@NCDENR.Gov
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:anne.deaton@ncdenr.gov
http://fodriefishecol.wixsite.com/unc-fish
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January 15, 2017 


 


To whom it may concern: 


 


I am an Associate Professor of fish and estuarine ecology at the University of North Carolina at 


Chapel Hill’s Institute of Marine Sciences. Our laboratory group (currently myself, 1 postdoc, 8 


graduate students, and 6 technicians) focuses our research on: (1) linkages between coastal 


habitat quality and fishery production; (2) marine population connectivity (i.e., patterns of larval, 


juvenile and adult fish movement over a range of spatial scales); and (3) improved approaches 


for habitat restoration. Our group has also explored the response of fish populations to stressors 


such as climate change (warming), oil spills, and harvest. Among other appointments, I sit on the 


North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries Habitat and Water Quality Advisory Committee.  


 


I am writing with regard to the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife 


Federation to: (#1) designate all North Carolina coastal and estuarine waters not already 


designated as nurseries as Special Secondary Nursery Areas (SSNAs); and subsequently, (#2) 


modify existing rules and regulations regarding the when, where, and how shrimp trawling is 


allowed in State waters. These actions are proposed to reduce bycatch and benefit populations of 


finfish – particularly sciaenids including croaker, spot, and weakfish. Despite some time spent 


observing on shrimp trawlers and a general familiarity with the dynamics of the fishery and 


ecosystem, I could not claim to have a strong background in the drivers, consequences, and 


mitigation of shrimp-trawl bycatch. Therefore, I would largely defer on the merits of issue #2 


above to those better informed to make comment. Like nearly all managers, conservationists, and 


fishermen, I recognize bycatch as a serious concern and certainly support rigorous, science-based 


efforts to minimize bycatch. 


 


With regard to issue #1, designating North Carolina waters as SSNAs, I do possess significant 


expertise to evaluate the ecological support for this action, including the points raised in the 


Petition’s main text as well as Exhibit B (report by Travelstead and Daniel) and Exhibit E (report 


by Barbieri) with regard to nursery habitat function. The nursery role(s) of coastal habitats has 


been a long-term academic and applied focus of my research, and already I have published >10 


peer-reviewed studies on this exact topic. Examples of this include:      


 


Gittman, RK, CH Peterson, CA Currin, FJ Fodrie, MF Piehler, and JF Bruno (2016) Living 


shorelines can enhance the nursery role of threatened coastal habitats. Ecological Applications 


26: 249-263. 


Fodrie, FJ, LA Levin, and AJ Lucas (2009) Use of population fitness to evaluate the nursery 


function of juvenile habitats. Marine Ecology Progress Series 385: 39-49. 


Fodrie, FJ, and LA Levin (2008) Linking juvenile habitat utilization to population dynamics of 


the California halibut. Limnology and Oceanography 53: 799-812. 


(see also: https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=imy3JY0AAAAJ&hl=en&oi=ao) 
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Given my research background, properly identifying and protecting nursery habitat is a matter of 


professional pride to me, without concern for whether my comments are viewed as “pro-


shrimper” or “anti-shrimper”. With emphasis on scientific rigor informing management, I do 


think that the petition misuses nursery definitions in its attempt to rationalize for rule and 


regulation changes. I can find no strong science-based argument in the Petition or attached 


Exhibits that merit designation of ALL North Carolina waters as SSNAs (leaving aside those 


areas not already designated as primary or secondary nurseries). 


 


Exhibits B and E both fail to properly cite or synthesize the broader literature on nursery roles, 


and some citations that are included are misapplied with respect to North Carolina. For instance, 


the “nursery-role hypotheses” as formulated by Beck et al. (2001) stands as the single most 


influential definition of what constitutes key juvenile habitat, and as a result has been cited over 


1500 times in the academic and technical literature (but is absent in Exhibit B and only vaguely 


cited in Exhibit E). This definition of nurseries explicitly points out that not everywhere 


juveniles occur merit special designation - a point directly in conflict with the notion of making 


all North Carolina waters SSNAs. Rather, Beck et al. (2001) define nurseries such that “A habitat 


is a nursery for juveniles of a particular species if its contribution per unit area to the production 


of individuals that recruit to adult populations is greater, on average, than production from 


other habitats in which juveniles occur.” This definition is hard to reconcile with the Petition in 


at least two significant ways. First, across all North Carolina bays, sounds (particularly Pamlico 


Sound), rivers, creeks, and wetlands, that all systems are capable of ‘greater, on average, unit-


area production” is impossible. Not all areas of Pamlico Sound, for instance, likely contribute as 


much per unit area toward adult recruitment as wetland-dominated rivers and creeks where many 


sciaenids or paralichthyids initially reside as young-of-year fishes. Establishing all North 


Carolina waters as SSNAs nullifies any ecological meaning of the term, as it designates nurseries 


as far too broad of a scale and without the ecological underpinnings defined in the literature. 


Indeed, the scale dependence of how nurseries may be defined was of specific interest to Beck et 


al. (2001), who advocated for nursery identification at smaller, more meaningful scales (i.e., 


seagrass versus mudflat). 


 


Notably, Exhibit B repeatedly cites Heck and Crowder (1991) as justification for making all 


North Carolina waters SSNAs – unsettling in that the Heck and Crowder paper focuses largely 


on predator-prey interactions in vegetated aquatic systems, rather than establish a coherent 


framework that suggests all coastal waters are by default nurseries.  


 


Second, the petition (including Exhibits B and E) fails to demonstrate quantitative links between 


juvenile residency within any specific water body and recruitment to the adult population. This is 


a key consideration in both Beck et al. (2001) as well as Dahlgren et al. (2006) who defined 


“effective juvenile habitats” as those areas that “have a small per-unit-area contribution to adult 


populations, but may be essential for sustaining adult populations” (as before, the Dahlgren et al. 


citation is surprisingly absent in the Petition and associated Exhibits despite over 230 literature 


citations). Personally, I suspect many areas in North Carolina’s sounds and estuaries are certainly 


contributing many recruits to the adult stock, but quantitative data to support this assertion are 


surprisingly quite rare (e.g., Kroll and Fodrie, submitted). As noted in Exhibit B, declines in 


croaker (see pg 5) and spot (see page 7) are regional rather than North Carolina specific, casting 


uncertainty with regard to the strength of linkages between the dynamics/processes that impact 


juveniles in North Carolina waters and recruitment to the reproductive/fishery stock. This 


appears true at the state scale, and we are even more uncertain what role more specific areas, 


such as Core Sound, for instance, play in supporting juvenile to adult recruitment of fishes. 
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In North Carolina specifically, secondary nursery areas as defined as “…those areas in the 


estuarine system where later juvenile development takes place. Populations are comprised of 


developing sub-adults of similar size that have migrated from an upstream primary nursery area 


to the secondary nursery area located in the middle portion of the estuarine system”. While there 


are aspects of this definition that are laudable and ecologically sound, perhaps future revisions 


could incorporate the nursery-role definition or effective juvenile habitat definition to generate a 


more precise and applicable meaning. What does seem obvious is that not all North Carolina 


waters exist in the “middle portion of the estuarine system”. I might suggest, however, that a 


liberal interpretation of this term is perhaps the most ecologically defensible, meaning that the 


middle of the estuarine system might be best defined by the salinity (and temperature, and 


dissolved oxygen, etc.) regime, which can move up- and down-system given multiple 


environmental drivers. Therefore, the “middle of the system” might be quite large given these 


fluctuations, or perhaps the “middle of the system” should be allowed to migrate given existing 


conditions and perhaps reflective of existing fish distributions documented in fishery 


independent sampling. Again, this definition of secondary nurseries cannot, however, be 


reconciled with the Petition calling for all North Carolina waters to be designated SSNAs. 


 


Outside of nursery definitions, one aspect of the bycatch issue that I suggest might be worth 


consideration is how discards act as a subsidy for North Carolina blue crab populations and 


fisheries, as well as other opportunistic scavengers such as rays and small sharks. I know of little 


work that has been published on this topic, but given the importance of blue crab as a fishery and 


food source for higher predators such as red drum, as well as the potential negative impacts of 


elevated ray/shark populations, this strikes me as a notable aspect in considering the 


consequences of bycatch in North Carolina. I mention this here as the food-web implications of 


bycatch are raised in the Petition, but also without much depth of content.  


 


I hope you will find these comments useful in the deliberations regarding the proposed Petition. 


From a strictly scientific standpoint, I would not want to see nursery definitions abused as a 


means to nearly any end, regardless of whatever that end might be.        


 


Yours sincerely, 


 
Joel Fodrie 


Institute of Marine Sciences 


University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 


3431 Arendell Street 


Morehead City, NC 28557 


Tel: 252 726 6841 (ext. 149) 


Email: jfodrie@unc.edu 


Web: http://fodriefishecol.wixsite.com/unc-fish 


 


 


Citations: 


Beck, M.W., and 12 Others. 2001. The identification, conservation and management of estuarine 


and marine nurseries for fish and invertebrates. Bioscience 51: 633–641. 


Dahlgren, C.P., and 8 Others. 2006. Marine nurseries and effective juvenile habitats: Concepts 


and applications. Mar. Ecol. Prog. Ser. 312: 291–295. 



mailto:jfodrie@unc.edu

http://fodriefishecol.wixsite.com/unc-fish





From: Emily Knortz
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Fresh Shrimp! I signed the petition!
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 7:32:01 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study as
to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to
people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,

Emily Knortz, Former B&J Seafood Employee and fresh seafood supporter.

Just send that email to NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:eknortz946@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Marie Willis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Supporting Our Commercial Fisherman
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 8:15:00 PM

Good Morning,

                I would like to first say Thank You for all you have done to help the Commercial
Fisherman in our state. I am sure you have received a large number of letters from people
asking for your support on either side of the Net Ban on Shrimping. I am asking you to stop the
process of this request for new Local Seafood regulations and Protect our Local Seafood and
Commercial Fisherman. There really needs to be Executive Order to study the economic
impact along with the impact of our waterways. I hope you take the time to gather all the
information from both sides of this issue and support our states Commercial Fisherman that
have worked so hard to build a life in the way that it has been done for years. I am a Wife of a
Commercial Fisherman that has learned the importance of our commercial fishing industry to
provide local seafood for our state. I grew up in Eastern Carolina, but I didn’t understand our
Heritage or even what a Commercial Fisherman done until I married into a Commercial
Fisherman family. The Heritage of a Commercial Fisherman is not only providing food and a
home for your family, but it is a way of life that you see what God has provided you each day.
The Seafood you get from our local sounds is fresh and uncontaminated, unlike what you
receive from overseas. If our local water don’t continue to be towed by Shrimp Trawlers, it will
cause a big impact on the contamination of our sound and waterways over a period of time.
Our land and waters are used by a lot of different resources, which can cause contamination if
our waters if not continued to be towed. Look at the sound areas that are already marked
nursery areas and the pollution that has caused the clamming areas to be closed.

                I just read this from a friend and it really puts things in perspective for me. “The
proposal for the secondary nursery area includes the entire Pamlico Sound, estuaries plus
three miles out into the ocean. Imagine a 4ft by 8ft piece of plywood, which represents the
Pamlico Sound. Take your thumbprint and put it somewhere on the piece of plywood and that
is the area a boat trawls all day. The entire NC shrimp fleet could never overfish the shrimp or
the small fish (bycatch) in the sound.” My husband has worked with his Granddad and Dad on
the water since he was little, which is over 35 years.  When they say “its’s in your blood”, it
really is. I have a little boy that is up every morning supporting his Dad and seeing him off as
goes fishing, shrimping or whatever he is catching that day. In the summer time, he is up,
ready to go with him and out the door before 5am. He has learned the way of life since he was
young and understands the values of hard work and what a dollar means. If the Shrimp
proposal is passed my husband will not be able to afford to go shrimping at all during the
shrimping season, due to the cost of fuel, supplies and the amount of time it takes to get out
in the sound to start dragging. Then only 45mins tows  and certain days that is proposed. He is
gone most of the summer months and that is not by choice, but by love and support for your
family and your beliefs.

mailto:marie.ryanwillis@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


                My husband has done just about every commercial job there is from Clamming,
Shrimping, Crabbing and Haul Netting. The climate change determines the type of work you
will have that year and in the seasons. We have seen years that he has done good at Mullet
netting and then years that he has done better at Shrimping. And same for Crabbing either
setting pots or trawling for crabs to Long Hauling in the summer time to fall and winter. He has
a lot of money wrapped up in his business from boats, nets, crab pots, computer equipment,
radios, ice machines and much more that plays a part in each commercial job you do from
season to season. He is out there rain or shine each morning ready to go rather he feels good
that day or bad. We have already lost 50% of the commercial fisherman in the last 5 to 8 years
that were not able to continue making a living with the amount of hard work it takes to the
amount of business revenue you need to start a new season off. With that following we have
lost 70% or more of our fish houses where these boats packed out each week. These
businesses couldn’t keep up with the amount of expense it took to run the coolers, lights and
employees that were needed. This has put a lot of families out of work, including our local
grocery, hardware stores and net shops in our areas.

                My husband has just purchased a Shrimp Trawler, which he has been running for
another man over 10 years and then this petition has been submitted by the NC Wildlife
Federation.  This Shrimp Trawler was a large purchase for us, since it was half the cost of our
house. Not including the cost of the nets, repairs, maintenance and computer equipment that
he must purchase for the new season next year. We are just a Middle-Class family trying to
continue a life that we want our children to be raised learning the value of life and what God
has given us daily. I have never written a litter asking for any help and support, but I felt it was
very important for my family that I committed to writing this letter telling you and your team
my story. Thank you for taking the time to read this and again Thank you for all you do to
support Eastern Carolina Commercial Fisherman.

 

Thank You,

Marie Willis

Marie.ryanwillis@gmail.com

mailto:Marie.ryanwillis@gmail.com


From: Randy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shouldn"t be aloud to go forward with the board like this
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 8:31:25 PM

https://outerbanksvoice.com/2017/01/13/commentary-thank-mccrory-for-latest-threat-to-
shrimping/
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:rcarawanjr@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
https://outerbanksvoice.com/2017/01/13/commentary-thank-mccrory-for-latest-threat-to-shrimping/
https://outerbanksvoice.com/2017/01/13/commentary-thank-mccrory-for-latest-threat-to-shrimping/


From: Leslie Robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: shrimping
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 8:37:32 PM

Sirs:
I would like to attend the meeting in Wilmington but since I will be unable to I would like to
make my views known. I work at a local pier and my husband is involved in both the
commercial fishing and restaurant worlds here on Hatteras Island. Probably one of my most
asked questions at my job is where can we go to get fresh local  seafood for dinner? I really
hate to tell people that are visiting that the answer is nowhere. There are virtually no
restaurants that serve fresh local seafood here. They may have one item on the menu, but most
of the seafood you will get has been frozen and is from somewhere else. If there is a chance of
getting something fresh it will be when shrimping season is here and you can get fresh shrimp.
If you take away that season we will have nothing fresh here anymore. It is really sad, but we
are being regulated out of a great resource.
Please reconsider, and leave the shrimping business alone.
Leslie Robinson 

mailto:lesliejoanrobinson@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Thelen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 8:55:14 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study as
to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to
people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,

__________cynthia Thelen______

mailto:cthelen@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Smith Chadwick
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NC consumers want local shrimp
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 9:07:01 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,
I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study as
to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to
people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Chadwick
I do not want to eat imported shrimp, this is not going to help anyone but greedy CCA people.

mailto:kchadwick@coastalnet.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Alton Grimes, 111
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 15, 2017 11:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Alton Grimes 111
209 Chalon Dr
Cary, NC 27511
edgrimes@nc.rr.com

mailto:edgrimes@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ron Zielinski
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:50:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ron Zielinski
102 Gull Cir
Oriental, NC 28571
reellucke@twc.com

mailto:reellucke@twc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jamee Vasil
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: For Petition
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:21:34 AM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study as
to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to
people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,

Jamee Rose
Beaufort, NC

mailto:jamee@sunshinegardenmarket.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:45:42 AM

Stephen Moore
8016 Yellow Daisy Drive
Wilmington, NC 28412

January 16, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

Fishing has really gotten bad as a result of the destruction of our inshore nurseries.  Please help restore them!

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Steve Moore

mailto:public@switchfisher.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kent Nelson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 10:06:19 AM

Kent Nelson
2353 Kay Rd
Greenville, NC 27858

January 16, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Kent Nelson

mailto:nelsonk3@centurylink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Steffens
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Petition comments
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 10:20:11 AM

Dear Chairman Corbett, Commission Members and Advisory Committee Members:

I am writing to express my strongest support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation ("Petition for
Rulemaking to Amend 15A Admin. Code 3L .0101, 3L .0103, 3M .0522, 3M .0523, 3N .0151, and 3R .0105 to Designate Special Secondary
Nursery Areas and Reduce Bycatch Mortality in North Carolina Coastal Fishing Waters").

I am a resident of North Carolina, a professional biologist, and occasional recreational fisherman who has crewed on shrimp
trawlers based on Edisto Island, SC.  I find the Petition to be complete, well-reasoned, based on sound science, and
compelling. The technical reviews (Exhibits B and E) that accompany the Petition are provided by individuals whose
professional credentials are beyond reproach, and who are intimately familiar with all aspects of our fisheries.  It is clear that
we have overlooked and failed to designate and protect key nursery areas, to the detriment of stocks of commercially
important finfish as well as their habitat. 

It is equally clear that implementation of the rules proposed in the Petition will undoubtedly improve the viability and
sustainability of fisheries critically important to both recreational and commercial fishermen.   

While there are compelling arguments for an outright ban on inshore trawling-- as has been implemented in all other
southeastern states-- this Petition does not seek to eliminate commercial trawling from NC coastal waters.   Instead, it
provides a balance of additional protections to improve the sustainability of our coastal fisheries, while maintaining
opportunities for commercial trawling in our inshore waters.  

It should be emphasized that the latter is denied to commercial fishermen in all other southeastern states.   

Under the Petition, significant size limits are also proposed for croaker and spot to increase spawning success. This affects all
recreational fishermen who target these valuable and declining species.  Thus, the Petition is balanced in its approach and
does not disproportionately target commercial or recreational interests.

Historically, we have not done a good job of conserving and managing our public trust waters, and the current status of North
Carolina's coastal fisheries clearly reflects this. This Petition is an important step toward building a science-based
management model for the sustainable exploitation of our marine fisheries. Based on the experiences of other southeastern
states, I believe implementation of the proposed rules will have very positive benefits that will be readily quantifiable within a
short period of time.  

I urge the Commission to seize this opportunity to promote the sustainable management of our state's public trust resources.
Please enact the proposed rules in their entirety and according to the text provided in Exhibit A.  

Respectfully, and with many thanks for your service on the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission and Advisory
Committees,

John C. Steffens, Ph.D
1826 N. Lakeshore Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

mailto:steffensjc@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Chrystal
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support the Recovering America"s Wildlife Act of 2016 (H.R. 5650)
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 11:26:14 AM

John Chrystal
569 Chambers Point Road
BELHAVEN, NC 27810-9582

January 16, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.
While I love and support NC shrimp and understand how important the industry is to the economy of segments of
eastern NC, I also understand that the economic benefits to NC from sport and commercial fishing greatly tops that
of the shrimp industry and that the current means by which shrimp is taken from NC waters is NOT sustainable and
has had extremely negative effects on the fish stocks.

Therefore, I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
John Chrystal

mailto:jmchrystal@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: nancy hewitt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NC Shrimping
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 11:35:17 AM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail
commercial shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested
in the petition need further independent study as to the environmental and economic impact.
The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to people like me, who
want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Nancy Hewitt 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone

mailto:nrlhewitt@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John T Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 12:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John T Williams
204 Baker Chapel Church Rd
Mount Olive, NC 28365
twill1225@hotmail.com

mailto:twill1225@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Burns
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Public comment on petition
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 1:34:12 PM

I am unable to attend the public comment meeting on shrimp trawling on Tuesday; however, I 
feel strongly that  the Marine Fisheries Commission has a responsibility to designate 
all coastal fishing waters (including the ocean out to three miles) not otherwise 
designated as nursery areas as special secondary nursery areas in order to help 
sustain overall fish populations as well as to protect our nursery areas.  I further 
believe that establishing clear criteria for the opening of shrimp season in response 
to research, weather events, and ongoing monitoring is in the best interest of 
species health in the long run.   It will also be essential that the Commission defines 
the type of gear and how and when gear may be used in special secondary nursery 
areas during shrimp season.

I live in a special nursery area in Core Sound, and I have been disturbed to see 
shrimpers entering so close to the nursery areas night upon night. I realize that 
shrimpers provide local seafood and I support their local catch.  I understand their 
concerns about regulations that will impact their livelihoods.  However, the 
proposed restrictions are in the best interest of their long-term livelihood and will 
provide support for the overall health of our ecosystems.

Thank you for considering my comments.

Barbara Burns
PO Box 324
Marshallberg, NC  28553
(252) 617-9998

mailto:bburnsprin@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jo Ann Spencer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; Fish, Nancy
Subject: Fight the Trawl Ban!!!!
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 1:37:16 PM
Attachments: Fisheries Petition.docx

All,

Thank you for taking the time to review my attached letter.  I am unable to attend the Public
Comment on January 17 in New Bern, but wanted to ensure you were aware of how
regulations could affect small fishing communities, especially those that are struggling to
survive.   Unemployment is already up in Hyde County.  Tougher regulations on our
fishermen would just place us in double digits, further killing our community.  

Thank you.

Jo Ann Spencer
252-588-0508

mailto:jasrsts@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov







North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office 

P.O. Box 769 

Morehead City, NC 28557 

ncwfpetition@ncdenr.gov 

NCMFC: 

As a concerned citizen currently living in Hyde and Carteret County, I am requesting the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Committee (MFC) deny the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation that proposes to designate the internal coastal and near oceanic waters of North Carolina special secondary nursery areas. 

The rules proposed in the Petition would close the internal coastal waters and near-shore oceanic waters of NC to trawling unless opened by the NC Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF).  They would establish a shrimp size for shrimp trawling season to open, establish a more restrictive headrope size for shrimp trawls, and create a trawl tow time for shrimp trawling.  Further, the rules would restrict the taking of shrimp to daylight hours and three days per week, require the use of two DMF certified bycatch reduction devices in shrimp trawls, and create a recreational size limit of 8 inches for spot and 10 inches for croaker. 

This Petition should be denied by the MFC because of several substantial and pertinent reasons. First, the Petition should be denied because such comprehensive changes to fisheries should be developed by fishery managements plans (FMP’s). The North Carolina General Assembly, through the Fisheries Reform Act, clearly desired that such comprehensive changes in management measures for important recreational and commercial species in North Carolina be developed through FMP’s. 

Secondly, the Petition should be denied because these issues were recently discussed and addressed by the 2015 Shrimp FMP after two years of development. Bycatch and habitat protection measures were deliberated by the DMF and MFC Shrimp FMP Advisory Committee through the development of the FMP. Recommendations were reviewed by several other MFC advisory committees. There were many public meetings that were held where stakeholders provided very valuable input.  

Thirdly and most importantly, the Petition should be denied because the cost factors described in the Petition are clearly inadequately described. This omission is significant because the shrimp fishery is North Carolina’s most important fishery economically. The proposals will have substantial economic impacts on many small businesses, have significant negative effects on coastal communities, communities who are already struggling, and it will negatively impact the availability of North Carolina shrimp to its consumers.  

We as business owners and as citizens of these small coastal communities hope you consider the negative impacts this petition will have on our communities, on our small businesses, on our fishermen and on their families.  Our small fishing communities are dying.  This will be just one more nail in our coffins.  We urge you to let our fishermen fish.  It’s what they do.

Thank you for your time.



Jo Ann Spencer









From: Darlene Ward
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 1:59:37 PM

Jan 16, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Darlene Ward
411 Oakridge Rd
Cary, NC 27511-4551
dsutton26@aol.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Rice
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 2:40:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Rice
2212 Setliff Dr
High Point, NC 27265
brice0498@gmail.com

mailto:brice0498@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Fodrie, Joel
To: hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com;

enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net; rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu;
trippgandl@embarqmail.com; fishsqueezers@yahoo.com; fvfamilytradition@gmail.com;
chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com; mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com;
pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu; crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com;
Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net; jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu;
davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com;
brcrksfd@twc.com; Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
Paramore, Lee; Rawls, Kathy; West, Katy; White, Holly; Murphey, Trish; Stewart, Chris; rhb2@ec.rr.com;
bboutin@tnc.org; christianr@ecu.edu; heathnh@centurylink.net; Fodrie, Joel; David.glenn@noaa.gov;
e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; terriemike.street@gmail.com; cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com; Deaton, Anne;
jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com; poseym@uncw.edu;
sales@newrivernets.com; Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com; tedw@nccoast.org; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;
sobx11@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; Bkoury2@gmail.com;
samjcorbett3@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; Fish,
Nancy; SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition

Subject: FW: Petition for Rulemaking by the North Carolina Wildlife Commission
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 2:46:08 PM
Attachments: 20170116 NCWF Petition fjfcomments.pdf

Hello all,

I do apologize if any of you have received two messages from me. I had previously submitted comments to
members of the Habitat and Water Quality Advisory Committee (see below and attached), but it was suggested that
I resend comments to a broader group including all of the relevant Advisory Committee members.

Please see the attached document for my summary comments on the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the NC
Wildlife Federation with respect to arguments for designating all North Carolina waters as Special Secondary
Nursery Areas (outside of existing PNAs and SNAs). I would point out that the attached document is a very slightly
modified version from the file I sent previously, as I have corrected a couple of typos from my earlier effort.

Yours,

Joel Fodrie
Institute of Marine Sciences
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
3431 Arendell Street
Morehead City, NC 28557
Tel: 252 726 6841 (ext. 149)
Email: jfodrie@unc.edu
Web: http://fodriefishecol.wixsite.com/unc-fish

-----Original Message-----
From: Fodrie, Joel
Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2017 6:38 PM
To: Bob Christian (christianr@ecu.edu) <christianr@ecu.edu>; Brian Boutin (bboutin@tnc.org)
<bboutin@tnc.org>; David Duane (heathnh@centurylink.net) <heathnh@centurylink.net>; David Glenn
(David.glenn@noaa.gov) <David.glenn@noaa.gov>; MFC Alison Willis (awillis.mfc@gmail.com)
<awillis.mfc@gmail.com>; MFC Mark Gorges (captgorgesmfc@gmail.com) <captgorgesmfc@gmail.com>; Mike
Street (terriemike.street@gmail.com) <terriemike.street@gmail.com>; e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; Richard Bierly
(rhb2@ec.rr.com) <rhb2@ec.rr.com>; Thomas Willis II (cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com)
<cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com>
Cc: Braxton.davis@ncdenr.gov; NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov; Deaton, Anne (anne.deaton@ncdenr.gov)
<anne.deaton@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: RE: Petition for Rulemaking by the North Carolina Wildlife Commission

To the MFC Habitat & Water Quality Advisory Committee Members:

mailto:jfodrie@unc.edu
mailto:hjbarnes@bellsouth.net
mailto:eblake@cisco.com
mailto:Mblanton9394@gmail.com
mailto:Sbrad11@gmail.com
mailto:enduranceseafood@yahoo.com
mailto:finnagle@earthlink.net
mailto:rhondale@embarqmail.com
mailto:Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu
mailto:trippgandl@embarqmail.com
mailto:fishsqueezers@yahoo.com
mailto:fvfamilytradition@gmail.com
mailto:chris.c.hunt28405@live.com
mailto:rjlorenz@ec.rr.com
mailto:mcp221ab@earthlink.net
mailto:chrismedlin28445@gmail.com
mailto:pamdmorris@coresound.com
mailto:rwpjrnc@yahoo.com
mailto:scharff@uncw.edu
mailto:crab96@aol.com
mailto:tjpjs1@gmail.com
mailto:Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com
mailto:docbrewer@northstate.net
mailto:jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu
mailto:davidclem910@gmail.com
mailto:samjcorbett3@gmail.com
mailto:bjseafood@earthlink.net
mailto:charlesrendaj@yahoo.com
mailto:brcrksfd@twc.com
mailto:Mshepard7401@charter.net
mailto:globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com
mailto:amikewicker@gmail.com
mailto:lee.paramore@ncdenr.gov
mailto:kathy.rawls@ncdenr.gov
mailto:katy.west@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Holly.White@ncdenr.gov
mailto:trish.murphey@ncdenr.gov
mailto:chris.stewart@ncdenr.gov
mailto:rhb2@ec.rr.com
mailto:bboutin@tnc.org
mailto:christianr@ecu.edu
mailto:heathnh@centurylink.net
mailto:jfodrie@unc.edu
mailto:David.glenn@noaa.gov
mailto:e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com
mailto:terriemike.street@gmail.com
mailto:cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com
mailto:anne.deaton@ncdenr.gov
mailto:jhardin@gradywhite.com
mailto:mmarshall@ec.rr.com
mailto:captbmc@yahoo.com
mailto:poseym@uncw.edu
mailto:sales@newrivernets.com
mailto:Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com
mailto:tedw@nccoast.org
mailto:captjoemfc@yahoo.com
mailto:sobx11@gmail.com
mailto:rds.mfc@gmail.com
mailto:janetrosemfc@gmail.com
mailto:Bkoury2@gmail.com
mailto:samjcorbett3@gmail.com
mailto:amikewicker@gmail.com
mailto:awillis.mfc@gmail.com
mailto:captgorgesmfc@gmail.com
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov
mailto:nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
http://fodriefishecol.wixsite.com/unc-fish
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January 16, 2017 


 


To whom it may concern: 


 


I am an Associate Professor of fish and estuarine ecology at the University of North Carolina at 


Chapel Hill’s Institute of Marine Sciences. Our laboratory group (currently myself, 1 postdoc, 8 


graduate students, and 6 technicians) focuses our research on: (1) linkages between coastal 


habitat quality and fishery production; (2) marine population connectivity (i.e., patterns of larval, 


juvenile, and adult fish movement over a range of spatial scales); and (3) improved approaches 


for habitat restoration. Our group has also explored the response of fish populations to stressors 


such as climate change (warming), oil spills, and harvest. Among other appointments, I sit on the 


North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries Habitat and Water Quality Advisory Committee.  


 


I am writing with regard to the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife 


Federation to: (#1) designate all North Carolina coastal and estuarine waters not already 


designated as nurseries as Special Secondary Nursery Areas (SSNAs); and subsequently, (#2) 


modify existing rules and regulations regarding the when, where, and how shrimp trawling is 


allowed in State waters. These actions are proposed to reduce bycatch and benefit populations of 


finfish – particularly sciaenids including croaker, spot, and weakfish. Despite some time spent 


observing on shrimp trawlers and a general familiarity with the dynamics of the fishery and 


ecosystem, I could not claim to have a strong background in the drivers, consequences, and 


mitigation of shrimp-trawl bycatch. Therefore, I would largely defer on the merits of issue #2 


above to those better informed to make comment. Like nearly all managers, conservationists, and 


fishermen, I recognize bycatch as a serious concern and certainly support rigorous, science-based 


efforts to minimize bycatch. 


 


With regard to issue #1, designating North Carolina waters as SSNAs, I do possess significant 


expertise to evaluate the ecological support for this action, including the points raised in the 


Petition’s main text as well as Exhibit B (report by Travelstead and Daniel) and Exhibit E (report 


by Barbieri) with regard to nursery habitat function. The nursery role(s) of coastal habitats has 


been a long-term academic and applied focus of my research, and already I have published >10 


peer-reviewed studies on this exact topic. Examples of this include:      


 


Gittman, RK, CH Peterson, CA Currin, FJ Fodrie, MF Piehler, and JF Bruno (2016) Living 


shorelines can enhance the nursery role of threatened coastal habitats. Ecological Applications 


26: 249-263. 


Fodrie, FJ, LA Levin, and AJ Lucas (2009) Use of population fitness to evaluate the nursery 


function of juvenile habitats. Marine Ecology Progress Series 385: 39-49. 


Fodrie, FJ, and LA Levin (2008) Linking juvenile habitat utilization to population dynamics of 


the California halibut. Limnology and Oceanography 53: 799-812. 


(see also: https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=imy3JY0AAAAJ&hl=en&oi=ao) 
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Given my research background, properly identifying and protecting nursery habitat is a matter of 


professional pride to me, without concern for whether my comments are viewed as “pro-


shrimper” or “anti-shrimper”. With emphasis on scientific rigor informing management, I do 


think that the petition misuses nursery definitions in its attempt to rationalize for rule and 


regulation changes. I can find no strong science-based argument in the Petition or attached 


Exhibits that merit designation of ALL North Carolina waters as SSNAs (leaving aside those 


areas not already designated as primary or secondary nurseries). 


 


Exhibits B and E both fail to properly cite or synthesize the broader literature on nursery roles, 


and some citations that are included are misapplied with respect to North Carolina. For instance, 


the “nursery-role hypotheses” as formulated by Beck et al. (2001) stands as the single most 


influential definition of what constitutes key juvenile habitat, and as a result has been cited over 


1500 times in the academic and technical literature (but is absent in Exhibit B and only vaguely 


cited in Exhibit E). This definition of nurseries explicitly points out that not everywhere 


juveniles occur merit special designation - a point directly in conflict with the notion of making 


all North Carolina waters SSNAs. Rather, Beck et al. (2001) define nurseries such that “A habitat 


is a nursery for juveniles of a particular species if its contribution per unit area to the production 


of individuals that recruit to adult populations is greater, on average, than production from 


other habitats in which juveniles occur.” This definition is hard to reconcile with the Petition in 


at least two significant ways. First, across all North Carolina bays, sounds (particularly Pamlico 


Sound), rivers, creeks, and wetlands, that all systems are capable of ‘greater, on average, unit-


area production” is impossible. Not all areas of Pamlico Sound, for instance, likely contribute as 


much per unit area toward adult recruitment as wetland-dominated rivers and creeks where many 


sciaenids or paralichthyids initially reside as young-of-year fishes. Establishing all North 


Carolina waters as SSNAs nullifies any ecological meaning of the term, as it designates nurseries 


at far too broad of a scale and without the ecological underpinnings defined in the literature. 


Indeed, the scale dependence of how nurseries may be defined was of specific interest to Beck et 


al. (2001), who advocated for nursery identification at smaller, more meaningful scales (i.e., 


seagrass versus mudflat). 


 


Notably, Exhibit E repeatedly cites Heck and Crowder (1991) as justification for making all 


North Carolina waters SSNAs – unsettling in that the Heck and Crowder paper focuses largely 


on predator-prey interactions in vegetated aquatic systems, rather than establish a coherent 


framework that suggests all coastal waters are by default nurseries.  


 


Second, the Petition (including Exhibits B and E) fails to demonstrate quantitative links between 


juvenile residency within any specific water body and recruitment to the adult population. This is 


a key consideration in both Beck et al. (2001) as well as Dahlgren et al. (2006) who defined 


“effective juvenile habitats” as those areas that “have a small per-unit-area contribution to adult 


populations, but may be essential for sustaining adult populations” (as before, the Dahlgren et al. 


citation is surprisingly absent in the Petition and associated Exhibits despite over 230 literature 


citations). Personally, I suspect many areas in North Carolina’s sounds and estuaries are certainly 


contributing many recruits to the adult stock, but quantitative data to support this assertion are 


surprisingly quite rare (e.g., Kroll and Fodrie, submitted). As noted in Exhibit B, declines in 


croaker (see pg 5) and spot (see page 7) are regional rather than North Carolina specific, casting 


uncertainty with regard to the strength of linkages between the dynamics/processes that impact 


juveniles in North Carolina waters and recruitment to the reproductive/fishery stock. This 


appears true at the state scale, and we are even more uncertain what role more specific areas, 


such as Core Sound, for instance, play in supporting juvenile-to-adult recruitment of fishes. 
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In North Carolina specifically, secondary nursery areas are defined as “…those areas in the 


estuarine system where later juvenile development takes place. Populations are comprised of 


developing sub-adults of similar size that have migrated from an upstream primary nursery area 


to the secondary nursery area located in the middle portion of the estuarine system”. While there 


are aspects of this definition that are laudable and ecologically sound, perhaps future revisions 


could incorporate the nursery-role definition or effective juvenile habitat definition to generate a 


more precise and applicable meaning. What does seem obvious is that not all North Carolina 


waters exist in the “middle portion of the estuarine system”. I might suggest, however, that a 


liberal interpretation of this term is perhaps the most ecologically defensible, meaning that the 


middle of the estuarine system might be best defined by the salinity (and temperature, and 


dissolved oxygen, etc.) regime, which can move up- and down-system given multiple 


environmental drivers. Therefore, the “middle of the system” might be quite large given these 


fluctuations, or perhaps the “middle of the system” should be allowed to migrate given existing 


conditions and perhaps reflective of existing fish distributions documented in fishery 


independent sampling. Again, this definition of secondary nurseries cannot, however, be 


reconciled with the Petition calling for all North Carolina waters to be designated SSNAs. 


 


Outside of nursery definitions, one aspect of the bycatch issue that I suggest might be worth 


consideration is how discards act as a subsidy for North Carolina blue crab populations and 


fisheries, as well as other opportunistic scavengers such as rays and small sharks. I know of little 


work that has been published on this topic, but given the importance of blue crab as a fishery and 


food source for higher predators such as red drum, as well as the potential negative impacts of 


elevated ray/shark populations, this strikes me as a notable aspect in considering the 


consequences of bycatch in North Carolina. I mention this here as the food-web implications of 


bycatch are raised in the Petition, but also without much depth of content.  


 


I hope you will find these comments useful in the deliberations regarding the proposed Petition. 


From a strictly scientific standpoint, I would not want to see nursery definitions abused as a 


means to nearly any end, regardless of whatever that end might be.        


 


Yours sincerely, 


 
Joel Fodrie 


Institute of Marine Sciences 


University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 


3431 Arendell Street 


Morehead City, NC 28557 


Tel: 252 726 6841 (ext. 149) 


Email: jfodrie@unc.edu 


Web: http://fodriefishecol.wixsite.com/unc-fish 


 


 


Citations: 


Beck, M.W., and 12 Others. 2001. The identification, conservation and management of estuarine 


and marine nurseries for fish and invertebrates. Bioscience 51: 633–641. 


Dahlgren, C.P., and 8 Others. 2006. Marine nurseries and effective juvenile habitats: Concepts 


and applications. Mar. Ecol. Prog. Ser. 312: 291–295. 



mailto:jfodrie@unc.edu

http://fodriefishecol.wixsite.com/unc-fish





Please see the attached document for my summary comments on the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the NC
Wildlife Federation with respect to arguments for designating all North Carolina waters as Special Secondary
Nursery Areas (excluding existing PNAs and SNAs).

Yours,

Joel Fodrie
Institute of Marine Sciences
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
3431 Arendell Street
Morehead City, NC 28557
Tel: 252 726 6841 (ext. 149)
Email: jfodrie@unc.edu
Web: http://fodriefishecol.wixsite.com/unc-fish

http://fodriefishecol.wixsite.com/unc-fish


From: Robert Zambrowski
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 2:46:13 PM

Robert Zambrowski
1832 Corcus Ferry RD
Hampstead, NC 28443

January 16, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Lu Anne Zambrowski

mailto:zambrowski@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Zambrowski
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 2:46:14 PM

Robert Zambrowski
1832 Corcus Ferry RD
Hampstead, NC 28443

January 16, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Robert Zambrowski

mailto:zambrowski@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Nowell, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 2:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Nowell Jr
1336 Apache Ln
Apex, NC 27502
bonowell@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Vernon Hunter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Vernon Hunter
1925 Sunset Dr
Raleigh, NC 27608
vhunter@copycei.com

mailto:vhunter@copycei.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stece Graf
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Stece Graf
9101 Art Rd
Cedar Grove, NC 27231
stephengraf1@gmail.com

mailto:stephengraf1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Austin Dean
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Austin Dean
2793 Baptist Grove Rd
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526
austindeanelectric@gmail.com

mailto:austindeanelectric@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Christopher Hayes
4327 Chantilly Dr
Granite Falls, NC 28630
Chayes43@live.com

mailto:Chayes43@live.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jiles Harrell, II
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jiles Harrell
1218 Management Way
Garner, NC 27529
jharrell@green-resource.com

mailto:jharrell@green-resource.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHRISTOPHER NICCHITTA
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHRISTOPHER NICCHITTA
115 Pinecrest Rd
Durham, NC 27705
CHRISTOPHER.NICCHITTA@DUKE.EDU

mailto:CHRISTOPHER.NICCHITTA@DUKE.EDU
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Glenn Schroeder
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Glenn Schroeder
5350 Megans Place Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409
schred2@gmail.com

mailto:schred2@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Southerland
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Southerland
2317 Spinnaker Ct
Greenville, NC 27858
rsoutherland@neffcorp.com

mailto:rsoutherland@neffcorp.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: joseph haskett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

joseph haskett
156 Ainsley Rd
Hertford, NC 27944
jrhmd76@gmail.com

mailto:jrhmd76@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Edward Pupa
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Edward R. Pupa
405 Dekoven Pl
Raleigh, NC 27608
ed@pupa1.net

mailto:ed@pupa1.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: john schlichenmaier
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

john schlichenmaier
5204 Richland Dr
Raleigh, NC 27612
john@winstarhomes.com

mailto:john@winstarhomes.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Craig Lanier
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Craig Lanier
1204 Cedar Point Blvd Lot 91
Swansboro, NC 28584
lclanier@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike Biesecker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mike Biesecker
1321 Georgetown Ct
High Point, NC 27262
flynfish777dca@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Charlie Adams, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Charlie Adams Jr.
605 Lynndale Ct Ste F
Greenville, NC 27858
adams@adamsadv.com

mailto:adams@adamsadv.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Donald Moore, W.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:00:20 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Donald Moore W.
4891 Market Street Ext
Washington, NC 27889
ddmoore.1960@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stuart Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

M. Stuart Davis
163 W Washington St
Bethel, NC 27812
davisstuart1941@gmail.com

mailto:davisstuart1941@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Raymond Layton, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Raymond E. Layton, Jr.
1614 Spencer Ave
New Bern, NC 28560
raylay123@hotmail.com

mailto:raylay123@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Boyte
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:10:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Boyte
2544 Roswell Ave
Charlotte, NC 28209
jfboyteco@gmail.com

mailto:jfboyteco@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rich Olsen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:10:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rich Olsen
1015 Front St
Beaufort, NC 28516
fisherman11@earthlink.net

mailto:fisherman11@earthlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TONY EVANS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:10:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

TONY EVANS
2444 PEANUT PLANT RD
ELIZABETHTOWN, NC 28337
TONY.W.EVANS@CENTURYLINK.COM

mailto:TONY.W.EVANS@CENTURYLINK.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Donnie Woods, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:10:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Donnie Woods III
2501 Quail Ln
Deep Run, NC 28525
donnie.woods21@gmail.com

mailto:donnie.woods21@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ethan Call
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:10:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ethan Call
216 Isabella Ave
Washington, NC 27889
ethanbcall@gmail.com

mailto:ethanbcall@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Arthur Mayo, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:10:20 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Arthur Mayo Jr
426 Windemere Rd
Wilmington, NC 28405
abmayo@gmail.com

mailto:abmayo@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Carros
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Carros
926 Goodwood Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27106
pigpick1@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT LYNDON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT LYNDON
4204 Weaver Rd
Wilson, NC 27893
J.LYNDON@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Hallquist
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:20:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian J Hallquist
6016 Cardinal Dr
New Bern, NC 28560
bjkmhall@gmail.com

mailto:bjkmhall@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steven Richards
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:20:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Steven Richards
6254 Hawks Bill Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409
stevenprichards@cs.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Shipman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:20:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mark Shipman
4700 Powder Mill Ln
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
tango1s@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Mac
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Comments on shrimp rules
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:21:51 PM

Commissioners

ITs time to stop the destructive practices in nearshore areas caused by shrimp trawlers.  Every
other state on the east and gulf coast has come to realize that this practice is not sustainable. 
The loss of juvenile fish to bycatch is ridiculous.  ITs time to start managing NC fisheries
resources for the public, not the few.

As a retired professional trained in natural resources and fisheries it amazed me upon moving
to NC that fisheries were managed so poorly here.  To allow not only shrimp trawlers, but also
gill nets in the nearshore areas defies common sense management.

Thank you
Michael J Mac, Ph.D.
125 Waters Edge Dr.
Hampstead, NC 28443

mailto:mikejmac11@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: jimmy grantham, flounder
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:30:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JIMMY GRANTHAM
276 NC Highway 82
Dunn, NC 28334
granthamjimmy@gmail.com

mailto:granthamjimmy@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ERIC WEEKS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ERIC WEEKS
428 N Belvedere Dr
Hampstead, NC 28443
eric.weeks@ferguson.com

mailto:eric.weeks@ferguson.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lawrence Ballard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Ballard
594 Homestead Dr
Lexington, NC 27292
lballard2010@hotmail.com

mailto:lballard2010@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: mYLES DOTTO, MD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

mYLES DOTTO MD
3996 Baynard Ct
Southport, NC 28461
MDOTTO1@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Farmer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:30:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Farmer
101 Shambley Meadows Dr
Pittsboro, NC 27312
daveobx@gmail.com

mailto:daveobx@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CECIL HONEYCUTT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:30:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CECIL HONEYCUTT
7801 Lasater Rd
Clemmons, NC 27012
HONEYCUTT.BRAD@GMAIL.COM

mailto:HONEYCUTT.BRAD@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

William L Taylor
25 Widgeon Ct
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949
taylorb1@comcast.net

mailto:taylorb1@comcast.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Parramore
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian E. Parramore
133 W Kaley St
Orlando, FL 32806
brian@parramoreworks.com

mailto:brian@parramoreworks.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Darrell Beam
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Darrell Beam
1481 17th Street Dr NE
Hickory, NC 28601
fixermike13@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Greg Ray
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Greg Ray
101 Creech Rd Apt Garner
Garner, NC 27529
greg.ray@bellsoith.net

mailto:greg.ray@bellsoith.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Dean
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Dean
4801 S Shore Dr
Morehead City, NC 28557
kdeaN3@GMAIL.COM

mailto:kdeaN3@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Crystal Helms
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Crystal Helms
2800 Garden Glen Ct
Monroe, NC 28112
bubbles4m9@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. John Lawler
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:40:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John E. Lawler
3652 Skipjack Rd
Kinsale, VA 22488
Jlawler@eastwestfinancial.com

mailto:Jlawler@eastwestfinancial.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Walter Abercrombie
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Walter Abercrombie
205 Ballast Pt
Oriental, NC 28571
walt.abercrombie@gmail.com

mailto:walt.abercrombie@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chip Garman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Chip Garman
202 Kings Landing Ct
Hampstead, NC 28443
Chip.garman@syngenta.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Morris, IV
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:50:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bill Morris
1920 Olde Mill Forrest Dr
Raleigh, NC 27606
bmorris3@gmail.com

mailto:bmorris3@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brent Nash, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:50:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brent Nash Jr.
PO Box 1320
Tarboro, NC 27886
brent@nashbuildingsystems.com

mailto:brent@nashbuildingsystems.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rachael Hawkey
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:50:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rachael Hawkey
3001 Adonis Cir
Raleigh, NC 27612
rimorris21@gmail.com

mailto:rimorris21@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Pope
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:50:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jim Pope
501 Stronwood Ct
Garner, NC 27529
jimpope57@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DARRELL MORELOCK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 4:50:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DARRELL MORELOCK
PO Box 176
Rutherford College, NC 28671
EARTHFIRST99@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Cannuli
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:00:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Larry Cannuli
222 Royalwood Dr
Zirconia, NC 28790
flyreel1961@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:00:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Steve Martin
1003 Coopers Ct
New Bern, NC 28562
stephenrmartin@suddenlink.net

mailto:stephenrmartin@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Matthew Gantt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:00:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Matthew M Gantt
3700 Merrifield Rd
Charlotte, NC 28211
mattgantt@gmail.com

mailto:mattgantt@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Maloy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:06:18 PM

Thomas Maloy
2521 Mimosa Place
Wilmington, NC 28403

January 16, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Thomas H. Maloy

mailto:tmaloy@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Parker Bateman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Parker Bateman
251 Smaw Rd
Washington, NC 27889
bateman.parker@gmail.com

mailto:bateman.parker@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Randy Clapsadl
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:10:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Randy Clapsadl
3101 Belvin Dr
Raleigh, NC 27609
randyclapsadl@gmail.com

mailto:randyclapsadl@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Rice
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Rice
303 Devonhall Ln
Cary, NC 27518
drice928@gmail.com

mailto:drice928@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Harmon
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Katherine J. Harmon
1819 Forest Rd
Durham, NC 27705
kjharmon@email.unc.edu

mailto:kjharmon@email.unc.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brent Stanley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:10:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brent Stanley
5419 Rollin Rd
Wilmington, NC 28409
currentadventure@gmail.com

mailto:currentadventure@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Overman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Overman
4301 Windsong Cir
Apex, NC 27539
overman.robert@gmail.com

mailto:overman.robert@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Coltrain, S
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Coltrain
892 NC 102 E
Ayden, NC 28513
coltraints@gmail.com

mailto:coltraints@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Glenn Darst, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Glenn Darst Jr
3303 Forest Grove Ct
Durham, NC 27703
adarst66@gmail.com

mailto:adarst66@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Gibson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:20:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bill Gibson
5121 Celbridge Pl
Raleigh, NC 27613
whgibson60@gmail.com

mailto:whgibson60@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry James
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:30:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Larry James
7037 Belford Rd
Summerfield, NC 27358
lsjames67@gmail.com

mailto:lsjames67@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RONNIE MELTON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RONNIE MELTON
4033 Angus Dr
Gastonia, NC 28056
RMELTON005@GMAIL.COM

mailto:RMELTON005@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARK LINDENMUTH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARK LINDENMUTH
526 Morningside Dr
Blowing Rock, NC 28605
BUSHCARPET@BELLSOUTH.NET

mailto:BUSHCARPET@BELLSOUTH.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Charlie Davidson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Charlie Davidson
8195 New Point Comfort Hwy
Port Haywood, VA 23138
cdavisdon03@comcast.net

mailto:cdavisdon03@comcast.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: wr robins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:40:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

wr robins
179 Beach Rd S
Wilmington, NC 28411
randyrobins@comcast.net

mailto:randyrobins@comcast.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Royce Boykin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Royce Boykin
3741 Sandy Ridge Farm Rd
La Grange, NC 28551
rbboykin2001@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Blakewood
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Blakewood
4545 Pleasant Garden Rd
Greensboro, NC 27406
blakewoodd@bellsouth.net

mailto:blakewoodd@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mick Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mick Brown
101 Hunting Bay Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584
pro@starhillgolf.com

mailto:pro@starhillgolf.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Pollard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:10:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian Pollard
1310 Rand Dr
Raleigh, NC 27608
brianpollard1@hotmail.com

mailto:brianpollard1@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Cole
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:10:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jim Cole
18437 Whitacre Cir
Hudson, FL 34667
monoceba@gmail.com

mailto:monoceba@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Nathan Carter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:20:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Nathan R Carter
729 Shoals Lake Dr
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526
nrcarter0513@hotmail.com

mailto:nrcarter0513@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bradley Reed
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bradley Reed
920 Balmoral Dr
Cary, NC 27511
beavercreekfishing@gmail.com

mailto:beavercreekfishing@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: lars marohn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

lars marohn
1307 Patterson St
China Grove, NC 28023
larsmarohn@gmail.com

mailto:larsmarohn@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Oppenheim
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:30:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Oppenheim
304 Augusta Ct
Havelock, NC 28532
sp63oppe@pdq.net

mailto:sp63oppe@pdq.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Milkowski
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:30:08 PM

Jan 16, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Deborah Milkowski
2119 Bay Colony Ln
Wilmington, NC 28405-6228
debmilkocal@twc.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Barnes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

TIM Barnes
114 Oak Cir
Hampstead, NC 28443
Barnesconst@rocketmail.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Hadley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Catherine Hadley
1940 Wilton Cir
Raleigh, NC 27615
catmorris3@gmail.com

mailto:catmorris3@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lonnie Foreman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Lonnie Foreman
723 Corbett St
Winterville, NC 28590
lwf0831@suddenlink.net

mailto:lwf0831@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Gregory Busse
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:40:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Gregory Busse
2630 Alanby Ln
Charlotte, NC 28270
greglusabusse@me.com

mailto:greglusabusse@me.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bennie Spencer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 6:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bennie Spencer
104 SE 23rd St
Oak Island, NC 28465
uncc71@gmail.com

mailto:uncc71@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carlyle Rogers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:00:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Carlyle Rogers
1760 Maple Grove Church Rd
Jamesville, NC 27846
saltwaterbluefish@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Ben Parrott
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:00:41 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ben Parrott
231 Orton Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
bparrott@cephalon.com

mailto:bparrott@cephalon.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joe Burger
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Joe Burger
1942 Norwood St SW
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469
joeburger42@gmail.com

mailto:joeburger42@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dennis Marshall
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:20:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dennis Marshall
3231 Catawba St
Claremont, NC 28610
flyfishnman@gmail.com

mailto:flyfishnman@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ryan Lewis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:21:13 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail
commercial shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested
in the petition need further independent study as to the environmental and economic impact.
The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to people like me, who
want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying. 

Sincerely,

Ryan Lewis

mailto:rnlewis7@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jan West
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jan W. West
181 Shell Dr
Grandy, NC 27939
winwest@gmail.com

mailto:winwest@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Yingst
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:30:19 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

William Yingst
1042 Putting Ln
Calabash, NC 28467
wyingst@atmc.net

mailto:wyingst@atmc.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: jerry waits
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

jerry waits
3310 Galway Rd
Castle Hayne, NC 28429
jwwaits1005@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brad Austin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brad Austin
PO Box 32
Richfield, NC 28137
cphi2172@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Starling
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Starling
4344 S River School Rd
Wade, NC 28395
jstarling369@gmail.com

mailto:jstarling369@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Dreps
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Chris Dreps
520 Wildwood Dr
Durham, NC 27712
chrisdreps@gmail.com

mailto:chrisdreps@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: VINCENT BOYLE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

VINCENT BOYLE
1149 N Chester Rd
West Chester, PA 19380
VINCENTEB@VERIZON.NET

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Douglas Spaid
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Douglas Spaid
951 Becton Rd
Havelock, NC 28532
daspaid47@gmail.com

mailto:daspaid47@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: M Zollie Rogers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

M Zollie Rogers
515 Rabbit Farm Trl
Advance, NC 27006
zollier@me.com

mailto:zollier@me.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Dufalla
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas dufalla
1120 Paradise Dr
Havelock, NC 28532
tdufalla@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lee Boddie, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:00:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

LeeBo
29 River Run Ln
Sparta, NC 28675
lwboddie@gmail.com

mailto:lwboddie@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:00:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Keith Moore
222 Bluewater Cv
Swansboro, NC 28584
moor5519@bellsouth.net

mailto:moor5519@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Sewell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:10:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jim Sewell
299 Union St S
Concord, NC 28025
jim.sewell@mott42.com

mailto:jim.sewell@mott42.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Barry Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Barry Baker
4591 Enoch Dr
Sherrills Ford, NC 28673
bakes.on.the.lake@gmail.com

mailto:bakes.on.the.lake@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Kenley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

J Kenley
3 Goldsboro St
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469
3jamesk@gmail.com

mailto:3jamesk@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:20:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Scott Johnson
2517 Oleander Dr
Durham, NC 27703
ssjohnsonssj@gmail.com

mailto:ssjohnsonssj@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ridley Nelson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ridley Nelson
802 Olde Georgetown Ct
Great Falls, VA 22066
ridleyn21@gmail.com

mailto:ridleyn21@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joe Minder
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Joe Minder
2525 Clarendon Rd
Burlington, NC 27215
rednim45@gmail.com

mailto:rednim45@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Daryl Lavigne, CRNA
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Daryl Lavigne CRNA
4384 Tidemarsh Ct
Southport, NC 28461
pw5flyer@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Helms
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas H Helms
2800 Garden Glen Ct
Monroe, NC 28112
arcwild75@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ramon Davies
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ramon Davies
115 Davies Cir
Cleveland, NC 27013
daviesr123@gmail.com

mailto:daviesr123@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Russ Keith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Russ Keith
1035 Chadwick Shores Dr
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460
rkeith9@bellsouth.net

mailto:rkeith9@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: STEPHEN SMITH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

STEPHEN SMITH
39 Hill Lane Rd
Eure, NC 27935
NCFOWLMOUTH@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Linwood Grant
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Linwood Grant
2565 Brookwood Rd
Kinston, NC 28504
linwoodnnancy@gmail.com

mailto:linwoodnnancy@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dale Holbrook
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: PLEASE Reduce commercial shrimping and its negative impacts on our marine life
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:57:00 PM

I strongly urge you to approve the restrictions of commercial shrimping in the coastal and estuary waters of my
beloved N Carolina As proposed by the NC Wildlife federation .

Political pressure and interest grouped be damned... our state is woefully negligent with regard to the protection of
our estuaries, bays and near shore waters to the wonton damage caused by near shore and in shore shrimping.

Thank you
Dale Holbrook
777 Grandview Dr
Hampstead NC 28443

724 4693066

Sent from my iPad

mailto:dholbrook@ssi-group.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Breck Honeycutt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:00:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Breck Honeycutt
127 Calico Ln
Ararat, NC 27007
breckh@surry.net

mailto:breckh@surry.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Greg Lowery
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:00:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Greg Lowery
2457 Three Oaks Ln
Maidens, VA 23102
greglowery@comcast.net

mailto:greglowery@comcast.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: james casper
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:00:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

james casper
35638 Hathcock Rd
New London, NC 28127
jimcasper1957@gmail.com

mailto:jimcasper1957@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Holcomb
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Holcomb
3306 Princeton Kenly Rd
Kenly, NC 27542
thomasholcomb61@gmail.com

mailto:thomasholcomb61@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ron Reijerkerk
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:00:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ron Reijerkerk
10612 Still Creek Ct
Raleigh, NC 27614
reijerke@gmail.com

mailto:reijerke@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Grant Leeworthy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support sustainable commercial fishing.
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:09:46 PM

To who it may concern,

I support sustainable commercial shrimp fishing. 

Best regards,

Grant Leeworthy

mailto:grantleeworthy@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Buck Buchanan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:10:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Buck Buchanan
694 Methodist Church Rd
Elizabeth City, NC 27909
buchanan_buck@hotmail.com

mailto:buchanan_buck@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Louis Palmer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Louis B. Palmer
2001 Carey Rd
Kinston, NC 28501
skippalmer19@gmail.com

mailto:skippalmer19@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dupsy50
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in North Carolina waters.
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:11:46 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,
I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial
shrimping in North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition
need further independent study as to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure
seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to people like me, who want the supply of
fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current petition which you are
studying.

So many of my family members depend on putting food on their table and caring for their family by
what they can harvest from God's "garden" on the water.  Please give them some consideration -

Sincerely,
Sadie Beadle, Hubert, NC (Onslow County)

mailto:dupsy50@aim.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jon Salvant
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:50:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jon Salvant
8731 Ramsbury Way
Wilmington, NC 28411
jon.salvant@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Asher Brinson, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:50:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

A. Brinson
4508 Morgan Ln
New Bern, NC 28562
asher@brinsontg.com

mailto:asher@brinsontg.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Camille Winger
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:59:32 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study as
to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to be moving too fast and needs more exposure to
people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,

Camille Winger

mailto:milledevine@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Don Norman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 10:00:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Don Norman
4001 Lattimore Dr
Hillsborough, NC 27278
dontarheel@gmail.com

mailto:dontarheel@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: james burkhart
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 10:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

james burkhart
7713 Jenks Rd
Apex, NC 27523
jbgrendle@gmail.com

mailto:jbgrendle@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RICHARD DAVIS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 10:20:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RICHARD DAVIS
2217 Timberlane Dr
Florence, SC 29506
DAVIS2217@MSN.COM

mailto:DAVIS2217@MSN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Travis Upchurch
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 10:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Travis Upchurch
300 Ethel Cooper Ln
Coats, NC 27521
tupchurch19@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: roger mitchell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 10:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

roger mitchell
2255 Toms Creek Church Rd
Pilot Mountain, NC 27041
mitch8111@hotmail.com

mailto:mitch8111@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Fish, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 10:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Fish
4916 Theys Rd
Raleigh, NC 27606
jdfish51@gmail.com

mailto:jdfish51@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Kalet
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 10:50:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Kalet
4513 Clear Cut Ct
Wake Forest, NC 27587
rmkalet10@gmail.com

mailto:rmkalet10@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rodney Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 11:30:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rodney Harris
126 Walnut Dr
Mount Airy, NC 27030
iwish2fish@embarqmail.com

mailto:iwish2fish@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 11:30:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Frank Blair Williams
103 Ridgepath Way
Cary, NC 27511
FrankBlairWilliams@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ralph Mazza
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 11:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ralph mazza
938 Alden Bridge Dr
Cary, NC 27519
rcmazza@gmail.com

mailto:rcmazza@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joe Thurber
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 4:30:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Joe Thurber
148 Goodwill Ln
Swansboro, NC 28584
jhthurber@gmail.com

mailto:jhthurber@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dennis Rasmussen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 4:40:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dennis Rasmussen
423 W Davis St
Burlington, NC 27215
rasmussdj@gmail.com

mailto:rasmussdj@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Vernon Pelletier
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 5:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Vernon Pelletier
3977 Bonnie Walters Rd
La Grange, NC 28551
ppelletier3977@gmail.com

mailto:ppelletier3977@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lenny Smathers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 5:40:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Lenny T. Smathers
5562 Land Harbour Dr
Granite Falls, NC 28630
lenny.smathers@gmail.com

mailto:lenny.smathers@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 6:10:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Hayes
5730 Carriagehouse Ct
Apex, NC 27539
jm2hayes@nc.rr.com

mailto:jm2hayes@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Owen Maxwell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 6:21:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Owen Maxwell
204 Dundee Dr
Edenton, NC 27932
owen@regulatormarine.com

mailto:owen@regulatormarine.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Peebles
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 6:30:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John M. Peebles, LTC, USA (Ret)
574 Pinecroft Dr
Clayton, NC 27520
johnmpeebles@msn.com

mailto:johnmpeebles@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Calderone
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 6:50:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Larry Calderone
2511 Front St
Beaufort, NC 28516
lcalderone@live.com

mailto:lcalderone@live.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Botts, a
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 7:10:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Botts a
104 Huron Ct
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948
Robert_Botts@nps.gov

mailto:Robert_Botts@nps.gov
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: timothy taramelli
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 7:20:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

timothy a taramelli
117 Sarah Ln
Hubert, NC 28539
pawdukes2@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Ballard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 7:30:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert A Ballard
272 Royal Rd
Beaufort, NC 28516
bballard62@gmail.com

mailto:bballard62@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Clifton Mobley, Sr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 7:40:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Clifton Mobley
9818 Macon Rd
Raleigh, NC 27613
smobley021@bellsouth.net

mailto:smobley021@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Mcfadyen, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 7:40:21 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David McFadyen
7259 Century Cir
Fayetteville, NC 28306
dmcfadyen146@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Webster Collett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 7:50:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Webster Collett
9 Anson St
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469
rwc1010@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Brady
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 7:50:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Brady
114 Claude Ln
Maidens, VA 23102
reddrum.brady@gmail.com

mailto:reddrum.brady@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dennis Rouse
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 7:50:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dennis Rouse
2499 Elijah Loftin Rd
Kinston, NC 28501
rousedj@earthlink.net

mailto:rousedj@earthlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: smathusek@ec.rr.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition Shrimp Bycatch Reduction
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 7:56:17 AM

As one of the 1.2 million recreational saltwater fishing license holders in the state of North Carolina, I support the
petition before the N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission Advisory Committees, to limit Shrimp Bycatch.  The
following proposals should be adopted.

• Expand the designation of special secondary nursery areas (SSNAs), in which trawls are prohibited unless
specially opened by the state, to include all inshore and near shore waters under MCF jurisdiction not already
designated any sort of nursery area.

• Open shrimp season only when the shrimp count in Pamlico Sound reaches 60 shrimp per pound.

• Create a maximum headrope length for trawls of 90 feet for all state waters.

• Limit trawl tow time to 45 minutes in SSNAs.

• Limit shrimp trawling to three days per week and to daylight hours in SSNAs.

• Require trawls to have two N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries certified bycatch reduction devices when trawling in
state waters.

• Create maximum recreational size limits of 8 inches for spot and 10 inches for Atlantic croaker, which currently
have no recreational size limits. 

"Any man who thinks he can be happy and prosperous by letting the Government take care of him, better take a
closer look at the American Indian!" - Henry Ford

mailto:smathusek@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Willam Igoe
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:00:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Billy Igoe
126 Squire Dr
Winterville, NC 28590
igoew@ecu.edu

mailto:igoew@ecu.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Hadley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:00:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian Hadley
1940 Wilton Cir
Raleigh, NC 27615
brianh0402@gmail.com

mailto:brianh0402@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joshua Ferguson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:00:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Joshua Ferguson
204 Halpen Dr
Cary, NC 27513
josh.ferguson1@gmail.com

mailto:josh.ferguson1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Blackerby
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:00:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jim Blackerby
1200 Neuse Dr
Oriental, NC 28571
james.blackerby@gmail.com

mailto:james.blackerby@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Carraway
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:00:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jill Carraway
2848 Madison Grove Rd
Greenville, NC 27858
jcarraway@gradywhite.com

mailto:jcarraway@gradywhite.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Raymond Wells
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:00:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Raymond Wells
335 Ruritan Park Rd Apt 12
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659
ray_wells2006@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Darren Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:00:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Darren Williams
101 Snowden Ln
Cameron, NC 28326
darrenwnc@gmail.com

mailto:darrenwnc@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: thomas staab, ii
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:10:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

thomas r. staab, ii
520 Tharps Ln
Raleigh, NC 27614
tstaab@biocryst.com

mailto:tstaab@biocryst.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Redman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:20:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ken Redman
8501 Meadow Ridge Ln
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
workkdog@gmail.com

mailto:workkdog@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Satchell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:20:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mark Satchell
8900 Leader Ln
Raleigh, NC 27615
mosatchell@gmail.com

mailto:mosatchell@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Seth Goodrich
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:40:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Seth Goodrich
126 Hinton Ave
Wilmington, NC 28403
bowedup804@gmail.com

mailto:bowedup804@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Erica Shirts
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:40:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Erica Shirts
2112 Wilson St
Durham, NC 27705
erica.shirts@gmail.com

mailto:erica.shirts@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: william rowley, d
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:40:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bijj Rowley
5223 TABERNACLE CHURCH RD
ROCKY MOUNT, NC 27803
bllrowley@onecallcom.net

mailto:bllrowley@onecallcom.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bart Lewis, MD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:40:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bart Lewis MD
503 Shell Pt
Morehead City, NC 28557
fishotherapy@gmail.com

mailto:fishotherapy@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly LaChance
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:50:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Kimberly LaChance
244 Rutledge Ave
Beaufort, NC 28516
kimla@ec.rr.com

mailto:kimla@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Howard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:00:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

LC Howard
219 NC Highway 101 Apt B
Beaufort, NC 28516
downeast08@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: STEWART WRIGHT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:00:17 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

STEWART WRIGHT
3540 Pritchett Ln
Charlottesville, VA 22911
SWRIGHT2@ALBEMARLE.ORG

mailto:SWRIGHT2@ALBEMARLE.ORG
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Reginald Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:10:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Reginald Thomas
4851 FRANK PRICE CHURCH RD
WILSON, NC 27893
rthomas4851@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lindsay
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Save our seafood
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:11:20 AM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study as
to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to
people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,
Lindsay Baily
Morehead City, NC

________________

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:labaily19@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Cobb
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:20:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Steve Cobb
5729 Bethel Church Rd
McLeansville, NC 27301
steve.cobb@deansom.com

mailto:steve.cobb@deansom.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Hock, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:20:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ed Hock
608 Tennessee Ave
Alexandria, VA 22305
edward.hock@gmail.com

mailto:edward.hock@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Johnny Russell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:20:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Johnny russell
11625 NC HIGHWAY 55 W
DOVER, NC 28526
johndeer28526@gmail.com

mailto:johndeer28526@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: william cresswell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:20:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

william cresswell
PO Box 412
Badin, NC 28009
billcress45@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kent Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:30:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Kent Edwards
450 William Pearce Rd
Kinston, NC 28501
kent.edwards09@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Schafer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:30:22 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Schafer
211 Cypress Landing Trl
Chocowinity, NC 27817
jcs1965@suddenlink.net

mailto:jcs1965@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Starke
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support shrimpers
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:34:47 AM

Please do not implement any regulations that would be adverse to shrimpers. Special fishing
interests should not be able to knock out an entire industry such as shrimping, fishing, and
crabbing. 

Let the shrimpers trawl!

Regards,

Bill Starke
843 Tayman Ave
Somerset, PA  15501

mailto:starkecasm@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Shane Stewart
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: STEWNHAWAII@YAHOO.COM
Subject: Protect North Caroliina"s Juvenile Fish
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:36:44 AM

Hello,

     I am a resident of Snead Ferry, NC and I urge North Carolina to make efforts to protect
habitats for juvenile fish.  Please move forward regulating shrimp trawling outside of primary
nursery areas designating inside of three miles off limits to commercial shrimp trawling.  I also
would like to request that North Carolina limit the days and hours when shrimp trawling is
allowed.  Let's protect our fisheries, please do not fold to the wants of business, money, and
power.

     I'd also very much like to see gill netting banned in NC as it is a horrible site to see what
these folks are doing to our fish and waters.    

Shane Stewart  |  Warehouse/Delivery - Wilmington, NC 
McNAUGHTON-McKAY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Cell: 910-568-9997
Email: stewarts@mc-mc.com

mailto:stewarts@mc-mc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:STEWNHAWAII@YAHOO.COM
mailto:sitkod@mc-mc.com


From: Brad Edens
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:38:14 AM

Brad Edens
509 Pointe Dr
Lagrange, NC 28551

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Brad Edens

mailto:Brad.edens44@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Theresa Washburn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Theresa Washburn
117 Sarah Ln
Hubert, NC 28539
theresa.washburn93@gmail.com

mailto:theresa.washburn93@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Mandulak
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bill Mandulak
1712 Pony Run Rd
Raleigh, NC 27615
wreelfun@gmail.com

mailto:wreelfun@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Benac
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Peter Benac
2050 Walter Grissom Rd
Kittrell, NC 27544
ppbenac@gmail.com

mailto:ppbenac@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JEFF KEARNEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:50:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JEFF KEARNEY
181 Weaver Trl
New Hill, NC 27562
JSKEARNEYDDS@GMAIL.COM

mailto:JSKEARNEYDDS@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brittany LaRowe
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:51:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brittany LaRowe
8 Boydston St
Canton, NC 28716
benblessedredhead@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelly Walling
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:00:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Kelly Walling
106 Nathaniel Ct
Cary, NC 27511
walling.kelly@gmail.com

mailto:walling.kelly@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Phillip Ambler
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:00:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Phillip Ambler
307 Roland Rd
Arapahoe, NC 28510
tarponnc@hughes.net

mailto:tarponnc@hughes.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeanie Wyatt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:01:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jeanie Wyatt
7717 Brisbane Dr
Summerfield, NC 27358
jrobertswyatt@gmail.com

mailto:jrobertswyatt@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Garris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:09:26 AM

Sent from my iPad

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Official,

I want to go on record as opposed to the petition before the NCMFC to greatly curtail commercial shrimping in
North Carolina waters. I think the proposed rules changes requested in the petition need further independent study as
to the environmental and economic impact. The procedure seems to moving too fast and needs more exposure to
people like me, who want the supply of fresh local NC shrimp to continue. Please list me as opposed the current
petition which you are studying.

Sincerely,

Karen A Garris

________________

Sent from my iPad

mailto:karenagarris@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:10:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Russell Baker
5627 Styron Rd
Oriental, NC 28571
johnbkr42@gmail.com

mailto:johnbkr42@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Belangia, Sally
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: For Shrimp Trawling
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:12:03 AM

I will not be able to attend the big meeting today in New Bern about enforcing  new rules and
regulations for the commercial fisherman.  We already have ENOUGH rules and regulations.  I am a
daughter of a commercial fisherman and a mother of a commercial fisherman.  I am a native or
Oriental where my family made an honest and hard living fishing, shrimping, crabbing, and oystering
all of their lives.  It started out with my grandparents on both sides of my family.  The Truitt’s and the
Styron’s.  Now my son who is a Belangia is a commercial fisherman.  Please do not take away our
way of living.
 
The Wildlife people and the sports fisherman and people who are not natives of North Carolina need
to understand that the commercial fisherman are not depleting our supply of shrimp, fish, crabs, and
oysters.  When I go to any restaurant and want seafood the first thing I ask is the shrimp fresh and
caught local.  If they say No, I do not order it. 
 
I am currently the Mayor of Oriental and the manager of a local bank.  Oriental is well known as the
Sailing Capital of Oriental but being a native it is also a town full of beautiful shrimp boats and 2 large
seafood companies.  It would hurt Oriental and other surrounding areas if there are more rules.  Our
harbor has sailboats, yachts and large commercial trawlers.  We want to keep Oriental as it is right
now.  Please contact me if you have any questions.
 
Everyone needs to learn to get along with each other, especially the sports fisherman!
 
Sally Truitt Belangia
PO Box 95
Oriental NC  28571
252-671-9288
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
This electronic mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely
for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended
recipient or the person responsible for delivering the electronic mail to the intended recipient,
be advised that you have received this electronic mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this electronic mail is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this electronic mail in error, please immediately notify the sender by return mail.

mailto:sally.belangia@firstcitizens.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
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From: Richard Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:20:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Thomas
440 Tate Lake Dr
Southport, NC 28461
rick_thomas58@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:rick_thomas58@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dwight Buck
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:20:17 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dwight Buck
149 Seth Turner Rd
Albertson, NC 28508
dbuck1148@gmail.com

mailto:dbuck1148@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Rodgers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:30:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Rodgers
1321 Pulitzer Ln
Durham, NC 27703
richardrodgers42@gmail.com

mailto:richardrodgers42@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Downey
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:31:19 AM

I support the NCWF Petition to limit shrimp bycatch reduction .

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:pamelagail52@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Hovey Aiken, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:40:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Hovey Aiken III
203 Pine Rd
New Bern, NC 28560
hovey.aiken@wellsfargoadvisors.com

mailto:hovey.aiken@wellsfargoadvisors.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bucky Yates
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:58:30 AM

Bucky Yates
1788 Waterford Pointe Road
Lexington, NC 27292

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Bucky Yates

mailto:heather_b_taylor@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Elaine Levine
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:00:24 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Elaine Levine
575 Adams Creek Rd
Havelock, NC 28532
batmom23@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Smith, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:10:19 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

William L Smith Jr
77 Double Oak Rd
Pittsboro, NC 27312
chiplsmith@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bragg, Terry
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: DCR - Battleship - exdir
Subject: NC Wildlife Federation petition
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:11:48 AM

I would like to offer my support for the N.C. Wildlife Federation petition to protect habitats for
juvenile fish so they have an opportunity to spawn.
 
I do not support proposed amendments.
 
Supporting – I grew up in NC and always enjoyed surf fishing from the beaches near my home in
Jacksonville. I was a good fisherman and always managed to bring home catch for the family. During
these early days I had the opportunity to participate in a single shrimping trip in inland waters and
was absolutely dismayed at the number of juvenile fish and other sea life that was killed to get what
appeared to be a handful of shrimp. No concern or guilt from the boat captain for what was a 20-1
kill ratio on by product to shrimp.
 
Now 30 years later after a career in the US Navy I still visit the beaches of our fair state. I no longer
fish as there is so little to catch surf fishing that it is not worth the time. I always ask those who fish
from the beach “how is the fishing” but in 7 years I have not had anyone say the fishing is good. I
believe the difference is inland water trawling and over fishing the youngsters. We do not have
ocean pollution, oil residue or a lack of concern for this great resource however we do have
excessive overfishing of our nursery stock.
 
Thank you, Terry Bragg
Cell phone: 910-622-0847
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=75BA79F238624AECA14A0B7F52050DAF-TABRAGG
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:exdir@battleshipnc.com


From: Mike Moody
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:18:20 AM

Mike Moody
4712 Trent Woods Dr.
Trent Woods, NC 28562

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it.

Management of all fisheries in the Pamlico Sound needs more balance.  The scale is too heavily tilted towards
shrimp harvest by a small number of very large boat owners.  A wide range of business opportunities could exist if a
healthier Pamlico Sound existed. 

I don't know if the petition is the exact right answer, but its a move in the right direction.  I don't think anyone wants
to eliminate shrimping and the jobs it creates, however there needs to be some compromise and room for everyone.

Sincerely,
Mike Moody

mailto:mike.moody@realtyservicesec.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jason Todd
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:20:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jason Todd
7108 Travis Reid Ln
Charlotte, NC 28227
jason.todd@wellsfargo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard B. Miles
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nets should be removed from the state waters to help bring back the fish stock - I support the NCWF petition
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:21:51 AM
Importance: High

I agree with the following:

As one of the 1.2 million recreational saltwater fishing license holders in 
the 
state of North Carolina, I support the petition before the N.C. Marine 
Fisheries 
Commission Advisory Committees, to limit Shrimp Bycatch.  The following 
proposals should be adopted. 
• Expand the designation of special secondary nursery areas (SSNAs), in which 
trawls are prohibited unless specially opened by the state, to include all 
inshore and near shore waters under MCF jurisdiction not already designated 
any 
sort of nursery area. 
• Open shrimp season only when the shrimp count in Pamlico Sound reaches 60 
shrimp per pound. 
• Create a maximum headrope length for trawls of 90 feet for all state waters. 
• Limit trawl tow time to 45 minutes in SSNAs. 
• Limit shrimp trawling to three days per week and to daylight hours in SSNAs. 
• Require trawls to have two N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries certified 
bycatch 
reduction devices when trawling in state waters. 
• Create maximum recreational size limits of 8 inches for spot and 10 inches 
for 
Atlantic croaker, which currently have no recreational size limits.  

Richard Miles, Ph.D.
216 White Oak Bluff Rd.
Stella, NC 28582

mailto:r.miles@moreheadstate.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brandon Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:28:45 AM

Brandon Smith
13 Tristan Dr
Kenly, NC 27542

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rule-making filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Brandon Smith

mailto:brandons1187@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bradford Bowen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:30:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bradford T. Bowen
714 Woodside Dr
Ayden, NC 28513
bradford.bowen@gmail.com

mailto:bradford.bowen@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Garry McKain
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:40:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Garry McKain
200 Kings Landing Ct
Hampstead, NC 28443
rnbc2009@att.net

mailto:rnbc2009@att.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chadwick Crawford
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:48:52 AM

Chadwick Crawford
330 Topsail Plantation Dr.
Hampstead, NC 28443

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Chadwick Crawford

mailto:capt.chadwickcrawford@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Terry Watson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:50:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Terry Watson
104 S Lakeside Dr
Smithfield, NC 27577
watsonwld@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Ireland
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:58:51 AM

Elizabeth Ireland
10598 NC Hwy 306 S
Arapahoe, NC 28510

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Ireland

mailto:firebird00@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Gregg Stilwell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 12:00:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Gregg Stilwell
211 Piney Woods Ln
Apex, NC 27502
greggstilwell@mindspring.com

mailto:greggstilwell@mindspring.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Doyle
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 12:08:49 PM

Ken Doyle
1058 Chalybeate Springs Rd
Angier, NC 27501

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
K. Doyle

mailto:Krdoylejr@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Chalmers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 12:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Tim Chalmers
1713 Picadilly Ln
Raleigh, NC 27608
zeighboy@gmail.com

mailto:zeighboy@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: david linebarier
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 12:50:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Linebarier
4280 Buck Rd
Castle Hayne, NC 28429
melinda.linebarier@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 12:58:51 PM

Mark Smith
133 Northview Drive
Sanford, NC 27332

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Mark Smith

mailto:Mshark8404@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: HARRISON PALMER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 1:00:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

HARRISON PALMER
837 Lumina Ave N
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28480
HWPALMER910@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Smid
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 1:00:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Michael Smid
388 Todd Rd
Advance, NC 27006
mtsmid66@gmail.com

mailto:mtsmid66@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rick Scroggs
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 1:10:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rick Scroggs
9 Creekside Woods Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584
rickscroggs64@gmail.com

mailto:rickscroggs64@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dan Sochalski
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 1:21:32 PM

I support this petition.

mailto:becksbear02@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ivey Pilkington
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 1:28:51 PM

Ivey Pilkington
605 Shadow Ridge Drive
Winterville, NC 28590

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Ivey Pilkington

mailto:iveypilkington@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristen Wetherington
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 2:00:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Kristen Wetherington
106 Kinsaw Ct
Vanceboro, NC 28586
kve0410@gmail.com

mailto:kve0410@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Matthews, Sr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 2:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Chris Matthews Sr
1670 Bear Hole Rd
Vanceboro, NC 28586
chrismatthewssr@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan Stanley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 2:00:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Stanley
104 Sweet Bay Ct
Richlands, NC 28574
hydrodewater@gmail.com

mailto:hydrodewater@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Garrett Ferris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 2:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Garrett Ferris
7664 Pate Ct
Camp Lejeune, NC 28547
garrettferris70@gmail.com

mailto:garrettferris70@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dean Bartlett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 2:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dean Bartlett
1577 Island Rd
Harkers Island, NC 28531
deanpaulbartlett@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: dan mcdaniel
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 2:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

dan mcdaniel
103 White Oak Ct
Chocowinity, NC 27817
dappleseed@hotmail.com

mailto:dappleseed@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Victoria Smathers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 2:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Vicky Smathers
5562 Land Harbour Dr
Granite Falls, NC 28630
vsmathers@gmail.com

mailto:vsmathers@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jan Giordano
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 2:30:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jan Giordano
7029 Curdsand Way
Rougemont, NC 27572
jmgrrt@gmail.com

mailto:jmgrrt@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Roger Nelson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 3:00:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Roger Nelson
920 Lake Dr
Kernersville, NC 27284
rcaptroger@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: lori davitt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 3:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

lori davitt
904 CENTER ST REAR
JESSUP, PA 18434
davittlori@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Harry MacDonald
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp Trawling
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 3:08:36 PM

From: Harry MacDonald <hmacdonald@suddenlink.net>
Subject: shrimp trawling
Date: January 16, 2017 at 11:21:43 AM EST
To: NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
Cc: Harrison Marks <harrison@soundrivers.org>

I would like to register support for the elimination of shrimp trawling in North Carolina 
sounds and rivers. These areas are known to be prime nursery areas for a number of salt water 
fishes and crustaceans, and to tolerate the needless destruction of a notable percentage of these 
creatures in the pursuit of shrimp by means of bottom trawling needs to be reconsidered.

In addition to the harmful effect on these animal populations, bottom trawling is recognized to 
be destructive to the sound and river bottoms, particularly the grasses which are essential to 
the survival and reproduction of some animals in this ecosystem.

It is my understanding that North Carolina is the only coastal state in our region that has 
permitted this practice to continue. I believe that it is time for this to end.

H J MacDonald Jr

mailto:hmacdonald@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:hmacdonald@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdnr.gov
mailto:harrison@soundrivers.org


From: david owen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 3:10:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

D. Jeremy Owen
264 Pine Top Rd
Lexington, NC 27295
djowen@lexingtonnc.gov

mailto:djowen@lexingtonnc.gov
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Bartosh
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 3:20:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Eric Bartosh
112 N Queens St
Hubert, NC 28539
ecbartosg@centurylink.net

mailto:ecbartosg@centurylink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Rudar
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 3:39:10 PM

Paul Rudar
261 Hartland ln
Trenton, NC 28585

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Paul Rudar

mailto:Dixiegunner71@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Russel Cook
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 4:00:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Russel Cook
411 Alderson Rd
Washington, NC 27889
russcook2@hotmail.com

mailto:russcook2@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Blackerby, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 4:20:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Blackerby Jr.
5315 Trent Woods Dr
New Bern, NC 28562
jblackerby@suddenlink.net

mailto:jblackerby@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Curt Lee
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 5:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Curt Lee
2804 Glen Burnie Dr
Raleigh, NC 27607
cbltax@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Edmund Pruden, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 5:50:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Edmund J. Pruden, III
712 Isabella Avenue Ext
Washington, NC 27889
epruden@suddenlink.net

mailto:epruden@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ted Sherburne
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 6:20:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ted Sherburne
2640 Bloomsbury Manor Dr
Durham, NC 27703
tsherburne@suddenlink.net

mailto:tsherburne@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joshua Bachand
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 6:30:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Joshua Bachand
209 Mulligan Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584
bachand.josh@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Coor
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Public comment on petition
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 6:39:04 PM

I just learned of the proposal to modify shrimp trawling to reduce bycatch of finfish. I very strongly support this
effort.  Having fished the Albemarle and Pamlico sounds for 45 years and seen the decimation of these resources, I
know how important this is.  I recognize that regulation of this type is not favored by everyone but it must be done. 
We should be ashamed as a state for not being better stewards in the past.

Thank you
Sincerely,
Larry Coor
130 Crow Trail
Hertford
NC 27944

mailto:lcoor@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chandler Sutton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 6:59:23 PM

Chandler Sutton
1092 Hines Drive Ext.
Ayden, NC 28513

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Chandler Sutton

mailto:Aydenems42@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosemary Segasture
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 7:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rosemary
6 Madison St
Wilmington, NC 28401
lilrosey1@hotmail.com

mailto:lilrosey1@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Saylor
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 7:30:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Saylor
6 Madison St
Wilmington, NC 28401
dsaylor@ec.rr.com

mailto:dsaylor@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brad
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nets
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 7:57:43 PM

Get rid of all nets in inshore water. I'm tired of dodging nets and calling and complaining and nothing being done.

Brad Smith

mailto:smiddy0331@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Douglas Cowsert
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Douglas Cowsert
6712 Bicentennial Ave
Camp Lejeune, NC 28547
dougcowsert@gmail.com

mailto:dougcowsert@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret A. McClees
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Wildlife petition bycatch proposal
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 8:46:55 PM

I wish to encourage the Marine Fisheries Commission to vote against any changes to the shrimp trawl regulations  as
proposed by the Wildlife Federation.  I do not believe they have
the scientific documentation related to climate change, water temperature, and water quality to justify their proposal.
They wish to blame the shrimp trawl industry for the problems they have addressed.

William McClees

mailto:pegmcclees46@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Newton, Edward R
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: My support for the petition to limit trawlers.
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:15:39 PM

Dear Sirs or Madame,
As I am a recreational fisherman in the White Oak Estuary, please stop the plundering of juvenile sport fishes by
shrimp trawlers in estuaries and near shore. They are destroying the future for themselves and recreational
fishermen. Stop them before it is too late.
I support the petition!
Ed Newton

mailto:NEWTONED@ECU.EDU
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Claude Dudley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:29:44 PM

Claude Dudley
320 haven st
Washington, NC 27889

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Stuart

mailto:Dlandts@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sam Zeko
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:30:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.
Again I urge you to pass the proposed petition in the interest of an over whelming majority of the people having any
interested in this proposal.

Sincerely,

Sam Zeko
100 Olde Towne Yacht Club Rd Unit 403
Beaufort, NC 28516
samzeko@gmail.com

mailto:samzeko@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ken oppenheim
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Get the large ocean trawlers out of pamlico sound !!!

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ken oppenheim
1088 Tacketts Pond Dr
Raleigh, NC 27614
oppenheim1@gmail.com

mailto:oppenheim1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Phillip Lawson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I agree with and support the message listed below. Additionally, I urge the commission to demonstrate a sincere
effort to protect our state's fisheries and marine resources. Our fisheries are an asset to all North Carolina citizens
and therefore the management of this resource should represent the best interest of all North Carolinians, not just
those that utilize the fisheries as a primary source of income. 

We are truly blessed to live in a state with such a diversity of habitats and sporting locations. We should not take
these natural resources for granted, but do our best to preserve these resources for many generations to come.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Phillip Lawson
520 Grove Ave
Raleigh, NC 27606
plawson91@gmail.com

mailto:plawson91@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Aikens
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.  It is important for North Carolina Marine
Fisheries Commission to step and step forward like all other states all the way to south through Texas and the North
to New England to get in line and at least match the rules and regulations. Remove netting in the marsh, like every
other state and preserve the marien bio diversity. North Carolinas coast will one day be a barren. Our fishery should
at least be as good as our direct Neighbor to the South.

Sincerely,

Charles Aikens
2676 Lake Waccamaw Trl
Apex, NC 27502
caikens14@gmail.com

mailto:caikens14@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Timothy Taramelli
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:39:45 PM

Timothy Taramelli
117 sarah lane
hubert, NC 28539

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
timothy andrew taramelli

mailto:pawdukes2@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Westlake
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support habitat and finfish Conservation!
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am a homeowner who enjoys fishing, shrimping, and clamming in the sound near my home.  The management and
protection of marine fisheries is very important to me and my family.  I regret that I am unable to attend the public
hearing this week.

I support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better
manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery
Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern
shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I regularly catch spot and croaker, and will limit my catch to those fish that are 8 and 10 inches so that these species
have a chance to recover.  Adopting those size limits is a good idea for the Commission.

Please implement the proposed rulemaking.

Sincerely,

Carol Westlake
3702 Emerald Dr
Emerald Isle, NC 28594
westlake.carol@gmail.com

mailto:westlake.carol@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Edmund Stanevicius
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

The destruction and plundering of NC's fish nurseries must be stopped/mitigated. The depletion of our natural
resources belonging to all NC citizens  cannot be allowed to continue for the benefit of a handful of commercial
fishing interests.

Sincerely,

Edmund Stanevicius
6112 Cutlass Ct
New Bern, NC 28560
edstan111@gmail.com

mailto:edstan111@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Shafer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing To state that in the past 25 years that I have been coming to NC beaches I have noticed a significant
decline in the quantity and quality of fish that I have caught.  I feel that it is critical to protect our fisheries for all
future generations and to maintain the strong fishing tourist industry for all NC businesses.

Because of this I offer my sincere support to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission and to offer my support for the
Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect
the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all
currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in
these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dr. James Shafer
525 Highland Ter
York, PA 17403
jshafer@actinnitus.com

mailto:jshafer@actinnitus.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: EUGENE WON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

NC has become infamous for having backwards, politically driven fisheries policies. Let's shed this embarrassing
reputation; please do not ignore the ecological and economical value of our unique coast as a nursery habitat.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

EUGENE WON
1446 Slaterville Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
EUGENETWON@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:EUGENETWON@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Ming
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.
  One more thing that would help out the fisheries all over the country would be to have an Open Season on
Cormorants.  They serve no function but to depleat ALL types of fish under five inches long!

Sincerely,

Robert Ming
1317 Caracara Dr
New Bern, NC 28560
mingosllc@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelly Bordeaux
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Hello, i support the NCWF petition.  I live on a primary nursery area creek in Beaufort and see how damaging
commercial gear is to the local fisheries. 
I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

R, Kelly Bordeaux
125 Queen Annes Ln
Beaufort, NC 28516
tarpon@ec.rr.com

mailto:tarpon@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Price, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Please support the NC Wildlife Federation Petition for Rulemaking to Designate Special Secondary Nursery Areas
and Reduce Bycatch Mortality in North Carolina Coastal Fishing Waters.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Keith B. Price Jr
1589 Skeet Club Rd Ste 102
High Point, NC 27265
kprice2002@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Van Parrish
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Even in my limited capacity as a recreational fisherman I have personally seen lots of bycatch and literally buckets
of dead baby flounder as well as lots of other species of fish killed by shrimp trawling.. The nursery's and inland
waters need to be protected so the fish can have a chance to repopulate. This petition is a good step in the right
direction. Please approve so we will can restore the resource for future generations.. 

Thanks Van Parrish
252-314-0755
Newport NC

Sincerely,

Van Parrish
367 Yacht Club Dr
Newport, NC 28570
sadie1455@netzero.net

mailto:sadie1455@netzero.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerry Lockamy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Get your heads out of the sand. The Marine Fisheries Commission and the DMF, and let's not forget the NC State
Legislature have danced around making meaningful reform for years. If this effort is not sidetracked as so many
attempts at reform have been for so many years; THEN you need to get off your collective butts and do something
for our Floundering Flounder fishery, not to mention the Gray Trout.

Sincerely,

Jerry Lockamy
2774 Strickland Bridge Rd
Fayetteville, NC 28306
JDSEALEVELNC@CS.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rodney Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I do not understand why we are one on the few remaining states to allow trawling in our inshore waters.  States that
have stopped/limited it clearly demonstrate a dramatic and quick recovery of all species and they can also
demonstrate  an substantial increase in overall revenue due to the improvement of the recreational industry.

I feel strongly that all inshore trawling should be stopped. In the spirit on compromise, I support the expansion of
special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters to the three
mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rodney S Taylor
1107 S 1st St
Smithfield, NC 27577
rstaylor27577@outlook.com

mailto:rstaylor27577@outlook.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Gould
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: This is long overdue - please help make a change
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Scott Gould
219 Station Rd
Wilmington, NC 28405
sgould@capefearperio.com

mailto:sgould@capefearperio.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Villafranca
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

The limit for all flounders must be raised. Surrounding states on both sides of us and all the way up the east coast
have raised their size limits and do very well commercially and recreationally catching flounder greater than 18". I
grew up near Montauk, LI and my brother was first mate on Larry Hegner's orange fluke tugboat in the 50s. From
Block Island Sound, greater than 20" fluke is the norm today. NC really needs to come out of it's ignorant denial of
the facts. Most importantly, there's no meat on a 15 inch flounder!

Sincerely,

William B. Villafranca, BS 1982 WX, NCSU
502 Kirkeenan Cir
Morrisville, NC 27560
veeplusten@gmail.com

mailto:veeplusten@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Sample, jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Having lived on or near the water my entire life the need to limit net boats and subsequently their by catch has been
a sore spot for me since I was a child watching a net boat pulling in a dead otter in front of my parents home and
then unceremoniously toss it overboard like it was nothing more than an irritation.  Anyone who says netters don't
harm the inland waters has never lived on the water and witnessed it first hand.  Its time to make a long overdue
change in NC and give our animals and estuaries a chance to come back and thrive again. 

Gary Sample

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Gary Sample jr
108 Coppers Trl
Wilmington, NC 28411
gsamplejr@gmail.com

mailto:gsamplejr@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Hight
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

I spend hundreds of dollars for one fishing trip.  The economic impact of improved fishery is constantly
underestimated in NC.  Wake Up, we have a superior geography and coastline but the special interest of commercial
fishermen are weighed too heavily.

David
Hight

Sincerely,

David Hight
2321 Heartley Dr
Raleigh, NC 27615
dhight76@gmail.com

mailto:dhight76@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MEL BOWERS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MEL BOWERS
2264 Lee Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
mbowers1946@gmail.com

mailto:mbowers1946@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Coleman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Public comment on petition impacting shrimp trawling
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:55:44 PM

Dear  NC Marine Fisheries Commission,

I’m writing to you to voice my public comment and viewpoint on the issue of inshore 
trawling. I respect the heritage of commercial fishing in NC. I do understand the potential 
personal and economic impact to many in eastern NC should inshore trawling be limited or 
banned. I am a recreational fisherman, not a commercial fisherman, but i do understand the 
issue. There has to be a resolution and common sense compromise to this important issue to 
our state. NC is blessed and very lucky to have the vast estuaries and habitat we have. Maybe 
the 3rd largest i understand. I have spent a lot of time in Pamlico sound both by water and by 
air, and i have seen the effects trawling has on this sensitive, important resource. While not an 
expert in fisheries, i can’t imagine the potential for Core, Pamlico and Albemarle sounds 
should we limit this indiscriminate gear, and its by catch. Pamlico sound could be to NC what 
the Keys are to Florida with its tourism and economic impact. It is factual that the juvenal 
finish by catch by the trawlers, is harming and has harmed the NC resources of valuable fin 
fish.

I hope that for the greater good of the people of NC and its tourist’s, that you will find a way 
to limit the effects of this indiscriminate way of shrimp trawling.  As the only state left in the 
southeastern US to allow such fishing, i hope your committee(s) will see the recreational and 
tourism benefits ,as well as the positive financial impacts which will hopefully offset the 
negatives. When i travel to other neighboring states such as SC, GA and Florida, i see literally 
hundreds of inshore fishing guides helping anglers enjoy a day of fishing for many hundreds 
of dollars spent, not to mention the hotel, license, restaurants, gas, tackle, etc. etc. Having the 
3rd largest potential fishing area in North America for this type of inshore fishing, i can’t 
imagine the positive financial and societal impact.
.
Thank you for your consideration of this very important issue.

Best Regards,

Bill Coleman

J. William (Bill) Coleman III
1603 Azalea Drive
Wilmington, North Carolina 28403
910-612-3350
makaira1603@aol.com

mailto:makaira1603@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:makaira1603@aol.com


From: Chuck Stanley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:00:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Chuck Stanley
3412 Apple Meadow Dr
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526
piratesaboard@gmail.com

mailto:piratesaboard@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Cobb
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:09:47 PM

Brian Cobb
826 Sand Hills Dr
Newport, NC 28570

January 17, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Our state has been left too far behind for far too long by those with the authority and obligation to safeguard
theasthease valuable resources, now is our chance to grow those resources into a thriving and profitable future.

Sincerely,
Brian Cobb

mailto:bcobb.obx@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Anderson Tran
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 11:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Anderson Tran
711 Church St
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
andersontran95@gmail.com

mailto:andersontran95@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John King
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 6:20:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John S King
287 Simon Rd
Middlesex, NC 27557
john_king@ncsu.edu

mailto:john_king@ncsu.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 7:00:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Christopher Edwards
397 Morton Farm Rd
Hubert, NC 28539
screech_e@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Botts, Robert
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Re: Automatic reply: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 8:06:35 AM

this is a great step forward in the need for change,As a fishermen of 40 plus years ,we are at a
real low stage of fish size and barren landscape all in the sound and near shore areas.where
there is little to no bottom life for for support the fish and shell to be maintained .All have the
effect to make large areas of barren and life less.which in turn effect water qualities and
growth.It would be great if some areas where made non-harvesting areas.I never have a
problem with a less keep rate to allow more to survive and rebuild are stocks yet I understand
people need to make a living and support there families . But at what cost . More nets and
more boats stripping the bottom is not the answers there has to be a limit.the bays and inlets
are the pre-stage for a lot of fish ,shellfish and marine life.This effect all of us from fishermen
and to local hotels ,rentals,our visitors who have been coming here for years.That support use
and our way of life. I'm sure we all seen the effect area that once held good stock now just
dead areas of water.No bottom life ,no shell fish and no fish.If we start now maybe we can
stop rapping all of the sound and near coast ares before it to late and they have to shut all areas
cause we waited to long.ya some fish life recover quickly ,but some take years even 10 years
to recover.Its hard to change , so how do we talk about the old days to our children and
friends". I remember when "

On Tue, Jan 17, 2017 at 7:10 AM, SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
<NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov> wrote:

Thank you for submitting comments on the petition for rulemaking, filed by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation. Your comments will be submitted to the Marine Fisheries
Commission prior to its February 15-16 business meeting.

 

 

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the

North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties

mailto:robert_botts@nps.gov
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Banner, Harriet
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; Beverly.Boswell@ncleg.net; Senator Bill Cook; Alison Willis; Brad Koury; Chuck

Laughridge; Janet Rose; Joe Shute; Mark Gorges; Mike Wicker; Rick Smith; Sammy Corbett
Cc: breiholz@townofmanteo.com; Carolyn Morris (carolyn.morris@nagsheadnc.gov); garyg@darenc.com; Lori

Ackerman; Lynn Morris (lmorris@kittyhawktown.net); Sheila Kane (skane@southernshores-nc.gov)
Subject: Resolution Opposing the Designation of Special Secondary Nursery Areas
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 8:48:16 AM
Attachments: 20170118085302222.pdf

The Kill Devil Hills Board of Commissioners voted unanimously to approve this resolution at their
January 9, 2017 meeting.
 
Harriet Banner
Administrative Assistant
Town of Kill Devil Hills
P.O. Box 1719
Kill Devil Hills, NC  27948
(252) 449-5301
FAX:  (252)  441-7946
www.kdhnc.com
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From: brian helton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 8:50:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian Helton
138 Pine Dr
Lowell, NC 28098
bwsolutionsbrian@gmail.com

mailto:bwsolutionsbrian@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Smith, Tricia
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: MFC Meeting
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 9:23:43 AM
Attachments: image002.png

 
 
 
Patricia Smith
Public Information Officer
Division of Marine Fisheries
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
 
252 808 8025    office
252 342 0642    mobile
Tricia.Smith@ncdenr.gov
 
PO. Box 769
3441 Arendell St.
Morehead City, N.C. 28557
 

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 

From: Ron McCoy [mailto:ron.mccoy2@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 7:12 AM
To: Smith, Tricia <tricia.smith@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Fwd: MFC Meeting
 
Tricia,
Below is my comments that support the Wildlife Federation petition. It was clear that
comments to support the petition were not going to be heard in Tuesday's meeting.
 
Best Regards,
Ron McCoy
Hampstead NC

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Ron McCoy <ron.mccoy2@gmail.com>
Date: January 15, 2017 at 2:46:52 PM EST
To: "ron.mccoy2@gmail.com" <ron.mccoy2@gmail.com>
Subject: MFC Meeting

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=95079DF82BE047A6B238CD49A8F97E29-SPSMITH
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Tricia.Smith@ncdenr.gov
mailto:ron.mccoy2@gmail.com
mailto:ron.mccoy2@gmail.com
mailto:ron.mccoy2@gmail.com



First,thank you for the opportunity to speak.
 
I am here to support the Wildlife Federation's Petition.
 
I have been attending MFC meetings for the past 2 years.
 
What I have witnessed is complacency by fishermen that have given up
on this state’s ability to manage our saltwater resource. Our saltwater resource
is for all NC residents.  It is a public trust resource.
 
This Wildlife Federation Petition is the first bold action that I have
seen that puts the RESOURCE first, and MANAGING THE CATCH second.
 
Why are we the only state that cannot manage this public trust resource. Every
other
Atlantic,Pacific and Gulf state manages the resource with bold actions
that insures a health fishery for future generations.Both Commercial
and Recreational fishermen benefit when the resource is managed for
Growth, not Catch. Why not North Carolina?
 
It's time to put the fish first and our personal agenda second.
 
It's time to face the truth about what we and past fishermen have destroyed.
 
It's time to stop saying "Just let me fish the way I want. God will
take care of the fish."
 
It's time to change the way we fish not stop fishing before we find
the trip is not worth the bother and cost.
 
I am not giving up. I want to work together,with commercial and
recreational fishermen working to make this state the roll model in public trust
resource management.
 
I am here for the fish!
 
Please vote yes for the Wildlife Federation Petition!!!

Thank You.



From: Hans Enders
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 10:00:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Hans Enders
1334 Falkirk Ct
Cary, NC 27511
hans.enders@gmail.com

mailto:hans.enders@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Raynor James
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please deny petition
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 11:16:15 AM

Dear Members of the Marine Fisheries Commission:

The North Carolina General Assembly came up with a really sensible way to have our teeming
waters benefit all of our citizens.  The fisheries management projects don't work perfectly, but
they work well.  It is not a good idea to allow an amalgam of special interests to swoop in and
usurp the work of a management project in progress.

It is my understanding that the on-going work to reduce shrimp by-catch is showing real
promise in that a goal to reduce it by 40% has already been exceeded, and that this is
documented by sampling the contents of over 180 tows (no extrapolation used).  Bravo.

If the North Carolina Wildlife Federation's petition is approved, it is my belief that the North
Carolina shrimping industry will be wiped out in spite of the fact that the petitioners say
they're not banning, they're reducing.  

No, they're not banning, but the people in the industry have been open enough that they have
cleverly learned how to ruin the industry while claiming innocence.  What an awful thing to
do to a group of hard working people.  

What an awful thing to do to the people of North Carolina.  What an awful thing to do to me. 
I like fresh, succulent, wholesome North Carolina seafood in general and shrimp in particular,
but I've never caught a shrimp, a crab, or a fish in my life.  Thanks to our shrimpers and our
local seafood market, I can easily buy shrimp, cook them, and serve them to my family and
friends.  Thanks to our shrimpers and some of our local restaurants, my husband and I can
have celebratory meals out and dine on delicious shrimp dishes prepared by chefs who are
more skillful than I.  Ah, life is good.

Please, deny that petition because, if you do not, most North Carolinians (who, like me, do not
shrimp, crab, or fish) will be denied access to our joint resource, and most commercial
fishermen and women will be denied access to earning a living.

Please, deny that petition, and continue working in the pattern you have begun, a pattern of
seeking sustainability with fairness and equity.

Very truly yours,

Raynor James

305 Calico Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, 28560

252-288-6228    
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From: Carl Rauschenberg
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Sprimp bycatch
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 11:17:56 AM

As one of the 1.2 million recreational saltwater fishing license holders in the
state of North Carolina, I support the petition before the N.C. Marine Fisheries
Commission Advisory Committees, to limit Shrimp Bycatch.  The following
proposals should be adopted.

-- 
Thanks, Carl Rauschenberg

mailto:crausch974@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: rick sasser
To: hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com;

enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net; rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu;
trippgandl@embarqmail.com; fishsqueezers@yahoo.com; fvfamilytradition@gmail.com;
chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com; mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com;
pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu; crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com;
Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net; jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu;
davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com;
brcrksfd@twc.com; Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
Paramore, Lee; Rawls, Kathy; West, Katy; White, Holly; Murphey, Trish; Stewart, Chris; rhb2@ec.rr.com;
bboutin@tnc.org; christianr@ecu.edu; heathnh@centurylink.net; jfodrie@unc.edu; David.glenn@noaa.gov;
e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; terriemike.street@gmail.com; cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com; Deaton, Anne;
jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com; poseym@uncw.edu;
sales@newrivernets.com; Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com; tedw@nccoast.org; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;
sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; Bkoury2@gmail.com;
samjcorbett3@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; Davis,
Braxton C; Fish, Nancy

Cc: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: First Note to Correct Misinformation From the New Bern AC Meeting
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 12:19:17 PM
Attachments: pastedImage.png
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To All Concerned,

The question was asked by a member of the joint AC committees meeting on the NCWF
petition if spot and weakfish were eliminated from consideration when establishing our
current nursery area classifications.  The answer given by the division was ambiguous at best.

Anne Deaton, Habitat Protection Section chief for the N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries, clearly
stated in the personal email reference in my letter below that

“Here is a table with the acreage and percent of estuarine waters.  It is important to
note that the nursery designations don’t represent all nursery areas for all species. 
They were targeting the offshore winter spawning estuarine dependent species. ”  

Spot is such a demersal offshore spawning species.  So yes, the primary nursery areas for spot
have been protected along with those of shrimp, flounder, croaker other offshore spawners,
they are the same areas.  The critically important secondary nursery areas for spot have not
been protected.

For those of you that read my email below and viewed the PowerPoint presentation you know
why all of the nursery areas for spot are not fully protected.  For those that did not, you can
find the answer on page 16 of the following Division of Marine Fisheries report-

http://cdm16062.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p249901coll22/id/448730
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I have also attached a pdf copy of the file for your convenience. 

Page 16 clearly states-

While weakfish was not eliminated as one of the target species used for nursery classification
analysis, it was indirectly eliminated by including only waters <2m in depth for nursery
classification analysis as referenced on page 18 of the Noble and Monroe report.

Classification of Pamlico Sound
nursery areas :
recommendations for critical
habitat criteria :: State
Publications
cdm16062.contentdm.oclc.org

http://cdm16062.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p249901coll22/id/448730
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Multiple nursery area researchers including two whom spoke against the petition at
yesterday's meeting, Purvis and Hawkins, have clearly stated in their work that weakfish prefer
the deeper more open areas and are therefore not protected by nursery areas classification.

Since Chairman Corbett denied the recreational angler and conservation voice their right to be
heard through public comment at the petition hearing, I will use this form of comment.  It's
actually a better "venue" as emails are clearly documented for the public record and can easily
be forwarded to a host of other people, many of whom are not only truly interested in
sustainable fisheries management but also understand it's a responsibility.

This is the first of several emails that I will be sending you to address the "mis-truths",
diversions, deflections and bald-face lies that dominated public comment and AC discussions
at the January 17th meeting.

What a travesty.

Rick Sasser



From: rick sasser <rick.sasser@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 6:13 PM
To: hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com;
enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net; rhondale@embarqmail.com;
Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu; trippgandl@embarqmail.com; fishsqueezers@yahoo.com;
fvfamilytradition@gmail.com; chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com;
mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com; pamdmorris@coresound.com;
rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu; crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com;
Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net; jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu;
davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net;
charlesrendaj@yahoo.com; brcrksfd@twc.com; Mshepard7401@charter.net;
globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com; lee.paramore@ncdenr.gov;
kathy.rawls@ncdenr.gov; katy.west@ncdenr.gov; holly.white@ncdenr.gov;
trish.murphey@ncdenr.gov; Chris.Stewart@ncdenr.gov; rhb2@ec.rr.com; bboutin@tnc.org;
christianr@ecu.edu; heathnh@centurylink.net; jfodrie@unc.edu; David.glenn@noaa.gov;
e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; terriemike.street@gmail.com; cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com;
Anne.Deaton@ncdenr.gov; jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com;
poseym@uncw.edu; annabarriosbeckwith@yahoo.com; sales@newrivernets.com;
Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com; tedw@nccoast.org; captjoemfc@yahoo.com; sobxl1@gmail.com;
rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; Bkoury2@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com;
amikewicker@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com;
Braxton.davis@ncdenr.gov; nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov
Cc: NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
Subject: Public Comment: NC Wildlife Federation Trawl Petition
 
January 10, 2017
 
 
Dear Chairman Corbett, Commission Members and Advisory Committee Members
 
As you know, public comment will be heard on January 17th regarding the Petition for
Rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation, (NCWF).  I respectfully submit
the following comments and a link to a PowerPoint presentation for your review.  I asked that
you support the NCWF in its endeavors to properly classify non-designated nursery areas and
to reduce shrimp trawl bycatch, both are much needed measures.
 
It is clear that critically important nursery areas are not properly protected.
 
Noble and Monroe in their Classification of Pamlico Sound Nursery Areas: 
Recommendations for Critical Habitat Criteria-  Project No. 89-09, Elizabeth B. Noble and Dr.
Robert J. Monroe, NC Department of Environment, Health and Natural Resources, Division of
Marine Fisheries, February 1991, clearly said
 
“Species which were present in very low numbers (spotted seatrout, weakfish and silver perch)
in the riverine systems had their highest class means in the Pamlico Sound core group.  So,



differences in abiotic and biotic variables do exist in these “traditional” nursery area
environments.  Also, there are habitats in these areas that qualify for nursery area designation,
but are not as yet protected.”
 
The Coastal Habitat Protection Plan acknowledges both the need to

 
Protect habitat from fishing gear effects through improved enforcement, establishment
of protective buffers around habitats, modified rules, and further restriction of fishing
gears, where necessary. Page 457, 2010
 

and to
 

Identify, designate, and protect Strategic Habitat Areas. Page vii, 2010.

The NC Marine Fisheries Commission has failed to protect important nursery areas and
strategic habitats through proper designation.
North Carolina’s designated Primary Nursery Areas are the settlement areas for post-larvae of
offshore winter spawners and where based on surveys in shallow waters less than 2 meters in
depth.  Those surveys today equate to the NCDMF P120 Estuarine Trawl Survey.
 

The DMF‘s estuarine trawl sampling program (Program 120) provides data to
identify nursery areas. It also provides a long-term database of annual juvenile
recruitment of economically important species as provided by the core stations.
This database has been used for designation of new nursery areas in the past
and continues to be the main source of data and information used to designate
future potential nursery areas. North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft
Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 169.

 
CHPP (2010) acknowledges that additional nursery area protection is needed.
 

The current MFC restrictions on trawling protect PNAs. However, there are
productive shallow water areas of soft bottom that are not designated as primary or
secondary nursery areas but still serve as important habitat to many juvenile fish and
invertebrates. Shallow areas where trawling is currently allowed should be re-
examined to determine if additional restrictions are necessary, (page382).

 
 
The Pamlico Sound is a weakfish nursery, a non-designated weakfish nursery area
that must be protected.
 

It is important to recognize the distinction between the generic term “nursery
area” and the specific regulatory designations of “Nursery Area”. For example,
Pamlico Sound maintains a diversity of habitat functions. Its abundance of
young finfish as well as shrimp and crabs is well documented and therefore is
often termed a nursery area. North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft
Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 170



 
 Current designated nursery areas have failed to protect the deeper more open waters of the
Pamlico Sound Complex and therefore have left unprotected the primary and secondary
nursery areas for weakfish.
 

In addition to juvenile species present in lower salinity areas, spotted seatrout,
weakfish, silver perch, and red drum are also abundant in these moderate-salinity
estuaries (Noble and Monroe 1991). Young weakfish and silver perch tend to occupy
deeper waters of the moderate and high-salinity zones, while young blue crabs and
other demersal species prefer shallow areas (Epperly and Ross1986). Nursery habitats
for North Carolina juvenile weakfish are reported to be in deeper portions of coastal
rivers, bays, sounds and estuaries (Mercer 1989, DMF unpublished program 195
data). As they grow, juvenile weakfish have been found to be most abundant in shallow
bays or navigational channels that are characterized by moderate depths, slightly
higher salinities, and areas with a sandy bottom (ASMFC 1996).   CHPP, 2010, page 50.

 
 
Anne Deaton (NCDMF) in a personal email dated August 23rd, 2013 confirmed that our
current designated nursery areas are not designed to protect the weakfish’s preference for the
deeper more open water nursery areas. 
 

“Here is a table with the acreage and percent of estuarine waters.  It is important to
note that the nursery designations don’t represent all nursery areas for all species. 
They were targeting the offshore winter spawning estuarine dependent species. ” 

 
Deaton has also acknowledged the critical importance of taking action to properly identify
strategic habit areas, which include nursery areas necessary for productivity and viability. 
 

The CHPP recommends that some areas of fish habitat be designated as “Strategic
Habitat Areas” (SHAs). Strategic Habitat Areas are defined as specific locations of
individual fish habitat or systems of habitat that have been identified to provide critical
habitat functions or that are particularly at risk due to imminent threats, vulnerability
or rarity. While all fish habitats are necessary for sustaining viable fish populations,
some areas may be especially important to fish viability and productivity. Protection of
these areas would therefore be a high priority (Deaton et al. 2010).  North Carolina
Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page
171.
 

For almost four years I have been working on a project to identify those strategic habitats for
weakfish in the Pamlico Sound estuarine complex.  Just as the NCDMF used its shallow water
surveys to identify current designated primary and secondary nursery areas, I have used the
NCDMF P195 Pamlico Sound annual survey to identify potential weakfish primary and
secondary nursery areas used during the critical annual recruitment period.  

The case can be made that the complete P195 survey area should be closed to all bottom
disturbing gear as a primary nursery area.  The NC Wildlife Federation’s request to classify
the area as a special secondary nursery area should be seen as a generous compromise to the
commercial shrimping industry.  The North Carolina Wildlife Federation’s request for



additional gear, size, season and time restrictions are necessary to mitigate the effects of
bycatch within this strategic habitat.

I respectfully ask that you review my work at the following link:

https://1drv.ms/p/s!ArHvxdSx-xlqggCT_gwDP-zDDEUt

What you will find is that North Carolina’s nursery areas are designed and designated to
protect its most coveted demersal species, the shrimp.  Even the economically important
demersal spot was completely eliminated as a species from the survey studies used to classify
our designated primary nursery areas.  Juvenile spot were once so ubiquitous in the Pamlico
Sound Complex that all waters should be considered nursery areas.  Forty years later, spot
landings are at historical lows and the stock status is listed as concern.
What happened in those forty years?

Contrary to what the NCDMF will tell you, shrimp trawl effort remained constant over the last
forty years producing on average slightly over 6-million pounds landed annually.  The
NCDMF measures effort by trips and they are right, trips are down.  What the NCDMF
acknowledges but discounts when discussing the effects of trawling is the following.

“Technological advances in the shrimping industry have increased the catching
efficiency of larger boats, particularly in Pamlico Sound. In the 1940s and early
1950s, a 45 to 60 foot vessel pulled a single trawl with a headrope length of 60 to 65
feet. Now, with “four-barreled rigs” the same vessel can pull four nets with a
combined headrope length of up to 200 feet. Four barreled rigs allow fishermen to pull
two nets from each outrigger. Conventional two-seam otter trawls are used for the
bottom-hugging pink and brown shrimp, while four - seam and tongue trawls with
floats on the headrope are used for the white shrimp which have the ability to jump
over two-seam trawls when disturbed. In Pamlico Sound, these large vessels stay out
four or five days and tow from one to three hours, often working day and night.”  North
Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine
Fisheries, page 48.

 
Boats are larger, gear is larger and on-board refrigeration and insulated holds allow boats to
leave the dock on Sunday afternoon and return on Friday afternoon after trawling day and

NCWF Nursery-
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Comments.pptx
Shared via OneDrive
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night, which is considered “one” trip.  Obviously trips are down with improved efficiencies. 
Landings are not down, in fact 2015 was the top eighth landing year in the last forty-four
years, over 9-million pounds, certainly not the typical 6 million pound landing year.  In fact it
was 50% higher. 

Landings are a function of Catch.  Bycatch is a function of Catch.

What has changed significantly in the past forty years is that brown shrimp landings from the
Pamlico Sound have more than doubled during that time. Given that 58% of all shrimp
landings come from the Pamlico Sound and that brown shrimp now account for 59% of all
shrimp landings (up from 28% in 1970s), one can surmise that properly measured Pamlico
Sound trawling effort has increased over the last forty years.

 
That increased trawl effort has certainly impacted spot, Atlantic croaker and weakfish bycatch,
the predominate and economically important finfish species.
 

“Although many species are caught as bycatch in the estuarine shrimp trawl fishery,
four species, blue crab, weakfish, Atlantic croaker, and spot have, since the first
studies were conducted in the 1950s and continuing to the present, accounted for the
bulk of the bycatch.”  North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North
Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 22.

 
Jess Hawkins understood the problem at one time while conducting nursery area studies as a
NCDMF biologist. 
 

“Juvenile (weakfish) were captured only in the northern and central region, with
tributaries of Pamlico Sound serving as the major nursery areas.”
 
The sounds and bays of North and South Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland serve-as nursery grounds for
young juveniles along the Atlantic coast (Merriner 1973). Growth is rapid once the weakfish enter the
estuaries (Pearson 1941, Massman et al. 1938, Merriner 1973). The juveniles remain in the estuaries until



late fall or really winter, when they migrate to deeper, more open waters (Hildebrand and Cable 1934,
Massman et al. 1958, Merriner 1973).

 
 Weakfish are exploited by many fisheries in North Carolina. Long haul seines and
pound nets are two major gears used to harvest weakfish in Pamlico Sound and its
tributaries. Wolff (1972) stated that substantial numbers of small weakfish were taken
incidentally with shrimp trawls, long haul seines, and pound nets. In recent years, a
large offshore winter trawl fishery for weakfish has developed along the North Carolina
coast.
 
Juvenile weakfish were first noted during June at a size range of 19-99 mmTL (Figures
14 and 15). Recruitment times in Pamlico Sound indicated that spawning occurred
earlier than previously reported by Spitsbergen and Wolff (1974) and Purvis (1976).
Recruitment times substantiated Merriner's (1976) conclusion that the weakfish
spawning peak occurred from late April/early May through June in North Carolina. Peak
weakfish numbers were observed during July, when large quantities of young-of-the-
year were present in the estuaries, agreeing with the findings of former Pamlico Sound
investigations (Purvis 1976; Ross 1980, in press).
 
 

Today, as a former NCDMF Deputy Director (retired) and Jerry Schill’s and the NCFA’s
hired gun fighting the NCWF petition, Hawkins seems to have lost the opinions that paid his
working salary and fund his retirement. 
 
The following two slides are from the presentation linked above.
 
Below is a very conservative plotting of strata that juvenile weakfish prefer based on twenty-
seven years of P195 Survey data.



The following slide shows the F/V Capt. Ralph trawling right in the epicenter of the weakfish
nursery area during the 2016 shrimp season.
 
Red dots connected by light blue lines show the ship’s path and green dots are overlaid from
the weakfish nursery area plot in the prior figure.
 
 

 
North Carolina is allowing trawling in the primary and/or secondary nursery areas for
weakfish.  These are undesignated nursery areas that need to be protected.  

Weakfish is only one species of many that has a stock status listed as “concern” or “depleted”.
Spot and Atlantic croaker are the #1 and #2 species landed in the P195 trawl survey,
respectively.  As mentioned previously, spot was so ubiquitous in the Pamlico Sound thirty



years ago that it was eliminated as a target species for nursery classification.  Today, spot
stocks are listed as concern and recent harvest has been at historical lows as is the Atlantic
croaker stock. Southern flounder stock status is listed by default as concern (no current stock
assessment), but is truly depleted.  Summer flounder is listed as concern.  Blue crab is listed as
concern with current landings below historic levels with both decreased abundance and adult
recruitment.  All of those economically important species are affected by Pamlico Sound
shrimp trawl bycatch. 

Please support sustainable fisheries management by supporting the NC Wildlife Federation's
Petition for Rule Making. 
 
Sincerely and Best Regards,
Rick Sasser



From: Christopher Elkins
To: rick sasser
Cc: hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com;

enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net; rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu;
trippgandl@embarqmail.com; fishsqueezers@yahoo.com; fvfamilytradition@gmail.com;
chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com; mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com;
pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu; crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com;
Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net; jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu;
davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com;
brcrksfd@twc.com; Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
Paramore, Lee; Rawls, Kathy; West, Katy; White, Holly; Murphey, Trish; Stewart, Chris; rhb2@ec.rr.com;
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Get em rick.
I am surprised Ann had the cojones to put that in writing.

She is a very good environmentalist, but unfortunately sometimes not as vocal as her
predecessor, Mike Street.

she was responsible for that opus, the mapping of inside waters, a great resource.

C

On Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 12:16 PM, rick sasser <rick.sasser@hotmail.com> wrote:

To All Concerned,

The question was asked by a member of the joint AC committees meeting on the NCWF
petition if spot and weakfish were eliminated from consideration when establishing our
current nursery area classifications.  The answer given by the division was ambiguous at
best.

Anne Deaton, Habitat Protection Section chief for the N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,
clearly stated in the personal email reference in my letter below that

“Here is a table with the acreage and percent of estuarine waters.  It is important to
note that the nursery designations don’t represent all nursery areas for all species. 
They were targeting the offshore winter spawning estuarine dependent species. ”  
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Spot is such a demersal offshore spawning species.  So yes, the primary nursery areas for
spot have been protected along with those of shrimp, flounder, croaker other offshore
spawners, they are the same areas.  The critically important secondary nursery areas for
spot have not been protected.

For those of you that read my email below and viewed the PowerPoint presentation you
know why all of the nursery areas for spot are not fully protected.  For those that did not,
you can find the answer on page 16 of the following Division of Marine Fisheries report-

http://cdm16062.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p249901coll22/id/448730

Classification of Pamlico
Sound nursery areas :
recommendations for critical
habitat criteria :: State
Publications
cdm16062.contentdm.oclc.org

I have also attached a pdf copy of the file for your convenience. 

Page 16 clearly states-
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While weakfish was not eliminated as one of the target species used for nursery
classification analysis, it was indirectly eliminated by including only waters <2m in depth for
nursery classification analysis as referenced on page 18 of the Noble and Monroe report.

Multiple nursery area researchers including two whom spoke against the petition at
yesterday's meeting, Purvis and Hawkins, have clearly stated in their work that weakfish
prefer the deeper more open areas and are therefore not protected by nursery areas
classification.



Since Chairman Corbett denied the recreational angler and conservation voice their right to
be heard through public comment at the petition hearing, I will use this form of comment. 
It's actually a better "venue" as emails are clearly documented for the public record and can
easily be forwarded to a host of other people, many of whom are not only truly interested in
sustainable fisheries management but also understand it's a responsibility.

This is the first of several emails that I will be sending you to address the "mis-truths",
diversions, deflections and bald-face lies that dominated public comment and AC
discussions at the January 17th meeting.

What a travesty.

Rick Sasser



From: rick sasser <rick.sasser@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 6:13 PM
To: hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com;
Sbrad11@gmail.com; enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net;
rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu; trippgandl@embarqmail.com;
fishsqueezers@yahoo.com; fvfamilytradition@gmail.com; chris.c.hunt28405@live.com;
rjlorenz@ec.rr.com; mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com;
pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu; crab96@aol.com;
tjpjs1@gmail.com; Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net;
jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu; davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com;
bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com; brcrksfd@twc.com;
Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
lee.paramore@ncdenr.gov; kathy.rawls@ncdenr.gov; katy.west@ncdenr.gov;
holly.white@ncdenr.gov; trish.murphey@ncdenr.gov; Chris.Stewart@ncdenr.gov;
rhb2@ec.rr.com; bboutin@tnc.org; christianr@ecu.edu; heathnh@centurylink.net;
jfodrie@unc.edu; David.glenn@noaa.gov; e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com;
terriemike.street@gmail.com; cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com; Anne.Deaton@ncdenr.gov;
jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com; poseym@uncw.edu;
annabarriosbeckwith@yahoo.com; sales@newrivernets.com; Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com;
tedw@nccoast.org; captjoemfc@yahoo.com; sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com;
janetrosemfc@gmail.com; Bkoury2@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com;
amikewicker@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com;
Braxton.davis@ncdenr.gov; nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov
Cc: NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
Subject: Public Comment: NC Wildlife Federation Trawl Petition
 

January 10, 2017

 

 

Dear Chairman Corbett, Commission Members and Advisory Committee Members

 
As you know, public comment will be heard on January 17th regarding the Petition for
Rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation, (NCWF).  I respectfully submit
the following comments and a link to a PowerPoint presentation for your review.  I asked
that you support the NCWF in its endeavors to properly classify non-designated nursery
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areas and to reduce shrimp trawl bycatch, both are much needed measures.

 

It is clear that critically important nursery areas are not properly protected.

 

Noble and Monroe in their Classification of Pamlico Sound Nursery Areas: 
Recommendations for Critical Habitat Criteria-  Project No. 89-09, Elizabeth B. Noble and
Dr. Robert J. Monroe, NC Department of Environment, Health and Natural Resources,
Division of Marine Fisheries, February 1991, clearly said

 

“Species which were present in very low numbers (spotted seatrout, weakfish and silver
perch) in the riverine systems had their highest class means in the Pamlico Sound core
group.  So, differences in abiotic and biotic variables do exist in these “traditional” nursery
area environments.  Also, there are habitats in these areas that qualify for nursery area
designation, but are not as yet protected.”

 

The Coastal Habitat Protection Plan acknowledges both the need to

 
Protect habitat from fishing gear effects through improved enforcement,
establishment of protective buffers around habitats, modified rules, and further
restriction of fishing gears, where necessary. Page 457, 2010
 

and to

 

Identify, designate, and protect Strategic Habitat Areas. Page vii, 2010.

The NC Marine Fisheries Commission has failed to protect important nursery areas and
strategic habitats through proper designation.

North Carolina’s designated Primary Nursery Areas are the settlement areas for post-larvae
of offshore winter spawners and where based on surveys in shallow waters less than 2
meters in depth.  Those surveys today equate to the NCDMF P120 Estuarine Trawl Survey.

 
The DMF‘s estuarine trawl sampling program (Program 120) provides data to



identify nursery areas. It also provides a long-term database of annual
juvenile recruitment of economically important species as provided by the
core stations. This database has been used for designation of new nursery
areas in the past and continues to be the main source of data and
information used to designate future potential nursery areas. North Carolina
Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries,
page 169.

 

CHPP (2010) acknowledges that additional nursery area protection is needed.

 
The current MFC restrictions on trawling protect PNAs. However, there are
productive shallow water areas of soft bottom that are not designated as primary or
secondary nursery areas but still serve as important habitat to many juvenile fish
and invertebrates. Shallow areas where trawling is currently allowed should be re-
examined to determine if additional restrictions are necessary, (page382).

 

 

The Pamlico Sound is a weakfish nursery, a non-designated weakfish nursery area
that must be protected.

 
It is important to recognize the distinction between the generic term “nursery
area” and the specific regulatory designations of “Nursery Area”. For
example, Pamlico Sound maintains a diversity of habitat functions. Its
abundance of young finfish as well as shrimp and crabs is well documented
and therefore is often termed a nursery area. North Carolina Shrimp Fishery
Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 170

 

 Current designated nursery areas have failed to protect the deeper more open waters of the
Pamlico Sound Complex and therefore have left unprotected the primary and secondary
nursery areas for weakfish.

 
In addition to juvenile species present in lower salinity areas, spotted seatrout,
weakfish, silver perch, and red drum are also abundant in these moderate-salinity
estuaries (Noble and Monroe 1991). Young weakfish and silver perch tend to occupy
deeper waters of the moderate and high-salinity zones, while young blue crabs and
other demersal species prefer shallow areas (Epperly and Ross1986). Nursery
habitats for North Carolina juvenile weakfish are reported to be in deeper portions
of coastal rivers, bays, sounds and estuaries (Mercer 1989, DMF unpublished
program 195 data). As they grow, juvenile weakfish have been found to be most



abundant in shallow bays or navigational channels that are characterized by
moderate depths, slightly higher salinities, and areas with a sandy bottom (ASMFC
1996).   CHPP, 2010, page 50.

 

 

Anne Deaton (NCDMF) in a personal email dated August 23rd, 2013 confirmed that our
current designated nursery areas are not designed to protect the weakfish’s preference for the
deeper more open water nursery areas. 

 
“Here is a table with the acreage and percent of estuarine waters.  It is important to
note that the nursery designations don’t represent all nursery areas for all species. 
They were targeting the offshore winter spawning estuarine dependent species. ” 

 

Deaton has also acknowledged the critical importance of taking action to properly identify
strategic habit areas, which include nursery areas necessary for productivity and viability. 

 
The CHPP recommends that some areas of fish habitat be designated as “Strategic
Habitat Areas” (SHAs). Strategic Habitat Areas are defined as specific locations of
individual fish habitat or systems of habitat that have been identified to provide
critical habitat functions or that are particularly at risk due to imminent threats,
vulnerability or rarity. While all fish habitats are necessary for sustaining viable fish
populations, some areas may be especially important to fish viability and
productivity. Protection of these areas would therefore be a high priority (Deaton et
al. 2010).  North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina
Division of Marine Fisheries, page 171.
 

For almost four years I have been working on a project to identify those strategic habitats for
weakfish in the Pamlico Sound estuarine complex.  Just as the NCDMF used its shallow
water surveys to identify current designated primary and secondary nursery areas, I have
used the NCDMF P195 Pamlico Sound annual survey to identify potential weakfish primary
and secondary nursery areas used during the critical annual recruitment period.  

The case can be made that the complete P195 survey area should be closed to all bottom
disturbing gear as a primary nursery area.  The NC Wildlife Federation’s request to classify
the area as a special secondary nursery area should be seen as a generous compromise to the
commercial shrimping industry.  The North Carolina Wildlife Federation’s request for
additional gear, size, season and time restrictions are necessary to mitigate the effects of
bycatch within this strategic habitat.



I respectfully ask that you review my work at the following link:

https://1drv.ms/p/s!ArHvxdSx-xlqggCT_gwDP-zDDEUt

NCWF Nursery-
Weakfish Presentation-
2017 Public
Comments.pptx
Shared via OneDrive

What you will find is that North Carolina’s nursery areas are designed and designated to
protect its most coveted demersal species, the shrimp.  Even the economically important
demersal spot was completely eliminated as a species from the survey studies used to
classify our designated primary nursery areas.  Juvenile spot were once so ubiquitous in the
Pamlico Sound Complex that all waters should be considered nursery areas.  Forty years
later, spot landings are at historical lows and the stock status is listed as concern.

What happened in those forty years?

Contrary to what the NCDMF will tell you, shrimp trawl effort remained constant over the
last forty years producing on average slightly over 6-million pounds landed annually.  The
NCDMF measures effort by trips and they are right, trips are down.  What the NCDMF
acknowledges but discounts when discussing the effects of trawling is the following.

“Technological advances in the shrimping industry have increased the catching
efficiency of larger boats, particularly in Pamlico Sound. In the 1940s and early
1950s, a 45 to 60 foot vessel pulled a single trawl with a headrope length of 60 to 65
feet. Now, with “four-barreled rigs” the same vessel can pull four nets with a
combined headrope length of up to 200 feet. Four barreled rigs allow fishermen to
pull two nets from each outrigger. Conventional two-seam otter trawls are used for
the bottom-hugging pink and brown shrimp, while four - seam and tongue trawls
with floats on the headrope are used for the white shrimp which have the ability to
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jump over two-seam trawls when disturbed. In Pamlico Sound, these large vessels
stay out four or five days and tow from one to three hours, often working day and
night.”  North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1, North Carolina
Division of Marine Fisheries, page 48.

 

Boats are larger, gear is larger and on-board refrigeration and insulated holds allow boats to
leave the dock on Sunday afternoon and return on Friday afternoon after trawling day and
night, which is considered “one” trip.  Obviously trips are down with improved efficiencies. 
Landings are not down, in fact 2015 was the top eighth landing year in the last forty-four
years, over 9-million pounds, certainly not the typical 6 million pound landing year.  In fact
it was 50% higher. 

Landings are a function of Catch.  Bycatch is a function of Catch.

What has changed significantly in the past forty years is that brown shrimp landings from
the Pamlico Sound have more than doubled during that time. Given that 58% of all shrimp
landings come from the Pamlico Sound and that brown shrimp now account for 59% of all
shrimp landings (up from 28% in 1970s), one can surmise that properly measured Pamlico
Sound trawling effort has increased over the last forty years.

 

That increased trawl effort has certainly impacted spot, Atlantic croaker and weakfish
bycatch, the predominate and economically important finfish species.



 
“Although many species are caught as bycatch in the estuarine shrimp trawl fishery,
four species, blue crab, weakfish, Atlantic croaker, and spot have, since the first
studies were conducted in the 1950s and continuing to the present, accounted for the
bulk of the bycatch.”  North Carolina Shrimp Fishery Management Plan Draft Amendment 1,
North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, page 22.

 

Jess Hawkins understood the problem at one time while conducting nursery area studies as a
NCDMF biologist. 

 
“Juvenile (weakfish) were captured only in the northern and central region, with
tributaries of Pamlico Sound serving as the major nursery areas.”
 
The sounds and bays of North and South Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland serve-as nursery grounds for
young juveniles along the Atlantic coast (Merriner 1973). Growth is rapid once the weakfish enter the
estuaries (Pearson 1941, Massman et al. 1938, Merriner 1973). The juveniles remain in the estuaries until
late fall or really winter, when they migrate to deeper, more open waters (Hildebrand and Cable 1934,
Massman et al. 1958, Merriner 1973).

 
 Weakfish are exploited by many fisheries in North Carolina. Long haul seines and
pound nets are two major gears used to harvest weakfish in Pamlico Sound and its
tributaries. Wolff (1972) stated that substantial numbers of small weakfish were
taken incidentally with shrimp trawls, long haul seines, and pound nets. In recent
years, a large offshore winter trawl fishery for weakfish has developed along the
North Carolina coast.
 
Juvenile weakfish were first noted during June at a size range of 19-99 mmTL (Figures
14 and 15). Recruitment times in Pamlico Sound indicated that spawning occurred
earlier than previously reported by Spitsbergen and Wolff (1974) and Purvis (1976).
Recruitment times substantiated Merriner's (1976) conclusion that the weakfish
spawning peak occurred from late April/early May through June in North Carolina.
Peak weakfish numbers were observed during July, when large quantities of young-
of-the-year were present in the estuaries, agreeing with the findings of former
Pamlico Sound investigations (Purvis 1976; Ross 1980, in press).
 
 

Today, as a former NCDMF Deputy Director (retired) and Jerry Schill’s and the NCFA’s
hired gun fighting the NCWF petition, Hawkins seems to have lost the opinions that paid his
working salary and fund his retirement. 

 



The following two slides are from the presentation linked above.

 

Below is a very conservative plotting of strata that juvenile weakfish prefer based on
twenty-seven years of P195 Survey data.

The following slide shows the F/V Capt. Ralph trawling right in the epicenter of the
weakfish nursery area during the 2016 shrimp season.

 

Red dots connected by light blue lines show the ship’s path and green dots are overlaid from
the weakfish nursery area plot in the prior figure.

 

 



 

North Carolina is allowing trawling in the primary and/or secondary nursery areas for
weakfish.  These are undesignated nursery areas that need to be protected.  

Weakfish is only one species of many that has a stock status listed as “concern” or
“depleted”. Spot and Atlantic croaker are the #1 and #2 species landed in the P195 trawl
survey, respectively.  As mentioned previously, spot was so ubiquitous in the Pamlico
Sound thirty years ago that it was eliminated as a target species for nursery classification. 
Today, spot stocks are listed as concern and recent harvest has been at historical lows as is
the Atlantic croaker stock. Southern flounder stock status is listed by default as concern (no
current stock assessment), but is truly depleted.  Summer flounder is listed as concern.  Blue
crab is listed as concern with current landings below historic levels with both decreased
abundance and adult recruitment.  All of those economically important species are affected
by Pamlico Sound shrimp trawl bycatch. 

Please support sustainable fisheries management by supporting the NC Wildlife Federation's
Petition for Rule Making. 

 

Sincerely and Best Regards,
Rick Sasser



From: rkorr1@gmail.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Opposition to the Designation of Special Secondary Nursery Areas
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 1:06:12 PM

Dear Commission Advisors and Members:
 
I am a long-time visitor to the Outer Banks, and now a full-time resident of Wanchese, NC.  
 
I find I must speak out on this issue, as it is close to my heart with family members affected by your
proposal.  Thus, I must vocally speak out to support the Dare County Resolution Opposing the
Designation of Special Secondary Nursery Areas. 
 
The watermen of the Outer Banks face numerous challenges to their success already without adding
more, as your Proposal would do.  Please, reject the Proposal you are considering.
 
Thank you for your time and efforts.
 
Rebecca Orr
527 Baumtown Road
Wanchese, NC  27981
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From: Pete Boelte
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 1:20:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Pete Boelte
225 N Channel Haven Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409
peteboelte@gmail.com

mailto:peteboelte@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Pat K. Rowlett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: petition
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 1:31:09 PM

                                                                                            Jan. 18, 2017

To:        NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov

From:   Pete Rowlett   215 Bernhurst Rd.  New Bern, N.C.  28560

Re:       Petition filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation/ habitat protections

Dear Sirs:

I am a biology major and a retired physician.  I understand scientific methodology and believe
scientific inquiry and data provide valuable information to guide human activity.  I used peer-
reviewed and evidence-based scientific studies to direct my practice of medicine.  I believe
that the petition filed by the NC Wildlife Commission is based on well executed studies
researching a logical premise and should be implemented.  The unlimited harvest of passenger
pigeons, buffalo, whales,  and Atlantic northwest cod, with the collapse of their related
industries, are evidence of the past failure of self-governance by those profiting from the
resource.  Our public trust waters and their potential bounty should benefit those who harvest
shrimp, oysters, and fin fish, and also benefit the recreation and tourist industries.  The
practices of one party should not compromise the value of the resource to another.   Also,
those who harvest the bounty must accept that any resource has natural limits and our history
is one of failure to acknowledge these limits.     

 

mailto:patkrowlett@gmail.com
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From: MICHAEL SWARTZ
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 2:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.recovery of these two important fishes. I hope the

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin Commission
will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our state's public trust resources for the benefit of future
generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL SWARTZ
329 Trellis Dr
Green Spring, WV 26722
FIREMARSHALL13@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:FIREMARSHALL13@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Walter Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 2:20:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Walter Johnson
745 Stratford Rd
Lexington, NC 27292
waltsarahjane@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Josh Kelly
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 3:12:24 PM

Josh Kelly
4 Redfern St
Asheville, NC 28806

January 18, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Josh Kelly

mailto:joshkellybotanist@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Keehner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 3:12:25 PM

Jim Keehner
134 Richard Lee Drive
Greenville, NC 27858

January 18, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Jim Keehner

mailto:jkeehner@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Brosch
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please deny petition
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 3:54:11 PM

As my wife cannot cook and working full time, I do not have the time to, we purchased
80% of our meals in North Carolina’s restaurants.  Sometimes we even celebrate with
surf and turf, but most of the time “make due” with whatever is on the board marked
“Fresh Catch TODAY”.  A treat for me is a local buffet the has 5 types of shrimp,
everything from on ice to sushi to fried and popcorn. 
 
Please SUPPORT the seafood business of North Carolina, the restaurant business of
North Carolina and (perhaps most importantly,) the citizen VOTERS of North Carolina
and VOTE NO on this petition.
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this email.
 
JACK BROSCH
MOBILE | 704.622.6995
EMAIL | JBrosch@Carolina.RR.com
LINKEDIN | http://www.linkedin.com/in/jbrosch
 

mailto:JBrosch@Carolina.rr.com
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From: Robert Mack
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 4:30:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Mack
356 Wagontree Ct
Dallas, NC 28034
robmack1@bellsouth.net

mailto:robmack1@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Yeames
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 5:50:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jim Yeames
135 Yacht Club Dr
Newport, NC 28570
ideas@jimyeames.com

mailto:ideas@jimyeames.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: rick sasser
To: hjbarnes@bellsouth.net; eblake@cisco.com; Mblanton9394@gmail.com; Sbrad11@gmail.com;

enduranceseafood@yahoo.com; finnagle@earthlink.net; rhondale@embarqmail.com; Jim_Rice@ncsu.edu;
trippgandl@embarqmail.com; fishsqueezers@yahoo.com; fvfamilytradition@gmail.com;
chris.c.hunt28405@live.com; rjlorenz@ec.rr.com; mcp221ab@earthlink.net; chrismedlin28445@gmail.com;
pamdmorris@coresound.com; rwpjrnc@yahoo.com; scharff@uncw.edu; crab96@aol.com; tjpjs1@gmail.com;
Reeladdicition4life@yahoo.com; docbrewer@northstate.net; jeffrey_buckel@ncsu.edu;
davidclem910@gmail.com; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; bjseafood@earthlink.net; charlesrendaj@yahoo.com;
brcrksfd@twc.com; Mshepard7401@charter.net; globaltimberproducts@yahoo.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
Paramore, Lee; Rawls, Kathy; West, Katy; White, Holly; Murphey, Trish; Stewart, Chris; rhb2@ec.rr.com;
bboutin@tnc.org; christianr@ecu.edu; heathnh@centurylink.net; jfodrie@unc.edu; David.glenn@noaa.gov;
e6i4j8bt@coastalnet.com; terriemike.street@gmail.com; cwsalmoncreek@gmail.com; Deaton, Anne;
jhardin@gradywhite.com; mmarshall@ec.rr.com; captbmc@yahoo.com; poseym@uncw.edu;
sales@newrivernets.com; Reeladdication4life@yahoo.com; tedw@nccoast.org; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;
sobx11@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; Bkoury2@gmail.com;
samjcorbett3@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; Davis,
Braxton C; Fish, Nancy; SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition

Subject: 2010 Strategic Habitat Pamlico Sound (SEE PAGE 10 AND 11) Fish Data- To Support of Nursery Area
Designations

Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 6:26:09 PM

For you scientific types, or anyone who supports sustainable fisheries management, please
see the link below.  Specifically see pages 10 and 11.  You really should read the whole report.

http://portal.ncdenr.org/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=e11da87f-629f-4fac-a40a-
cc965c0150a1&groupId=38337

Pages 10 and 11 certainly support my weakfish nursery area work using the P195 data. The
final areas recommended for SHA designation were significantly "dumbed-down" by the
division.  It's an example of regulatory capture where the division sees its function as
protecting commercial fishing interests over properly identified and designated nursery areas.

Please understand that I spent 100s of hours of work on my analysis.  I may well have spent
over a 1,500 hours when you include all of the documents that I read educating myself on
nursery issues, state statues, multiple fishery management plans, past NCMFC and ASMFC
meeting minutes and emailing NCDMF employees and ASMFC members.

The criticism directed at the petitioners on Jan 17th for being "data poor" is unfounded. 
There is plenty of data available.  The NCDMF has been sitting on it for over thirty-five years. 
When a former director tired to use it he was fired.  If a layperson like myself can understand
these issues, a would certainly hope that so can a PHD fisheries biologist.  I promise you that
division staff understands that we allow trawling in undesignated primary and secondary
nursery areas.

Dr. Daniel is on public record in 2013 stating-

"Do we protect every single nursery area? No, we don't.  If we protected every single
nursery area, I would argue that from three miles to the Inland Water Boundary Line
is a nursery area for something." Dr. Louis Daniel, Director-NCDMF, August 29th, 2013

and Jack Travelstead did exactly that yesterday and fine job of it.
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The petitioner did not ask you to take the measures to immediate rule, statute does not allow
it.  They simply asked you to initiate rule making, where the commission and the division will
have plenty of time to consider many aspects of multiple issues before any rule is adopted, in
whole or part or not at all.  The division will have plenty of time to present the data they have
been sitting on.

You failed in your duties.  

A public petitioner should not and cannot be expected to meet a standard of proof set so high
that they must prove that the trawling industry is doing harm.  Let's turn the table and ask the
commercial trawl industry to prove that what they are doing is not harmful.

For your convenience, below is the link to my work referenced above and previously sent.

https://1drv.ms/p/s!ArHvxdSx-xlqggCT_gwDP-zDDEUt

 

NCWF Nursery-
Weakfish Presentation-
2017 Public
Comments.pptx
Shared via OneDrive
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From: H.Michael STEPHENSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 7:30:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

H.Michael Stephenson
271 Anne St
Rutherfordton, NC 28139
m.stephenson@live.com

mailto:m.stephenson@live.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Currin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: DENY PETITION TO PUT NC LOCAL FISHERMEN OUT OF BUSINESS
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 8:29:07 PM

The Wildlife Federation representatives kept saying they aren't trying to put shrimpers out of
business, but the maps shown show existing protected areas now and then the new maps which
would ban shrimping in virtually all soundside waters and three miles out into the ocean,
effectively banning shrimp trawling.
The real story is that through funding from foundations and trusts backed by major oil companies,
CCA and NCWF which take donations from such foundations and trusts. These and some other
"community betterment" organizations are mere pawns of the major oil companies that simply
want all the boats, all the fishing fleets off the waters including North Carolina's because the
commercial fishermen are the last entities that can sue major oil if there was a spill, and they have
their eyes set on North Carolina waters.
This means that as a consumer that I could have to eat untested, frozen, foreign seafood if these
organizations succeed, whether they know or not that big oil is pushing their efforts. Think about it,
the commercial fishermen are the eyes and ears of our coastal waters.
Now you have two reasons to support commercial fishermen 1) to continue to get fresh, local
seafood and 2) to have the ace card in case an oil company does something stupid like the Deep
Horizon Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico in our North Carolina waters.
Donna Currin
6523 US Hwy 15
Oxford, NC 27565

mailto:dwcurrin@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Tait
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition Shrimp Bycatch Reduction
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 9:11:59 PM

As one of the 1.2 million recreational saltwater fishing license holders in the 
state of North Carolina, I support the petition before the N.C. Marine Fisheries 
Commission Advisory Committees, to limit Shrimp Bycatch. The following 
proposals should be adopted. 

• Expand the designation of special secondary nursery areas (SSNAs), in which 
trawls are prohibited unless specially opened by the state, to include all 
inshore and near shore waters under MCF jurisdiction not already designated any 
sort of nursery area. 

• Open shrimp season only when the shrimp count in Pamlico Sound reaches 60 
shrimp per pound. 

• Create a maximum headrope length for trawls of 90 feet for all state waters. 

• Limit trawl tow time to 45 minutes in SSNAs. 

• Limit shrimp trawling to three days per week and to daylight hours in SSNAs. 

• Require trawls to have two N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries certified bycatch 
reduction devices when trawling in state waters. 

• Create maximum recreational size limits of 8 inches for spot and 10 inches for 
Atlantic croaker, which currently have no recreational size limits. 

Thank you for your attention to these recommendations. I moved to the coast to spend my free time
fishing as did many other people I know. We contribute greatly to the economy. We think fish stocks
should be supported in a balanced way including recreational interests.

Bill Tait
Swansboro NC

mailto:beeteejr@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert j. Lyndon
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 10:30:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert j lyndon
4204 Weaver Rd
Wilson, NC 27893
j.lyndon@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Bray
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 9:20:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian Bray
4529 Holly Tree Rd
Wilmington, NC 28412
bpbray@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dave Sammons
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 9:40:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dave Sammons
536 Beach Rd N
Wilmington, NC 28411
bddmldw@gmail.com

mailto:bddmldw@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: George Worley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 10:37:17 AM

George Worley
306 blount Street
Clinton, NC 28328

January 19, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
George Worley

mailto:geoworley@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bobbie Perry
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimping
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 11:14:59 AM

I love NC fresh shrimp and it provides a good life from many that fish our coastal waters and
sounds.  Lets keep the shrimpers going.

mailto:bencutloose@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Public comment on petition impacting shrimp trawling
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 11:39:50 AM
Attachments: Fishery petetion Jan 2017.docx

Thank you

mailto:mhooper9@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov

January 15, 2017



Mr. Sammy Corbett

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission

P.O. Box 769

Morehead City, North Carolina

Dear Mr. Corbett:



	I am speaking today on behalf of Carteret County Crossroads, an organization with a 38-year history of involvement in important environmental issues for our county.     We ask the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission deny the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation (NCWF).   We have been aware for the last couple of years, the campaign by NCWF to “fix” the problems of fishery management in this state.    It is essentially, they have a better idea and they should be allowed to make the rules.  It just doesn’t work that way.  We, the citizens of the state have to have faith and trust in the process.  That process was defined by the Fishery Reform Act.  

	Since 1974 I have been a commercial fisherman and I co-chaired the development of the first Fishery Management Plan (FMP) under the Reform Act, the Blue Crab plan.   When all the initial information was assembled, it was very clear that much great management work had been done prior to the passage of the Reform Act.    For Blue crabs, big ticket items such as Spawning Sanctuaries, Cull rings, and size limits were already law prior to the first FMP.    Additionally, the concept of delineating and protecting Nursery habitat is not new and this state has a long history of providing protection for these important areas. 

	The response from a petition a couple of years ago, was to look at technical solutions to by-catch associated with shrimp trawling.   Reports of two years of work look promising and the results will be presented and rule making can follow with new information.  

	As an environmental group, I would urge NC Wildlife Federation to look at other environmental groups and see what they do when they see problems.   When NC Coastal Federation and Nature Conservancy had concerns about oyster populations in the state, they spent time and money researching and building oyster sanctuaries that would provide brood stock reserves for this keystone species.  When NC Coastal Federation had concerns about local water quality they undertook the largest wetland restorations in the state.    Oceana worked hard to not allow oil and gas exploration off our coast.  Sierra Club worked to elect leaders that would change the mission NC Environmental Quality, the Agency in charge of Fisheries from pro energy development to pro-environment.    With this model NCWF would have spent the last couple of years helping to develop more efficient shrimp trawl gear.  

	Stick with the process outlined by the Fisheries Reform Act, let the Division of Marine Fisheries manage our fisheries, let the stakeholder process play out, and enjoy the abundant seafood provided to us by todays fishermen and women, thanks, Mark Hooper, PO Box 186, Smyrna, NC 28579	 



From: Bryn Volkman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:00:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bryn Volkman
1040 Roberts Rd
Newport, NC 28570
brynvolkman@hotmail.com

mailto:brynvolkman@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Babin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:00:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian Babin
380 Yacht Club Dr
Newport, NC 28570
brbabin1@hotmail.com

mailto:brbabin1@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cid Hickman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Cid Hickman
3117 Ten Ten Rd
Apex, NC 27539
cidhickmancpa@gmail.com

mailto:cidhickmancpa@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Criner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp Trawling Restrictions -- I Support the NC Wildlife Petition to Limit Trawling
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:23:54 PM

Hi –
 
I am a recent year-round resident of Carteret County and my wife and I are avid surf fishermen. This
past summer was our first full summer of fishing here. I will start by giving you the grim statistics for
our season. Because of what we consider to be stringent size limits on fish in NC, in conjunction with
inshore trawling and stop-netting, we were able to keep one speckled trout, one puppy drum, and
three flounder. Keep in mind this was not for one fishing weekend but an entire season of fishing. I
would estimate that we caught about three dozen flounder over the course of the season with only
three being over 15 inches. And we are not casual Saturday afternoon fishermen, especially during
the fall season. I have probably had a line in the water at least five days per week for the last couple
of months, fishing on some days for 4-5 hours. So you can probably imagine our frustration after a
weekend of not catching many fish to start with, but then having to throw back 99% of what we do
catch. I saw a special on TV about a year ago called “Net Effect” and the gist of the show was about
the battle between what is being done for the commercial fisherman vs. the recreational fisherman.
I remember one of the statistics that was quoted – the recreational fisherman contributes about ten
times more financially to the state of NC than does the commercial fisherman. So it is very puzzling
indeed as to why the recreational fisherman is given such short shrift. We pay for licenses, bait,
tackle, beach-driving permits, etc. and essentially do not get to keep any fish.
So what is the solution? If inshore trawling and stop-netting are going to continue to be allowed,
then it seems only fair to make some concessions on fish size limits for the recreational guys. For
example, the size limit for flounder is 15 inches with a creel limit of six fish. I promise you – you are
NEVER going to catch six flounder over 15 inches in the surf in one day. We did not catch six flounder
over 15 inches for the ENTIRE SEASON! So here is what I would suggest – reduce the size limit to 13
inches and the creel limit to two. And I would do something similar for trout and drum. This way we
at least get to keep an occasional fish without depleting the fishery.
The way it stands now just does not seem fair. And after the season we have had I am not overly
enthusiastic about paying for the license and all of the peripherals to get back out there next year.
And the other fisherman I speak with on the beach all voice the same opinion. If changes are not
made then I think you are risking reaping the full benefits that the recreational fisherman provides to
the state of NC.
 
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY PLEASE NOTE NEW REMIT TO ADDRESSES BELOW:
 
Regular Mail                                                  Overnight Mail                                          Williams Supply
 
EECO                                                               Lockbox Services (603392)                      PO Box 603395
PO Box 603392                                            1525 West W.T. Harris Blvd – 2C2         Charlotte, NC   28260-3395
Charlotte, NC 28260-3392                        Charlotte, NC 28262
 
 
Thanks,
 

mailto:John.Criner@eeco-net.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


 
 
John Criner
Credit Manager, Electrical Equipment Company
P 919.754.5108 | John.Criner@eeco-net.com | eecoonline.com
 
 

 

mailto:John.Criner@eeco-net.com


From: Worth Rinehart
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:40:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Worth Rinehart
115 Pembroke Cir
Edenton, NC 27932
wrinehart@embarqmail.com

mailto:wrinehart@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dan Nifong
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 2:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dan Nifong
2709 Wilson Ln
Raleigh, NC 27609
djnifong@gmail.com

mailto:djnifong@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Mandl
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Deny the petition
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 4:17:48 PM

Please BAN the Petition that would basically ban local shrimping in North Carolina! I love
our culture and depend upon it every day! 

Paul Mandl

mailto:mandlpaul@centurylink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov




From: Baylee Gibson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 5:06:26 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,

As a citizen of the State of North Carolina, I am asking you to DENY THE PETITION, before you from the NC
Wildlife Federation.  Agreeing with your five (5) advisory committees, I do not want this petition enacted because it
is based on bad data, will kill and end the shrimping industry in North Carolina, covers many measures already
enacted and ultimately represents big powers and not me and the consumers of North Carolina.  I say "VOTE NO!"

Signed, Baylee Gibson

mailto:baylee.raye67@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Renee Jeffries
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: VOTE NO
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 5:13:28 PM

You and your whole family send this :
Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,

As a citizen of the State of North Carolina, I am asking you to DENY THE PETITION, before you from the NC
Wildlife Federation.  Agreeing with your five (5) advisory committees, I do not want this petition enacted because it
is based on bad data, will kill and end the shrimping industry in North Carolina, covers many measures already
enacted and ultimately represents big powers and not me and the consumers of North Carolina.  I say "VOTE NO!"

Signed, Renee Jeffries
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:frogieof3@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Randy Rogers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Petition
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 5:33:34 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,

As a citizen of the State of North Carolina, I am asking you to DENY THE PETITION, before you from the NC
Wildlife Federation.  Agreeing with your five (5) advisory committees, I do not want this petition enacted because it
is based on bad data, will kill and end the shrimping industry in North Carolina, covers many measures already
enacted and ultimately represents big powers and not me and the consumers of North Carolina.  I say "VOTE NO"

Randy Rogers

mailto:randyr0658@outlook.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ernie Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Stop trawlers
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 6:02:00 PM

Please don't allow our waters to be over fished and damaged from trawlers.  Once the waters
are over fished, the trawlers will leave and we will have to suffer the damage.

Please make a stand that benefits everyone and not just a few.

Thank you, 
Ernie Williams

mailto:efpwdude@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Endres
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 6:37:29 PM

Robert Endres
110 Rivercrest Drive
Greenville, NC 27858

January 19, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
R D Endres

mailto:farfel@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Eddie Moser
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 7:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Eddie Moser
2485 Harrison Dr
Burlington, NC 27215
emoser@live.com

mailto:emoser@live.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Stolzenberg
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Deny the Petition
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 7:42:48 PM

The NCWF petition to restrict shrimping and other fisheries related activities is frivolous and dangerous to the
livelihoods many eastern North Carolinians.  Deny the petition.

Semper Fidelis

Mark Stolzenberg

mailto:stolztroll@mac.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Randy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 7:53:15 PM

SHRIMPERS, FISHERMEN & CONSUMERS.  You have a little more than 24 hours to make public comment to
try to prevent the NC Marine Fisheries Commission from putting shrimpers out of business and us consumers
without fresh local shrimp.

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,

As a citizen of the State of North Carolina, I am asking you to DENY THE PETITION, before you from the NC
Wildlife Federation.  Agreeing with your five (5) advisory committees, I do not want this petition enacted because it
is based on bad data, will kill and end the shrimping industry in North Carolina, covers many measures already
enacted and ultimately represents big powers and not me and the consumers of North Carolina.  I say "VOTE NO!"

Signed
Randy Carawan

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:rcarawanjr@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joy Norris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 8:06:46 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,

As a citizen of the State of North Carolina, I am asking you to DENY THE PETITION, before you from the NC
Wildlife Federation.  Agreeing with your five (5) advisory committees, I do not want this petition enacted because it
is based on bad data, will kill and end the shrimping industry in North Carolina, covers many measures already
enacted and ultimately represents big powers and not me and the consumers of North Carolina.  I say "VOTE NO!"

Joy Davis Norris

mailto:joynorris@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Hilary
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Deny petition please!
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 8:42:14 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,

As a citizen of the State of North Carolina, I am asking you to DENY THE PETITION, before you from the NC
Wildlife Federation.  Agreeing with your five (5) advisory committees, I do not want this petition enacted because it
is based on bad data, will kill and end the shrimping industry in North Carolina, covers many measures already
enacted and ultimately represents big powers and not me and the consumers of North Carolina.  I say "VOTE NO!"

Hilary Norris

mailto:hnorris2@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: V B
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NC Shrimping
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 9:28:34 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,
As a citizen of the State of North Carolina, I am asking you to DENY THE PETITION, before you
from the NC Wildlife Federation. Agreeing with your five (5) advisory committees, I do not want
this petition enacted because it is based on bad data, will kill and end the shrimping industry in
North Carolina, covers many measures already enacted and ultimately represents big powers and
not me and the consumers of North Carolina. I say "VOTE NO!"
Signed Verna "Davis" Berarducci

-- 
Many Blessings, 
Verna B. 

mailto:grandmaangels.hh@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Peggy Manning
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 10:01:10 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,

As a citizen of the State of North Carolina, I am asking you to DENY THE PETITION, before you from the NC
Wildlife Federation.  Agreeing with your five (5) advisory committees, I do not want this petition enacted because it
is based on bad data, will kill and end the shrimping industry in North Carolina, covers many measures already
enacted and ultimately represents big powers and not me and the consumers of North Carolina.  I say "VOTE NO!"

Signed __Peggy Manning____

mailto:ecitygirl@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry Thorp
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please Deny petition
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 10:13:34 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,
As a citizen of the state of North Carolina, I am asking you to DENY THE PETITION before you from the NC
Wildlife Federation.  Agreeing with your five (5) advisory committees, I do not want this petition enacted because it
is based on bad data, will kill and end the shrimping industry in North Carolina, covers many measures already
enacted and ultimately represents big powers and not me and the consumers of North Carolina.  I urge you to vote
NO!
Signed,
Sherry Thorp, Kitty Hawk, NC

mailto:sherylewhite@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chase Hardison
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Deny the petition
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 10:19:13 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,
 
As a citizen of the State of North Carolina, I am asking you to DENY THE PETITION, before
you from the NC Wildlife Federation.  Agreeing with your five (5) advisory committees, I do
not want this petition enacted because it is based on bad data, will kill and end the shrimping
industry in North Carolina, covers many measures already enacted and ultimately represents
big powers and not me and the consumers of North Carolina.The shrimping industry is a big
part of Pamlico county and to end it would be a domino effect on many other things   I say
"VOTE NO!"

Chase Hardison 

mailto:chasehardison@icloud.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Layton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 6:01:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mike Layton
1231 Macedonia Rd
Edenton, NC 27932
jml0312@gmail.com

mailto:jml0312@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michele Dixon
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please Deny Petition!
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 7:46:17 AM

NCMFC:

As a concerned citizen, I am requesting the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Committee
(MFC) to deny the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation that proposes to designate the internal coastal and near oceanic waters of North
Carolina special secondary nursery areas. The rules proposed in the Petition would close the
internal coastal waters and near-shore oceanic waters of North Carolina to trawling unless
opened by the North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF), establish a shrimp size for
shrimp trawling season to open, establish a more restrictive headrope size for shrimp trawls,
create a trawl tow time for shrimp trawling, further restrict the taking of shrimp to daylight
hours and three days per week, require the use of two DMF certified bycatch reduction devices
in shrimp trawls, and create a recreational size limit of 8 inches for spot and 10 inches for
croaker.

The Petition should be denied by the MFC because of several substantial and pertinent
reasons. First, the Petition should be denied because such comprehensive changes to fisheries
should be developed by fishery managements plans (FMP’s). The North Carolina General
Assembly, through the Fisheries Reform Act, clearly desired that such comprehensive changes
in management measures for important recreational and commercial species in North Carolina
be developed through FMP’s.

 Secondly, the Petition should be denied because these issues were recently discussed and
addressed by the 2015 Shrimp FMP after two years of development. Bycatch and habitat
protection measures were deliberated by the DMF and MFC Shrimp FMP Advisory
Committee through the development of the FMP. Recommendations were reviewed by several
other MFC advisory committees. Many public meetings were held where stakeholders
provided input.

Thirdly, the Petition should be denied because the cost factors described in the Petition are
clearly inadequately described. This omission is significant because the shrimp fishery is
North Carolina’s most important fishery economically.

The proposals will have a substantial economic impact on many small businesses, have
significant negative effects on coastal communities and negatively impact the availability of
North Carolina shrimp to consumers, which is why I am recommending that the MFC deny the
Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

Sincerely, 

Michele Dixon
304 Joans Ridge
Stella, NC. 28582

mailto:mdixon23113@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: jac best
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: support
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 8:19:33 AM

I support the ban on shrimp trawling so that the fish population can replenish in shore.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:jacbrr@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Wavelength charters
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Public comment on petition
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 9:22:16 AM
Attachments: Final Petition Comment Timpy.pdf

Attached are my comments on the subject petition.

Thanks,

Dave Timpy
910-620-1784

Sent from my IPad.

mailto:captdave@wavelengthcharters.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov



         
January 20, 2017 


NCWF Petition 
Marine Fisheries Commission Office (MFCO) 
N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries 
PO Box 769 
Morehead City, N.C. 28557 


Dear MFCO, 


Please accept the following comments in regards to the Petition submitted by the North Carolina 
Wildlife Federation (NCWF) dated November 2, 2016 and amended on January 12, 2017.  This 
Petition is for Rulemaking to Amend 15A Admin. Code 3L .0101, 3L .0103, 3M .0522, 3M .
0523, 3N .0151, and 3R .0105 to Designate Special Secondary Nursery Areas and Reduce 
Bycatch Mortality in North Carolina Coastal Fishing Waters.  Reference is also made to the 
public hearing held by the Marine Fisheries Commission on January 17, 2017 in New Bern, NC. 


Based on my review of the NCWF Petition and on the presentation by the NCWF given at the 
public hearing it's clear from data presented (and collected by the Division of Marine Fisheries) 
that all managed fish stocks in North Carolina are approaching total collapse.  I have been 
fishing for over 50 years in the waters of the East Coast and running a charter business out of 
Wrightsville Beach for the last four years.  Statements by the NCWF regarding the poor status of 
our managed fish stocks are consistent with my observations.   


The NCWF Petition, as amended,  proposes measures that would minimize impacts to OUR 
essential fish habitats and reduce bycatch associated with trawling operations.  These measures 
plus balanced reductions in shrimp harvest proposed in the petition could increase many fish 
populations because of lower mortality and increased spawning.  These measures would also 
benefit the entire ecosystem and enhance populations of many fish species including those that 
are not "managed species."   


The physical impacts to estuarine bottom habitat caused by shrimp trawling is well known. 
According to statements made by Dr. Daniel in the "Net Effect" documentary these impacts may 
be significant.  Neither the petition document nor the presentation thoroughly addressed the 
magnitude of these impacts.  However, the NCWF pointed out in its presentation that the most 
effective option to totally avoid physical impacts to estuarine habitat is to prohibit large trawler 
operations in the sounds.  This is clearly the best option for the resource and an option that I can 
support.   However, this option is not fully addressed in the petition, so it is not clear if this is an 
economically feasible option for the shrimpers.  







I am a recreational fisherman and support the measures proposed in the NCWF Petition, as 
amended, and recommend that these measures are incorporated into the state rules and 
implemented as soon as possible.   Please note, I drove from Wilmington to participate in this 
hearing.  I signed up to give public comment.  It's my understanding that Chairman Corbett ran 
out of time and unfortunately could not allow comments from recreational fishermen.  I am 
hopeful that the Commission will hear public comment from recreational fishermen before the 
Commission votes on the subject Petition at the Commission's February meeting.  


Thank you for your consideration, 


Captain Dave Timpy, MS 
Wavelength Charters, LLC. 







From: Will Anders
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 9:40:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Will Anders
2622 Dover Rd
Raleigh, NC 27608
wanders22@gmail.com

mailto:wanders22@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Melinda Rose
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 9:42:08 AM

NCWF Petition North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office P.O. Box 769 Morehead
City, NC 28557 ncwfpetition@ncdenr.gov NCMFC: As a concerned citizen, I am requesting
the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Committee (MFC) to deny the Petition for Rulemaking
submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation that proposes to designate the internal
coastal and near oceanic waters of North Carolina special secondary nursery areas. The rules
proposed in the Petition would close the internal coastal waters and near-shore oceanic waters
of North Carolina to trawling unless opened by the North Carolina Division of Marine
Fisheries (DMF), establish a shrimp size for shrimp trawling season to open, establish a more
restrictive headrope size for shrimp trawls, create a trawl tow time for shrimp trawling, further
restrict the taking of shrimp to daylight hours and three days per week, require the use of two
DMF certified bycatch reduction devices in shrimp trawls, and create a recreational size limit
of 8 inches for spot and 10 inches for croaker. The Petition should be denied by the MFC
because of several substantial and pertinent reasons. First, the Petition should be denied
because such comprehensive changes to fisheries should be developed by fishery
managements plans (FMP’s). The North Carolina General Assembly, through the Fisheries
Reform Act, clearly desired that such comprehensive changes in management measures for
important recreational and commercial species in North Carolina be developed through
FMP’s. Secondly, the Petition should be denied because these issues were recently discussed
and addressed by the 2015 Shrimp FMP after two years of development. Bycatch and habitat
protection measures were deliberated by the DMF and MFC Shrimp FMP Advisory
Committee through the development of the FMP. Recommendations were reviewed by several
other MFC advisory committees. Many public meetings were held where stakeholders
provided input. Thirdly, the Petition should be denied because the cost factors described in the
Petition are clearly inadequately described. This omission is significant because the shrimp
fishery is North Carolina’s most important fishery economically. The proposals will have a
substantial economic impact on many small businesses, have significant negative effects on
coastal communities and negatively impact the availability of North Carolina shrimp to
consumers, which is why we are recommending that the MFC deny the Petition for
Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation. Sincerely,

Melinda Rose
951 Church Street, Newport NC 28570

mailto:lexusmom@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:ncwfpetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Davison
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: Cathy Davison; criggs@camdencountync.gov; Debbie Davenport; Earl Pugh, Jr.; Jo Ann Austin; John Mitchener;

Leigh Fondella (nccu1988@gmail.com); Leroy Spivey; Linda Hofler; Lloyd Griffin; Mathis, Lynn; Lynn West;
Marion Gilbert; Robert L. ""Bob" Woodard, Sr.; Tracey Johnson

Subject: Comment Letter on Proposed Rulemaking Changes
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 10:00:12 AM
Attachments: Letter opposing the trawling and shrimping regulatory changes.pdf

 
 
NCWF Petition                           VIA Electronic Mail
Marine Fisheries Commission Office      NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries
PO Box 769
Morehead City, N.C. 28557
 

Re:     Comments on the Petition to amend Limit Headrope Length
            and Trawling Days
 

Dear Sir and/or Madame:
 
On  behalf  of  the  Albemarle  Commission  Region  R  Council  of  Governments  and  Economic
Development  District’s  Board  of  Delegates  which  comprises  the  counties  of  Camden,  Chowan,
Currituck, Dare, Gates, Hyde, Pasquotank, Perquimans, Tyrrell, and Washington.  Please accept the
following comments on the proposed petition for rulemaking to amend 15A Admin Code 3L and to
designate  special  secondary  nursery  areas  and  reduce  bycatch  mortality  in  North  Carolina  coastal
fishing waters.
 

The North Carolina Wildlife Federation has filed a Petition for Rulemaking to amend 15A Admin.
Code  3L  .0101,  3L  .0103,  3M  .0522,  3M  .0523,  3N  .0523,  3N  0151,  and  3R  .0105  to  Designate
Special Secondary Nursery Areas and Reduce Bycatch Mortality in North Carolina Coastal Fishing
Waters.  The Albemarle Commission strives to promote and ensure the viability and sustainability
of  North  Carolina's  valuable  fisheries  resources  for  all  citizens  including  consumers  demanding
fresh North Carolina seafood. 
 
The  Albemarle  Commission  strongly  opposes  the  proposed  rulemaking  reclassifying  internal
coastal waters as secondary nursery areas. 

 
The Albemarle Region has a 300-year history of commercial  fishing  in Pamlico Sound and relies
greatly  on  commercial  fishing  as  their  second  largest  industry  supporting  the  Hyde  County
economy.  Because of the strength of the commercial fishing industry in our Region, hundreds of
people  in  the  Albemarle  Region  rely  on  shrimp  trawling  to  support  their  families,  surrounding
businesses,  communities  and  the  local  economy.  the  Albemarle  Region's  shrimp  fishermen  are
small, family-owned, independent businesses that sell to seafood dealers that seasonally employ
hundreds more and whose expenditures spread through the communities in the region.
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NCWF Petition    VIA Electronic Mail 


Marine Fisheries Commission Office NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov 


N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries 


PO Box 769 


Morehead City, N.C. 28557 


 


Re: Comments on the Petition to amend Limit Headrope Length  


            and Trawling Days 


 


Dear Sir and/or Madame: 


 


On behalf of the Albemarle Commission Region R Council of Governments 


and Economic Development District’s Board of Delegates which comprises 


the counties of Camden, Chowan, Currituck, Dare, Gates, Hyde, 


Pasquotank, Perquimans, Tyrrell, and Washington.  Please accept the 


following comments on the proposed petition for rulemaking to amend 15A 


Admin Code 3L and to designate special secondary nursery areas and 


reduce bycatch mortality in North Carolina coastal fishing waters. 


 


The North Carolina Wildlife Federation has filed a Petition for Rulemaking 


to amend 15A Admin. Code 3L .0101, 3L .0103, 3M .0522, 3M .0523, 3N 


.0523, 3N 0151, and 3R .0105 to Designate Special Secondary Nursery 


Areas and Reduce Bycatch Mortality in North Carolina Coastal Fishing 


Waters.  The Albemarle Commission strives to promote and ensure the 


viability and sustainability of North Carolina's valuable fisheries resources 


for all citizens including consumers demanding fresh North Carolina 


seafood.   


 


The Albemarle Commission strongly opposes the proposed rulemaking 


reclassifying internal coastal waters as secondary nursery areas.   


 


The Albemarle Region has a 300-year history of commercial fishing in 


Pamlico Sound and relies greatly on commercial fishing as their second 


largest industry supporting the Hyde County economy.  Because of the 


strength of the commercial fishing industry in our Region, hundreds of 


people in the Albemarle Region rely on shrimp trawling to support their 


families, surrounding businesses, communities and the local economy. 


the Albemarle Region's shrimp fishermen are small, family-owned, 


independent businesses that sell to seafood dealers that seasonally 


employ hundreds more and whose expenditures spread through the 


communities in the region. 
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Importantly, trawl effects greatly depend on the design of the gear, intensity of use 


and location used. The largest proportion of the bottom of the Pamlico Sound is soft, 


muddy bottom or soft, sandy bottom, where shrimp trawls and their doors have not 


been found to be highly destructive. 


 


According to Harrington, D.L. and R.A. Vendetti in 1996, as much as 70% of the juvenile 


finfish are excluded with finfish excluders and North Carolina was the first state to 


require finfish excluders in shrimp trawls in its internal waters. 


 


In 2004, D. Corbett et al. found that shrimp trawl effects on the bottom found inmost 
of the Pamlico Sound have been described by scientists as similar to harsh winter 


storms with short term impacts, and further in 2012, R.A. Deehr, found that scientists 


have found that trawling disturbance can stimulate an increase in population 


numbers of bottom invertebrates and that predators of those invertebrates were 


more common in areas not open to trawling. 


 


Next, trawls are designed to be selective for target species by modifying the 


mesh size, modifying the design, and speed of tow and shrimp trawls in North 


Carolina are required to use finfish excluders to allow small fish to escape.  It should be 


noted that shrimp trawlers are also required to use Turtle Excluder Devices (TEDs) to 


allow sea turtles to escape and scientists have documented that TEDs exclude 


significant amounts of juvenile finfish. 


 


As you are aware, the Albemarle-Pamlico Sound, which is the largest brackish 


water body in any one state in the United States of America, is unique in its 


characteristics and cannot be compared to water bodies in other states.  Pamlico 


Sound is also one of the few water bodies that support commercial quantities of 


pink, white and brown shrimp in the south Atlantic.   


 


Even further, North Carolina is the only state that has formally designated 


nursery areas for juvenile fish, shrimp and crabs. All bottom-disturbing fishing gear 


is prohibited in these areas, including shrimp trawls and has been prohibited for 


over 35 years. The greatest majority of bays and creeks of western and northern 


Pamlico Sound are classified as secondary nursery areas to protect these 


populations.  North Carolina has  


124,000 acres of estuarine areas are classified as primary or secondary nursery 


areas. An additional 47,000 acres of brackish waters are classified as special 


secondary nursery areas. These areas are closed to trawling, but may be opened 


when the majority of juvenile fish have migrated from the areas. In 2006 almost 


92,000 acres in the Pamlico, Pungo and Neuse Rivers were closed to shrimp trawling 


as part of the North Carolina Shrimp Fisheries Management Plan. In total, almost 


1,000,000 acres of internal coastal waters are closed to trawling in North Carolina 


representing approximately 48% of the total. 
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Since 1987 North Carolina has not allowed trawling in Albemarle Sound and has 


closed extensive areas of submerged aquatic vegetation located on the eastern 


shore of the Outer Banks from Oregon Inlet to the mouth of Core Sound to 


shrimp trawling in 1994.  These areas serve as nurseries for juvenile fish and shrimp.  


With these closures, shrimp trawl fishermen try to fish in areas that maximize 


shrimp catch and minimize finfish bycatch.  High amounts of finfish bycatch 


increase fuel costs and labor costs in addition to decreasing the economic 


quality of the shrimp caught. Shrimp trawl fishermen currently avoid high 


amounts of bycatch at every opportunity. 


 


By characterizing bycatch in the North Carolina shrimp trawl fishery is difficult due 


to factors including but not limited to distribution of the bycatch species, 


variation in fishing effort, variations in gear, the seasonality of the fishery, and 


mortality of the bycatch species. The Director of the North Carolina Division of 


Marine Fisheries recognized in August of 2013 that 4.5 lbs. of fish per lb. of shrimp is 


"not a good estimate" and is "not the appropriate way to characterize bycatch." 


With the variation of the number of finfish to shrimp in a shrimp trawl is tremendous. 


Scientists studying bycatch in North Carolina have cautioned that finfish/shrimp 


ratios tend to overestimate bycatch. 


 


Note that the survival rates of discarded finfish from the shrimp trawl catches 


are also difficult to accurately calculate. Survival rates are greatly influenced by 


trawl tow times, water temperatures, catch volumes, and the time it takes to cull 


the fish. Studies have shown that creatures of the ecosystem where the shrimp 


are caught do consume large quantities of the discarded finfish that die. Blue 


Crabs and other benthic invertebrates, birds and bottlenose dolphins all consume 


discarded finfish.  Also, North Carolina is recognized by other states and the 


federal government as having one of the best fisheries data col lection 


p r og r ams  in the country.  Since 1978, North Carolina has been  collecting 


detailed biological data on spot, Atlantic croaker, and gray trout; species most 


common in shrimp trawl bycatch. Data collected by the North Carolina Division 


of Marine Fisheries is used to assess population levels and to identify sources of 


fishing mortality. 


 


In 2010 Atlantic Croaker Stock Assessment Report for Peer Review, prepared by the 


Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission, states that in a 2010 stock assessment of 


Atlantic croaker, that while there was too much uncertainty in the models to precisely 


determine if the population was overfished, scientists state it is unlikely the stock is 


overfished based on other population data.  Spot is not classified as overfished but are 


classified as concerned by the North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, primarily 


based on landings. However, scientists recognize it is very difficult to determine 


population status from landings data.  In 2009 the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries 


Commission found in their Weakfish Stock Assessment Report that there is little 


evidence that overfishing is occurring on weakfish and they believe other factors 


besides fishing are causing the weakfish stock decline. Further in 2005 the South 
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Atlantic Shrimp FMP found that while reviewing the stock status of weakfish, spot and 


Atlantic croaker, they could find no evidence to indicate that the mortality of shrimp 


trawls with TEDs was having a significant adverse effect on those populations 


 


 


North Carolina has produced a fishery management plan for shrimp and other species. 


In addition, the federal government has developed a FMP for shrimp in the south 


Atlantic, with numerous amendments. None of these plans, amendments, or 


addendums has recommended a ban on inside shrimp trawling in North Carolina to 


ensure sustainability of these fisheries resources.   


 


 


As always, should you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to 


contact me. 


 


Very truly yours, 


 


 
Cathy Davison, ICMA-CM 


Executive Director 


 


cc: Board of Delegates 







Importantly, trawl effects greatly depend on the design of the gear, intensity of use and location
used. The largest proportion of the bottom of the Pamlico Sound is soft, muddy bottom or soft,
sandy bottom, where shrimp trawls and their doors have not been found to be highly destructive.
 
According to Harrington, D.L. and R.A. Vendetti in 1996, as much as 70% of the juvenile finfish are
excluded with finfish excluders and North Carolina was the first state to require finfish excluders
in shrimp trawls in its internal waters.

 
In  2004,  D.  Corbett  et  al.  found  that  shrimp  trawl  effects  on  the  bottom  found  inmost  of  the
Pamlico  Sound  have  been  described  by  scientists  as  similar  to  harsh  winter  storms  with  short
term  impacts,  and  further  in  2012,  R.A.  Deehr,  found  that  scientists  have  found  that  trawling
disturbance can  stimulate an  increase  in population numbers of bottom  invertebrates and  that
predators of those invertebrates were more common in areas not open to trawling.

 
Next, trawls are designed to be selective for target species by modifying the mesh size, modifying
the  design,  and  speed  of  tow  and  shrimp  trawls  in  North  Carolina  are  required  to  use  finfish
excluders to allow small fish to escape.  It should be noted that shrimp trawlers are also required
to  use  Turtle  Excluder  Devices  (TEDs)  to  allow  sea  turtles  to  escape  and  scientists  have
documented that TEDs exclude significant amounts of juvenile finfish.
 
As you are aware, the Albemarle-Pamlico Sound, which is the largest brackish water body in any
one state in the United States of America, is unique in its characteristics and cannot be compared
to water bodies in other states.  Pamlico Sound is also one of the few water bodies that support
commercial quantities of pink, white and brown shrimp in the south Atlantic. 

 
Even  further,  North  Carolina  is  the  only  state  that  has  formally  designated  nursery  areas  for
juvenile  fish,  shrimp and crabs. All bottom-disturbing  fishing gear  is prohibited  in  these areas,
including shrimp trawls and has been prohibited for over 35 years. The greatest majority of bays
and creeks of western and northern Pamlico Sound are classified as secondary nursery areas to
protect these populations.  North Carolina has
124,000  acres  of  estuarine  areas  are  classified  as  primary  or  secondary  nursery  areas.  An
additional 47,000 acres of brackish waters are classified as special secondary nursery areas. These
areas are closed to trawling, but may be opened when the majority of juvenile fish have migrated
from the areas. In 2006 almost 92,000 acres in the Pamlico, Pungo and Neuse Rivers were closed
to  shrimp  trawling  as  part  of  the  North  Carolina  Shrimp  Fisheries  Management  Plan.  In  total,
almost  1,000,000  acres  of  internal  coastal  waters  are  closed  to  trawling  in  North  Carolina
representing approximately 48% of the total.

 
Since 1987 North Carolina has not allowed trawling in Albemarle Sound and has closed extensive
areas of submerged aquatic vegetation  located on the eastern shore of  the Outer Banks  from
Oregon  Inlet  to  the  mouth  of  Core  Sound  to  shrimp  trawling  in  1994.    These  areas  serve  as
nurseries for juvenile fish and shrimp.  With these closures, shrimp trawl fishermen try to fish in
areas that maximize shrimp catch and minimize finfish bycatch.  High amounts of finfish bycatch
increase fuel costs and labor costs in addition to decreasing the economic quality of the shrimp
caught. Shrimp trawl fishermen currently avoid high amounts of bycatch at every opportunity.



 
By  characterizing  bycatch  in  the  North  Carolina  shrimp  trawl  fishery  is  difficult  due  to  factors
including  but  not  limited  to  distribution  of  the  bycatch  species,  variation  in  fishing  effort,
variations  in  gear,  the  seasonality  of  the  fishery,  and  mortality  of  the  bycatch  species.  The
Director of the North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries recognized in August of 2013 that 4.5
lbs.  of  fish  per  lb.  of  shrimp  is  "not  a  good  estimate"  and  is  "not  the  appropriate  way  to
characterize bycatch." With the variation of the number of finfish to shrimp in a shrimp trawl is
tremendous.  Scientists  studying  bycatch  in  North  Carolina  have  cautioned  that  finfish/shrimp
ratios tend to overestimate bycatch.

 
Note that the survival rates of discarded finfish from the shrimp trawl catches are also difficult to
accurately  calculate.  Survival  rates  are  greatly  influenced  by  trawl  tow  times,  water
temperatures,  catch  volumes,  and  the  time  it  takes  to  cull  the  fish.  Studies  have  shown  that
creatures  of  the  ecosystem  where  the  shrimp  are  caught  do  consume  large  quantities  of  the
discarded  finfish  that  die.  Blue  Crabs  and  other  benthic  invertebrates,  birds  and  bottlenose
dolphins all consume discarded finfish.   Also, North Carolina  is  recognized by other states and
the  federal  government  as  having  one  of  the  best  fisheries  data  collection  programs  in  the
country.  Since 1978, North Carolina has been collecting detailed biological data on spot, Atlantic
croaker, and gray  trout;  species most common  in  shrimp  trawl bycatch. Data collected by  the
North  Carolina  Division  of  Marine  Fisheries  is  used  to  assess  population  levels  and  to  identify
sources of fishing mortality.
 

In 2010 Atlantic Croaker Stock Assessment Report for Peer Review, prepared by the Atlantic States
Marine  Fisheries  Commission,  states  that  in  a  2010  stock  assessment  of  Atlantic  croaker,  that
while there was too much uncertainty in the models to precisely determine if the population was
overfished,  scientists  state  it  is unlikely  the stock  is overfished based on other population data. 
Spot is not classified as overfished but are classified as concerned by the North Carolina Division of
Marine Fisheries, primarily based on  landings. However, scientists  recognize  it  is very difficult  to
determine  population  status  from  landings  data.    In  2009  the  Atlantic  States  Marine  Fisheries
Commission  found  in  their  Weakfish  Stock  Assessment  Report  that  there  is  little  evidence  that
overfishing is occurring on weakfish and they believe other factors besides fishing are causing the
weakfish stock decline. Further in 2005 the South Atlantic Shrimp FMP found that while reviewing
the stock status of weakfish, spot and Atlantic croaker, they could find no evidence to indicate that
the  mortality  of  shrimp  trawls  with  TEDs  was  having  a  significant  adverse  effect  on  those
populations

 
 

North  Carolina  has  produced  a  fishery  management  plan  for  shrimp  and  other  species.  In
addition,  the  federal  government  has  developed  a  FMP  for  shrimp  in  the  south  Atlantic,  with
numerous amendments. None of these plans, amendments, or addendums has recommended a
ban  on  inside  shrimp  trawling  in  North  Carolina  to  ensure  sustainability  of  these  fisheries
resources. 

 
 
As always, should you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.



 
cc:     Board of Delegates
 
 
Cathy
 
Cathy Davison, ICMA-CM
Executive Director
Albemarle Commission
512 South Church Street 
Hertford, NC 27944
Phone: (252) 426-5753 ext. 227
Fax: (252) 426-8482
Email: cdavison@accog.org
Web:  www.albemarlecommission.org
 

Together Everything we Achieve is Meaningful
Through

Creative Regional Solutions
 
 

Proudly serving Northeastern NC Counties and Municipalities: Camden, Chowan,
Currituck, Dare, Gates, Hyde, Pasquotank, Perquimans, Tyrrell, Washington,
Columbia, Creswell, Duck, Edenton, Elizabeth City, Gatesville, Hertford, Kill Devil Hills,
Kitty Hawk, Manteo, Nags Head, Plymouth, Roper, Southern Shores, and Winfall
 
 
 

mailto:cdavison@accog.org
http://www.albemarlecommission.org/


From: MICHAEL SWARTZ
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 10:10:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

I also would like to see netting be restricted to 3 miles off shore and enforced to the max.......and would like to see
gill netting be band due to the number of fish are killed that are undersize

Sincerely,

MICHAEL SWARTZ
329 Trellis Dr
Green Spring, WV 26722
FIREMARSHALL13@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:FIREMARSHALL13@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: daniel daugherty
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 10:10:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing in support of the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to expand secondary
nursery areas and better control shrimp trawling.

 I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our state's public trust resources
for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Daan Daugherty
140 Coventry Hills Ln
Troutman, NC 28166
dgd@roadrunner.com

mailto:dgd@roadrunner.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Hamilton, C
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 10:10:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

 I have see first hand what shrimp trawling does inside
our bays. My friend has a place at Sneads Ferry and his neighbor trawls in the back bays for shrimp and there are
hundreds of fry caught in his net. At the end of his pull they are dead and dumped out, disgusting.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert C Hamilton
716 Hillandale Ln
Garner, NC 27529
Raleighbob1@nc.rr.com

mailto:Raleighbob1@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Pressly
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; President Pro Tem Phil Berger; Kyle.Hall@ncleg.net; Rep. Bert Jones; Senator

Norman Sanderson; Rep. Pat McElraft
Subject: NCWF Petition, Support
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 10:13:14 AM

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am a property owner on Harkers Island, NC and in Reidsville, NC.  If we lose
recreational fishing due to the declining fish both state and local income will be affected.  

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation
encouraging the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The
management strategies outlined in the petition will protect critical nursery habitats for fish and
other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach that will ensure that
more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently
undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters to the three-mile limit and the restrictions on
shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Jim Pressly

mailto:presslyj@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Phil.Berger@ncleg.net
mailto:Kyle.Hall@ncleg.net
mailto:Bert.Jones@ncleg.net
mailto:Norman.Sanderson@ncleg.net
mailto:Norman.Sanderson@ncleg.net
mailto:Pat.McElraft@ncleg.net


From: Catherine Fulcher
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Deny The Petition
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 10:43:42 AM

To all concerned:  please for the citizens and consumers of North Carolina, please DENY the ncwf petition.. North
Carolinas commercial fisherman have worked hard to bring a safe and substainable product to our plates while
protecting and enhancing the resource.  Should this petition be approved it will essentially devastate the commercial
fishing industry as well as the many coastal communities and families that it supports. 
Sincerely, Catherine Fulcher
Sent from my iPad

mailto:catful1@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Simpson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please Deny the NCWF Petition and Stay With Established Process
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 11:08:43 AM

Dear Chairman Corbett and Commission Members,

As a concerned citizen having looked at both sides (and more) of the current issue about
shrimp trawling changes and reclassification of NC waters to secondary nursery area, I am
emphatically requesting that the NC Marine Fisheries Commission deny the Petition for
Rulemaking submitted by the NC Wildlife Federation that proposes to designate all internal
coastal and near oceanic waters of North Carolina as Special Secondary Nursery Areas. The
rules proposed in the petition would close these waters to trawling unless opened by the NC
Division of Marine Fisheries, would establish a number of new restrictions on the process of
fishing for shrimp, and would change the requirements for bycatch reduction.

North Carolina has a long-standing, well-described and wise process for developing rules and
regulations for its fisheries resources. In my opinion, this petition seeks to circumvent
established process and requests changes that are not adequately substantiated or shown to be
warranted by established environmental or scientific evidence. Such comprehensive changes
to fisheries should be developed by fishery management plans (FMPs). The NC General
Assembly, through the Fisheries Reform Act, clearly desired that comprehensive changes in
management measures for fish species in North Carolina be developed through the FMP
process, which was established as a way to bring scientific expertise, regulators, and the
experiences of fishermen together to examine issues and address concerns such as those in the
petition.  Let this process do its work and ensure that all evidence and relevant factors are
considered in the requisite calm and thoughtful manner provided by the FMP.  

As a conservationist and coastal native, I believe in strong protections for our coastal
environments. I do not believe this Petition serves that aim in a positive way, and join in the
opinions of leading coastal scientists such as Dr. Joel Fodrie, who express concern that there is
no adequate science-based argument made in the Petition that would indicate the need for all
North Carolina waters to be designated as Special Secondary Nursery Areas.  The Petition also
does not address the array of unintended consequences, ranging from coastal development to
the consumer economy, that would be negatively affected by approval.

Additionally, the state is right now addressing the issue of bycatch reduction through a multi-
interest Bycatch Reduction Working Group, which is in the second year of a three-year study
and is by all accounts experiencing very promising results of up to 54% reduction of finfish
bycatch with redesigned BRD gear.  To enact rules affecting bycatch before the work of this
group is completed and taken into consideration by the Marine Fisheries Commission would
be true waste of taxpayer funding and a show of disregard for the science that we rely upon to
keep our coastal waters, habitats and our fisheries healthy.

Again, I strongly urge the members of the NC Marine FIsheries Commission to deny the
Petition for Rulemaking that that has been put submitted by the NC Wildlife Federation.

Respectfully,
Ann C. Simpson

mailto:acsimpson944@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


Ann C. Simpson
3100 Morrow Farm Ln.
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
acsimpson944@gmail.com
Mobile: 919.818.0122

mailto:acsimpson944@gmail.com


From: Aydlett, John M
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Written Comments Submittal on NCWF Petition
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 11:15:55 AM
Attachments: Written Comments Scan 1-20-17.pdf

Hello. Attached is a  written comment document for submittal  from the North Carolina Department
of Agriculture & Consumer Services – Marketing Division.
Please share this document with the Marine Fisheries Commission.
 
Regards,
 
John Aydlett
 
John M. Aydlett
Seafood Marketing Specialist
NCDA&CS - N.E. Marketing Center
Elizabeth City, NC
252-331-4773
252-331-4775 FAX
www.nc-seafood.org
 
 

 
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records
Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2536CB1EB3D74747ABBE6FDB8B4835B2-AYDLJO
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
http://www.nc-seafood.org/











From: jtd708@gmail.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: North Carolina Shrimp
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 11:22:06 AM

Good morning,

I am writing in hopes to persuade you to deny the petition to close many of North Carolina's waters to our
commercial shrimpers. As a long time consumer of North Carolina shrimp, I know that North Carolina shrimp are
the best shrimp in the world and are the safest way for me to consume one of my favorite treats. Our North Carolina
shrimpers have worked hard to protect their rights as fisherman but also to protect the environment and the fisheries
that they and their ancestors before them have made their livelihoods from. Closing many of our waters to them will
not only put many our North Carolina families out of business but will also hurt both our consumers and the
hundreds of thousands of tourists who flock to our coast to enjoy the best seafood available. Through the combined
efforts of both the marine fisheries commission and our North Carolina commercial fisherman, I know that we can
work together to keep our waters open for hundreds of years to come without hurting our fisherman, our
environment, our consumers, and our tourists. I believe that an unbiased fisheries commission will both understand
and agree with the motion to deny this petition and will continue to work hard to protect all parties and waters
involved.

Thank you,

Tyler Davis
Avid North Carolina Seafood Lover
252-670-8930

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:jtd708@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: seaviewcrabcompany
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp Petition
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 12:38:55 PM
Attachments: Joes Shrimp Speech.docx

NCWF Petition North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office

P.O. Box 769 Morehead City, NC 28557

ncwfpetition@ncdenr.gov

 

NCMFC:

 

My name is Joe Romano. I am one of the owners of Seaview Crab Company
based in Wilmington. We have been in business for 10 years and we got our
start by selling our blue crabs to customers out of our pickup truck. Today we
operate 5 local seafood markets, employ over 30 team members and source our
seafood from NC fisherman up and down the coast.  NC shrimp is by far our #1
Seller.
 

In recent years, instead of promoting our growing business and wholesome
North Carolina seafood I am perpetually defending our fisherman, our seafood,
and our company from small minorities of special interests who seek to
marginalize seafood access. When one of the backbone species of our industry
can be so easily threatened with a third-rate petition, despite numerous marine
biologists, former NCDMF Directors, the entire shrimping industry, our state
NC fisheries advisory committees, seafood consumers and coastal state
representatives all standing against it, something smells of corruption!  All of
the startling arguments against this petition have been made clear by people
smarter than myself, so I won’t waste your time rehashing the reasons not to
support this measure. Threatening consumer access and a fragile seafood
infrastructure in this manner is unreasonable, unscientific and un-American!
 

The timing of this petition is suspect with the current problematic politics of
our Marine Fisheries Commission. It begs many questions about the money and
politics lurking behind the current petition and its supporters who clearly did
not show up at the meeting for public comment.

mailto:seaviewcrabcompany@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:ncwfpetition@ncdenr.gov

NCWF Petition North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office 

P.O. Box 769 Morehead City, NC 28557 

ncwfpetition@ncdenr.gov



NCMFC:



My name is Joe Romano. I am one of the owners of Seaview Crab Company based in Wilmington. We have been in business for 10 years and we got our start by selling our blue crabs to customers out of our pickup truck. Today we operate 5 local seafood markets, employ over 30 team members and source our seafood from NC fisherman up and down the coast.  NC shrimp is by far our #1 Seller. 



In recent years, instead of promoting our growing business and wholesome North Carolina seafood I am perpetually defending our fisherman, our seafood, and our company from small minorities of special interests who seek to marginalize seafood access. When one of the backbone species of our industry can be so easily threatened with a third-rate petition, despite numerous marine biologists, former NCDMF Directors, the entire shrimping industry, our state NC fisheries advisory committees, seafood consumers and coastal state representatives all standing against it, something smells of corruption!  All of the startling arguments against this petition have been made clear by people smarter than myself, so I won’t waste your time rehashing the reasons not to support this measure. Threatening consumer access and a fragile seafood infrastructure in this manner is unreasonable, unscientific and un-American!



The timing of this petition is suspect with the current problematic politics of our Marine Fisheries Commission. It begs many questions about the money and politics lurking behind the current petition and its supporters who clearly did not show up at the meeting for public comment. 



One of the points the petitioner kept saying was, “we have to do something” and “we have to do it now” because nothing has worked.  Common sense will tell you to ask deeper questions about the motives and reasoning behind this sort of “sky is falling” rhetoric especially considering there were plenty of principled marine biologists calling into question his logic. 



It goes without saying that we need more principled defense of the intrinsic value of the fishing communities and the commercial fisherman of North Carolina. They make a hard-earned living feeding everyone who doesn’t have access to seafood. 



As an entrepreneur, I have to run on high octane optimism.  Despite the dark political cloud hanging over commercial fisherman, our vast watersheds and unique position on the East Coast puts NC in prime position to lead the United States in commercial harvest, scientific research and recreation. If we spent half the time we spend pitting fisherman against fisherman with new regulation, and instead sought new out of the box simple actions that encourage abundance (More cost effective scientific monitoring, sea grass planting, fish hatcheries, shellfish aquaculture, habitat protection and enhancement etc. we might be in a totally different conversation. 



In our state, no one owns the seafood or our public trust waters; the state is trusted with the power to manage sustainable seafood harvest for all citizens.  

When regulation and legislation unfairly targets commercial fisherman, we as citizens lose access. It’s not merely the commercial fisherman’s livelihood that suffers; It’s the seafood markets and restaurants, the fragile seafood infrastructure, and most importantly the ordinary citizens who rely on the efforts of commercial fisherman for their seafood. This chipping away at the industry by well-funded minority interests does not align with the long proud blue collar heritage of our state.  Our state deserves better, and most NC citizens know this. 



Sincerely,

Joe Romano



 

One of the points the petitioner kept saying was, “we have to do something”
and “we have to do it now” because nothing has worked.  Common sense will
tell you to ask deeper questions about the motives and reasoning behind this
sort of “sky is falling” rhetoric especially considering there were plenty of
principled marine biologists calling into question his logic.
 

It goes without saying that we need more principled defense of the intrinsic
value of the fishing communities and the commercial fisherman of North
Carolina. They make a hard-earned living feeding everyone who doesn’t have
access to seafood.
 

As an entrepreneur, I have to run on high octane optimism.  Despite the dark
political cloud hanging over commercial fisherman, our vast watersheds and
unique position on the East Coast puts NC in prime position to lead the United
States in commercial harvest, scientific research and recreation. If we spent half
the time we spend pitting fisherman against fisherman with new regulation, and
instead sought new out of the box simple actions that encourage abundance
(More cost effective scientific monitoring, sea grass planting, fish hatcheries,
shellfish aquaculture, habitat protection and enhancement etc. we might be in a
totally different conversation.
 

In our state, no one owns the seafood or our public trust waters; the state is
trusted with the power to manage sustainable seafood harvest for all citizens. 

When regulation and legislation unfairly targets commercial fisherman, we as
citizens lose access. It’s not merely the commercial fisherman’s livelihood that
suffers; It’s the seafood markets and restaurants, the fragile seafood
infrastructure, and most importantly the ordinary citizens who rely on the
efforts of commercial fisherman for their seafood. This chipping away at the
industry by well-funded minority interests does not align with the long proud
blue collar heritage of our state.  Our state deserves better, and most NC
citizens know this. 

Sincerely,



Joe Romano
 
Seaview Crab Company
"Moving Seafood Forward"

www.seaviewcrabcompany.com
https://instagram.com/seaviewcrabco/
http://twitter.com/seaviewcrabco
www.facebook.com/seaview-crab-company
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From: Angela Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Walker - NCMFC Letter.docx
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 12:48:38 PM
Attachments: Walker - NCMFC Letter.docx

Please see attached letter requesting the denial of the petition from the NCWF that proposes
nursery areas be designated in internal coastal and near oceanic waters of NC. 

Regards,
Angela Walker

 

mailto:walkerangelat@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov

January 20, 2017



NCWF Petition

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office

P.O. Box 769

Morehead City, NC 28557

ncwfpetition@ncdenr.gov



NCMFC:



As a concerned citizen, I am requesting the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Committee (MFC) to deny the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation that proposes to designate the internal coastal and near oceanic waters of North Carolina special secondary nursery areas. The rules proposed in the Petition would close the internal coastal waters and near-shore oceanic waters of North Carolina to trawling unless opened by the North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF), establish a shrimp size for shrimp trawling season to open, establish a more restrictive headrope size for shrimp trawls, create a trawl tow time for shrimp trawling, further restrict the taking of shrimp to daylight hours and three days per week, require the use of two DMF certified bycatch reduction devices in shrimp trawls, and create a recreational size limit of 8 inches for spot and 10 inches for croaker.  The Petition should be denied by the MFC because of several substantial and pertinent reasons. 



First, the Petition should be denied because such comprehensive changes to fisheries should be developed by fishery managements plans (FMP’s). The North Carolina General Assembly, through the Fisheries Reform Act, clearly desired that such comprehensive changes in management measures for important recreational and commercial species in North Carolina be developed through FMP’s.



Secondly, the Petition should be denied because these issues were recently discussed and addressed by the 2015 Shrimp FMP after two years of development. Bycatch and habitat protection measures were deliberated by the DMF and MFC Shrimp FMP Advisory Committee through the development of the FMP. Recommendations were reviewed by several other MFC advisory committees. Many public meetings were held where stakeholders provided input. 



Thirdly, the Petition should be denied because the cost factors described in the Petition are clearly inadequately described. This omission is significant because the shrimp fishery is North Carolina’s most important fishery economically.



In addition, as a two time cancer survivor I need to have access to fresh, local, wild-caught seafood instead of consuming foreign seafood that is raised in sewage filled ponds, given antibiotics and injected with fillers.  



The proposals will have a substantial economic impact on many small businesses, have significant negative effects on coastal communities and negatively impact the availability of North Carolina shrimp to consumers.  



Sincerely, 



Angela Walker

3206 Hardee Farms Drive

New Bern, NC 28562

(252) 626-7875
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From: Chris Bensabat
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; Chris Bensabat
Subject: NCWFP Petition
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 1:06:26 PM

Dear Commissioners:

Thank you for you public service to the great State of North Carolina.  It is very
important to the people of this state that our resources are protected for the people
of the state. Now and for future generations.  As population increases, so does the
strain on our living natural resources. It is the responsibility of those with the
authority to make long term, consciously responsible decisions, and do their sworn
duty to defend and protect the resources that we have been blessed to inherit and
ensure that we pass that wealth on to our future generations.

Please make the right decision and vote to prohibit the disaster that is currently
allowed in North Carolina, and stop trawling and commercial fishing in our
hatcheries and stop the destruction of our sea grass and estuaries.

Please take a stand on the side of the people and our future generations.

Respectfully yours,

Christopher L. Bensabat
P.O. Box 890
Oriental, NC 28571
1.252.249.6288

mailto:clbensabat@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:clbensabat@gmail.com


From: Kim`````````````````````
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: DENY petition
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 1:13:42 PM

To Whom it may concern,

I was one of the 60 people that signed up to speak at the meeting on Tuesday, and didn't get a chance to.  I am
enclosing the comment that I would have made.  Please include them in your deliberations. 

My name is Kim Fink.  I live in Craven County.  I am not in the fish industry,
or in science, but I must be in tune to both, because most of the points I
wanted to make have already been made, so I will just ditto all the remarks that
urge you to deny this petition.

One thing I can't understand about this petition is how un-elected,
un-accountable people are able to make rules, that turn into laws that effects
my freedoms, the freedoms of "We The People".  We, either workers or consumers,
have no recourse against you, we can't vote you out!  Who do you answer to?

We are supposed to be government OF the people, BY the people and For the
people. 

However

This petition, this process feels more like a mandate
Of rich, powerful, special interest groups and environmentalists,
By politically chosen people,
For what is best for their current agenda.

I urge you to deny this petition.

Kim Fink
646 Goose Creek Rd
New Bern  NC 28562
252-633-0191

mailto:fink@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BLNORRIS@alumni.ecu.edu
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Deny NCWF Petition
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 1:23:45 PM
Attachments: NCMFC-letter.pdf

ATT00001.txt

NCMFC,

I am a concerned citizen of eastern North Carolina, and a commercial fisherman whose family has been hard
working fishermen for many many generations. This petition of flawed science and unrealistic data would devastate
local eastern North Carolina economies along with thousands of families.
Please find attached, my letter asking you to please deny the petition.

Very respectfully,

Brandon Norris

mailto:BLNORRIS@alumni.ecu.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov



NCWF Petition 
North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office 
P.O. Box 769 
Morehead City, NC 28557


ncwfpetition@ncdenr.gov 


NCMFC: 


As a concerned citizen, I am requesting the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Committee (MFC) to deny


the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation that proposes to 
designate the internal coastal and near oceanic waters of North Carolina special secondary nursery 
areas. The rules proposed in the Petition would close the internal coastal waters and near-shore oceanic 
waters of North Carolina to trawling unless opened by the North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries 
(DMF), establish a shrimp size for shrimp trawling season to open, establish a more restrictive 


headrope size for shrimp trawls, create a trawl tow time for shrimp trawling, further restrict the taking 
of shrimp to daylight hours and three days per week, require the use of two DMF certified bycatch 
reduction devices in shrimp trawls, and create a recreational size limit of 8 inches for spot and 10 
inches for croaker. 


The Petition should be denied by the MFC because of several substantial and pertinent reasons. First, 


the Petition should be denied because such comprehensive changes to fisheries should be developed by 
fishery managements plans (FMP’s). The North Carolina General Assembly, through the Fisheries 
Reform Act, clearly desired that such comprehensive changes in management measures for important 


recreational and commercial species in North Carolina be developed through FMP’s. 


Secondly, the Petition should be denied because these issues were recently discussed and addressed by 
the 2015 Shrimp FMP after two years of development. Bycatch and habitat protection measures were 
deliberated by the DMF and MFC Shrimp FMP Advisory Committee through the development of the 


FMP. Recommendations were reviewed by several other MFC advisory committees.  Many public 
meetings were held where stakeholders provided input. 


Thirdly, the Petition should be denied because the cost factors described in the Petition are clearly 
inadequately described. This omission is significant because the shrimp fishery is North Carolina’s 
most important fishery economically. 


The proposals will have a substantial economic impact on many small businesses, have significant 
negative effects on coastal communities and negatively impact the availability of North Carolina 
shrimp to consumers, which is why we are recommending that the MFC deny the Petition for 
Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation. 


Sincerely, 











From: Info at G.F. Seafood
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimping in North carolina
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 1:49:02 PM

Please keep the Carolina waters open for Shrimping and Local Seafood.
Not only does it effect alot of people Lively hoods, but imported
seafood is terrible. Also there is no telling what they have in it!! 
Pamlico Sound and surrounding waters are important to so many people.
Thanks you and prayers for you and your office!!!

mailto:info@gfseafood.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Denial of Petition
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 1:49:06 PM
Attachments: Petition Denial NC Marine Fisheries Commission.docx

Please make these comments available to All NC Marine Fisheries Commission members.

Thank you

Bruce Morris

mailto:captbmc@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov

To the members of the NC Marine Fisheries Commission.



I am opposed to the petition filed by the NC Wildlife Federation for the following reasons:



1.Restricting towing times and limiting the number of days as per the request would reduce the fisherman’s ability to make a living by over 60% (probably shutting down their business).



2.Asking for daytime towing only restricts the fisherman’s ability to harvest the three shrimp species found in NC with taking into account some species are active during nighttime  only.



3. The petitioners state that other factors have also influenced the decline in the spot, croaker,

and weakfish fishery beside trawling but are willing to displace the blame solely on fisherman to suit their needs. The other factors are weather, salinity, water temperature and predators like Stripped Bass, Redfish and Speckled Weakfish that have been placed on Game fish status by these same organizations all in the name of conservation.  Our Blue Crab   and finfish resources are being destroyed by over protecting these species.



4. The Shrimp Fisheries Management’s new regulations have just been implemented and not had time to be evaluated even though the industry has archived  a 50% reduction in by catch   exceeding the 40% requested by the prior petitioners.



5.The areas requested to be designated as special secondary nursery areas do not meet the requirements for that designation.



6.The requested number of BRDs have already been implemented and showing signs of improving the reduction of by catch.



7.Over half of the areas requested for special designation are already off limits to trawlers

due to bottom characteristics, shallowness and restricted military areas.



8. Trawlers do not want by catch and try to avoid concentrations of small fish. The try net is a sampling tool used by fisherman to locate areas with the highest number of shrimp and as little by catch as possible.



9.Implementing size limits are regulated by the ASMFC which NC follows suit to their recommendations base on science which is not available for all of these species.



10.NC Marine Fisheries has managed the resources based on sound data and needs to continue

leading the nation in fisheries management.





Thanks for your consideration.



Bruce Morris





From: Teri
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 2:22:35 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,

As a citizen of the State of North Carolina, I am asking you to DENY THE PETITION, before you from the NC
Wildlife Federation.  Agreeing with your five (5) advisory committees, I do not want this petition enacted because it
is based on bad data, will kill and end the shrimping industry in North Carolina, covers many measures already
enacted and ultimately represents big powers and not me and the consumers of North Carolina.  I say "VOTE NO!"

Signed _____Teresa Spadaccini

mailto:tspadaccini@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Edens
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Petition
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 4:17:55 PM

January 20, 2017

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,

As a commercial fisherman's wife, mother, grandmother, daughter, granddaughter, sister and
cousin, I am
asking that you DENY the petition from the NC Wildlife Federation.  I agree with your 5
advisory committees
that this will end the shrimping industry as we now know it.
I sat on the Shrimp AP committee (2014)  that made the recommendations to the Commission
that the
NC Wildlife Federation is not willing to allow to take effect to see what a difference those
changes will make.
Why did we meet every month for a year to come up with solutions if they are not allowed to
be tried?

There are so many hardworking people that will be put out of business if this petition is not
denied.  Jobs
are not easy to find, and we need to keep our current jobs available.  We also need to
continue to supply
the American people with domestic/local/fresh shrimp.  The imported shrimp are not healthy
and that is
what the consumer will be eating if we are not allowed to continue shrimping as we are
currently doing.

Please take the advise of your Advisory committees and the comments of the commercial
fishermen and
consider the devastating affects that the petition would have on the families and businesses of
the
fishermen of North Carolina and DENY this petition.

Thank you,

Nancy M. Edens
PO Box 993
Sneads Ferry, NC  28460
910-389-3068

mailto:steelboat88@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Timberlake
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: R. Frank Timberlake
Subject: COMMENT FOR RECORD OF NCMFC - PETITION
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 4:46:13 PM
Importance: High

REMARKS FOR PUBLIC COMMENT ON PETITION FOR RULE-
MAKING BY N C MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION – FOR THE
RECORD
 
By R Frank Timberlake, 2513 Gray Hawk Trail, Zebulon, North Carolina 27596
 
For the record I a consumer and I count on the pros to bring me my fresh, local shrimp and
seafood from North Carolina waters.
 
While commercial and sports fishing only involves 10% of the state’s citizens, the other 90% of
citizens and consumers in North Carolina get our fresh local seafood from professionals.  They
already bear overregulation and outlandish costs, but fighting weather and the government, they
still go out.
 
As a citizen, I am stating my position that I want appropriate regulation, but moreover, I want the
commercial fishing industry in North Carolina to remain viable and sustainable because they are
my “fishing farmers” of my waters and my resources.  Professional shrimpers and fishermen are a
public resource, sports fishers are not.
 
There needs to be an impartial scientific study or studies on shrimping. Quotes on the amounts of
bycatch losses are not proven. The NC Wildlife Federation did not prove their case this past
Tuesday in New Bern.  The Federation’s data is tainted; they recommend some controls already in
place and their mapping requests for forbidden nursery waters are ludicrous.
 
How could the NCWF people keep a straight face saying that they do not intend to hurt, much
less close the state’s shrimp industry?  But before this petition or any action is taken, there needs
to be an impartial economic impact study of what will happen to coastal economies, many already
on the bottom tiers of economic development, if the commercial shrimping and fishing industry
is eliminated.  This petition, if accepted, is a giant step in that direction.
 
The NC Marine Fisheries Commission has recently shown that is extremely anti-commercial
fishing, and actually favors recreational aspects of special interest groups like CCA and the NC
Wildlife Federation.
 
Look at this petition.  What regular citizen has time to read and to decipher such a petition,
obviously written in lawyer Hyroglifics to confuse, if not deter, the public from trying to
understand or participate?  Even your notices are confusing and not well circulated.
 
Where is the commission’s concern for the consumer; for the 90% of the state’s citizens who
want and deserve their seafood to be caught and brought to market by professionals? 
 
I believe that my fresh local shrimp from my waters may go away and be replaced by untested,
foreign, frozen shrimp if this petition is actually enacted.  These proposed regulatory changes in

mailto:frankt@rftimberlake.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:frankt@rftimberlake.com


the petition may forever kill the shrimp business and have tragic economic impact.
 
The commission’s five, that’s 5, advisory committees all voted to deny the petition put forth by
the NC Wildlife Federation.  That plus the enormous public outcry against that same petition
should be enough for the commission to deny this petition.
 
The North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission needs to step up to its original job to represent
all the citizens of North Carolina, to deny the petition.  It needs to recommit itself as a board to
protect and promote our seafood resources, while building in more respect and concern for the
industry that fishes for us, the other 90% of consumers and citizens of North Carolina.
 
Now, you have a citizen’s point of view.  What you do with it will determine if you and your
commission really care about the truth and building an all-encompassing consensus.
 
I think you should step up and look away from big money, big lawyers and big power and really
represent the people’s side as well.  I for one do not intend to be left out of your processes
anymore.
 
NOTE:  I would like a written email advising of the final vote by the NCMFC on this issue at its
February 15-16 meeting in Wilmington.
 
Thank you.
 

R Frank Timberlake
President
R F Timberlake & Company, Inc.
Marketing Communications Consultants
(919) 269-4300
frankt@rftimberlake.com
www.rftimberlake.com
www.facebook.com/RFTimberlakeCo  
www.linkedin.com/in/franktimberlake  
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From: pinerelectric@netzero.net
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Fw: ncdof comment
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 4:48:36 PM

Please note: forwarded message attached

From: "pinerelectric@netzero.net" <pinerelectric@netzero.net>
To: samjcorbett3@gmail.com
Subject: ncdof comment
Date: Fri, 20 Jan 2017 13:44:28 GMT

thank you Mr. Corbett

mailto:pinerelectric@netzero.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Garrett Ferris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 20, 2017 10:00:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Garrett Ferris
7664 Pate Ct
Camp Lejeune, NC 28547
garrettferris70@gmail.com

mailto:garrettferris70@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Saturday, January 21, 2017 12:13:26 PM

Stephen Parker
9401 Theresa Ln
Rougemont, NC 27572

January 21, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Stephen Parker

mailto:silent_velcro@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Smith, Tricia
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Send error: Public comment
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 2:17:54 PM
Attachments: letter to NC MFC.docx
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Patricia Smith
Public Information Officer
Division of Marine Fisheries
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
 
252 808 8025    office
252 342 0642    mobile
Tricia.Smith@ncdenr.gov
 
PO. Box 769
3441 Arendell St.
Morehead City, N.C. 28557
 

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 

From: bddmldw@gmail.com [mailto:bddmldw@gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 21, 2017 12:31 PM
To: Smith, Tricia <tricia.smith@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: FW: Send error: Public comment
 

Tricia:  I submitted my public comments at 4:54 PM on the 20th and I received a error message later
that it was not delivered.  I emailed it to NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov and assume that is the correct
address. 
As you can see in the header that the message was sent at 4:54.  I am attaching the letter again and
hoping that it will be considered. 
Thanks,
Dave Sammons
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

From: Windows
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2017 4:54 PM
To: 
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NCWF Petition

Based on my understanding of the NCWF Petition and the presentation given at the public hearing by the NCWF it is clear that our fisheries are in danger.  I am new to the coastal area and was excited about fishing in the ICW but quickly realized that the fish just aren’t there.  I have spoken with numerous recreational fisherman, boat captains, and fishing guides and they are all in agreement the fish are not there like they use to be. I checked on the daily creel limits of our surrounding coastal states and found that out of 8 of the southeastern coastal states, our daily creel limits are by far the worst.  NC is 8th out of the 8 Coastal states for the number of Trout you can keep each day.  NC is 8th out of the 8 coastal states for the number of Red Drum that you can keep each day.  We are 7th out of the 8 coastal states for the number of flounder you can keep.  Spot, Croaker, and Weakfish are almost depleted.  We have the largest estuary, about 2.3 millions acres and have some of the worst fishing in any of the coastal states.  It is embarrassing.  

The science is clear, the shrimp trawlers and the gill nets are wiping out our fisheries.  The commercial fisherman are very vocal about this issue but can’t see that the very practices that they are employing is really eliminating their jobs over time.  No other states allow shrimp trawlers (nor gill nets for that matter) in their inland waters. It’s not hard to figure out why.   

What is most disappointing to me is when I try to get my grandsons to go fishing and they say. “pop’s we don’t catch any fish.”  How do you think we will ever get kids interested or involved in recreational fishing?  If we continue with the shrimp trawlers and gill nets in the inland waters of North Carolina not only will the commercial fisherman go out of business but there will be a drastic reduction in the approximate 1 million recreational fishermen and a drastic reduction in the 1.8 billion in economic impact to the state of NC and a drastic reduction in the 18,000 jobs that recreational fishing creates.

I support the measures proposed in the NCWF Petition. 

Dave Sammons

Wilmington NC 






Subject: Send error: Public comment
 
We weren't able to send this message, so we've put it in your Drafts folder. Before you try sending it
again, you can check to see if the address is correct and that no attachments are too large.
 



From: Pete Kornegay
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: I support the petition by NC Wildlife Federation
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 6:11:58 PM

I fully support the petition by NC Wildlife Federation that asks the NC Marine Fisheries
Commission to designate all coastal fishing waters (including the ocean out to three miles) not
otherwise designated as nursery areas as special secondary nursery areas; establish clear
criteria for the opening of shrimp season; and define the type of gear and how and when gear
may be used in special secondary nursery areas during shrimp season.
 
This is a once in a lifetime opportunity for the MFC to implement conservation standards
which would begin rebuilding fish stocks in our sounds and estuaries.
 
 
James W. (Pete) Kornegay
306 Japonica Drive
Camden, North Carolina 27921
 

mailto:kornegayjw@mchsi.com
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Our Struggling In-Shore Fishery
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 6:36:35 PM

 
 
From: Chuck Laughridge [mailto:sobxl1@gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 21, 2017 3:07 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Our Struggling In-Shore Fishery
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Don Stanger <donstanger@aol.com>
Date: Sat, Jan 21, 2017 at 8:56 AM
Subject: Our Struggling In-Shore Fishery
To: samjcorbett3@gmail.com, captgorgesmfc@gmail.com, sobxl1@gmail.com,
janetrosemfc@gmail.com, bkoury2@gmail.com, captjoemfc@yahoo.com,
rds.mfc@gmail.com, amikewicker@gmail.com, awillis.mfc@gmail.com

Dear Commissioners:

I am a frequent in-shore NC fisherman and occasional in-shore fishermen in our bordering
states.  When I compare the quantity and quality of targeted species (principally red drum, sea
trout and flounder) in NC with the other states, the deficiencies in our local fish stocks are
stark.

What is the difference between the respective state fisheries?  Level of fishing pressure? Bag
limits?  Habitat?  Other factors?  It is none of these!  It is the fact that NC, like the other states,
DOES NOT HAVE A PROHIBITION ON INSHORE NETTING.  These states clearly 'broke
the code' long ago and the empirical results are self evident.

I have a proposal:  implement the same laws as our neighboring states for a meaningful period
of time and see how quickly our fishery begins to resemble the fishery quality of our
neighboring states!  What are we waiting for?!?

Goodness knows, all recreational anglers, including those like me who do not live on the
coast, but spend a good deal of time (and money!) fishing there, should be given a voice on
this subject at least as strong as the commercial fishing interests that seem to be currently
calling the shots.  Given the recreational fishery that we could become, recreational angler
economic impact should easily dwarf that of commercial economic impact.  So what are we
waiting for?!?

Let's take action now to realize the great potential of our NC in-shore fishery!

Respectfully,

C. Donald Stanger
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3940 Dover Road
Durham, NC  27707

 

 



From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: NCWF Petition
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 6:56:13 PM

 
 
From: Chuck Laughridge [mailto:sobxl1@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2017 12:21 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Fwd: NCWF Petition
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: <mrbearhunt@netscape.net>
Date: Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 8:48 PM
Subject: NCWF Petition
To: "samjcorbett3@gmail.com" <samjcorbett3@gmail.com>, "captgorgesmfc@gmail.com"
<captgorgesmfc@gmail.com>, "sobxl1@gmail.com" <sobxl1@gmail.com>,
"janetrosemfc@gmail.com" <janetrosemfc@gmail.com>, "bkoury2@gmail.com"
<bkoury2@gmail.com>, "captjoemfc@yahoo.com" <captjoemfc@yahoo.com>,
"rds.mfc@gmail.com" <rds.mfc@gmail.com>, "amikewicker@gmail.com"
<amikewicker@gmail.com>, "awillis.mfc@gmail.com" <awillis.mfc@gmail.com>

Dear Commissioners
I attended the meeting in New Bern on Tuesday and was very disappointed not to be able to
give public comment. I used a valuable vacation day to attend and traveled from wake county.
I have seen the drastic decline in our fish stocks, anyone that has spent their life fishing on our
coast can see it. It seems that all we do is another 3 year study another 1 year study, kick the
can down the road. Lets do 1 more study. Get the trawlers out of the inshore areas and see if
the stocks rebound! Perhaps you are afraid of the results of such a study!
Tuesday the 800lb gorilla was sitting in the room and every body seemed to be blind to it. The
figures given by the NCWF where staggering. To deny that the removal of that many juvenile
fish would not impact a fish stock is hard to believe. The folks here in Wake and Durham
Counties are paying more attention to your actions than ever before. I hope that you will make
the hard choice and support this petition and give my 80 year old father 1 more good Spot run.
 
Thank you for letting me rant.
And Thank You for serving on the commission
Troy Branham
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: NCWF Petition
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 6:56:30 PM

 
 
From: Chuck Laughridge [mailto:sobxl1@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2017 12:19 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Fwd: NCWF Petition
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Cope Mahagan <adrenalzen@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Jan 20, 2017 at 7:57 AM
Subject: NCWF Petition
To: samjcorbett3@gmail.com, captgorgesmfc@gmail.com, sobxl1@gmail.com,
janetrosemfc@gmail.com, bkoury2@gmail.com, captjoemfc@yahoo.com,
rds.mfc@gmail.com, amikewicker@gmail.com, awillis.mfc@gmail.com

Dear Commissioners,
 
I wanted to let you know that I was extremely disappointed to hear the outcome of the meeting
in New Bern on Tuesday, January 17.  Unfortunately, I was not able to attend.  Several of my
friends and fellow fishermen did attend and I was certain that they would eco my opinions on
the trawlers utilization of inshore areas.  However, their voices were not heard because they
were not allowed to speak, so in turn my voice was not heard.  Let me provide my voice now.
 
The negative environmental and economic, yes economic, impacts on the aquatic life and the
people of this great state is staggering.  The senseless destruction of delicate ecosystems and
the great impacts on those that struggle to make their living by serving recreational fishermen
and fisherwomen must end.  It is time for North Carolina to follow other states in providing
regulations that promote a healthy, sustainable fishery that will benefit all creatures big and
small.  Consider the information provided to you that clearly shows that protecting the
nurseries found inshore will boost the economic development of our entire state.  A better
economy in our coastal communities means more jobs for the people that live there.  Do the
right thing, get the trawlers out of the inshore areas and see if the stocks rebound!
 
Thank you for listening,
 
Jeff Mahagan, Durham, NC
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Comment for meeting
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 6:57:12 PM
Attachments: Letter - public comment for fisheries meeting Jan 17 2017.docx

Comment for meeting.msg

 
 
From: Chuck Laughridge [mailto:sobxl1@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2017 12:17 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Comment for meeting
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: <chl3@ec.rr.com>
Date: Fri, Jan 20, 2017 at 11:21 AM
Subject: Fwd: Comment for meeting
To: sobxl1@gmail.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: John Canup <jcanup@suddenlink.net>
To: <chl3@ec.rr.com>
Cc: 
Date: Fri, 20 Jan 2017 10:20:42 -0500
Subject: Comment for meeting
Chuck,  I did not get to see you Tuesday at the meeting until after the meeting
started.  I wanted to COMMENT but had another meeting to attend later Tuesday.  I
left my written comment at the head table but was not sure it would find its way to
the the right place.  Attached is my comment if you think it is worth sharing or
discard at your digression. 
Thanks for your service on the MFC.  I am sure you have had numerous long
meetings like Tuesday and I don’t see how you tolerate them.  Thanks for looking 
out for the rest of us!
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John Canup, Retired banker

1409 St. James Place, Kinston NC 28504



I am a recreational fisherman.



35 years ago I was going to Pamlico Sound and catching 1-2 pound croakers by the cooler full.  After 5-10 years they were gone.  I WAS PART OF THE PROBLEM.



30 years ago I was going to Pamlico Sound, Ocracoke, Drum Inlet and catching coolers of gray trout.   After 5-10 years they were gone.  I WAS PART OF THE PROBLEM.



15 years ago I was catching all the speckle trout I could use and then a limit of 10 fish was put in place.  Soon 10 fish limits were hard to catch and 4 fish limits were put in place.  Now I feel fortunate to catch 1 or 2 trout per trip. 





Commercial fishing in the same time frame:



35 years ago family trawlers pulling 60-70-foot head ropes on their nets were trawling Pamlico Sound.  These trawlers grew in size and numbers to over 100 plus.  They also began pulling nets exceeding 200 feet of head rope.  Today’s electronics and GPS units allow these trawlers to cover Pamlico Sound with the same efficiency you mow every blade of grass in your front yard.  This is done daily during shrimping season.



PAMLICO SOUND is a nursery area and it cannot sustain the constant abuse it is subjected to by these large trawlers.  This is evidenced by historic data and not just my observations.



Limitations on all user groups must be put in place immediately to sustain the few remaining fish stocks in our state.



Please read and understand the factual data supplied by these experts.



PLEASE, PLEASE DO SOMETHING --–NOW---TO SUSTAIN OUR FISHERIES -----



Thank You.











From: Mcbride
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 7:01:09 PM

I fully support NCWF's Petition.  Protection such as this is long overdue! North Carolina's coastal resources belong
to all citizens not just to commercial fishermen.

Franklin T. McBride
4652 Winstead Store Road
Nashville, NC 27856
252-443-5876

Sent from my iPad

mailto:mcbrideft@suddenlink.net
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From: Ann Somers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF petition re trawling
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 7:02:44 PM

Dear Commissioners,

I am writing to speak in support for the NCWF petition to further regulate shrimping in North Carolina. 
Most people loathe the amount of by-catch and waste in this industry.  The idea that so many fish are not
reaching spawning size is repulsive to so many on both sides of this issue. 

A little discussed matter related to the huge by-catch is it's impact on the food chain.  Lots of discussion is
focused on the fin fish industry, which I agree is highly important.  

Dead sea life shoveled overboard is food that is not going into the food webs, but is being short cut to the
scavengers.  It benefits populations of sea gulls and cormorants that further prey on the live juvenile fish. 

When juvenile fish are permitted to support the food web, they feed the red drum, weakfish, flounder, and
specked trout that we are trying to restore to healthy populations.

It is important for the juvenile fish to grow into spawning sized fish, but it is also important that they also
be available as prey for more than the scavengers.

With respect,

Ann Somers

********************************
Ann Berry Somers, M.Sc.
Senior Lecturer in Biology, UNC Greensboro
310 Sullivan Science Building 
321 McIver Street
Greensboro, NC 27402-6170
Ph. 336-334-4978
Office Hours Spring 2017:  No appointment needed on M & W 8:30-10:30 am,
sometimes available for drop-ins also on Tuesdays. Only by appointment between
terms.

mailto:absomers@uncg.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: vanhornsc@nc.rr.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 7:13:40 PM

Favor restricting shrimp trawling within the sounds.
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Current Petition Concerns
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 7:21:36 PM

 
 
From: Zack Davis [mailto:zack.davis@carteretk12.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:31 PM
To: samjcorbett@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;
sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
Bkoury2@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>; Hamilton, Cindi
B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>; Bianchi, Alan <alan.bianchi@ncdenr.gov>; Moore, Tina
<tina.moore@ncdenr.gov>; Lee, Laura <laura.lee@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Current Petition Concerns
 
Ladies and Gentlemen,
 
My name is Zack Davis.  For those of you who were able to attend the meeting held in New
Bern on Jan 17th, I want to sincerely thank you.  I understand that all members, whether in
attendance or not, are dedicated to their task at hand and have difficult decisions in the days
ahead.  
 
I would like to express my extreme concern about the current fisheries issue at hand pertaining
to the shrimp petition set forth by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.  This petition has
the potential to end the commercial fishing industry in North Carolina.  Historically and
presently, this industry has provided and sustains a viable job opportunity for residents in
coastal North Carolina.  Job opportunities that are not present in other careers in many of our
rural communities.
 
Furthermore, the statistical data used in the petition does not take into account the fishing
effort reduction while looking at landings for many fish species.  Stock assessments cannot
fully be measured by looking at solely the amount of fish commercially caught in a given year
as many vessels and captains seek the highest value product available, often bypassing ample
amounts of lower valued aquatic life.  
 
Ultimately this petition goes against the Fishery Management Plans set forth by the Division
of Marine Fisheries.  Those plans have sought to improve gear using scientific data and strive
to reduce by-catch while still providing a valuable commodity to the public citizens of North
Carolina.  This petition only mentions changing by-catch reduction devices in one aspect. 
That particular point of the petition (require two BRD's for fin fish) has been in law in North
Carolina for two years.  This petition does not seek to reduce by-catch out of the shrimp
trawls, but the shrimp trawls out of the water.  
 
These are only a few points of question out of many that could not be answered by the people
bringing forth this petition.  I believe that any member of this commission could see that the
underlying push of this petition is to terminally restrict trawling and small mesh gill nets in
North Carolina.  This alone shows that the petition should not be carried forward by the
Fisheries Commission due to the lack of justification of such draconian regulations.

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=428A3C3885144AE89D3E891674A07BBA-NDFISH
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It is my hope that commission members would follow the recommendations of the advisory
committees and fully deny this petition.  Any other action would show the citizens of North
Carolina that the Marine Fisheries Commission has failed to be a true representative of the
vested interest of public resources with the best science available.
 
Thank you,
Zachary Davis
 
 
This message originated from Carteret County Public Schools. This email is for the sole use of the
individual or entity to whom it has been addressed.  If you are neither the intended recipient, nor an agent
responsible for delivering this email to the intended recipient, any disclosure, re-transmission, copying, or
taking action in reliance upon the message contained herein is strictly prohibited.  If you have received
this email in error, you should notify the sender immediately. All e-mail correspondence to and from this
address is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law as defined under N.C.G.S. §132.1, which
may result in monitoring and disclosure to third parties, including law enforcement and the media.
 
Visit us on the web at www.carteretcountyschools.org

http://www.carteretcountyschools.org/


From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Written comments on NC Wildlife Fed petition
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 7:28:22 PM
Attachments: NCWildlife_Fed_Petition_Griffith_Written_Comments.docx

1-s2.0-S030438001400129X-main.pdf

 
 

From: Griffith, David Craig [mailto:GRIFFITHD@ecu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 4:09 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Written comments on NC Wildlife Fed petition
 
Dear Nancy: Please convey my comments to the Commission, along with the attached article. 
If I need to send them elsewhere, please let me know.  Thank you.
 
Best, David
 
Dr. David Griffith, Interim Director
Institute for Coastal Science and Policy
Flanagan Building, Suite 250
East Carolina University
Greenville, NC  27858-4353
252-328-1748
http://www.ecu.edu/icsp
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Comments against the NC Wildlife Petition to curtail shrimp trawling in North Carolina Waters.



David Griffith, PhD

Interim Director, Institute for Coastal Science and Policy, East Carolina University, Greenville, NC.  griffithd@ecu.edu



I am writing to offer my comments in opposition to the petition forwarded by the NC Wildlife Federation and the Southern Environmental Law Center proposing to designate special nursery areas in NC State waters and severely restrict trawling.  I currently direct a research institute that specializes in coastal and marine issues and includes faculty from several different disciplines, including biology, economics, anthropology, and geology.  We also have a PhD program in Coastal Resources Management (CRM), and many of the students’ dissertation research focuses on issues related to North Carolina coastal and marine environments.  In addition, I serve on the Science and Statistical Committee of the Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Management Council, and regularly conduct research on issues related to commercial fishing and fishing communities across the entire Southeast and Gulf region of the United States.  



All of these positions, I believe, qualify me to comment on the proposed petition.  My objections to the petition are as follows:



1. First, a former ECU CRM PhD student, Rebecca Deehr, has published a dissertation and an article comparing shrimp trawling in the closed and open regions of Core Sound, NC.  This work was not consulted by the NC Wildlife Federation in the research supporting their petition, yet it is one of few studies that demonstrates the effects of trawling on the food web.  I have provided a copy of this study to Nancy Fish and I believe that Dr. Joseph Luczkovich, one of the scientists with our institute, has provided her dissertation as well.  He also testified at the hearing on Tuesday.

2. In my more than 30 years of research with commercial fishing families across the Southeastern U.S. and Gulf of Mexico, I have found that commercial fishermen at least as concerned and in many cases more concerned about protecting coastal and marine resources, including fish stocks, than any other environmental organization.  Their livelihoods depend on healthy fisheries, and they are constantly considering the impacts of different developments on fish stocks.  The knowledge that they possess in many cases surpasses that of marine biologists, and they are keenly attentive to changes in water quality, wetlands destruction, off-shore dumping, shoreline development, energy exploration, and other factors that affect coastal and marine environments. 

3. Curtailing shrimp trawling in the in-shore, state waters of North Carolina would deprive the people of North Carolina of one of its most precious and high quality sources of protein.  Every day, consumer demand for fresh, local shrimp increases, especially as consumers become more aware that the alternative to fresh, wild caught shrimp are farm-raised shrimp from overseas that have been adulterated with antibiotics and drugs, that are raised under environmentally destructive conditions abroad, and that often utilize poorly paid, child labor.  North Carolina shrimp, by contrast, are fresh and high quality and support families and communities across the coastal plain.

4. As Mike Street said during the meeting on Tuesday, January 17, 2017, the data the NC Wildlife Federation relied on to make their case were flawed, the state’s waters are not comparable to other states along the Eastern Seaboard, and the regulation of the state’s fisheries are best left up to the Division of Marine Fisheries, which takes into account the multiple impacts associated with different regulations.  

While these points constitute my principal source of objection to the petition, I am also dismayed that organizations such as the Southern Environmental Law Center and the NC Wildlife Federation have not taken the time to understand the ways in which commercial fishermen benefit the environment.  If they were truly concerned about the state of North Carolina’s fisheries, they should consider forming an alliance with commercial fishermen to object to the multiple causes of declining water quality, wetlands destruction, and unsustainable development taking place along North Carolina’s coast.  Only then could they begin to address the problems associated with declining fish stocks.
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copath  models  of  areas  closed  and  open  to  shrimp  trawling  in  Core
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t


We  used  stable  isotope  ratios of  nitrogen  (15N/14N)  as  a  validation  tool  for determining  the  accuracy  of
the  effective  trophic  levels  computed  in  network  analysis  models  for Core  Sound,  North  Carolina,  USA.
Ecological  network  models  (using  Ecopath)  were  assembled  for  two trawling  management  areas,  closed
areas where  shrimp  trawling  has  been  restricted  for 30 years,  and  open  trawling  areas  within  the  estuary.
Effective  trophic  levels  (ETLs)  were  computed  from  the  two  Ecopath  models  and  compared  with  �15N
values  measured  from  the  same  species  at the same  time  in  the  two  areas.  Comparisons  of  ETLs  between
species  compartments  of  the  two models  were  very  similar,  and  ETLs  were  positively  related  to  �15N
values.  Linear  regression  of  ETL  as a predictor  of  �15N value  was  highly  significant  (R2 = 0.50,  p > 0.00001),
suggesting  that  �15N values  increase  by 2.52‰  per trophic  level.  This  increase  in  �15N value agrees  well
with  a  recent  global  meta-analysis  of  nitrogen  fractionation  estimates.  There  was  no  significant  difference
in �15N values  between  trawling  zones  over  all species  examined,  although  there  were  significantly  higher
�15N  values  in the areas  open  to trawling  for certain  species  of fish  (pinfish,  spot)  and  invertebrate  (blue
crabs).  Atlantic  menhaden,  which  feed  on  detritus  and  zooplankton,  had  much  higher  �15N  values  than  the
Ecopath  ETL  and  �15N regression  model  predicted  (large  studentized  residuals),  suggesting  that  Ecopath
incorrectly  computes  the  trophic  level  of  animals  that  consume  dead  material  (in  our  model,  detritus
and  shrimp  trawl  bycatch  species).  Shrimp  trawl  bycatch  species  are  mostly  pinfish,  spot  and  blue  crabs,
with  ETLs  of  2.5 or higher,  but are  inappropriately  assumed  to be at  trophic  level  1  when  dead  in  Ecopath.


Despite  this  discrepancy  for  some  species  of detritivores  and  scavengers,  we  conclude  that  this  Ecopath
network  model  of  Core  Sound  is  reliable  and  predicts  with  good  accuracy  the  shifts  and  changes  in trophic
level  and  diet  as  measured  by  stable  isotopes  and  observed  in diet  studies.  The  Core  Sound  network  model
will  be  a useful  approach  when  predicting  impacts  in  the  ecosystem  due  to  changes  in trawling  or  other
fisheries  management  decisions.

. Introduction

Ecosystems have been modeled as networks of ecological flows
mong species or nodes, following a medium such as carbon
s a surrogate for energy. Network models are widely used in


∗ Corresponding author at: Flanagan Building, Suite 250, East Carolina University,
reenville, NC 27858, USA. Tel.: +1 252 328 9402; fax: +1 252 328 4178.


E-mail address: deehrra@alumni.ecu.edu (R.A. Deehr).


ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005
304-3800/© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

©  2014  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.


ecosystem analysis, especially for fisheries management appli-
cations. One popular modeling approach is Ecopath with Ecosim
(Christensen et al., 2008), which has been used for studies on
aquaculture (Leloup et al., 2008; Lopez et al., 2008; Byron et al.,
2011; Forestal et al., 2012), marine protected areas (Libralato
et al., 2010; Colléter et al., 2012; Varkey et al., 2012), and the


collapse of fisheries (Bundy, 2005; Arreguin-Sanchez et al., 2008;
Morissette et al., 2009; Downing et al., 2012). Network models
exploring changes in fisheries practices, management and policy
have shown that fishing can affect the trophic structure of the
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 R.A. Deehr et al. / Ecologi


cosystem (Tsehaye and Nagelkerke, 2008; Heymans et al., 2009;
isneros-Montemayor et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012).


When fishing affects the trophic positions of species within a
ystem, it has been suggested that trophic level change can be used
s a metric of ecosystem change (Pauly et al., 1998). Early work by
indeman (1942) assigned integer-level trophic positions to orga-
isms, with producers at trophic level 1, herbivores at trophic level


 and primary carnivores at trophic level 3. However, many orga-
isms eat from multiple trophic levels; Odum and Heald (1975)
uggested fractional trophic levels to account for this omnivory.
his fractional trophic level is called the effective trophic level
ETL), and is the weighted average of the preys’ trophic levels. Net-
ork analysis programs, such as Ecopath, calculate ETLs for nodes


n an ecosystem based on the flow of carbon among nodes and
nown food web  relationships derived from laboratory feeding
xperiments, direct observation and analysis of stomach contents.
owever, it is unclear how the ETL values change after fishing has
een done and how they compare with other independent meas-
res of trophic position.


Stable isotopes (15N/14N and 13C/12C) can serve as such inde-
endent measures of trophic position. A consumer’s stable isotopic
ignature is based on the differential assimilation of stable isotopes
rom its food into its tissue over a period of time (Peterson and Fry,
987). Stable carbon isotopes (�13C) have been shown to indicate
he origin of a food source, and laboratory and field studies have
ound that carbon isotopic compositions of animals reflect their
ource diet within about 1‰ (DeNiro and Epstein, 1978; Peterson
nd Fry, 1987; Vander Zanden and Rasmussen, 2001; Post, 2002;
ry, 2006; Michener and Lajtha, 2007). Stable isotopes of nitrogen
�15N) have been documented to change with trophic position of
he consuming organism through isotopic fractionation or discrim-
nation during the metabolic processing of the consumed material
Fry and Sherr, 1984; Fry, 2006). In controlled laboratory experi-


ents, researchers have found that �15N values of animals reflect
n increase relative to the isotopic values of the prey consumed
DeNiro and Epstein, 1978, 1981; Peterson and Fry, 1987; Wada
t al., 1991). Thus, �15N values represent a time-integrated measure
f trophic position (Vander Zanden and Rasmussen, 1999).


Numerous studies report an average per-trophic-level �15N
alue increase, but the estimates vary by tissues and species
nvolved. The most commonly reported value for per-trophic level
nrichment due to fractionation is 3–4‰ (Minagawa and Wada,
984; Vander Zanden and Rasmussen, 2001; Post, 2002; Sweeting
t al., 2007; Caut et al., 2009). Vanderklift and Ponsard (2003)
onducted a meta-analysis of 134 studies and found an average
nrichment of 2.54‰,  which included terrestrial, freshwater and
arine organisms. Similarly, McCutchan et al. (2003) reported an


verage �15N value of 2.3‰ for all animals surveyed, 2.9‰ when
uscle tissue alone was used, and a lower �15N trophic fraction-


tion rate for consumers raised on invertebrates (1.4‰)  than for
onsumers fed high protein diets (3.3‰).  Assuming these fraction-
tion values, isotope mixing models (Post, 2002; Phillips and Koch,
002) can then be used to infer how a consumer’s observed sta-
le isotope concentrations could have been obtained from multiple
rey sources.


The documented increase due to trophic fractionation of
5N/14N provides an opportunity to assess the underlying accu-
acy of network modeling used to investigate trophic position
hanges due to fishing or other factors. By comparing each
ode’s ETL values with �15N values from that species, it is pos-
ible to validate the network model. Disagreement in the stable
sotopic signatures and modeled trophic position could indi-


ate an incompletely specified ecosystem model or unaccounted
ariation in stable isotope concentration due to environmental,
etabolic or species-specific parameters (Dame and Christian,


008).
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Three recent studies have shown good agreement of �15N val-
ues with trophic levels calculated from ecological network models
for natural, unmanipulated ecosystems. Dame and Christian (2008)
used stable isotope analysis and ecological network analysis to
compare four salt marsh ponds (Virginia, USA) during times of
high- and low-stress and following natural disturbance. Navarro
et al. (2011) used stable isotope analysis to make comparisons
with the effective trophic levels from a single Ecopath model of the
South Catalan Sea (northwest Mediterranean Sea) marine ecosys-
tem. Milessi et al. (2010) found that trophic positions derived from
isotope analysis were highly correlated with Ecopath-calculated
trophic levels for a food web of Laguna de Rocha (Uruguay). These
studies found good correlation between Ecopath-calculated trophic
levels and the �15N values, especially in higher-trophic level orga-
nisms, which indicated that the diet data used for the Ecopath
model represented the trophic relations reasonably well. However,
none of these studies used �15N values to determine if trophic
position changed due to fishing activities.


In this study, we developed separate Ecopath models and mea-
sured �15N values of estuarine organisms for areas in which
commercial trawling was permitted (open areas) and banned for
30 years (closed areas) in Core Sound, North Carolina, USA. We  had
four main objectives: (1) to compare the effective trophic levels
of the compartments in the open and closed models; (2) to com-
pare the �15N values of the compartments between the open and
closed models; (3) to validate the models by determining if any
relationship exists between the calculated ETLs and the �15N val-
ues of species; and (4) to examine differences between the ETLs and
�15N values of specific model compartments that exhibited large
differences in these trophic position metrics.


2. Methods


2.1. Study area


Core Sound is a narrow, relatively shallow body of water (maxi-
mum depth approximately 4 m in navigational channel) in Carteret
County, North Carolina. It is bordered to the west by several bays,
saltmarshes, forests, agricultural lands and small residential areas.
Core Sound is bordered to the east by sound-side seagrass beds
and the Core Banks, federally owned lands within the Cape Look-
out National Seashore, which protect Core Sound from the Atlantic
Ocean. There is one inlet which allows ocean water to enter Core
Sound and the adjacent bays.


Fishery management areas in Core Sound are designated as pri-
mary and secondary nursery areas. In primary nursery areas (PNAs),
where post-larval fish and invertebrate development takes place,
most fishing gears are excluded. Secondary nursery areas (SNAs)
are areas utilized by juvenile and sub-adult organisms, and only
trawling is prohibited in these areas. In Core Sound, PNAs and SNAs
are located in the bays and creeks that feed into the Sound.


Twelve study sites (six in areas closed to trawling and six in
areas open to trawling) were selected for this study (Fig. 1). The
sites were selected to include shallow (<2 m)  and deep (>2 m) sites
within three bays (closed to trawling) and adjacent Core Sound
waters (open to trawling) with similar bottom types. The model
assumed no depth function, so both deep and shallow sites were
treated equally. Each site was  sampled in the spring (April, May,
June) and fall (August, September, October) of 2007, before and
after peak shrimp trawl activity, respectively. For this study, we
averaged the biomass data from spring and fall samples to create
pooled models of the food webs in open and closed areas.

2.2. The Ecopath approach


Ecopath with Ecosim (hereafter referred to as Ecopath) is one
of the most widely used food web  modeling and network analysis
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Fig. 1. Map  of study sites in Core Sound, NC. There are six stations in the closed to trawling area (averaged for the closed Ecopath model), and there are six stations in the
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pen  to trawling area (averaged for the open Ecopath model). TCS = Thorofare Close
pen  Deep, NCS = Nelson Closed Shallow, NCD = Nelson Closed Deep, NOS = Nelson 


eep,  JOS = Jarrett Open Shallow, JOD = Jarrett Open Deep.


ools for fisheries and aquatic ecosystems. Ecopath combines
he biomass budget approach of Polovina (1984a, 1984b) with
etwork analysis theory (Ulanowicz, 1986) for analyzing flows
etween compartments (Christensen et al., 2008). The basic input
equirements for each compartment include biomass (B), produc-
ion to biomass ratio (P/B), consumption to biomass ratio (Q/B)
nd ecotrophic efficiency (EE). Ecotrophic efficiency is defined as
he fraction of total production of a group that is consumed or
xported from the system. A diet matrix must also be constructed
o account for the trophic interactions (consumption and import
f food items) of all compartments in the system.


Ecopath models are constructed from two  master equa-
ions for production and consumption: (1) Production = catch +
redation + net migration + biomass accumulation + other mortal-


ty, and (2) Consumption = production + respiration + unassimilated
ood (Christensen and Pauly, 1992). A mass-balanced system sets
roduction equal to consumption, combining the above equations


nto:


i ·
(


P
B


)
i
· EEi = Yi +


∑
Bj ·
(


Q
B


)
i
· DCji + BAi + NMi (1)


here Bi and Bj are biomasses of prey (i) and predators (j), respec-
ively; P/Bi is the production/biomass ratio of group i; EEi is the
cotrophic efficiency of group i; Yi is the fisheries catch per unit
rea and time of group i; Q/Bj is the food consumption per unit
iomass of group i; DCji is the contribution of group i to the diet
f predator j; BAi is the biomass accumulation of group i (positive
r negative); and NMi is the net migration of group i (emigration


ess immigration). Once a system is balanced, system-wide and
ompartment-specific indices are calculated and provide impor-
ant information about the size, organization, development and
rophic dynamics of the ecosystem.

llow, TCD = Thorofare Closed Deep, TOS = Thorofare Open Shallow, TOD = Thorofare
Shallow, NOD = Nelson Open Deep, JCS = Jarrett Closed Shallow, JCD = Jarrett Closed


2.3. Model construction and parameterization


The Ecopath with Ecosim 6 software package was utilized to
create two models of the Core Sound networks: one for areas open
to trawling, the other for areas closed to trawling. We  sampled a
wide range of trophic levels, from producers to apex predators,
as well as detritus, to construct the Ecopath models. The “cur-
rency” for these models was grams of carbon per square meter
(g C/m2) for biomasses and grams of carbon per square meter per
year (g C/m2/year) for flows. For this study, biomass was measured
directly for most compartments, and a diet matrix was partially
constructed from the diet data obtained by Hart (2008) for a limited
number of fish species.


2.3.1. Methods for biomass sampling
At each of the 12 sites, benthic cores (inside diameter of 9.5 cm)


were collected by SCUBA divers and pushed manually into the sub-
strate to a depth of 10 cm.  A total of 12 cores were collected at each
site in both spring and fall to obtain biomass measurements for
most benthic compartments (detritus, macrofauna and meiofauna).


Detritus samples were collected from each core and frozen until
processed. Loss on ignition (LOI) was  used to determine the ash-free
dry mass of organic matter (Allen, 1989; Hirota and Szyper, 1975;
Nelson and Sommers, 1996). Since the sample potentially included
numerous sources of organic matter, values of benthic microalgae,
sediment bacteria and meiofauna biomasses (also calculated for
this study) were subtracted from the LOI-obtained measurement of
organic carbon. Dry weights were converted to g C by multiplying
by 0.58 (Allen, 1989).


Nine cores from each site were processed for benthic macro-
fauna. Samples were passed through a 500-�m sieve, and all


retained specimens were identified to the lowest taxonomic
level (Fox and Bynum, 1975; Morris and Clench, 1975; Fauchald,
1977; Fauchald and Jumars, 1979; Uebelacker and Johnson, 1984;
Williams, 1984; Fox and Rupert, 1985), dried at 60 ◦C for 48 h, and
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hen converted to carbon by multiplying dry weight by 0.40 using
ørgensen et al. (1991) and Ricciardi and Bourget (1998).


Three benthic cores were sub-sampled for meiofauna. Meio-
auna were collected from each core with a 2-cm diameter syringe
lunged to a depth of 3 cm,  and meiofauna were separated from
ediments following the method of Burgess (2001). The sam-
les were passed through stacked 500-�m and 63-�m sieves (to
xclude macroinvertebrates), and all specimens retained on the 63-
m sieve were identified to lowest taxonomic level using Higgins
nd Thiel (1988) and Giere (1993). All individuals (by taxa) were
onverted to g C from using several sources (Goodman, 1980;
an Damme  et al., 1980; Widbom, 1984; Bessière et al., 2007;
ascimento et al., 2012).


A clam rake was used to collect mollusks from sites in shallow
ater. Four 2.32-m2 transects were raked at the six shallow sites.
ollusks were identified to species and measured. All specimens
ere removed from the shells and dried in an oven at 60 ◦C for


8 h. Dry weight mass was  converted to g C by multiplying by 0.40
Jørgensen et al., 1991).


Benthic microalgae were also sampled from each core using
 1-cm diameter syringe plunged to a depth of 1 cm.  Benthic
icroalgal biomass was measured using fluorometry (Strickland


nd Parsons, 1972) as the amount of chlorophyll a content in the
ample. Chlorophyll a was converted to g C/m2 by multiplying by
.47 (de Jonge, 1980) and dividing by the area sampled by the
yringe (7.85 × 10−5 m2).


The biomass of other primary producers (seagrasses, macroal-
ae, and drift algae) was measured using various techniques.
eagrass biomass estimates were obtained from June to September
010 in the area closed to trawling in Jarrett Bay (Kenworthy et al.,
012). The values for seagrass biomass were only from the closed
reas, but those values were also used for the open areas of the Core
ound model. Drift algae and macroalgae biomass estimates were
alculated from algae collected in otter trawls for sites open and
losed to trawling.


Surface water samples were collected in carboys (3.8 l) at each
ite to measure phytoplankton. The water was passed through a
3-�m sieve then filtered through glass microfiber filters (47 mm,
F/C). Pigment extraction was done with a mixture of 45% ace-


one/45% methanol/10% deionized water, then kept in a freezer for
2–24 h, using the methods of Strickland and Parsons (1972). Initial
eadings were done on the fluorometer, then 10% HCl was added to
onvert chlorophyll a to pheophytin pigments, and then read again.
hlorophyll a values were then converted to g C by multiplying by
.47 (de Jonge, 1980).


Three zooplankton samples were collected at each site using 90-
m mesh bongo plankton nets (net diameter of 28 cm), towed for


 min  at a constant speed. All zooplankton samples were fixed in
0% buffered formalin. Any ctenophores or other large gelatinous
ooplankton were removed before fixing. To estimate the biomass
f ctenophores, separate 1-min tows were conducted. Total counts
f ctenophores were converted to wet weight biomass using vol-
me  displacement measurement (Miller, 1974) then converted to


 C by multiplying by 0.00012 (Vinogradov et al., 1989) for use in
he Ecopath models. All large zooplankton specimens (≥500 �m)
ere counted and dried at 60 ◦C for 48 h to measure dry mass, which
as converted to g C by multiplying by 0.40 (Jørgensen et al., 1991).


he zooplankton samples were divided using a Folsom splitter, and
0 ml  subsamples were taken. All specimens >75 �m were counted,


dentified to lowest taxonomic level (using Young et al., 2002;
ohnson and Allen, 2005), summed and extrapolated to obtain the


hole sample count. The zooplankton were dried at 60 ◦C for 48 h


o calculate dry mass, and then converted to g C by multiplying by
.40 (Jørgensen et al., 1991). Those values were divided by the area
f the tows (length of tow × diameter of plankton net) to get g C/m2


or zooplankton.
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To sample fishes and other forms of nekton, an otter trawl
similar to the one used by the North Carolina Division of Marine
Fisheries (NCDMF) was  deployed. The otter trawl had a headrope
of 3.2-m, a body net stretch mesh of 1-cm, a cod-end stretch mesh of
0.5-cm, a tickler chain, and trawl doors measuring 90 cm by 46 cm.
Trawls were deployed for 2 min  at a constant speed, three times
at each site. Trawl tow lengths, bathymetry and bottom substrate
were determined using a BioSonics DTX echo-sounder operated
simultaneously with the trawl deployment. No trawl efficiency cor-
rections were used to calculate biomasses. All specimens retained
by the trawls were euthanized and preserved in 10% buffered for-
malin. All specimens were identified, measured for length and wet
weight, and stomachs of selected species of fishes were removed
for diet analyses. Biomass measurements were converted to dry
weight and g C by multiplying by 0.15 (Jørgensen et al., 1991), then
divided by the trawling area (length of tow × width of trawl) to
calculate g C/m2 for nekton.


Experimental gill nets were used to collect larger, faster fishes
not captured by the otter trawl. Five 23-m panels of different
stretch mesh (8.9 cm,  10.2 cm,  11.5 cm,  12.7 cm and 13.9 cm) were
deployed for upwards of 6 h and checked at least every 2 h. We
assumed that the gill net fished an area of 115 m × 115 m (based
on the length of the gill net). No gear efficiency corrections were
used to calculate biomasses. All specimens were euthanized, tagged
and stored on ice in a cooler. Specimens were identified, measured
and stomachs were removed for diet analyses. Biomass measure-
ments were converted to g C by multiplying by 0.15 (Jørgensen
et al., 1991), then divided by the gill net area to calculate g C/m2


for these fish.
For compartments that were known to be present in closed areas


in Core Sound but under-sampled in our collections, additional data
were obtained from the NCDMF Program 120 Estuarine Trawl Sur-
vey for a nearby station in Core Sound (West et al., 2006). These
trawl surveys use the same mesh-size trawling gear and similar
sampling protocols. The surveys were conducted in the spring of
each year in nursery areas to inform management decisions. Pro-
gram 120 trawl data for pinfish, spot, Atlantic croaker, Atlantic
menhaden, Southern flounder, anchovies and brown shrimp were
included in the models for this study. The Program 120 data (counts
per trawl) were adjusted according to historical patterns of biomass
that were described in Nelson et al. (1991).


Visual surveys were conducted for groups such as birds,
dolphins and turtles. Bird surveys were conducted for 30 min
at each site within an area of 500 m2, similar to the meth-
ods used by Christian and Luczkovich (1999). Bird biomasses
were estimated from the Cornell Lab of Ornithology online
database (http://www.allaboutbirds.org). Loggerhead sea
turtles (Caretta caretta) were occasionally observed while
sampling, and their biomasses were estimated by visual
estimates of carapace length and width (and literature:
Epperly et al., 1995; Sasso et al., 2007; NMFS NOAA website
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/species/turtles/loggerhead.htm).
Any bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) observed near study
sites were counted, and estimates of biomass were made from the
literature values (Hansen and Wells, 1996; Foster, 2000).


2.3.2. Fisheries data
Unpublished NCDMF Trip Ticket data for the Core Sound man-


agement area from spring and fall of 2006 and 2007 for six fishing
gears (shrimp trawls, skimmer trawls, pound nets, crab pots, haul
seines and gill nets) were included in the models for this study. On
a Trip Ticket, fishermen must report the NCDMF Waterbody Code


from which the catch was  taken, in this case the Core Sound Water-
body (CSW); no landings from outside Core Sound are reported
with this code. Catches of species taken by gears other than trawls
can include catches from areas open or closed to trawling, but



http://www.allaboutbirds.org/

http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/species/turtles/loggerhead.htm
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atches taken by trawls must have originated in the open areas.
he Trip Ticket data are not recorded from individual nursery areas,
hich are smaller than CSW, so we estimated the proportion of


atches from closed and open areas from gear other than trawls. We
ssumed that the total catches from non-trawl gear types should be
ivided by relative area of open and closed areas. Approximately
0% of the area of CSW (total area approximately 2.91 × 108 m2)


s closed to trawling (Cheuvront, 2002). The average catch in g
f wet weight was multiplied by 0.15 (Jørgensen et al., 1991) to
onvert to g C dry weight, and finally divided by the area of CSW
resulting in g C/m2 for each species by gear type). For all gear
ypes except trawls, total catches from CSW were divided by the
otal area with 10% allocated to closed areas and 90% allocated to
pen areas. For shrimp trawl and skimmer trawl catches, we used
.46 × 108 m2 as the area, after eliminating seagrass areas off limits
o trawling. These fishery-derived biomass estimates were added
o our biomass measurements from juvenile trawls and gill nets.
o calculate fisheries landings data in Ecopath, we used the mean
ounds/trip during the time periods listed above and calculated g C
or those data. To convert fisheries trip averages to g C/m2, we  esti-


ated the area fished by each gear type (Supplemental Table 1)
rom information provided by the NCDMF and shrimp-trawl and
kimmer-trawl bycatch studies.


Supplementary Table 1 related to this article can be found, in
he online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.
3.005.


Information about shrimp and skimmer trawl landings were
ncorporated only in the model representing areas open to trawl-
ng. Bycatch from trawls only was also included in the open model
or this study. Bycatch data were available from local studies con-
ucted in/near Core Sound by Johnson (2003, 2006) for otter trawls,
nd by Coale (1993), Coale et al. (1994) and Hines et al. (1999) for
kimmer trawls. While bycatch is known to occur with the other
our gear types, studies reporting bycatch statistics for gill nets,
ound nets, haul seines and crab pots were insufficient for inclusion


n this study.


.3.3. Energetics data
Production:biomass (P/B) and consumption:biomass (Q/B)


atios were obtained from the literature. Various studies were uti-
ized to parameterize the energetics data for the models in this
tudy, especially the trawl bycatch study in Core Sound by Johnson
2003, 2006), and several publications from the Neuse River estuary


odMon project (Leuttich et al., 2000; Baird et al., 2004; Christian
t al., 2004, 2009). Most Q/B ratios for fish were obtained through
ishBase (Froese and Pauly, 2009). Additional sources of informa-
ion from other network models included: Baird and Ulanowicz
1989), Christian and Luczkovich (1999), Sellner et al. (2001), Okey
t al. (2004), Christensen et al. (2009), and Harvey et al. (2010).
cotrophic efficiencies were calculated by Ecopath in the mod-
ls. The P/B and Q/B values used for these models can be found
n Supplemental Table 2.


Supplementary Table 2 related to this article can be found, in
he online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.
3.005.


.3.4. Diet matrix
To construct a diet matrix, diet data were collected using stom-


ch content analysis for eight fish species collected in Core Sound
Hart, 2008). A sieve fractionation method (modified by Luczkovich
nd Stellwag [1993] from Carr and Adams (1973)) and used by
aird et al. (1998), Luczkovich et al. (2002) and Chagaris (2006)


as used in this study. Stomach content analysis was  conducted


n individual fishes collected from open and closed areas during
he spring and the fall, including Atlantic menhaden (Brevoor-
ia tyrannus), Atlantic croaker (Micropogonias undulatus),  bluefish
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(Pomatomus saltatrix), pigfish (Orthopristis chrysoptera), pinfish
(Lagodon rhomboides), spot (Leiostomus xanthurus),  smooth dogfish
(Mustelus canis) and cownose rays (Rhinoptera bonasus). Diet data
were pooled by species, regardless of size since stanzas (subdivi-
sions of species compartments by age or size) were not used in
this study. For all other compartments in the models, diet infor-
mation was gathered from the literature (see summary in Deehr,
2012). For compartments that represented highly mobile species
or species/organisms that are only present in Core Sound estuarine
waters for part of the year, diet data included imported prey.


2.3.5. Final model compartments
By combining the data from our field collections and NCDMF


data, each model contained the same 65 compartments, including
two non-living groups, five primary producer groups, 25 inver-
tebrate groups, 24 fish groups, two  large vertebrate groups, and
five bird groups. In order to maintain the same number of com-
partments for each model, a very small placeholder biomass value
(1 × 10−5 g C/m2) was used for compartments where no individuals
of the representative taxa were collected by field methods. The 65
compartments and their constituent groups are listed in Table 1,
and the sources for diet information are listed in Deehr (2012).
Some compartments represent aggregated organisms, particularly
lower trophic level organisms. Several benthic invertebrates groups
(namely polychaetes, bivalves, and gastropods) were grouped
together in the isotrophic classes used by Christian and Luczkovich
(1999) using regular equivalence similarity metric (Luczkovich
et al., 2003). No two  species have the exact same relationships to
predators and prey, so regular equivalence groups together “troph-
ically analogous” species (Johnson et al., 2001), those species that
share similar relationships to both predators and prey of similar
trophic groups.


2.3.6. Balancing the models
We followed the general guidelines for balancing Ecopath mod-


els reported by Christensen et al. (2008). An Ecopath model is
considered balanced when the ecotrophic efficiency (EE) of all
compartments is less than 1.0. If EE > 1, the consumption of the
compartment is greater than its production and therefore not
mass-balanced. Following an initial run, manual balancing adjust-
ments were made by adjusting the diets of predators consuming
prey items with EEs > 1, adjusting gross efficiencies (produc-
tion:consumption ratio), which should be around 0.1–0.3 for most
compartments (Christensen et al., 2008), and adjusting the biomass
of a compartment, beginning with the lowest-confidence compart-
ments, particularly those deemed under-sampled (e.g., forage fish
such as Atlantic silversides and anchovies, fishes under-sampled
by trawls). We  used an iterative process for the latter, adjusting
biomass values by 10% at a time. If a compartment EE was still
greater than 1, we  set the EE to a value less than 1 (generally 0.95
or 0.99) and allowed Ecopath to calculate one of the other param-
eters, generally P/B. More details about the balancing process can
be found in Deehr (2012).


2.4. Stable isotopes


In order to validate the Core Sound Ecopath models, representa-
tive species from as many compartments as possible were collected
for stable isotope analysis, in the spring and fall for areas open and
closed to trawling. Stable carbon and nitrogen isotope data were
obtained from 220 samples representing 26 compartments (four
producers, eight invertebrates and 14 fishes) from the Core Sound


models. Most organisms were collected during the spring and fall
2007 sampling efforts; however, some additional samples were
collected in early June 2010. Seagrass, drift algae, and macroalgae
were thoroughly rinsed and scraped to remove non-plant tissue



http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005
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Table 1
Compartment numbers, names and representative species/pooled taxa for the Core
Sound Ecopath models.


Compartment number and name Species or pooled taxa


1. Phytoplankton Multiple unidentified species
2.  Microalgae benthic Multiple unidentified species
3.  Macroalgae benthic Codium, Ruppia, Ulva
4. Drift algae Gracilaria,  Sargassum
5.  Seagrass Zostera, Halodule
6. Bacteria aquatic Multiple unidentified species
7.  Bacteria benthic Multiple unidentified species
8.  Meiofauna Harpacticoid copepods, foraminifera,


nematodes, kinorhynchs, ostracods,
platyhelminths, tardigrades, polychaetes,
amphipods, oligochaetes


9. Zooplankton Calanoid and cyclopoid copepods,
holoplankton, meroplankton, other
zooplankton


10. Jellyfish Aurelia aurita,  Chrysaora quinquecirrha,
Cyanea capillata


11.  Ctenophores Mnemiospsis leidyi
12. Polychaetes depfd Families: Capitellidae, Cirratulidae,


Maldanidae, Opheliidae, Orbiniidae,
Paraonidae, Pectinariidae, Terebellidae,
Syllidae


13. Polychaetes suspfd Families: Poecilochaetidae, Sabellidae,
Spionidae


14. Polychaetes pred Families: Amphinomidae, Eucinidae,
Glyceridae, Goniadidae, Lumbrineridae,
Phyllodocidae, Nereididae, Nemertea


15.  Bivalves suspfd Genera Aesthenothaerus, Chione, Gemma,
Lucina,  Macoma, Nucula, Parvilucina,
Tagelus,  Tellina, Family Lasaeid


16.  Bay scallop Argopecten irradians
17.  Hard clam Mercenaria mercenaria
18.  Gastropods depfd Astyris sp., Acteocina canaliculata
19. Gastropods pred Genera Eulimastoma, Polinices, Turbonilla,


Family Nassarid
20.  Conchs/whelks Busycon sp., Pleuroploca gigantea
21. Atl brief squid Lolliguncula brevis
22. Bryozoans Bugula sp., Zoobotryon verticillatum
23.  Tunicates Styela sp.
24. Sea cucumber Sclerodactyla briareus
25. Brittlestars Ophioderma sp.
26. Pericaridean crustaceans Caprellid and gammarid amphipods,


isopods and cumaceans
27. Blue crabs Callinectes sapidus, C. similis
28. Crabs other Small crabs in Brachyurid Superfamilies:


Majoidea, Portunoidea, Xanthoidea,
Pinnotheroidea, and Paguroidea


29. Brown shrimp Farfantepenaeus aztecus
30. Pink shrimp Farfantepenaeus duorarum
31. White shrimp Litopenaeus setiferus
32. Shrimps other Mantis, grass, and snapping shrimp
33. Anchovies Anchoa mitchilli, A. hepsetus
34.  Atl croaker Micropogonias undulatus
35.  Atl menhaden Brevoortia tyrannus
36.  Atl silverside Menidia menidia
37. Atl spadefish Chaetodipterus faber
38.  Black drum Pogonias chromis
39. Bluefish Pomatomus saltatrix
40. Flounders (Paralichthids) Paralichthys dentatus, P. lethostigma, P.


albigutta
41. Harvestfish/Butterfish Peprilus paru, P. triacanthus
42.  Striped mullet Mugil cephalus
43. Pigfish Orthopristis chrysoptera
44. Pinfish Lagodon rhomboides
45. Pompano Trachinotus carolinus
46. Red drum Sciaenops ocellatus
47. Sheepshead Archosargus probatocephalus
48. Southern kingfish Menticirrhus americanus
49. Spanish mackerel Scomberomorus maculatus
50. Spot Leiostomus xanthurus
51.  Spotted seatrout Cynoscion nebulosus
52. Weakfish Cynoscion regalis
53. Bottlenose dolphins Tursiops truncatus
54. Sea turtles Caretta caretta
55.  Atl sharpnose shark Rhizoprionodon terraenovae
56. Smooth dogfish Mustelus canis


Table 1 (Continued)


Compartment number and name Species or pooled taxa


57. Cownose rays Rhinoptera bonasus
58.  Other rays/skates Clearnose skate (Raja eglanteria),  smooth


butterfly ray (Gymnura micrura), bullnose
ray (Myliobatis freminvillei), southern
stingray (Dasyatis americana), spotted
eagle ray (Aetobatus narinari)


59. Brown pelicans Pelicanus occidentalis
60. Cormorants Double-crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax


auritus)
61.  Gulls Black-backed (Larus marinus), herring (L.


argentatus), and laughing gulls
(Leucophaeus atricilla)


62. Terns Common (Sterna hirundo), royal (Thalasseus
maximus), sandwich (T. sandvicensis) and
least terns (Sternula antillarum)


63.  Shorebirds/waders Great egret (Ardea alba), great blue heron
(A. erodias), semipalmated plovers
(Charadrius semipalmatus), semipalmated
sandpipers (Calidris pusilla), black-bellied
plovers (Pluvialis squatarola), green heron
(Butorides virescens), tri-colored heron
(Egretta tricolor), black skimmer (Rynchops
niger)


64. Bycatch Compartments 10, 21, 27, 28, 32–37,
39–45, 48–52, 56, 58

65. Detritus


then frozen. Water samples were filtered through a 63-�m sieve
to separate zooplankton from phytoplankton, and then filtered
through ashed 47-mm glass fiber filters (GF/F) before being frozen.
For invertebrates, organisms were identified, recorded, hard parts
(mollusk shells, crustacean exoskeletons) were removed and then
the remaining soft tissues were frozen until processed. Detritus,
which is a key compartment in these models, was  not directly
sampled for stable isotope analysis because of the difficulties of sep-
arating bacteria and differentiating decomposed plant and animal
material.


Pinnegar and Polunin (1999) indicated that white muscle is less
variable in 15N/14N than red muscle, liver or heart tissue, so care
was taken to remove only white muscle from fishes for this study.
For fishes, all individuals were identified to species and measured
before a section of dorsal white muscle tissue was  removed and
frozen until processed. Standard lengths of fishes and carapace
width of all blue crab individuals were recorded. All stable isotope
tissue samples were freeze-dried for 24 h before being ground to a
fine powder with a mortar and pestle, then stored in scintillation
vials.


The stable carbon and nitrogen isotope composition of all fil-
ters and ground, freeze-dried samples were measured using a
ThermoFinnigan Delta V Advantage isotope ratio mass spectrom-
eter coupled to a Costech elemental analyzer via the Conflo III
combustion interface in the Environmental Geochemistry Labora-
tory, Department of Geology, Bates College. Stable isotope data are
expressed in parts per thousand (‰) deviation from international
standards using the following equation:


�X =
(


Rsample


Rstandard
− 1


)
× 1000, (2)


where X = 15N values or 13C values, and R = ratio of heavy/light
isotope content (15N/14N or 13C/12C). The standard for carbon is
PeeDee Belemnite limestone, and the standard for nitrogen is atmo-
spheric nitrogen gas. Internal standards (acetanilide, caffeine and


fish muscle) were run every 8–10 samples. The reproducibility, as
determined by the standard deviation of the internal standards,
was ±0.2‰ for both �15N and �13C.
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.5. Comparisons of effective trophic levels and stable isotope
nalysis


The effective trophic levels (ETLs) of the two  65-compartment
ore Sound models were calculated by Ecopath. Ecopath computes
TLs using:


TL of predator j =
(


S∑
i=1


(pi ∗ ETLi)


)
+ 1 (3)


here pi is the proportion of prey i in the diet of the predator com-
artment, ETLi is the trophic level of prey i and S is the total number
f prey types in the diet. Since there are only two  values of ETL for
ach compartment in the Core Sound Ecopath models, comparisons
etween open and closed ETLs are strictly relative.


To compare ETL and �15N values in this ecosystem, we per-
ormed a generalized linear model (GLM) using SYSTAT 13. In the
LM, the �15N values were regressed on the Ecopath ETL (trophic


evel effect) with factors for trawling management area (open vs.
losed to trawling) and an interaction term (ETL × trawling area)
sing paired points for each of the taxa sampled for isotopic anal-
sis. Studentized residuals were used to identify taxa for which
he regression model is a poor fit (those with residuals that were
2 or <−2). Nonparametric Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney tests (with
xact Monte Carlo sampling, using StatExact 8.0) were used to
ompare the �15N values and trawl area (open vs. closed) by
pecies/compartment.


. Results


.1. Visualization of the network models in trawling management
reas


To visualize the entire ecosystem C flows, the two trawling
rea models were displayed as node-and-edge flow diagrams with
odes arranged in the vertical dimension by ETL, with edge thick-
ess proportional to C flow and node size scaled by C biomass
closed model, Fig. 2A; open model, Fig. 2B). Generally, the model
ow diagrams show a decrease in the compartment’s biomass as
TL increases, with species such as sharks and birds having small
iomasses near the top of flow diagrams, and large biomasses for
roducers (seagrass, phytoplankton, and algae) at the base of the
ow diagram. Detritus and bycatch are non-living compartments
nd thus are designated trophic level 1 in the Ecopath modeling
pproach; these appear at the bottom of the flow diagram. Most
ompartments had greater biomass in the open area, including
ea turtles, bluefish, weakfish, spotted seatrout, Spanish mack-
rel, Atlantic menhaden, pinfish, hard clams, suspension feeding
ivalves, blue crabs, brown, pink and white shrimp, polychaetes,
ea cucumbers, brittlestars, and bycatch (Table 2). In contrast, detri-
us, drift algae, meiofauna, zooplankton, and Atlantic croaker had


ore biomass in the areas closed to trawling.


.2. Core Sound Ecopath model effective trophic levels


The Ecopath models produced effective trophic levels (ETLs) for
he 65 compartments modeled in open and closed trawling areas.
roducers (phytoplankton, benthic microalgae, benthic macroal-
ae, seagrasses and drift algae), detritus and bycatch had ETLs of
.0 (Table 2). Primary consumers had ETLs ranging from 2.0 to
.9, with herbivores and detritivores such as benthic and aquatic
acteria, hard clams, polychaetes, omnivorous fishes such as pin-


sh, spot, and Atlantic menhaden. White shrimp were relatively


ow in trophic position (2.14 in closed, 2.16 in open), consuming
ostly detritus and benthic micro- and macroalgae (see Supple-
ental Tables 3 and 4 for Ecopath diet matrices). In contrast, the
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pink and brown shrimp occupied higher trophic positions (pink:
3.10 in closed, 3.11 in open; brown: 3.06 in closed, 3.11 in open),
consuming infaunal invertebrates, small crabs and shrimps and
detritus. These three shrimps were the target of the trawl fishery
in Core Sound.


Supplementary Tables 3 and 4 related to this article can be found,
in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.
2014.03.005.


Trophic level 3 species were mostly fishes, including zooplankti-
vores (bay and striped anchovies and Atlantic silversides), benthic
carnivores (pigfish, harvestfish/butterfish, Florida pompano), and
molluscivores (cownose rays). Trophic level 3 species also included
fish-and-invertebrate consumers (weakfish, spotted seatrout) and
piscivores (Spanish mackerel, black drum, red drum, bluefish, par-
alichthid flounders, and smooth dogfish). Invertebrate animals that
were high-trophic level predators included blue crabs, jellyfish,
ctenophores, and Atlantic brief squid. The ETLs of birds ranged from
3.36 (shorebirds and waders) to 3.83 (double-crested cormorants).
Sea turtles were relatively high trophic level species, with ETLs of
3.57 in closed and 3.62 in open models. Bottlenose dolphin (4.21 in
closed, 4.05 in open) and Atlantic sharpnose sharks (4.01 in closed,
4.05 in open) were top predators in Core Sound, occupying trophic
level 4.


3.3. Comparison of effective trophic level between trawling
management areas


Overall, most compartments had similar ETLs in both the open
and closed models (Table 2). There were 40 compartments which
did not differ in Ecopath trophic level (open ETL–closed ETL dif-
fered by no more than ± 0.04). There were 18 compartments that
had ETLs that were greater (0.05 or more) in the open model than
in the closed model. This group included four invertebrate com-
partments, 10 fishes, three bird groups and sea turtles. Florida
pompano, sheepshead, and brown pelicans had ETLs that were
>0.25 higher in the open areas (Table 2). There were seven compart-
ments that had higher (by at least 0.05) ETLs in the closed model
than in the open model, including suspension-feeding bivalves,
predatory gastropods, conchs/whelks, Spanish mackerel, spot, bot-
tlenose dolphins and gulls.


3.4. Stable isotope measurements in Core Sound


In general, the �)13C values ranged from approximately −22‰
to −12‰,  and the �15N values ranged from 3‰ to 15‰ (Fig. 3).
The biplot of �15N and �13C values shows that primary produc-
ers (macroalgae, microalgae, and drift algae) had low �15N values,
with consumers exhibiting high �15N values; thus, the increase in
�15N was  associated with an increase in trophic position. The biplot
of �15N and �13C values also shows that there were differences
between samples from open and closed areas, with an increase in
�15N and �13C values for many species in the open areas.


3.5. Comparison of stable isotopes values between trawling
management areas


Values of �15N differed between trawling management areas,
with higher values in the areas open to trawling (Table 3). Species
with significantly higher �15N values in open trawling areas were
blue crab (WMW  stat = 79.5, p = 0.0026), pinfish (WMW  stat = 107,
p = 0.022) and spot (WMW  stat = 92, p = 0.001). Fifteen groups did
not differ in �15N values between the two trawling management


areas: benthic microalgae, Gracilaria,  hard clam, Atlantic brief
squid, bryozoans, tunicates, bay anchovies, Atlantic menhaden,
Atlantic spadefish, bluefish, flounders, pigfish, Atlantic sharp-
nose shark, smooth dogfish and southern stingray (Table 3). An



http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005
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Fig. 2. Ecopath flow diagram for the (A) closed trawling area and (B) open trawling area model. Each compartment is represented by a circle node that is scaled to biomass
i  betw
r nd byc
d


a
t
l
p
t
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v


t
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t
e
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n  g C/m2. The nodes are labeled by compartment name. Each edge represents flow
epresents the Effective Trophic Level (ETL, 1 through 4), with producers, detritus a
iagram.


dditional thirteen compartments did not have sufficient samples
o compare areas. None of the compartments had significantly
ower �15N values in open areas, but three low-trophic level com-
artments (benthic microalgae, tunicates and hard clams) appeared
o have slightly lower �15N values in the open trawling zone.


.6. Relationship of Ecopath ETL and stable nitrogen isotope
alues


Stable nitrogen isotopic values increased with Ecopath effec-
ive trophic levels. There was a significant positive relationship
etween the ETL and the stable isotope values of nitrogen


R2 = 0.5051, p < 0.00001; Fig. 4). The linear regression rela-
ionship between ETL and �15N value was described by the
quation: �15N = 2.52 × ETL + 3.899. Thus, there was  an increase of
.52 ± 0.15‰ in �15N per trophic level (Table 4). However, trawling

een nodes, and the thickness of the line is scaled to flow in g C/m2/year. The y-axis
atch assigned to trophic level 1. Higher level consumers are found at the top of the


closure area was  not a significant factor influencing the �15N values
when ETL was  used as a covariate (F1,190 = 0.047, p = 0.829, Table 4).
There was no significant interaction between trawling area effect
and ETL (Table 4), indicating the ETL effect was similar in both
trawling management areas. Individual measurements of �15N
values from benthic microalgae (compartment 2), Atlantic brief
squid (compartment 21), bryozoan (compartment 22), Atlantic
menhaden (compartment 35), and other rays (compartment 58)
had very large studentized residuals (<−2.0 and >2.0) (Fig. 5). These
extreme values lowered the variance explained by the regression
model and suggest that the Ecopath ETL poorly predicted the �15N
values for these seven out of 193 samples. But overall, the ETL


explained 50% of the variation in �15N values, and the regression
model confirmed the Ecopath results for most of the species.


Some individual species-level comparisons are of interest when
considering the relationship between ETL and �15N values, because
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Table  2
Ecopath balanced model outputs for the open and closed trawling areas in Core Sound, NC.


Compartment number and name ETL Biomass (g C/m2)


Closed Open Closed Open


1. Phytoplankton 1.00 1.00 3.5 3.405
2.  Microalgae benthic 1.00 1.00 0.08 0.22
3.  Macroalgae benthic 1.00 1.00 0.644 1.884
4.  Drift algae 1.00 1.00 0.117 0.051
5.  Seagrass 1.00 1.00 1.8 1.8
6.  Bacteria aquatic 2.00 2.00 0.1 0.1
7.  Bacteria benthic 2.00 2.00 0.7 0.7
8.  Meiofauna 2.08 2.13 7.285 2.18
9.  Zooplankton 2.14 2.11 0.189 0.135
10.  Jellyfish 3.14 3.11 0.004 0.035
11. Ctenophores 3.31 3.31 0.007 0.011
12.  Polychaetes depfd 2.42 2.48 0.221 0.712
13.  Polychaetes suspfd 2.20 2.20 0.0572 0.1
14.  Polychaetes pred 2.50 2.51 0.0789 0.217
15.  Bivalves suspfd 2.20 2.00 0.22 0.493
16.  Bay scallop 2.20 2.20 1.00E−05 2.60E−04
17.  Hard clam 2.02 2.02 0.51 2.151
18.  Gastropods depfd 2.06 2.06 0.016 0.02
19.  Gastropods pred 3.07 2.98 0.047 0.208
20.  Conchs/whelks 3.04 2.94 7.83E−05 7.90E−04
21.  Atl brief squid 3.51 3.52 1.72E−04 0.002
22.  Bryozoans 2.10 2.10 0.206 0.171
23.  Tunicates 2.36 2.36 0.002 0.026
24.  Sea cucumbers 2.20 2.16 0.013 0.429
25.  Brittlestars 2.21 2.21 0.054 0.338
26.  Pericaridean crustaceans 2.20 2.20 0.005 0.01
27.  Blue crabs 2.92 2.98 0.048 0.664
28.  Crabs other 2.89 2.87 0.001 0.057
29.  Brown shrimp 3.06 3.11 0.005 0.131
30.  Pink shrimp 3.10 3.11 0.006 0.075
31.  White shrimp 2.14 2.16 0.004 0.268
32. Shrimps other 2.61 2.64 0.002 0.024
33.  Anchovies 3.07 3.07 0.006 0.012
34.  Atl croaker 2.66 2.68 0.254 0.084
35.  Atl menhaden 2.10 2.09 0.338 3.063
36.  Atl silverside 3.10 3.11 0.002 0.005
37.  Atl spadefish 3.33 3.32 4.85E−04 0.008
38.  Black drum 3.39 3.57 0.002 0.018
39.  Bluefish 3.59 3.59 0.014 0.15
40.  Flounders (Paralichthids) 3.42 3.55 0.015 0.026
41.  Harvestfish/Butterfish 3.15 3.16 0.005 0.055
42.  Striped mullet 2.00 2.00 0.001 0.018
43.  Pigfish 2.97 3.06 0.011 0.128
44.  Pinfish 2.29 2.55 0.021 0.081
45.  Pompano 3.34 3.59 4.89E−04 0.006
46.  Red drum 3.71 3.77 2.66E−04 0.003
47.  Sheepshead 3.55 3.82 0.002 0.018
48.  Southern kingfish 3.56 3.73 0.007 0.077
49.  Spanish mackerel 3.55 3.48 0.001 0.033
50.  Spot 2.64 2.54 0.749 1.659
51.  Spotted seatrout 3.49 3.67 0.015 0.056
52.  Weakfish 3.42 3.40 0.045 0.525
53.  Bottlenose dolphins 4.21 4.05 0.004 0.004
54.  Sea turtles 3.57 3.62 0.038 0.125
55.  Atl sharpnose shark 4.01 4.05 4.94E−04 4.00E−05
56.  Smooth dogfish 3.78 3.93 0.001 0.009
57.  Cownose rays 3.29 3.26 0.007 0.021
58.  Other rays/skates 3.49 3.53 0.004 0.007
59.  Brown pelicans 3.49 3.78 0.004 0.004
60.  Cormorants 3.83 3.79 9.00E−05 0.002
61.  Gulls 3.77 3.70 7.83E−04 7.80E−04
62.  Terns 3.59 3.75 9.31E−04 7.00E−04
63.  Shorebirds/waders 3.36 3.52 0.004 1.30E−04
64.  Bycatch 1.00 1.00 1.00E−05 0.696


E


t
t
t
h
d


65.  Detritus 1.00 


TL = effective trophic level.


hese species showed large or significant differences between the


rawling management areas in the two metrics of trophic posi-
ion. Although Florida pompano, sheepshead, and brown pelicans
ad ETLs that were >0.25 higher in the open trawling areas, we
id not plan in advance to sample these species for �15N; thus,

1.00 266.76 125.99


it was  not possible to make a comparison of ETL and �15N val-


ues for these species. However, stable isotope sample size was
sufficient to detect �15N differences in Atlantic menhaden, spot,
pinfish and blue crabs collected from closed and open areas of Core
Sound (Section 3.5), and diet analysis was conducted for Atlantic
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Fig. 3. Biplot of mean �13C (‰) and �15N (‰) for samples collected in the open and closed to trawling areas in Core Sound. Solid circles represent samples collected in areas
closed  to trawling, and solid triangles represent samples collected in areas open to trawling. Lines through the points are the standard deviations.


Table 3
Average �15N value (‰) and standard error of the mean (SEM) for samples from closed and open areas in Core Sound, with Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney (WMW)  statistics
when  appropriate.


Species/compartment n closed n open Mean �15N closed SEM closed Mean �15N open SEM open WMW  stat p-Value


Benthic microalgae 5 4 4.0 0.2 3.7 0.3 30 0.2858
Gracilaria 1 3 4.4 6.2 0.9 1 0.4981
Hard  clam 2 2 9.5 0.1 8.7 0.1 7 0.3308
Atlantic brief squid 12 2 12.8 0.5 13.7 1.0 87 0.6544
Bryozoans 1 4 6.5 6.6 0.4 2 0.8016
Tunicates 5 5 8.4 0.4 8.0 0.2 31 0.5545
Blue  crabs 12 4 9.3 0.1 10.2 0.3 79.5 0.0026
Bay anchovy 11 11 13.0 0.4 13.3 0.2 133 0.6983
Atlantic menhaden 12 7 11.6 0.2 11.9 0.4 112.5 0.5515
Atlantic spadefish 1 1 11.4 11.4 1 1.0000
Bluefish 1 4 14.5 14.3 0.3 4 0.7988
Paralichthid flounder 2 2 10.8 0.5 11.3 0.7 4 0.6605
Pigfish 1 3 8.8 11.2 0.4 1 0.4900
Pinfish 12 11 10.3 0.2 11.1 0.3 107 0.0220
Spot 12 10 10.8 0.2 11.6 0.1 92 0.0012
Atlantic sharpnose shark 1 1 12.1 12.6 1 1.0000
Smooth dogfish 2 3 12.4 0.7 13.6 0.8 5 0.8016
Southern stingray 3 6 10.4 0.3 10.9 0.4 11 0.3814
Codium 0 5 5.6 0.4
Dictyota 0 1 5.0
Ulva 0 1 7.4
Sargassum 0 1 6.5
Halodule 1 0 2.9
Deposit-fd polychaete 0 1 7.7
Suspension-fd bivalve 1 0 6.7
Brown shrimp 11 0 8.7 0.2
Striped anchovy 5 0 13.1
Atlantic croaker 2 0 12.3 0.03
Southern kingfish 0 1 12.3
Spanish mackerel 0 2 14.0 0.6
Bullnose ray 0 9 11.8 0.3


Underlined names of species/compartments and p-values are significantly different at  ̨ = 0.05 level. n = sample size.


Table 4
Generalized linear model regression estimates of effect size for Ecopath effective trophic level and trawling area (open vs. closed) as predictors of �15N value (‰) stable
isotope data from Core Sound, NC. Only compartments that were sampled for �15N value (‰) in both open and closed areas were included in this model.


Factor �15N‰ Effect size coefficients df F-Ratio p-Value


Ecopath effective trophic level 2.52 1 187.287 <0.0001
Trawling area 0.11 1 0.047 0.829
Effective Trophic Level × Trawling area −0.05 1 0.061 0.806
Constant 3.91 190
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Fig. 4. Regression of Ecopath-calculated effective trophic level (ETL) and mean �15N value (‰). Solid circles represent samples from areas closed to trawling; solid triangles
represent samples from areas open to trawling. Lines through the points are the standard deviations. The solid line is the regression line, and the dashed lines indicate 5%
and  95% prediction quantiles.
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enhaden, spot and pinfish. Pinfish and blue crabs (diet estimated
rom the literature) had higher ETLs and �15N values in the open
rawling areas (Tables 2 and 3). This was not the case for spot,
hich had a lower ETL in the open areas in spite of the higher


15N values. Although Atlantic menhaden, pinfish and blue crabs
onsumed a greater proportion of detritus in the closed trawl-
ng areas than they did in the open areas, spot consumed more
etritus in the areas open to trawling than in the closed areas (Sup-
lemental Tables 3 and 4). This increased detritivory in the open


rawling areas produced a lower ETL for spot. Similarly, Atlantic


enhaden consumed a large proportion of detritus in both open
nd closed trawling areas, and that influenced the ETL estimated by
copath.


ig. 5. Studentized residuals plot of the predicted �15N values (‰) from the regression an
ent  number; see Table 1 for compartment numbers and representative taxa). Observat
2.0  (individuals in compartments 2, 21, 22, 35 and 58) are poorly fitted to this regressio

4. Discussion


We can draw the following conclusions in relation to the objec-
tives of this study: (1) there are differences in the Ecopath effective
trophic levels (ETLs) of some, but not all, of the compartments that
are associated with the shrimp trawling of Core Sound, NC; (2)
there is a significant positive relationship between ETL and �15N
values, validating the use of Ecopath ETLs derived from network
models for use in assessing fishing impacts; and (3) although there


was not a uniform change in �15N values in all species measured
between open and closed shrimp trawling areas, nearly all com-
partments that increased in ETL also increased in �15N value, with
two notable discrepancies. In the sections that follow, we  explain


alysis. The points are individual observations of the Core Sound nodes (by compart-
ions of individual samples with Studentized residuals greater than 2.0 or less than
n model.
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ow each of the objectives was met, and if there were discrepan-
ies in the results, we provide some possible explanations. These
iscrepancies often involved detritus and species that consumed
etritus, which suggests a possible improvement for the treatment
f detritus in Ecopath.


.1. Objective 1: are there system-wide differences in ETLs
etween the open and closed models?


There were no dramatic differences in the ETLs for most com-
artments between the open and closed trawling management
reas, with a few notable exceptions. In part, this similarity is
ecause the diet matrices were similar in the two  trawling areas
ue to our reliance on parameterizing the Ecopath model using the


iterature values for diet composition. Others have relied on the
iterature estimates of dietary composition as we  did here, using
imilar diet matrices (with adjustments in consumption rates to
ccount for prey availability) with Ecopath to compare fished and
on-fished areas (Christensen, 1998; Libralato et al., 2010). We
ttempted to avoid that problem for some key compartments by
xamining the stomach contents of eight species of fishes collected
n the two trawling management areas (Hart, 2008). Some of these
pecies (pinfish, spot, Atlantic croaker) are known to be part of the
hrimp trawl bycatch. Even then, the diets of these species were
ery similar between trawling management areas; larger differ-
nces in diet were observed among the species’ feeding niches
han between trawling management areas. Similar prey types were
onsumed within species collected in both trawling management
reas, but due to the proportions of the prey types, the diet shifted
or pinfish and spot. The open and closed trawling areas were close
o one another, and the proximity of the sample locations and possi-
le mixing of populations among these areas may  have contributed
o small trophic differences observed.


In addition, ETLs differed due to prey availability. Prey availabil-
ty varied between open and closed models, leading to differences
n Ecopath-calculated ETLs for several compartments. In Ecopath,
sing a steady-state balanced model, we assumed that total flow


nto and out of each node were equal, with inflow calculated as
eing proportional to available prey in the absence of dietary data.
hen the proportion of diet increased for a high-ETL prey, the


redator ETL increased proportionately (see Eq. (3)). Three species
Florida pompano, sheepshead and brown pelicans) had open area
TLs that were at least 0.25 greater than their closed area ETLs.
his is due to their increased consumption of crabs and shrimps
with ETLs ranging from 2.87 to 3.11) in the open areas, where the
vailability of those prey items was greater than in the closed areas
Table 2, Supplemental Tables 3 and 4). In addition to those prey
tems, brown pelicans were modeled as consuming 29% more spot
nd 18% more Atlantic menhaden in open areas, due to their high
vailability in those areas, which raised the ETL relative to closed
rawling areas.


.2. Objective 2: are there differences in stable isotopes values
etween the open and closed management areas?


Our statistical analyses showed no system-wide differences in
15N values between trawling management areas across all species
ested (Table 3). We  did find that some high-trophic level species
pigfish, paralichthid flounders, stingrays, smooth dogfish, Atlantic
harpnose sharks, and Atlantic brief squid) had higher in �15N
alues in the open trawling areas, but had small or unbalanced
ample sizes and thus our tests were not powerful enough to deter-


ine if statistical differences existed (see Fig. 4 and Table 3). There
ere significant increases in �15N values for spot, pinfish and blue


rabs, all common shrimp trawl bycatch species, in the areas open
o trawling. Because the average standard lengths of these fishes
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used in the stable isotope analyses were not statistically differ-
ent between open and closed areas (Hart, 2008), differences in
�15N values are not due to a size or ontogenetic difference. The
higher �15N values of pinfish, spot and blue crabs in open trawl-
ing areas are likely due to the increased trophic position of these
species (observed dietary shift from plants to invertebrates in pin-
fish; consumption of bycatch by blue crabs in open areas). Thus, we
hypothesize that trawling and bycatch consumption by scavengers
can increase the �15N values by adding fractional trophic levels to
the open trawling ecosystem.


This increase in �15N values may  be due to a bycatch sub-
sidy, which has been described previously by multiple authors.
Fish discards from trawling are known to be consumed by crabs
(Wassenberg and Hill, 1987; Ramsay et al., 1997; Johnson, 2003),
birds (Navarro et al., 2009; Wickliffe and Jodice, 2010; Jodice et al.,
2011), other fishes, amphipods, isopods, ophiuroids, cephalopods
(Bozzano and Sardà, 2002), polychaetes (Groenewold and Fonds,
2000; Sanchez et al., 2000) and bottlenose dolphins (Broadhurst,
1998; Zollett and Read, 2006). Because of direct evidence of
groups consuming bycatch in our system (personal observation and
Johnson, 2003), we included aquatic and sediment bacteria, preda-
tory gastropods, conch and whelks, blue crabs, other crabs, gulls,
and Atlantic sharpnose sharks as bycatch consumers. All of these
groups, in addition to blue crabs and Atlantic sharpnose sharks (that
we examined for stable isotope analysis), should show increased
�15N values relative to the closed trawling areas if this hypoth-
esis is correct. Further explorations of the subsidy provided by
trawl discards, the impact of discard subsidy on �15N values of
scavenger species, and the influence of trawling on the ETL and
trophic structure of Core Sound and other heavily fished ecosys-
tems is warranted by our results. Analysis of stomach contents,
in conjunction with stable nitrogen isotope measurements, would
corroborate or refute the importance of bycatch in raising the ETL
of scavengers in the open trawl areas.


Another possible reason for the higher �15N level in the open
trawling areas is that fish species fed indirectly on nitrogen-
enriched food sources from outside the Core Sound system and
this caused elevated �15N values. Migratory fishes included in our
analyses (bluefish, Atlantic menhaden, Atlantic sharpnose sharks,
smooth dogfish, cownose rays, other rays) may have recently
arrived from outside the Core Sound ecosystem, and their sta-
ble isotope values would reflect a longer period of time (weeks
to months) feeding on different prey outside of Core Sound with
higher �15N isotopic values. However, it is not possible to assess
the influence of this source of variation in our study.


4.3. Objective 3: do the stable isotope data validate the Ecopath
ETLs?


The stable isotope data from this study match well with the
Ecopath-calculated ETLs from the two Core Sound models. The lin-
ear regression between �15N values and ETL indicated an increase
of 2.52‰ per trophic level, which is comparable to other stud-
ies, where trophic enrichment ranged from 1.3‰ (Minagawa
and Wada, 1984) to 9.2‰ (DeNiro and Epstein, 1981). Numer-
ous other studies report average trophic increases of �15N values
around 2.5‰ to 3.5‰ (Vander Zanden and Rasmussen, 2001; Post,
2002; McCutchan et al., 2003; Sweeting et al., 2007). In fact,
the meta-analysis of �15N values conducted by Vanderklift and
Ponsard (2003) revealed an average �15N value-trophic increase
of 2.54‰.  This agreement between our estimate for the �15N


value and the meta-analysis indicates that the diet matrices we
constructed for the Core Sound models reliably reflect the nitro-
gen stable isotope ratios of organisms within the system as a
whole.
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.4. Objective 4: are there differences in ETLs and stable isotope
alues?


Although the linear regression analysis indicated that the rela-
ionship between ETL and �15N value was significant and linear,
here was not a perfect relationship, with ETL explaining only 50%
f the variation in �15N values. The average values for Atlantic men-
aden, bluefish, and Atlantic brief squid were near the upper 95%
uantile, and microalgae, bryozoans, pigfish and other rays were
ear the lower 95% quantile of the regression slope (Fig. 4). This
ariation in �15N values was not explored explicitly in this study,
ut as the stable isotope literature demonstrates, such variation can
e due to many sources. First, stable isotope turnover and trophic
ractionation may  be affected by temperature and/or feeding rate
Bosley et al., 2002; Olive et al., 2003; Barnes et al., 2007). Further-


ore, isotopic turnover and fractionation vary among and within
pecies, due to growth rate and developmental stage (DeNiro and
pstein, 1978, 1981; Trueman et al., 2005; Sakano et al., 2005;
weeting et al., 2005; Weidel et al., 2011). In addition, fish move-
ent, migration and feeding differences between locations can


ause variation in �15N values (Jackson and Harkness, 1987; Deegan
nd Garritt, 1997; Kline, 1999; Herzka, 2005; Kurle et al., 2011).
ifferences in water biogeochemistry or pollution have also been


hown to influence �15N values (Bucci et al., 2007). Comparison
ith basal group �15N values is important to know what the base-


ine nitrogen stable isotope ratios are in primary producers and
rimary consumers. We  did not allocate enough sampling effort for
ssessment of �15N values for organisms such as benthic microal-
ae and bryozoans, so these other factors were unaccounted for in
ur analyses. Further studies of Core Sound and fisheries impacts
eed to take these sources of variation into explicit account.


Because Ecopath calculates ETLs based on diet information,
f a species diet is poorly characterized, then there is greater
hance that the ETL and the �15N values may  not agree. Poten-
ial mismatches in ETL and �15N values can occur due to detrital
onsumption. Unidentifiable stomach contents are often assigned
o detritus rather than an unknown prey item, which would result
n a lower ETL for that predator. The definition of detritus in a study
an greatly influence the ETL value, which can cause discrepancies
ith the �15N values.


In our study, two species in particular showed such discrep-
ncies. Atlantic menhaden showed no significant differences in
ither measure of trophic position, and spot showed an increase
n �15N values in the open areas, but had a lower calculated ETL
n open trawling area. Both of these species consumed significant
mounts of detritus, leading to the discrepancy between ETLs and
15N values. In our models, Atlantic menhaden were characterized
s predominantly detritivores, based on the stomach analysis used
o develop the diet matrices of our models (Hart, 2008). Thus, the
TL was ∼2.1 for Atlantic menhaden in both areas, due to the high
onsumption (60% of its diet) of detritus in both trawling man-
gement areas of Core Sound, with the rest coming from benthic
icroalgae, meiofauna and zooplankton. This percentage of detri-


us diet composition is higher than Deegan et al. (1990) found for
ulf menhaden (approximately 30%), but that study supports our
ndings that detritus is an important component of menhaden diet.
he effect of the high detrital consumption on ETL in our model
as dramatic: the �15N values for menhaden were 11.59‰ in the


losed areas and 11.91‰ in the open areas, whereas the GLM model
redicted �15N value was 9.26‰,  a difference of 2.32 and 2.64‰,
espectively. This is equivalent to a �15N value approximately a
hole trophic level higher than suggested by the regression model

nd contributed to high studentized residuals.
We  were unable to identify the ultimate sources of carbon in


he detritus consumed by Atlantic menhaden, but we suspect that
t was not solely plant material. If the detritus were composed
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solely of autotrophic organisms (ETL = 1.0), then the trophic level
calculated by Ecopath would be correct. If the detritus that we
observed in the gut contents had been identified as originating
in heterotrophic species, then the calculated trophic level would
have been higher. We  suspect the latter occurred. One  explana-
tion is that the detritus may  have had a relatively high �15N value
because of decomposition due to microbial activity and isotopic
fractionation, and this would raise the �15N value for detritivores.
The stable isotope results reported here lead to the conclusion that
the detritus we observed in the guts of Atlantic menhaden was  not
all derived from autotrophs, or had been significantly altered by
microbial decomposers before consumption. We  recommend that
identification of the detritus in Atlantic menhaden guts be investi-
gated using molecular or genetic techniques (King et al., 2008) to
clarify the trophic relations of this ecologically important species
of fish.


Spot had a paradoxical relationship between ETL and stable
isotope �15N values. Once again, non-living detritus was a large pro-
portion (0.19 in the closed trawling area, and 0.26 in open trawling
area) of the diet for this species. This observed dietary shift toward
increased detritivory had the effect of lowering the ETL of spot in the
open trawling areas, given the assumption that ETL = 1.0 for non-
living detritus. However, the stable nitrogen isotope results showed
that a significant increase in �15N value occurred in spot in the open
trawling area relative to the closed trawling area. The explanation
for the discrepancy is similar to that discussed above for menhaden
and detritus. When detritus is a major component of the diet of a
species, Ecopath ETLs are insensitive to trophic shifts measured by
stable isotope analysis. Just as with Atlantic menhaden, if the detri-
tus were derived from autotrophic organisms, then the ETLs would
be correctly computed. If the detritus in the spot stomachs were
derived from heterotrophic organisms including microbially colo-
nized detritus that had been isotopically fractionated, then the ETLs
would underestimate the trophic position of spot, leading to a dis-
agreement with the stable isotopic measure. We  suspect that the
elevated �15N value of spot in Core Sound is due to its feeding on
microbially colonized detritus.


4.5. Non-living food: bycatch and detritus


A final discrepancy noted was  that Ecopath ETLs were insensi-
tive to the fact that some species were consuming large amounts
of shrimp trawl bycatch in the open trawling areas (such as blue
crabs) and larger amount of detritus in the closed trawling areas.
This discrepancy is another example of how Ecopath can underes-
timate trophic shifts using the ETL measure: if much of the diet of
a species originates in non-living food (bycatch is by default ETL of
1.0) in the diet matrix, then it will lower the consumer species com-
puted ETL. Clearly this is untrue, because the bycatch derives from
pinfish, spot, croaker, pigfish and other higher trophic level species
in the Core Sound ecosystem. We  calculated that the weighted aver-
age of those Core Sound bycatch organisms (fish and invertebrates)
could be as high as 2.78, nearly two trophic levels greater than
that assigned by Ecopath. Thus, the ETL of a bycatch-consumer
like blue crabs would be lower than what stable isotope analy-
sis would predict. We  did not collect isotope samples from many
bycatch-consuming organisms (such as birds, dolphins, sharks and
predatory mollusks), so we cannot be sure how bycatch may  affect
their �15N values. However, the �15N stable isotope results reported
here for blue crabs suggest that a trophic shift to higher trophic
level species occurred, which was  not evident in Ecopath ETL cal-
culations. Additional research is warranted to support or refute our


assumption that Ecopath underestimates trophic shifts as a result
of bycatch consumption.


Most of the discrepancies noted above derived from the con-
tribution of non-living material to the predatory diets and the
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ssigned trophic level used by Ecopath. It was suggested by Cousins
1987) that detritus should not be considered trophic level 1;
owever, Ecopath assigns detritus, a non-living compartment, to
rophic level 1. The Ecopath model underestimated the trophic
osition for two species (spot and Atlantic menhaden) and may
ave underestimated the blue crab’s trophic level as well. As men-
ioned earlier, the reason for these anomalies may  have to do with
copath’s handling of non-living food (such as bycatch and detritus,
hich may  include microbial complexes growing on dead plant or


nimal material).
These discrepancies in the results from the two  metrics of


rophic position suggest several alternative hypotheses that should
e tested in the future. The first is that unidentified material that
e called “detritus” in the stomach analysis, which is assumed in


copath calculations to originate mostly from plants and to have
n ETL = 1.0, may  be other than plant-derived. This material would
hus have an ETL that is greater than 1.0, and may  contain signifi-
ant amounts of higher trophic level organisms. Secondly, any dead
aterial (plant or animal) is likely to be colonized by microbes that


ave begun the process of decomposition. Such microbial decom-
osition may  in fact raise the �15N value and should also increase
he ETL. Ecopath and other network models should adjust for this


icrobial trophic level by adding a microbial pathway flowing from
ive compartment biomass to dead material and include the ETL
f the original compartment factored in to the ETL computations.
n addition, a dead “carrion” compartment should be included in
uture models, with ETL determined as it is done for live prey. This
pproach for food network “unfolding” has been suggested before
Higashi et al., 1989), but has not been included in Ecopath.


We  believe it would be more appropriate to assign both detritus
nd bycatch to a trophic level greater than 1, taking into account
he trophic level of the source organisms that make up those
ompartments (Burns, 1989). It has been previously observed that
hen detritus is a major component of a consumer’s diet, the


copath-calculated ETL will be lower than the �15N value (Gaedke
nd Straile, 1997; Dame and Christian, 2008; Milessi et al., 2010;
avarro et al., 2011). This is because detritus is most likely a
ixture of producers and some higher trophic position consumer


roups (Swift et al., 1979; Moore et al., 2004), and thus the mean
15N value for detritus would be expected to be greater than the
roducers. The Ecopath assumption was that all these groups have
he same trophic level (1.0) is a poor assumption that should be
hanged. If the detritus were assigned a trophic level that reflected
he origin of the material (plant, benthic invertebrate, or fish),
hen an increased ETL of detritus may  bring the two  methods of
stimating trophic position into better alignment. One method
hat should be explored in correcting this discrepancy is to adjust
he ETL values by using a linear inverse modeling (LIM) approach
o include stable isotope data in the trophic level computations, as
uggested by Soetaert and van Oevelen (2009). We  are exploring
his LIM approach for a new model of the Core Sound ecosystem.


.6. Conclusions


The nitrogen stable isotope values show good agreement with
he Ecopath-calculated effective trophic levels of the Core Sound
copath models. The results of this work indicate a �15N value
ncrease of 2.52‰ with each trophic level, which is similar to a host
f studies comparing stable isotope analysis and effective trophic
evel. We  believe that this is strong evidence to show that the
table isotope analysis has validated the Ecopath models for Core
ound. Overall, there was no significant difference in the �15N val-


es between open and closed trawling areas. However, a closer


nspection of three common bycatch species (blue crabs, pinfish
nd spot) indicated that those species did have higher �15N values
n the open areas, which suggests that shrimp trawling may  have an
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effect on the diets of those consumers. In addition, because bycatch
species are consumed by many high trophic level species, and their
ETLs may  not reflect the ETL of bycatch, shrimp trawling impacts
may  be underestimated by looking at Ecopath ETLs alone.


In the future, �15N values should be obtained for many of the
species we  omitted or insufficiently sampled because of lack of
sampling resources: detritus, phytoplankton, zooplankton, benthic
microalgae, meiofauna, polychaetes, bivalves, brittlestars, and the
large vertebrates (birds, turtles, dolphin). These are necessary for
further assessment of trawling impacts. We  would have liked to
sample the baseline values of producer species and higher trophic
groups more intensively for both �15N values and consumer diets
but lacked the resources to do so. Any such ecosystem like Core
Sound is very complex, so this kind of thorough isotopic vali-
dation would require an even more intensive sampling effort than
we could accomplish. Because these compartments were not well
characterized in the current study, validation of the Ecopath mod-
els’ predictions for these groups should be regarded with caution.
We hope that additional resources will be devoted to the study
of trophic position and potential impacts of shrimp trawling on of
these species in the future.


We believe that further work should be conducted to bet-
ter characterize the diet of detritus-consumers in Core Sound,
especially Atlantic menhaden. The discrepancy between Ecopath
ETL and the stable nitrogen isotope data is significant, and may
require modification of the ETL computation in Ecopath, special-
ized LIM modeling studies, and experimental studies focusing on
diet and nitrogen metabolism of Atlantic menhaden. Such studies
may  include laboratory feeding experiments of the increased �15N
values while being fed diets of salt marsh and seagrass detritus,
microbially altered detritus, and zooplankton diets. There may also
be microbiota in the Atlantic menhaden intestinal tract, as there
are in pinfish, which may  be adding a trophic level in terms of �15N
value (Luczkovich and Stellwag, 1993).


Finally, the effect of trawling can be readily observed in some of
the species nitrogen stable isotope values and the modeling results
we have examined here. These species (pinfish, spot and blue crabs)
are among the most commonly discarded animals during shrimp
trawling, and they themselves are important ecologically and com-
mercially. We  believe that experimental, temporary closures of
open areas and openings of closed areas in Core Sound would be
a necessary next step to further explore if the trophic level differ-
ences suggested by these models, and corroborated by the stable
isotope measurements, are real and indicative of our hypothesized
trawling bycatch subsidy effects. Manipulation of these trawling
management areas can provide a perfect arena for further explo-
ration of the impacts of trawling on estuarine ecosystem trophic
dynamics.
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Resolution from Hyde County Chamber of Commerce
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 7:28:45 PM
Attachments: Trawl Ban Resolution.pdf

-----Original Message-----
From: Averi Simmons [mailto:hydecocc@embarqmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 3:44 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Resolution from Hyde County Chamber of Commerce

Good Afternoon Ms. Fish,

Please see the attached resolution adopted by the Greater Hyde County Chamber of Commerce in Opposition to
Petition for Rulemaking to Amend 15A Admin. Code 3L .0101,3L .0103, 3M .0522, 3M .0523, 3N .0151 and 3R
.0105 to Designate Special Secondary Nursery Areas and Reduce Bycatch Mortality in North Carolina Coastal
Fishing Waters as Presented by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

Thank you,

Averi Simmons, Executive Director
Greater Hyde County Chamber of Commerce
20791 U.S. Hwy 264
Swan Quarter, NC 27885
252-926-9171

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=428A3C3885144AE89D3E891674A07BBA-NDFISH
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:hydecocc@embarqmail.com
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From: BenjoyceI@aol.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Petition
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 7:35:42 PM

This petition will eliminate all fresh wild caught seafood in North Carolina. It will also put many fishing
families out of business and on the welfare system. Recreational fishermen catch and kill far more sea life
by their simple, sheer numbers.  Don't ruin North Carolina fisheries and promote foreign imports.
Benny P Ingraham
 
 
 

mailto:BenjoyceI@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Shrimp trawl meeting 1/17/17
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 7:40:14 PM

 
 
From: Roberts, Philip [mailto:philip.roberts@lambertcable.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:25 AM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Shrimp trawl meeting 1/17/17
 
To whom it may concern,
 
  I am taking time out of my work day to write this letter, as I am unable to go in person to the
meeting today in New Bern due to work conflicts.  I have owned property at our beaches most
of my adult life and have been fishing internal waters as long as I can remember.  Over the
past 20 years or so, there has definitely been a decline in fish numbers.  I believe this to be a
combination of in-shore trawling by oceanic vessels and gill nets. 
 
  Our internal waters cannot support the scale of trawlers that currently operate in our
estuaries. Opening weekend of trawling season, I was on the water and counted 28 vessels
from the Sneads Ferry bridge towards the Inter-coastal Waterway to the point I could see.  If
you are familiar with this area, you know that's a lot of boats in not a lot of area, and many of
them were large ocean going vessels. Science proves that the by-catch ratio is 4lbs "by-catch"
to 1lb of shrimp harvested.  It does not take a scientists to know that that is unsustainable, and
detrimental to the estuary environment. 
 
Please accept my comment FOR THE RESTRICTING OF TRAWL VESSELS IN IN-
SHORE WATERS
 
Thanks!!!
 
 
Philip Roberts,
 
BSW Manager, RDU Google
 
Mobile: (919)-971-5302
 

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=428A3C3885144AE89D3E891674A07BBA-NDFISH
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Trawling Changing
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 8:04:23 PM

 
 

From: R Spencer [mailto:romsandy@embarqmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 12:02 AM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Trawling Changing
 
Nancy,
I have been a resident of Hyde County all of my life except for
four year attending college. I have always tried to
do my part to improve the quality of life of the people of
Engelhard and to meet the needs of its citizens. R. S.
Spencer True Value and Furniture is a store now run by the
third generation of my family. My father R. S. Spencer, Sr.
opened the store on 15 September of 1900. After his death in
1973, I ran the store for forty years before passing the
responsibility to my son R.S. (Tony) Spencer and his wife Jo
Ann. The main industry in our village is the seafood industry
and especially the shrimping part of it. Our store is very
dependent on the shrimping industry. The boats go out, get
their
catch, and return to the docks. The boat crews often come to
our store to shop. The people who head the shrimp gets their
checks and come to shop with us. The boat captains and crews
come and get supplies for their trips.Without the support
of the shrimping industry here, it would be very difficult to
stay in business. I very much oppose any additional regulations
and limitations that might be put on our shrimping industry.
Often the voice of the people most affected are not heard, but
this is one time that it is vital that they be heard and have

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=428A3C3885144AE89D3E891674A07BBA-NDFISH
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


influence toward no new regulations. Please listen to the
voices
which are numerous against all of the proposed regulations and
restrictions.
R. S. Spencer, Jr.



From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: NCWF Proposal to Limit Shrimping, bycatch compared to commercial/recreational catch
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 8:04:58 PM

 
 
From: John Spain [mailto:john.m.spain@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:37 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: NCWF Proposal to Limit Shrimping, bycatch compared to commercial/recreational catch
 
A quick review of "catch" data from the DMF web site indicates that for the period 2011
through 2015 the shrimp harvest was just under 30 million pounds suggesting a bycatch of
over 120 million pounds of immature fish.
 
For the same period the combined recreational and commercial "catch" for mature Croaker,
Spot and Weakfish (2011-2015) was just over 21 million pounds, or about 1/6th the bycatch
from commercial shrimping.
 
Granted, how the 120 million pounds relates to the overall fish stocks, and how those stocks
relate to the recreational and commercial catches is a real wildcard, but from this layman's
perspective the bycatch is a likely driver in the poor health of the croaker/spot/weakfish
fisheries.
 
While I urge the adoption of the restrictions proposed by the NCWF, I also appreciate the
dynamics in the populations and the need for ongoing monitoring.
 
Your attention is appreciated, 
 
John M. Spain
Box 1010
Bath, NC 27808

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=428A3C3885144AE89D3E891674A07BBA-NDFISH
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Fight the Trawl Ban!!!!
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 8:05:39 PM
Attachments: Fisheries Petition.docx

 
 
From: Jo Ann Spencer [mailto:jasrsts@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2017 1:37 PM
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition <NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov>; Fish, Nancy
<nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Fight the Trawl Ban!!!!
 
All,
 
Thank you for taking the time to review my attached letter.  I am unable to attend the Public
Comment on January 17 in New Bern, but wanted to ensure you were aware of how
regulations could affect small fishing communities, especially those that are struggling to
survive.   Unemployment is already up in Hyde County.  Tougher regulations on our
fishermen would just place us in double digits, further killing our community.  
 
Thank you.
 
Jo Ann Spencer
252-588-0508

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=428A3C3885144AE89D3E891674A07BBA-NDFISH
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North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office 

P.O. Box 769 

Morehead City, NC 28557 

ncwfpetition@ncdenr.gov 

NCMFC: 

As a concerned citizen currently living in Hyde and Carteret County, I am requesting the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Committee (MFC) deny the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation that proposes to designate the internal coastal and near oceanic waters of North Carolina special secondary nursery areas. 

The rules proposed in the Petition would close the internal coastal waters and near-shore oceanic waters of NC to trawling unless opened by the NC Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF).  They would establish a shrimp size for shrimp trawling season to open, establish a more restrictive headrope size for shrimp trawls, and create a trawl tow time for shrimp trawling.  Further, the rules would restrict the taking of shrimp to daylight hours and three days per week, require the use of two DMF certified bycatch reduction devices in shrimp trawls, and create a recreational size limit of 8 inches for spot and 10 inches for croaker. 

This Petition should be denied by the MFC because of several substantial and pertinent reasons. First, the Petition should be denied because such comprehensive changes to fisheries should be developed by fishery managements plans (FMP’s). The North Carolina General Assembly, through the Fisheries Reform Act, clearly desired that such comprehensive changes in management measures for important recreational and commercial species in North Carolina be developed through FMP’s. 

Secondly, the Petition should be denied because these issues were recently discussed and addressed by the 2015 Shrimp FMP after two years of development. Bycatch and habitat protection measures were deliberated by the DMF and MFC Shrimp FMP Advisory Committee through the development of the FMP. Recommendations were reviewed by several other MFC advisory committees. There were many public meetings that were held where stakeholders provided very valuable input.  

Thirdly and most importantly, the Petition should be denied because the cost factors described in the Petition are clearly inadequately described. This omission is significant because the shrimp fishery is North Carolina’s most important fishery economically. The proposals will have substantial economic impacts on many small businesses, have significant negative effects on coastal communities, communities who are already struggling, and it will negatively impact the availability of North Carolina shrimp to its consumers.  

We as business owners and as citizens of these small coastal communities hope you consider the negative impacts this petition will have on our communities, on our small businesses, on our fishermen and on their families.  Our small fishing communities are dying.  This will be just one more nail in our coffins.  We urge you to let our fishermen fish.  It’s what they do.

Thank you for your time.



Jo Ann Spencer









From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Petition
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 8:09:25 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Tim Hergenrader [mailto:twherg@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2017 7:31 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Petition

Ms. Fish, please forward to the MFC.

I was one of those who sat through the New Bern meeting for nearly seven hours only to be disappointed at time
running out.

For the sake of brevity I will be that - brief.

I urge you to accept the petition for rule change at your meeting in Wilmington next month.  It is the first step
necessary to begin restoring our inshore fisheries to some semblance of what it once was.

The scientific facts are there in the petition for all to see.  I urge you to not be distracted by the wealth of hyperbole
and misinformation being hurled your way.  Please keep your eyes on the prize - a healthier ecosystem.

The bottom line - 22 million pounds of sea life annually perishes in our inshore waters, of this there is no doubt.

Reduction of this terrible toll will result in MORE FISH.  Recreational anglers and commercial fishermen alike will
have more fish to catch.

I cannot remember in my relatively short time of dealing with fisheries issues where the MFC has had the
opportunity to vote for something from which both sides will derive benefit!

Thank you for your service and your acceptance of the petition.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=428A3C3885144AE89D3E891674A07BBA-NDFISH
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From: Mike D
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Fw: Oppose WF petition.
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 8:40:50 PM

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 8:22 pm, Mike D
<wmdavis613@yahoo.com> wrote:

I oppose the petition that has been submited to the NC MFC due to the lack of data that
supports limiting the number of days of shrimping and making the state water nursery
areas. DMF has headrope rules on the books and is working on BRD devices that are
improved. I oppose the WFshrimp petition.  WM DAVIS.

nt from Yahoo Mail on Android

mailto:wmdavis613@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android


From: Mark Schmidt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 10:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mark Schmidt
60 Kimberly Dr
Durham, NC 27707
mds@cvi.net

mailto:mds@cvi.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Hilary
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Deny petition please!
Date: Monday, January 23, 2017 11:33:24 PM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries Commission,

As a citizen of the State of North Carolina, I am asking you to DENY THE PETITION, before you from the NC
Wildlife Federation.  Agreeing with your five (5) advisory committees, I do not want this petition enacted because it
is based on bad data, will kill and end the shrimping industry in North Carolina, covers many measures already
enacted and ultimately represents big powers and not me and the consumers of North Carolina.  I say "VOTE NO!"

Hilary Norris

mailto:hnorris2@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kim Tavasso
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Trawling Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 6:11:59 AM
Attachments: Commercial Fishing numbers versus by-catch (2012).xlsx

MFC Hearing on Jan. 17, 2017.docx

Below are my thoughts on the NCWF petition before the Marine Fisheries Commission. I
have also attached some supporting information that came the commercial catch data on the
DMF's website. 

January 17, 2017

 

Good afternoon everyone,

First let me begin by thanking you for this opportunity to present my thoughts on the petition
before you today. My opinion is based on information, hard data, that came directly from the
NC Marine Fisheries Commission’s website. Most of you, including many in the audience
here today, are aware of what this data shows…but for the record it must be said.

For the last twenty years, the Marine Fisheries Commission’s data shows that commercial
fishing in NC has been on the decline.  In 1995, the total commercial catch was 175.8 million
pounds, by contrast, twenty years later…the total commercial catch for 2015 was 66.0 million
pounds. This decline represents a 62.5% decrease in the total commercial catch. We may
disagree with the science surrounding our marine fishery and with the various reports that
address the subjects of by-catch and trawling but you can’t argue with the numbers, the simple
math of this situation.

While shrimp trawling now may not be the only reason for this overall decline. Trawling in
our secondary nursery areas, specifically the Pamlico Sound, and the associated by-catch have
greatly impacted the commercial catches of  many finfish species, such as spots, croakers and
weakfish (grey trout) . Once again, the data comparison between 1995 and 2015 shows that
the commercial catch of spots has fallen by 86.7% (3.0 million vs 0.4 million), the croaker
catch has fallen by 70.0% (6.0 million vs 1.8 million) and the most drastic decline is our
weakfish which have fallen by 97.6% (4.1 million to less than 100,000 pounds).  These
declines are significant and they are real.

We need to take positive steps to reverse these trends.  And we need to begin now. At this
current rate of decline our NC marine fishery could completely collapse in the next 10-20
years.  I don’t think anyone in this room wants to see that happen. Therefore, based on this
data from the MFC website, I strongly support this petition, with amendments, as offered by
the NC Wildlife Federation. Thank you for your time and your attention.

 

Respectfully yours,

mailto:kimtavasso@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov

Sheet1

		NCDMF Commercial Fishing Statistics

		Does shrimp trawling by-catch impact the fishery?

		Commercial Catch numbers by species for the three most impacted species,

		specifiically croakers, spots and weakfish (grey trout). Pounds are rounded to the nearest 100, 000.

		These numbers (pounds) come directly from the DMF's website for commercial catch by year.

		Croakers										Spots										Weakfish (Grey Trout)

		Year:				* Commercial lbs.:						Year:				* Commercial lbs.:						Year:				* Commercial lbs.:

		1980				21.1						1980				7.1						1980				20.3

		1995				6.0						1995				3.0						1995				4.1

		2003				14.4						2003				2.0						2003				0.8

		2012				3.1						2012				0.5						2012				0.1

		2013				1.9						2013		 		0.8						2013				0.1

		2015				1.8						2015				0.4		(less than)				2015				0.1		(less than)



		* - Commercial pounds shown in millions

		Percentage comparisons:

		1980 versus 2015 - 91.5 % reduction										1980 versus 2015 - 94.4 % reduction										1980 versus 2015 - 99.8 % reduction

		2003 versus 2015 - 87.5 % reduction										1995 versus 2015 - 86.7 % reduction										1995 versus 2015 - 97.6 % reduction

		1995 versus 2015 - 70.0 % reduction										2003 versus 2015 - 80.0 % reduction										2003 versus 2015 - 87.5% reduction

				Total Commercial Catch Comparison between the late 1990's and the most recent 5-years reported

				Commercial pounds shown in millions

																Avg.  Including Menhaden										Avg. Excluding Menhaden



		Commercial Catch Five Year Average (1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 & 1999)																185.9										123.7

		Commercial Catch Five Year Average (2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 & 2015)																60.5										59.2

				Percentage decrease between the averages:														67.5%										52.1%
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January 17, 2017



Good afternoon everyone,

First let me begin by thanking you for this opportunity to present my thoughts on the petition before you today. My opinion is based on information, hard data, that came directly from the NC Marine Fisheries Commission’s website. Most of you, including many in the audience here today, are aware of what this data shows…but for the record it must be said.

For the last twenty years, the Marine Fisheries Commission’s data shows that commercial fishing in NC has been on the decline.  In 1995, the total commercial catch was 175.8 million pounds, by contrast, twenty years later…the total commercial catch for 2015 was 66.0 million pounds. This decline represents a 62.5% decrease in the total commercial catch. We may disagree with the science surrounding our marine fishery and with the various reports that address the subjects of by-catch and trawling but you can’t argue with the numbers, the simple math of this situation.

While shrimp trawling now may not be the only reason for this overall decline. Trawling in our secondary nursery areas, specifically the Pamlico Sound, and the associated by-catch have greatly impacted the commercial catches of  many finfish species, such as spots, croakers and weakfish (grey trout) . Once again, the data comparison between 1995 and 2015 shows that the commercial catch of spots has fallen by 86.7% (3.0 million vs 0.4 million), the croaker catch has fallen by 70.0% (6.0 million vs 1.8 million) and the most drastic decline is our weakfish which have fallen by 97.6% (4.1 million to less than 100,000 pounds).  These declines are significant and they are real. 

We need to take positive steps to reverse these trends.  And we need to begin now. At this current rate of decline our NC marine fishery could completely collapse in the next 10-20 years.  I don’t think anyone in this room wants to see that happen. Therefore, based on this data from the MFC website, I strongly support this petition, with amendments, as offered by the NC Wildlife Federation. Thank you for your time and your attention.



Respectfully yours,

Kim Tavasso



Kim Tavasso



From: Rodney Chappell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: About Time!
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 7:06:14 AM

mailto:rhughchappell@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Neeley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 7:56:13 AM

January 24, 2017
 
RE: Please Support and Approve the NCWF Petition
 
Dear MFC Members,
 
Thank you for extending the public comment period as many of us did not get a chance to voice our
thoughts last week in New Bern.  Here’s my input.
 
What we do know:
 
Many species of fish are in the concerned or depleted columns on the DMF 2016 Stock Status
Report.  They include Croaker, Spot, Gray Trout, Flounder, American Shad, Herring, Sturgeon and
some grouper species. To me this an alarming number of sought after species both commercially
and recreationally that are of concern and you should be concerned also.
 
Moreover, whether it is our NC data or the Atlantic States MFC data is really not important as many
of these fish are migratory and any decline should raise our concern.  Any responsible fisheries
management team should do whatever necessary to protect and contribute to recovering and
replenishing the entire stock.
 
What we don’t know:
 
Reasons for the declines.  Whether it be a sole reason or multiple reasons; how much of an impact
any new corrections will make (if any); and how long recovery to a viable stock will take.
 
With that being said, regardless of the reason(s); we have been attempting to recover these stocks
for many years with likely some, but minimal success, however I think we would all agree that by-
catch plays an significant role in declining stocks.  Any and every trawler on every tow has by-catch
mortality.  I’ve been there and have seen it with my own eyes as you probably have that the amount
of juvenile fish that don’t survive is frightening.  Multiply this times hundreds if not thousands of
tows each week/month and the number of juvenile fish that don’t survive is not healthy for
recovering species and these fish will never make it to spawning size/age.
 
Lastly, our marshes, creeks, estuaries, sounds, rivers and Intercoastal Waterway are our nurseries. 
Many offshore fishes use these waters for their nursery also so these nursery areas don’t apply to
just “Inshore Species” as some may think.
 
Why any responsible fisheries management division would allow trawling in any nursery is beyond
me.  It is our/your duty to protect the fish for every user group.
 

mailto:lowrider222@charter.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


I urge your support to approve this petition to continue to make headway in recovering our fish
stocks; the more controls we can put in place the faster stocks will improve for every user group.
 
Again, I thank you for allowing me to contribute my input.
 
Sincerely,
 
Tom Neeley
Hampstead, NC
Lowrider222@charter.net
 

mailto:Lowrider222@charter.net


From: MAYWHITE MOORE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Protect coastal commercial fisherman
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 8:21:11 AM

NC coastal waters need to be protected, but access to this valuable asset must not
be denied to commercial fishermen. These are families earning their living on the
water. 

Please do not wealthy, recreational interests squeeze commercial workers out of their
livelihood.

Jimmy and May Moore
Retired shrimp fisherman and his wife

mailto:mooremaywhite@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Garrett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Banning Shrimp Trawling / Local Recreational Fishing
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 8:28:11 AM

Attention Everyone,

I don't really understand why we even need to go through this banning process to STOP
Shrimp Trawling along our coastal shores. It should be obvious to every person that
preserving, protecting and ensuring that our natural resources are not depleted. Why are we the
only state (NC) that still allows this shrimp trawling to continue. We need to wake up and
wake up fast!!

We don't want to ask the Commercial Fishermen to change their livelihood but to help build
back up the resources that we all need and enjoy. We have to have to invest in the future of
this ECO system in order for future generations to depend on life and sustenance from the
ocean.

Please change the regulations to have Shrimp Trawling done off shore that they are not visible
to the beach fronts. It has been a very long time since the local and tourist fishing has been
enjoyable. You may catch the occasional flounder, drum, etc but 8 times out of 10 you have to
throw them back due to being to small for the size limits. Many of the fish that populate along
the Eastern Coast are being killed in the nets of these shrimp trawlers. There are millions of
dollars spent each season on recreational fishing this to may disappear in the future along with
the fish!!

Please consider everyone and everything at risk here by allowing this shrimp trawling to
continue along our Crystal Coast.

I would like to vote "NO" on this matter and I hope we can all make a difference here!!

Sincerely,

-- 
Barbara E. Criner
General Manager / Human Resources Manager

910-915-4299
910-455-5189 fax

PRIVACY/CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail communication may contain private, confidential, or legally
privileged information intended for the sole use of the designated and/or duly authorized recipient(s). If you are not the
intended recipient or have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by email and delete all
copies of this e-mail, including all attachments, without reading them or saving them to your computer or any attached storage
device. If you are the intended recipient, you will need to secure the contents conforming to all applicable state and/or federal
requirements related to the privacy and confidentiality of such information, including the HIPPA Privacy guidelines.

mailto:bcriner@owt.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Fred Berry
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please protect our estuaries.
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 8:37:52 AM

Please.
 
Fred
 
Frederick L. Berry
Barron and Berry,LLP
Greensboro, NC
336-274-4782
www.barronberry.com
 

mailto:fred.berry@barronberry.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ricky & Beth Nelson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: North Carolina Wildlife Federation Peetition
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 9:18:24 AM

Sir,
    Please accept this e-mail as my objection to the NCWF’s petition asking the commission to
designate all coastal fishing waters (including the ocean out to three miles) not otherwise
designated as nursery areas as special secondary nursery areas; establish clear criteria for the
opening of shrimp season; and define the type of gear and how and when gear may be used in
special secondary nursery areas during shrimp season.
    I do request the MFC to work with the commercial fishery industry to make the industry
more efficient, to look at options which would decrease it’s environmental footprint without
effecting yield, to decrease regulation which has in the past and is currently regulating the
industry out of business.
 
Richard Nelson
Stacy, NC
252-241-4683
 

mailto:rickyandbeth@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: gcriner@ec.rr.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: N.C.Wildlie Federation Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 9:59:09 AM

I believe it.s about time we attempted to reduce the slaughter of our juvenile finfish.  I have lived in Beaufort for
over 50 years and have observed the steady decline of finfish over the years.

During this time I have fished extensively from boats, from the surf and from the piers as they have declined from
seven to one on Atlantic Beach.

I have also done a limited amount of shrimp trawling in the North River.  I am aware of the tremendous numbers of
juvenile finfish which are killed to obtain a few pounds of shrimp.  It was estimated that nine pounds of juvenile fish
were kioed for very pound of shrimp caught. 

KThe argument for inshore trawling is that to eliminate it woould destroy the shrimp industry.  If this were true then
how are the states which do not permit inshore trawling able to sustain a viable shrimp indusstry?

As you can tell Iam in favof of eliminating inshore trawling for shrimp. 

Gaspard X. Criner, Phd.

mailto:gcriner@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie Hamrick
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: Mitchell Peele
Subject: North Carolina Wildlife Federation Petition for Rulemaking
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 12:25:54 PM

To Whom It May Concern:

North Carolina Farm Bureau is our state’s largest general agricultural advocacy
organization, representing more than 500,000 member families. We believe that
North Carolina citizens should have access to foods produced on our lands and from
our waters. We support the right of the commercial fishermen to make a living
providing food to the consumer.
 
We support basing access of fisheries by commercial fishermen and recreational
fishermen on sound science, or the best available data. We support trawling in North
Carolina’s estuaries until sound science supports otherwise.
 
Adding further restrictions to our state’s commercial fishermen operating in our
estuaries would be an economic hardship on the entire industry, generating year-
round negative economic consequences throughout these communities. We
encourage you to deny the Wildlife Federation Petition for Rulemaking.
 
Sincerely,
 
Debbie Hamrick
Director Specialty Crops
North Carolina Farm Bureau Federation
PO Box 27766
Raleigh, NC 27611-7766
(919) 334-2977
Cell: (919) 302-9538
debbie.hamrick@ncfb.org
 

mailto:debbie.hamrick@ncfb.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:mitchell.peele@ncfb.org


From: Faith Mc Namara
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: North Carolina Wildlife Federation Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 12:41:48 PM

Dear Commissioner Corbett,

I do not support the North Carolina Wildlife Federation petition.  I believe the restrictions in the petition will hurt
North Carolina Fishermen, hurt the economy of the area, and limit my access to local seafood.

Thank you for this opportunity.

Sincerely,
Faith McNamara
50065 Live Oak Lane
Frisco, NC 27936

Sent from my iPad

mailto:faithmc0@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: M Smith 2087
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp Trawler Petition NO NO
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 1:04:14 PM

Myron Smith
509 Country Club West Rd
Arapahoe, NC 28510
1 Trawling increases all Marine Life but jelly fish. Disperses Pollution and Dead
Sea Bottoms which have increased with closures of sound and ocean water
areas.
2 Catch has been reduced and income of NC Commercial  by 75 % with over-
regulations  and excessive regulations since 2012.
3 CCA represents .0012 % of Licensed NC Recreational Fishermen. CCA
represents and funding to remove all Commercial Fishing of US with additional
funding from Mobile Exon in Texas; and Sunoco supported by Pew Charitable
Trust and Oceana Funding. No CCA member should be on any Commission or
Board representing N Recreational and Commercial Fishermen.   
4 NC citizens enjoy the Marine Resources provided by NC Commercial
Fishermen and only source majority of citizens can eat Local US Wild Shrimp
Thanks   

mailto:msmith2087@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: pleasureislandmagazine@juno.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Coastal shrimp trawling petition
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 1:19:51 PM

I wanted to show my support to the petition set forth by NC Wildlife Federation that would
limit inshore & nearshore shrimp trawling in NC waters. I am a recreational fisherman & have
seen the shrimp boats up close MANY times as I fish for sharks (catch & release) behind them
in the summers. Besides the finfish mentioned in the petition (gray trout, croaker & spot), I
have also seen the shrimp trawlers throw back a LOT of small whiting, stingrays, horseshoe
crabs & jellyfish. The vast majority of the bycatch that I've seen is dead or almost dead &
most of the finfish ends up being eaten by sharks, dolphins, pelicans, sea gulls, etc so they
don't have much chance to survive after they're thrown back. In addition to the fish not being
able to get to breeding size, the trawling also prevents the fish from getting close to shore
which has made fishing from the piers & shore much less productive. I hope you consider the
provisions in the petition as it would help both the fish & fishermen, but still allow limited
trawling for the shrimpers. Thank you for you time & consideration.
 
Mark Beaudry, Jr
Carolina Beach, NC

mailto:pleasureislandmagazine@juno.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Leonard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support of commercial fishing
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 1:32:49 PM

To Whom It May Concern,
 
I'd like to comment on the importance of keeping commercial fishing viable. My husband and
I live for most of the year on Ocracoke Island. While we do not fish commercially many of
our neighbors and friends depend on fishing to either provide or supplement their income.
From a consumer point of view, we want to be able to order fresh NC seafood when we go out
to eat and we want to purchase fresh NC seafood in the markets. Speaking for the many
tourists who come to Ocracoke each year (and upon whom the island depends for income), to
not have fresh local seafood would be a detriment to our restaurants. Tourists can go to any
store and buy seafood but when they come here they expect local fish and seafood. To not
have fresh local products to offer would be a huge disappointment and ultimately hurt tourism
on the island.

My other home is in the Piedmont area of North Carolina. When I am there and I want to
purchase fish or seafood I always ask for NC caught fish and seafood. Back in the fall I
wanted to buy shrimp for a special dinner. My choices were shrimp from NC or shrimp from
Viet Nam. The imported shrimp were cheaper but I bought the NC shrimp. I would do without
rather than buy imported.

Thank you for your time,

Deborah Leonard
P.O. Box 243 
Ocracoke, NC 27960

mailto:leonarddt@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dana Sargent
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp trawling comment
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 2:09:56 PM

Dear NCWF Petition, Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

Thanks for the opportunity to submit public comment on this issue. 

I request going forward to designate all coastal fishing waters, including the ocean out to 3 miles,
not otherwise designated as nursery areas as special secondary nursery areas; establish clear
criteria for the opening of shrimp season; and define the type of gear and how and when gear may
be used in special secondary nursery areas during shrimp season.

Shrimpers are vital to our economy and I value them and support them, however rules are
necessary to ensure all other fisheries do not crumble to support one fishery at the expense of all
others.

Thank you.

Dana Sargent
910-444-8080
www.greenandbluestuff.com

mailto:dsargentmajor@outlook.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
http://www.greenandbluestuff.com/


From: Jimmy Canady
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: secondary nursery areas
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:07:49 PM

Please review restrictions in the coastal habitat protection plan that may prohibit or limit access to
nursery areas being so broadly designated? Thank you, coastal concerned citizen.
 
James Canady
 

mailto:jcanady@ntbnc.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chuck Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: chuck@cjackson.net
Subject: Petition for Rulemaking Submitted to N.C. Marine Fisheries
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:17:04 PM

Chairman Sammy Corbett
N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission
Division of Marine Fisheries
PO Box 769
Morehead City, North Carolina 28557
 
Re: Petition for Rulemaking Submitted to N.C. Marine Fisheries
 
Chairman Corbett:
 
I am writing and requesting you pass the petition to further protect the resource.

Designating  all coastal fishing waters (including the ocean out to three miles) not otherwise
designated as nursery areas as special secondary nursery areas; establish clear criteria for the
opening of shrimp season; and define the type of gear and how and when gear may be used in
special secondary nursery areas during shrimp season will help restore the naturel resource.
 
Thank You for your consideration.

Best Regards
 
Chuck Jackson
3649 Medinah Ave W.
Southport, Nc 28461
 
(910) 854 0106
chuck@cjackson.net
 

mailto:chuck@cjackson.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:chuck@cjackson.net


From: dcignotti@ec.rr.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:29:36 PM

I SUPPORT the North Carolina Wildlife Federation's petition seeking to designate all coastal fishing waters,
including the ocean out to 3 miles, not otherwise designated as nursery areas as special secondary nursery areas;
establish clear criteria for the opening of shrimp season; and define the type of gear and how and when gear may be
used in special secondary nursery areas during shrimp season. It is my opinion that this adding these guidelines will
not only protect nurseries and many marine species but in the long run improve the viability of NC's fishing
industry.

Sincerely,

David Cignotti
105 Live Oak Drive
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28480

mailto:dcignotti@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Harry Howard
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF petition on shrimp trawling
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:36:09 PM

As a recreational fisherman living in North Carolina I support the recommendations made by The North Carolina
Wildlife Federation to limit trawling in NC coastal waters. There is a reason that the other coastal southern states
have put similar limitations on coastal trawling. The inshore and near shore fishing in North Carolina is in trouble
and getting worse. Many believe it is mostly due to the trawling activities close to shore. Please consider the
recommended restrictions before the state looses a majority of the sport fishing revenue caused by very poor fishing
results in the state.
Harry Howard
4244 Ashfield Pl
Southport, NC 28461  

R

mailto:hhhowardiii@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Bucksot
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: RE Rulemaking Petition Commission hearing February 15th and 16th
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 5:36:28 PM
Attachments: image003.png

Final Seafood Commission PC Snapshot.doc
ECU Professor studies on shrimp trawling impacts.pdf
Pub Com Petition Letter to Fisheries Commission.doc

To Whom it May Concern,
 
Thank you for your efforts in allowing the Public Comment on the Rulemaking Petition impacting
shrimp trawling that would significantly impact all of Eastern Carolina and the State of North
Carolina. Please find Pamlico County’s office of Planning and Economic Development’s public
comment letter and a short “Pamlico County: An Economic Snapshot of policies” showing previous
regulatory  results on the local and state economy. Also attached is a 2013 study on the effects of
Shrimp Trawling on the Core Sound.   
 
Thank you for sharing them with whomever needs to see the public comments regarding this matter
and for their careful consideration.
 
If I can be of any assistance to you, please feel free to contact this office.
 
Have a good evening,
 

Beth 
 

Beth Bucksot                                                        
Director of Economic Development
Pamlico County, NC
202 Main St
PO Box 776
Bayboro, NC 28515
(252)745-3081
beth.bucksot@pamlicocounty.org
 

mailto:beth.bucksot@pamlicocounty.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


		

		

COUNTY OF PAMLICO


Department of Economic Development


Post Office Box 776


Bayboro, North Carolina 28515


(252) 745-3081 

Fax (252) 745-3754



		





Rule Making Petition Commission Hearing


“Pamlico County: An Economic Snapshot” 

February 15th and 16th, 2017

Wilmington, NC


Pamlico County: An Economic Snapshot of Effects of Regulations on Coastal and Inner Banks Communities.


· Pamlico County- population 13,144 -500 reside in a State residential housing facility- Pamlico Correctional Facility, a state prison


· Real population numbers contributing to the local economy are just over 12,500 persons. If you remove the children and retired populations out of the 12,500 free population, of those, approximately 5,500 – 6,000 are of working age


· In the last 15 years in Pamlico County lost over 1,200 direct jobs in the seafood industry


· Most of those who worked in seafood industry were of the age to have families. Most families have 4 persons. 1,200 x 4 = 4,800 persons immediately impacted by jobs loss. If you want to remove any variables in family members numbers you can take away 800 people and still have 4,000 persons in those fishing communities directly impacted by jobs loss

· If you add in the loss of over 600 migrant workers the economic impact soars even more.


· In a 6 year span we lost 86 non seafood related Chamber of Commerce businesses. 84 went out of business and 2 moved. 80% were in communities impacted by seafood regulations and rising fuel costs. These were not seafood businesses but were businesses that saw loss of income due to the decline of local fishing fleets packing out in their communities.


· If you multiply this across the state and you look at the income lost by families and communities and the tax revenues lost by towns, counties and the State of NC it is significant. Add in lost jobs from the multiplier effect of supporting businesses and it is scary.


· For Pamlico County, the NC Department of Commerce numbers and Census Bureau numbers regarding the economic impact of fishing industry are way off. This is probably the case for most small coastal communities in the State. For an example: Census data shows 0 jobs and 0 economic impact of the fishing industry on Pamlico County. Actual numbers from ticketed landings numbers in 2013 are approximately 383 direct jobs; Income impacts: $7,260,000.Total economic impact to the county: $17,356,000. 


· Seafood Industry to the State of North Carolina from ticketed landings, impacts for 2013 were: 6,745 direct jobs; Income impacts: $127,709,000. Total economic impact to the state: $305,293,000


· If you multiply the losses across the state and look at the income lost by families and communities and the tax revenues lost by towns, counties and the State of NC it is significant. Add in lost jobs from the multiplier of supporting businesses and it is scary. 

Thank you for taking the time to read the “Pamlico County: An Economic Snapshot”. We are respectfully asking you to strike down the Rulemaking Petition and to allow the precedent of due process through procedures already in place to continue. If you have further questions. Please feel free to contact this office.  

Respectfully submitted,


Beth Bucksot


Director of Planning and Economic Development


Pamlico County, NC


PO Box 776


Bayboro, NC 28515


(252)-745-3081


beth.bucksot@pamlicocounty.org
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t


We  used  stable  isotope  ratios of  nitrogen  (15N/14N)  as  a  validation  tool  for determining  the  accuracy  of
the  effective  trophic  levels  computed  in  network  analysis  models  for Core  Sound,  North  Carolina,  USA.
Ecological  network  models  (using  Ecopath)  were  assembled  for  two trawling  management  areas,  closed
areas where  shrimp  trawling  has  been  restricted  for 30 years,  and  open  trawling  areas  within  the  estuary.
Effective  trophic  levels  (ETLs)  were  computed  from  the  two  Ecopath  models  and  compared  with  �15N
values  measured  from  the  same  species  at the same  time  in  the  two  areas.  Comparisons  of  ETLs  between
species  compartments  of  the  two models  were  very  similar,  and  ETLs  were  positively  related  to  �15N
values.  Linear  regression  of  ETL  as a predictor  of  �15N value  was  highly  significant  (R2 = 0.50,  p > 0.00001),
suggesting  that  �15N values  increase  by 2.52‰  per trophic  level.  This  increase  in  �15N value agrees  well
with  a  recent  global  meta-analysis  of  nitrogen  fractionation  estimates.  There  was  no  significant  difference
in �15N values  between  trawling  zones  over  all species  examined,  although  there  were  significantly  higher
�15N  values  in the areas  open  to trawling  for certain  species  of fish  (pinfish,  spot)  and  invertebrate  (blue
crabs).  Atlantic  menhaden,  which  feed  on  detritus  and  zooplankton,  had  much  higher  �15N  values  than  the
Ecopath  ETL  and  �15N regression  model  predicted  (large  studentized  residuals),  suggesting  that  Ecopath
incorrectly  computes  the  trophic  level  of  animals  that  consume  dead  material  (in  our  model,  detritus
and  shrimp  trawl  bycatch  species).  Shrimp  trawl  bycatch  species  are  mostly  pinfish,  spot  and  blue  crabs,
with  ETLs  of  2.5 or higher,  but are  inappropriately  assumed  to be at  trophic  level  1  when  dead  in  Ecopath.


Despite  this  discrepancy  for  some  species  of detritivores  and  scavengers,  we  conclude  that  this  Ecopath
network  model  of  Core  Sound  is  reliable  and  predicts  with  good  accuracy  the  shifts  and  changes  in trophic
level  and  diet  as  measured  by  stable  isotopes  and  observed  in diet  studies.  The  Core  Sound  network  model
will  be  a useful  approach  when  predicting  impacts  in  the  ecosystem  due  to  changes  in trawling  or  other
fisheries  management  decisions.

. Introduction

Ecosystems have been modeled as networks of ecological flows
mong species or nodes, following a medium such as carbon
s a surrogate for energy. Network models are widely used in


∗ Corresponding author at: Flanagan Building, Suite 250, East Carolina University,
reenville, NC 27858, USA. Tel.: +1 252 328 9402; fax: +1 252 328 4178.
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304-3800/© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

©  2014  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.


ecosystem analysis, especially for fisheries management appli-
cations. One popular modeling approach is Ecopath with Ecosim
(Christensen et al., 2008), which has been used for studies on
aquaculture (Leloup et al., 2008; Lopez et al., 2008; Byron et al.,
2011; Forestal et al., 2012), marine protected areas (Libralato
et al., 2010; Colléter et al., 2012; Varkey et al., 2012), and the


collapse of fisheries (Bundy, 2005; Arreguin-Sanchez et al., 2008;
Morissette et al., 2009; Downing et al., 2012). Network models
exploring changes in fisheries practices, management and policy
have shown that fishing can affect the trophic structure of the
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cosystem (Tsehaye and Nagelkerke, 2008; Heymans et al., 2009;
isneros-Montemayor et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012).


When fishing affects the trophic positions of species within a
ystem, it has been suggested that trophic level change can be used
s a metric of ecosystem change (Pauly et al., 1998). Early work by
indeman (1942) assigned integer-level trophic positions to orga-
isms, with producers at trophic level 1, herbivores at trophic level


 and primary carnivores at trophic level 3. However, many orga-
isms eat from multiple trophic levels; Odum and Heald (1975)
uggested fractional trophic levels to account for this omnivory.
his fractional trophic level is called the effective trophic level
ETL), and is the weighted average of the preys’ trophic levels. Net-
ork analysis programs, such as Ecopath, calculate ETLs for nodes


n an ecosystem based on the flow of carbon among nodes and
nown food web  relationships derived from laboratory feeding
xperiments, direct observation and analysis of stomach contents.
owever, it is unclear how the ETL values change after fishing has
een done and how they compare with other independent meas-
res of trophic position.


Stable isotopes (15N/14N and 13C/12C) can serve as such inde-
endent measures of trophic position. A consumer’s stable isotopic
ignature is based on the differential assimilation of stable isotopes
rom its food into its tissue over a period of time (Peterson and Fry,
987). Stable carbon isotopes (�13C) have been shown to indicate
he origin of a food source, and laboratory and field studies have
ound that carbon isotopic compositions of animals reflect their
ource diet within about 1‰ (DeNiro and Epstein, 1978; Peterson
nd Fry, 1987; Vander Zanden and Rasmussen, 2001; Post, 2002;
ry, 2006; Michener and Lajtha, 2007). Stable isotopes of nitrogen
�15N) have been documented to change with trophic position of
he consuming organism through isotopic fractionation or discrim-
nation during the metabolic processing of the consumed material
Fry and Sherr, 1984; Fry, 2006). In controlled laboratory experi-


ents, researchers have found that �15N values of animals reflect
n increase relative to the isotopic values of the prey consumed
DeNiro and Epstein, 1978, 1981; Peterson and Fry, 1987; Wada
t al., 1991). Thus, �15N values represent a time-integrated measure
f trophic position (Vander Zanden and Rasmussen, 1999).


Numerous studies report an average per-trophic-level �15N
alue increase, but the estimates vary by tissues and species
nvolved. The most commonly reported value for per-trophic level
nrichment due to fractionation is 3–4‰ (Minagawa and Wada,
984; Vander Zanden and Rasmussen, 2001; Post, 2002; Sweeting
t al., 2007; Caut et al., 2009). Vanderklift and Ponsard (2003)
onducted a meta-analysis of 134 studies and found an average
nrichment of 2.54‰,  which included terrestrial, freshwater and
arine organisms. Similarly, McCutchan et al. (2003) reported an


verage �15N value of 2.3‰ for all animals surveyed, 2.9‰ when
uscle tissue alone was used, and a lower �15N trophic fraction-


tion rate for consumers raised on invertebrates (1.4‰)  than for
onsumers fed high protein diets (3.3‰).  Assuming these fraction-
tion values, isotope mixing models (Post, 2002; Phillips and Koch,
002) can then be used to infer how a consumer’s observed sta-
le isotope concentrations could have been obtained from multiple
rey sources.


The documented increase due to trophic fractionation of
5N/14N provides an opportunity to assess the underlying accu-
acy of network modeling used to investigate trophic position
hanges due to fishing or other factors. By comparing each
ode’s ETL values with �15N values from that species, it is pos-
ible to validate the network model. Disagreement in the stable
sotopic signatures and modeled trophic position could indi-


ate an incompletely specified ecosystem model or unaccounted
ariation in stable isotope concentration due to environmental,
etabolic or species-specific parameters (Dame and Christian,


008).

delling 282 (2014) 1–17


Three recent studies have shown good agreement of �15N val-
ues with trophic levels calculated from ecological network models
for natural, unmanipulated ecosystems. Dame and Christian (2008)
used stable isotope analysis and ecological network analysis to
compare four salt marsh ponds (Virginia, USA) during times of
high- and low-stress and following natural disturbance. Navarro
et al. (2011) used stable isotope analysis to make comparisons
with the effective trophic levels from a single Ecopath model of the
South Catalan Sea (northwest Mediterranean Sea) marine ecosys-
tem. Milessi et al. (2010) found that trophic positions derived from
isotope analysis were highly correlated with Ecopath-calculated
trophic levels for a food web of Laguna de Rocha (Uruguay). These
studies found good correlation between Ecopath-calculated trophic
levels and the �15N values, especially in higher-trophic level orga-
nisms, which indicated that the diet data used for the Ecopath
model represented the trophic relations reasonably well. However,
none of these studies used �15N values to determine if trophic
position changed due to fishing activities.


In this study, we developed separate Ecopath models and mea-
sured �15N values of estuarine organisms for areas in which
commercial trawling was permitted (open areas) and banned for
30 years (closed areas) in Core Sound, North Carolina, USA. We  had
four main objectives: (1) to compare the effective trophic levels
of the compartments in the open and closed models; (2) to com-
pare the �15N values of the compartments between the open and
closed models; (3) to validate the models by determining if any
relationship exists between the calculated ETLs and the �15N val-
ues of species; and (4) to examine differences between the ETLs and
�15N values of specific model compartments that exhibited large
differences in these trophic position metrics.


2. Methods


2.1. Study area


Core Sound is a narrow, relatively shallow body of water (maxi-
mum depth approximately 4 m in navigational channel) in Carteret
County, North Carolina. It is bordered to the west by several bays,
saltmarshes, forests, agricultural lands and small residential areas.
Core Sound is bordered to the east by sound-side seagrass beds
and the Core Banks, federally owned lands within the Cape Look-
out National Seashore, which protect Core Sound from the Atlantic
Ocean. There is one inlet which allows ocean water to enter Core
Sound and the adjacent bays.


Fishery management areas in Core Sound are designated as pri-
mary and secondary nursery areas. In primary nursery areas (PNAs),
where post-larval fish and invertebrate development takes place,
most fishing gears are excluded. Secondary nursery areas (SNAs)
are areas utilized by juvenile and sub-adult organisms, and only
trawling is prohibited in these areas. In Core Sound, PNAs and SNAs
are located in the bays and creeks that feed into the Sound.


Twelve study sites (six in areas closed to trawling and six in
areas open to trawling) were selected for this study (Fig. 1). The
sites were selected to include shallow (<2 m)  and deep (>2 m) sites
within three bays (closed to trawling) and adjacent Core Sound
waters (open to trawling) with similar bottom types. The model
assumed no depth function, so both deep and shallow sites were
treated equally. Each site was  sampled in the spring (April, May,
June) and fall (August, September, October) of 2007, before and
after peak shrimp trawl activity, respectively. For this study, we
averaged the biomass data from spring and fall samples to create
pooled models of the food webs in open and closed areas.

2.2. The Ecopath approach


Ecopath with Ecosim (hereafter referred to as Ecopath) is one
of the most widely used food web  modeling and network analysis
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Fig. 1. Map  of study sites in Core Sound, NC. There are six stations in the closed to trawling area (averaged for the closed Ecopath model), and there are six stations in the
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pen  to trawling area (averaged for the open Ecopath model). TCS = Thorofare Close
pen  Deep, NCS = Nelson Closed Shallow, NCD = Nelson Closed Deep, NOS = Nelson 


eep,  JOS = Jarrett Open Shallow, JOD = Jarrett Open Deep.


ools for fisheries and aquatic ecosystems. Ecopath combines
he biomass budget approach of Polovina (1984a, 1984b) with
etwork analysis theory (Ulanowicz, 1986) for analyzing flows
etween compartments (Christensen et al., 2008). The basic input
equirements for each compartment include biomass (B), produc-
ion to biomass ratio (P/B), consumption to biomass ratio (Q/B)
nd ecotrophic efficiency (EE). Ecotrophic efficiency is defined as
he fraction of total production of a group that is consumed or
xported from the system. A diet matrix must also be constructed
o account for the trophic interactions (consumption and import
f food items) of all compartments in the system.


Ecopath models are constructed from two  master equa-
ions for production and consumption: (1) Production = catch +
redation + net migration + biomass accumulation + other mortal-


ty, and (2) Consumption = production + respiration + unassimilated
ood (Christensen and Pauly, 1992). A mass-balanced system sets
roduction equal to consumption, combining the above equations


nto:


i ·
(


P
B


)
i
· EEi = Yi +


∑
Bj ·
(


Q
B


)
i
· DCji + BAi + NMi (1)


here Bi and Bj are biomasses of prey (i) and predators (j), respec-
ively; P/Bi is the production/biomass ratio of group i; EEi is the
cotrophic efficiency of group i; Yi is the fisheries catch per unit
rea and time of group i; Q/Bj is the food consumption per unit
iomass of group i; DCji is the contribution of group i to the diet
f predator j; BAi is the biomass accumulation of group i (positive
r negative); and NMi is the net migration of group i (emigration


ess immigration). Once a system is balanced, system-wide and
ompartment-specific indices are calculated and provide impor-
ant information about the size, organization, development and
rophic dynamics of the ecosystem.

llow, TCD = Thorofare Closed Deep, TOS = Thorofare Open Shallow, TOD = Thorofare
Shallow, NOD = Nelson Open Deep, JCS = Jarrett Closed Shallow, JCD = Jarrett Closed


2.3. Model construction and parameterization


The Ecopath with Ecosim 6 software package was utilized to
create two models of the Core Sound networks: one for areas open
to trawling, the other for areas closed to trawling. We  sampled a
wide range of trophic levels, from producers to apex predators,
as well as detritus, to construct the Ecopath models. The “cur-
rency” for these models was grams of carbon per square meter
(g C/m2) for biomasses and grams of carbon per square meter per
year (g C/m2/year) for flows. For this study, biomass was measured
directly for most compartments, and a diet matrix was partially
constructed from the diet data obtained by Hart (2008) for a limited
number of fish species.


2.3.1. Methods for biomass sampling
At each of the 12 sites, benthic cores (inside diameter of 9.5 cm)


were collected by SCUBA divers and pushed manually into the sub-
strate to a depth of 10 cm.  A total of 12 cores were collected at each
site in both spring and fall to obtain biomass measurements for
most benthic compartments (detritus, macrofauna and meiofauna).


Detritus samples were collected from each core and frozen until
processed. Loss on ignition (LOI) was  used to determine the ash-free
dry mass of organic matter (Allen, 1989; Hirota and Szyper, 1975;
Nelson and Sommers, 1996). Since the sample potentially included
numerous sources of organic matter, values of benthic microalgae,
sediment bacteria and meiofauna biomasses (also calculated for
this study) were subtracted from the LOI-obtained measurement of
organic carbon. Dry weights were converted to g C by multiplying
by 0.58 (Allen, 1989).


Nine cores from each site were processed for benthic macro-
fauna. Samples were passed through a 500-�m sieve, and all


retained specimens were identified to the lowest taxonomic
level (Fox and Bynum, 1975; Morris and Clench, 1975; Fauchald,
1977; Fauchald and Jumars, 1979; Uebelacker and Johnson, 1984;
Williams, 1984; Fox and Rupert, 1985), dried at 60 ◦C for 48 h, and
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hen converted to carbon by multiplying dry weight by 0.40 using
ørgensen et al. (1991) and Ricciardi and Bourget (1998).


Three benthic cores were sub-sampled for meiofauna. Meio-
auna were collected from each core with a 2-cm diameter syringe
lunged to a depth of 3 cm,  and meiofauna were separated from
ediments following the method of Burgess (2001). The sam-
les were passed through stacked 500-�m and 63-�m sieves (to
xclude macroinvertebrates), and all specimens retained on the 63-
m sieve were identified to lowest taxonomic level using Higgins
nd Thiel (1988) and Giere (1993). All individuals (by taxa) were
onverted to g C from using several sources (Goodman, 1980;
an Damme  et al., 1980; Widbom, 1984; Bessière et al., 2007;
ascimento et al., 2012).


A clam rake was used to collect mollusks from sites in shallow
ater. Four 2.32-m2 transects were raked at the six shallow sites.
ollusks were identified to species and measured. All specimens
ere removed from the shells and dried in an oven at 60 ◦C for


8 h. Dry weight mass was  converted to g C by multiplying by 0.40
Jørgensen et al., 1991).


Benthic microalgae were also sampled from each core using
 1-cm diameter syringe plunged to a depth of 1 cm.  Benthic
icroalgal biomass was measured using fluorometry (Strickland


nd Parsons, 1972) as the amount of chlorophyll a content in the
ample. Chlorophyll a was converted to g C/m2 by multiplying by
.47 (de Jonge, 1980) and dividing by the area sampled by the
yringe (7.85 × 10−5 m2).


The biomass of other primary producers (seagrasses, macroal-
ae, and drift algae) was measured using various techniques.
eagrass biomass estimates were obtained from June to September
010 in the area closed to trawling in Jarrett Bay (Kenworthy et al.,
012). The values for seagrass biomass were only from the closed
reas, but those values were also used for the open areas of the Core
ound model. Drift algae and macroalgae biomass estimates were
alculated from algae collected in otter trawls for sites open and
losed to trawling.


Surface water samples were collected in carboys (3.8 l) at each
ite to measure phytoplankton. The water was passed through a
3-�m sieve then filtered through glass microfiber filters (47 mm,
F/C). Pigment extraction was done with a mixture of 45% ace-


one/45% methanol/10% deionized water, then kept in a freezer for
2–24 h, using the methods of Strickland and Parsons (1972). Initial
eadings were done on the fluorometer, then 10% HCl was added to
onvert chlorophyll a to pheophytin pigments, and then read again.
hlorophyll a values were then converted to g C by multiplying by
.47 (de Jonge, 1980).


Three zooplankton samples were collected at each site using 90-
m mesh bongo plankton nets (net diameter of 28 cm), towed for


 min  at a constant speed. All zooplankton samples were fixed in
0% buffered formalin. Any ctenophores or other large gelatinous
ooplankton were removed before fixing. To estimate the biomass
f ctenophores, separate 1-min tows were conducted. Total counts
f ctenophores were converted to wet weight biomass using vol-
me  displacement measurement (Miller, 1974) then converted to


 C by multiplying by 0.00012 (Vinogradov et al., 1989) for use in
he Ecopath models. All large zooplankton specimens (≥500 �m)
ere counted and dried at 60 ◦C for 48 h to measure dry mass, which
as converted to g C by multiplying by 0.40 (Jørgensen et al., 1991).


he zooplankton samples were divided using a Folsom splitter, and
0 ml  subsamples were taken. All specimens >75 �m were counted,


dentified to lowest taxonomic level (using Young et al., 2002;
ohnson and Allen, 2005), summed and extrapolated to obtain the


hole sample count. The zooplankton were dried at 60 ◦C for 48 h


o calculate dry mass, and then converted to g C by multiplying by
.40 (Jørgensen et al., 1991). Those values were divided by the area
f the tows (length of tow × diameter of plankton net) to get g C/m2


or zooplankton.

delling 282 (2014) 1–17


To sample fishes and other forms of nekton, an otter trawl
similar to the one used by the North Carolina Division of Marine
Fisheries (NCDMF) was  deployed. The otter trawl had a headrope
of 3.2-m, a body net stretch mesh of 1-cm, a cod-end stretch mesh of
0.5-cm, a tickler chain, and trawl doors measuring 90 cm by 46 cm.
Trawls were deployed for 2 min  at a constant speed, three times
at each site. Trawl tow lengths, bathymetry and bottom substrate
were determined using a BioSonics DTX echo-sounder operated
simultaneously with the trawl deployment. No trawl efficiency cor-
rections were used to calculate biomasses. All specimens retained
by the trawls were euthanized and preserved in 10% buffered for-
malin. All specimens were identified, measured for length and wet
weight, and stomachs of selected species of fishes were removed
for diet analyses. Biomass measurements were converted to dry
weight and g C by multiplying by 0.15 (Jørgensen et al., 1991), then
divided by the trawling area (length of tow × width of trawl) to
calculate g C/m2 for nekton.


Experimental gill nets were used to collect larger, faster fishes
not captured by the otter trawl. Five 23-m panels of different
stretch mesh (8.9 cm,  10.2 cm,  11.5 cm,  12.7 cm and 13.9 cm) were
deployed for upwards of 6 h and checked at least every 2 h. We
assumed that the gill net fished an area of 115 m × 115 m (based
on the length of the gill net). No gear efficiency corrections were
used to calculate biomasses. All specimens were euthanized, tagged
and stored on ice in a cooler. Specimens were identified, measured
and stomachs were removed for diet analyses. Biomass measure-
ments were converted to g C by multiplying by 0.15 (Jørgensen
et al., 1991), then divided by the gill net area to calculate g C/m2


for these fish.
For compartments that were known to be present in closed areas


in Core Sound but under-sampled in our collections, additional data
were obtained from the NCDMF Program 120 Estuarine Trawl Sur-
vey for a nearby station in Core Sound (West et al., 2006). These
trawl surveys use the same mesh-size trawling gear and similar
sampling protocols. The surveys were conducted in the spring of
each year in nursery areas to inform management decisions. Pro-
gram 120 trawl data for pinfish, spot, Atlantic croaker, Atlantic
menhaden, Southern flounder, anchovies and brown shrimp were
included in the models for this study. The Program 120 data (counts
per trawl) were adjusted according to historical patterns of biomass
that were described in Nelson et al. (1991).


Visual surveys were conducted for groups such as birds,
dolphins and turtles. Bird surveys were conducted for 30 min
at each site within an area of 500 m2, similar to the meth-
ods used by Christian and Luczkovich (1999). Bird biomasses
were estimated from the Cornell Lab of Ornithology online
database (http://www.allaboutbirds.org). Loggerhead sea
turtles (Caretta caretta) were occasionally observed while
sampling, and their biomasses were estimated by visual
estimates of carapace length and width (and literature:
Epperly et al., 1995; Sasso et al., 2007; NMFS NOAA website
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/species/turtles/loggerhead.htm).
Any bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) observed near study
sites were counted, and estimates of biomass were made from the
literature values (Hansen and Wells, 1996; Foster, 2000).


2.3.2. Fisheries data
Unpublished NCDMF Trip Ticket data for the Core Sound man-


agement area from spring and fall of 2006 and 2007 for six fishing
gears (shrimp trawls, skimmer trawls, pound nets, crab pots, haul
seines and gill nets) were included in the models for this study. On
a Trip Ticket, fishermen must report the NCDMF Waterbody Code


from which the catch was  taken, in this case the Core Sound Water-
body (CSW); no landings from outside Core Sound are reported
with this code. Catches of species taken by gears other than trawls
can include catches from areas open or closed to trawling, but



http://www.allaboutbirds.org/

http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/species/turtles/loggerhead.htm
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atches taken by trawls must have originated in the open areas.
he Trip Ticket data are not recorded from individual nursery areas,
hich are smaller than CSW, so we estimated the proportion of


atches from closed and open areas from gear other than trawls. We
ssumed that the total catches from non-trawl gear types should be
ivided by relative area of open and closed areas. Approximately
0% of the area of CSW (total area approximately 2.91 × 108 m2)


s closed to trawling (Cheuvront, 2002). The average catch in g
f wet weight was multiplied by 0.15 (Jørgensen et al., 1991) to
onvert to g C dry weight, and finally divided by the area of CSW
resulting in g C/m2 for each species by gear type). For all gear
ypes except trawls, total catches from CSW were divided by the
otal area with 10% allocated to closed areas and 90% allocated to
pen areas. For shrimp trawl and skimmer trawl catches, we used
.46 × 108 m2 as the area, after eliminating seagrass areas off limits
o trawling. These fishery-derived biomass estimates were added
o our biomass measurements from juvenile trawls and gill nets.
o calculate fisheries landings data in Ecopath, we used the mean
ounds/trip during the time periods listed above and calculated g C
or those data. To convert fisheries trip averages to g C/m2, we  esti-


ated the area fished by each gear type (Supplemental Table 1)
rom information provided by the NCDMF and shrimp-trawl and
kimmer-trawl bycatch studies.


Supplementary Table 1 related to this article can be found, in
he online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.
3.005.


Information about shrimp and skimmer trawl landings were
ncorporated only in the model representing areas open to trawl-
ng. Bycatch from trawls only was also included in the open model
or this study. Bycatch data were available from local studies con-
ucted in/near Core Sound by Johnson (2003, 2006) for otter trawls,
nd by Coale (1993), Coale et al. (1994) and Hines et al. (1999) for
kimmer trawls. While bycatch is known to occur with the other
our gear types, studies reporting bycatch statistics for gill nets,
ound nets, haul seines and crab pots were insufficient for inclusion


n this study.


.3.3. Energetics data
Production:biomass (P/B) and consumption:biomass (Q/B)


atios were obtained from the literature. Various studies were uti-
ized to parameterize the energetics data for the models in this
tudy, especially the trawl bycatch study in Core Sound by Johnson
2003, 2006), and several publications from the Neuse River estuary


odMon project (Leuttich et al., 2000; Baird et al., 2004; Christian
t al., 2004, 2009). Most Q/B ratios for fish were obtained through
ishBase (Froese and Pauly, 2009). Additional sources of informa-
ion from other network models included: Baird and Ulanowicz
1989), Christian and Luczkovich (1999), Sellner et al. (2001), Okey
t al. (2004), Christensen et al. (2009), and Harvey et al. (2010).
cotrophic efficiencies were calculated by Ecopath in the mod-
ls. The P/B and Q/B values used for these models can be found
n Supplemental Table 2.


Supplementary Table 2 related to this article can be found, in
he online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.
3.005.


.3.4. Diet matrix
To construct a diet matrix, diet data were collected using stom-


ch content analysis for eight fish species collected in Core Sound
Hart, 2008). A sieve fractionation method (modified by Luczkovich
nd Stellwag [1993] from Carr and Adams (1973)) and used by
aird et al. (1998), Luczkovich et al. (2002) and Chagaris (2006)


as used in this study. Stomach content analysis was  conducted


n individual fishes collected from open and closed areas during
he spring and the fall, including Atlantic menhaden (Brevoor-
ia tyrannus), Atlantic croaker (Micropogonias undulatus),  bluefish
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(Pomatomus saltatrix), pigfish (Orthopristis chrysoptera), pinfish
(Lagodon rhomboides), spot (Leiostomus xanthurus),  smooth dogfish
(Mustelus canis) and cownose rays (Rhinoptera bonasus). Diet data
were pooled by species, regardless of size since stanzas (subdivi-
sions of species compartments by age or size) were not used in
this study. For all other compartments in the models, diet infor-
mation was gathered from the literature (see summary in Deehr,
2012). For compartments that represented highly mobile species
or species/organisms that are only present in Core Sound estuarine
waters for part of the year, diet data included imported prey.


2.3.5. Final model compartments
By combining the data from our field collections and NCDMF


data, each model contained the same 65 compartments, including
two non-living groups, five primary producer groups, 25 inver-
tebrate groups, 24 fish groups, two  large vertebrate groups, and
five bird groups. In order to maintain the same number of com-
partments for each model, a very small placeholder biomass value
(1 × 10−5 g C/m2) was used for compartments where no individuals
of the representative taxa were collected by field methods. The 65
compartments and their constituent groups are listed in Table 1,
and the sources for diet information are listed in Deehr (2012).
Some compartments represent aggregated organisms, particularly
lower trophic level organisms. Several benthic invertebrates groups
(namely polychaetes, bivalves, and gastropods) were grouped
together in the isotrophic classes used by Christian and Luczkovich
(1999) using regular equivalence similarity metric (Luczkovich
et al., 2003). No two  species have the exact same relationships to
predators and prey, so regular equivalence groups together “troph-
ically analogous” species (Johnson et al., 2001), those species that
share similar relationships to both predators and prey of similar
trophic groups.


2.3.6. Balancing the models
We followed the general guidelines for balancing Ecopath mod-


els reported by Christensen et al. (2008). An Ecopath model is
considered balanced when the ecotrophic efficiency (EE) of all
compartments is less than 1.0. If EE > 1, the consumption of the
compartment is greater than its production and therefore not
mass-balanced. Following an initial run, manual balancing adjust-
ments were made by adjusting the diets of predators consuming
prey items with EEs > 1, adjusting gross efficiencies (produc-
tion:consumption ratio), which should be around 0.1–0.3 for most
compartments (Christensen et al., 2008), and adjusting the biomass
of a compartment, beginning with the lowest-confidence compart-
ments, particularly those deemed under-sampled (e.g., forage fish
such as Atlantic silversides and anchovies, fishes under-sampled
by trawls). We  used an iterative process for the latter, adjusting
biomass values by 10% at a time. If a compartment EE was still
greater than 1, we  set the EE to a value less than 1 (generally 0.95
or 0.99) and allowed Ecopath to calculate one of the other param-
eters, generally P/B. More details about the balancing process can
be found in Deehr (2012).


2.4. Stable isotopes


In order to validate the Core Sound Ecopath models, representa-
tive species from as many compartments as possible were collected
for stable isotope analysis, in the spring and fall for areas open and
closed to trawling. Stable carbon and nitrogen isotope data were
obtained from 220 samples representing 26 compartments (four
producers, eight invertebrates and 14 fishes) from the Core Sound


models. Most organisms were collected during the spring and fall
2007 sampling efforts; however, some additional samples were
collected in early June 2010. Seagrass, drift algae, and macroalgae
were thoroughly rinsed and scraped to remove non-plant tissue



http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005
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Table 1
Compartment numbers, names and representative species/pooled taxa for the Core
Sound Ecopath models.


Compartment number and name Species or pooled taxa


1. Phytoplankton Multiple unidentified species
2.  Microalgae benthic Multiple unidentified species
3.  Macroalgae benthic Codium, Ruppia, Ulva
4. Drift algae Gracilaria,  Sargassum
5.  Seagrass Zostera, Halodule
6. Bacteria aquatic Multiple unidentified species
7.  Bacteria benthic Multiple unidentified species
8.  Meiofauna Harpacticoid copepods, foraminifera,


nematodes, kinorhynchs, ostracods,
platyhelminths, tardigrades, polychaetes,
amphipods, oligochaetes


9. Zooplankton Calanoid and cyclopoid copepods,
holoplankton, meroplankton, other
zooplankton


10. Jellyfish Aurelia aurita,  Chrysaora quinquecirrha,
Cyanea capillata


11.  Ctenophores Mnemiospsis leidyi
12. Polychaetes depfd Families: Capitellidae, Cirratulidae,


Maldanidae, Opheliidae, Orbiniidae,
Paraonidae, Pectinariidae, Terebellidae,
Syllidae


13. Polychaetes suspfd Families: Poecilochaetidae, Sabellidae,
Spionidae


14. Polychaetes pred Families: Amphinomidae, Eucinidae,
Glyceridae, Goniadidae, Lumbrineridae,
Phyllodocidae, Nereididae, Nemertea


15.  Bivalves suspfd Genera Aesthenothaerus, Chione, Gemma,
Lucina,  Macoma, Nucula, Parvilucina,
Tagelus,  Tellina, Family Lasaeid


16.  Bay scallop Argopecten irradians
17.  Hard clam Mercenaria mercenaria
18.  Gastropods depfd Astyris sp., Acteocina canaliculata
19. Gastropods pred Genera Eulimastoma, Polinices, Turbonilla,


Family Nassarid
20.  Conchs/whelks Busycon sp., Pleuroploca gigantea
21. Atl brief squid Lolliguncula brevis
22. Bryozoans Bugula sp., Zoobotryon verticillatum
23.  Tunicates Styela sp.
24. Sea cucumber Sclerodactyla briareus
25. Brittlestars Ophioderma sp.
26. Pericaridean crustaceans Caprellid and gammarid amphipods,


isopods and cumaceans
27. Blue crabs Callinectes sapidus, C. similis
28. Crabs other Small crabs in Brachyurid Superfamilies:


Majoidea, Portunoidea, Xanthoidea,
Pinnotheroidea, and Paguroidea


29. Brown shrimp Farfantepenaeus aztecus
30. Pink shrimp Farfantepenaeus duorarum
31. White shrimp Litopenaeus setiferus
32. Shrimps other Mantis, grass, and snapping shrimp
33. Anchovies Anchoa mitchilli, A. hepsetus
34.  Atl croaker Micropogonias undulatus
35.  Atl menhaden Brevoortia tyrannus
36.  Atl silverside Menidia menidia
37. Atl spadefish Chaetodipterus faber
38.  Black drum Pogonias chromis
39. Bluefish Pomatomus saltatrix
40. Flounders (Paralichthids) Paralichthys dentatus, P. lethostigma, P.


albigutta
41. Harvestfish/Butterfish Peprilus paru, P. triacanthus
42.  Striped mullet Mugil cephalus
43. Pigfish Orthopristis chrysoptera
44. Pinfish Lagodon rhomboides
45. Pompano Trachinotus carolinus
46. Red drum Sciaenops ocellatus
47. Sheepshead Archosargus probatocephalus
48. Southern kingfish Menticirrhus americanus
49. Spanish mackerel Scomberomorus maculatus
50. Spot Leiostomus xanthurus
51.  Spotted seatrout Cynoscion nebulosus
52. Weakfish Cynoscion regalis
53. Bottlenose dolphins Tursiops truncatus
54. Sea turtles Caretta caretta
55.  Atl sharpnose shark Rhizoprionodon terraenovae
56. Smooth dogfish Mustelus canis


Table 1 (Continued)


Compartment number and name Species or pooled taxa


57. Cownose rays Rhinoptera bonasus
58.  Other rays/skates Clearnose skate (Raja eglanteria),  smooth


butterfly ray (Gymnura micrura), bullnose
ray (Myliobatis freminvillei), southern
stingray (Dasyatis americana), spotted
eagle ray (Aetobatus narinari)


59. Brown pelicans Pelicanus occidentalis
60. Cormorants Double-crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax


auritus)
61.  Gulls Black-backed (Larus marinus), herring (L.


argentatus), and laughing gulls
(Leucophaeus atricilla)


62. Terns Common (Sterna hirundo), royal (Thalasseus
maximus), sandwich (T. sandvicensis) and
least terns (Sternula antillarum)


63.  Shorebirds/waders Great egret (Ardea alba), great blue heron
(A. erodias), semipalmated plovers
(Charadrius semipalmatus), semipalmated
sandpipers (Calidris pusilla), black-bellied
plovers (Pluvialis squatarola), green heron
(Butorides virescens), tri-colored heron
(Egretta tricolor), black skimmer (Rynchops
niger)


64. Bycatch Compartments 10, 21, 27, 28, 32–37,
39–45, 48–52, 56, 58

65. Detritus


then frozen. Water samples were filtered through a 63-�m sieve
to separate zooplankton from phytoplankton, and then filtered
through ashed 47-mm glass fiber filters (GF/F) before being frozen.
For invertebrates, organisms were identified, recorded, hard parts
(mollusk shells, crustacean exoskeletons) were removed and then
the remaining soft tissues were frozen until processed. Detritus,
which is a key compartment in these models, was  not directly
sampled for stable isotope analysis because of the difficulties of sep-
arating bacteria and differentiating decomposed plant and animal
material.


Pinnegar and Polunin (1999) indicated that white muscle is less
variable in 15N/14N than red muscle, liver or heart tissue, so care
was taken to remove only white muscle from fishes for this study.
For fishes, all individuals were identified to species and measured
before a section of dorsal white muscle tissue was  removed and
frozen until processed. Standard lengths of fishes and carapace
width of all blue crab individuals were recorded. All stable isotope
tissue samples were freeze-dried for 24 h before being ground to a
fine powder with a mortar and pestle, then stored in scintillation
vials.


The stable carbon and nitrogen isotope composition of all fil-
ters and ground, freeze-dried samples were measured using a
ThermoFinnigan Delta V Advantage isotope ratio mass spectrom-
eter coupled to a Costech elemental analyzer via the Conflo III
combustion interface in the Environmental Geochemistry Labora-
tory, Department of Geology, Bates College. Stable isotope data are
expressed in parts per thousand (‰) deviation from international
standards using the following equation:


�X =
(


Rsample


Rstandard
− 1


)
× 1000, (2)


where X = 15N values or 13C values, and R = ratio of heavy/light
isotope content (15N/14N or 13C/12C). The standard for carbon is
PeeDee Belemnite limestone, and the standard for nitrogen is atmo-
spheric nitrogen gas. Internal standards (acetanilide, caffeine and


fish muscle) were run every 8–10 samples. The reproducibility, as
determined by the standard deviation of the internal standards,
was ±0.2‰ for both �15N and �13C.
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.5. Comparisons of effective trophic levels and stable isotope
nalysis


The effective trophic levels (ETLs) of the two  65-compartment
ore Sound models were calculated by Ecopath. Ecopath computes
TLs using:


TL of predator j =
(


S∑
i=1


(pi ∗ ETLi)


)
+ 1 (3)


here pi is the proportion of prey i in the diet of the predator com-
artment, ETLi is the trophic level of prey i and S is the total number
f prey types in the diet. Since there are only two  values of ETL for
ach compartment in the Core Sound Ecopath models, comparisons
etween open and closed ETLs are strictly relative.


To compare ETL and �15N values in this ecosystem, we per-
ormed a generalized linear model (GLM) using SYSTAT 13. In the
LM, the �15N values were regressed on the Ecopath ETL (trophic


evel effect) with factors for trawling management area (open vs.
losed to trawling) and an interaction term (ETL × trawling area)
sing paired points for each of the taxa sampled for isotopic anal-
sis. Studentized residuals were used to identify taxa for which
he regression model is a poor fit (those with residuals that were
2 or <−2). Nonparametric Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney tests (with
xact Monte Carlo sampling, using StatExact 8.0) were used to
ompare the �15N values and trawl area (open vs. closed) by
pecies/compartment.


. Results


.1. Visualization of the network models in trawling management
reas


To visualize the entire ecosystem C flows, the two trawling
rea models were displayed as node-and-edge flow diagrams with
odes arranged in the vertical dimension by ETL, with edge thick-
ess proportional to C flow and node size scaled by C biomass
closed model, Fig. 2A; open model, Fig. 2B). Generally, the model
ow diagrams show a decrease in the compartment’s biomass as
TL increases, with species such as sharks and birds having small
iomasses near the top of flow diagrams, and large biomasses for
roducers (seagrass, phytoplankton, and algae) at the base of the
ow diagram. Detritus and bycatch are non-living compartments
nd thus are designated trophic level 1 in the Ecopath modeling
pproach; these appear at the bottom of the flow diagram. Most
ompartments had greater biomass in the open area, including
ea turtles, bluefish, weakfish, spotted seatrout, Spanish mack-
rel, Atlantic menhaden, pinfish, hard clams, suspension feeding
ivalves, blue crabs, brown, pink and white shrimp, polychaetes,
ea cucumbers, brittlestars, and bycatch (Table 2). In contrast, detri-
us, drift algae, meiofauna, zooplankton, and Atlantic croaker had


ore biomass in the areas closed to trawling.


.2. Core Sound Ecopath model effective trophic levels


The Ecopath models produced effective trophic levels (ETLs) for
he 65 compartments modeled in open and closed trawling areas.
roducers (phytoplankton, benthic microalgae, benthic macroal-
ae, seagrasses and drift algae), detritus and bycatch had ETLs of
.0 (Table 2). Primary consumers had ETLs ranging from 2.0 to
.9, with herbivores and detritivores such as benthic and aquatic
acteria, hard clams, polychaetes, omnivorous fishes such as pin-


sh, spot, and Atlantic menhaden. White shrimp were relatively


ow in trophic position (2.14 in closed, 2.16 in open), consuming
ostly detritus and benthic micro- and macroalgae (see Supple-
ental Tables 3 and 4 for Ecopath diet matrices). In contrast, the
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pink and brown shrimp occupied higher trophic positions (pink:
3.10 in closed, 3.11 in open; brown: 3.06 in closed, 3.11 in open),
consuming infaunal invertebrates, small crabs and shrimps and
detritus. These three shrimps were the target of the trawl fishery
in Core Sound.


Supplementary Tables 3 and 4 related to this article can be found,
in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.
2014.03.005.


Trophic level 3 species were mostly fishes, including zooplankti-
vores (bay and striped anchovies and Atlantic silversides), benthic
carnivores (pigfish, harvestfish/butterfish, Florida pompano), and
molluscivores (cownose rays). Trophic level 3 species also included
fish-and-invertebrate consumers (weakfish, spotted seatrout) and
piscivores (Spanish mackerel, black drum, red drum, bluefish, par-
alichthid flounders, and smooth dogfish). Invertebrate animals that
were high-trophic level predators included blue crabs, jellyfish,
ctenophores, and Atlantic brief squid. The ETLs of birds ranged from
3.36 (shorebirds and waders) to 3.83 (double-crested cormorants).
Sea turtles were relatively high trophic level species, with ETLs of
3.57 in closed and 3.62 in open models. Bottlenose dolphin (4.21 in
closed, 4.05 in open) and Atlantic sharpnose sharks (4.01 in closed,
4.05 in open) were top predators in Core Sound, occupying trophic
level 4.


3.3. Comparison of effective trophic level between trawling
management areas


Overall, most compartments had similar ETLs in both the open
and closed models (Table 2). There were 40 compartments which
did not differ in Ecopath trophic level (open ETL–closed ETL dif-
fered by no more than ± 0.04). There were 18 compartments that
had ETLs that were greater (0.05 or more) in the open model than
in the closed model. This group included four invertebrate com-
partments, 10 fishes, three bird groups and sea turtles. Florida
pompano, sheepshead, and brown pelicans had ETLs that were
>0.25 higher in the open areas (Table 2). There were seven compart-
ments that had higher (by at least 0.05) ETLs in the closed model
than in the open model, including suspension-feeding bivalves,
predatory gastropods, conchs/whelks, Spanish mackerel, spot, bot-
tlenose dolphins and gulls.


3.4. Stable isotope measurements in Core Sound


In general, the �)13C values ranged from approximately −22‰
to −12‰,  and the �15N values ranged from 3‰ to 15‰ (Fig. 3).
The biplot of �15N and �13C values shows that primary produc-
ers (macroalgae, microalgae, and drift algae) had low �15N values,
with consumers exhibiting high �15N values; thus, the increase in
�15N was  associated with an increase in trophic position. The biplot
of �15N and �13C values also shows that there were differences
between samples from open and closed areas, with an increase in
�15N and �13C values for many species in the open areas.


3.5. Comparison of stable isotopes values between trawling
management areas


Values of �15N differed between trawling management areas,
with higher values in the areas open to trawling (Table 3). Species
with significantly higher �15N values in open trawling areas were
blue crab (WMW  stat = 79.5, p = 0.0026), pinfish (WMW  stat = 107,
p = 0.022) and spot (WMW  stat = 92, p = 0.001). Fifteen groups did
not differ in �15N values between the two trawling management


areas: benthic microalgae, Gracilaria,  hard clam, Atlantic brief
squid, bryozoans, tunicates, bay anchovies, Atlantic menhaden,
Atlantic spadefish, bluefish, flounders, pigfish, Atlantic sharp-
nose shark, smooth dogfish and southern stingray (Table 3). An



http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005
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Fig. 2. Ecopath flow diagram for the (A) closed trawling area and (B) open trawling area model. Each compartment is represented by a circle node that is scaled to biomass
i  betw
r nd byc
d
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t
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t
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n  g C/m2. The nodes are labeled by compartment name. Each edge represents flow
epresents the Effective Trophic Level (ETL, 1 through 4), with producers, detritus a
iagram.


dditional thirteen compartments did not have sufficient samples
o compare areas. None of the compartments had significantly
ower �15N values in open areas, but three low-trophic level com-
artments (benthic microalgae, tunicates and hard clams) appeared
o have slightly lower �15N values in the open trawling zone.


.6. Relationship of Ecopath ETL and stable nitrogen isotope
alues


Stable nitrogen isotopic values increased with Ecopath effec-
ive trophic levels. There was a significant positive relationship
etween the ETL and the stable isotope values of nitrogen


R2 = 0.5051, p < 0.00001; Fig. 4). The linear regression rela-
ionship between ETL and �15N value was described by the
quation: �15N = 2.52 × ETL + 3.899. Thus, there was  an increase of
.52 ± 0.15‰ in �15N per trophic level (Table 4). However, trawling

een nodes, and the thickness of the line is scaled to flow in g C/m2/year. The y-axis
atch assigned to trophic level 1. Higher level consumers are found at the top of the


closure area was  not a significant factor influencing the �15N values
when ETL was  used as a covariate (F1,190 = 0.047, p = 0.829, Table 4).
There was no significant interaction between trawling area effect
and ETL (Table 4), indicating the ETL effect was similar in both
trawling management areas. Individual measurements of �15N
values from benthic microalgae (compartment 2), Atlantic brief
squid (compartment 21), bryozoan (compartment 22), Atlantic
menhaden (compartment 35), and other rays (compartment 58)
had very large studentized residuals (<−2.0 and >2.0) (Fig. 5). These
extreme values lowered the variance explained by the regression
model and suggest that the Ecopath ETL poorly predicted the �15N
values for these seven out of 193 samples. But overall, the ETL


explained 50% of the variation in �15N values, and the regression
model confirmed the Ecopath results for most of the species.


Some individual species-level comparisons are of interest when
considering the relationship between ETL and �15N values, because
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Table  2
Ecopath balanced model outputs for the open and closed trawling areas in Core Sound, NC.


Compartment number and name ETL Biomass (g C/m2)


Closed Open Closed Open


1. Phytoplankton 1.00 1.00 3.5 3.405
2.  Microalgae benthic 1.00 1.00 0.08 0.22
3.  Macroalgae benthic 1.00 1.00 0.644 1.884
4.  Drift algae 1.00 1.00 0.117 0.051
5.  Seagrass 1.00 1.00 1.8 1.8
6.  Bacteria aquatic 2.00 2.00 0.1 0.1
7.  Bacteria benthic 2.00 2.00 0.7 0.7
8.  Meiofauna 2.08 2.13 7.285 2.18
9.  Zooplankton 2.14 2.11 0.189 0.135
10.  Jellyfish 3.14 3.11 0.004 0.035
11. Ctenophores 3.31 3.31 0.007 0.011
12.  Polychaetes depfd 2.42 2.48 0.221 0.712
13.  Polychaetes suspfd 2.20 2.20 0.0572 0.1
14.  Polychaetes pred 2.50 2.51 0.0789 0.217
15.  Bivalves suspfd 2.20 2.00 0.22 0.493
16.  Bay scallop 2.20 2.20 1.00E−05 2.60E−04
17.  Hard clam 2.02 2.02 0.51 2.151
18.  Gastropods depfd 2.06 2.06 0.016 0.02
19.  Gastropods pred 3.07 2.98 0.047 0.208
20.  Conchs/whelks 3.04 2.94 7.83E−05 7.90E−04
21.  Atl brief squid 3.51 3.52 1.72E−04 0.002
22.  Bryozoans 2.10 2.10 0.206 0.171
23.  Tunicates 2.36 2.36 0.002 0.026
24.  Sea cucumbers 2.20 2.16 0.013 0.429
25.  Brittlestars 2.21 2.21 0.054 0.338
26.  Pericaridean crustaceans 2.20 2.20 0.005 0.01
27.  Blue crabs 2.92 2.98 0.048 0.664
28.  Crabs other 2.89 2.87 0.001 0.057
29.  Brown shrimp 3.06 3.11 0.005 0.131
30.  Pink shrimp 3.10 3.11 0.006 0.075
31.  White shrimp 2.14 2.16 0.004 0.268
32. Shrimps other 2.61 2.64 0.002 0.024
33.  Anchovies 3.07 3.07 0.006 0.012
34.  Atl croaker 2.66 2.68 0.254 0.084
35.  Atl menhaden 2.10 2.09 0.338 3.063
36.  Atl silverside 3.10 3.11 0.002 0.005
37.  Atl spadefish 3.33 3.32 4.85E−04 0.008
38.  Black drum 3.39 3.57 0.002 0.018
39.  Bluefish 3.59 3.59 0.014 0.15
40.  Flounders (Paralichthids) 3.42 3.55 0.015 0.026
41.  Harvestfish/Butterfish 3.15 3.16 0.005 0.055
42.  Striped mullet 2.00 2.00 0.001 0.018
43.  Pigfish 2.97 3.06 0.011 0.128
44.  Pinfish 2.29 2.55 0.021 0.081
45.  Pompano 3.34 3.59 4.89E−04 0.006
46.  Red drum 3.71 3.77 2.66E−04 0.003
47.  Sheepshead 3.55 3.82 0.002 0.018
48.  Southern kingfish 3.56 3.73 0.007 0.077
49.  Spanish mackerel 3.55 3.48 0.001 0.033
50.  Spot 2.64 2.54 0.749 1.659
51.  Spotted seatrout 3.49 3.67 0.015 0.056
52.  Weakfish 3.42 3.40 0.045 0.525
53.  Bottlenose dolphins 4.21 4.05 0.004 0.004
54.  Sea turtles 3.57 3.62 0.038 0.125
55.  Atl sharpnose shark 4.01 4.05 4.94E−04 4.00E−05
56.  Smooth dogfish 3.78 3.93 0.001 0.009
57.  Cownose rays 3.29 3.26 0.007 0.021
58.  Other rays/skates 3.49 3.53 0.004 0.007
59.  Brown pelicans 3.49 3.78 0.004 0.004
60.  Cormorants 3.83 3.79 9.00E−05 0.002
61.  Gulls 3.77 3.70 7.83E−04 7.80E−04
62.  Terns 3.59 3.75 9.31E−04 7.00E−04
63.  Shorebirds/waders 3.36 3.52 0.004 1.30E−04
64.  Bycatch 1.00 1.00 1.00E−05 0.696


E


t
t
t
h
d


65.  Detritus 1.00 


TL = effective trophic level.


hese species showed large or significant differences between the


rawling management areas in the two metrics of trophic posi-
ion. Although Florida pompano, sheepshead, and brown pelicans
ad ETLs that were >0.25 higher in the open trawling areas, we
id not plan in advance to sample these species for �15N; thus,

1.00 266.76 125.99


it was  not possible to make a comparison of ETL and �15N val-


ues for these species. However, stable isotope sample size was
sufficient to detect �15N differences in Atlantic menhaden, spot,
pinfish and blue crabs collected from closed and open areas of Core
Sound (Section 3.5), and diet analysis was conducted for Atlantic
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Fig. 3. Biplot of mean �13C (‰) and �15N (‰) for samples collected in the open and closed to trawling areas in Core Sound. Solid circles represent samples collected in areas
closed  to trawling, and solid triangles represent samples collected in areas open to trawling. Lines through the points are the standard deviations.


Table 3
Average �15N value (‰) and standard error of the mean (SEM) for samples from closed and open areas in Core Sound, with Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney (WMW)  statistics
when  appropriate.


Species/compartment n closed n open Mean �15N closed SEM closed Mean �15N open SEM open WMW  stat p-Value


Benthic microalgae 5 4 4.0 0.2 3.7 0.3 30 0.2858
Gracilaria 1 3 4.4 6.2 0.9 1 0.4981
Hard  clam 2 2 9.5 0.1 8.7 0.1 7 0.3308
Atlantic brief squid 12 2 12.8 0.5 13.7 1.0 87 0.6544
Bryozoans 1 4 6.5 6.6 0.4 2 0.8016
Tunicates 5 5 8.4 0.4 8.0 0.2 31 0.5545
Blue  crabs 12 4 9.3 0.1 10.2 0.3 79.5 0.0026
Bay anchovy 11 11 13.0 0.4 13.3 0.2 133 0.6983
Atlantic menhaden 12 7 11.6 0.2 11.9 0.4 112.5 0.5515
Atlantic spadefish 1 1 11.4 11.4 1 1.0000
Bluefish 1 4 14.5 14.3 0.3 4 0.7988
Paralichthid flounder 2 2 10.8 0.5 11.3 0.7 4 0.6605
Pigfish 1 3 8.8 11.2 0.4 1 0.4900
Pinfish 12 11 10.3 0.2 11.1 0.3 107 0.0220
Spot 12 10 10.8 0.2 11.6 0.1 92 0.0012
Atlantic sharpnose shark 1 1 12.1 12.6 1 1.0000
Smooth dogfish 2 3 12.4 0.7 13.6 0.8 5 0.8016
Southern stingray 3 6 10.4 0.3 10.9 0.4 11 0.3814
Codium 0 5 5.6 0.4
Dictyota 0 1 5.0
Ulva 0 1 7.4
Sargassum 0 1 6.5
Halodule 1 0 2.9
Deposit-fd polychaete 0 1 7.7
Suspension-fd bivalve 1 0 6.7
Brown shrimp 11 0 8.7 0.2
Striped anchovy 5 0 13.1
Atlantic croaker 2 0 12.3 0.03
Southern kingfish 0 1 12.3
Spanish mackerel 0 2 14.0 0.6
Bullnose ray 0 9 11.8 0.3


Underlined names of species/compartments and p-values are significantly different at  ̨ = 0.05 level. n = sample size.


Table 4
Generalized linear model regression estimates of effect size for Ecopath effective trophic level and trawling area (open vs. closed) as predictors of �15N value (‰) stable
isotope data from Core Sound, NC. Only compartments that were sampled for �15N value (‰) in both open and closed areas were included in this model.


Factor �15N‰ Effect size coefficients df F-Ratio p-Value


Ecopath effective trophic level 2.52 1 187.287 <0.0001
Trawling area 0.11 1 0.047 0.829
Effective Trophic Level × Trawling area −0.05 1 0.061 0.806
Constant 3.91 190
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Fig. 4. Regression of Ecopath-calculated effective trophic level (ETL) and mean �15N value (‰). Solid circles represent samples from areas closed to trawling; solid triangles
represent samples from areas open to trawling. Lines through the points are the standard deviations. The solid line is the regression line, and the dashed lines indicate 5%
and  95% prediction quantiles.
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enhaden, spot and pinfish. Pinfish and blue crabs (diet estimated
rom the literature) had higher ETLs and �15N values in the open
rawling areas (Tables 2 and 3). This was not the case for spot,
hich had a lower ETL in the open areas in spite of the higher


15N values. Although Atlantic menhaden, pinfish and blue crabs
onsumed a greater proportion of detritus in the closed trawl-
ng areas than they did in the open areas, spot consumed more
etritus in the areas open to trawling than in the closed areas (Sup-
lemental Tables 3 and 4). This increased detritivory in the open


rawling areas produced a lower ETL for spot. Similarly, Atlantic


enhaden consumed a large proportion of detritus in both open
nd closed trawling areas, and that influenced the ETL estimated by
copath.


ig. 5. Studentized residuals plot of the predicted �15N values (‰) from the regression an
ent  number; see Table 1 for compartment numbers and representative taxa). Observat
2.0  (individuals in compartments 2, 21, 22, 35 and 58) are poorly fitted to this regressio

4. Discussion


We can draw the following conclusions in relation to the objec-
tives of this study: (1) there are differences in the Ecopath effective
trophic levels (ETLs) of some, but not all, of the compartments that
are associated with the shrimp trawling of Core Sound, NC; (2)
there is a significant positive relationship between ETL and �15N
values, validating the use of Ecopath ETLs derived from network
models for use in assessing fishing impacts; and (3) although there


was not a uniform change in �15N values in all species measured
between open and closed shrimp trawling areas, nearly all com-
partments that increased in ETL also increased in �15N value, with
two notable discrepancies. In the sections that follow, we  explain


alysis. The points are individual observations of the Core Sound nodes (by compart-
ions of individual samples with Studentized residuals greater than 2.0 or less than
n model.
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ow each of the objectives was met, and if there were discrepan-
ies in the results, we provide some possible explanations. These
iscrepancies often involved detritus and species that consumed
etritus, which suggests a possible improvement for the treatment
f detritus in Ecopath.


.1. Objective 1: are there system-wide differences in ETLs
etween the open and closed models?


There were no dramatic differences in the ETLs for most com-
artments between the open and closed trawling management
reas, with a few notable exceptions. In part, this similarity is
ecause the diet matrices were similar in the two  trawling areas
ue to our reliance on parameterizing the Ecopath model using the


iterature values for diet composition. Others have relied on the
iterature estimates of dietary composition as we  did here, using
imilar diet matrices (with adjustments in consumption rates to
ccount for prey availability) with Ecopath to compare fished and
on-fished areas (Christensen, 1998; Libralato et al., 2010). We
ttempted to avoid that problem for some key compartments by
xamining the stomach contents of eight species of fishes collected
n the two trawling management areas (Hart, 2008). Some of these
pecies (pinfish, spot, Atlantic croaker) are known to be part of the
hrimp trawl bycatch. Even then, the diets of these species were
ery similar between trawling management areas; larger differ-
nces in diet were observed among the species’ feeding niches
han between trawling management areas. Similar prey types were
onsumed within species collected in both trawling management
reas, but due to the proportions of the prey types, the diet shifted
or pinfish and spot. The open and closed trawling areas were close
o one another, and the proximity of the sample locations and possi-
le mixing of populations among these areas may  have contributed
o small trophic differences observed.


In addition, ETLs differed due to prey availability. Prey availabil-
ty varied between open and closed models, leading to differences
n Ecopath-calculated ETLs for several compartments. In Ecopath,
sing a steady-state balanced model, we assumed that total flow


nto and out of each node were equal, with inflow calculated as
eing proportional to available prey in the absence of dietary data.
hen the proportion of diet increased for a high-ETL prey, the


redator ETL increased proportionately (see Eq. (3)). Three species
Florida pompano, sheepshead and brown pelicans) had open area
TLs that were at least 0.25 greater than their closed area ETLs.
his is due to their increased consumption of crabs and shrimps
with ETLs ranging from 2.87 to 3.11) in the open areas, where the
vailability of those prey items was greater than in the closed areas
Table 2, Supplemental Tables 3 and 4). In addition to those prey
tems, brown pelicans were modeled as consuming 29% more spot
nd 18% more Atlantic menhaden in open areas, due to their high
vailability in those areas, which raised the ETL relative to closed
rawling areas.


.2. Objective 2: are there differences in stable isotopes values
etween the open and closed management areas?


Our statistical analyses showed no system-wide differences in
15N values between trawling management areas across all species
ested (Table 3). We  did find that some high-trophic level species
pigfish, paralichthid flounders, stingrays, smooth dogfish, Atlantic
harpnose sharks, and Atlantic brief squid) had higher in �15N
alues in the open trawling areas, but had small or unbalanced
ample sizes and thus our tests were not powerful enough to deter-


ine if statistical differences existed (see Fig. 4 and Table 3). There
ere significant increases in �15N values for spot, pinfish and blue


rabs, all common shrimp trawl bycatch species, in the areas open
o trawling. Because the average standard lengths of these fishes
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used in the stable isotope analyses were not statistically differ-
ent between open and closed areas (Hart, 2008), differences in
�15N values are not due to a size or ontogenetic difference. The
higher �15N values of pinfish, spot and blue crabs in open trawl-
ing areas are likely due to the increased trophic position of these
species (observed dietary shift from plants to invertebrates in pin-
fish; consumption of bycatch by blue crabs in open areas). Thus, we
hypothesize that trawling and bycatch consumption by scavengers
can increase the �15N values by adding fractional trophic levels to
the open trawling ecosystem.


This increase in �15N values may  be due to a bycatch sub-
sidy, which has been described previously by multiple authors.
Fish discards from trawling are known to be consumed by crabs
(Wassenberg and Hill, 1987; Ramsay et al., 1997; Johnson, 2003),
birds (Navarro et al., 2009; Wickliffe and Jodice, 2010; Jodice et al.,
2011), other fishes, amphipods, isopods, ophiuroids, cephalopods
(Bozzano and Sardà, 2002), polychaetes (Groenewold and Fonds,
2000; Sanchez et al., 2000) and bottlenose dolphins (Broadhurst,
1998; Zollett and Read, 2006). Because of direct evidence of
groups consuming bycatch in our system (personal observation and
Johnson, 2003), we included aquatic and sediment bacteria, preda-
tory gastropods, conch and whelks, blue crabs, other crabs, gulls,
and Atlantic sharpnose sharks as bycatch consumers. All of these
groups, in addition to blue crabs and Atlantic sharpnose sharks (that
we examined for stable isotope analysis), should show increased
�15N values relative to the closed trawling areas if this hypoth-
esis is correct. Further explorations of the subsidy provided by
trawl discards, the impact of discard subsidy on �15N values of
scavenger species, and the influence of trawling on the ETL and
trophic structure of Core Sound and other heavily fished ecosys-
tems is warranted by our results. Analysis of stomach contents,
in conjunction with stable nitrogen isotope measurements, would
corroborate or refute the importance of bycatch in raising the ETL
of scavengers in the open trawl areas.


Another possible reason for the higher �15N level in the open
trawling areas is that fish species fed indirectly on nitrogen-
enriched food sources from outside the Core Sound system and
this caused elevated �15N values. Migratory fishes included in our
analyses (bluefish, Atlantic menhaden, Atlantic sharpnose sharks,
smooth dogfish, cownose rays, other rays) may have recently
arrived from outside the Core Sound ecosystem, and their sta-
ble isotope values would reflect a longer period of time (weeks
to months) feeding on different prey outside of Core Sound with
higher �15N isotopic values. However, it is not possible to assess
the influence of this source of variation in our study.


4.3. Objective 3: do the stable isotope data validate the Ecopath
ETLs?


The stable isotope data from this study match well with the
Ecopath-calculated ETLs from the two Core Sound models. The lin-
ear regression between �15N values and ETL indicated an increase
of 2.52‰ per trophic level, which is comparable to other stud-
ies, where trophic enrichment ranged from 1.3‰ (Minagawa
and Wada, 1984) to 9.2‰ (DeNiro and Epstein, 1981). Numer-
ous other studies report average trophic increases of �15N values
around 2.5‰ to 3.5‰ (Vander Zanden and Rasmussen, 2001; Post,
2002; McCutchan et al., 2003; Sweeting et al., 2007). In fact,
the meta-analysis of �15N values conducted by Vanderklift and
Ponsard (2003) revealed an average �15N value-trophic increase
of 2.54‰.  This agreement between our estimate for the �15N


value and the meta-analysis indicates that the diet matrices we
constructed for the Core Sound models reliably reflect the nitro-
gen stable isotope ratios of organisms within the system as a
whole.
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.4. Objective 4: are there differences in ETLs and stable isotope
alues?


Although the linear regression analysis indicated that the rela-
ionship between ETL and �15N value was significant and linear,
here was not a perfect relationship, with ETL explaining only 50%
f the variation in �15N values. The average values for Atlantic men-
aden, bluefish, and Atlantic brief squid were near the upper 95%
uantile, and microalgae, bryozoans, pigfish and other rays were
ear the lower 95% quantile of the regression slope (Fig. 4). This
ariation in �15N values was not explored explicitly in this study,
ut as the stable isotope literature demonstrates, such variation can
e due to many sources. First, stable isotope turnover and trophic
ractionation may  be affected by temperature and/or feeding rate
Bosley et al., 2002; Olive et al., 2003; Barnes et al., 2007). Further-


ore, isotopic turnover and fractionation vary among and within
pecies, due to growth rate and developmental stage (DeNiro and
pstein, 1978, 1981; Trueman et al., 2005; Sakano et al., 2005;
weeting et al., 2005; Weidel et al., 2011). In addition, fish move-
ent, migration and feeding differences between locations can


ause variation in �15N values (Jackson and Harkness, 1987; Deegan
nd Garritt, 1997; Kline, 1999; Herzka, 2005; Kurle et al., 2011).
ifferences in water biogeochemistry or pollution have also been


hown to influence �15N values (Bucci et al., 2007). Comparison
ith basal group �15N values is important to know what the base-


ine nitrogen stable isotope ratios are in primary producers and
rimary consumers. We  did not allocate enough sampling effort for
ssessment of �15N values for organisms such as benthic microal-
ae and bryozoans, so these other factors were unaccounted for in
ur analyses. Further studies of Core Sound and fisheries impacts
eed to take these sources of variation into explicit account.


Because Ecopath calculates ETLs based on diet information,
f a species diet is poorly characterized, then there is greater
hance that the ETL and the �15N values may  not agree. Poten-
ial mismatches in ETL and �15N values can occur due to detrital
onsumption. Unidentifiable stomach contents are often assigned
o detritus rather than an unknown prey item, which would result
n a lower ETL for that predator. The definition of detritus in a study
an greatly influence the ETL value, which can cause discrepancies
ith the �15N values.


In our study, two species in particular showed such discrep-
ncies. Atlantic menhaden showed no significant differences in
ither measure of trophic position, and spot showed an increase
n �15N values in the open areas, but had a lower calculated ETL
n open trawling area. Both of these species consumed significant
mounts of detritus, leading to the discrepancy between ETLs and
15N values. In our models, Atlantic menhaden were characterized
s predominantly detritivores, based on the stomach analysis used
o develop the diet matrices of our models (Hart, 2008). Thus, the
TL was ∼2.1 for Atlantic menhaden in both areas, due to the high
onsumption (60% of its diet) of detritus in both trawling man-
gement areas of Core Sound, with the rest coming from benthic
icroalgae, meiofauna and zooplankton. This percentage of detri-


us diet composition is higher than Deegan et al. (1990) found for
ulf menhaden (approximately 30%), but that study supports our
ndings that detritus is an important component of menhaden diet.
he effect of the high detrital consumption on ETL in our model
as dramatic: the �15N values for menhaden were 11.59‰ in the


losed areas and 11.91‰ in the open areas, whereas the GLM model
redicted �15N value was 9.26‰,  a difference of 2.32 and 2.64‰,
espectively. This is equivalent to a �15N value approximately a
hole trophic level higher than suggested by the regression model

nd contributed to high studentized residuals.
We  were unable to identify the ultimate sources of carbon in


he detritus consumed by Atlantic menhaden, but we suspect that
t was not solely plant material. If the detritus were composed
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solely of autotrophic organisms (ETL = 1.0), then the trophic level
calculated by Ecopath would be correct. If the detritus that we
observed in the gut contents had been identified as originating
in heterotrophic species, then the calculated trophic level would
have been higher. We  suspect the latter occurred. One  explana-
tion is that the detritus may  have had a relatively high �15N value
because of decomposition due to microbial activity and isotopic
fractionation, and this would raise the �15N value for detritivores.
The stable isotope results reported here lead to the conclusion that
the detritus we observed in the guts of Atlantic menhaden was  not
all derived from autotrophs, or had been significantly altered by
microbial decomposers before consumption. We  recommend that
identification of the detritus in Atlantic menhaden guts be investi-
gated using molecular or genetic techniques (King et al., 2008) to
clarify the trophic relations of this ecologically important species
of fish.


Spot had a paradoxical relationship between ETL and stable
isotope �15N values. Once again, non-living detritus was a large pro-
portion (0.19 in the closed trawling area, and 0.26 in open trawling
area) of the diet for this species. This observed dietary shift toward
increased detritivory had the effect of lowering the ETL of spot in the
open trawling areas, given the assumption that ETL = 1.0 for non-
living detritus. However, the stable nitrogen isotope results showed
that a significant increase in �15N value occurred in spot in the open
trawling area relative to the closed trawling area. The explanation
for the discrepancy is similar to that discussed above for menhaden
and detritus. When detritus is a major component of the diet of a
species, Ecopath ETLs are insensitive to trophic shifts measured by
stable isotope analysis. Just as with Atlantic menhaden, if the detri-
tus were derived from autotrophic organisms, then the ETLs would
be correctly computed. If the detritus in the spot stomachs were
derived from heterotrophic organisms including microbially colo-
nized detritus that had been isotopically fractionated, then the ETLs
would underestimate the trophic position of spot, leading to a dis-
agreement with the stable isotopic measure. We  suspect that the
elevated �15N value of spot in Core Sound is due to its feeding on
microbially colonized detritus.


4.5. Non-living food: bycatch and detritus


A final discrepancy noted was  that Ecopath ETLs were insensi-
tive to the fact that some species were consuming large amounts
of shrimp trawl bycatch in the open trawling areas (such as blue
crabs) and larger amount of detritus in the closed trawling areas.
This discrepancy is another example of how Ecopath can underes-
timate trophic shifts using the ETL measure: if much of the diet of
a species originates in non-living food (bycatch is by default ETL of
1.0) in the diet matrix, then it will lower the consumer species com-
puted ETL. Clearly this is untrue, because the bycatch derives from
pinfish, spot, croaker, pigfish and other higher trophic level species
in the Core Sound ecosystem. We  calculated that the weighted aver-
age of those Core Sound bycatch organisms (fish and invertebrates)
could be as high as 2.78, nearly two trophic levels greater than
that assigned by Ecopath. Thus, the ETL of a bycatch-consumer
like blue crabs would be lower than what stable isotope analy-
sis would predict. We  did not collect isotope samples from many
bycatch-consuming organisms (such as birds, dolphins, sharks and
predatory mollusks), so we cannot be sure how bycatch may  affect
their �15N values. However, the �15N stable isotope results reported
here for blue crabs suggest that a trophic shift to higher trophic
level species occurred, which was  not evident in Ecopath ETL cal-
culations. Additional research is warranted to support or refute our


assumption that Ecopath underestimates trophic shifts as a result
of bycatch consumption.


Most of the discrepancies noted above derived from the con-
tribution of non-living material to the predatory diets and the
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ssigned trophic level used by Ecopath. It was suggested by Cousins
1987) that detritus should not be considered trophic level 1;
owever, Ecopath assigns detritus, a non-living compartment, to
rophic level 1. The Ecopath model underestimated the trophic
osition for two species (spot and Atlantic menhaden) and may
ave underestimated the blue crab’s trophic level as well. As men-
ioned earlier, the reason for these anomalies may  have to do with
copath’s handling of non-living food (such as bycatch and detritus,
hich may  include microbial complexes growing on dead plant or


nimal material).
These discrepancies in the results from the two  metrics of


rophic position suggest several alternative hypotheses that should
e tested in the future. The first is that unidentified material that
e called “detritus” in the stomach analysis, which is assumed in


copath calculations to originate mostly from plants and to have
n ETL = 1.0, may  be other than plant-derived. This material would
hus have an ETL that is greater than 1.0, and may  contain signifi-
ant amounts of higher trophic level organisms. Secondly, any dead
aterial (plant or animal) is likely to be colonized by microbes that


ave begun the process of decomposition. Such microbial decom-
osition may  in fact raise the �15N value and should also increase
he ETL. Ecopath and other network models should adjust for this


icrobial trophic level by adding a microbial pathway flowing from
ive compartment biomass to dead material and include the ETL
f the original compartment factored in to the ETL computations.
n addition, a dead “carrion” compartment should be included in
uture models, with ETL determined as it is done for live prey. This
pproach for food network “unfolding” has been suggested before
Higashi et al., 1989), but has not been included in Ecopath.


We  believe it would be more appropriate to assign both detritus
nd bycatch to a trophic level greater than 1, taking into account
he trophic level of the source organisms that make up those
ompartments (Burns, 1989). It has been previously observed that
hen detritus is a major component of a consumer’s diet, the


copath-calculated ETL will be lower than the �15N value (Gaedke
nd Straile, 1997; Dame and Christian, 2008; Milessi et al., 2010;
avarro et al., 2011). This is because detritus is most likely a
ixture of producers and some higher trophic position consumer


roups (Swift et al., 1979; Moore et al., 2004), and thus the mean
15N value for detritus would be expected to be greater than the
roducers. The Ecopath assumption was that all these groups have
he same trophic level (1.0) is a poor assumption that should be
hanged. If the detritus were assigned a trophic level that reflected
he origin of the material (plant, benthic invertebrate, or fish),
hen an increased ETL of detritus may  bring the two  methods of
stimating trophic position into better alignment. One method
hat should be explored in correcting this discrepancy is to adjust
he ETL values by using a linear inverse modeling (LIM) approach
o include stable isotope data in the trophic level computations, as
uggested by Soetaert and van Oevelen (2009). We  are exploring
his LIM approach for a new model of the Core Sound ecosystem.


.6. Conclusions


The nitrogen stable isotope values show good agreement with
he Ecopath-calculated effective trophic levels of the Core Sound
copath models. The results of this work indicate a �15N value
ncrease of 2.52‰ with each trophic level, which is similar to a host
f studies comparing stable isotope analysis and effective trophic
evel. We  believe that this is strong evidence to show that the
table isotope analysis has validated the Ecopath models for Core
ound. Overall, there was no significant difference in the �15N val-


es between open and closed trawling areas. However, a closer


nspection of three common bycatch species (blue crabs, pinfish
nd spot) indicated that those species did have higher �15N values
n the open areas, which suggests that shrimp trawling may  have an
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effect on the diets of those consumers. In addition, because bycatch
species are consumed by many high trophic level species, and their
ETLs may  not reflect the ETL of bycatch, shrimp trawling impacts
may  be underestimated by looking at Ecopath ETLs alone.


In the future, �15N values should be obtained for many of the
species we  omitted or insufficiently sampled because of lack of
sampling resources: detritus, phytoplankton, zooplankton, benthic
microalgae, meiofauna, polychaetes, bivalves, brittlestars, and the
large vertebrates (birds, turtles, dolphin). These are necessary for
further assessment of trawling impacts. We  would have liked to
sample the baseline values of producer species and higher trophic
groups more intensively for both �15N values and consumer diets
but lacked the resources to do so. Any such ecosystem like Core
Sound is very complex, so this kind of thorough isotopic vali-
dation would require an even more intensive sampling effort than
we could accomplish. Because these compartments were not well
characterized in the current study, validation of the Ecopath mod-
els’ predictions for these groups should be regarded with caution.
We hope that additional resources will be devoted to the study
of trophic position and potential impacts of shrimp trawling on of
these species in the future.


We believe that further work should be conducted to bet-
ter characterize the diet of detritus-consumers in Core Sound,
especially Atlantic menhaden. The discrepancy between Ecopath
ETL and the stable nitrogen isotope data is significant, and may
require modification of the ETL computation in Ecopath, special-
ized LIM modeling studies, and experimental studies focusing on
diet and nitrogen metabolism of Atlantic menhaden. Such studies
may  include laboratory feeding experiments of the increased �15N
values while being fed diets of salt marsh and seagrass detritus,
microbially altered detritus, and zooplankton diets. There may also
be microbiota in the Atlantic menhaden intestinal tract, as there
are in pinfish, which may  be adding a trophic level in terms of �15N
value (Luczkovich and Stellwag, 1993).


Finally, the effect of trawling can be readily observed in some of
the species nitrogen stable isotope values and the modeling results
we have examined here. These species (pinfish, spot and blue crabs)
are among the most commonly discarded animals during shrimp
trawling, and they themselves are important ecologically and com-
mercially. We  believe that experimental, temporary closures of
open areas and openings of closed areas in Core Sound would be
a necessary next step to further explore if the trophic level differ-
ences suggested by these models, and corroborated by the stable
isotope measurements, are real and indicative of our hypothesized
trawling bycatch subsidy effects. Manipulation of these trawling
management areas can provide a perfect arena for further explo-
ration of the impacts of trawling on estuarine ecosystem trophic
dynamics.
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COUNTY OF PAMLICO


Department of Economic Development


Post Office Box 776


Bayboro, North Carolina 28515


(252) 745-3081 

Fax (252) 745-3754



		





January 24, 2017

Mr. Sammy Corbett

NC Marine Fisheries Association


P.O. Box 769


Morehead City, NC 2855

Dear Mr. Corbett,

We are writing you to request your assistance with an urgent matter that would have severe economic, environmental and social impact on all of North Carolina. This office has deep concerns regarding the Rulemaking Petition brought by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation and Southern Environmental Law and how it will detrimentally impact on all of North Carolina. 

The Petition is an admitted attempt by the Petitioners to circumvent already established processes, precedent, Division of Marine Fisheries authority and a newly implemented, as of January 2017 Shrimp FMP, completed by the Division of Marine Fisheries and relevant committees. The Petition was voted down by the NC Marine Fisheries Committee that advises the NC Marine Fisheries Commission at a committee meeting held in New Bern, North Carolina on January 17, 2017. 

The Petition, which has inaccurate statistical representations and is still being presented for a vote before the NC Marine Fisheries Commission on February 15th and 16th, would cause the majority of remaining 6,500+ persons employed in the seafood industry in North Carolina to be unemployed. This is after already losing nearly 40% of that industry’s jobs due to regulations and imports. Most of the jobs that will be lost are well paying jobs in low income, rural areas that are not seeing much investment in economic development by the State of North Carolina. The Petition will cause significant seafood industry jobs loss in Eastern North Carolina and result in a large economic impact on surrounding businesses, communities and tourism. 

If the Petition is passed by the Commission, resulting significant jobs losses in North Carolina’s seafood industry could cause additional issues impacting marine species arising from unregulated foreign commercial fishermen. These outside interests would naturally seek to fill the niche previously filled by regulated NC commercial fishermen. Their unregulated attempts to meet the increased demand for seafood in North Carolina and the world would decimate many North Carolina marine species.

Please read the attached study done by Rebecca A. Deehra, Coastal Resources Management Program, East Carolina University, Greenville, NC. This scientific study shows that there are surprising benefits as a result of shrimp trawling and was an outcome the study author had not anticipated.

The attached Pamlico County Economic Snapshot shows a brief synopsis of Pamlico County’s direct seafood jobs loss over the last 15+ years and economic multiplier of those losses on other businesses and their communities due to regulations on the seafood industry in North Carolina. It can be used to extrapolate the total impacts in jobs and tax revenues lost to the state and its communities. 

Thank you for your assistance in encouraging the NC Fisheries Commission to strike down this Petition that is detrimental to the well-being of the State of North Carolina and circumvents the authority and due process carried by the Division of Marine Fisheries.


Respectfully submitted, 

Beth Bucksot


Director of Planning and Economic Development


Pamlico County, NC






From: Beth Wiegand
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: DENY NCWF Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 5:38:55 PM

NCWF Petition
North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office P.O. Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

ncwfpetition@ncdenr.gov

NCMFC:

I love my native state, and enjoy  eating from the bounty of its waters.  Give me a green tail 
shrimp harvested from NC’s waters, sauteed, boiled or fried, and I’d consider that’s 
perfection.  As the author of THE OUTER BANKS COOKBOOK:  Recipes and Traditions of 
NC’s Barrier Islands, I speak to many interested foodies, do cooking demonstrations on 
television, at events, and schools, and write about local foods and eateries.  I am also a board 
member of NC Catch.  The main message to my audience is always this:  EAT LOCAL.  

By eating local, we are supporting communities, saving resources involved in transportation 
and refrigeration, and on top of that, getting the freshest and best ever seafood anywhere in 
this country.  Our three local shrimp species provide us with great tastes from spring into early 
winter.  I pack my freezer full of green tails every fall that last my family until the first sign of 
shrimp in late spring.  I preach to all about how great our NC shrimp taste, especially in 
contrast to the taste and lack of health regulations with imported, farm-raised shrimp.

But how can we eat local shrimp if commercial fishermen are so very restricted as proposed 
by the petition set forth by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation?  It is so restrictive that it 
will wipe out any commercial efforts to harvest shrimp in NC waters.  The commercial 
trawlers I have met are as concerned as I am that we keep NC’s shrimp and fish population 
sustainable, because if they don’t, they won’t have any product to harvest.  Give them a 
chance to further test the devices being developed to reduce bycatch, as the first two years of 
the state’s study has shown a good success.

So as a concerned citizen, I am requesting the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Committee 
(MFC) to deny the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife 
Federation that proposes to designate the internal coastal and near oceanic waters of North 
Carolina special secondary nursery areas. The rules proposed in the Petition would close the 
internal coastal waters and near-shore oceanic waters of North Carolina to trawling unless 
opened by the North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF), establish a shrimp size for 
shrimp trawling season to open, establish a more restrictive headrope size for shrimp trawls, 
create a trawl tow time for shrimp trawling, further restrict the taking of shrimp to daylight 
hours and three days per week, require the use of two DMF certified bycatch reduction devices 
in shrimp trawls, and create a recreational size limit of 8 inches for spot and 10 inches for 
croaker.

The Petition should be denied by the MFC because of several substantial and pertinent 
reasons. First, the Petition should be denied because such comprehensive changes to fisheries 
should be developed by fishery managements plans (FMP’s). The North Carolina General 

mailto:efwrite@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:ncwfpetition@ncdenr.gov


Assembly, through the Fisheries Reform Act, clearly desired that such comprehensive changes 
in management measures for important recreational and commercial species in North Carolina 
be developed through FMP’s.

Secondly, the Petition should be denied because these issues were recently discussed and 
addressed by the 2015 Shrimp FMP after two years of development. Bycatch and habitat 
protection measures were deliberated by the DMF and MFC Shrimp FMP Advisory 
Committee through the development of the FMP. Recommendations were reviewed by several 
other MFC advisory committees. Many public meetings were held where stakeholders 
provided input.

Thirdly, the Petition should be denied because the cost factors described in the Petition are 
clearly inadequately described. This omission is significant because the shrimp fishery is 
North Carolina’s most important fishery economically.

The proposals will have a substantial economic impact on many small businesses, have 
significant negative effects on coastal communities and negatively impact the availability of 
North Carolina shrimp to consumers, which is why we are recommending that the MFC deny 
the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Wiegand
800 Darfield Dr.  
Raleigh NC  27615
(919) 848-9471



From: Charlie Schoonmaker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Comment on Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 5:40:15 PM

To the NCDMF  Nancy Fish
The current members of the MFC,
Governor Roy Cooper
Lt. Governor Dan Forest, Senate President
Sen. Phil Berger, President Pro Tempore
Rep. Tim Moore, Speaker of the House
Rep. Jimmy Dixon
Rep. Ted Davis
Rep. John Bell, IV, Majority Leader
Michael Regan, acting Secretary of NCDEQ
Braxton Davis 

Ladies and Gentlemen,

The Advisory Councils meeting this past week in New Bern on the proposed Wildlife Federation's petition on
shrimp trawling and estuary protection showed a new low in the transparency of the NCDMF and its advisory
committees mission to protect and enhance our state's public marine resource. I am sure you have all heard of said
meetings organizational debacle and failures so I will not comment on that situation.

The combined marine resources of our state are at a 15 year low, Probably more according to the state's scientists at
the DMF in Morehead City....Some say a 30 year low and showing a steady trend of decline. Our state's DMF
organization is challenged with reporting proper data and science to be used for management of our resources and
their well being. The MFC is responsible for acting on that science and data and to act responsibly to insure a
properly managed resource.

The MFC is tasked with protecting the resource, not various user groups.....  The previous MFC's have failed
miserably at their responsibility and this goes back years more than the current MFC administration. Today's MFC
must act quickly to reverse these failures, and by doing so enhance the opportunity for our many resources to
recover and prosper. We can no longer afford the "bandaid on a cancer" approach to fishery management and marine
environmental resources. There have been much needed changes to the DMF organization, but much more work
needs to be done, and soon. The condition of the total  marine resource is critical and needs help immediately. I hope
the NCWF petition will be studied, and it's science and relevance considered in the making of good decisions for our
resources.

I have faith in the current N C MFC in using the best available science and reasoning in making firm and much
needed decisions to better our resources for every N C citizen. It's all about the resource and it's enhancement, right?

Thanking you all in advance for your efforts, I remain respectfully,

Charles C. Schoonmaker
NC born and bred,
A Proud Pender County Resident
Upper Union Township

Sent from my iPad

mailto:schoonfish@icloud.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Jilcott
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 6:50:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Stephen jilcott
1101 Stokes Ave
Windsor, NC 27983
jilcotts@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dennis Carter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 7:32:05 PM

Dennis Carter
2400 runnymeade rd
wilson, NC 27896

January 24, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,Dennis Carter
Dennis Carter

mailto:countryz71boy@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Drew
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: petition
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 7:57:59 PM

I fully support the petition to amend shrimp trawling practices which are seriously damaging the available
stock of many in-shore fish. Flounder, red fish, speckled trout and other varieties are not found in the
numbers that have been available historically. I believe a major contributing factor to this decline is the in
shore trawling practices currently allowed. Trawlers should not be allowed in breeding areas and
definitely should be kept outside a 3 mile limit. Thank you. 

Drew Danko

mailto:d2loafman@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dennis Carter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NC Wildlife Federation Petition-for banning trawlers in coastal sounds
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 8:27:15 PM

To Whom It May Concern:
We strongly stand behind this petition as a family.  We know firsthand the devastation
that the trawlers have caused in the NC waters for our precious marine fisheries.  We
have witnessed a significant decline over the last 12 years.  How can the commercial
fishermen control such a precious resource without considering the recreational
fishermen of all ages? They have ruined these waters for to long. It doesn't take a
rocket scientist to see what is going on!  When will something happen to stop this
travesty?!  We are concerned about the future of the NC waters for all fisherman!

Thank you for your consideration for the support of this petition.

Sincerely,
Eileen Rodri Carter and
Dennis Ray Carter, Sr.

mailto:countryz71boy@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Boylan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 8:34:49 PM

As a part time recreational fisherman I would like to express my views on the petition.
DMF’s 1st priority is to sustain and maintain a healthy fishery. and not caving to the ranting and veiled threats from
the commercial shrimp industry. As the data presented to you from the experts in the field of marine fisheries, the
stocks in coastal North Carolina are in a state of depletion, without change we will see a collapse of the fishery. It is
my opinion that the shrimpers could care less about fish stocks as shrimp are little dependent on fish as their food
source, shrimp will still have plant particles, plankton, dead creatures (clams, snails) and their own to feed on. As for
the recreational fisherman, and I think I can speak for many of them, our harvest has been on the decline because of
catch and size limits imposed by DMF as part of your attempt the save the fishery, and the fact that legal size fish
just are not there and this is OK we understand.
As for the economic impact, I feel the commercial industry will see less impact if the fishery collapses because as I
stated above the shrimp will still be there, maybe fewer but still there.
On the recreational side the impact could be far greater, boat manufacturing and sales, bait and tackle sales, hotel
and restaurant business and on and on.
Far worse than the economical impacts we lose a tremendous natural resource that WE and YOU were entrusted
with.

Thank You for giving us the opportunity to comment on this important issue.
Tom Boylan

mailto:boylan@myglnc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Sample
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 8:58:59 PM

Dear Commission: 

I read the proposed fishing petition and strongly believe there too many 'grey areas' that could potentially affect the
local fish population.  As a resident of North Carolina, I believe anything approved should include a one or two year
limited time with a complete review of the fish impact after the limited time has expired.   Adjustments such as the
fishing net gaps could be made.  

Please take a trial and error basics in order to fully protect as many fish as possible.  It will not be 100 percent, but at
least it would be fair and reasonable. 

Hopefully you will consider my suggestion as you move forward to protect our oceans, fishing industry, and sport
fishing. 

Thank you for giving me an opportunity to comment.

Bill Sample
3517 Sanderling Drive SE
Southport, NC 28461 

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:wdsample@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel george
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp trawling petition
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 10:03:21 PM

   My name is Dan George and, as a recreational fisherman and active board member of the
RFA-NC, I would like to support the petition to limit shrimp trawling in our inshore waters. It
is foolish, at best, to kill juvenile finfish in pursuit of sixty count shrimp that have not moved
into ocean waters. I understand there are a few different varieties of shrimp in our state waters
but the trade off of bycatch waste in pursuit of a substandard product makes no sense to
anyone in our state. With finfish numbers in decline, and they ARE in decline, it is time to
make decisions based on bringing back our resources to benefit everyone across the board,
commercial and recreational. Let's keep our trawlers in the ocean waters and catching mature,
large, beautiful North Carolina shrimp.
     Thank you, Dan George

mailto:herondang@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: s.kaplan@knntr.com
To: undisclosed-recipients
Subject: New contract Feb 2017
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:54:04 AM

Dear sir,

Please see the attached new PO for your reference and sign back .

Thanks 
Best Regards
Bruce/董天宇

  PO811VIK.pdf 250 KB

        NEW ORDER pdf 210 KB

mailto:s.kaplan@knntr.com
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/485f3659d0e3b6d6925a0a35c/files/PO25GTDF2017.zip
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/485f3659d0e3b6d6925a0a35c/files/PO25GTDF2017.zip


From: Marguerite Silver
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:38:20 AM

Jan 25, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

I hope you will act to support the fish, fishermen, fishing industry
and economy of NC by supporting the petition for rulemaking filed by
the NC Wildlife Federation.

Sincerely,

Ms. Marguerite Silver
1025 Harvey St
Raleigh, NC 27608-2331
mrcsilver@aol.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kerry Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimping
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:29:44 AM

This will totally destroy shrimping in North Carolina.3 days daylight only is not possible. Certain times of our
season you cannot catch a single shrimp in daylight.If this passes it will take millions of $'s out of NC's economics.l
pray this don't pass!!!

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:obxguide@icloud.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Roger Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp Trawling in North Carolina Estuaries
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:13:21 AM

Shrimp trawling in our North Carolina Estuaries has decimated many of our marine fishery
stocks due to the bycatch.  I support the petition to designate all North Carolina coastal waters
as fishery nursery areas and establish clear criteria for opening the shrimp season as well as
defining the gear types to be used when trawling.  This will go a long way to improving
marine fish stocks in our North Carolina waters and is long overdue.  All you have to do is
look at other states, particularly Virginia and you can see the differences in recreational
fishing for a variety of marine fish species.  Thanks for taking this important step to improve
and protect our fishery resources.

Respectively,

Roger I.Jones
Retired Fishery Biologist and Fisherman

mailto:rijwrc1975@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: fvdaranar@aol.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: comments on the petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:35:11 AM

Chairman Sammy Corbett
N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission
Division of Marine Fisheries
Mr. Chairman:
                I would like to preface this letter by stating that any comment I make referring to NEAMAP can
be validated by the NEAMAP website. http://www.neamap.net
All other comments are my own personal observations and opinions.
 
                I am a 3rd generation commercial fisherman with over 53 yrs. experience, 9 yrs. as a North
Carolina Mid Atlantic Fisheries Management Council member, And 10 yrs. with the NEAMAP Inshore
Trawl Survey. I would like to take this time to voice my opposition against supporting this petition.
                I am not a commercial shrimper, and have no financial interest in the fishery. I truly believe that
the intent of this petition is wrong.
                As a point of clarification, any published paper be it Fisheries or medically related is an opinion
statement be it by an individual or a group. The true definition is “A theory waiting to be disproved”. In the
last 5-10 years there has been a multitude of contradictory papers on things like Red wine and coffee to
name but a few.
                Exhibits B and E offered in support of the petition lack any credibility as they are referring
scientific documents and references that are not scientifically sound. Actually they seem to contradict
themselves. "By-catch mortality is to high” (Barbieri), “The impacts of by-catch mortality is uncertain”
(Barbieri pg. 15.)

I am confident, that Exhibits B and E, at first glance appear to be well written and researched.
However, they are both fatally flawed in that they continually refer to ASMFC Addendum 2, which since
2008 has been invalid. Prior to the NEFSC bringing the Henry B. Bigelow online, (2008) the Albatross
time series was established and used. Since 2008, the use of the NEFSC Trawl survey data is
unjustifiable do to the fact that the Bigelow no longer surveys the inshore strata of the survey area. In
order to maintain the time series the inshore strata data are removed from the time series. The inshore
strata are only being sampled by the NEAMAP survey, but at the time Addendum 2 was published, it had
not yet met the minimum time series of 10 yrs. (NEAMAP started in fall of 2006). Using the NEFSC time
series beyond 2008 for any type of stock evaluation is impossible as the information is no longer available
for these inshore species.

The Northeast Area Monitoring and Assessment Program (NEAMAP) is an co-operative
collaborative ,Fishery independent , stratified random design , peer reviewed trawl survey that is widely
excepted by both scientist and managers as well has having industry confidence. Recently, Dr. Bill Karp
referred to it as “The gold standard trawl survey” using industry vessel and non-government scientist.
NEAMAP is the largest source of data for most if not all specie listed within this petition, yet none of the
information was reviewed nor used by the authors of the supplication.

Addendum 2 is only viable until 2008 and should not be used beyond that time as the Bigelow
does not survey inside 60’. The only survey to sample the inshore segment is NEAMAP which surveys
60’ and shoaler.  The absence of these data in the Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for Atlantic
Croaker creates an circumstance  greater than 9 years old. Using 9 year old data on species that live 3-6
yrs. on average is incongruous.

 
To site the “effects of trawl gear to the sea bed” without also requiring a full and in-depth analysis

on the effects of many sand mining (beach replenishment) projects inside of 3 miles up and down the
coast is ludicrous. Isn’t this a bit of a double standard to say that one that disrupts the benthic layer is
more of a concern than one that removes it entirely?

Two to three decades ago the traditional fall / winter fisheries prosecuted off the NC coast
consisted of Flounder, Black sea bass, Scup, Atlantic mackerel, and butterfish. During that time frame
there was no Blue line tile fishery north of Cape Hatterass. All of the traditional fisheries of that era are
now found north and east of Cape May NJ. Is it not reasonable to expect that these three species

mailto:fvdaranar@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


(Croaker, Spot and Weakfish) to follow this documented regime shift? (NEAMAP data confirms these
findings) It is imprudent to not acknowledge the significant and continuing dynamic changes occurring
within the ocean when making any type of management decisions. As documented in the NEAMAP
database, the issue with Weakfish stock under performing is not related to recruitment, however there is a
natural phenomenon preventing fish at age 3-4 from surviving to maturity. The data also shows that the
center of the population for weakfish has moved northward from NC to VA and southern MD. By-catch in
the NC shrimp fishery is not a factor in the deficiencies of the stock as Virginia which prohibits trawling in
state waters is experiencing the same lack of growth in the weakfish although recruitment is strong.

Many fisheries management tactics along the coast and within the state are in numerous ways
complete failures. Commercial Fisheries are no longer allowed to achieve or maintain optimal sustainable
yield and are the first to be persecuted with regulations, prohibitions and banns. Commercial allocations
for certain traditional inshore fisheries have been interdicted in many southern states for some time.
Conversely many of these stocks fail perform as predicted with the implementation of said regulations.
How can commercial fishing practices have such a heavy impact when in the almost complete absence of
it, these stocks have yet to reach rebuilding goals? Any fishery management/ rebuilding plan that does
not account for changing ecological and environmental factor will never be able to accomplish its intent.

We owe it to not only our fishing industry, both commercial and recreational but to the entire
population of North Carolina to do better.

Sincerely, Capt. James A. Ruhle
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From: rd
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF petition on trawling
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 8:52:00 AM

I support the petition.  As a native of NC having lived in VA for two decades
before returning to NC to live out my retirement I can compare the
difference regulations can have on the fisheries.  VA's fisheries are better
than NC because of their regulations.  An adequate balance is needed
between the waterman's harvest methods and the protection of the resource
so that is why I support the petition.
 
Ray Dorsett
Burlington, NC

mailto:raydorsett@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Davidson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;

sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
bkoury2@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; Rep. Tim Moore; President Pro Tem Phil Berger

Subject: NC Shrimp
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 9:56:10 AM

Hello,

Sandra Davidson - a Chapel Hill resident and beneficiary of local seafood for going on
28 years. I am one of the 95% of North Carolinian without a recreational fishing
license. I've both benefited as a diner and contributed as a buyer to the local seafood
economy in North Carolina. 

Because of this, and because I like knowing where my seafood comes from just as I
like knowing where my vegetables come from, I'm writing to support the Marine
Fisheries Commission denying the NCWF petition. 

Don't block my access to sustainable, healthy shrimp.

Sandra Davidson
Chapel Hill, NC. 

-- 
Sandra Davidson

mailto:sandradavidson16@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:samjcorbett3@gmail.com
mailto:captgorgesmfc@gmail.com
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From: SHAWN COOK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:00:54 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

SHAWN COOK
8724 Clear Pool Ln
Willow Spring, NC 27592
shawndcook75@gmail.com

mailto:shawndcook75@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN BELL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:10:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOHN BELL
104 Indigo Dr
Emerald Isle, NC 28594
JOHN.BELL@FRGRISK.COM

mailto:JOHN.BELL@FRGRISK.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: KENNETH ETTERMAN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:10:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

KENNETH ETTERMAN
39 White Ash Dr
Asheville, NC 28803
KJE@ETTERMAN.COM

mailto:KJE@ETTERMAN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES CLARK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:10:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES CLARK
117 Loch Bend Ln
Cary, NC 27518
CLARK131@MAC.COM

mailto:CLARK131@MAC.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: OMAR KASSO
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:10:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

OMAR KASSO
3184 Hadden Hall Blvd
Fort Mill, SC 29715
OMAR.KASSO@GMAIL.COM

mailto:OMAR.KASSO@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Shawn Whicker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:10:18 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Shawn Whicker
2998 Beargrass Rd
Stokes, NC 27884
shawn.whicker@bradyservices.com

mailto:shawn.whicker@bradyservices.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rhoid Holland, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:10:29 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rhoid Holland III
8960 Long Shadow Trce
Lewisville, NC 27023
rbholland111@gmail.com

mailto:rbholland111@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: FRANK BROWN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:11:07 AM

I support the NC Wildlife Federation petition on shrimp trawling completely.
 
Frank Brown
801 Woodland Church Rd
Albertson, NC 28508
Ph 919 922-3045
francoind@msn.com
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

mailto:francoind@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:francoind@msn.com
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: DAVID CHAMBLEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:20:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DAVID CHAMBLEY
414 Bridle Path Rd
Goldsboro, NC 27534
CHAMBLEY1@GMAIL.COM

mailto:CHAMBLEY1@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Travis Comer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:20:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Travis Comer
4267 Roy Farlow Rd
Trinity, NC 27370
tcomer@hickoryprinting.com

mailto:tcomer@hickoryprinting.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ANTHONY SCOTT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:20:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ANTHONY SCOTT
108 Monabreeze Way
Garner, NC 27529
TOSCOTT@CISCO.COM

mailto:TOSCOTT@CISCO.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: jimmy grantham, flounder
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:20:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

floudermanjim
276 NC Highway 82
Dunn, NC 28334
granthamjimmy@gmail.com

mailto:granthamjimmy@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Greg Roels
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:20:19 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Greg Roels
8200 River Rd
Wilmington, NC 28412
sweetroels@gmail.com

mailto:sweetroels@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ERIC WEAVER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:20:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ERIC WEAVER
431 W Radiance Dr
Greensboro, NC 27403
eweaver431@gmail.com

mailto:eweaver431@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. RICHARD JOHNSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:20:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RICHARD JOHNSON
655 Fairway Dr
Southern Pines, NC 28387
RJOHNSON@NCMCS.ORG

mailto:RJOHNSON@NCMCS.ORG
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Heath
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:20:28 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James A. Heath
1405 Scott Rd
Rocky Point, NC 28457
aheath@emeconline.com

mailto:aheath@emeconline.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Austin Dean
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:20:29 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Austin Dean
2793 Baptist Grove Rd
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526
austindeanelectric@gmail.com

mailto:austindeanelectric@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carl Van Staalduinen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:20:31 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Carl Van Staalduinen
5664 Terra Ceia Rd
Pantego, NC 27860
carlvs@terraceiafarms.com

mailto:carlvs@terraceiafarms.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Carpenter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:20:50 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Carpenter
4914 Paulson Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28304
tcarpenter65@nc.rr.com

mailto:tcarpenter65@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BRYAN JAMES
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:21:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

BRYAN JAMES
PO Box 7363
Greensboro, NC 27417
BJAMES@HUGHESMETALWORKS.COM

mailto:BJAMES@HUGHESMETALWORKS.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:21:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Edwards
2603 Richard Dr Apt B
Greenville, NC 27834
jonedwar1986@gmail.com

mailto:jonedwar1986@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Marks
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:21:17 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Marks
22 Ballast Point Dr
Manteo, NC 27954
johnmarks31@gmail.com

mailto:johnmarks31@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Grinnell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Finfish Sanctuary & By Catch Problem
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:21:58 AM

I am in full support of setting up sanctuary for finfish and the reduction of bycatch by the shrimp
fishermen. I can fully understand the dilemma the commercial fishermen are in with needing to
make a living and feeding their families. But the balance has swayed as  I see it. 
 
As our populations have increased in NC over the past 50 years, the demand for seafood has also
increased.  Probably not an issue when I was young, but now the bycatch situation is a serious
problem for our close offshore and inshore fish.
 
 
John Grinnell
Wilmington NC

mailto:jgrinnell@grinnellleadership.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Grinnell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: RE: Finfish Sanctuary & By Catch Problem
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:28:00 AM

This had to do with the meeting this Thursday.  So that is too late.
 

From: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition [mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:22 AM
To: John Grinnell <jgrinnell@grinnellleadership.com>
Subject: Automatic reply: Finfish Sanctuary & By Catch Problem
 
Thank you for submitting comments on the petition for rulemaking, filed by the North Carolina
Wildlife Federation. Your comments will be submitted to the Marine Fisheries Commission
prior to its February 15-16 business meeting.
 
 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties

mailto:jgrinnell@grinnellleadership.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Kenley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:30:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jack Kenley
3 Goldsboro St
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469
3jamesk@gmail.com

mailto:3jamesk@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Hockaday
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:30:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mark Hockaday
3804 Wildwood Ct
High Point, NC 27265
hockaday@ppg.com

mailto:hockaday@ppg.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Zurn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:30:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Gary Zurn
158 Little Nine Rd
Morehead City, NC 28557
gzurn@bigrocksports.com

mailto:gzurn@bigrocksports.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DENICA PLUMMER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:30:17 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DENICA PLUMMER
PO Box 463
Stokesdale, NC 27357
DPLUMMER@ACCORPORATION.COM

mailto:DPLUMMER@ACCORPORATION.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES ELLIS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:30:18 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES ELLIS
8225 Cassam Rd
Bahama, NC 27503
JELL0730@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:JELL0730@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: NOAH SUGG, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:30:19 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

NOAH SUGG Jr
5907 Fort Run Rd
Pikeville, NC 27863
NYSUGG@GMAIL.COM

mailto:NYSUGG@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT LEEMAN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:30:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT LEEMAN
8402 Sarensen Ct
Wilmington, NC 28412
RGLEEMAN@GMAIL.COM

mailto:RGLEEMAN@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Edwin Newell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:30:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Edwin Newell
7624 Welcome Dr
Wake Forest, NC 27587
retractime@gmail.com

mailto:retractime@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Hight
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:30:29 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Hight
2321 Heartley Dr
Raleigh, NC 27615
dhight76@gmail.com

mailto:dhight76@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Maisto
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:30:33 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Scott Maisto
1708 Tall Mast Ct
Wilmington, NC 28409
smai27@hotmail.com

mailto:smai27@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Langley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:31:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Michael Langley
7453 Pelt Rd
Stantonsburg, NC 27883
mikey7525@gmail.com

mailto:mikey7525@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Will Anders
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Reducing Bycatch in Shrimp Trawling
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:36:34 AM

I have previously written in using a form but today I want to re-iterate my support for the
petition Rulemaking to Designate Special Secondary Nursery Areas and Reduce Bycatch
Mortality in NC Coastal Fishing Waters.  I know a number commercial fishermen personally
and I am wholeheartedly supportive of their way of life and their desire to maintain it,
although the behavior of the NC Fisheries Association in response to this petition appears to
be disingenuous, selfish, and bullying.  After reviewing the science as well as my first hand
memories of what the coastal region was like back in the 80's and 90's, it is clear to me that
there has been a drastic negative impact from the way that trawlers are currently operating.  I
struggle to understand why one of our most precious resources that could be available and
viable to all current and future citizens should be squandered to prop up a relatively small
group of people who are in essence destroying the resource for everyone else.  Furthermore,
the NCFA arguments that commercial fishing will disappear or that fresh, local seafood will
be unavailable to consumers simply don't make sense to me based on the data that I've seen or
based on the results that have been observed in other states.  Additionally, I have seen first
hand over time numerous instances of commercial fishing vessels openly disregarding rules in
place which reduces any sympathy I could feel for them around this issue.  Why should we
allow NC to be an outlier as the only state who permits certain actions that all available
science says are clearly detrimental to the ecosystem?  Why should we hurt the many for the
benefit of the relatively few?  Why should we allow only commercial fishing interests the
ability to debate this issue? 

Will Anders
919-451-1239

mailto:wanders22@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Guilford Barnhill
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:36:53 AM

I really think this would be a great time to choose to help those families that rely on our waters
for their livelihood. There must be another way to not hurt these families and protect the
waters resources.

Sent by MailWise – Your emails, with style.:)

mailto:Guilford.barnhill@pillartopost.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
http://www.mail-wise.com/installation/4


From: KENNETH DECEUSTER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

KENNETH J. DECEUSTER
260 W Hedgelawn Way
Southern Pines, NC 28387
KDECEUSTER@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:KDECEUSTER@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Kalet
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Kalet
4513 Clear Cut Ct
Wake Forest, NC 27587
rmkalet10@gmail.com

mailto:rmkalet10@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeremy Spires
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Spires
115 Bland Dr
Mount Juliet, TN 37122
wjspires21@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Vance Holden
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Vance Holden
311 Stagg Rd
Hillsborough, NC 27278
nholden@wakemed.org

mailto:nholden@wakemed.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. NATHAN FESS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:17 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

NATHAN FESS
3129 E Ford Rd
Charlotte, NC 28205
NATEFESS@GMAIL.COM

mailto:NATEFESS@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Barrie
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:19 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Barrie
62 Fork Point Rd W
Oriental, NC 28571
jmb@coastalnet.com

mailto:jmb@coastalnet.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PAUL LABADIE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:19 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

PAUL LABADIE
3524 Casine Ct
Wake Forest, NC 27587
PAUL_LABADIE@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MICHAEL PRUETT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:19 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL PRUETT
1200 Saint Joseph St Apt 69
Carolina Beach, NC 28428
MIKEPRUETT@GMAIL.COM

mailto:MIKEPRUETT@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ELIZABETH CLINTON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ELIZABETH CLINTON
PO Box 510
Union Springs, NY 13160
EAC4849@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JACKIE CARROLL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JACKIE CARROLL
8788 Center Grove Church Rd
Clemmons, NC 27012
JCC59@TRIAD.RR.COM

mailto:JCC59@TRIAD.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Reid Cater
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:23 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Reid Cater
118 W Union St
Hillsborough, NC 27278
rcater@gmail.com

mailto:rcater@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TOM GRISSOM
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:25 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

TOM GRISSOM
26 Forest Lake Cir
Greensboro, NC 27407
rng@triad.rr.com

mailto:rng@triad.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Forbes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:41:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian Forbes
4021 Ivy Ln
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949
omaopa43@msn.com

mailto:omaopa43@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT STOUT, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:41:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT STOUT Jr
6908 Needham Dr
Charlotte, NC 28270
RMSTOUT@GMAIL.COM

mailto:RMSTOUT@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: don"t snider
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Juvenile finfish slaughter!
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:41:17 AM

Get off your butts and do the right thing for the future of our fisheries. Quit putting politics ahead of a bleak and
ongoing bad management practices. We have a new day now for our country so let's have the same for North
Carolina. We are the laughing stock of other states, I know because a lot of my money goes into these states because
of the idiocrisy of bad management practices in N.C. TIGHTEN UP!!!

mailto:donoutdoors@triad.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stuart Creighton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: comments
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:41:41 AM
Attachments: Call to Action.docx

Good afternoon!  I am attaching to this email a letter I have composed supporting sweeping changes to how our
marine fisheries are managed.  I believe it supports well the pending petition on shrimp trawling restrictions.  Feel
free to use it in any manner that furthers this important cause.

Sincerely,

Stuart Creighton

mailto:stu.creighton@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov

I harken back to a typical summer day of my childhood.  Its June, 1980-something, and I have come down with my family to visit my grandparents in Oriental.  After we say hi, unpack, and have our initial round of visits with my grandma and Papa T., we get on our bikes and ride a couple of blocks over to downtown where we get shrimp and fish heads for our afternoon of fishing and crabbing from Slade’s Market.  We then head across the street to the supply store to stock up on corks, hooks, and crab lines before we get started.  We head down to Uncle Hugh’s pier right on the riverfront.  

First, we tie our freshly baited crab lines to every piling so the “Jimmies” and “Jennys” can start their feast.  Then, we bait our hooks, and toss them out into the river, anxious to see what we catch first.  My brother, sister, and dad are with me, but dad is more interested in filling up a bucked with blue crabs.  My brother decides it will be more fun to hoist jellyfish up on the sidewalk to watch them cook with our dipnet.  So, it is up to my sister and I to catch all the fish.  In a very short time, we are catching all sorts of fish!  Spot, croaker, flounder, bluefish, puppy drum, trout, and sheepshead; something different every cast!!  And, the fish are BIG!  Croaker over 2 pounds, fat puppy drum, 3 pound trout, and, today, a 5 pound flounder that my sister caught on a cane pole!  The whole time, my dad, with an occasional assist from one of us is filling his bucket up with crabs.  We would slowly pull the hand line up to the surface, and dip out the stubborn crab, who is not about to let go of his newfound fish head feast.  

As the afternoon fades to evening, we keep catching fish!  Bluefish, Virginia mullet, spot, and pinfish that weigh over a pound.  We caught so many that we had to go back for more bait in the middle of our adventure.  

Days like that were the norm in my world along the banks and creeks of the Neuse River from Oriental to Camp Don Lee.  We fished and crabbed all day from any pier or spot on the bank (or rocks) we could find.  One of our favorite spots was the harbor downtown because it was always full of drum and flounder. 

Now, as an adult, I have returned  to my favorite childhood town to manage a small inn, relax, and rediscover my fishing roots.  I quickly find, however, that the Neuse has totally changed.  The harbor is fouled and full of over two dozen huge shrimp trawlers.  The riverfront that was once full of big fish of multiple species has been replaced with ting pinfish, small puppy drum, and spike trout.  Croakers, spot flounder, and sheepshead are gone.  In order to find a good bite now, I have to get on a boat and travel to Point of Marsh, Cedar Island, or New Bern and hope we can find a decent group of fish somewhere in the hundreds of miles of shoreline along the river, creeks, and bays of the area.  



As an adult, and a scientist, I asked the obvious question:  what has happened to this fishery?  To my dismay, the answer is simple; decades of overfishing that has been allowed by a state management agency that has only been concerned with maximum harvest from our estuarine ecosystem.  

I know that commercial fishing has always been a big part of life in coastal North Carolina, and that their history is full of stories of those who broke their backs to scratch out a living on the water they loved.  But times and techniques have changed drastically, and not for the better.  The harbor in Oriental that once was filled with no more than eight small trawlers during shrimp season is now packed to the gills with over two dozen massive boats.   Fishermen that once ran short nets or pound nets on the river shore now set hundreds of yards of gill nets along the river AND in the creeks.  Those massive stretches of net kill everything they entangle, quickly sterilizing primary nursery areas that should NEVER be touched by ANY gill net.  

Out in the sound, trawlers run with impunity, removing a MINIMUM of 400 MILLION juvenile spot, croaker, weakfish, and others ANNUALLY.  No wonder the Neuse River has lost so much of its diversity.  

The water quality of the river is also suffering.  Part of the problem, admittedly, comes from overdevelopment, nutrient runoff, and sewage spills from sources upriver.  Those issues MUST be addressed.  

In addition, commercial fishermen are contributing significantly to the problem.  Those that run nets in the creeks disturb the bottom, uprooting aquatic vegetation that is critical nursery habitat.  

Trawlers in the sound also disturb the bottom stirring up sediments and releasing toxins and heavy metals that had been previously removed from the system by filter feeders, mainly oysters.  The otter boards damage oyster rock which causes two problems.  First, the living filtration systems are damaged.  We have lost almost 90% of our oyster habitat to overharvest and destruction.  Those same oyster reefs are suffocated by bottom disturbance from the trawlers.  

The change in the Neuse River over the past thirty years makes it resoundingly clear that immediate action must be taken by the Marine Fisheries Committee.  The shrimp trawler restrictions must be passed AND an immediate and permanent ban must be placed on all entanglement nets.  The Neuse River and all of our coastal waters need a chance to heal and recover.  It is time for a paradigm shift to manage our public trust resources for maximum diversity instead of maximum harvest.  





From: Arno, Bill
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: bycatch in shrimp trawling
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:46:13 AM

The petition to reduce bycatch in shrimp trawling needs to be passed to help our fisheries.  As a
recreational fisherman and shrimp lover I strongly support this initiative.  Please slow down the
commercial shrimp fisherman at least long enough to let our spot and croaker population catch up.
Thanks,
Bill Arno

mailto:bill.arno@hanes.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Flowers, Trey
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition for rulemaking by the NCWF
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:46:59 AM

I am in full support of the petition for rulemaking designating all coastal fishing waters (including the
Ocean, out 3 miles) not otherwise designated as nursery areas as special secondary nursery areas;
establish clear criteria for the opening of shrimp season; and define the type of gear and how and
when gear may be used in special secondary nursery areas during shrimp season.  I believe a
research-based, data-driven approach is the proper way to manage the exploitation of this precious
natural resource and am in full support.  As an outdoor sportsman who purchases privilege licensing
and other legally required access permits, I believe in the conservation of the natural resources for
mine, and future generations to enjoy.
 

  
Trey Flowers
Territory Manager
CE Southeast
1711 Corporation Pkwy, Raleigh, NC  27604

Office: 919-250-6826 • Mobile: 919-864-1366 • Efax: 919-710-8238
Email: trey.flowers@carrierenterprise.com
Web: se.carrierenterprise.com
Exceeding Your Expectations… Everyday!
 
For fast, efficient online ordering:
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mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
http://se.carrierenterprise.com/?utm_source=signature&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=logo
mailto:trey.flowers@carrierenterprise.com
http://se.carrierenterprise.com/?utm_source=signature&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=link
http://se.carrierenterprise.com/?utm_source=signature&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=button


From: Thomas Holcomb
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:50:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Holcomb
3306 Princeton Kenly Rd
Kenly, NC 27542
thomasholcomb61@gmail.com

mailto:thomasholcomb61@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: HOOPER BRITT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:50:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

HOOPER BRITT
1780 Water Shed Rd
Newton Grove, NC 28366
HBRITT@EMBARQMAIL.COM

mailto:HBRITT@EMBARQMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Patrick Sasser
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:50:15 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Patrick Sasser
111 Pineridge Ln
Goldsboro, NC 27534
patricksasser22@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Carraway
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:50:19 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jill Carraway
2848 Madison Grove Rd
Greenville, NC 27858
jcarraway@gradywhite.com

mailto:jcarraway@gradywhite.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dell Godwin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:50:21 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dell Godwin
625 Brisbane Ct
Fayetteville, NC 28314
dellgodwin@earthlink.net

mailto:dellgodwin@earthlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Connell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:50:21 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Connell
2331 Lake Dr
Raleigh, NC 27609
jamesconnell@msn.com

mailto:jamesconnell@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: travis C
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NC Shrimp Trawling
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:51:11 AM

Hello,
Please reconsider the findings to allow shrimpers to continue trawling in the estuaries of NC. I
still believe the commercial fisherman should be able to make a living, but they can do the
same offshore as many other states offer. The bycatch that comes with the meager amounts
found is immeasurable and only goes to waste as they throw it overboard. There are better
options available and these need to be implemented before the inshore areas are destroyed.

Thank you,
Travis Cane

mailto:tcane001@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Len Rosol
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Public Comment
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:59:52 AM

Please register my comment 100% for the NCWF petition on rule making.

The time has come to respect the incredible nursery area that our inshore waters are,
and to reduce the impact that our current shrimp trawling has had on young fish. 

Also, please register my disappointment at the blatant conflict of interest that was
reportedly displayed at the advisory committee meeting.  Allowing the lobbying group
representing commercial fishing interests (NCFA) to have preferred speaking slots
and a table to recruit members at the expense of the state of NC does not reflect well
on our state.

 
Len Rosol -
Greensboro, NC.

mailto:biglenr@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BOBBY LANNING
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:00:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

BOBBY LANNING
75 Lanning Dr
Fairview, NC 28730
BOBBYELANNING@GMAIL.COM

mailto:BOBBYELANNING@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Mandulak
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:00:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bill Mandulak
1712 Pony Run Rd
Raleigh, NC 27615
wreelfun@gmail.com

mailto:wreelfun@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BRIAN HELSEL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:00:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

BRIAN HELSEL
1505 Farmington Ct
Raleigh, NC 27615
BRHELS@GMAIL.COM

mailto:BRHELS@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Errol Person
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Errol Person
7711 Elliott Bridge Rd
Spring Lake, NC 28390
craigp86@embarqmail.com

mailto:craigp86@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT SPEIR
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:00:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT SPEIR
2 Pender St
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469
RSPEIR@EC.RR.COM

mailto:RSPEIR@EC.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Clifford Jordan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:00:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Clifford Jordan
794 Sawmill Lndg
Bath, NC 27808
cliff173rd@embarqmail.com

mailto:cliff173rd@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Bruhn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:00:21 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Bruhn
1534 Island Rd
Harkers Island, NC 28531
tbtombruhn@gmail.com

mailto:tbtombruhn@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Rupert
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:00:28 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Rupert
411 Great Oaks Dr
Hubert, NC 28539
rupecrna@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:01:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Daniel Parker
308 New Grants Cir
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460
fishfinder27@hotmail.com

mailto:fishfinder27@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Neese, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:01:23 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ken Neese III
3804 Olive Branch Rd
Monroe, NC 28110
keneese@gmail.com

mailto:keneese@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Phil Bradley
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for the NCWF petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:02:32 PM

I am writing to you the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my wholehearted support
for the petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.  This petition would
implement rule making to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state.  The
majority of NC sportsmen, scientists, and conservationist desire rule changes to expand
Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently
undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on
shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically these restrictions are: 

1. limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet; 
2. open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60; 
3. limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours; 
4. limit tow times to 45 minutes; and 
5. require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to
ensure that these declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time.
This is necessary to begin recovery of these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will
seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our state's public trust resources for the
benefit of future generations.

North Carolina has been woefully slow to evolve towards sustainable commercial fishery
practices to the detriment of the much more profitable recreational fishing industry. 
Now more than ever our state cannot afford to disregard a healthy profit stream to
satisfy a small number of constituents. Please think of the entire state when making a
decision about this petition.    

Thank you for your time,
Phil Bradley

mailto:phibwaslastseen@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Taft
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Limiting Commercial Fishing.
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:04:21 PM

To Whom it May Concern:

I am a person who eats and enjoys seafood, but am concerned about the
sustainability of current fish populations.  I support allowing limitations on catch, or
area open to fishing, to ensure the on-going harvest of seafood for generations to
come.  Let the science be our guide in making these type decisions, not the emotions
of those who have financial stakes for the short term.

Best regards,
Ken Taft
Emerald Isle, NC  28594

mailto:taftk@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dianne Mercer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Areas
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:06:11 PM

I would like to voice my concern that North Carolina does not protect our waters. The fact that we allow netting in
the nursery areas seems very archaic. Why do we want to destroy our fish population to benefit some commercial
outfits that seem to be trying to intimidate the commission? If you look at other states that have imposed some sort
of controls on netting they have regained their fish population and they make more money on the recreational side
which increases revenue for the state. Lets move in to the future with the idea of protecting our state while adding to
our revenue. Please do not be intimidated by the bullying tactics. There is a lot of support for you on doing the right
thing.

Thank you,

Diane Mercer

mailto:dianne.mercer@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JENNIFER BONNEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:10:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JENNIFER BONNEY
108 Beech Tree Dr
Shiloh, NC 27974
CRAZYBONNEY@EXCITE.COM

mailto:CRAZYBONNEY@EXCITE.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Rash
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:10:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mark Rash
139 Mackwood Rd
Mooresville, NC 28115
mrash@csi-ti.net

mailto:mrash@csi-ti.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Lucas
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:10:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Matt Lucas
4801 Beech Tree Dr SE
Southport, NC 28461
mjlucas723@gmail.com

mailto:mjlucas723@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: SCOTT MARTIN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:10:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

SCOTT MARTIN
3820 Windy Point Rd SW
Supply, NC 28462
WINDYPOINT@ATMC.NET

mailto:WINDYPOINT@ATMC.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John STANTON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:10:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John STANTON
1335 Jerry Post Office Rd
Columbia, NC 27925
TUNDRASWAN@CENTURYLINK.NET

mailto:TUNDRASWAN@CENTURYLINK.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Marian Pruett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:10:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Marian Pruett
1200 Saint Joseph St
Carolina Beach, NC 28428
marianpruett@gmail.com

mailto:marianpruett@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Lewis Grubbs
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:10:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Lewis Grubbs
5521 Botany Bay Dr
Raleigh, NC 27616
lgrubbs@nc.rr.com

mailto:lgrubbs@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cole Carpenter
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:10:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Cole Carpenter
119 Runnymeade Dr
Jacksonville, NC 28540
carp123@gmail.com

mailto:carp123@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dianne Mercer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:10:23 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dianne Mercer
108 Deer Cove Rd
Hampstead, NC 28443
dianne.mercer@gmail.com

mailto:dianne.mercer@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES LANE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:11:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES LANE
204 Teakwood Dr
Carolina Beach, NC 28428
JLANE19939@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DARRELL MORELOCK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:11:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DARRELL MORELOCK
PO Box 176
Rutherford College, NC 28671
EARTHFIRST99@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Blackman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:11:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian Blackman
108 Deer Cove Rd
Hampstead, NC 28443
brianlblackman@gmail.com

mailto:brianlblackman@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WILLIAM MULLIS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:11:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM MULLIS
2410 Roswell Ave
Charlotte, NC 28209
BILLMULLIS@ME.COM

mailto:BILLMULLIS@ME.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Mercer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:11:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Diane Mercer
107 Deer Cove Rd
Hampstead, NC 28443
diannemercer@gmail.com

mailto:diannemercer@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Miles
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: trawling in NC waters
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:13:18 PM

-- 
Jeff Miles
A lot of the problem with trawling restrictions are that they are not being enforced !!!
Also we should close all inshore trawling period .....
Allow offshore trawling ( 0-3 ) to continue but with the proposed changes!!
We should do away with Gill Nets all together in NC......
Do away with the pound nets PERIOD.....!!!!
Or at the least make it a law that you have to stay with the net as long as it remains in use..
The few bad apples have ruined every barrel of apples we have!!!!!
The Tar River has suffered the effects of such abuse !!!
Lets salvage what is left of a Great estuary...
MFC has a comment to all of the people to protect our waters for ALL of us!!!
Please do your job or get replaced !!!!
Thanks
Sincerely
Jeff Miles

mailto:jeff.miles161@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHRIS TURNER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:20:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHRIS TURNER
2222 Cooper Rd
Graham, NC 27253
CTTURNER33@GMAIL.COM

mailto:CTTURNER33@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stanley Galowski
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:20:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Stanley Galowski
2587 Sugargrove Trl NE
Leland, NC 28451
stang33@live.com

mailto:stang33@live.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dave Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:20:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dave Davis
1404 Cool Spring Rd
Raleigh, NC 27614
daveauto@bellsouth.net

mailto:daveauto@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Skinner, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:20:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Charles Skinner III
674 Taylor Neck Rd
Arapahoe, NC 28510
marineinsurance@embarqmail.com

mailto:marineinsurance@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PAUL SCHOLL, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:20:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

PAUL SCHOLL III
296 Zion Church Rd
Rockingham, NC 28379
SCHOLLMECH3@GMAIL.COM

mailto:SCHOLLMECH3@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew MacNair
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:20:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Andrew MacNair
736 New Hill Olive Chapel Rd
Apex, NC 27502
apgmacnair@gmail.com

mailto:apgmacnair@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Danny Sykes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:20:19 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Danny Sykes
7605 Sandy Lake Ct
Raleigh, NC 27613
danny@engelcoolers.com

mailto:danny@engelcoolers.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert j. Lyndon
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:20:19 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert  j. Lyndon
4204 Weaver Rd
Wilson, NC 27893
j.lyndon@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DEBBIE MELVIN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:20:26 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DEBBIE MELVIN
2217 Selwyn Ave
Charlotte, NC 28207
CMELVIN@CAROLINA.RR.COM

mailto:CMELVIN@CAROLINA.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES GRANFORTUNA
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:20:27 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES GRANFORTUNA
6502 Lismore Dr
Browns Summit, NC 27214
DOCTUNA@BELLSOUTH.NET

mailto:DOCTUNA@BELLSOUTH.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Wayne ROBBINS, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:21:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Wayne ROBBINS Jr
7836 Bakertown Rd
Elm City, NC 27822
WROBBINS@WILSONNC.ORG

mailto:WROBBINS@WILSONNC.ORG
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From: Robert Lorenz
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NC Wildlife Federation Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:26:47 PM

Dear Chairman Corbett and MFC Commissioners:
 
I wish to state support of the subject petition.  My support comes from the profound need to
address all the 13 inshore fishery stocks that are depleted or of concern in North Carolina.  I include
the blue crab and exclude the oyster and scallop.
 
We are the only state in the south to allow inshore otter trawling beyond a very short and highly
controlled season and operations.  I personally have seen the half-mile plus mud plumes behind
trawlers dragging in the Pamlico Sound while on ferries to Ocracoke, as many tourists have.  This
type of large scale dragging operation, executed over such a wide time frame during the year,
definitely affects the inshore benthic ecology from the drag  and fish stocks due to approximately
40% of what is landed is fishery by-catch, many juvenile finfish of the species of concern or
depleted..
North Carolina’s inshore fisheries and accelerates their continued decline.  I have watched this all
now for 14 years.  The state of our inshore fisheries rarely improve except for an occasional species. 
Mostly it is continued stock degradation that occurs.
 
The large otter trawlers dragging 2- 4 nets must be eliminated from inshore waters, particularly
Pamlico Sound.  It is safe for those large boats to ply sandy bottom ocean waters where the
ecological damage can be proven to be less significant.  There may be some reasonable allowance,
by reasonable people, for  very small otter trawl boats, perhaps in the 28 to 32 foot category,
approximate, to be able to continue operating with a single bottom trawl.  For these folks the ocean
is likely too far and the inlets too dangerous to utilize their boat in a commercial ocean shrimp
trawling operation.  There could be some leeway and tolerance  considered for these very small,
independent operators.  In this case, the only allowance would be for the small NC owner/operator
vessels in NC’s inshore waters.
Remember that bait shrimp are a lucrative business with prices to the fishermen exceeding $20.00
effective per pound
 
Last, it is a shame that the call for ecological and fisheries conservation, along with intelligent
management for sustainable stocks, always draws down “party” lines.  Only the recreational, general
citizen, and conservation people of NC look for conservation and saving stocks and the
environment.  The commercial fishing interests, and fisherman, always net out on supporting “let us
fish where we want, the way we want, with any gear we want, anytime we want”, regardless of the
fishery management problem at hand.  Otter trawling for shrimp in the sounds and very inshore
waters has a tremendous effect on lowering our stocks of juvenile finfish due to the by-catch.  This
does not affect just recreational fishing interests, such as myself, but is also affects good, small
operation, commercial fisherman.  The inshore and nearshore ocean gill net fisherman are horribly
affected by the shrimp trawl by-catch problem!  It is a shame that nearly all of them will blindly
support operations like large, multi-net inshore trawlers, some possibly from outside of NC, that
actually reduce the chances of them having viable fish stocks to net.  The inshore trawlers are

mailto:rjlorenz@ec.rr.com
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negatively affecting these hard working and independent commercial fisherman more than any
conservation activist/ recreational fisherman such as myself, CCA, RFA, or NCWF could ever do.  It is
a shame the MFC will  likely will not have a commercial seat or two see this and lead so as to support
the NC Wildlife Federation petition, – the results if adopted are sure to provide benefit to gill
netters.  Someone from the commercial sector please become enlightened and lead.
 
It is so sad!  I heard the New Bern public meeting was a disaster due to the biased nature upon
which the meeting was lead.  That is such a shame!  I expected better of you all.
I certainly could have done better in managing and facilitating a meeting for ALL stakeholders.
 
Bob Lorenz
Wilmington, NC 28411



From: LAUREL WOMMACK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:30:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

LAUREL WOMMACK
7003 Smoke Crest Dr
Kernersville, NC 27284
WLMWOMMACK@MSN.COM

mailto:WLMWOMMACK@MSN.COM
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From: ANDREW BOCK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:30:20 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ANDREW BOCK
114 Stedman St
Fayetteville, NC 28305
ADAVIDBOCK@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
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From: SCOTT HULL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:40:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

SCOTT HULL
1867 Tin Mine Rd
Lincolnton, NC 28092
SEAHULL60@GMAIL.COM
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From: Thomas Dufalla
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Dufalla
1120 Paradise Dr
Havelock, NC 28532
tdufalla@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WILLIAM LUCAS, A
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:40:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM LUCAS A
7344 Tory Pl Apt A
Macclesfield, NC 27852
WLUCAS@WILSONNC.ORG

mailto:WLUCAS@WILSONNC.ORG
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From: Bennie Spencer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:40:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bennie Spencer
104 SE 23rd St
Oak Island, NC 28465
uncc71@gmail.com

mailto:uncc71@gmail.com
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From: George Morgan Womble, IV
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:40:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

George Morgan Womble, IV
776 Ransdell Rd
Louisburg, NC 27549
morgan.womble@allentate.com

mailto:morgan.womble@allentate.com
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From: GREGORY KALAKOC
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:40:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

GREGORY KALAKOC
6712 Allness Glen Ln
Charlotte, NC 28269
GREG.KALAKOC@BIOTAGE.COM

mailto:GREG.KALAKOC@BIOTAGE.COM
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From: John Roberts
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:40:22 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John M. Roberts
1313 Cal Bost Rd
Midland, NC 28107
Seab24@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Clifton Mobley, Sr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:50:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Clifton Mobley Sr
9818 Macon Rd
Raleigh, NC 27613
smobley021@bellsouth.net

mailto:smobley021@bellsouth.net
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From: Donna Black
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:50:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Donna L. Black
1011 Split Rail Ln
East Bend, NC 27018
donnal87@hotmail.com

mailto:donnal87@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Weimann
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:50:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Weimann
405 Madam Moores Ln
New Bern, NC 28562
richardlinda62@suddenlink.net

mailto:richardlinda62@suddenlink.net
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From: jim overman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:50:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

jim overman
98 Wellington Ct
Garner, NC 27529
flatfishjim@gmail.com

mailto:flatfishjim@gmail.com
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From: EMIL SHEPHERD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:50:19 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

EMIL SHEPHERD
37318 Jasper View Ln
Millsboro, DE 19966
E_SHEP@MSN.COM

mailto:E_SHEP@MSN.COM
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From: Randy Riddle
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 12:51:58 PM

MFC, I am 62 years old and lived in North Carolina all my life and have fished in the sounds and
ocean since I was a boy.
In the last 20 plus years I have witnessed the resource and habitat be seriously impacted. Just this
November for three day watched 5 trawlers work   
An area maybe 5 square miles right off the beach at Ocracoke. I have seen as many as a dozen
trawlers in the sound between Swan quarter and Ocracoke.  
Many of the boats are not even from North Carolina and are taking away from our own native boats.
I am not trying to say commercial fishing is bad.
On the contrary it is a part of the fabric of our great state and needs to be protected from outsiders.
Our waters and its bounty needs good management
And protection.
     Now about the recent actions by the NCFA to upset and take over the hearing in New Bern should
be judged in only negetive light.  
All of us North Carolinians need to work together and everyones voice be heard.
Randy T. Riddle
President
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From: Isaac Sandlin Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Srimp Trawing Bycatch Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:02:14 PM

   As a coastal recreational fisherman for over 60 years, I've seen the fishing catch
deteriorate year after year.  I think part of this trend is due to the shrimp trawling
bycatch.  It doesn't take an expert to come to that conclusion having seen the
seagulls/sea birds having a feast behind every shrimp boat culling their catch.
  I am for the effort to limit this bycatch through the NCWF Petition.
  I would also like to protest and express my dismay at the MFC at the New Bern
Hearing for letting the NCFA and commercial interest hijack the hearing.  The attempt
by the commercial fishing people to intimidate and drown out any pro-resource
speakers was not fair and appalling.  Despite rules that prohibit it, the commercial
interest crowd continually cheered speakers that spoke on behalf of commercial
fisherman and jeered the few pro-petition speakers.  The whole hearing was geared
toward the commercial fishing industry by the actions of the MFC.  This should not
have happened by a government organization that is supposed to be non biased.
  The Marine Fisheries Commission should be more sympathetic to the interest and
wishes of the recreational fisherman, not only the commercial fishing interest.

Isaac J. Sandlin, Jr
831 N. Spence Ave
Goldsboro, NC 27534

mailto:isandlinjr@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: mfoote@ec.rr.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: PASS the Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:04:42 PM

Dear Sir: I am a recreational fisherman on the coast of NC. The reason I want you to PASS the Petition is because
we need the fisheries and secondary fisheries to be protected from the reckless and over fishing of our fisheries by
commercial shrimpers and commercial fishing vessels. They are eliminating the food chain that our fishing resource
requires. Recreational fishermen contribute to the fisheries by purchasing fishing licenses,boat taxes, fuel, and
fishing gear. Please PASS THE PETION before you.Thank you, E.L.Foote,Jr.

mailto:mfoote@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RANDY LONG
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:10:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RANDY LONG
2538 Honey Creek Ln
Matthews, NC 28105
J.RANDY.LONG@GMAIL.COM

mailto:J.RANDY.LONG@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Walton Joyner, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:10:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Walton Joyner Jr.
2728 Webb St
Raleigh, NC 27609
wjoyner262@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Best
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:10:21 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Frank Best
2815 CAROLINA COMMERCE DR
GOLDSBORO, NC 27530
fbest@bestcdev.com

mailto:fbest@bestcdev.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Alexander Urquhart
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:10:22 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Alexander B. Urquhart
203 W Aycock St
Raleigh, NC 27608
aurquhart@lyncheatman.com

mailto:aurquhart@lyncheatman.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Megan Spencer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; Chuck Laughridge;

janetrosemfc@gmail.com; Bkoury2@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
rds.mfc@gmail.com; captjoemfc@yahoo.com

Subject: Opposing NCWF petition with nearly 7,000 signatures
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:14:09 PM

To the Marine Fisheries Commission,

As a lifelong citizen of the NC coast, I took it upon myself to start an
online petition to oppose the NC Wildlife Federation's petition.
Signatures have reached nearly 7,000 and the momentum continues
to grow. Follow the link below to read comments by citizens from the
NC coast, across the state, and throughout the country. 

https://www.change.org/p/north-carolina-marine-fisheries-commission-keep-nc-seafood-especially-
shrimp-on-our-tables?source_location=minibar

Local businesses, fishing families and coastal communities depend
on catches from trawlers - namely shrimp - as a source of economic
commerce, as well as locally-grown, organic protein. 

More than 90 percent of all shrimp consumed in the country is
imported. Importing this highly prized commodity not only puts
Americans out of jobs, it jeopardizes our health by marketing a
poorly inspected product.

By designating the state's inland waters, as well as ocean waters
three miles out as permanent secondary nursery areas, the fishery
for trawlers - which harvest blue crab, flounder and mainly shrimp -
would be highly compromised. As a result, North Carolina would
loose a considerable amount of income to foreign competition and
consumers across the country would loose access to this bountiful
and highly prized resource. In addition, the rules would surely lead
to the demise of a historic profession that has spanned generations
of coastal citizens.

Please consider consumers and our coastal economy when

mailto:megpieinthesky@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:samjcorbett3@gmail.com
mailto:captgorgesmfc@gmail.com
mailto:sobxl1@gmail.com
mailto:janetrosemfc@gmail.com
mailto:Bkoury2@gmail.com
mailto:awillis.mfc@gmail.com
mailto:amikewicker@gmail.com
mailto:rds.mfc@gmail.com
mailto:captjoemfc@yahoo.com
https://www.change.org/p/north-carolina-marine-fisheries-commission-keep-nc-seafood-especially-shrimp-on-our-tables?source_location=minibar
https://www.change.org/p/north-carolina-marine-fisheries-commission-keep-nc-seafood-especially-shrimp-on-our-tables?source_location=minibar


imposing strict rules in our state's waters. Keep our fishermen
working and keep seafood on our tables. Do not designate North
Carolina waters as permanent secondary nursery areas.

I will provide the Commission with a hard copy of the signatures and
comments during the business meeting in February.

Please keep fresh NC seafood on our tables and our fishing industry
working.

Thank you.

Megan Spencer, Ocracoke NC



From: Dennis Kelly
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:20:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dennis Kelly
205 S Chapman St
Greensboro, NC 27403
dk1kelly@gmail.com

mailto:dk1kelly@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DANIEL CAMPBELL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:20:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DANIEL CAMPBELL
107 Wedgedale Ave
Greensboro, NC 27403
DAN.CAMPBELL@SYNGENTA.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: GENE STAPPERFENNE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:20:23 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

GENE STAPPERFENNE
613 Shoals Dr
Wilmington, NC 28411
GSTAPPERFENNE@EC.RR.COM

mailto:GSTAPPERFENNE@EC.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Ayers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimping
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:23:50 PM

Lets get the nets out of the sound like all the other smart states.  Fishing here is awful.   Jim

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software. 
www.avast.com

mailto:jimayers2@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
https://www.avast.com/antivirus


From: Mr. & Mrs. Jim Ayers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:31:31 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jim Ayers
5081 Kershaw Rd
Oriental, NC 28571
jimayers2@embarqmail.com

mailto:jimayers2@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ryan Speckman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: Lin Peterson
Subject: NCWF Shrimp Petition - DENY
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:38:00 PM
Attachments: Locals Shrimp Petition Comments - Google Docs.pdf

We are submitting our comments regarding the NCWF Shrimp Petition.
 
--
Ryan Speckman
localsseafood.com

mailto:jrspeckman@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:elpeterson3@gmail.com
http://localsseafood.com/



 
 Fresh   From   NC   Fishermen 


1032   S   Saunders   St   •   Raleigh,   NC   27603 
info@localsseafood.com   •   919.675.CRAB 


 
 
 


January   25,   2017 
 
 
To   the   North   Carolina   Marine   Fisheries   Commission: 
 
Below   are   my   public   comments   read   in   New   Bern   on   the   afternoon   of   January   17...  


 


A   little   over   6   years   ago,   Lin   Peterson   and   I   started   a   seafood   company,   Locals   Seafood,   with 


one   simple   principle...that   we   would   buy   and   sell   seafood   caught   from   local   fishermen   on   the   NC 


coast.      We   started   the   company   because   we   saw   a   disconnect   between   our   resource   and   the 


citizens   further   inland.      Our   first   purchase   was   200   lbs   of   greentails   from   Captain   Luke   Midgett   in 


Stumpy   Point...and   we   sat   in   the   back   of   a   pick-up   truck   on   the   weekends   selling   to   folks   who 


had   never   seen   a   head-on   shrimp   in   their   life.      Within   a   few   years   we   were   attending   most   of   the 


major   farmer’s   markets,   and   selling   to   many   of   the   fanciest   restaurants   in   the   Triangle...taking   a 


weekend   roadside   gig,   to   a   viable   business   model,   employing   up   to   16   people,   injecting   millions 


of   dollars   back   into   the   coastal   economy   while   buying   100%   of   our   fish   from   local   guys. 


 


The   reason   I   tell   you   this...   based   on   our   quick   growth,   there   is   tremendous   demand   for   the 


resources   that   our   watermen   produce,   and   there   is   a   tremendous   demographic   of   people   in   this 


state,   whose   typical   or    only    option   to   access   this   resource   is   through   the   fishermen   that   catch   it, 


and   people   like   myself   that   bring   the   resource   to   their   doorstep.      Too   often,   we   forget   to   include   in 


the   economic   value   equation,   the   next   level   of   consumer,   once   or   twice   removed   from   the 


fishermen   or   fish   house...we   forget     all   the   chefs   who   use   our   state’s   resource,   and   their   patrons 


that   consume   it...we   forget   all   the   value   in   the   retail   consumer,   at   a   grocery   store   or   a   farmer’s 


market.      If   you   could   extrapolate   from   my   business,   and   consider   I’m   just   one   of   many   that 


distribute   this   product   throughout   the   state   on   a   relatively   small-scale   compared   to   others...there 


is   a   tremendous   demand   and   need   for   this   public   trust   resource   to   be   available   to   the   citizens 


throughout   our   state.  


 


 







 


 


 


 


After   attending   NCSU,   I   pursued   a   career   as   an   endangered   species   biologist...I’ve   seen   different 


facets   of   resource   management,   from   both   sides   of   the   fence,   with   resources   often   perceived   in 


the   public   eye   as   having   low   intrinsic   value.      Yet,   here   we   are   discussing   a   resource   with 


extremely   high   perceived   value...and   in   my   opinion,   regardless   of   the   value   of   any   of   our   state’s 


resources,   one   thing   holds   true...public   trust   resources   should   be   managed   for   ALL   user   groups. 


On   paper,   this   petition   doesn’t   completely   shut   down   shrimping   in   NC...but   we   in   the   industry 


know   that,   for   all   intents   and   purposes,   this   petition   will   wipe   out   our   shrimping   industry   and 


devastate    the   already   fragile   coastal   economy. 


 


I   close   my   comments,   by   drawing   this   conclusion...despite   our   many   differences,   nobody   in    this 


room,    likes    or    wants    by-catch...nobody.         And   even   after   exceeding   federal   goals   to   reduce 


bycatch   these   last   couple   seasons,   we   still   continue   to   work   towards   improving   that 


efficiency...So   rather   than   introducing   even   more   regulations   on   top   of   regulations   that   already 


exist...let’s   work   together   and   towards   a   common   goal   of   reducing   bycatch...using   innovation, 


technology   and   a   little   common   sense.  


 
 
 
Ryan   Speckman 
Owner/Operator 
Locals   Seafood   LLC 
 







From: LARRY BRYAN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:40:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

LARRY BRYAN
5116 Sedge Brook Rd
Kernersville, NC 27284
JBRYANLJ@GMAIL.COM

mailto:JBRYANLJ@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JONATHAN SHOLAR
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:40:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JONATHAN SHOLAR
10795 NC Highway 53 W
White Oak, NC 28399
DWAYNE.SHOLAR@GMAIL.COM

mailto:DWAYNE.SHOLAR@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: HOBSON MORGAN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:40:27 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

HOBSON MORGAN
327 Westbrook Rd
Council, NC 28434
HOBMORGAN@GMAIL.COM

mailto:HOBMORGAN@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Fisher
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:50:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Andrew Fisher
6107 Mountain Brook Rd
Greensboro, NC 27455
andrew.fisher@syngenta.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Hutson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:50:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Hutson
346 Saura Ln
Winston Salem, NC 27107
leonhutson@ymail.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Pinner, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:50:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

William Pinner Jr.
218 Cherrywood Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
robertpinner@gmail.com

mailto:robertpinner@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Farmer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:50:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Thomas Farmer
101 Shambley Meadows Dr
Pittsboro, NC 27312
daveobx@gmail.com

mailto:daveobx@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES MILES
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:50:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES MILES
107 Countryside Ln
Cary, NC 27518
countryside.jim@gmail.com

mailto:countryside.jim@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: fvdaniels@aol.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Comments on NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:50:25 PM

Dear Members of the Marine Fisheries Commission,

I am writing to you on behalf of all commercial fisherman, their families, and their communities.  I am 34
years old and have grown up in Wanchese, NC, a village that has a very strong heritage and deep roots
in commercial fishing.  I have also had the privilege to work in a commercial fishing supply store for the
past 12 years, however, throughout my time here, the number of fishermen has steadily declined over
those 12 years. 

For many men and even women in small communities like ours, fishing is all they know.  Their fathers
fished, their grandfathers fished and so on.  Other fields of employment were not even options for these
folks because as soon as they were old enough to work, they went fishing.  Many have given their entire
lifetime to fishing simply to support their families, not to mention all the time they have spent away from
their families. 

These men and women truly face tremendous struggles.  Even if there was not a single rule or regulation
on commercial fishing, there is no guarantee that they will catch anything each time they leave the dock. 
I'm sure you are familiar with the saying, "It's called fishing, not catching.  If you caught something every
time you went, it would be called catching."  Yet they go! - in the face of storms, cold, wind, rain, blazing
heat, all sorts of adverse weather - they go!  The way I see it, the fishermen risk their lives each and
every time they leave the dock.  There is always a chance that they may not make it back home.  Would
you risk your life to work to support your family???

These are very tough, very hard-working men and women who WANT to work, despite having to work
under various regulations.  Think of all the millions of people in our country who kick back collecting
welfare.  The majority have no desire to work, and they are content to do nothing and get paid by the
government.  Please don't restrict honest, hard-working people to the point where they are forced out of
work.  We all know that if this petition were to pass and limit the shrimpers and all fishermen who work on
our waters, it would only be a matter of time before they would all be out of work.  It is hard enough for
them to make a living now, but these new limitations would put them completely out of business. 

We have been blessed with 2016 being one of the most extraordinary shrimp seasons that anyone has
ever seen or heard of.  But we all know that each season is very different.  One can't help but wonder
with all the shrimp that have been caught this season, what will next season hold?  Will there even be
shrimp out there for the taking?  I believe that God created all creatures to cycle naturally.  That's why
you may have an abundance of a certain species one year, and the following year, that same species
may be extremely scarce.  The fishermen do not need rules and regulations to dictate when and what
they catch...God made it so that this would occur naturally.  Remember it's fishing, not catching.

It is very disheartening to know that over 90% of American seafood is imported when we have a bounty of
fresh healthy seafood right in our back yards.  We should all strive towards keeping domestic seafood in
America and keeping the imported trash out.  Let's keep our fishermen employed while providing jobs for
many others.  I sincerely believe that any industry that feeds you is an industry worth fighting for!!!

Thank you for your consideration,

Fara Daniels
Wanchese, NC

mailto:fvdaniels@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Mike Hicks
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:51:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mike and Kaye Hicks
407 Long Point Rd
Chocowinity, NC 27817
mkhicks85@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Expansion of nursery areas
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:53:33 PM

I am writing to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to
implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state.  I think
it's important to have balance between commercial fishing interests and recreational interests,
and protecting the spawning grounds will aid both groups.  In particular, I'd like to see an end
to shrimp trawling in our states sounds and estuaries.  No other state allows this, and we
should not either.

Sincerely,

Tom Wilson
Raleigh, NC

mailto:tdwils@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: LAURA Kilpatrick
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

LAURA Kilpatrick
208 Waverly Way
Greensboro, NC 27403
LWILLIST@GMAIL.COM

mailto:LWILLIST@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Blythe
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:00:20 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Blythe
704 Westward Ct
New Bern, NC 28562
david@branchsfurniture.com

mailto:david@branchsfurniture.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DEVIN MORROW
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:00:20 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DEVIN MORROW
3813 Colorado Dr
Hope Mills, NC 28348
JLMORROW@NC.RR.COM

mailto:JLMORROW@NC.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joe Price
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Need to reduce bycatch
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:00:25 PM

I'm a CRFL holder and support the protection of the sounds and nearshore from large scale
trawling.  In my opinion, the science supports the need to prohibit killing bycatch of that scale
within our inshore waters.  If the price of my shrimp go up because of this, so be it.  I'll make
arrangements within my budget to still purchase fresh NC shrimp, responsibly caught outside
our nurseries. Respectfully,
Joe Price
Wilmington NC
910 515 3500

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

mailto:jprice31@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: LOTT JOHNSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:10:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

LOTT JOHNSON
3312 Grifton Hugo Rd
Grifton, NC 28530
JDUDES@EMBARQMAIL.COM

mailto:JDUDES@EMBARQMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RONALD PEELE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:10:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RONALD PEELE
209 N Boddie St
Nashville, NC 27856
WAYNEPEELE@USICINC.COM

mailto:WAYNEPEELE@USICINC.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Clerico
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:10:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Peter Clerico
703 Neuse Harbour Blvd
New Bern, NC 28560
plcgbc@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: THEODORE KOENIG
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:10:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

THEODORE KOENIG
2728 Chadsworth Ln
Southport, NC 28461
THEODOREKOENIG@GMAIL.COM

mailto:THEODOREKOENIG@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stuart Creighton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:11:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Stuart Creighton
201 Mildred St
Oriental, NC 28571
stu.creighton@gmail.com

mailto:stu.creighton@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Ayers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:11:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jack Ayers
5081 Kershaw Rd
Oriental, NC 28571
ayersattheroost@gmail.com

mailto:ayersattheroost@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ted Bost, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Rule making
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:12:51 PM

Dear NCWF,
I spent four days beachfront at Holden Beach in November of 2016.  Two shrimp trawlers
worked just offshore the entire time.  Huge crowds of gulls behind the boats the entire time
reveals LOTS of finfish bycatch.
Shame on commercial fishermen for being so selfish about a public resource. They can make a
decent living and share God-given gifts with recreational fishermen through reasonable
regulations.
Regards,
Pastor Ted Bost, Jr.

mailto:trbostjr@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Ridgeway
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:20:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert W. Ridgeway, DVM
2434 Tram Rd
New Bern, NC 28562
rwridgeway@gmail.com

mailto:rwridgeway@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Parker Bateman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:20:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Parker Bateman
251 Smaw Rd
Washington, NC 27889
bateman.parker@gmail.com

mailto:bateman.parker@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bob Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:20:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bob Miller, President, Triad Saltwater Angler
201 Trotters Way Ct
Winston Salem, NC 27106
rd_miller_2001@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brad Austin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:20:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brad Austin
PO Box 32
Richfield, NC 28137
cphi2172@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:30:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Eric Miller
749 Foxchase Ln
Winterville, NC 28590
emiller9254@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Wade Gaskins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:30:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Wade Gaskins
114 Whooping Crane Ln
New Bern, NC 28562
wadegaskins@gmail.com

mailto:wadegaskins@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joel Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:30:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Joel Y. ADAMS
4317 Peeble Dr
Wilmington, NC 28412
joeladams@hotmail.com

mailto:joeladams@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Pinner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:30:23 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Laura Pinner
218 Cherrywood Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
lbjpinner@gmail.com

mailto:lbjpinner@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: william barbour
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition to expand nursery areas
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:36:14 PM

To whom it may concern,
I am strongly in favor of the petition before the Marine fisheries commission to expand the nursery areas protected
from shrimping. North Carolina is the only state that allows trawling in these areas and it is evident to me and
hundreds of other recreational fishermen that this is detrimental to the coastal ecosystem. The proposed expansion of
nursery areas is based on science and common sense. I implore you to act favorably on this petition.

William S Barbour
5809 Baird Dr
Raleigh NC 27606

mailto:wsbarbour@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES EVERETT, LAT, ATC
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

As North Carolinian, with coastal property and an angler who enjoys our coastal waters,  I am writing to the NC
Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

J Eugene EVERETT
209 Excalibur Ct
Cary, NC 27513
JEUGENEEVERETT@GMAIL.COM

mailto:JEUGENEEVERETT@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. THOMAS EDWARDS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

"Wild beasts and birds are by right not the property merely of the people alive today but the property of the unborn
generations, whose belongings we have no right to squander." - Theodore Roosevelt

-------------------------------------------------------------

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

THOMAS EDWARDS
325 Royal Palm Ave
Holly Ridge, NC 28445
TONY@CUSTOMSIGNSINC.US

mailto:TONY@CUSTOMSIGNSINC.US
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mick Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mick Brown
101 Hunting Bay Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584
pro@starhillgolf.com

mailto:pro@starhillgolf.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Redman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.   DUH!!!!

North Carolina should follow suit and not allow shrimp trawling in the sounds and estuaries like all the other states
on the east coast.  It is a "no-brainer" that the commercial fishing destruction  in the "fish/shrimp nurseries" is
depleting the fin fish stocks and we should be proactive to stave off what we will eventually have to do when their is
a complete depletion.   The commercial fishing industry is more powerful than us individual recreational fishermen
and obviously, they are too greedy to look out for their future of not having any fish, so they need laws to guide
them so that they have a fishing future.  We could also legislate shrimp imports so that foreign companies could not
bring in shrimp to compete with US shrimping even if it will cause us consumers to pay more for their catch.  Please
be smart and at least study it all.  I know I have caught less fish at the coast the last few years and I am thinking why
even come if there are not fish.  The recreational fishing tourist industry is a billion dollar industry to lose if all the
fish are gone.  Help!!!!!!!!!

Sincerely,

Ken Redman
8501 Meadow Ridge Ln
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
workkdog@gmail.com

mailto:workkdog@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am so very disappointed at the outrageously unfair NCDMF public hearing recently conducted in New Bern on this
matter.

North Carolina has a real problem as the ONLY state on the East Coast to still allow commercial fishing and netting
in its inland waters, which is also having the unintended and devastating consequence of drawing commercial
fishermen from other states where the practice has been banned.  This practice must be stopped, or at least curtailed
to the extent the NCWF proposal is putting forth.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bill Morris
1920 Olde Mill Forrest Dr
Raleigh, NC 27606
bill3rd@bellsouth.net

mailto:bill3rd@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Mahagan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Please Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jeff Mahagan
2806 Mebane Ln
Durham, NC 27703
adrenalzen@gmail.com

mailto:adrenalzen@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Wiggs
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

As a native Tarheel, lifetime sportsman and concerned citizen. I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission
to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking
to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary
Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to
govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I remember as a child having shrimp trawlers in the Neuse River as far as Dawson Creek reaping shrimp less than
50 yards off our dock.  The kill of by catch was staggering.  It ruined fishing for months.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

J. Kent Wiggs
1137 Waynewood Dr
Waxhaw, NC 28173
bigwiggs@msn.com

mailto:bigwiggs@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Will Anders
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Following the typical bullying and selfish behavior from the commercial fishing lobby (which shouldn't be a
surprise to anyone), I am again writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to re-iterate my support for the
Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect
the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all
currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in
these areas.  In fact, if anything, I think that this proposal doesn't go far enough to protect our vital and dwindling
resources which is critically necessary for the long-term sustainability of our coastal ecosystem.  I am a recreational
angler but my views on this go beyond that hobby and really hit at the heart of the overall protections that we need
for the region as a whole. 

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Will Anders
2622 Dover Rd
Raleigh, NC 27608
wanders22@gmail.com

mailto:wanders22@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Gould
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I've written countless letters on to the NC Marine Fisheries regarding this issue.  I'm not sure if my opinion will ever
make a difference, or be heard, but I also feel obligated to voice my opinion.  I am very much for commercial
fishing - I eat seafood and appreciate what the commercial folks do to provide it to our local restaurants.  I have seen
first hand in the Pamlico Sound, on many occasions, the absolute carnage and littering of the surface waters with
bycatch by commercial shrimp trawling.  I don't' see why we would continue this abuse of our resources.  If the
general public saw these images, the public perception would change dramatically.  I'm not against commercial
trawling, but why do we want to allow this to continue in our sounds and inshore waters?  It's clearly destructive. 
Would it not be better for both commercial and recreational fishing alike to protect the nursery areas?  Wouldn't that
create a better and larger harvest of fish/shrimp when they enter the ocean?  Let's finally take some steps to do
something, anything to help protect our nursery areas.  Please support this conservation effort.  Thank you for your
service and for taking time to read this letter.   Sincerely,  Scott Gould

I offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to
better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary
Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to
govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Scott Gould
219 Station Rd
Wilmington, NC 28405
sgould@capefearperio.com

mailto:sgould@capefearperio.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: FRED MCKINNEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.  I used to enjoy surf
fishing each fall for spot from the banks of Ocean Isle Beach.  Over the past 15 years I have personally experienced
a huge decline in the number of spots that I catch.  Please listen to the scientific data and consider these proposed
changes.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

FRED MCKINNEY
3606 4th Street Blvd NW
Hickory, NC 28601
FREDMCKINNEY@CHARTER.NET

mailto:FREDMCKINNEY@CHARTER.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHRISTOPHER BROWN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHRISTOPHER BROWN
787 Old Dam Rd
Selma, NC 27576
CBROWN787@BELLSOUTH.NET

mailto:CBROWN787@BELLSOUTH.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Strowd
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.  I grew up fishing on the coast in NC (starting in
the late 50s) and we always caught fish - through about the early 80s. Now the fishing is so poor I don't even bother,
so the tackle and bait shops and marinas are missing out on my business.  Take the steps other Atlantic coast states
have taken to save recreational fish species.

Sincerely,

Richard Strowd
4845 Manns Chapel Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
swog.strowd@gmail.com

mailto:swog.strowd@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Feifs
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Stop out of control commercial fishing! Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Tim Feifs
1115 Pebble Dr
Greensboro, NC 27410
tfeifs@gmail.com

mailto:tfeifs@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

William Harris
PO Box 71
Grimesland, NC 27837
Wharris123@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MICHAEL REPOSE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL REPOSE
1140 Paradise Dr
Havelock, NC 28532
MICHAELR919@GMAIL.COM

mailto:MICHAELR919@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jon Purinai
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

We must also make speckled trout, red drum, and striped bass gamefish.  We also need to ban all inshore gill
netting.

Sincerely,

Jon Purinai
4800 Radcliff Rd
Raleigh, NC 27609
jcpurinai@gmail.com

mailto:jcpurinai@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Gray
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

There are those who are short sighted and greedy enough to catch EVERYTHING they can and will continue to do
so until it's ALL GONE or damaged beyond repair !

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

petegray
236 Williams Ridge Rd
Newport, NC 28570
area61@verizon.net

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dean McKinney
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Equally important and absolutely mandatory to state is my expressed disappointment and tolerance of the conduct
exhibited last week at the public hearing in New Bern by the NCMF and NCFA respectively.  The manner in which
that hearing was, rather was not, managed is a disgrace to the citizenry as a whole and interested parties to the
Petition specifically.

There is absolutely no justification for what went on at that meeting.

You are certainly not bound by the recommendation of the Advisory Committee and trust that you will give full
consideration to the views of parties to the Petition.  NC is the ONLY STATE ON THE EAST COAST TO
ALLOW TRAWLING IN SOUNDS AND ESTUARIES AND WE RISK DEPLETION OF NUMEROUS FISH
STOCKS AS A RESULT.

Sincerely,

D. Dean McKinney
3104 Anderson Dr
Raleigh, NC 27609
d.dean.mckinney@gmail.com

mailto:d.dean.mckinney@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerry Eatman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Expansion of Secondary Nursery Areas
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all
currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in
these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jerry Eatman
3625 Laurel Hills Rd
Raleigh, NC 27612
jeatman@lyncheatman.com

mailto:jeatman@lyncheatman.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DAVID HATTORI
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

While I support the continued taking of shrimp commercially, it must be done within reasonable restrictions to
minimize impacts to other species.

Sincerely,

DAVE HATTORI
106 Kenneth Ridge Ct
Apex, NC 27523
DAVEHATTORI@NC.RR.COM

mailto:DAVEHATTORI@NC.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOSEPH SIMPSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Please see my written support below but I also want to say I worked on Shrimp boats in Mississippi as teen and I
can assure you that many juvenile fish are killed in the process of hauling a net and sorting the catch in a tray.  
While I am sympathetic to those that have made a career shrimping, there needs to be a balance to preserve species.  
I myself have noticed over the last 15 years the decline in catches when I fish the ICC.   Do the right thing here and
impose reasonable rules to protect our resources.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOSEPH SIMPSON
509 Grant Forest Ln
Cary, NC 27519
WAHOOFISHING@GMAIL.COM

mailto:WAHOOFISHING@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Roberts
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am a non-resident property owner who spends five-six weeks per year at our second home in Ocracoke.  Sport
fishing is is a big part of the Ocracoke experience for me, my family, friends and people who rent the house.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I can remember much better catches of these species in my youth and I want to see better
catches for my grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

Thank you for your consideration of this Petition.

Sincerely,

Bill Roberts
222 W Queens Dr
Williamsburg, VA 23185
wlrjr@cox.net

mailto:wlrjr@cox.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sam McLamb, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require at least two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Thank you for your efforts in protecting and balancing our state's marine resources for all citizens, now and future
generations.

Sincerely,

Sincerely, Sam McLamb
126 Black Oak Dr
Asheville, NC 28804
sam.mclamb@gmail.com

mailto:sam.mclamb@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROGER PHILLIPS, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:40:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am urging the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas. North Carolina is in a
unique position at this time -- we can choose to proceed as other more visionary states such as VA, SC, GA, FL, LA,
MS and protect our estuaries and nursery areas for commercial AND sport fish from the damages of excessive by-
catch from commercial fishing operations, and thereby ensure the sustainability of this important resource for ALL
our citizens, not just those in the commercial industry AS WELL AS increase the revenue to our state from
recreational fishermen who other states have recognized as valuable, at least as valuable as the commercial fishing
lobby.

As a biologist trained in fisheries sciences, it is difficult to imagine how an organization tasked with overseeing a
valuable natural resource can turn a completely deaf ear to professionally critiqued scientific research and
recommendations. I urge you to accept the science and not be swayed by an industry who sees only today's
pocketbook, not tomorrow's devastated ecosystems.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROGER PHILLIPS Jr.
2238 Woodland Ave
Burlington, NC 27215
RPHILLIPS2@TRIAD.RR.COM

mailto:RPHILLIPS2@TRIAD.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom McCarthy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:50:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Tom McCarthy
182 Freedom Mill Rd
Gastonia, NC 28052
tommccarthy1939@gmail.com

mailto:tommccarthy1939@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rick Scroggs
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:50:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rick Scroggs
9 Creekside Woods Ct
Swansboro, NC 28584
rickscroggs64@gmail.com

mailto:rickscroggs64@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ronald Mincey
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:50:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ronald Mincey
1257 Rustic Rd
West Jefferson, NC 28694
mincey@skybest.com

mailto:mincey@skybest.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Avery Corning, IV
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:50:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Avery Corning IV
21 Batts Hill Rd
New Bern, NC 28562
avery.corning@me.com

mailto:avery.corning@me.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: robert Houser
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:50:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

robert Houser
2772 Devonshire Rd
Newton, NC 28658
bobfishhouser@gmail.com

mailto:bobfishhouser@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Clites
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:50:19 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Clites
1600 Calico Dr
Morehead City, NC 28557
drclites@gmail.com

mailto:drclites@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Price, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 2:51:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

The recent hearing proceedings on the proposed fisheries rule-making to preserve our state's dwindling finfish
population were hijacked from the beginning by the NC Fisheries Association (NCFA), the trade and lobby
organization representing commercial fishermen, who filled the room with hundreds of commercial fishermen in an
attempt to intimidate and drown out any pro-resource speakers. Despite rules that prohibit it, the crowd continually
cheered speakers that spoke on behalf of commercial fishermen and jeered the few speakers that were called to
speak in support of the Petition.  The NCFA was also allowed to set up a membership table at the entrance to the
convention center and they were given an open-ended time slot where three NCFA representatives spoke for at least
30 minutes as an Interested Party. Pro-commercial speakers ignored the debate over the need to reduce bycatch and
protect habitat in sensitive nursery areas and instead perpetuated the lie that this was really an attempt by the CCA to
end commercial fishing in North Carolina and deny consumers access to fresh, local seafood - which it is most
definitely NOT. The Chairman ended the public comment period due to time constraints before any CCA NC
representatives, and other pro-resource advocates, were called to speak. Then all five Advisory Committees voted to
advise the MFC to deny the Petition.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Keith Price Jr
1589 Skeet Club Rd Ste 102
High Point, NC 27265
kprice2002@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Adam Keen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:00:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Adam
108 Cypress Ave
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28480
apk1208@gmail.com

mailto:apk1208@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JACK HOLLINGSWORTH
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:00:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JACK HOLLINGSWORTH
5 Lori Ln
Oriental, NC 28571
MARJACK871@MSN.COM

mailto:MARJACK871@MSN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Gerald Hrabica
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:00:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Gerald Hrabica
2795 Creek Bridge Ct SE
Southport, NC 28461
hrabicag@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ginger Deason
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Petition to support habitat and finfish conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:01:21 PM

Dear Commissioners,

I am writing to voice my support for the petition submitted by the North Carolina
Wildlife Federation to implement rule-making to better manage and protect the marine
fisheries of our state. The rule changes that expand Special Secondary Nursery
Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to
apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas, are extremely important
for conservation.

I also support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all
currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters to the three mile limit and
the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Lastly, I support the
proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that
these declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time.
This is necessary to begin recovery of these two important fishes. 

I hope the Commission will take this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations. These benefits are
economic and conservation-related. This petition is a win-win!

Thanks for your time.
Sincerely,
Ginger Deason
Raleigh, NC

-- 
Only when the last tree has died and the last river has been poisoned and the last fish has been caught, will we realize that we
cannot eat money.
~ 19th century Cree saying

Hasta que el último árbol sea cortado, hasta que el último río sea contaminado, hasta que el
último pescado sea atrapado; solo entonces nos daremos cuenta que el dinero no se puede
comer. 
~ profecia Indios Cree

mailto:gdeason@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Butler Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Trawling in North Carolina
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:01:44 PM

I’m opposed to inshore trawling. I’ve seen the waste and poor management of our fisheries for years
and It’s time for it to stop. I pay taxes in North Carolina And its time that trawling is be pushed 3
miles  off shore. The fisherman in North Carolina are tired of this senseless waste. Just as it happen
in this election it will happen again if things done change.
 
Thank You for your time,
Butler Anderson
Citizen of Pender County.

mailto:banderson@intrstar.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DAVID BIGSBY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:10:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DAVID BIGSBY
224 W Elm Ave
Holly Springs, NC 27540
DBIGSBY24@GMAIL.COM

mailto:DBIGSBY24@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WAYNE LANGSTON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:10:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

WAYNE LANGSTON
PO Box 14
Newton Grove, NC 28366
wrjh09@embarqmail.com

mailto:wrjh09@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHARLES LANIER, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:10:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHARLES LANIER Jr.
1750 Harbor Dr SW
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469
CHUCKACOOK@AOL.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Fred Jelinek
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:20:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Fred Jelinek
210 White Oak Bluff Rd
Stella, NC 28582
fjeli@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Freddy Langston
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:20:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Freddy Langston
769 Langston Rd
Newton Grove, NC 28366
wrjh10@embarqmail.com

mailto:wrjh10@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Abbott
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:20:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Abbott
188 Lake Cammack Ct
Burlington, NC 27217
budswoman@hotmail.com

mailto:budswoman@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jarrett Langston
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:20:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jarrett Langston
3590 Alex Benton Rd
Newton Grove, NC 28366
jhlangston400@gmail.com

mailto:jhlangston400@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Farley, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:20:22 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jim Farley Jr
6613 Sharon Hills Rd
Charlotte, NC 28210
jimcucm@att.net

mailto:jimcucm@att.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT ALLEN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:20:35 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT ALLEN
309 Island View Dr
Newport, NC 28570
RALLEN5@EC.RR.COM

mailto:RALLEN5@EC.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Ramsey, K
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:30:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Ramsey K
401 Industrial Dr
New Bern, NC 28562
keithr@aylward-usa.com

mailto:keithr@aylward-usa.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Allen, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:30:21 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jack P Allen Jr
696 Marvin Church Ct
Stony Point, NC 28678
jpallenjr@att.net

mailto:jpallenjr@att.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Warren
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:30:23 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas. 

While I cannot fish on the coast at this time, I support the notion that our valuable resources should be protected. 
My background is in Agriculture.  However, I have a BS Degree in Wildlife Management from NCSU.  When did it
make sense to deplete any resource beyond its ability to recover and become viable again?

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James M. Warren
8112 Holly Forest Rd
Wake Forest, NC 27587
spectackler@gmail.com

mailto:spectackler@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Hollinshed
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:30:26 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Tom Hollinshed
100 S Ridge St
Southern Pines, NC 28387
tshed@comtechfay.com

mailto:tshed@comtechfay.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Russ Keith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:30:39 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Russ Keith
1035 Chadwick Shores Dr
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460
rkeith9@bellsouth.net

mailto:rkeith9@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:30:43 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Paul Brown
600 N Rocky River Rd
Sanford, NC 27330
paulbbrown@windstream.net

mailto:paulbbrown@windstream.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Martin Ingianni
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:40:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Martin Ingianni
210 New St
New Bern, NC 28560
marty10345@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Moon
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:40:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Moon
PO Box 1326
Mebane, NC 27302
jvegmoon@msn.com

mailto:jvegmoon@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry James
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:40:31 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Larry James
7037 Belford Rd
Summerfield, NC 27358
lsjames67@gmail.com

mailto:lsjames67@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Ingle
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimping
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:43:43 PM

I would not want to limit any commercial fisherman's right to make a living but when they are pulling in 60-70 
count shrimp and all the bi catch     This is ridiculous   We need nursery areas for game fish.  Why not let shrimping
start when the shrimp are ready to leave nursery areas in late summer early fall        not only will the
product(shrimp) be better quality but a lot of the finfish will be left to survive through the summer to mature.       I
fish in Florida and South Carolina and they laugh at North Carolina because of our commercial fishing practices.   
These states also have a higher tax base fromrecreational fishermen because they have better practices benefiting the
commercial resource and the recreational resource.     One last question directed toward Marine fisheries where do
all the trout shrimp flounder oysters scallops that come from North Carolina waters where do they go.  Because
generally I have one or two good fish fries every year from what I catch throughout the summer I never buy
commercial fish from fish markets.     Are commercial harvest sent  out of state or overseas I would like an answer
to the question

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:scottingle@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOE KIRKPATRICK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:50:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOE KIRKPATRICK
130 The Winery
Manteo, NC 27954
joebxfish@gmail.com

mailto:joebxfish@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Singleton, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:00:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Singleton III
130 Aqua Aly
Holly Ridge, NC 28445
scubajim@centurylink.net

mailto:scubajim@centurylink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Lambrecht
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:00:28 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Lambrecht
4825 Bentcreek Dr
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526
jd4662002@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROLAND RICHBERG
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:00:29 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROLAND RICHBERG
620 Southport Supply Rd SE
Bolivia, NC 28422
RICHES@ATMC.NET

mailto:RICHES@ATMC.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Alley, Craig j
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Trawling in North Carolina
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:05:39 PM
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From: Hamilton, Cindi B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:59 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>; Rawls, Kathy <kathy.rawls@ncdenr.gov>; Davis, Braxton C
<Braxton.Davis@NCDENR.Gov>; Lupton, Dee <dee.lupton@ncdenr.gov>; Blum, Catherine
<catherine.blum@ncdenr.gov>; Alley, Craig j <Craig.Alley@ncdenr.gov>; Stewart, Chris
<chris.stewart@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: FW: Trawling in North Carolina
 
I received the letter below from Butler Anderson in Pender County - Wilmington area. He is a
recreational fisherman writing against shrimp trawling. When I acknowledge his letter, I will ask for a
phone number and will pass it along to you. Please forward this e-mail to other staff that you feel
need to receive this. Thank you.
Cindi
 
 
 
Cindi B. Hamilton
Office Assistant IV
Director’s Office
NC Division of Marine Fisheries
Department of Environmental Quality
 
252 808 8013    office
cindi.hamilton@ncdenr.gov
 
3441 Arendell Street
Post Office Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557-0769
 

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 
 
 
 

From: Butler Anderson [mailto:banderson@intrstar.net] 

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=0944E738B0674CC89B68CF543DD620A6-CJALLEY
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:cindi.hamilton@ncdenr.gov
mailto:banderson@intrstar.net



Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:25 PM
To: Hamilton, Cindi B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Trawling in North Carolina
 
Good Afternoon,
 
I’m speak out against Shrimp trawling in inshore waters in North Carolina. I along with  thousands of
Recreational fisherman are tried and have had enough of the senseless waste that has been going on
for years in our States coastal waters. If things aren’t done soon, the Recreational  tax payers which
are far more than the commercial fisherman, will continue to  unite  together and will put people in
office that will help take care of the fisheries of North Carolina. We the people pay taxes not just the
few commercial fisherman. And we the people will get something done if it’s not changed soon.
Sorry that this sounds so strong, but NOTHING is getting done.
 
Thank You for your time,
Butler Anderson
Citizen of Pender County.

mailto:Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov


From: David Alexander
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:10:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David alexander
1908 Alexander Rd
Raleigh, NC 27608
davidhalexander@gmail.com

mailto:davidhalexander@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: robert dail
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:10:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

robert dail
5116 Needham Rd
Raleigh, NC 27604
rdail37749@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Hovey Aiken, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:20:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Hovey Aiken III
203 Pine Rd
New Bern, NC 28560
hovey.aiken@wellsfargoadvisors.com

mailto:hovey.aiken@wellsfargoadvisors.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Terry McLeod
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:20:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Terry L McLeod
3305 S Main St
Winston Salem, NC 27127
tmcleod@triad.rr.com

mailto:tmcleod@triad.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BURNIE FREAS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:20:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

BURNIE FREAS
185 Westminster Way
Hampstead, NC 28443
HENRY353@ATT.NET

mailto:HENRY353@ATT.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Craven
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:30:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Steven craven
273 George Clyde Ln
High Point, NC 27262
Oak40th@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: FRED PROVOST
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:30:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

FRED PROVOST
195 Hargett Ave
Stella, NC 28582
EIBILL@EARTHLINK.NET

mailto:EIBILL@EARTHLINK.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Willumitis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:40:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Michael Willumitis
6650 River Rd
Vanceboro, NC 28586
barenesc@hotmail.com

mailto:barenesc@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: mark dressler
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shimp
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:40:31 PM

Please ban inshore shrimp trawling. How can a reasonable person argue with the excessive
bycatch? 

mailto:mdressler2166@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Hamilton, Cindi B
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Comments from Butler Anderson
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:46:25 PM
Attachments: image003.png

From: Butler Anderson [mailto:banderson@intrstar.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:25 PM
To: Hamilton, Cindi B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Trawling in North Carolina
 
Good Afternoon,
 
I’m speak out against Shrimp trawling in inshore waters in North Carolina. I along with  thousands of
Recreational fisherman are tried and have had enough of the senseless waste that has been going on
for years in our States coastal waters. If things aren’t done soon, the Recreational  tax payers which
are far more than the commercial fisherman, will continue to  unite  together and will put people in
office that will help take care of the fisheries of North Carolina. We the people pay taxes not just the
few commercial fisherman. And we the people will get something done if it’s not changed soon.
Sorry that this sounds so strong, but NOTHING is getting done.
 
Thank You for your time,
Butler Anderson
Citizen of Pender County.
 
 
 
(forwarded Mr. Anderson’s email to the Petition link)
 
Cindi B. Hamilton
Office Assistant IV
Director’s Office
NC Division of Marine Fisheries
Department of Environmental Quality
 
252 808 8013    office
cindi.hamilton@ncdenr.gov
 
3441 Arendell Street
Post Office Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557-0769
 

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=A11F209296C04995836F4633C72C47B4-CBHAMILTON
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:banderson@intrstar.net
mailto:Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov



From: Jerry Dilsaver
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: Hamilton, Cindi B; Rep. John Bell; Rep. Jimmy Dixon; President Pro Tem Phil Berger; Rep. Ted Davis; Rep. Tim

Moore
Subject: NCWF Petition on shrimp trawling
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:47:51 PM

I am sending this to support the NCWF Petition on shrimp trawling.  I am a N.C. native waterman and
have fished commercially and recreationally almost all my 60 plus years.  I remember when
weakfish, croaker and spots were plentiful and do not believe the fish stocks can stand the amount
of trawling done in N.C. waters, especially inside the inlets. 
 
The amount of bycatch reported in the NCDMF study on trawling bycatch is huge and many overlook
that this poundage is made up of small, juvenile fish, which means substantially more dead fish per
pound.  Our finfish stocks would be strong instead of declining if these fish were allowed to survive
until maturity. 
 
I believe the standards set forth in the petition will not stop shrimping, but will move the large
shrimp boats to the ocean, where they should be, and allow shrimpers with smaller boats to
continue working and most likely begin to catch a better class of shrimp that will weigh more and
bring more money per pound.
 
I also agree with setting standards of when to open (and close) inside waters to shrimping.  With
known standards in place, opening and closing areas will not be a judgement call that can be
questioned.  This will lead to catching larger shrimp, that are more valuable commercially.
 
I also think we need to do something to help protect our juvenile finfish and if setting minimum
standards and limits for species such as croakers and spots will help, then I support it.  As the fishery
rebounds, these limits can be relaxed if the population numbers indicate the stock is stable.
 
Thank you for your time and allowing me to state my beliefs on this.  I believe you will find they are
solidly backed with facts and numbers.
 
Sincerely,
 
Jerry Dilsaver
captjerry@captjerry.com
113 NW 8th Street
Oak Island, NC 28465
Phone & Fax: 910-278-4575
 

mailto:captjerry@captjerry.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov
mailto:John.Bell@ncleg.net
mailto:Jimmy.Dixon@ncleg.net
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From: Lonnie Foreman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:50:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Lonnie Foreman
723 Corbett St
Winterville, NC 28590
lwf0831@suddenlink.net

mailto:lwf0831@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bryan Meade
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:50:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bryan Meade
4608 Archer Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409
meadeelectric@ec.rr.com

mailto:meadeelectric@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: WILLIAM HARRELL, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:51:03 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM HARRELL Jr
528 Harbour View Dr
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948
WILLIAMHARRELLJR@MSN.COM

mailto:WILLIAMHARRELLJR@MSN.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Hamilton, Cindi B
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Letter from Capt. Jerry Dilsaver
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 4:53:01 PM
Attachments: image003.png

I am sending this to support the NCWF Petition on shrimp trawling.  I am a N.C. native waterman and
have fished commercially and recreationally almost all my 60 plus years.  I remember when
weakfish, croaker and spots were plentiful and do not believe the fish stocks can stand the amount
of trawling done in N.C. waters, especially inside the inlets. 
 
The amount of bycatch reported in the NCDMF study on trawling bycatch is huge and many overlook
that this poundage is made up of small, juvenile fish, which means substantially more dead fish per
pound.  Our finfish stocks would be strong instead of declining if these fish were allowed to survive
until maturity. 
 
I believe the standards set forth in the petition will not stop shrimping, but will move the large
shrimp boats to the ocean, where they should be, and allow shrimpers with smaller boats to
continue working and most likely begin to catch a better class of shrimp that will weigh more and
bring more money per pound.
 
I also agree with setting standards of when to open (and close) inside waters to shrimping.  With
known standards in place, opening and closing areas will not be a judgement call that can be
questioned.  This will lead to catching larger shrimp, that are more valuable commercially.
 
I also think we need to do something to help protect our juvenile finfish and if setting minimum
standards and limits for species such as croakers and spots will help, then I support it.  As the fishery
rebounds, these limits can be relaxed if the population numbers indicate the stock is stable.
 
Thank you for your time and allowing me to state my beliefs on this.  I believe you will find they are
solidly backed with facts and numbers.
 
Sincerely,
 
Jerry Dilsaver
captjerry@captjerry.com
113 NW 8th Street
Oak Island, NC 28465
Phone & Fax: 910-278-4575
 
 
 
 
 
Cindi B. Hamilton
Office Assistant IV
Director’s Office

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=A11F209296C04995836F4633C72C47B4-CBHAMILTON
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:captjerry@captjerry.com
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From: Ernie Glass
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:10:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ernie Glass
PO Box 219
Oriental, NC 28571
ernieglass@alumni.wfu.edu

mailto:ernieglass@alumni.wfu.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Doris Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:10:22 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Doris Morris
1920 Olde Mill Forrest Dr
Raleigh, NC 27606
dorismorris@bellsouth.net

mailto:dorismorris@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joe Bartlett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition to restrict inshore trawling
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:12:00 PM

I am by no means an expert on North Carolina’s coastal ecology and biology.  However, as a
lifelong recreational fisherman and resident of North Carolina, and an avid inshore fisherman,
I am concerned about the potential depletion of our coastal fisheries resources.  I have fished
in other states along the eastern seaboard and gulf coast and have noticed a significant
difference in the abundance of resources in those states as compared to NC.  The only
common denominator I am aware of is the tighter restrictions or outright prohibition of inshore
trawling and netting as compared to NC.    It is my fervent belief that we as sportsmen and
conservationists should do everything in our power to protect and grow our valuable coastal
resources.   It is obvious to me that the “bycatch” of inshore trawling can only continue to be
detrimental to our coastal resources.  .  To that end, I support the NCWF’s efforts, and any
other reasonable actions to limit the unnecessary waste, from whatever activity, of our
valuable coastal resources.
 
Joe Bartlett
Jab9960@yahoo.com
 

mailto:jab9960@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carlyle Rogers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:20:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Carlyle Rogers
1760 Maple Grove Church Rd
Jamesville, NC 27846
saltwaterbluefish@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:20:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Scott Johnson
2517 Oleander Dr
Durham, NC 27703
ssjohnsonssj@gmail.com

mailto:ssjohnsonssj@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHARLES GLOVER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:20:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHARLES GLOVER
3454 Glover Estate Pl
Lenoir, NC 28645
CGLOVERTMA@GMAIL.COM

mailto:CGLOVERTMA@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Calhoun
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NC Wildlife Federation Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:21:26 PM

I would like to be included in this petition to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to greatly
reduce or stop shrimp trawling in the inland waterways of NC in order to restore other
fisheries in NC. 

 Concerned,
Blessings,
Steve Calhoun | Chair
   M: (252) 883-4561  
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From: Anthony Stokes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition to end Shrimp Trawling in NC Inshore waters.
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:29:17 PM

Dear Committee,

I am sending this email urging the DMF, to end all trawling practices in coastal waterways and
sounds. This practice is very destructive to our nurseries.The by-catch ,from these shrimp
trawls, kills nearly all of our juvenille finfishes. I am an advid fisherman, and do not belong to
any of the so called special interest groups. Every other state, on the East Coast and Gulf
Coast, has already banned inshore nets and trawling. These states have thriving seafood
industries, and recreational fishing industries. NC could be everything that Louisiana is as far
these fisheries are concerned. Just, to illustrate my point, the current IGFA World Record Red
Drum was caught in NC However, this will not happen if we allow a few individuals dictacte
what happens in NC.

Sincerly,
Anthony Stokes
Wilmington, NC

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID

mailto:TStokes2005@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
http://nurseries.the/


From: gerald leeman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:30:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Gerald Leeman
2821 Okelly St
Raleigh, NC 27607
gcleeman@gmail.com

mailto:gcleeman@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: dan mcdaniel
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:30:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

dan mcdaniel
103 White Oak Ct
Chocowinity, NC 27817
dappleseed@hotmail.com

mailto:dappleseed@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Alvin Cox, E
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Alvin Cox E
1839 Wilsons Mills Rd
Smithfield, NC 27577
bigpond66@hotmail.com

mailto:bigpond66@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Johnston, P.E.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James R. Johnston
813 Plantation Dr
New Bern, NC 28562
jrogjohn@embarqmail.com

mailto:jrogjohn@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Buck Buchanan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:40:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Buck Buchanan
694 Methodist Church Rd
Elizabeth City, NC 27909
buchanan_buck@hotmail.com

mailto:buchanan_buck@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Downey
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:50:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Pamela Downey
118 Harbour Dr
Hubert, NC 28539
pamelagail52@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Tait
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 5:50:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bill Tait
110 Limbaugh Ct
Swansboro, NC 28584
beeteejr@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jared Kennish
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:00:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jared Kennish
326 Barbara Dr
New Bern, NC 28562
jkennish01@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Rod Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:00:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rod Martin
210 Crescent Dr
Windsor, NC 27983
rodmartin@bellsouth.net

mailto:rodmartin@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: CHRISTOPHER BIRD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:00:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CHRISTOPHER BIRD
709 Paisley Ct
Wilmington, NC 28409
CHRISBIRD1984@GMAIL.COM

mailto:CHRISBIRD1984@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Rouse
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:10:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Rouse
124 Leslie Dr
Hubert, NC 28539
crowhill20@gmail.com

mailto:crowhill20@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Juanita Fowler
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:10:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Juanita Fowler
105 Cypress Ct
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512
ngfplf@hotmail.com

mailto:ngfplf@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Darrell Beam
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:10:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Darrell Beam
1481 17th Street Dr NE
Hickory, NC 28601
fixermike13@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN BOYKIN, jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:20:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOHN BOYKIN jr
10320 Donegal Ter
Chesterfield, VA 23832
JRBOYKIN68@VERIZON.NET

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: David Rice
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:20:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Rice
303 Devonhall Ln
Cary, NC 27518
drice928@gmail.com

mailto:drice928@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bernie Cleckner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:20:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bernie Cleckner
104 Silver Creek Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584
bcleckner@ec.rr.com

mailto:bcleckner@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARY CAM BOUDREAU
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:20:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARY CAM BOUDREAU
119 Yaupon Rd
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512
MCAMBOUDREAU@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Harold Tyndall
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:20:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Harold Tyndall
770 Corbett St
Winterville, NC 28590
hgtfish.com@me.com

mailto:hgtfish.com@me.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: martin mccabe
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:20:19 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

martin mccabe
126 Arborvitae Dr
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512
mmccabe862@gmail.com

mailto:mmccabe862@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Eddie Dixon
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: I say "NO more!" to shrimping by-catch.
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:23:54 PM

Shrimpers are reckless and are destroying millions of fish. Thereby causing other industries to
suffer. Tourism is down because there are no more fish to catch. Fishing guides have no more
fish catch. Commercial fishing boats have all but disappeared. 

You must control this wanton destruction they are causing. Please. We used to be able to stock
up on Croaker's, spot and mullet.   Poor people used to be able to catch a dinner for their
children. All of this is being destroyed by the greed of a few.

Please add me to the list of people who want to save our fishes. 

Willis Dixon
1282 Mays Crossroad Road Franklinton North Carolina 27525

mailto:eddie.grampion@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Langston
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:30:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Michael Langston
400 Langston Rd
Newton Grove, NC 28366
michaellangston1973@icloud.com

mailto:michaellangston1973@icloud.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry WagnerBrown
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:30:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Sherry WagnerBrown
101 Hunting Bay Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584
penguin@ec.rr.com

mailto:penguin@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Landon Lipke
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:30:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Landon Lipke
47 Robinson Ave
Brevard, NC 28712
pisgahtenkara@gmail.com

mailto:pisgahtenkara@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerome Luchuk
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:50:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jerome Luchuk
586 Deer Run Rd
New Bern, NC 28562
jluchuk@hotmail.com

mailto:jluchuk@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Cheesborough, MD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:50:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Cheesborough MD
827 S Horner Blvd
Sanford, NC 27330
jdcheesborough@gmail.com

mailto:jdcheesborough@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: joefrangiosa
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Public comment on petition impacting shrimp trawling
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:57:57 PM

AS AN AVID NORTH CAROLINA RESIDENT, RECREATIONAL SURF AND OCEAN FISHERMEN AND
ON BEHALF OF 200 MEMBERS OF ST JAMES FISHING CLUB HERE IN SOUTHPORT NC, I
SUPPORT YOUR
PETITION. OVER THE PAST COUPLE OF YEARS SHRIMP HAS BEEN HARDER AND HARDER TO
FIND AND BUY BECAUSE OF THE CURRENT SHRIMP NURSERY RULES AND MORALITY RATES.
 
MANY FISHERMAN IN THE WILMINGTON SOUTHPORT AREAS SUPPORT THIS PETITION AND I
HAVE ASKED THEM TO SEND IN THEIR SUPPORT OF THIS PETITION.
 
 
Petition for Rulemaking to Amend 15A Admin. Code 3L .0101, 3L .0103, 3M
.0522, 3M .0523, 3N .0151, and 3R .0105 to Designate Special Secondary
Nursery Areas and Reduce Bycatch Mortality in North Carolina Coastal
Fishing Waters

mailto:joefrangiosa@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cody Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:00:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Cody E. Edwards
3293 E 10th St
Greenville, NC 27858
edwardsc13@students.ecu.edu

mailto:edwardsc13@students.ecu.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Hallquist
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:00:24 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Brian Hallquist
6016 Cardinal Dr
New Bern, NC 28560
bjkmhall@gmail.com

mailto:bjkmhall@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ANDREW CAMPBELL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:10:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ANDREW CAMPBELL
6601 Woodrow Ter
Henrico, VA 23228
CAMPBELLX2@VERIZON.NET

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JIM MCLEOD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:10:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JIM MCLEOD
806 Bayshore Dr
Wilmington, NC 28411
jamesfraziermcleod@gmail.com

mailto:jamesfraziermcleod@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: RUNNIE ARRINGTON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:20:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RUNNIE ARRINGTON
9900 New Kent Hwy
New Kent, VA 23124
RARRINGTON@COX.NET

mailto:RARRINGTON@COX.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROLAND WILSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:20:35 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROLAND WILSON
104 Joshwood Dr
New Bern, NC 28560
WILSONDD@EMBARQMAIL.COM

mailto:WILSONDD@EMBARQMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Boggio
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:30:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

T.Boggio
169 Trillium Way
Clayton, NC 27527
boggiollc@gmail.com

mailto:boggiollc@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Prystash
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:37:59 PM

To whom it may concern,
  As a resident of Morehead City, NC , and as an avid recreational fisherman, I am strongly in
favor of the NCWF petition to ban inshore trawling. I have thought for a long time that the
inshore trawling is what is destroying our inshore fisheries. I sincerely you are successful at
getting the ban passed.
   Paul Prystash

mailto:stryper3@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: LARRY BLACK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:50:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

LARRY BLACK
322 Robert Keever Rd
Stanley, NC 28164
KEITHBLACK@CHARTER.NET

mailto:KEITHBLACK@CHARTER.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PAUL MARLOW
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:50:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

PAUL MARLOW
6650 Ramsey St
Fayetteville, NC 28311
MARLOWNOE@GMAIL.COM

mailto:MARLOWNOE@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Seth Berkebile
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 7:50:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Seth Berkebile
201 Land Line Dr
Wilmington, NC 28411
berkebi952@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PHILIP JOHNSON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 8:00:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

PHILIP JOHNSON
2205 NEW HILL OLIVE CHAPEL RD
NEW HILL, NC 27562
PAJCO@EARTHLINK.NET

mailto:PAJCO@EARTHLINK.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Askin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: SHRIMP NETTING
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 8:08:32 PM

The practice of Shrimp Netting in near shore and ICW waters is removing the available food chain from these
nursery areas.  This action largely affects the recreational fishing community.
Please vote to put an end to it.  No other Coastal State allows it.
Thank You
John Askin
jpa43@aol.com

mailto:Jpa43@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: TRENTON BLOUNT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 8:20:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

TRENTON BLOUNT
939 Bexhill Ct
Greenville, NC 27858
TRENTONBLOUNT1@GMAIL.COM

mailto:TRENTONBLOUNT1@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Harold Coltrane, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 8:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Harold L Coltrane, Jr.
1610 Gurganus Rd
Snow Hill, NC 28580
hlynnyc@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Robertson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 8:20:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Robertson
308 Grace St
Mount Airy, NC 27030
jakerobertson@roadrunner.com

mailto:jakerobertson@roadrunner.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: FRANK BENTON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 8:20:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

FRANK BENTON
PO Box 90
Flat Rock, NC 28731
ROGERBENTON@BENTONROOFING.COM

mailto:ROGERBENTON@BENTONROOFING.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Schafer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 8:20:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Schafer
211 Cypress Landing Trl
Chocowinity, NC 27817
jcs1965@suddenlink.net

mailto:jcs1965@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Terry Butler
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 8:30:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Terry Butler
942 Dyke Smith Rd
La Grange, NC 28551
terrybutler318@gmail.com

mailto:terrybutler318@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN WROTON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 8:50:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JOHN WROTON
500 Valley Mede Dr
Durham, NC 27713
JCWROTON@MINDSPRING.COM

mailto:JCWROTON@MINDSPRING.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: G Nelson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: shrimping restrictions inland waters
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 9:08:56 PM

I am writing to ask that you please consider restrictions / limitations on inshore shrimping.  I
had a chance to go to the coast and work on a shrimp boat one weekend in the lower Cape
Fear River and was sickened by the bycatch in shrimping.  My estimate was 9 lbs of bycatch
for every 1 pound of shrimp harvested.  There needs to be  restrictions on inshore shrimping to
stop this from depleting our resources.

Thank you for your consideration.

Mark Nelson
Whispering Pines, NC

mailto:nelsonmgrc@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: nccy@ec.rr.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: When will Bycatch end?
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 9:14:22 PM

When does North Carolina join the modern world to improve it's
fisheries? When do all of us who buy boats, boat slips gas etc. have a
voice in the fisheries of this state. The few commercial fisherman
control the marine fisheries supposed to be enjoyed by us all. So many
have to drive to other states to spend our money. Your loss. Donna Young

mailto:nccy@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Gallaher
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 9:30:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Keith Gallaher
441 Kingsford Rd
Fayetteville, NC 28314
kjgallaher@gmail.com

mailto:kjgallaher@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Quick
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: By-catch Petition
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 9:59:13 PM

Hello, I am a NC resident and spend time recreational fishing on our coast. I am in favor of the petition to restrict
shrimp trawling to reduce the amount of wasted by-catch
Thank you
Matt Wuick

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:mattquick201@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: robert@carolinaexplorer.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: Hamilton, Cindi B; Rep. John Bell; Rep. Jimmy Dixon; President Pro Tem Phil Berger; Rep. Ted Davis; Rep. Tim

Moore
Subject: Fisheries Petition and Lack of Recreational Comments Allowed during Public Comment
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 10:17:41 PM

January 25, 2017

To Nancy Fish, Braxton Davis and Sammy Corbett,

I am grateful that you are allowing extra time for public comment. It seems that during the
meeting that the North Carolina Division of Commercial Fisheries held last week, there was
not enough time for everyone to speak on the NCWF petition.

This is not a commercial or recreational fisheries issue. This is about rebuilding our state
fish stocks from the brink of collapse. I have been operating a full time inshore charter
business out of Carolina Beach, NC for 17 years. This fishing the past 3 years has been
difficult at best. I CAN SEE THE WRITING ON THE WALL. I am on the water everyday and I
see that my industry is failing, due to lack of fish, and that I am going to have to seek other
employment. Poor fishing means, no repeat clients, which means we all lose; hotels,
restaurants,charter fishermen, tackle shops and others who depend on the much needed
fishermen in the spring and fall. My clients are spending their money in South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas. The people who go on vacation to fish are
spending their dollars where there are plenty of fish to catch. 

The commercial sector is too entrenched to acknowledge there is a problem and can't see
the forest for the trees. If something is not done to protect our inshore nursery area's,
where the juvenile fish go to grow up, NO ONE WILL HAVE ANYTHING TO CATCH. The State
of North Carolina needs to manage its inshore waters based on what is best for the
RESOURCE. 

I ask anyone who reads this to please help rebuild our inshore fish stocks. This means that
tough decisions will have to be made and people will be unhappy. The state of NC needs to
get the destructive gear out of the water, rebuild its inshore habitats (oyster reefs, grass
beds, and hard bottom areas), and help the full commercial fishermen that are truly
affected transition to different methods of fishing our inshore waters. 

Thank you for your time and I hope someone reads this email.

Capt. Robert Schoonmaker
910-264-1807

mailto:robert@carolinaexplorer.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov
mailto:John.Bell@ncleg.net
mailto:Jimmy.Dixon@ncleg.net
mailto:Phil.Berger@ncleg.net
mailto:Ted.Davis@ncleg.net
mailto:Tim.Moore@ncleg.net
mailto:Tim.Moore@ncleg.net


From: ANTHONY COOK
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 10:20:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ANTHONY COOK
3612 Chippendale Trl
Greensboro, NC 27406
AGCFLASH@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bart Lewis, MD
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 10:30:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bart Lewis MD
503 Shell Pt
Morehead City, NC 28557
fishotherapy@gmail.com

mailto:fishotherapy@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Turner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: fish conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 10:33:03 PM

To who it may concern,
I understand that the commercial fisherman's lobby took over the meeting in New Bern but I hope
that you all see through that ploy! I live on the coast in Surf City, NC and have witnessed the
decline of quality sport fishing and the tremendous by-catch that washes up on shore. The
majority of which is juvenile sport fish. I watched this past season as five trawlers dredged the
near shore side by side covering hundreds of feet of net 24 hours a day. I know that the sport
fishing dollars outweigh the commercial spend by a long shot. But what aggravates me the most is
the abusive way the commercial folks treat anyone who voices a different opinion. I have friends
that have been threatened and had tires slashed for voicing their opinion. I also have witnessed
first hand gill nets that completely close off creeks while their "tenders" drag chains to chase the
Trout and Redfish to their death. I urge you to make these species gamefish and restrict
commercial fishing in their estuaries.

Thank you,
James Turner

mailto:turner.james55@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Leo Johns
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:30:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Leo Johns
226 White Oak Bluff Rd
Stella, NC 28582
lee@lajohns.com

mailto:lee@lajohns.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carl Huffman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

CARL HUFFMAN
115 Halls Creek Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584
cmhuffman356@mail.cfcc.edu

mailto:cmhuffman356@mail.cfcc.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Barnes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:40:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Tim Barnes
114 Oak Cir
Hampstead, NC 28443
Barnesconst@rocketmail.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Pruneau
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 11:50:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Leslie Pruneau
5614 Lambshire Dr
Raleigh, NC 27612
bubblegumamerican@gmail.com

mailto:bubblegumamerican@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Taft
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:00:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Christopher w taft
525 Fallon Grove Way
Raleigh, NC 27608
chriswtaft@gmail.com

mailto:chriswtaft@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT HILL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:40:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT HILL
173 Cardinal Ct
Pittsboro, NC 27312
ROBERTHILL210@GMAIL.COM

mailto:ROBERTHILL210@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JAMES HORGAN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:50:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JAMES HORGAN
123 Sir Richard W
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948
JHORGAN@ATT.NET

mailto:JHORGAN@ATT.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: LEONARD CUMMINGS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:20:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

LEONARD CUMMINGS
610 3rd Ave S Unit 13B
North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582
LEECUMMINGS80@HOTMAIL.COM

mailto:LEECUMMINGS80@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Attila Nemecz
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 5:41:15 AM

Attila Nemecz
415 E. 2nd St.
Washington, NC 27889

January 26, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Attila Nemecz

mailto:attilanemecz@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 6:20:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Keith Moore
222 Bluewater Cv
Swansboro, NC 28584
moor5519@bellsouth.net

mailto:moor5519@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Walter Rauch
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 6:30:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Walter Rauch
5614 Lambshire Dr
Raleigh, NC 27612
walter.rauch@gmail.com

mailto:walter.rauch@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: kam marra
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 6:30:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

kam marra
115 Whooping Crane Ln
New Bern, NC 28562
kamarra66@gmail.com

mailto:kamarra66@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamlico Albemarle Wildlife Conservationists
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support the NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 6:33:42 AM
Attachments: PAWC 2017 NCWF petition.docx

Dear Chairman Corbett,

I have attached written comments in support of the NCWF petition. Thank you for your
consideration.

Attila Nemecz

President,
Pamlico Albemarle Wildlife Conservationists

mailto:pamlicowildlife@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov





PAWC   PO  Box  211   Washington,  NC  27889                        Pamlico Albemarle Wildlife Conservationists

Contact:  Attila Nemecz,  President                                             252-940-8672             pamlicowildlife@gmail.com





January 24, 2017

NCWF Petition

Marine Fisheries Commission Office

PO Box 769

Morehead City, NC 28557



Dear Chairman Corbett:

I sat down with a group of fisherman about this petition and they were all excited about it. They told me the problem is that the industry is too efficient. They go out one day, line their boats up, and pull for hours at a time. They track their locations with GPS, so the next day they go a little bit over and do the same thing. 

BRD’s are not sufficient. With practices like these, we need management fixes, not technological fixes. Reducing the number of open days, pull times and rope lengths will remedy this. Long pull times mean increased bycatch. Shorter rope length means more targeted pulls. The industry is very efficient at catching shrimp. The problem is that it is not efficient at catching JUST shrimp.

This bycatch, millions of dead juvenile fish, is a loss to the Pamlico Sound ecosystem and a loss to the economy of North Carolina. Four pounds of bycatch for every pound of shrimp caught. We are feeding a lot of sea gulls and not North Carolina families. 

My area relies on recreational fisherman. On a nice day year-round, all of the boat ramps are full. They buy gas, stop for lunch, buy boats that are made in my region and some of them even buy houses. The fisherman I talked to, some of whom retired here so they can fish everyday, are happy to live along the tributaries of the upper Pamlico River, currently a special secondary nursery. 

I hope you will support the petition to expand the special secondary nursery status to NC’s inland waters.

Attila Nemecz,

President,

Pamlico Albemarle Wildlife Conservationists

A chapter of the NC Wildlife Federation

Representing members from Beaufort, Dare, Hyde, Martin, Pamlico, Pitt, Tyrrell, Washington Counties. 
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From: Joseph Santello, II
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 6:50:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Joseph Santello II
2630 Garden Hill Dr Apt 107
Raleigh, NC 27614
joesantello@gmail.com

mailto:joesantello@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Pearsall
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:01:17 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Pearsall
138 Pinecliff Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409
robpearsall@hotmail.com

mailto:robpearsall@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: THOMAS RAEDEKE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:10:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

THOMAS RAEDEKE
207 Field St
Greenville, NC 27858
RAEDEKET@ECU.EDU

mailto:RAEDEKET@ECU.EDU
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Van Duyn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Reducing by-catch petition:
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:16:30 AM

Folks: Thanks for your efforts to institute reasonable and effective rules to insure reproduction
and survival of juvenile fish stocks in our sounds and estuaries. Almost all states along the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts have adopted such rules with astounding success in increasing fish
stocks for all parties interested in this natural resource. During my lifetime in NC (since 1971) 
I have witnessed huge reductions of fish populations in the Pamlico and Albemarle Sounds
due to the over exploitation of these resources without counteracting regulations to insure
reproduction and survival at adequate levels. This applies to all commercial fishing endeavors
no matter what the target of their exploitation (crabs, shrimp, shad, herring, weakfish,
flounder, etc., etc.);recreational and commercial exploitation of the species has declined
enomously.  Due to the short-sighted approach of commercial harvesting, stocks are destroy
without reasonable rules of "not destroying so much as to allow adequate reproduction to
sustain or increase stocks at favorable levels for all parties". I fully support the proposed rules
to reduce by-catch from shrimp trawling and to designate sounds as nursery areas as proposed.
Additionally, I am in favor of other actions that will have similar results with other species.
Thank you very much.

John Van Duyn, PhD
Edenton, NC

mailto:jwvanduy@ncsu.edu
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Currie
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:30:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Keith Currie
173 Brown Rd
Red Springs, NC 28377
obx1kc@embarqmail.com

mailto:obx1kc@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT ALBEE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:40:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ROBERT ALBEE
537 Rivage Promenade
Wilmington, NC 28412
RALBEE@BELLSOUTH.NET

mailto:RALBEE@BELLSOUTH.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Denoyer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:40:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jessica L Denoyer
115 Whooping Crane Ln
New Bern, NC 28562
jessdenoyer@hotmail.com

mailto:jessdenoyer@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Botts, Robert
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: North Carolina fishing
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:49:57 AM

It sounds like there is no fair trade off ,Like cutting all the tree down to make way for the
dessert. We have to have these area's to promote growth. We will all win in the end if , we
have these nurseries area ,and if we can not share the responsibility  and, they want it one
sided .  We should move to making the entire bay area's a nursery area ,from nets all together
like   the other states have. Before it"s to late.We need to take a healthy stand and vote at the
state level and not just a committee level of just a few ,do I say paid for and one sided . Hard
choices are made by real men for  the many not for the few .Our children's children's will pay
for our failure's . We are not asking stop fishing we asking for a little space to promote growth
.Yes we been doing this all our life ,But we out fished what God placed in our hands.

mailto:robert_botts@nps.gov
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Robbins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Comments on the petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:52:49 AM

I am very supportive of the petition to better manage the shrimp trawling in
our sounds and in shore waters.     No one has the right to take this natural
resource with the consequences being suffered today.
There was much comment in New Bern in opposition to the petition, with
manipulated data, intimidated speakers, and more.    The truth is that no one
there made a decent argument against the egregious killing of juvenile fish as a
result of trawling. 
 
One commenter stated that the kill actually improves fishing – claimed to have
a PhD thesis to support it.   I don’t think so.   There is no way that killing
hundreds of millions of fish is not harmful to the population, and declining
sport fishing shows it.
 
The economic impact of sport fishing dwarfs the shrimp industry.  And that is
dollars coming INTO the state – vs dollars LEAVING the state through the out of
state trawlers who come in.    This petition calls for only regulation down to
90’.   Almost all trawlers are unaffected by this.   This regulation and the
reduction in days to trawl would inhibit big trawlers from other states coming
into our waters and hauling away our NC resource – taking those $ elsewhere.  
Instead, we can have better sport fishing – a much more important economic
activity, and actually improved shrimp fisheries as well, as has been shown in
Louisiana and elsewhere.  
 
It is unfortunate that there was so much obfuscation and intimidation in New
Bern – including by panel members.    I have never seen anything like it.   I
balanced, objective, non-emotional meeting would have had a different flavor
and recognition of the legitimate science behind the petition, as opposed to
the assertions and irrelevant comments by many.  
 
These are my resources too.   And they need to be managed.
           

mailto:johnrobbinsjbr@gmail.com
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Other states have shown these measures to be effective.    We are not as
different and special as we think.   We need to look at the science and act as all
other states have done – except we are not asking to end this trawling as every
other Atlantic coast state has done.   We are just asking to manage it, more like
what a Louisiana has done.    AND when this petition passes, we will STILL be
the most lenient state from Maine to Texas on shrimp trawling.   That says it all
– we need to take this action.
 
Thank you
John Robbins
100 Union St N
Concord, NC 28025
 
 
 
 



From: Mark
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: 5 points to consider
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:03:43 AM

TO:   NC MFC 

    Please consider these 5 points when debating the merits of the petition for rule making form
NCWF and vote to DENY.    Thanks, Mark Hooper, PO Box 186, Smyrna, NC.

At the presentation in New Bern I assumed that by catch numbers were reported on an
annual basis, when I studied further I realized that the numbers were a 4 year total.   We
have an annual shrimp season and there is by-catch associated with that.  I find it
disingenuous to use four year totals. 
The by catch numbers are calculated by going from 388 observed trips to 32,388 total
reported trips.   This is approximately 1% coverage.  It is irresponsible to make this
calculation without some error calculation.  There had to have been variance in the
bycatch during the observed trips.  This must be included in any overall analysis.  
What type of vessels were the basis for the observed trips?   How accurate is it to use
these observed trips as a proxy for the entire industry?   How big were the nets?   How
long were the tow times?   How robust was the analysis of the question of observed trips
as an accurate portrayal of the industry as a whole.  
By catch information was presented for spot, croaker, and weakfish.  Only for weakfish
was an at-net mortality reported, I believe at 87%.   In the Brown et al. study at-net
mortality was reported for spot as 23.4% and 66% for croaker.    In the presentation,
NCWF chose to assume 100% at-net mortality for spot and croaker.    Reasons were
given, but if you are going to use the Brown study for by catch numbers and they
recorded at-net moralities, you have to use their numbers.
At net mortality is important and also an area where NCWF could work with the
industry.    Techniques could be devised to screen fin fish from the culling table, the
industry could institute a "first 5 minute" campaign.  With this effort once the tail bags
are untied, the first 5 minutes would be spent culling live fish from the table.  

mailto:mhooper9@ec.rr.com
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From: Robbie Rice
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:10:17 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robbie Rice
3989 Timberlake Dr
Grimesland, NC 27837
rrice@cricpa.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
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From: Stanley Oliver, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:11:19 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Stanley Oliver Jr
109 Rial Ct
Manteo, NC 27954
stan-o@charter.net

mailto:stan-o@charter.net
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From: Ronald Craig, Sr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:20:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ronald Craig Sr
258 Mouth of the Creek Rd
Chocowinity, NC 27817
rcraig041947@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
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From: David Blakewood
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:20:48 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David Blakewood
4545 Pleasant Garden Rd
Greensboro, NC 27406
blakewoodd@bellsouth.net

mailto:blakewoodd@bellsouth.net
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From: Bryant, John
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Add me to your petition to reduce trawler bycatch
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:26:18 AM

Dear NC Marine Fisheries,
 
I am writing to comment on the NC Marine Fisheries Reform Petition regarding the  reduction of
North Carolina Shrimp Trawlers bycatch.
 
I have lived in North Carolina since 1992 and have become an avid salt water fisherman. It is my plan
to retire here, possibly buy a place at the coast and fish more often. I am a member of the Raleigh
Saltwater Sport Fishing Club and am well versed on the efforts of CCA to bring our state in line with
the sensible approach to managing stock as our neighbors to the east and west have done.
 
I watched the report of the January 17 public hearing on WRAL and felt the report was tremendously
one sided. I plan to write a letter to the station chief and my good friend Greg Fishel to let them
know they failed to understand and accurately report on the issue.
 
I also feel the lack of rounded reporting swayed many people to side with the heavily lobbied
commercial industry. Members of our club DID attend the hearing and reported back that the
commercial fishing lobby so overpowered the meeting that others in favor of the petition could not
be heard.
 
I enjoy surf fishing and participate in the three major (Ocracoke, Nags Head and Cape Hatteras)
invitational tournaments. These tournaments bring men and women from all along the East Coast to
our state. Unfortunately, these tournaments have been suffering a weaker attendance because
fishing in North Carolina has declined so much. I have spent many, many days on the beach watching
the trawlers go back and forth while giant flocks of seagulls and other marine birds feast on all the
bycatch thrown overboard.
 
Our country is about managing our resources for generations to come. We embrace ways to do
things better using new technology and information. In the last ten years, many industries have
adapted to a changing landscape and have ultimately come back stronger, healthier and better
positioned to compete in a world that values responsible management of our natural resources.
Allowing our state’s commercial shrimp industry to continue to operate without regard for the
consequences goes against the fabric of who we are.
 
Please add my name and comments to the petition in support of NCWF efforts to reduce bycatch.
 
Thank you.
 
John W. Bryant
flyr6105@gmail.com
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From: Jim McQueen
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Deny the NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:28:40 AM

Please deny the NCWF petition and continue to allow shrimping in the inland waters and along the N.C. coast.

Thank you.

James A. McQueen
Kill Devil Hills, N.C.

mailto:jamcqueen@gmail.com
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From: Liz Rutledge
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:36:54 AM

I write to you today as a conservationist and a concerned citizen of North Carolina. Marine
Fisheries play an important role in our great state and should be fully recognized as a natural
resource belonging to each and every one of us. Therefore, I am writing to support this
petition. Reports within the petition indicate that a number of fish species are not present at
levels necessary to support or maintain sustainable harvest. As a citizen of North Carolina, I
would like to see enhancement of these fish populations through by-catch reduction and
further protection of juvenile fish, specifically of varying age classes. As someone who
believes in sound science, data cannot be discounted in this movement toward overall
improvement in our fisheries for all groups involved and for future generations. Also, as a life-
long consumer of fresh caught North Carolina seafood, I want to purchase and consume
seafood harvested in a sustainable manner from sustainable fish populations; therefore, I
strongly believe in increased protection of our estuaries for natural production. These factors
effect my decision as to when and where I purchase seafood. Please support this natural
resource and additional protections for fishery habitat in North Carolina.

Sincerely,

Liz

-- 
Dr. Liz Rutledge

Wildlife Specialist

mailto:liz@ncwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Cole
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:41:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jim Cole
18437 Whitacre Cir
Hudson, FL 34667
monoceba@gmail.com

mailto:monoceba@gmail.com
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From: Brett Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Trawling in nc
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:41:56 AM

Good morning,

I am emailing you with my concern on the shrimp trawling in coastal waters. I do not approve
of the trawling. I have seen the fish population decrease over the years. We have enough
pressure on the resources from commercial netting and gigging .I would  like to see the
trawlers moved off shore more to preserve the resources that are already pressured to the max.

Thank you.

mailto:bbanders@ncsu.edu
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From: Barry Evans
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:50:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Barry Evans
210 Elm St
Beaufort, NC 28516
barry.evans@gmail.com

mailto:barry.evans@gmail.com
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From: SAMUEL BOYCE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:00:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

SAMUEL BOYCE
110 Mount Vernon Dr
Wilmington, NC 28403
SDB60411@HOTMAIL.COM
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From: Henryk Rudnicki
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:00:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Henryk Rudnicki
266 White Oak Bluff Rd
Stella, NC 28582
henry.rudnicki@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
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From: Mike Benton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:00:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mike Benton
30 Windrift Ct
Gibsonville, NC 27249
jmichaelb47@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
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From: Chuck Newcomer
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: supporter of ncwfp petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:01:32 AM

i am a supporter of the NCWFP. it is time to stop the catering to the commercial shrimpers at the expense of long
term sustainability and viability of our estuaries for our children and grandchildren. It is their resource and
inheritance not short term profit for a few individuals.

mailto:cnewcomer3@hotmail.com
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From: Robert W., Speir, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:10:22 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

RWS
2035 Ferncliff Rd
Charlotte, NC 28211
rob.speir@colliers.com

mailto:rob.speir@colliers.com
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From: STEPHEN HAMILTON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:20:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

STEPHEN HAMILTON
917 11th St
Goldsboro, NC 27534
STEVEH@WAYNEWATERDISTRICTS.COM

mailto:STEVEH@WAYNEWATERDISTRICTS.COM
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From: Glenda Medford
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Deny the NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:26:21 AM

Please do not let this petition go through! We want to keep eating our NC shrimp and supporting our local
watermen. I can't even begin to understand why anyone is wanting to take this away from our state. We love our
state, our fishermen out there making a living, and our shrimp!!!

Sincerely,
Glenda Medford
89 Lindsey Way
Waynesville, NC 28785

mailto:glenda.medford@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Hamilton, Cindi B
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: NCWF petition for Braxton Davis Eyes please
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:27:46 AM

Forwarding another letter from Charlie Schoonmaker. I did send a copy to Braxton, Nancy, Dee, Kathy R, Sammy,
and Catherine. cbh

Cindi B. Hamilton
Office Assistant IV
Director’s Office
NC Division of Marine Fisheries
Department of Environmental Quality

252 808 8013    office
cindi.hamilton@ncdenr.gov

3441 Arendell Street
Post Office Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557-0769

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.

-----Original Message-----
From: charles schoonmaker [mailto:schoonfish@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 6:20 PM
To: Hamilton, Cindi B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: NCWF petition for Braxton Davis Eyes please

To the NCDMF  Nancy Fish
The current members of the MFC,
Governor Roy Cooper
Lt. Governor Dan Forest, Senate President Sen. Phil Berger, President Pro Tempore Rep. Tim Moore, Speaker of
the House Rep. Jimmy Dixon Rep. Ted Davis Rep. John Bell, IV, Majority Leader Michael Regan, acting Secretary
of NCDEQ Braxton Davis 

Ladies and Gentlemen,

The Advisory Councils meeting this past week in New Bern on the proposed Wildlife Federation's petition on
shrimp trawling and estuary protection showed a new low in the transparency of the NCDMF and its advisory
committees mission to protect and enhance our state's public marine resource. I am sure you have all heard of said
meetings organizational debacle and failures so I will not comment on that situation....otherwise this email request
(by Mr. Sammy Corbett, Chairman and moderator of said meeting) for extension of the petition discussion would
not have been needed or necessary.

The combined marine resources of our state are at a 15 year low, Probably more according to the state's scientists at

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=A11F209296C04995836F4633C72C47B4-CBHAMILTON
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the DMF in Morehead City....Some say a 30 year low and showing a steady trend of decline. Our state's DMF
organization is challenged with reporting proper data and science to be used for management of our resources and
their well being. The MFC is responsible for acting on that science and data and to act responsibly to insure a
properly managed resource.

The MFC is tasked with protecting the resource, not various user groups.....  The previous MFC's have failed
miserably at their responsibility and this goes back years more than the current MFC administration. Today's MFC
must act quickly to reverse these failures, and by doing so enhance the opportunity for our many resources to
recover and prosper. We can no longer afford the "bandaid on a cancer" approach to fishery management and marine
environmental resources. There have been much needed changes to the DMF organization, but much more work
needs to be done, and soon. The condition of the total  marine resource is critical and needs help immediately. I hope
the NCWF petition will be studied, and it's science and relevance considered in the making of good decisions for our
resources.

I have faith in the current N C MFC in using the best available science and reasoning in making firm and much
needed decisions to better our resources for every N C citizen, not just a chosen few. It's all about the resource and
it's enhancement, right?

Thanking you all in advance for your efforts, I remain respectfully,

Charles C. Schoonmaker
NC born and bred,
A Proud Pender County Resident
Upper Union Township

Sent from my iPad

Sent from my iPad

Sent from my iPad



From: Hamilton, Cindi B
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Fisheries Petition and Lack of Recreational Comments Allowed during Public Comment
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:30:07 AM
Attachments: image002.png

A note of support for the extension from Robert Schoonmaker
 
Cindi B. Hamilton
Office Assistant IV
Director’s Office
NC Division of Marine Fisheries
Department of Environmental Quality
 
252 808 8013    office
cindi.hamilton@ncdenr.gov
 
3441 Arendell Street
Post Office Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557-0769
 

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 
 
 
 

From: robert@carolinaexplorer.com [mailto:robert@carolinaexplorer.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 10:18 PM
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition <NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov>
Cc: Hamilton, Cindi B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>; Rep. John Bell <John.Bell@ncleg.net>; Rep.
Jimmy Dixon <Jimmy.Dixon@ncleg.net>; President Pro Tem Phil Berger <Phil.Berger@ncleg.net>;
Rep. Ted Davis <Ted.Davis@ncleg.net>; Rep. Tim Moore <Tim.Moore@ncleg.net>
Subject: Fisheries Petition and Lack of Recreational Comments Allowed during Public Comment
 
 
January 25, 2017
 
 
 
 
To Nancy Fish, Braxton Davis and Sammy Corbett,
 
I am grateful that you are allowing extra time for public comment. It seems that during the
meeting that the North Carolina Division of Commercial Fisheries held last week, there was
not enough time for everyone to speak on the NCWF petition.
 

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=A11F209296C04995836F4633C72C47B4-CBHAMILTON
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov



This is not a commercial or recreational fisheries issue. This is about rebuilding our state
fish stocks from the brink of collapse. I have been operating a full time inshore charter
business out of Carolina Beach, NC for 17 years. This fishing the past 3 years has been
difficult at best. I CAN SEE THE WRITING ON THE WALL. I am on the water everyday and I
see that my industry is failing, due to lack of fish, and that I am going to have to seek other
employment. Poor fishing means, no repeat clients, which means we all lose; hotels,
restaurants,charter fishermen, tackle shops and others who depend on the much needed
fishermen in the spring and fall. My clients are spending their money in South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas. The people who go on vacation to fish are
spending their dollars where there are plenty of fish to catch. 
 
The commercial sector is too entrenched to acknowledge there is a problem and can't see
the forest for the trees. If something is not done to protect our inshore nursery area's,
where the juvenile fish go to grow up, NO ONE WILL HAVE ANYTHING TO CATCH. The State
of North Carolina needs to manage its inshore waters based on what is best for the
RESOURCE. 
 
I ask anyone who reads this to please help rebuild our inshore fish stocks. This means that
tough decisions will have to be made and people will be unhappy. The state of NC needs to
get the destructive gear out of the water, rebuild its inshore habitats (oyster reefs, grass
beds, and hard bottom areas), and help the full commercial fishermen that are truly
affected transition to different methods of fishing our inshore waters. 
 
Thank you for your time and I hope someone reads this email.
 
Capt. Robert Schoonmaker
910-264-1807
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



From: John Farber
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Stop the destruction
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:36:59 AM

The shrimping industry is destroying our recreational fish stocks by being allowed to continue inshore shrimping in the
estuaries and bays where juvenile fish end up as bycatch before they can reach maturity to reproduce. The declining stocks
of spot, sea trout and croaker is alarming. I have seen it myself over the last 25 years of fishing in NC. Please stop the
destruction.
 
John H. Farber
PO Box 49414                                                                                    
                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                               
Greensboro NC 27419.

Notice: This email and any attachments may contain the proprietary or other confidential information of Animal Supply Company, LLC,
and/or its affiliates. If you have received (or have reason to believe that you have received) it in error, please advise the sender by reply email
and immediately delete this message and any attachments without copying or disclosing the contents. Any other use, retention,
dissemination, forwarding, printing or copying of this email or any attachments is strictly prohibited.

mailto:John.Farber@AnimalSupply.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Narron
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:40:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mark Narron
1217 N Shore Dr
Surf City, NC 28445
mdnarron@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Roberson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:40:28 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Gary Roberson
2323 N Lakeview Dr
Newport, NC 28570
groberson@ec.rr.com

mailto:groberson@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Hamilton, Cindi B
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: NCWF PETITION
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:40:46 AM
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Cindi B. Hamilton
Office Assistant IV
Director’s Office
NC Division of Marine Fisheries
Department of Environmental Quality
 
252 808 8013    office
cindi.hamilton@ncdenr.gov
 
3441 Arendell Street
Post Office Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557-0769
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North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 
 
 
 

From: bddmldw@gmail.com [mailto:bddmldw@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:01 AM
To: Hamilton, Cindi B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: NCWF PETITION
 
Support for the North Carolina Wildlife Federation Petition
Based on my understanding of the NCWF Petition and the presentation given at the public hearing
by the NCWF it is clear that our fisheries are in danger.  I am new to the coastal area and was excited
about fishing in the Intracoastal Waterway but quickly realized that the fish just aren’t there.  I have
spoken with numerous recreational fisherman, boat captains, and fishing guides and they are all in
agreement the fish are not there like they use to be. I checked on the daily creel limits of our
surrounding coastal states and found that out of 8 of the southeastern coastal states, our daily creel

limits are by far the worst.  NC is 8th out of the 8 Coastal states for the number of Trout you can

keep each day.  NC is 8th out of the 8 coastal states for the number of Red Drum that you can keep

each day.  We are 7th out of the 8 coastal states for the number of flounder you can keep.  Spot,

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=A11F209296C04995836F4633C72C47B4-CBHAMILTON
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov



Croaker, and Weakfish are almost depleted.  We have the largest estuary, about 2.3 millions acres
and have some of the worst fishing in any of the coastal states.  It is embarrassing. 
The science is clear, the shrimp trawlers and the gill nets are wiping out our fisheries.  The
commercial fisherman are very vocal about this issue but can’t see that the very practices that they
are employing is really eliminating their jobs over time.  No other states allow shrimp trawlers (nor
gill nets for that matter) in their inland waters. It’s not hard to figure out why.  
What is most disappointing to me is when I try to get my grandsons to go fishing and they say.
“pop’s we don’t catch any fish.”  How do you think we will ever get kids interested or involved in
recreational fishing when the fish aren’t there?  If we continue with the shrimp trawlers and gill nets
in the inland waters of North Carolina not only will the commercial fisherman go out of business but
there will be a drastic reduction in the approximate 1 million recreational fishermen and a drastic
reduction in the 1.8 billion in economic impact to the state of NC and a drastic reduction in the
18,000 jobs that recreational fishing creates.
I support the measures proposed in the NCWF Petition.
Dave Sammons
Wilmington NC
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: Melissa McLauren
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:41:00 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Melissa K. McLauren
708 Mistique Ct
New Bern, NC 28560
mclauren@mclconsult.com

mailto:mclauren@mclconsult.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Garrity-Blake
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Letter in Opposition to NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 9:49:05 AM

Please find my letter attached and distribute it to the NCMFC. 

Thanks! Barbara

-- 
Barbara Garrity-Blake
www.raisingthestory.com
www.carolinacoastalvoices.com
P.O. Box 91
Gloucester, NC 28528
(252)342-8028

mailto:garrityblake@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
http://www.raisingthestory.com/
http://www.carolinacoastalvoices.com/


From: Dennis Alexander
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:00:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dennis Alexander
824 Mimosa Shores Rd
Washington, NC 27889
denmarlin@suddenlink.net

mailto:denmarlin@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JEFFREY KOEN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:00:43 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JEFFREY KOEN
835 Laurie Ellis Rd
Winterville, NC 28590
KOENJ835@GMAIL.COM

mailto:KOENJ835@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Jordan Hopkins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Petition / Spots & Croakers
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:04:26 AM

NCMFC:

         As a concerned citizen, I am requesting the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Committee
to deny the Petition for Rule making submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation that
limit 8 inches on spot and 10 inches on croaker. This will stop the local people from being
able to bring home a mess of fish and the need to let the people keep all those hybrid stripers.
They are not a natural resource and the shrimpers are a major asset to this area. 

 Sincerely, 
             

mailto:Jhopkins@sunstatessecurity.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jbeadle3
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Deny the NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:14:42 AM

I strongly support keeping North Carolina watermen in business and enjoying local seafood in our markets and
restaurants.

The bycatch information is misleading at best.

Please resist the push to drive our watermen out of business.  I am a recreational fisherman, but gladly give up some
recreational catch to have a sustainable commercial fishery.

James Beadle

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:jbeadle3@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandy Semans Ross
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;

sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
bkoury2@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; Rep. Tim Moore; President Pro Tem Phil Berger

Subject: Shrimp trawling petition comments
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:26:17 AM
Attachments: Outer Banks Catch comments.odt

Thank you for your time and consideration of these comments.

Sandy Semans Ross

mailto:sstumpypoint@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:samjcorbett3@gmail.com
mailto:captgorgesmfc@gmail.com
mailto:captjoemfc@yahoo.com
mailto:sobxl1@gmail.com
mailto:rds.mfc@gmail.com
mailto:janetrosemfc@gmail.com
mailto:amikewicker@gmail.com
mailto:bkoury2@gmail.com
mailto:awillis.mfc@gmail.com
mailto:Tim.Moore@ncleg.net
mailto:Phil.Berger@ncleg.net

POB 305, Manteo, NC 27954

Jan. 26, 2017

Comments on North Carolina Wildlife Federation petition



Outer Banks Catch is a nonprofit that focuses on providing fact-based education to consumers about the commercial fishing industry and communities,  and the habitat and water quality needed to maintain a robust fishery. 

The petition filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation based on the work of Jack Travelstead, an employee of the Coastal Conservation Association, and former Division of Marine Fisheries director, Louis Daniel, now contracted with NCWF, contains few statements that Outer Banks Catch could provide to the public and stand behind their legitimacy.

According to the Marine Fisheries Commission's guidelines for consideration of petitions, the submitted document is incomplete without an economic impact statement. Without the information, according to the rules, this petition should not be accepted for review.

Information presented by Division of Marine Fisheries staff at the recent hearing debunked many of the assertions put forth by the petitioner.

This petition is based on incomplete science, misrepresented studies, devoid of proper economic impact and doesn't addresss the continuing loss of water quality and habitat. 

The information included in the document does the industry, science and consumers a grave injustice. For the above reasons, Outer Banks Catch opposes consideration of this petition. 

Outer Banks Catch Board of Directors

Sandy Semans Ross, executive director





From: michael ward
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:30:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

michael ward
PO Box 36348
Greensboro, NC 27416
michaelw@gscnc.com

mailto:michaelw@gscnc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Don Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:30:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Donald J. Miller
3229 Merriman Ave
Raleigh, NC 27607
djm_jsg@mindspring.com

mailto:djm_jsg@mindspring.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Johnson, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:30:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Johnson Jr
616 Shoals Dr
Wilmington, NC 28411
jjohnson15@ec.rr.com

mailto:jjohnson15@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Roy Stallings, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:41:22 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Phil Stallings
539 Deer Run Rd
New Bern, NC 28562
phillipstallings@suddenlink.net

mailto:phillipstallings@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Yates Gladwell, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:50:06 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Yates Gladwell
312 Pettiford Rd
Swansboro, NC 28584
yates7419@gmail.com

mailto:yates7419@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
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From: Davis, Braxton C 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:46 AM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: FW: Marine Fisheries Commission
 
 
 
----------------------------   
Braxton C. Davis
Director
NC Divisions of Marine Fisheries and Coastal Management
Department of Environmental Quality
 
252 808 8013 Marine Fisheries Office
252 808 2808 x202 Coastal Management Office
Braxton.Davis@ncdenr.gov
 
Morehead City, NC 28557
 

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 
From: Jack Kenley [mailto:3jamesk@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 1:11 PM
To: Davis, Braxton C <Braxton.Davis@NCDENR.Gov>
Subject: Marine Fisheries Commission
 

Director Davis - I am writing you today to encourage your involvement and support of the NC Wildlife
Federation's Petition that's currently receiving public comment.  The comment period ends tomorrow.  I'm
concerned with the weight of the Commercial Fishing lobby which is evidenced in the decisions of all five
Advisory Committees to not approve the Petition.
 
Your support will insure that the Vision of the NMF and the Mission of the MFC affects and impacts  all
North Carolinians.
 
Thank you for your leadership.
 
Jack Kenley
 

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=428A3C3885144AE89D3E891674A07BBA-NDFISH
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Here's the communication from me to all members of the MFC today fyi:
 
Chairman Corbett - I am writing to you today in support of the NC Wildlife Federation's Petition to  reduce
bycatch in shrimp trawling through expansion of nursery areas.  
 
As a coastal resident of our great State, I have long been concerned about the impact our regulations have
had on recreational fishing.  From what I have been able to review, it appears that all other states on the
Eastern Seaboard have addressed these issues.  
 
I urge you to stand against the recomendations from all five Advisory Committees and approve the
Petition.  It appears that the Advisory Commnittess are dominated by members financially connected to the
commercial industry.  I hope that you will create the balance needed for all North Carolinians by approving
the  Petition. 
 
Thank you.



From: bernie stallings
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:00:18 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

bernie stallings
5474 Addison Dr
Charlotte, NC 28211
bstallings55@gmail.com

mailto:bstallings55@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: PAUL ENSMINGER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:10:46 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

PAUL ENSMINGER
6607 Bunker Hill Cir
Charlotte, NC 28210
PENSMINGER28@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Cory Mattson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: coastal waters reform
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:16:32 AM

I am in favor of reducing the destruction large scale commercial netting brings to NC. NC has the
best potential for fishing yet as it is I spend all of my time in SC, FL, TX due to the fact those states
have much better estuary management. I have witnessed the destruction of juvenile fish stocks
many times and have just about written off NC for spending my time and dollars.
Thank You
Cory Mattson
Licensed NC resident outdoorsman

mailto:cory.mattson@rossresorts.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Veldon Reeves, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:20:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Veldon F. Reeves, Jr.
168 Live Oak Rd
Newport, NC 28570
budreeves100@gmail.com

mailto:budreeves100@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:20:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Christopher Hayes
4327 Chantilly Dr
Granite Falls, NC 28630
Chayes43@live.com

mailto:Chayes43@live.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Nowell, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:30:25 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Nowell Jr
1336 Apache Ln
Apex, NC 27502
bonowell@aol.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JENNIFER S SKVARLA
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: North Carolina Wildlife Federation Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:32:23 AM

Jennifer Skvarla-Alligood
6338 Christian School Road
Pantego, NC 27860

I respectfully request that the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission vote in
favor for the North Carolina Wildlife Federation, Modification to Petition for
Rulemaking.

I have lived in the Albemarle and Pamlico region for over thirty years.  During
the interim, I have witnessed the constant threat to numerous wildlife environments. 

Currently, statistics show the state of our by catch fisheries are in a crises situation.  

As you know, juvenile fish, shrimp, and crabs all serve as very important food sources
for many of the fish species we are trying to rebuild and protect in North Carolina
such as speckled trout, weakfish, southern flounder, red drum and many others. 
When juvenile fishes are killed during shrimp trawl activities, they become unavailable
to their natural predators because they are consumed by other species such as
Cormorants and sea gulls, dolphins, and sharks.  Having more juvenile fish, shrimp,
and crabs in the water and available as natural prey items is critical to the
ecosystems function of our estuaries and reduces the dependence of species such as
sea birds and marine mammals on this unnatural, and unsustainable food source.

I do not support a total ban on shrimp trawling in North Carolina and believe the
cultural and historical significance of that fishery needs to be protected.  However, I
strongly believe that the petition is critical to ensure not only a viable shrimp fishery,
but to rebuild fish stocks that were also critical to the history and culture of our coast
that are but a fraction of what they were.  

Thank you,

Jennifer Skvarla-Alligood

mailto:framtech@gotricounty.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Chalmers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Public trust resources runaround
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:40:05 AM

I was saddened to hear about the manner in which our fisheries management has chosen to
allow the commercial fishing industry to dominate our public hearing regarding bycatch and
harvest practices in our inshore waters. This bullying is outrageous. As a voting NC resident, I
will be closely monitoring the actions of this body.

Tim Chalmers
Raleigh, NC

mailto:zeighboy@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Phillip Fox
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:40:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Phillip Fox
115 Mellen Rd
New Bern, NC 28562
phillipfox0@gmail.com

mailto:phillipfox0@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Mckeithan
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimp trawling petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:42:18 AM

I am against Shrimp trawling in North Carolina sounds, fish nurseries, estuaries and the inland waterway.

 As a long time visitor and then resident, I have personally seen a major decline in flounder, Atlantic croaker, spot
and all other recreational fishing.   It is at a point now that you have to go many miles off shore and then fishing is
still way down from what it way.

I have heard that Florida had a similar problem, that it was due to close in and in shore shrimping and net fishing
close in and in shore netting in general.  

I also heard that after Florida banned the close in and inshore netting it only took a few years before fishing stocks
really began improving.

At present rate of decline, I fear many recreational fishing species will be wiped out near to and in shore.

I strongly oppose close in and inshore fish and shrimp netting.

John and Kathy Mckeithan
OAk Island NC

mailto:2jmckeithan@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Smith, Tricia
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: N.C. Wildlife Federation petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:08:11 PM
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Patricia Smith
Public Information Officer
Division of Marine Fisheries
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
 
252 808 8025    office
252 342 0642    mobile
Tricia.Smith@ncdenr.gov
 
PO. Box 769
3441 Arendell St.
Morehead City, N.C. 28557
 

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 

From: Fred Jelinek [mailto:fjeli@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:37 AM
To: Smith, Tricia <tricia.smith@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: N.C. Wildlife Federation petition
 
People in SC and other coastal states are still eating fresh caught local shrimp after getting the
shrimp trawlers out of the nurseries and estuaries. Their fish populations boomed. The bycatch
in NC is about 4 to 6 pounds of juvenile fish to one pound of shrimp. The failure of NC to
properly manage its waters and fish population is shameful.  Tobacco farmers, IT folks,
medical professionals and other occupations have all had to adapt to changing circumstances
and conditions. Shrimpers should do so as well. Generate the courage to fix this.
 
Fred Jelinek
 

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=95079DF82BE047A6B238CD49A8F97E29-SPSMITH
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Tricia.Smith@ncdenr.gov



From: aundreaoneal@gmail.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Petition filed by the NC Wildlife Federation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:08:47 PM

My name is Aundrea O’Neal and I am opposed to the petition that was filed by the NC Wildlife
Federation.  Five Advisory Committees  voted, upon request of the NC MFC,  to “Deny” the petition. 
I am in strong belief that the petition does not have any scientific credibility, which was obvious by
the profound number of experts that spoke on that subject at the January 17, 2017 meeting in New
Bern, NC.
 
Aundrea O'Neal
Tradewinds Editor

CCFA~Treasurer
308 Franklin Street
Beaufort, NC 28516
Cell: (252)503-8302
Work: (252)504-2036
Fax: (252)504-2052
 

mailto:aundreaoneal@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bert Owens
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:09:29 PM

Ladies and Gentlemen:

I would like to add my voice to the many stakeholders in favor of the N.C. Wildlife 
Federations petition for changes in the Shrimp trawl fishery. For too long the by catch in this 
fishery has been ignored or trivialized. Coastal communities, their economy and anglers are 
suffering as a result. It is shameful that our people have to go just across the Virginia line to 
catch an adult Croaker. The Fall Spot fleet in Carteret County has shrunken tremendously due 
to the lack of fish. The measures proposed by the petition are similar to those taken by states 
to our South. There catches and value did not fall, but have risen across the board. Any new by 
catch reduction devices have not been proven and the successful effort to keep observers off 
the boats testing them makes any claims suspect. Be strong and do the right thing for all of our 
citizens. Take this step tp approve the pet ion and start our fisheries back to their previous 
strength. Thank you.

Bert Owens
Beaufort, N.C.

mailto:bert@owensroofinginc.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Chalmers
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:10:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Tim Chalmers
1713 Picadilly Ln
Raleigh, NC 27608
zeighboy@gmail.com

mailto:zeighboy@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Tomacelli
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:20:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Paul A. Tomacelli
295 CROWN PT
SANFORD, NC 27332
ptomacelli@gmail.com

mailto:ptomacelli@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Weber
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:20:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Mr. Bruce Weber
188 Old Ferry Dock Rd
Harkers Island, NC 28531
webmech@me.com

mailto:webmech@me.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Louise Ackerman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:30:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Louise Ackerman
4701 E Yacht Dr
Oak Island, NC 28465
louack5@gmail.com

mailto:louack5@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Wayne Croom
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:30:37 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Wayne Croom
4701 E Yacht Dr
Oak Island, NC 28465
croom989@gmail.com

mailto:croom989@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rusty Wendt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:50:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Rusty Wendt
7496 Summerhill Dr
Summerfield, NC 27358
wendtru1@gmail.com

mailto:wendtru1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Meskauskas
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition for rulemaking
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 12:56:06 PM

I am in full support for the NCWF petition. The changes are reasonable and well thought out.  We cannot continue
to annually kill many millions of pounds of juvenile finfish to the detriment of the environment and recreational
anglers.

John Meskauskas
jmeskauskas@ymail.com

mailto:jmeskauskas@ymail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: twotoots@aol.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition - request to approve
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 1:05:04 PM

Restricting shrimping, saving finfish, and answering the real question

As a retired engineer, I spent my career separating fact from fiction, and emotion.  I reviewed the NCWF
petition to limit shrimping to preserve the stocks of Croaker, Spot and Weakfish with that same diligence. 
Even though my conclusion threatens the livelihood of many of my neighbors and friends, there is one
fact very damning of the shrimp industry: over five pounds of finfish are removed from NC waters by
shrimping for every pound harvested by the commercial and recreational fisheries combined.

This is not the frequently quoted statistic regarding the ratio of shrimp to bycatch (4:1), noting that limits
are based on the monitored health of the fishery, it is an indication of the shrimp industries’ impact relative
to other drivers. Say what you will about the indeterminable effects of water quality, sharks, sea birds, and
climate change; a shrimp industry that destroys five times what is allowed to be caught will not play well
on the public stage.

The NCWF prepared and presented a thorough proposal of the steps necessary to secure the fishery. 
They did exactly what was prudent and professional, and would have been remiss not to make the
recommendation.  Granted, there may be other combinations of methods to preserve our finfish, but
NCWF deserves much gratitude for their efforts.  Who else is looking after the fishery?

The real question is finfish vs shrimp and striking a better balance.  Much has been made of the
economic impact of shrimping and of preserving a way of life.  Nothing has been said of the economic
impact of the demise of the Croker, Spot and Weakfish stocks and that way of life that has already
disappeared - stocks that disappeared in part due to the impacts of shrimping?

There are a reported 200 to 300 “shrimpers” in NC, and a not insignificant but largely part time industry
that supports them.  There are half a million coastal recreational fishing license holders, including 161,000
nonresidents.  They are serviced by businesses including ramps, marinas, bait and tackle dealers, boat
repair businesses, boat and trailer manufacturers, hotels and restaurants.
The question is, do you continue to permissively subsidize a shrimping industry which has lost 90% of its
market over the last 30 years in spite of the support.   Or do you vote for equitability between the
fisheries; vote to fuel a diverse and poised economic engine; and most importantly vote to preserve our
stocks of Croaker Spot and Weakfish.
Voting for the NCWF petition does not mean that NC Shrimp will decline in numbers.  It means shrimping
will have less impact on a sister fishery.  Not voting for the NCWF proposal will mean the further decline
of Croaker, Spot, and Weakfish and the loss of the economic opportunity the fishery represents.
Protecting the fishery 20 years ago would have been proactive and eliminated the need action now.
Your support for the NCWF proposal is appreciated by this old fisherman who hopes to again see those
boiling schools of trout under a cloud of birds in Pamlico Sound.
 
John Spain
Bath NC

mailto:twotoots@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;

sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
bkoury2@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; Rep. Tim Moore; President Pro Tem Phil Berger

Subject: PLEASE!!
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 1:19:35 PM

MFC, House & Senate Leaders,

My name is James Clark and I own a seafood market in Chapel Hill and restaurant  in
Pittsboro and both menus are guided by the fish and shellfish caught by NC Commercial
Fisherman.
I beg you to please deny the petition that puts limits on commercial shrimpers and support the
men and women that bring the uniqueness and tradtion  to our coastal towns and economic
value that commercial fishing has on North Carolina. 

I know you will do the right thing and show your support for the hard working commercial
fisherman of North Carolina that you believe in their value and importance to North Carolina
Landscape. 

James Clark 

Hook & Larder 
Blue Dogwood Public Market 
Chapel Hill NC

James & Marcey Clark 
919.302.5522

mailto:hookandlarder@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:samjcorbett3@gmail.com
mailto:captgorgesmfc@gmail.com
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mailto:amikewicker@gmail.com
mailto:bkoury2@gmail.com
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From: Postal Fish Co.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;

sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
bkoury2@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; Rep. Tim Moore; President Pro Tem Phil Berger

Subject: Please !!
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 1:22:06 PM

MFC, House & Senate Leaders,

Our restaurant is in Pittsboro and our menu is guided by the fish and shellfish caught by NC Commercial Fisherman.
We beg you to please deny the petition that puts limits on commercial shrimpers and support the men and women that bring
the uniqueness and tradtion  to our coastal towns and economic value that commercial fishing has on North Carolina. 

I know you will do the right thing and show your support for the hard working commercial fisherman of North Carolina that
you believe in their value and importance to North Carolina Landscape. 

-- 
Bill Hartley  c: 919.444.3266
Owner

James Clark  c: 919.302.5522
Owner

www.PostalFishCompany.com

mailto:postalfishco@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:samjcorbett3@gmail.com
mailto:captgorgesmfc@gmail.com
mailto:captjoemfc@yahoo.com
mailto:sobxl1@gmail.com
mailto:rds.mfc@gmail.com
mailto:janetrosemfc@gmail.com
mailto:amikewicker@gmail.com
mailto:bkoury2@gmail.com
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Adopt Wildlife Commission recommendations
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 1:29:49 PM

 
 

From: rwlester@frontier.com [mailto:rwlester@frontier.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 1:06 PM
To: Hamilton, Cindi B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>; Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Adopt Wildlife Commission recommendations
 
 
Marine Fisheries Staff,
 
My name is Dennis Lester. I am 68 years old and have been a North Carolina citizen all my
life, so far. I was taught to fish at a very young age and still continue to enjoy fishing, both
fresh water and salt water. Most of my salt-water fishing time has been off our southern coast
with an occasional trip to the Hatteras area.

My comments today will be concerning our salt water fisheries.
Over the years, I have seen a tremendous decline in fish that we recreational fishermen catch –
flounder, speckled trout, grey trout, spot, croaker, whiting – just to name a few. It has gotten to
the point that we must do something to enable our fisheries to recover.

Our fisheries’ decline is not so much “over-fishing” as it is “over-killing.” I saw this
first hand in the 1960’s and ‘70’s when I happened to follow trawlers on their way in to dock.
I was shocked at the thousands and thousands of dead juvenile fish that covered the water. The
men on the trawlers were pushing their “by-catch” out into the water.
    I have witnessed this same scene countless numbers of times in the last 40+ years. When I
witness tens of thousands of small fish killed by one trawler in one day,, I shudder to think of
how many are destroyed every year.

As a fisherman, hook and line, I can keep six flounder, a grey trout, etc. You get the
idea. We “hook and liners” are not depleting the fisheries’ stock.

In fact, I surmise, our fisheries are being destroyed by “over-killing” more than “over-
fishing.”  This over-killing is a direct result of trawlers and netters. I think it is obvious.

A friend of mine saw in December as many as eleven trawlers at one time within one-
half to one mile of the beach, not to mention the netters. It’s gotten out of hand and ridiculous.
Last week, this same friend witnessed two ships off the coast of Oak Island. There were three
trawlers constantly around the ships – and what was the reason?

I strongly urge you to adopt the regulations suggested by the North Carolina Wildlife
Commission. North Carolina is the only east coast state that allows trawlers and netting in so
close, even in the estuaries. Our fisheries will never recover and will continue to be destroyed
as long as this practice is allowed.

On behalf of all recreational fishermen, I ask that you please take steps to protect the
future of our fisheries, before it is too late.
Please share this request with other members of the commission. Thank you for your
consideration. Dennis Lester

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=428A3C3885144AE89D3E891674A07BBA-NDFISH
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: wally overman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: petition for rule making regarding n c sounds
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 1:40:58 PM

Gentlemen,
i would like to express my position solidly AGAINST this petition for rule making.  this is an obvious attempt by
multiple special interest groups to completely
control the coastal waters of NC and to define how, when, and where anyone can use these resources for commercial
or recreational uses.
this petition WILL completely and unfairly decimate the NC shrimping industry for no other reason than to grant
ultimate control over to the CCA and others.
carefully clothed in “environmentally and ecologically friendly” sounding narrative, this petition drives a stake into
the hearts of EVERYONE in NC who
fish for or enjoy eating FRESH CAUGHT NC seafood.  i do not want to be at the mercy of foreign seafood that is
raised under questionable and
unhealthy conditions.  no one should have to eat this mess if given a choice.  the only way to provide that choice is
through the efforts of our commercial
fishery.  DO NOT DESTROY IT!!
wally overman
vice chairman dare county board of commissioners

mailto:wallyobx@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Trawling in North Carolina
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 1:41:01 PM

 
 
 
 

From: Butler Anderson [mailto:banderson@intrstar.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 3:25 PM
To: Hamilton, Cindi B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Trawling in North Carolina
 
Good Afternoon,
 
I’m speak out against Shrimp trawling in inshore waters in North Carolina. I along with  thousands of
Recreational fisherman are tried and have had enough of the senseless waste that has been going on
for years in our States coastal waters. If things aren’t done soon, the Recreational  tax payers which
are far more than the commercial fisherman, will continue to  unite  together and will put people in
office that will help take care of the fisheries of North Carolina. We the people pay taxes not just the
few commercial fisherman. And we the people will get something done if it’s not changed soon.
Sorry that this sounds so strong, but NOTHING is getting done.
 
Thank You for your time,
Butler Anderson
Citizen of Pender County.

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=428A3C3885144AE89D3E891674A07BBA-NDFISH
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:banderson@intrstar.net
mailto:Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Gattis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: Rep. John Bell; Rep. Ted Davis; Rep. Jimmy Dixon; President Pro Tem Phil Berger; Rep. Tim Moore; Hamilton,

Cindi B; nancy22221@live.com
Subject: Supporting for NCWF petition on shrimp trawling.
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:03:30 PM

As a North Carolina Recreational Fisherman, this this to voice my support for the NCWF petition on
shrimp trawling as well as the elimination of gill nets in inland waters.  In the past few years I have
found it almost impossible to catch many species of fish such as flounder and black sea bass that
were abundant years ago.  When I fish in neighboring states along the coast, which restrict the use
of nets in their inland coastal waters, fishing is much better. It seems logical to me that the
destructive nature of nets to both fish and habitat greatly contribute to the poor recreational fishing
along the North Carolina coast.  Without action  to promote and ensure the viability and
sustainability, North Carolina’s valuable fisheries resources will be lost.
 
John W Gattis
Gibsonville and Ocean Isle Beach, NC
Phone: 336-549-9018
Email: bgattis@bellsouth.net

mailto:bgattis@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:John.Bell@ncleg.net
mailto:Ted.Davis@ncleg.net
mailto:Jimmy.Dixon@ncleg.net
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From: Ben Hough
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:30:18 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ben Hough
2756 Windsor Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27104
bhough1@triad.rr.com

mailto:bhough1@triad.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Rakoci
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Comment
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:31:15 PM

After years of watching the fishery resources that belong to ALL citizens
of NC given to a select few for commercial purposes it is great to see
the possibility of something being done for the resource! ALL of NC
saltwater fisheries are in trouble. Therefore, I support the petition. My
only problem with it is it does not go far enough! Other states limit
headrope to 50’ is just one example. If considering the financial aspect,
recreational use brings much more revenue to the state and far more
jobs as well. An example of recreational spending; I leave NC to fish 2 –
3 months in Florida and 4 – 6 weeks in Louisiana annually. I would
rather spend my money at home supporting my neighbors. The main
consideration is the resource, not revenue at this point as the resource
is in trouble and nearly completely caused by the commercial industry.
Let’s finally see something done for the resource and not to line the
pockets of a select few.
Sincerely,
John & Patricia Rakoci
Ocean Isle Beach NC 28469

mailto:john@rakoci.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Vukmer Matt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Petition to protect sound and secondary nurseries
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:46:19 PM

Please vote for 

The petition asks the commission to designate all coastal fishing waters (including the
ocean out to three miles) not otherwise designated as nursery areas as special
secondary nursery areas; establish clear criteria for the opening of shrimp season;
and define the type of gear and how and when gear may be used in special
secondary nursery areas during shrimp season.

NC needs to join other east coast states in disallowing trawling and unlimited commercial
harvesting in and around our sounds.

Thanks,
Concerned taxpayer and fisherman

mailto:mvukmer8@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ronald Stone
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support of NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:52:30 PM

I am writing in support of NCWFpetition to reduce bycatch in shrimp trawling. I am a 70 year
old fisherman that has owned a home in Carteret County for 36 years. Its obvious to me and my 
 fishing friends that our resources of finfish has declined over the last 30+ years. We have not forgot how
to catch them, but stocks have steady eroded. I have traveled many times  across Pamlico Sound on my
way to Oregon Inlet and it was depressing to see the water white with juvenile finfish
behind the 50+ shrimp boats. Its simple if the shrimp cant get out the small fish cant either and they die.
The fish that are being killed are worth many times more than the shrimp. 
  God gave us these resource to manage and have dominion over so the resource could be perpetual!
  The MFC and our legislatures have overlooked the economic value of our resources. A prime example is
that all coastal states from here to Texas have banned inshore netting. Their fish are to valuable to net.
Florida was the last of the coastal states in the south to ban them 20 years ago when they approved a
constitutional amendment by a margin of 72. WOW is N.C. smarter than all these other states or
does NCFA have to many members on the advisory committee?
The meeting in New Bern was a joke with NCFA controlling most of the speaking time. Why have a public
meeting if both side don't have equal time and if the facilitator or the chairman of the meeting cant or
wont maintain control?

mailto:rstone@megaforce.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kate Wiegand
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: RE: NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:54:01 PM

Dear North Carolina Marine Fisheries Committee,

As a concerned citizen, I am requesting the North Carolina Marine Fisheries 
Committee (MFC) to deny the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North 
Carolina Wildlife Federation that proposes to designate the internal coastal and near 
oceanic waters of North Carolina special secondary nursery areas. The rules proposed 
in the Petition would close the internal coastal waters and near-shore oceanic waters 
of North Carolina to trawling unless opened by the North Carolina Division of Marine 
Fisheries (DMF), establish a shrimp size for shrimp trawling season to open, establish 
a more restrictive headrope size for shrimp trawls, create a trawl tow time for shrimp 
trawling, further restrict the taking of shrimp to daylight hours and three days per 
week, require the use of two DMF certified bycatch reduction devices in shrimp 
trawls, and create a recreational size limit of 8 inches for spot and 10 inches for 
croaker.

The Petition should be denied by the MFC because of several substantial and 
pertinent reasons. 

First, the Petition should be denied because such comprehensive changes to fisheries 
should be developed by fishery managements plans (FMP’s). The North Carolina 
General Assembly, through the Fisheries Reform Act, clearly desired that such 
comprehensive changes in management measures for important recreational and 
commercial species in North Carolina be developed through FMP’s.

Secondly, the Petition should be denied because these issues were recently discussed 
and addressed by the 2015 Shrimp FMP after two years of development. Bycatch and 
habitat protection measures were deliberated by the DMF and MFC Shrimp FMP 
Advisory Committee through the development of the FMP.  Recommendations were 
reviewed by several other MFC advisory committees.  Many public meetings were held 
where stakeholders provided input. 

Thirdly, the Petition should be denied because the cost factors described in the 
Petition are clearly inadequately described.  This omission is significant because the 
shrimp fishery is North Carolina’s most important fishery economically.

Lastly, the Petition will have a substantial economic impact on many small 
businesses, have significant negative effects on coastal communities and negatively 
impact the availability of North Carolina shrimp to consumers, which is why I am 
asking that the MFC deny the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North 
Carolina Wildlife Federation.
 
Sincerely,

mailto:katewiegand@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


Kathryn E. Wiegand, NCCP
800 Darfield Dr.
Raleigh, NC 27615



From: Charles Cushman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:55:52 PM

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition
submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better
manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special
Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently
undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on
shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically these restrictions are: 

1. limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet; 
2. open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60; 
3. limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours; 
4. limit tow times to 45 minutes; and 
5. require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to
ensure that these declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time.
This is necessary to begin recovery of these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will
seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our state's public trust resources for the
benefit of future generations.

I am an attorney in New Bern, NC.  The fact that no other state allows the current practices is
evidence enough to me that a change is needed.

Thank you,
Charles Cushman

mailto:chcushman@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Blakely Hildebrand
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: samjcorbett3@gmail.com; Fish, Nancy; Davis, Braxton C; "captgorgesmfc@gmail.com"; "sobxl1@gmail.com";

"janetrosemfc@gmail.com"; "captjoemfc@yahoo.com"; "rds.mfc@gmail.com"; "amikewicker@gmail.com";
"awillis.mfc@gmail.com"; "Bkoury2@gmail.com"; "Reynolds, Phillip"; "Tim Gestwicki"; "David Knight"; Derb
Carter; Sierra Weaver; Ramona McGee

Subject: Public Comments in Support of NCWF Petition for Rulemaking
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:56:15 PM
Attachments: 2017.01.26 NCWF Public Comments on Petition - LETTERHEAD.PDF

Chairman Corbett,
 
On behalf of the N.C. Wildlife Federation, I am submitting the attached public comments in support
of the Federation’s petition for rulemaking submitted on November 2, 2016 and modified on January
12, 2017. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
 
Sincerely,
 
Blakely E. Hildebrand
Associate Attorney | Southern Environmental Law Center
601 West Rosemary Street, Suite 220 | Chapel Hill, NC 27516-2356
T:  919-967-1450 | F:  919-929-9421 | Email: bhildebrand@selcnc.org  

This electronic message and any attached files are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named
above. This communication may contain material protected by attorney-client, work product or other privileges.
 
P Please consider the environment before printing this email.
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January 26, 2017 


 
Via Electronic Mail Only 
 
Chairman Sammy Corbett 
N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission 
Division of Marine Fisheries 
PO Box 769 
Morehead City, North Carolina 28557 
NCWFpetition@ncdenr.gov  
 


Re:  Public Comments in Support of N.C. Wildlife Federation’s Petition for 
Rulemaking 


 
Dear Chairman Corbett: 
 


Thank you for the opportunity to present the N.C. Wildlife Federation’s (“Federation’s” 
or “Petitioner’s”) petition for rulemaking (“Petition”), originally submitted on November 2, 2016 
and modified on January 12, 2017, to the Northern, Southern, Finfish, Habitat & Water Quality, 
and Shellfish/Crustacean Advisory Committees (“ACs”) on Tuesday, January 17, 2017.  The 
N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries (“DMF” or “Division”) and AC members raised several issues 
for which the Federation would like to provide a brief response.  The Federation will be happy to 
address these and other issues in more detail in its formal presentation of the Petition to the 
Commission at its February meeting. 
 


I. Designation of Special Secondary Nursery Areas 
 


In its presentation to the ACs, DMF noted that its internal protocols for the designation of 
new nursery areas requires a minimum of three continuous years of sampling in a geographic 
area in order to fully evaluate habitat function, and suggested that this data does not exist for 
several geographic areas proposed for designation as special secondary nursery areas (“SSNAs”) 
by Petitioner.  In addition, the Division noted that the peeler trawling, clam kicking/trawling, 
finfish trawling, and live bait harvest fisheries would be impacted and/or eliminated by new 
SSNA designations.  As described more fully below, these concerns do not prevent the 
Commission from adopting the Petition. 
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a. Availability of data to support SSNA designation 
 


DMF has access to extensive and substantial data sets that are sufficient to support the 
designation of new SSNAs in internal coastal fishing waters and coastal fishing waters in the 
Atlantic Ocean, as proposed by Petitioner.  Indeed, these data sounded the alarm that Petitioner’s 
requested actions are necessary for the health of finfish stocks in North Carolina waters.  DMF 
conducts the Pamlico Sound Survey, or P195 Survey, in June and September, and among the 
objectives of the survey is to “determine which species utilize (and to what extent) the sound 
during their early life development and identify nursery areas for those species.”  See Petition for 
Rulemaking, Ex. B at 10 (Nov. 2, 2016) (citing Knight and Zapf 2015).  This survey provides 
annual data regarding the distribution, size, abundance, and composition of species in the 
Pamlico Sound on an annual basis.  See id.  Data from the P195 survey supplies the Division 
with the data necessary to meet the requirements of its nursery area designation protocol in the 
Pamlico Sound and other geographic areas covered by the survey, and its results support 
Petitioner’s proposal that all inshore waters not otherwise designated as nursery areas function as 
SSNAs.   


 
Moreover, DMF’s 2015 characterization study of the otter trawl fishery in estuarine and 


ocean waters of North Carolina provides extensive sampling information between 2012 and 
2015.  This study was not complete at the time of the Commission’s consideration of 
Amendment 1 to the Shrimp Fishery Management Plan, but is available now.  The study 
evaluates length frequency, biomass, and other metrics for several fish species over the course of 
the study period.  See Petition at Ex. B, p. 9-10 (citing Brown 2015).  DMF’s sampling was 
conducted in ocean waters with high levels of shrimp trawling.  DMF’s data from this study 
demonstrates high abundance of juvenile fishes in the ocean waters sampled, and its results 
support Petitioner’s proposal that all coastal fishing waters in the Atlantic Ocean not otherwise 
designated as nursery areas function as SSNAs. See id.  DMF also has access to several public 
sources of data regarding juvenile abundance in near coastal waters, including the Southeast 
Area Monitoring & Assessment Program: South Atlantic (“SEAMAP-SA”) Shallow Water 
Trawl Survey, an annual survey of shallow coastal waters between Cape Hatteras, North 
Carolina and Cape Canaveral, Florida.  See Southeast Area Monitoring & Assessment Program: 
South Atlantic – SEAMAP, http://www.dnr.sc.gov/marine/mrri/SEAMAP/seamap.html (last 
visited Jan. 24, 2017). The SEAMAP-SA survey has been collecting abundance and biomass 
data each year in spring, summer, and fall since 1986.  Id.  The SEAMAP-SA survey data is yet 
another public source of data available to DMF that supports the designation of additional waters 
as SSNAs.   
 


b. Impacts to other fisheries 
 
 Shrimp trawl bycatch is the largest source of bycatch in North Carolina waters, and 
bycatch levels are unsustainably high.  See Petition at 2-3.  The goals of the Petition are to 
protect important nursery area habitat, reduce bycatch of juvenile finfish, and sustain the 
commercial and recreational fishing industries by designating new nursery areas, establishing 
criteria for the opening of shrimp season, and managing the gear used in the shrimp trawl fishery. 
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 The proposed rules in the Petition allow for the opening of both the crab trawl and shrimp 
trawl fisheries.  Petitioner did not intend to impact activity in other fisheries, including but not 
limited to the peeler trawling, clam kicking, finfish trawling, and live bait harvest fisheries.1  
While several of these fisheries also raise concerns regarding habitat damage and bycatch, 
including clam kicking and peeler trawls, our main focus and intent is to address shrimp trawls 
as the primary source of juvenile mortality.  However, because these activities are prohibited in 
existing SSNAs because they negatively impact nursery areas, we believe that maintaining these 
protections is consistent with and essential to protecting finfish nursery areas overall.   
 
II. Opening of Shrimp Season 


 
  DMF raised several considerations regarding Petitioner’s proposal to delay the opening 
of shrimp season until the shrimp reaches 60 shrimp per pound, heads on, (“SPP”) in the Pamlico 
Sound, including that sampling efforts in the Pamlico Sound would be required under the 
proposed rule and that geographic and seasonal distribution of shrimp species varies in North 
Carolina waters.  
 
 DMF already conducts sampling prior to the opening of shrimp season. If the Petition is 
adopted and the proposed rules go into effect, DMF would be required to adjust its existing 
shrimp sampling regime to gather appropriate sampling data to open the season.  An 
overwhelming majority of the shrimp trawl effort in North Carolina’s shrimp trawl fishery 
occurs in the Pamlico Sound.  See Petition at 10-11; see also Ex. B at 10-11.  Opening the shrimp 
season when the shrimp count reaches 60 SPP in the Pamlico Sound gives shrimp the 
opportunity to grow to a larger, and thus more valuable, size, and allows fishermen to begin 
fishing in the most productive areas as soon as the resource is viable.  Petitioner limited the 
sampling to Pamlico Sound because it is where most shrimp trawling occurs in North Carolina 
waters, and to serve as a workable proxy for other areas—rather than imposing shrimp counts all 
along the coast.  Other states with shrimp fisheries comprising several species of shrimp, 
including South Carolina, Georgia, and Mississippi, established shrimp count requirements and 
guidelines for the opening of shrimp season.  See Ga. Code. § 27-4-133(a) (2016) (requiring the 
shrimp count to reach 45 SSP for the opening of shrimp season in several state waters); Miss. 
Admin. Code § 22-1-15:06 (2016) (establishing 68 SSP as legal size limit for shrimp in 
Mississippi waters); Shrimp season opens May 16 with plentiful forecast, S.C. Dep’t of Natural 
Res. (May 13, 2016), http://www.dnr.sc.gov/news/2016/may/may13_shrimp.html (“Before the 
season can open to commercial trawling, biologists look for evidence that a majority of female 
white shrimp have spawned.”); S.C. Code § 50-5-35 (2016) (giving the Department the authority 
to open or close commercial fishing season).  The proposed rules in the Petition do not address 


                                                            
1 These fisheries are limited in North Carolina jurisdictional waters.  Commercial peeler trawl landings in 2015 were 
so few as to be designated as confidential, and clam kicking landings were reported at 6,118 pounds with only nine 
participants.  North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries 2016 Annual Report, N.C. Dep’t of Envt’l Quality II-108 
(2016), http://portal.ncdenr.org/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=0671b388-e404-4354-a4ae-
0ec29278d186&groupId=38337.   Flynet landings, north of Cape Hatteras were 166,025 pounds in 2015, id., and the 
current number of participants in the flynet fishery has ranged from three to eleven since 2012.  Id. at II-118.  
Flounder trawl landings were 3,543,173 pounds in 2015.  Id. at II-108.  A large majority, if not all, landings come 
from fishing grounds north of North Carolina’s jurisdictional boundaries.  Flynets and flounder trawls are only 
permitted in specified Atlantic Ocean waters and are prohibited in estuarine waters. See 15A N.C. Admin. Code 
3J.0202, 0104(a).   
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closing the shrimp season if and when the shrimp count falls below 60 SPP in the Pamlico 
Sound; the decision regarding whether to close the fishery is within the discretion of the 
Fisheries Director.     
 
III. Size Limits for Atlantic Croaker and Spot 
 


DMF noted that management triggers have not been met for Atlantic croaker and spot 
and that neither species is considered overfished or experiencing overfishing.  While true, these 
indicators alone do not counsel against the adoption of size limits for Atlantic croaker and spot—
particularly when both species are listed as species of concern.  As noted in Petitioner’s expert 
report, size limits provide basic biological protection to ensure exploited species have the 
opportunity to spawn at least once.   


 
The DMF presentation failed to account for all information in the current Stock Status 


Report (“SSR”) on Atlantic croaker.  In its comments at the AC meeting, DMF indicated that 
Atlantic croaker biomass is increasing and age structure is expanding.  Yet, the SSR states that 
“analysis shows declining trends in indexes of abundance and commercial and recreational 
harvest,” resulting in a designation of concern.  Stock Status Report 2016, N.C. Div. of Marine 
Fisheries, available at http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/mf/2016-stock-status-report (last visited Jan. 
26, 2017).    These pertinent facts were omitted from DMF’s presentation.   


 
Additionally, several commenters criticized Petitioner’s use of landings data to examine 


stock status.  It is DMF’s and the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission’s (“ASMFC’s”) 
common practice to use landings and harvest estimates as a trigger for action in management 
models, as demonstrated in  DMF’s blue crab Fishery Management Plan (“FMP”) and the 
ASMFC’s Atlantic croaker and spot FMPs.  Finally, the ASMFC acknowledges uncertainty 
regarding the impact of shrimp trawl bycatch on the overall stock in the stock assessments for 
spot and Atlantic croaker, suggesting that a precautionary approach to management is prudent.  
See 2015 Review of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission Fishery Management Plan 
for Atlantic Croaker (Micropogonias undulates): 2014 Fishing Year, Atl. States Marine Fisheries 
Comm’n at 5 (2015), 
http://www.asmfc.org/uploads/file/55d65a662015AtlCroakerFMPReview.pdf.   


 
The best available data shows that spot and Atlantic croaker ages are truncated in North 


Carolina and the directed harvest is comprised of a large percentage of juvenile fish.  See 
Petition, Ex. B.  Age truncation among spot and Atlantic croaker, extraordinary bycatch levels of 
these species, and declining landings of these species are cause for great concern. Petitioner does 
not believe the MFC has adequately addressed these issues. 


 
Finally, Petitioner focused on spot, Atlantic croaker, and weakfish to illustrate the 


magnitude of the shrimp trawl bycatch problem in North Carolina.  It is critically important not 
to discount the impacts to numerous other valuable commercial, recreational, and ecosystem 
species, contained in large numbers in shrimp trawl bycatch, including summer flounder, 
southern flounder, kingfishes, blue crabs, Spanish mackerel, among other species.  Many of these 
species are designated as Concern, Depressed, or Unknown by DMF and the ASMFC.  See Stock 
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Status Report 2016; ASMFC Stock Status Overview, Atl. States Marine Fisheries Comm’n (June 
2016), http://www.asmfc.org/files/pub/ASMFC_StockStatus_June2016.pdf.   


 
IV. Science Supporting the Petition 


 
Petitioner understands, appreciates, and welcomes scientific differences of opinion.  We 


interpreted several comments made during the public meeting to suggest we failed to take certain 
points in to consideration.  We will be prepared to address those points in more detail in 
February, if necessary, but believe the general comments below are important at this time.   


 
Petitioner is aware of and familiar with Dr. Rebecca Deehr’s study referenced by several 


commenters during the AC meeting.  Dr. Deehr’s study is an important modeling exercise that 
evaluated different methods of reviewing effective trophic levels in Core Sound.  Dr. Deehr’s 
study is, however, limited in scope and geography and based on data from 2007.  Petitioner 
agrees with Dr. Deehr’s statement that “further experimental work is required to test these 
model-derived hypotheses,” and believes that her study requires further review before it is used 
as a basis for management decisions.  Dr. Deehr’s study, while informative in an academic 
context, is not appropriate as a basis for management decisions at this time.   


 
Several commenters suggested that shrimp trawl bycatch may provide a “subsidy” for 


species such as blue crabs and other predatory species.  We are unaware of any studies that 
validate this suggestion. 


 
An AC member questioned whether Petitioner considered density-dependent controls on 


fish populations in developing the Petition.  This is indeed an important topic.  In essence, 
density-dependent controls may indicate that increasing the abundance of juvenile fishes by, in 
this case, reducing anthropogenic sources of mortality (shrimp trawl bycatch) could lead to 
additional mortality of those fishes as a result of space limitation, food availability, or other 
factors.  See generally Kenneth Rose, James Cowan, Kirk Winemiller, Ransom Myers, Ray 
Hilborn, Compensatory density dependence in fish populations: importance, controversy, 
understanding and prognosis, Fish and Fisheries (2001).  The suggestion may further include a 
conclusion that these fish would have died anyway.  The Petition provides ample information to 
demonstrate that the fish populations in North Carolina waters are in a depressed state and that 
important habitat areas are left unprotected.  See Petition, Ex. B.  Moreover, the supporting 
documentation provided with the Petition explains that the benefits of protecting these fishes far 
outweigh the potential impacts of status quo trawling practices.  Further, the extensive data 
required to validate the actual occurrence of density-dependent controls and quantify their 
impacts are unavailable.  A pertinent response to this concern is provided by several experts in 
this area: “[t]he debates over compensation and compensatory reserves are rarely ever resolved, 
and often act to delay the initiation of needed management actions.”   Rose et al. (2001) at 296. 
 


We do not disagree that these issues are pertinent to an overall discussion of shrimp trawl 
bycatch and its impacts on fish populations.  We do object, however, to the use of unproven 
theories to suggest that the Petition lacks merit in the face of the current state of our coastal 
fisheries.  
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V. Other Issues Raised at AC Meeting 
 
 DMF incorrectly described Petitioner’s proposal to modify existing limits on maximum 
headrope length.  DMF’s presentation ignores the Petition’s distinction between the proposed 
headrope limit in internal coastal waters and coastal waters in the Atlantic Ocean, and suggests 
that the proposed modification to existing limits on headrope length apply in SSNAs only. 
Petitioners have proposed a maximum headrope length of 90 feet for all internal coastal waters 
and a maximum headrope length of 110 feet for all coastal waters in the Atlantic Ocean.  See 
Letter from Tim Gestwicki, N.C. Wildlife Federation, to Chairman Sammy Corbett, N.C. Marine 
Fisheries Commission at 1-2 (Jan. 12, 2017) (modifying Petitioner’s original Petition to allow for 
longer headrope in coastal fishing waters in the Atlantic Ocean) [hereinafter Petition 
Modification].   
 
 Similarly, DMF’s presentation incorrectly described Petitioner’s proposal to limit the 
number of trawling days each week by failing to acknowledge the Petition’s distinction between 
internal coastal waters and coastal waters in the Atlantic Ocean.  As amended, the Petition would 
allow for trawling for three days per week in SSNAs located in internal coastal fishing waters 
and four days per week in SSNAs located in coastal fishing waters in the Atlantic Ocean.  See 
Petition Modification at 2.  Petitioner did not intend to recommend specific days for closure; this 
decision is best left to the discretion of the Fisheries Director.   
 
 Finally, as noted by DMF Director Braxton Davis, development  activities, including real 
estate development, dredging, and other activities, in the coastal zone of North Carolina will not 
impacted by the designation of SSNAs.   See 15A N.C. Admin. Code Chapter 7. 
 


The Federation looks forward to formally presenting the Petition to the Commission on 
February 16, 2017 and to the Commission’s final determination regarding the Petition.  Should 
you have any questions before the February meeting, please contact Blakely Hildebrand at 
bhildebrand@selcnc.org and Ramona McGee at rmcgee@selcnc.org.  Thank you for your 
consideration of these comments. 
 


Sincerely, 


 
Tim Gestwicki 
Chief Executive Officer 
North Carolina Wildlife Federation 


 
Blakely E. Hildebrand 
Associate Attorney 
Southern Environmental Law Center 
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CC: 
 Vice Chairman, Commissioner Joe Shute, N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission 
 Commissioner Rick Smith, N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission 
 Commissioner Janet Rose, N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission 
 Commissioner Mike Wicker, N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission 
 Commissioner Alison Willis, N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission 


Commissioner Mark Gorges, N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission 
Commissioner Chuck Laughridge, N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission 
Commissioner Brad Koury, N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission 


 Braxton Davis, Director, N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries 
 Nancy Fish, N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries 
 Phillip Reynolds, Assistant Attorney General, N.C. Department of Justice 
 


 







From: Tom and Sue
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Costal Nursery Protection
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:58:33 PM

There  is no doubt that commercial nets being dragged in our rivers and ocean coasts are
depleting our fish population. My family strongly agrees to the position of protecting these
special waters. Most costal states have already come to this conclusion and acted already. I do
not understand why North Carolina does not support these efforts set forth by so many. The
commercial fishermen in those states did not stop fishing or close down, they continue to
make a living fishing in a more less harmful way to juvenile fish. Some out of state fishermen
come to our state to fish to destroy our waters because it is not in their back yard.
Please help NCWF Petition and show support for making family coastal fishing last many more
life times to come with minimal limitations due to low population of our area fish.
 
Thank You,
Tom Jasinski   

mailto:jasinskinc@centurylink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Doug Privette
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: Privette Al
Subject: NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 3:06:48 PM

I am a false Albacore fly fisherman and I am often out side the Beaufort Inlet in the fall looking for false Albacore
to catch and release. I have witnessed the carnage these boats do as they scrape the ocean bottom and dump their by-
catch.
The black top sharks are in a feeding frenzy and enjoy the bounty of these small, mostly dead juvenile fish as they
follow the shrimp boats around. This is a travesty and I very much object to allowing these boats to be so close to
our coastline and kill these juvenile fish.
Please stop this practice and allow our coastal fisheries to recover.
I hope you will consider my request.
Sincerely,
Douglas C. Privette
326 DuPont Circle
Greenville, NC. 27858

Sent from my iPad

mailto:dcprivette@suddenlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:alprivette@gmail.com


From: Stevenson Weeks
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: Rep. Pat McElraft; Noman.Sanderson@ncleg.net; Senator Bill Cook
Subject: NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 3:07:26 PM
Attachments: image003.png

SKM_C45817012614450.pdf

See Attached letter opposing the Petition with attach letter from former Director Louis Daniel which
refutes the position he is currently taking as a paid employee of NCWLF.
 
Stevenson L. Weeks
WHEATLY, WHEATLY, WEEKS, LUPTON & MASSIE, P.A.
710 Cedar Street, P.O. Box 360
Beaufort, NC  28516
Telephone:  (252) 728-3158
Email: slw@wwnwpa.com
Website:  http://www.carteretcountyattorney.com
 

 

Have you become a fan of Wheatly, Wheatly, Weeks, Lupton & Massie on Facebook?  “Like” us at
http://www.facebook.com/CarteretCountyAttorneys.
 

mailto:slw@wwnwpa.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Pat.McElraft@ncleg.net
mailto:Noman.Sanderson@ncleg.net
mailto:Bill.Cook@ncleg.net
mailto:slw@wwnwpa.com
http://www.carteretcountyattorney.com/
http://www.facebook.com/CarteretCountyAttorneys
http://www.facebook.com/CarteretCountyAttorneys




























From: Heidi Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;

rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com; bkoury2@gmail.com;
awillis.mfc@gmail.com; Rep. Tim Moore; President Pro Tem Phil Berger; Senator Bill Cook;
beverly.boswell@ncleg.net

Subject: Respect the FMP Process/BRD Study/Petition Guidelines and Deny the NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 3:10:30 PM

Dear Commissioners and Elected Officials,

I am writing as an ordinary seafood consumer with no family ties to the NC seafood industry.
No one in my family has ever held a commercial fishing license. 

The NC Wildlife Federation has failed to meet the guidelines required for any NCDMF petition
in that it fails to meet requirement #6 as stated below from the NCDMF website:

Items that must be included in the petition:
1. Text of the proposed rule(s);
2. Statutory authority for the agency to promulgate the rule(s);
3. Reasons a proposed rule(s) needs to be adopted or an existing rule(s) needs to be
changed;
4. Effect on existing rules;
5. Copies of any documents and data supporting the proposed rule(s) or rule(s) change;
6. Statement of the effect of the proposed rule(s) on existing practices in the area
involved, including an estimate of cost factors for persons affected by the proposed
rule(s);
7. Description of those most likely to be affected by the proposed rule(s); and
8. Your name and address.

The petitioners, when questioned during last week's hearing said they had no way to
extrapolate ANY (not even a tiny bit) of the required data. Keep in mind, we are not even
talking about an "ordinary citizen" petitioner but a large membership organization and the
southeast's most prominent environmental law firm. A law firm that had no problem
presenting economic impact data when fighting the proposed Washington County OLF which
they successfully defeated based largely on economic impact data.

The public has a right to that data. So let me provide it for you based on NCDMF landing data
for years 2011-2015.

May 15- Aug 15 Closure Reduction
If you average the weekly catch over 2011-2015 between weeks 20-32 (May 15-Aug 15), and
divide that number by the average of weekly landings for the entire year, it comes out to be a
reduction of 50.52%.

mailto:heidijernigan@outlook.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:samjcorbett3@gmail.com
mailto:captgorgesmfc@gmail.com
mailto:captjoemfc@yahoo.com
mailto:rds.mfc@gmail.com
mailto:janetrosemfc@gmail.com
mailto:amikewicker@gmail.com
mailto:bkoury2@gmail.com
mailto:awillis.mfc@gmail.com
mailto:Tim.Moore@ncleg.net
mailto:Phil.Berger@ncleg.net
mailto:Bill.Cook@ncleg.net
mailto:beverly.boswell@ncleg.net
http://portal.ncdenr.org/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=1461d8d4-536a-40b2-9149-3e5c526fa03c&groupId=38337


Average of weekly landings 2011-2015 (weeks 20-32) = 2,977,022 lbs.
Average annual landings 2011-2015 = 5,892,368 lbs.
2,977,022 lbs. divided by 5,892,368 lbs. = 0.505233569 x 100 = 50.52%

 
If you take the total landings of 2011-2015 weeks 20-32 (May 15-Aug 15), and divide that
number by the total landings for 2011-2015, it is a reduction of 56.47%.

Total landings 2011-2015 (weeks 20-32) = 16,635,997 lbs.
Total annual landings 2011-2015 = 29,461,841.24 lbs.
16,635,997 lbs. divided by 29,461,841 lbs. = 0.564662517 x 100 = 56.47%

It seems likely that a closure between these dates would equate to an approximate 50-57%, or
between 2,977,022 and 3,327,199 lbs., reduction in annual landings.
This would be expected to leave an average of between 2,565,169 lbs. and 2,915,346 lbs. to
be harvested before any other reductions.
 

Reduction in fishing days from 5 to 3
If looked at as a straight 40% (reduction 3 divided by 5), then the range of additional reduction
would be between 1,026,067 lbs. to 1,166,138 lbs.
This would be expected to leave an average of between 1,539,101 lbs. and 1,749,207 lbs. to
be harvested before any further reductions.
 

Restriction to harvest only during daylight hours
The exact definition of the restriction that the petitioners are seeking is unclear: however,
sunlight hours listed for Morehead City NC (as a central location) that provide the maximum
number of hours (5:23 am to 8:24 pm) = provides a maximum of 15 hours and 1 minute of
fishing time.
While estimates of harvest occurring only during non-daylight hours vary, many larger vessels
continue until approximately 12 am to 1 pm, although a few depending on many variables
may choose to work into the night. In the nearshore fishery, vessels predominately work
through the night, choosing to avoid the heat, as well as conflicts with recreational fishermen,
and other boaters. Normally this might be expected to provide a reduction of approximately
20%; however, the previous reductions would motivate shrimp harvesters to work much later
into the night than normal to make up for lost production. The lost potential to work into the
night could potentially be looked at as another 50% reduction.
Using these very rough approximations results in a range of from the highest of reduction 50%
to the lowest remaining harvest of 1,539,101 lbs., leaving approximately 769,550 lbs., and the
lowest reduction of 20% to the highest level of remaining harvest of 1,749,207 lbs. to harvest,
leaving approximately 1,399,366 lbs. to harvest.
Although approximate, this 20%-50 % reduction would range from 307,820 lbs. to 874,603



lbs., and leave between 769,550 lbs. and 1,399,366 lbs. to harvest.
 

Reduction from a 45-minute trawl limit
For this reduction, we will assume the gear is fishing efficiently once in close proximity of the
bottom. Take into account that the time it takes between contact with the water and this
close proximity will vary, but could average 3 minutes: and the time it takes to haul back and
break the surface of the water, which could also vary, but may 7 minutes. This allows for
approximately 35 minutes of effective fishing time per tow.
Considering the previous reductions, but with an unrestricted tow time and are returning the
gear to the water as soon as the catch is released to cull and there are no problems or
interruptions, you have a 15-hour working day, using an average tow time of two hours plus
gear drop/haul, you might be expected to make a maximum of 7 tows with 14 hours of
effective fishing time.
Assuming you have a 15-hour working day, and are under a 45-minute tow time limit, using
the average tow time of 35 minutes plus gear drop/haul from above, you might be expected
to make a maximum of 20 tows with 11.67 hours of effective fishing time.
This reduction could provide an approximate 16.80% reduction. With a range of 769,550 lbs.
and 1,399,366 lbs. available, this reduction could be expected to further reduce landings
between 129,284 lbs. and 235,093 lbs., leaving between 640,266 lbs. and 1,164,272 lbs.
 

Reduction from a 60/ct per pound limitation
I cannot find sufficient literature to make an estimation. Some things to consider, are the salad
and bait shrimp markets.
 

Note:
Using the figures above, and keeping mind some of the gross assumptions on reductions, and
also assumptions of continual ideal conditions, these reductions have the potential to reduce
shrimp harvest by a total of 89.13%.

1. (640,226 lbs. remaining, divided by the average annual harvest of 5,892,368 lbs. =
0.108660215 x 100 = 10.87)

So with NO gear changes (which are also included in the NCWF petition) we are potentially at
an 89.13% reduction of annual shrimp harvest in NC. 

The petition should not and cannot be deemed complete and therefore should be denied. 

Heidi Jernigan Smith
101 Finwick Drive
Bath, NC 27808



Sent from Outlook

http://aka.ms/weboutlook


From: Frank Sieka
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 3:13:51 PM

I support the petition to save our fisheries. 

mailto:flsphd@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Hahn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 3:23:41 PM

Heather Hahn
2202 Pilot Mountain Ct
Apex, NC 27502

January 26, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation and encourage the North
Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition
will protect critical nursery habitats for fish,other marine wildlife, and birds.  This is a research-based and data-
driven approach that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a
thriving marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Heather Hahn

mailto:mako3334@aol.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ALVIN PAUL
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 3:50:25 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ALVIN PAUL
1001 Linda Ct
Newport, NC 28570
ALVIN.PAUL@NALCO.COM

mailto:ALVIN.PAUL@NALCO.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: smathusek@ec.rr.com
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 3:58:16 PM

I went to the Marine Fisheries Advisories Committee meeting in New Bern on 01/17/2017.  I sat and listened to the
speakers as they talked about the information on the pretty slides that they had brought.  I sat and listened to
members on the board ask one pertinent question, and then drop into various statements, discrediting the information
or talk about how they are the protectors of the fishing industry in North Carolina, and what works in other states
won’t work in North Carolina.  Then the presenter, a learned man of letters, was asked a simple question, “Why are
the fish in our nursery areas, the same size as the fish in the surrounding state’s fish nurseries, if they don’t allow
nets in the surrounding state’s nurseries?  I audience kind of perked up to listen to the response, and the good doctor
had no clear answer.  I was sitting there, and suddenly I realized that the good doctor could not think on his feet, and
should not be there in front of 1000 or more people, presenting a petition based on statists gathered over decades,
that show the steady decline of fish stock in our North Carolina waters.

The simple answer to the question that was put forth to the good doctor, is contained within the question it’s self. 
It’s a nursery.  What sized humans would you expect to see in a human nursery, regardless of what state you’re in,
they should all be about the same size.  The same is true of fish nurseries, young fish stay together in nurseries to
keep away from the larger predator fish; the difference would be the number of fish in our nursery as opposed to the
other states that have eliminated netting in their fish nurseries, not the size.

North Carolina’s Mullet species catch has dropped from 21.1 million pounds in the 1980’s (when Mullet hair styles
were popular), to a dismal 1.8 million pounds in 2015.  90% of the catch in 2015 was juveniles, which had not
reached the spawning age.  North Carolina had 22% of the Atlantic Coast’s total catch of Mullet in 1990, by 2015
that percentage had dropped to 4%. 

In the 1980’s North Carolina had 50% of the total Atlantic Coast Spot species catch, which dropped to 12% in
2015.  Our fishing industry is fishing its self out of existence, and eliminating a natural resource that is owned by all
of the United States.  If we do not allow the fish in our waters to reach their spawning size, that fish will essentially
become extinct. 

The bycatch from netting is now 400 percent of the size of the catch.  Sound fish management has found that once
the bycatch has reached 100 percent of the size of the catch,  it is no longer prudent to fish for that fish species,
without devastating effect to the rest of the fishery. 

When you see the decrease of our state’s fishery over time, it’s clear to see how it’s being managed, is not working. 
The commercial fishermen point to water quality, that the buildup of the shore communities is killing off the fish.  If
that’s a true statement, why has North Carolina’s share of the total Atlantic Coast fish harvest dropped so drastically
compared to other Atlantic Coast states, when they all have had to deal with the increased size of shore
communities?  

On behalf of all of the residents of Carolina, please do what you can to move these nets offshore and out of our
sounds.

"Any man who thinks he can be happy and prosperous by letting the Government take care of him, better take a
closer look at the American Indian!" - Henry Ford

mailto:smathusek@ec.rr.com
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From: Mr. & Mrs. Jason Dali
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:10:15 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jason Dali
530 Albemarle Rd
Wilmington, NC 28405
olsaltyfart@gmail.com

mailto:olsaltyfart@gmail.com
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From: Christopher Elkins
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Cc: Fish, Nancy
Subject: Coastal Conservation Association of NC Public Comments on Shrimp Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:18:28 PM
Attachments: NCWF PetitionCCA NC Comment.doc

Please find attached our comments.

Thanks for your service,

Chris

mailto:tarheelboatworks@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
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To:  Chairman and NC Marine Fisheries Commission


From:  Coastal Conservation Association of North Carolina


Re:  NC Wildlife Shrimping Petition


Dear Commissioners,


CCA appreciates the opportunity to comment.  We also thank the Chairman for extending the comment period, since many of (including the three named below and many pro resource folks) were unable to comment at the Shrimp meeting in New Bern. CCA NC thanks the MFC and the Division for their service.  This public comment is concerning the NC Wildlife Petition to modify trawling rules, an issue that clearly is overdue for reform.

Commissioners, do not allow the narrative of this issue change; this is solely about inshore trawling in what are clearly nursery areas, to the detriment of the estuarine and nearshore Marine Resources.  The petition explicitly documents this along with public comments from Mr. Rick Sasser.  Those two documents give the details and references, and CCA NC would like to make some general comments to put things into perspective and to dispel misstatements and untruths.  


Industrial Scale Shrimp Fishing in the US, using oceanic trawlers, is allowed only in North Carolina. This petition seeks to move these large vessels into ocean waters. It seeks to restore finfish fisheries for all user groups. 


We understand that inshore and near shore shrimp trawling is a contentious issue for a number of reasons.  This is partly because it is the second largest seafood harvest in NC behind blue crabs.  For the record, NC shrimping is really not a large industry since its harvest of brown and white shrimp is only 3% of the Atlantic and Gulf shrimp harvest.  


Inshore shrimping is also contentious because of the tremendous bycatch that everyone is aware of.  Making it more contentious is that of the three most common bycatch species, croaker, spot, and weakfish, none of their stock statuses are listed as viable.  Each of these species at one time had robust recreational and commercial harvests.  While it is likely there are other factors that have contributed to the decline of these species, clearly shrimp bycatch remains the most obvious factor and a factor for which humans have control over.  


Shrimp fishermen have contended that the regulations in the petition will put them out of business.  Of the 8 shrimping states between NC and Texas, NC regulations are presently the most liberal among these states, and if the petition were granted, NC would still have the most liberal commercial shrimping regulations.  These other states with stricter rules still out shrimp NC as NC is number 6th of the 8 states (Table 1).  The shrimp harvest in the state of GA increased when trawlers were moved to the ocean.

Table 1.  Shrimp Harvest in Atlantic and Gulf Waters by States 

(data compiled from NOAA landings website)


		States*

		Total shrimp harvest 2010-2014** in millions of pounds



		North Carolina

		25.4



		South Carolina

		11.2



		Georgia

		17.1



		Florida (Entire State)

		34.5



		Alabama

		77.1



		Mississippi

		41.3



		Louisiana

		462.0



		Texas

		271.3





*SC, GA, TX, do not allow any shrimp trawling in their estuaries


AL, MS, LA, FL allow limited shrimping in their estuaries (up to 


a 50 foot headrope maximum in AL, MS, LA; FL up to 20 foot of headrope)


NC allows up to 220 feet of headrope in the Pamlico Sound, 90 feet elsewhere


**2014 was the last year that included data from all states. 


Totals are both brown and white shrimp


Since the NC shrimp industry will not end, consumers will continue to have access to NC product.  It should be noted that the majority of NC caught shrimp is not consumed in NC but is exported out of state.  Presently, imported shrimp consumption in NC is dominate (>80%).  So taken together, the discussion above disproves the claims that this petition will end NC shrimping and access to fresh local shrimp are patently false. 


It has been repeatedly misstated that consumers will be forced to consume toxic, bacterial tainted imported shrimp.  If imported shrimp is so toxic, where are the headlines of outbreaks or epidemics?  The Centers for Disease Control reports that millions of Americans are sickened by bacteria from their food (primarily chicken, beef and some vegetables) each year and many people die. Reports of food borne illness due to seafood are rare, and most commonly from US wild caught seafood, not imported, despite the fact that 90% of seafood is imported.  

The negative impacts of bottom trawling on benthic habitats and its cascading effects of ecosystems are published facts.  There are hundreds of papers that have concluded this.  A recent paper was published by ECU on bottom trawling.  Some preliminary results that were presented to the previous shrimp meeting created a lot of conversation; most of those results did not survive peer review and are were not in the published manuscript.  I invite you to read this publication and see if it convincingly makes a point for trawling, as compared to the rest of the literature. It should be noted that of the four universities just in NC offering graduate degrees in Marine Sciences, it is fourth ranked. 


The Coastal Habitat Protection Pland (2010) acknowledges that additional nursery area protection is needed and that trawling represents one of a number of fishing practices that have a physical impact on nursery areas.

The current MFC restrictions on trawling protect PNAs. However, there are productive shallow water areas of soft bottom that are not designated as primary or secondary nursery areas but still serve as important habitat to many juvenile fish and invertebrates. Shallow areas where trawling is currently allowed should be re-examined to determine if additional restrictions are necessary, (page382).


At least one North Carolina Catch board member has recognized that trawling has a negative impact on habitat and that the petition would be a positive step towards habitat protection.


CCA NC supports this petition and at the same time recognizes that this petition, like all petitions is imperfect.  CCA NC expects that the MFC will and should “massage” it to maximize protection of marine resources, while minimizing impacts to fishermen.  Approving this petition will only begin the process.  With the current pro resource composition of this commission, we are hopeful you will make the right decisions, putting the resource before any user groups.


Lastly, we should point out that the commercial fishermen that have commented have an economic interest in extracting this public resource.  CCA NC and recreational fishermen do not have an economic interest, but do have an interest in a healthy resource, since without fish, there can be no fishermen.  

Sincerely,

Christopher Elkins PhD, President

Bud Abbott, Chairman


David Sneed, Executive Director
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From: David Griffith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:20:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

David L. Griffith Sr.
604 Neuse Harbour Blvd
New Bern, NC 28560
DandJG604@twc.com

mailto:DandJG604@twc.com
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From: Breck Honeycutt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:30:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Breck Honeycutt
127 Calico Ln
Ararat, NC 27007
breckh@surry.net

mailto:breckh@surry.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: KRISTENE PARSONS
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:30:22 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

KRISTENE PARSONS
126 N Prospect St
Bowling Green, OH 43402
SHARKTPARSONS@GMAIL.COM

mailto:SHARKTPARSONS@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bennett Wynne
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: I fish a little, enjoy a plate of fried shrimp on occasion, and have a background in biology (state of NC, retired).

In my view, a fishery in decline most often has experienced a loss of resilience in the stock. That loss of
resilience may stem from en...

Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:35:09 PM

mailto:bennettwynne1@gmail.com
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From: Michele Aydlett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Public Comment in Support of Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:36:11 PM
Attachments: I love shrimp and enjoy eating North Carolina shrimp.docx

Please find my attached comments in support of the NCWF petition.
Michele E. Aydlett

mailto:michele.aydlett@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov

Michele E. Aydlett, MA Ed, NBCT, EE

684 Oak Stump Road

Elizabeth City, North Carolina 2790





I love shrimp and enjoy eating North Carolina shrimp. I believe this proposal will ensure that I’ll continue to get fresh and fairly priced shrimp. I don’t mind paying more for fresh, local shrimp. Forage fish are a key component to the life cycle of many other creatures. And, that vital part needs to be protected. This proposal will ensure that I can continue to eat  the seafood that I love---shrimp, croaker and spot because they will be able to reach maturity and at least spawn. These out of state mega trawlers are one of the main causes of killing the juvenile forage fish in the food chain.   One ton of shrimp with the huge nets these out of state mega shrimp trawlers utilize is not worth the three tons of juvenile fish that are lost.  This proposal will help improve fishing for both recreational fishermen and local commercial fishermen.



As a retired teacher and certified environmental educator, please allow me to remind the commission of the mission of the North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries which is “dedicated to ensuring sustainable marine and estuarine fisheries and habitats for the benefit and health of the people of North Carolina.” Therefore it is essential to approve this proposal in order to have sustainable fisheries for all NC citizens and for future generations. Current rules are why so many out of state mega trawlers are stripping North Carolina of valuable resources. Even after this proposal is approved, North Carolina will still have the most lenient rules to protect our fisheries nursery.





From: Michele Aydlett
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support of Petition Comments from T. Aydlett
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:39:44 PM
Attachments: hearing.docx

please see attached comments in support of the NCWF petition From Tim Aydlett.

mailto:michele.aydlett@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov



Tim Aydlett, MA Ed, EE

684 Oak Stump Road

Elizabeth City, NC 27909



As an environmental educator, college trained in biological sciences and a lifetime sportsman, I firmly support the NC Wildlife Federation proposal to designate all inshore, estuary and ocean (0-3Miles) waters as nursery habitat and to implement strategies to reduce shrimp trawl by catch of juvenile fishes in all newly designated nursery areas. Life cycles of spot, croakers, weakfish and crustaceans are complex and can best be protected by an ecosystem based management program. The larval forms of fish must reach adulthood in order to sustain their respective populations. The by catch in our shrimp fishery is dangerously high and is unacceptable. We must learn to manage forage fish by researching what part of the eco puzzle in which they fit instead of trying to manage these fish individually. Game fish and commercial fish depend on them. It is hard to fathom the vast numbers of living creatures that are connected to forage fish.



It is key to remember that most often forage fish swim tightly together like dense masses of flesh. That is why nets can easily snare entire schools at a time whether it is inland waters or the ocean. The life cycle of a forage fish is a vital component of the circle of life. If we don’t protect this vital part of the circle, once broken it will be almost impossible to repair.  



It seems only logical that if you kill the fish before they spawn, they have contributed nothing to the population in terms of building the stock populations. There are concerns expressed by the Atlantic States Marine Commission and others regarding the decline landings and the harvest of primarily juvenile fish. Protecting these important fish until they can spawn at least once makes common sense. When I lived in Swan Quarter in the 70’s, you could catch affected to protect our habitats is the key. Other factors such as agricultural runoff, storm water runoff and pollution are issues that can be studied collaboratively to further ensure sound habitat protection for generations to come. . 





From: Ryan Kurtz
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:40:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ryan Kurtz
6016 Olson Dr
Durham, NC 27712
kurtz.ryan@gmail.com

mailto:kurtz.ryan@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Reilly
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:42:16 PM

To the Chairman and members of the NC Marine Fisheries Commission,
 
                Ladies and gentlemen, first off, I would like to thank you for the time and effort all of you
put into the work that you do on behalf of the resources and the people of North Carolina.  I know it
is an unappreciated position and one that places significant demands on you and your families.  As
someone who wasn’t born in North Carolina, but was lucky enough to be sent here by the Marine
Corps 20 years ago, I have developed a deep and heartfelt love for this state which offers such a vast
diversity of habitats and species.  I am grateful to be able to call it home and share in this bounty.  I
am an avid angler and outdoorsman, who grew up on the waters and in the woods of my home state
of Maine, another state with a deep rooted coastal fishing heritage.  On that note, it is truly
disturbing to me that so many of our public trust resources are being pillaged and plundered by a
commercial industry that has the potential to grow beyond its present size, yet seems content to
continue employing practices that are destructive to our inshore waters and working non-selective
gear because it is the cheaper and easier way.  The theory and intent of the subject petition, as
submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation, has my wholehearted support.  I firmly believe,
that based upon the data reported by our Division of Marine Fisheries scientists and other
professionals, along with the additional information presented at the public comment meeting in
New Bern, that the need for change is urgent and the time to act is now. 
 

I do not think every single item asked for in their petition need be enacted exactly as it has
been requested, but I do believe it is a strong foundation to build on and would have significant
positive impacts on the dangerously depleted fin fish stocks we are trying to preserve.  I do not think
the Special Secondary Nursery Area status needs to be granted to State waters in the ocean at this
time, especially without further research on the potential effects of said status.  I am totally in
support of reducing head rope lengths and tow times (as set down in the petition) to reduce by
catch, as well as limiting trawling effort to daylight hours.  (more specifically, one hour before sunrise
to one hour after sunset, as an appropriate window to increase the effectiveness of enforcement
and decrease effort.)  I believe, based upon the available research, that two Bycatch Reduction
Devices be mandated on all trawls to further reduce bycatch.  In regards to when the season should
be open for harvest, I am quite sure that the nine of you, and all the DMF staff you work with are
quite capable of determining a best option and it need not necessarily be set as requested in the
petition.  While it may not seem to pertain to the problem addressed by the petition, I think they
were wise in including a size and creel limit on both   croaker and spot to help prevent over harvest
of either species by recreational anglers from a species that is already depleted.  I can honestly say
that I can count on my hands the number of croaker I have caught over 10” in the last decade, so
clearly, something needs to be done.

 
I know you all have a lot of information to process, and difficult decisions to make that will

affect many North Carolina citizens in different ways, but I am hopeful that your decisions will be
based off what is best for the public trust resources you accepted the responsibility to protect. 
While change is rarely easy, or widely accepted initially, it is necessary for growth.  We as a state

mailto:radar5711@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


owe it to the future generations of North Carolinians to do a better job taking care of the things
placed in our hands.  So please, use your best judgement, do not be influenced by special interests
whose major concern is financial, and move us in the right direction of healthier fisheries.  Thank you
again for your time and effort, the responsibilities you carry are a heavy load, but one that cannot be
lightly set aside.

 
Sincerely,
 
James M. Reilly
GySgt USMC (ret)
Morehead City, NC



From: Hamilton, Cindi B
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Comment
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:44:17 PM
Attachments: image002.png

 
Cindi B. Hamilton
Office Assistant IV
Director’s Office
NC Division of Marine Fisheries
Department of Environmental Quality
 
252 808 8013    office
cindi.hamilton@ncdenr.gov
 
3441 Arendell Street
Post Office Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557-0769
 

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 
 
 
 

From: John Rakoci [mailto:john@rakoci.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:32 PM
To: Hamilton, Cindi B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Comment
 

Good afternoon Mr. Davis,
 
After years of watching the fishery resources that belong to ALL citizens
of NC given to a select few for commercial purposes it is great to see
the possibility of something being done for the resource! ALL of NC
saltwater fisheries are in trouble. Therefore, I support the petition. My
only problem with it is it does not go far enough! Other states limit
headrope to 50’ is just one example. If considering the financial aspect,
recreational use brings much more revenue to the state and far more
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jobs as well. An example of recreational spending; I leave NC to fish 2 –
3 months in Florida and 4 – 6 weeks in Louisiana annually. I would
rather spend my money at home supporting my neighbors. The main
consideration is the resource, not revenue at this point as the resource
is in trouble and nearly completely caused by the commercial industry.
Let’s finally see something done for the resource and not to line the
pockets of a select few.
Sincerely,
John & Patricia Rakoci
Ocean Isle Beach NC 28469
 



From: Hamilton, Cindi B
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Supporting for NCWF petition on shrimp trawling.
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:47:02 PM
Attachments: image002.png

 
 
 
 
Cindi B. Hamilton
Office Assistant IV
Director’s Office
NC Division of Marine Fisheries
Department of Environmental Quality
 
252 808 8013    office
cindi.hamilton@ncdenr.gov
 
3441 Arendell Street
Post Office Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557-0769
 

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 
 
 
 

From: Bill Gattis [mailto:bgattis@bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 2:03 PM
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition <NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov>
Cc: Rep. John Bell <John.Bell@ncleg.net>; Rep. Ted Davis <Ted.Davis@ncleg.net>; Rep. Jimmy Dixon
<Jimmy.Dixon@ncleg.net>; President Pro Tem Phil Berger <Phil.Berger@ncleg.net>; Rep. Tim Moore
<Tim.Moore@ncleg.net>; Hamilton, Cindi B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>; nancy22221@live.com
Subject: Supporting for NCWF petition on shrimp trawling.
 
As a North Carolina Recreational Fisherman, this this to voice my support for the NCWF petition on
shrimp trawling as well as the elimination of gill nets in inland waters.  In the past few years I have
found it almost impossible to catch many species of fish such as flounder and black sea bass that
were abundant years ago.  When I fish in neighboring states along the coast, which restrict the use
of nets in their inland coastal waters, fishing is much better. It seems logical to me that the
destructive nature of nets to both fish and habitat greatly contribute to the poor recreational fishing
along the North Carolina coast.  Without action  to promote and ensure the viability and
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sustainability, North Carolina’s valuable fisheries resources will be lost.
 
John W Gattis
Gibsonville and Ocean Isle Beach, NC
Phone: 336-549-9018
Email: bgattis@bellsouth.net

mailto:bgattis@bellsouth.net


From: Hamilton, Cindi B
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Adopt Wildlife Commission recommendations
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:48:12 PM
Attachments: image002.png

 
 
 
 
Cindi B. Hamilton
Office Assistant IV
Director’s Office
NC Division of Marine Fisheries
Department of Environmental Quality
 
252 808 8013    office
cindi.hamilton@ncdenr.gov
 
3441 Arendell Street
Post Office Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557-0769
 

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 
 
 
 

From: rwlester@frontier.com [mailto:rwlester@frontier.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 1:06 PM
To: Hamilton, Cindi B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>; Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Adopt Wildlife Commission recommendations
 
 
Marine Fisheries Staff,
 
My name is Dennis Lester. I am 68 years old and have been a North Carolina citizen all my
life, so far. I was taught to fish at a very young age and still continue to enjoy fishing, both
fresh water and salt water. Most of my salt-water fishing time has been off our southern coast
with an occasional trip to the Hatteras area.

My comments today will be concerning our salt water fisheries.
Over the years, I have seen a tremendous decline in fish that we recreational fishermen catch –
flounder, speckled trout, grey trout, spot, croaker, whiting – just to name a few. It has gotten to
the point that we must do something to enable our fisheries to recover.

Our fisheries’ decline is not so much “over-fishing” as it is “over-killing.” I saw this
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first hand in the 1960’s and ‘70’s when I happened to follow trawlers on their way in to dock.
I was shocked at the thousands and thousands of dead juvenile fish that covered the water. The
men on the trawlers were pushing their “by-catch” out into the water.
    I have witnessed this same scene countless numbers of times in the last 40+ years. When I
witness tens of thousands of small fish killed by one trawler in one day,, I shudder to think of
how many are destroyed every year.

As a fisherman, hook and line, I can keep six flounder, a grey trout, etc. You get the
idea. We “hook and liners” are not depleting the fisheries’ stock.

In fact, I surmise, our fisheries are being destroyed by “over-killing” more than “over-
fishing.”  This over-killing is a direct result of trawlers and netters. I think it is obvious.

A friend of mine saw in December as many as eleven trawlers at one time within one-
half to one mile of the beach, not to mention the netters. It’s gotten out of hand and ridiculous.
Last week, this same friend witnessed two ships off the coast of Oak Island. There were three
trawlers constantly around the ships – and what was the reason?

I strongly urge you to adopt the regulations suggested by the North Carolina Wildlife
Commission. North Carolina is the only east coast state that allows trawlers and netting in so
close, even in the estuaries. Our fisheries will never recover and will continue to be destroyed
as long as this practice is allowed.

On behalf of all recreational fishermen, I ask that you please take steps to protect the
future of our fisheries, before it is too late.
Please share this request with other members of the commission. Thank you for your
consideration. Dennis Lester



From: Al Privette
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: N.C. Wildlife Federation petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:48:21 PM

To whom it may concern:
As a life-long citizen of coastal NC, and one who has surfed, fished, and recreated on the 
waters from the ocean to the sounds, rivers, and creeks of this beautiful state, I would like to 
voice my position of support of the environmental petition to STOP commercial-fishing 
operations on/near any of our coastal waters, be they sounds, rivers, and ocean.  I have often 
fished the shores of Cape Lookout, north & south of the lighthouse, when the trawlers were 
"working” ……… no, raping those waters of anything & everything that happens to get 
caught in their nets.  I’ve watched in horror to see the tons of wasted “by catch” that is 
discarded to be eaten by crazed sharks and hoarding seabirds !   It’s enough to make you sick 
to your stomach …….. and is totally gross, a total disregard for our resources here in this part 
of our state.  If there is anything else I could do to speak louder and harder about these terrible 
practices, I would like to hear about it.
I live in the small “fishing-village” of Oriental, where many of those trawlers call home, and 
while I can emphasize with those “fisher-people’s” loss of their historic livelihood, may I 
remind them that things like whaling, or baby-seal hunting, or even wholesale fishing-out the 
populations of red-fish (red-drum) were ended because of the negative impact of their 
(commercial fishermen) “harvesting" .   Not many people these days get to choose a career 
(perhaps with the exception of highly-trained professionals), so to have this group of people 
stop what they’re doing and pick up another trade is in no way unique to them.  BTW, I know 
several owners of “fish-houses”, and both are probably the wealthiest individuals I know 
…….. certainly our county.  I say this only to debunk the argument (I’ve heard) about the poor 
people who do this for a living ……… some are doing quite well!

All those points aside, I am adamant about stoping our resources here in Eastern NC being 
“scraped" into history.  I don’t think that we as citizens, and stewards of what we (temporarily 
manage) have been entrusted to preserve for future generations have any right destroy.  And 
“destroy” is not too strong a connotation to label what one witness’ when they see what the 
“fishermen” do out there.  We must curtail, if not completely abandon, these poor 
“management” practices ……… it’s not sustainable,  morally or ethically right to continue 
this! 

I thank you for your time today, as well as your positive consideration of my request!

Most Sincerely,
Al

Al Privette
909 Old Mill Road
Oriental, NC 28571
alprivette@gmail.com 
(252) 229-7040
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From: Andrew Ackerman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:50:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Andrew Ackerman
4077 Bordeaux Dr
Denver, NC 28037
ackpak@att.net

mailto:ackpak@att.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Crook
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:50:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Steve Crook
5304 Norman Pl
Raleigh, NC 27606
Scrook@dillonsupply.com

mailto:Scrook@dillonsupply.com
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From: Gregg McLawhorn
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Petition to ban trawlers in inshore waters...
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:53:04 PM

Gentlemen:  Please include me as in favor of the NC Wildlife Federations petition of banning
trawlers in inshore waters.  In recent years fishing along the coast has been abysmal, due in
large part to the by catch of shrimp trawlers operating in inshore waters.  Large revenues are
collected each year by recreational saltwater fisherman.  If the poor fishing conditions
continue, I, for one, will stop renewing my recreational fishing license each year.  I'm sure that
there are many, many others that feel the same way.  It is all but impossible to catch a flounder
out of the surf or sound above the 15 inch size limit.  This applies to other species of fish as
well.  Many of these fish are being caught up in the nets used by the shrimp trawlers.  So
please find me in favor of supporting the ban to trawl in inshore waters.  Thank you.

Gregg S. McLawhorn
3417 Wade Avenue
Raleigh, NC  27607

mailto:gregg.mclawhorn@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanne Cornell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for Petition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:54:03 PM

Joanne Cornell
2541 Park Ridge Drive
Southport, NC 28461

January 26, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
Joanne Cornell

mailto:jccinnc@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Cornell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:54:05 PM

James Cornell
2541 Park Ridge Drive
Southport, NC 28461

January 26, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
James Cornell

mailto:jjcinva@msn.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Kevin Harrell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 4:56:45 PM

  Being an avid saltwater angler for the past 20 years of my life, I have seen drastic
decline in the numbers of fish in the coastal waters of North Carolina. I support the
petition.

Thanks, Kevin

mailto:ksh1996@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Resolution
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 5:01:29 PM
Attachments: 20170126153923.pdf

 
 

From: Penny Owens [mailto:pennyowens@tyrrellcounty.net] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 3:58 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Resolution
 

Please see the attached resolution that was adopted by the Tyrrell
County Board of Commissioners on January 17, 2017. Please let me
know if you have any questions. Thanks.
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From: john kennedy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 6:50:13 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

john kennedy
1101 Oakwood St
Fayetteville, NC 28303
jkennedy9@nc.rr.com

mailto:jkennedy9@nc.rr.com
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From: John Barwick, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:00:11 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Barwick
1660 Pineview Cemetery Rd
Seven Springs, NC 28578
johnbarwick@wcps.org

mailto:johnbarwick@wcps.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Darla Percy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:00:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Darla Percy
499 Heath Rd
Four Oaks, NC 27524
dpercy0502@gmail.com

mailto:dpercy0502@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Martha Stovall
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:00:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Martha J Stovall
1200 Little Creek Church Rd
Clayton, NC 27520
marthastovall1@gmail.com

mailto:marthastovall1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Merritt
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:00:21 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Barbara Merritt
409 E 2nd St
Princeton, NC 27569
barbarajmerritt@gmail.com

mailto:barbarajmerritt@gmail.com
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From: richard gaddis, sr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:50:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

richard gaddis sr
2420 Oak Ridge Farms Rd
Danville, VA 24541
v1c1g17@cs.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: VINCENT GRAHAM
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 8:40:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

VINCENT GRAHAM
PO Box 1733
Pembroke, NC 28372
VINCEGRAHAM1963@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dwight Vinson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:40:08 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dwight C Vinson
200 Heather Ridge Dr Apt D
Fayetteville, NC 28311
dvinson001@nc.rr.com

mailto:dvinson001@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Brady
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 7:20:03 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Richard Brady
114 Claude Ln
Maidens, VA 23102
reddrum.brady@gmail.com

mailto:reddrum.brady@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Don Edmondson Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;

sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
bkoury2@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; Rep. Tim Moore; President Pro Tem Phil Berger

Subject: I love my NC shrimp
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 8:46:10 AM

Let the boys fish.  Also put some regulations on imports to be sure they are healthy and don't
contain any jell or other unnatural ingredients. 

mailto:fisher1112@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
mailto:samjcorbett3@gmail.com
mailto:captgorgesmfc@gmail.com
mailto:captjoemfc@yahoo.com
mailto:sobxl1@gmail.com
mailto:rds.mfc@gmail.com
mailto:janetrosemfc@gmail.com
mailto:amikewicker@gmail.com
mailto:bkoury2@gmail.com
mailto:awillis.mfc@gmail.com
mailto:Tim.Moore@ncleg.net
mailto:Phil.Berger@ncleg.net


From: TROY BRANHAM
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Bring back the Spot
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Please support this petition to reduce the by catch from the shrimp trawls. I hope my 80 year old father can
experience at least 1 more decent spot run in his life. And my 9 year old grandson to have many. I think we have had
enough studies ,never looking at the obvious! I was at the meeting in New Bern the numbers presented where
staggering! Please make the hard choices and end this carnage.

Sincerely,

TROY BRANHAM
7201 Waltridge Pl
Holly Springs, NC 27540
mrbearhunt@netscape.net

mailto:mrbearhunt@netscape.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Ernest Anderson, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:09 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I was born at Camp Lejuene in 1956. I fished with my father until the age of 12. With a family of seven and the only
income was an enlisted salary we fished and shrimped in the inland waters. We ate well very well. We then moved
to Paris Island and continued to fish and shrimp and we also ate very well. I moved back to NC ten years ago and an
avid recreational fisherman. My father is now 94 years old and we fished some of our old fishing holes. He was
disappointed to see how much the recreational fishing had deteriorated. We said that we might not have eaten so
well as children in todays environment. 

 I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Ernest Anderson Jr
408 Vicksburg Ct
Havelock, NC 28532
esanderson1@ec.rr.com

mailto:esanderson1@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Rod MacLean
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

As a recreational fisherman, I believe that the long term effects of heavy commercial fishing, especially in the
juvenile nursery waters, has had a serious effect on the fisheries of Nor Carolina, not only for recreational fishermen
but for commercial endeavors as well.  These proposed limitations will allow our stocks to replenish themselves,
and if denied there will be no more fish available for anyone!

Sincerely,

Rod MacLean
5435 Fountain Ln
Hope Mills, NC 28348
rmaclean@nc.rr.com

mailto:rmaclean@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: William Riddick, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:10 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Unfortunately, the Public Hearing conducted in New Bern on Jan 17, 2017 did not afford an opportunity for
meaningful discussion on rule changes sought to reduce by catch and wasteful destruction of fin fish. No single
group, including the NCFA, should be enabled to knowingly engage in fishery practices that waste our State's Public
Trust resources.

Implimentation in these ruls changes will be a step in the right direction. In addition to reducing bycatech, it is likely
that rule to prohibit harvest until counts reach 60 will actuall improve overall harvest numbers, by reducing the
destruction of the small shrimp.

Sadly, if the NC MFC is unwilling to implement these important but difficult changes, both the MFC and the NCFA
may become organizations without a future, since shrimp and other marine resources will become non-sustainable.

Remember the definition of "Insanity", it's doing the same thing over and over, and expecting a different outcome.
Well so far, here we are. This time, I hope the members of the NC MRC can make the tough call and support these
important rule changes.

Sincerely,

William Riddick Jr
10300 Doylestown Rd
Matthews, NC 28105
riddickws@gmail.com

mailto:riddickws@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Bowen, III
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

And lastly, I seek your support in getting the MFC to at least consider hearing and listening to commentary from the
CCA and other conservation agencies in public forums.  One-sided (i.e., wholly NCFA) discussions are not
representative of educated, democratic, or developed societies.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Bowen III
90 Fallenwood Ln
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
rtbowen96@hotmail.com

mailto:rtbowen96@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JACOB PRESLEY
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.  It is ridiculous that
North Carolina is the only state on the east coast to allow shrimp trawling in its sounds, fish nurseries, and estuaries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JACOB B PRESLEY
505 Brookridge Dr
Mount Holly, NC 28120
jbpresley03@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Willis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Fishing today is a lot different than when I was growing-up in Morehead City back in the 50's. Catching a pinfish
for bait was sufficient to afford a means for catching spots, trout, hog-fish, perch and a variety of edible fish...not so
today! The abuse of the environment (trawling) makes fisheries stock maintenance unsustainable today. Please act in
a responsible fashion and help to not only protect, but to promote the fisheries stock for everyone.

Sincerely,

Jack Willis
250 White Oak Bluff Rd
Stella, NC 28582
nhwillis@earthlink.net

mailto:nhwillis@earthlink.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Ferrell
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I live on the North River in Bettie, Carteret County.In over fifty years of recreational fishing there I have seen more
and more aggressive trawling which has been regulated further downriver because of habitat and species destruction.
While fishing at the North River Bridge one day my partner and I caught 21 different species of fish. Three weeks
later trawling began barely downriver. STOP!!! I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my
support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better
manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery
Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern
shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Daniel Ferrell
5522 Hornes Church Rd
Wilson, NC 27896
heretisyall@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: THOMAS JASINSKI
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:11 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations and not just for the short sightedness of a few.
Other states have come to similar conclusion and they have successful coastal fishermen.

Sincerely,

THOMAS JASINSKI
206 Anchor Ln
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460
JASINSKINC@CENTURYLINK.NET

mailto:JASINSKINC@CENTURYLINK.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: DAVID BREEZE, RPh
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Changes are needed to reduce the damage to juvenile fish stocks caused by shrimping in our sounds and estuaries. 
Current shrimping practices are hurting long term viability of commercial fishing as well as the overall health of our
coastal marine systems.

I want the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to know I support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina
Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through
Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

DAVID BREEZE RPh
5121 Carlson Dairy Rd
Summerfield, NC 27358
DBREEZE@TRIAD.RR.COM

mailto:DBREEZE@TRIAD.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John Olin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

This is probably the best thing you can do for NC fish and the people of NC in your lifetime.  I still remember
bringing home a bucket of spot when I was a child but now that just does not happen.  Please implement these
changes for the good of all the citizens of NC.
I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John Olin
3112 Shadwell Ct
Raleigh, NC 27613
johneolin@gmail.com

mailto:johneolin@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Randall Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:12 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Good chance you will not read this but I want to tell you the effect of not having a viable recreational fishing body
of water on the Neuse River. 

 I always wanted to retire on a body of water where I could go fishing.   I choose Oriental NC because I thought it
would give that to me. 

After 2.5 years of trying to catch on a regular basis at least one keeper fish I give up.  I am putting my house on the
market and will be moving from North Carolina.  This area will now miss my expenditures not only for what I
bought to maintain my boat and fishing equipment but also the taxes I pay to the state and local government. 

I guess you think that only the commercial fisherman bring in your money.  Please think again and help out the
future recreational fisherman.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Randall Smith
5507 Sandpiper Dr
Oriental, NC 28571
mrbookend@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: STEVEN SHUMATE
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FAIRLY & HONESTLY Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:13 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I hope you will support a FAIR AND OPEN PROGRAM! Do what is right!  am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries
Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement
Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special
Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply
special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

STEVEN SHUMATE
107 Ocean View Ave
Carolina Beach, NC 28428
S.SHUMATE@SUDDENLINK.NET

mailto:S.SHUMATE@SUDDENLINK.NET
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ken oppenheim
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

The DMF needs to be merged with wildlife. The show in new Bern was a outrage. Some people need to be fired

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

ken oppenheim
1088 Tacketts Pond Dr
Raleigh, NC 27614
oppenheim1@gmail.com

mailto:oppenheim1@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Edmund Stanevicius
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

The unbridled decimation of our state's natural resources cannot be allowed  to continue unchecked.

Sincerely,

Edmund Stanevicius
6112 Cutlass Ct
New Bern, NC 28560
edstan111@gmail.com

mailto:edstan111@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Fish, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition swubmitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Fish Jr.
4916 Theys Rd
Raleigh, NC 27606
jdfish51@gmail.com

mailto:jdfish51@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: HUGH HORTON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:17 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

I HAVE LIVED IN NC MY ENTIRE LIFE. I AM 61 YEARS OLD. THE COASTAL HABITAT AND
ESTUARIES HAVE BEEN AN INTEGRAL PART OF MY LIFE. I HAVE WATCHED THESE AREAS
SLOWLY DECLINE IN MARINE LIFE. IN TIMES PAST I COULD TAKE MY CHILDREN AND
GRANDCHILDREN TO THE COAST AND ENJOY THE BOUNTIES OF OUR NATURAL RESOURCES. THE
LAST SEVEN OR SO YEARS I HAVE NOTICED DRASTIC CHANGES IN THE FINFISH RESOURCE. I
HAVE ALWAYS FELT TRAWLING HAD TO HAVE A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON THESE FISHERIES. THE
MILLIONS UPON MILLIONS OF JUVENILE FISH BEING KILLED AS BY CATCH SURELY IS A MAJOR
PART OF THE PROBLEM....AND ONE WE CAN CONTROL THAT WILL IMPACT VERY FEW IN
RELATION TO THE IMPACT UPON OTHERS. MY CHILDREN LIVE IN CHARLESTON AND THEY
ALLOW NO INSHORE TRAWLING YET STILL HAVE AN ABUNDANCE OF SHRIMP AND A ROBUST
RECREATIONAL FISHERY.....COINCIDENCE??? I THINK NOT.

I AM 100% BEHIND A CHANGE IN NC APPROACH TO TRAWLING. TAKE THE TRAWLERS OUTSIDE
FOR AT LEAST TWO YEARS AND SEE WHAT THE RESULTS WILL BE. IF IT IS POSITIVE FOR THE
FISHERY THE CHANGE WILL HAVE PROVED ITS WORTH. IF NOTHING  CHANGES IN THE FISHERY
WE CAN SEE THAT TRAWLING IS NOT THE CAUSE AND WE COULD THEN ALLOW THEM TO
TRAWL INSIDE AGAIN

IN A NUTSHELL IT IS TIME TO PUT EMOTIONS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE TOTUM POLE AND PUT
THE SCIENCE AND THE RESOURCE AT THE TOP

Sincerely,

HUGH HORTON
PO Box 787
Nashville, NC 27856
PETE@PHECPA.COM

mailto:PETE@PHECPA.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov




From: Steven Anderman
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:17 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Please you must do something do improve the fishery in this state.  Recreational Fishing is big business. Much more
of an economic impact that the commerical fishing industry. Lets make NC a great fishing destination again.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Steven Anderman
2599 Hillsborough Dr
Southport, NC 28461
sanderman@atmc.net

mailto:sanderman@atmc.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Randy Cox
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:18 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generaitions.

Sincerely,

Randy Cox
2242 Coltrane Mill Rd
High Point, NC 27263
rlcox1958@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: hubert WALKER
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support The North Carolina Wildlife Federation Petition
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I respectively request the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission to implement the Petition submitted by the
North Carolina Wildlife Federation Now is the time to stop the madness.  Shrimp trawling is a major reason we are
losing our important finfish.  I am writing for my grandchildren.  If we wait much longer we will only be able to tell
them about fishing, there will not be any left for them to catch.  The current practice of using destructive commercial
practices is killing jobs.  It is a well documented fact that recreational fishing contributes several times more to the
economy and jobs in North Carolina than commercial fishing.  And this is with a dismal fishery.  Imagine what
economical and jobs increases would occur if we had abundant fisheries.  Also states that have eliminated inshore
trawling have improved and grown their commercial fishing economy. I know it takes courage to vote for these
changes but you are our hope and I support you fully.  Please stand up for our resource. 

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

hubert WALKER
449 Old River Acres Dr
Burgaw, NC 28425
walkerhfred@gmail.com

mailto:walkerhfred@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Malcolm Quay
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Shrimping
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:20 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

Please do something about how shrimping is being done. there is too much waste under the present rules.

Sincerely,

Malcolm Quay
401 Pine Crest Rd
New Bern, NC 28562
quayfixit@gmail.com

mailto:quayfixit@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Luke Kilroy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:35 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Luke Kilroy
7 Long Cove Ct
Greensboro, NC 27407
rlkgso@yahoo.com

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Howard Hink
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:42 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I took my family to Florida.  And our boat.  Not just for the weather but for the fishing.  Lots of bait and lots of fish. 
Why can't we copy their programs?   More
And more tourists $ will be spent elsewhere because of the ignorance concerning the importance recreational
fishing.  I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the
North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of
our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated
inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Howard Hink
4901 Fielding Dr
Raleigh, NC 27606
hhink@nc.rr.com

mailto:hhink@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Wedegaertner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:43 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

In addition, because farm raised shrimp is now widely available at a competitive price there is now an alternative to
wild caught shrimp.  Wild caught shrimp needs to be phased out as farm raised shrimp becomes more available. 
This action will help increase the price of shrimp which will in turn encourage the aquaculture industry to grow and
become more efficient at producing sustainable shrimp.  Farm raised shrimp is already much more sustainable and
less damaging to the coastal ecosystem compared to wild caught shrimp.  This action must be done to reduce the
damage to the coastal ecosystem caused by shrimp trawlers.  This needs to be done to help revive and grow the
recreational fishing industry which puts more revenue into the local economy compared to the shrimp trawlers.  This
action is only a start.  The next action needs to go much further - to protect the NC coastal marine ecosystem.

Sincerely,

Tom Wedegaertner
11900 Possum Track Rd
Raleigh, NC 27614
tcottontom@gmail.com

mailto:tcottontom@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Carl Exner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:45 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.
I would also like to see trawling within the pamlico sound banned. It is destroying our estuary!  No other states
allow it.  Why are we so brilliant??

Sincerely,

Carl Exner
3201 Oaklyn Springs Dr
Raleigh, NC 27606
officecom@mindspring.com

mailto:officecom@mindspring.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Fenton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:30:49 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

I would also like to question the board on what information do they have supporting this activity that the other states
on the eastern seaboard do not have and how much of this "fresh" seafood actually stays in North Carolina.

Sincerely,

Michael Fenton
733 Circle Dr
New Bern, NC 28562
jeepman4678@gmail.com

mailto:jeepman4678@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Benfield
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:31:08 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

I have been a professional biologist for over 30 years and now retired back in my home State of NC. I worked for
the NCWRC and the USFWS in NC and other states. Just think about the "good ole days" when you surf or pier
fished with your dad and caught nice size spots, croakers, etc.  And  compare to now!  I implore you to protect our
valuable coastal resources and accept this petition.

Sincerely,

Daniel Benfield
993 Kenleigh Cir
Winston Salem, NC 27106
dancon77@att.net

mailto:dancon77@att.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Oppenheim
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:31:14 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

The meeting on January 17 in New Bern is a classic example of how a small militant special interest group can try to
force a decision counter to good conservation or the interest of the majority of the citizens of North Carolina. The
failure of the Marine Fisheries Commission to manage the meeting in a balanced manner is disturbing. Those that
wanted to speak in support of the resource were not allowed to do so and that suggests bias on the part of the Marine
Fisheries Commission that is not good government. 
I strongly support the North Carolina Wildlife Federation’s Petition for Rulemaking to Designate Special Secondary
Nursery Areas and Reduce Bycatch Mortality in North Carolina Coastal Fishing Waters

Sincerely,

James Oppenheim
304 Augusta Ct
Havelock, NC 28532
sp63oppe@pdq.net

mailto:sp63oppe@pdq.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Mr. & Mrs. MICHAEL REED
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:31:19 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

My whole life my family has traveled from central NC to the coast to fish. I remember as a boy going pier and surf
fishing and catching large numbers of fish as would all anglers around us. The amount of fish in the water was
amazing. Sadly through my life I have watched these numbers and daily catches drop off tremendously. I like seeing
what has been put in place as far as size limits and creel limits to fishermen. I believe this will help in time.
However if the same style rules are not  put into place and enforced to all fisherman no matter how they fish ( line
hook, boat, net, trawling etc.) everything will be in vain. Just as I was a little boy and loved to fish and had amazing
opportunities to catch fish we have a little girl that loves to fish. The future for my child and all children to enjoy
creation is in your hands. Don't let our great fisheries be a thing of the past and just a story we tell them. Let it be
SOMETHING THEY CAN EXPERIENCE. I plead with you to stop the  huge waist of our resources and to
implement rules and changes that are needed desperately more know than ever. Again the FATE or the
REJUVENATION of our declining fisheries is in YOUR HANDS. Please don't let money or political pressure make
your decision but let your conscience and doing what is right lead you in your decision.

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL W. REED
4653 Emerald Dr
Liberty, NC 27298
MREED@myguilford.com

mailto:MREED@myguilford.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Little
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 9:32:41 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

It is my understanding that current practices have caused significant damage to several species in our waters, and
that North Carolina is alone in allowing such damaging practices in its inshore waters and estuaries.  I don't
advocate the end of commercial fishing in our state, but am hopeful that more sustainable methods can be
encouraged so that fewer resources are lost as by-catch, and damage to nurseries can be reduced.

Sincerely,

Daniel Little
228 Meadowood Dr
Burlington, NC 27215
sid.little@raymondjames.com

mailto:sid.little@raymondjames.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Stuart Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 3:00:12 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Stuart Davis
163 W Washington St
Bethel, NC 27812
davisstuart1941@gmail.com

mailto:davisstuart1941@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 3:30:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

I feel that this issue is nothing more than common sense. We must preserve our natural resources for all residences
of our state and not allow a few individuals to destroy our inland resources. The fact are clear. It has an obvious
solution. Why are we the only South Atlantic State to still allow such destruction to occur?

Sincerely,

Angela Taylor
1107 S 1st St
Smithfield, NC 27577
angela27577@gmail.com

mailto:angela27577@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John McMains
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Stop the nets
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 3:30:19 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing you to offer my support for the Petition to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the
marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all
currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in
these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

John McMains - 919-906-5117
241 Dalton Dr
Raleigh, NC 27615
john.mcmains@gmail.com

mailto:john.mcmains@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Humphries
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 4:30:16 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Scott Humphries
1227 Mallard Bay Rd
Hampstead, NC 28443
shump1956@gmail.net

mailto:shump1956@gmail.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Friday, January 27, 2017 11:10:05 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jean Walker
449 Old River Acres Dr
Burgaw, NC 28425
walkerjeanh@hotmail.com

mailto:walkerjeanh@hotmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: John G Hardison
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Nursery Area protections
Date: Saturday, January 28, 2017 1:33:28 AM

John G Hardison
11 creek side dr
Arapahoe, NC 28510

January 28, 2017

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I support the petition for rulemaking filed by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation encourage the North Carolina
Marine Fisheries Commission to vote in support of it. The management strategies outlined in the petition will
protect critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife.  This is a research-based and data-driven approach
that will  ensure that more juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn helping to support a thriving marine
ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition.

Sincerely,
john hardison

mailto:garyhardison@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: MARK GORDON
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 28, 2017 11:50:07 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARK GORDON
103 Rosswood Pl
Cary, NC 27513
MARKGORDONNC@NC.RR.COM

mailto:MARKGORDONNC@NC.RR.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: THOMAS RACKOVAN
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 28, 2017 12:00:44 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

THOMAS RACKOVAN
107 Howards Channel Rd
Hampstead, NC 28443
TRDRAK01@GMAIL.COM

mailto:TRDRAK01@GMAIL.COM
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: don callahah, rtd
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Saturday, January 28, 2017 2:10:07 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

don callahah
3010 Sloop Dr
Oriental, NC 28571
donjcal@embarqmail.com

mailto:donjcal@embarqmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Boykin
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support for NCWF Petition
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2017 1:49:21 PM

Jan 29, 2017

North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office
PO Box 769
Morehead City, NC 28557

Dear Marine Fisheries Commission Office,

I'm writing today to urge the North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of the petition for rulemaking filed by
the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

The management strategies outlined in the petition will protect
critical nursery habitats for fish and other marine wildlife. This
research-based and data-driven approach will ensure that more juvenile
fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving
marine ecosystem and restore sustainable fish stocks for our
economically and culturally important coastal fisheries.

In addition, these modifications will bring North Carolina more in line
with all other east coast and Gulf states by limiting destructive
trawling practices in sensitive and essential habitat areas.

Sincerely,

Ms. Donna Boykin
128 Clarence Potter Rd
Kinston, NC 28504-7017
(252) 268-7252
boykin.dl930@gmail.com

mailto:NationalWildlifeFederation@nwf.org
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Hamilton, C
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2017 3:20:09 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Robert Hamilton C
716 Hillandale Ln
Garner, NC 27529
Raleighbob1@nc.rr.com

mailto:Raleighbob1@nc.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Dwain Elmore
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2017 7:10:06 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Dwain Elmore
5505 Creech Rd
Lucama, NC 27851
busterelmore@gmail.com

mailto:busterelmore@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: James Pinner
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 30, 2017 8:30:16 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

James Pinner
53 Barnes St
Greenville, NC 27858
jgpinner@gmail.com

mailto:jgpinner@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: J. E. Phillips
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 30, 2017 8:40:04 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

J.E.Phillips
2745 Black Jack Simpson Rd
Greenville, NC 27858
bodeanjeff0@gmail.com

mailto:bodeanjeff0@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: BRENT HEROUX
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 30, 2017 8:40:05 AM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

BRENT HEROUX
125 Cattie Dr
Cameron, NC 28326
BRENTHEROUX@YAHOO.COM

mailto:user@votervoice.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: ditchgray@bellsouth.net
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: shrimp-trawling petition
Date: Monday, January 30, 2017 10:58:11 AM

Please give fair consideration to the shrimp trawling petition
filed by the N.C. Wildlife Federation.    I spend every fall on the
coast of NC watching by-catch being thrown overboard by the
ton from Shrimp trawlers.  I have long wanted to see a ban on
trawling in the NC sounds, this is obviously a nursery area and
those fish and shrimp should be giving a chance to grow up
before harvest.  I wonder if commercial fishermen wouldn’t
make more money by catching larger fish if that was ever
tried.
I propose some of the recreational fishing license fees go to
pay those fishermen to try that for just 3 years and then
decide.
Anyway please grant this petition.
Thank you,
Dick Gray
Candler, NC

mailto:ditchgray@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 30, 2017 12:00:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Jeff Jackson
315 S Elizabeth St
Saint Pauls, NC 28384
jeffhjackson@gmail.com

mailto:jeffhjackson@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Bradley Gallaher
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 30, 2017 2:10:10 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Bradley Gallaher
226 Magnolia Ave
Charlotte, NC 28203
gallaher@gmail.com

mailto:gallaher@gmail.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Art Noyes
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: shrimp ban
Date: Monday, January 30, 2017 2:23:46 PM

I am writing to ask you to keep our sounds open for shrimping and fishing. The folks
that do this for a living provide us with clean safe seafood that we can not get from
overseas. These people have a tough enough time now with short seasons, and bad
weather. Thank you for your consideration. Arthur Noyes, Atlantic, NC

mailto:anoyes40@yahoo.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Martin Davidson
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Monday, January 30, 2017 6:20:14 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

Martin Davidson
3401 Seward Pl
Charlotte, NC 28211
smdjr@msn.com

mailto:smdjr@msn.com
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From: Traci Hamilton
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support petition to protect NC"s marine fisheres
Date: Monday, January 30, 2017 9:14:17 PM

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries Petition,

I endorse the North Carolina Wildlife Federation's petition for rulemaking, and I am asking the NC Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of it.

The NC Wildlife Federation's petition calls for a research-based and data-driven approach that will ensure more
juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving marine ecosystem and restore sustainable
fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

This petition was necessary because commercially and recreationally valuable fish, including Atlantic croaker, spot,
and weakfish, are in trouble on our coast. The amount of juvenile fish caught and wasted in the shrimp trawl fishery
is unsustainably high in North Carolina's sounds and important habitat areas. North Carolina is the only state on the
east coast to allow shrimp trawling in its sounds, fish nurseries, and estuaries. Shrimp trawling effort is highest in
North Carolina sounds, which destroys fragile habitat areas and devastates large quantities of juvenile fish.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Thanks to the
Commission for moving forward to reduce bycatch in shrimp trawling through expansion of nursery areas.

Sincerely,
Traci Hamilton
6138 Candlewood Dr
Charlotte, NC 28210-4504
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From: Clark Barlowe
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition; samjcorbett3@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;

sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
bkoury2@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com

Subject: NC Shrimp
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 11:44:45 AM

Hello,

First let me say thank you for taking the time to look over this email.  My name is Clark
Barlowe and I am the chef and owner of Heirloom Restaurant in Charlotte, NC. 

At Heirloom our mission is to create a menu based entirely on NC ingredients.  Which is why
I have been so disheartened to see the steps being taken to regulate NC shrimping. 

While I am also an environmentalist and don't want to see anything done to negatively affect
NC fish populations; I am also a realist and understand that the steps being taken would have
a drastic affect on the shrimp fisherman that call NC home.  

Over the three years that Heirloom has been in business I have met many of these fisherman
and understand the difficulties their business presents them with.  I would urge you all to not
look at this as simply an environmental issue, but one that also will affect individuals and
families up and down the coast.  Please take the time to reconsider the path we have started
down, and if you feel you need any more information from me, please don't hesitate to reach
out, my personal cell is 828.783.0773.

Thank you again and have a great rest of the week.

Best Regards,

Chef Clark Barlowe
Heirloom Restaurant | 8470 Bellhaven Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28216
704-595-7710
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Please support the Petition for Rule Making
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 2:40:36 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: DREW MAULTSBY [mailto:DMAULTSBY@EARTHLINK.NET]
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:44 AM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Please support the Petition for Rule Making

DREW MAULTSBY
PO BOX 17059
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27516

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

I am writing to the Marine Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife
Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule
changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean
waters and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Drew Maultsby
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Support for Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 2:42:25 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Scott Gould [mailto:sgould@capefearperio.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 10:44 AM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Support for Petition

Scott Gould
109 Parmele Blvd
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28480

January 3, 2017

Dear Nancy Fish,

Dear Ms. Fish:

Thank you for taking a moment to read this letter and I truly appreciate your service.  I am writing to the Marine
Fisheries Commission to support the Petition submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement
Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state through Rule changes to expand Special
Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and ocean waters and to apply special
rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:
1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker 8 and 10 inches respectively to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes.

Sincerely,
Dr. Scott Gould
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Adopt Wildlife Commission recommendations
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 2:52:44 PM

 
 

From: rwlester@frontier.com [mailto:rwlester@frontier.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 1:06 PM
To: Hamilton, Cindi B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>; Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Adopt Wildlife Commission recommendations
 
 
Marine Fisheries Staff,
 
My name is Dennis Lester. I am 68 years old and have been a North Carolina citizen all my
life, so far. I was taught to fish at a very young age and still continue to enjoy fishing, both
fresh water and salt water. Most of my salt-water fishing time has been off our southern coast
with an occasional trip to the Hatteras area.

My comments today will be concerning our salt water fisheries.
Over the years, I have seen a tremendous decline in fish that we recreational fishermen catch –
flounder, speckled trout, grey trout, spot, croaker, whiting – just to name a few. It has gotten to
the point that we must do something to enable our fisheries to recover.

Our fisheries’ decline is not so much “over-fishing” as it is “over-killing.” I saw this
first hand in the 1960’s and ‘70’s when I happened to follow trawlers on their way in to dock.
I was shocked at the thousands and thousands of dead juvenile fish that covered the water. The
men on the trawlers were pushing their “by-catch” out into the water.
    I have witnessed this same scene countless numbers of times in the last 40+ years. When I
witness tens of thousands of small fish killed by one trawler in one day,, I shudder to think of
how many are destroyed every year.

As a fisherman, hook and line, I can keep six flounder, a grey trout, etc. You get the
idea. We “hook and liners” are not depleting the fisheries’ stock.

In fact, I surmise, our fisheries are being destroyed by “over-killing” more than “over-
fishing.”  This over-killing is a direct result of trawlers and netters. I think it is obvious.

A friend of mine saw in December as many as eleven trawlers at one time within one-
half to one mile of the beach, not to mention the netters. It’s gotten out of hand and ridiculous.
Last week, this same friend witnessed two ships off the coast of Oak Island. There were three
trawlers constantly around the ships – and what was the reason?

I strongly urge you to adopt the regulations suggested by the North Carolina Wildlife
Commission. North Carolina is the only east coast state that allows trawlers and netting in so
close, even in the estuaries. Our fisheries will never recover and will continue to be destroyed
as long as this practice is allowed.

On behalf of all recreational fishermen, I ask that you please take steps to protect the
future of our fisheries, before it is too late.
Please share this request with other members of the commission. Thank you for your
consideration. Dennis Lester

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=428A3C3885144AE89D3E891674A07BBA-NDFISH
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I have been attending MFC meetings for the past 2 years.
 
What I have witnessed is complacency by fishermen that have
given up
on this state’s ability to manage our saltwater resource. Our
saltwater resource is for all NC residents.  It is a public trust
resource.
 
This Wildlife Federation Petition is the first bold action that I have
seen that puts the RESOURCE first, and MANAGING THE CATCH
second.
 
Why are we the only state that cannot manage this public trust
resource. Every other
Atlantic,Pacific and Gulf state manages the resource with bold
actions
that insures a health fishery for future generations.Both
Commercial
and Recreational fishermen benefit when the resource is managed
for
Growth, not Catch. Why not North Carolina?
 
It's time to put the fish first and our personal agenda second.
 
It's time to face the truth about what we and past fishermen have
destroyed.
 
It's time to stop saying "Just let me fish the way I want. God will
take care of the fish."
 
It's time to change the way we fish not stop fishing before we find
the trip is not worth the bother and cost.
 
I am not giving up. I want to work together,with commercial and
recreational fishermen working to make this state the roll model in
public trust
resource management.
 
I am here for the fish!
 
Please vote yes for the Wildlife Federation Petition!!!

Thank You.



From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:02:43 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Tim Hergenrader [mailto:twherg@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2017 7:31 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Petition

Ms. Fish, please forward to the MFC.

I was one of those who sat through the New Bern meeting for nearly seven hours only to be disappointed at time
running out.

For the sake of brevity I will be that - brief.

I urge you to accept the petition for rule change at your meeting in Wilmington next month.  It is the first step
necessary to begin restoring our inshore fisheries to some semblance of what it once was.

The scientific facts are there in the petition for all to see.  I urge you to not be distracted by the wealth of hyperbole
and misinformation being hurled your way.  Please keep your eyes on the prize - a healthier ecosystem.

The bottom line - 22 million pounds of sea life annually perishes in our inshore waters, of this there is no doubt.

Reduction of this terrible toll will result in MORE FISH.  Recreational anglers and commercial fishermen alike will
have more fish to catch.

I cannot remember in my relatively short time of dealing with fisheries issues where the MFC has had the
opportunity to vote for something from which both sides will derive benefit!

Thank you for your service and your acceptance of the petition.

Sent from my iPad
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Our Struggling In-Shore Fishery
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:02:56 PM

 
 
From: Chuck Laughridge [mailto:sobxl1@gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 21, 2017 3:07 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Our Struggling In-Shore Fishery
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Don Stanger <donstanger@aol.com>
Date: Sat, Jan 21, 2017 at 8:56 AM
Subject: Our Struggling In-Shore Fishery
To: samjcorbett3@gmail.com, captgorgesmfc@gmail.com, sobxl1@gmail.com,
janetrosemfc@gmail.com, bkoury2@gmail.com, captjoemfc@yahoo.com,
rds.mfc@gmail.com, amikewicker@gmail.com, awillis.mfc@gmail.com

Dear Commissioners:

I am a frequent in-shore NC fisherman and occasional in-shore fishermen in our bordering
states.  When I compare the quantity and quality of targeted species (principally red drum, sea
trout and flounder) in NC with the other states, the deficiencies in our local fish stocks are
stark.

What is the difference between the respective state fisheries?  Level of fishing pressure? Bag
limits?  Habitat?  Other factors?  It is none of these!  It is the fact that NC, like the other states,
DOES NOT HAVE A PROHIBITION ON INSHORE NETTING.  These states clearly 'broke
the code' long ago and the empirical results are self evident.

I have a proposal:  implement the same laws as our neighboring states for a meaningful period
of time and see how quickly our fishery begins to resemble the fishery quality of our
neighboring states!  What are we waiting for?!?

Goodness knows, all recreational anglers, including those like me who do not live on the
coast, but spend a good deal of time (and money!) fishing there, should be given a voice on
this subject at least as strong as the commercial fishing interests that seem to be currently
calling the shots.  Given the recreational fishery that we could become, recreational angler
economic impact should easily dwarf that of commercial economic impact.  So what are we
waiting for?!?

Let's take action now to realize the great potential of our NC in-shore fishery!

Respectfully,

C. Donald Stanger
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3940 Dover Road
Durham, NC  27707

 

 



From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: NCWF Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:03:14 PM

 
 
From: Chuck Laughridge [mailto:sobxl1@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2017 12:21 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Fwd: NCWF Petition
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: <mrbearhunt@netscape.net>
Date: Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 8:48 PM
Subject: NCWF Petition
To: "samjcorbett3@gmail.com" <samjcorbett3@gmail.com>, "captgorgesmfc@gmail.com"
<captgorgesmfc@gmail.com>, "sobxl1@gmail.com" <sobxl1@gmail.com>,
"janetrosemfc@gmail.com" <janetrosemfc@gmail.com>, "bkoury2@gmail.com"
<bkoury2@gmail.com>, "captjoemfc@yahoo.com" <captjoemfc@yahoo.com>,
"rds.mfc@gmail.com" <rds.mfc@gmail.com>, "amikewicker@gmail.com"
<amikewicker@gmail.com>, "awillis.mfc@gmail.com" <awillis.mfc@gmail.com>

Dear Commissioners
I attended the meeting in New Bern on Tuesday and was very disappointed not to be able to
give public comment. I used a valuable vacation day to attend and traveled from wake county.
I have seen the drastic decline in our fish stocks, anyone that has spent their life fishing on our
coast can see it. It seems that all we do is another 3 year study another 1 year study, kick the
can down the road. Lets do 1 more study. Get the trawlers out of the inshore areas and see if
the stocks rebound! Perhaps you are afraid of the results of such a study!
Tuesday the 800lb gorilla was sitting in the room and every body seemed to be blind to it. The
figures given by the NCWF where staggering. To deny that the removal of that many juvenile
fish would not impact a fish stock is hard to believe. The folks here in Wake and Durham
Counties are paying more attention to your actions than ever before. I hope that you will make
the hard choice and support this petition and give my 80 year old father 1 more good Spot run.
 
Thank you for letting me rant.
And Thank You for serving on the commission
Troy Branham
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: NCWF Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:03:43 PM

 
 
From: Chuck Laughridge [mailto:sobxl1@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2017 12:19 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Fwd: NCWF Petition
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Cope Mahagan <adrenalzen@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Jan 20, 2017 at 7:57 AM
Subject: NCWF Petition
To: samjcorbett3@gmail.com, captgorgesmfc@gmail.com, sobxl1@gmail.com,
janetrosemfc@gmail.com, bkoury2@gmail.com, captjoemfc@yahoo.com,
rds.mfc@gmail.com, amikewicker@gmail.com, awillis.mfc@gmail.com

Dear Commissioners,
 
I wanted to let you know that I was extremely disappointed to hear the outcome of the meeting
in New Bern on Tuesday, January 17.  Unfortunately, I was not able to attend.  Several of my
friends and fellow fishermen did attend and I was certain that they would eco my opinions on
the trawlers utilization of inshore areas.  However, their voices were not heard because they
were not allowed to speak, so in turn my voice was not heard.  Let me provide my voice now.
 
The negative environmental and economic, yes economic, impacts on the aquatic life and the
people of this great state is staggering.  The senseless destruction of delicate ecosystems and
the great impacts on those that struggle to make their living by serving recreational fishermen
and fisherwomen must end.  It is time for North Carolina to follow other states in providing
regulations that promote a healthy, sustainable fishery that will benefit all creatures big and
small.  Consider the information provided to you that clearly shows that protecting the
nurseries found inshore will boost the economic development of our entire state.  A better
economy in our coastal communities means more jobs for the people that live there.  Do the
right thing, get the trawlers out of the inshore areas and see if the stocks rebound!
 
Thank you for listening,
 
Jeff Mahagan, Durham, NC
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Comment for meeting
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:04:04 PM
Attachments: Letter - public comment for fisheries meeting Jan 17 2017.docx

Comment for meeting.msg

 
 
From: Chuck Laughridge [mailto:sobxl1@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2017 12:17 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Comment for meeting
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: <chl3@ec.rr.com>
Date: Fri, Jan 20, 2017 at 11:21 AM
Subject: Fwd: Comment for meeting
To: sobxl1@gmail.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: John Canup <jcanup@suddenlink.net>
To: <chl3@ec.rr.com>
Cc: 
Date: Fri, 20 Jan 2017 10:20:42 -0500
Subject: Comment for meeting
Chuck,  I did not get to see you Tuesday at the meeting until after the meeting
started.  I wanted to COMMENT but had another meeting to attend later Tuesday.  I
left my written comment at the head table but was not sure it would find its way to
the the right place.  Attached is my comment if you think it is worth sharing or
discard at your digression. 
Thanks for your service on the MFC.  I am sure you have had numerous long
meetings like Tuesday and I don’t see how you tolerate them.  Thanks for looking 
out for the rest of us!
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John Canup, Retired banker

1409 St. James Place, Kinston NC 28504



I am a recreational fisherman.



35 years ago I was going to Pamlico Sound and catching 1-2 pound croakers by the cooler full.  After 5-10 years they were gone.  I WAS PART OF THE PROBLEM.



30 years ago I was going to Pamlico Sound, Ocracoke, Drum Inlet and catching coolers of gray trout.   After 5-10 years they were gone.  I WAS PART OF THE PROBLEM.



15 years ago I was catching all the speckle trout I could use and then a limit of 10 fish was put in place.  Soon 10 fish limits were hard to catch and 4 fish limits were put in place.  Now I feel fortunate to catch 1 or 2 trout per trip. 





Commercial fishing in the same time frame:



35 years ago family trawlers pulling 60-70-foot head ropes on their nets were trawling Pamlico Sound.  These trawlers grew in size and numbers to over 100 plus.  They also began pulling nets exceeding 200 feet of head rope.  Today’s electronics and GPS units allow these trawlers to cover Pamlico Sound with the same efficiency you mow every blade of grass in your front yard.  This is done daily during shrimping season.



PAMLICO SOUND is a nursery area and it cannot sustain the constant abuse it is subjected to by these large trawlers.  This is evidenced by historic data and not just my observations.



Limitations on all user groups must be put in place immediately to sustain the few remaining fish stocks in our state.



Please read and understand the factual data supplied by these experts.



PLEASE, PLEASE DO SOMETHING --–NOW---TO SUSTAIN OUR FISHERIES -----



Thank You.











From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Current Petition Concerns
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:04:19 PM

 
 
From: Zack Davis [mailto:zack.davis@carteretk12.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:31 PM
To: samjcorbett@gmail.com; captgorgesmfc@gmail.com; captjoemfc@yahoo.com;
sobxl1@gmail.com; rds.mfc@gmail.com; janetrosemfc@gmail.com; amikewicker@gmail.com;
Bkoury2@gmail.com; awillis.mfc@gmail.com; Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>; Hamilton, Cindi
B <Cindi.Hamilton@ncdenr.gov>; Bianchi, Alan <alan.bianchi@ncdenr.gov>; Moore, Tina
<tina.moore@ncdenr.gov>; Lee, Laura <laura.lee@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Current Petition Concerns
 
Ladies and Gentlemen,
 
My name is Zack Davis.  For those of you who were able to attend the meeting held in New
Bern on Jan 17th, I want to sincerely thank you.  I understand that all members, whether in
attendance or not, are dedicated to their task at hand and have difficult decisions in the days
ahead.  
 
I would like to express my extreme concern about the current fisheries issue at hand pertaining
to the shrimp petition set forth by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.  This petition has
the potential to end the commercial fishing industry in North Carolina.  Historically and
presently, this industry has provided and sustains a viable job opportunity for residents in
coastal North Carolina.  Job opportunities that are not present in other careers in many of our
rural communities.
 
Furthermore, the statistical data used in the petition does not take into account the fishing
effort reduction while looking at landings for many fish species.  Stock assessments cannot
fully be measured by looking at solely the amount of fish commercially caught in a given year
as many vessels and captains seek the highest value product available, often bypassing ample
amounts of lower valued aquatic life.  
 
Ultimately this petition goes against the Fishery Management Plans set forth by the Division
of Marine Fisheries.  Those plans have sought to improve gear using scientific data and strive
to reduce by-catch while still providing a valuable commodity to the public citizens of North
Carolina.  This petition only mentions changing by-catch reduction devices in one aspect. 
That particular point of the petition (require two BRD's for fin fish) has been in law in North
Carolina for two years.  This petition does not seek to reduce by-catch out of the shrimp
trawls, but the shrimp trawls out of the water.  
 
These are only a few points of question out of many that could not be answered by the people
bringing forth this petition.  I believe that any member of this commission could see that the
underlying push of this petition is to terminally restrict trawling and small mesh gill nets in
North Carolina.  This alone shows that the petition should not be carried forward by the
Fisheries Commission due to the lack of justification of such draconian regulations.
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It is my hope that commission members would follow the recommendations of the advisory
committees and fully deny this petition.  Any other action would show the citizens of North
Carolina that the Marine Fisheries Commission has failed to be a true representative of the
vested interest of public resources with the best science available.
 
Thank you,
Zachary Davis
 
 
This message originated from Carteret County Public Schools. This email is for the sole use of the
individual or entity to whom it has been addressed.  If you are neither the intended recipient, nor an agent
responsible for delivering this email to the intended recipient, any disclosure, re-transmission, copying, or
taking action in reliance upon the message contained herein is strictly prohibited.  If you have received
this email in error, you should notify the sender immediately. All e-mail correspondence to and from this
address is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law as defined under N.C.G.S. §132.1, which
may result in monitoring and disclosure to third parties, including law enforcement and the media.
 
Visit us on the web at www.carteretcountyschools.org
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From: Griffith, David Craig [mailto:GRIFFITHD@ecu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 4:09 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Written comments on NC Wildlife Fed petition
 
Dear Nancy: Please convey my comments to the Commission, along with the attached article. 
If I need to send them elsewhere, please let me know.  Thank you.
 
Best, David
 
Dr. David Griffith, Interim Director
Institute for Coastal Science and Policy
Flanagan Building, Suite 250
East Carolina University
Greenville, NC  27858-4353
252-328-1748
http://www.ecu.edu/icsp
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Comments against the NC Wildlife Petition to curtail shrimp trawling in North Carolina Waters.



David Griffith, PhD

Interim Director, Institute for Coastal Science and Policy, East Carolina University, Greenville, NC.  griffithd@ecu.edu



I am writing to offer my comments in opposition to the petition forwarded by the NC Wildlife Federation and the Southern Environmental Law Center proposing to designate special nursery areas in NC State waters and severely restrict trawling.  I currently direct a research institute that specializes in coastal and marine issues and includes faculty from several different disciplines, including biology, economics, anthropology, and geology.  We also have a PhD program in Coastal Resources Management (CRM), and many of the students’ dissertation research focuses on issues related to North Carolina coastal and marine environments.  In addition, I serve on the Science and Statistical Committee of the Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Management Council, and regularly conduct research on issues related to commercial fishing and fishing communities across the entire Southeast and Gulf region of the United States.  



All of these positions, I believe, qualify me to comment on the proposed petition.  My objections to the petition are as follows:



1. First, a former ECU CRM PhD student, Rebecca Deehr, has published a dissertation and an article comparing shrimp trawling in the closed and open regions of Core Sound, NC.  This work was not consulted by the NC Wildlife Federation in the research supporting their petition, yet it is one of few studies that demonstrates the effects of trawling on the food web.  I have provided a copy of this study to Nancy Fish and I believe that Dr. Joseph Luczkovich, one of the scientists with our institute, has provided her dissertation as well.  He also testified at the hearing on Tuesday.

2. In my more than 30 years of research with commercial fishing families across the Southeastern U.S. and Gulf of Mexico, I have found that commercial fishermen at least as concerned and in many cases more concerned about protecting coastal and marine resources, including fish stocks, than any other environmental organization.  Their livelihoods depend on healthy fisheries, and they are constantly considering the impacts of different developments on fish stocks.  The knowledge that they possess in many cases surpasses that of marine biologists, and they are keenly attentive to changes in water quality, wetlands destruction, off-shore dumping, shoreline development, energy exploration, and other factors that affect coastal and marine environments. 

3. Curtailing shrimp trawling in the in-shore, state waters of North Carolina would deprive the people of North Carolina of one of its most precious and high quality sources of protein.  Every day, consumer demand for fresh, local shrimp increases, especially as consumers become more aware that the alternative to fresh, wild caught shrimp are farm-raised shrimp from overseas that have been adulterated with antibiotics and drugs, that are raised under environmentally destructive conditions abroad, and that often utilize poorly paid, child labor.  North Carolina shrimp, by contrast, are fresh and high quality and support families and communities across the coastal plain.

4. As Mike Street said during the meeting on Tuesday, January 17, 2017, the data the NC Wildlife Federation relied on to make their case were flawed, the state’s waters are not comparable to other states along the Eastern Seaboard, and the regulation of the state’s fisheries are best left up to the Division of Marine Fisheries, which takes into account the multiple impacts associated with different regulations.  

While these points constitute my principal source of objection to the petition, I am also dismayed that organizations such as the Southern Environmental Law Center and the NC Wildlife Federation have not taken the time to understand the ways in which commercial fishermen benefit the environment.  If they were truly concerned about the state of North Carolina’s fisheries, they should consider forming an alliance with commercial fishermen to object to the multiple causes of declining water quality, wetlands destruction, and unsustainable development taking place along North Carolina’s coast.  Only then could they begin to address the problems associated with declining fish stocks.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t


We  used  stable  isotope  ratios of  nitrogen  (15N/14N)  as  a  validation  tool  for determining  the  accuracy  of
the  effective  trophic  levels  computed  in  network  analysis  models  for Core  Sound,  North  Carolina,  USA.
Ecological  network  models  (using  Ecopath)  were  assembled  for  two trawling  management  areas,  closed
areas where  shrimp  trawling  has  been  restricted  for 30 years,  and  open  trawling  areas  within  the  estuary.
Effective  trophic  levels  (ETLs)  were  computed  from  the  two  Ecopath  models  and  compared  with  �15N
values  measured  from  the  same  species  at the same  time  in  the  two  areas.  Comparisons  of  ETLs  between
species  compartments  of  the  two models  were  very  similar,  and  ETLs  were  positively  related  to  �15N
values.  Linear  regression  of  ETL  as a predictor  of  �15N value  was  highly  significant  (R2 = 0.50,  p > 0.00001),
suggesting  that  �15N values  increase  by 2.52‰  per trophic  level.  This  increase  in  �15N value agrees  well
with  a  recent  global  meta-analysis  of  nitrogen  fractionation  estimates.  There  was  no  significant  difference
in �15N values  between  trawling  zones  over  all species  examined,  although  there  were  significantly  higher
�15N  values  in the areas  open  to trawling  for certain  species  of fish  (pinfish,  spot)  and  invertebrate  (blue
crabs).  Atlantic  menhaden,  which  feed  on  detritus  and  zooplankton,  had  much  higher  �15N  values  than  the
Ecopath  ETL  and  �15N regression  model  predicted  (large  studentized  residuals),  suggesting  that  Ecopath
incorrectly  computes  the  trophic  level  of  animals  that  consume  dead  material  (in  our  model,  detritus
and  shrimp  trawl  bycatch  species).  Shrimp  trawl  bycatch  species  are  mostly  pinfish,  spot  and  blue  crabs,
with  ETLs  of  2.5 or higher,  but are  inappropriately  assumed  to be at  trophic  level  1  when  dead  in  Ecopath.


Despite  this  discrepancy  for  some  species  of detritivores  and  scavengers,  we  conclude  that  this  Ecopath
network  model  of  Core  Sound  is  reliable  and  predicts  with  good  accuracy  the  shifts  and  changes  in trophic
level  and  diet  as  measured  by  stable  isotopes  and  observed  in diet  studies.  The  Core  Sound  network  model
will  be  a useful  approach  when  predicting  impacts  in  the  ecosystem  due  to  changes  in trawling  or  other
fisheries  management  decisions.

. Introduction

Ecosystems have been modeled as networks of ecological flows
mong species or nodes, following a medium such as carbon
s a surrogate for energy. Network models are widely used in


∗ Corresponding author at: Flanagan Building, Suite 250, East Carolina University,
reenville, NC 27858, USA. Tel.: +1 252 328 9402; fax: +1 252 328 4178.


E-mail address: deehrra@alumni.ecu.edu (R.A. Deehr).


ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005
304-3800/© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

©  2014  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.


ecosystem analysis, especially for fisheries management appli-
cations. One popular modeling approach is Ecopath with Ecosim
(Christensen et al., 2008), which has been used for studies on
aquaculture (Leloup et al., 2008; Lopez et al., 2008; Byron et al.,
2011; Forestal et al., 2012), marine protected areas (Libralato
et al., 2010; Colléter et al., 2012; Varkey et al., 2012), and the


collapse of fisheries (Bundy, 2005; Arreguin-Sanchez et al., 2008;
Morissette et al., 2009; Downing et al., 2012). Network models
exploring changes in fisheries practices, management and policy
have shown that fishing can affect the trophic structure of the
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cosystem (Tsehaye and Nagelkerke, 2008; Heymans et al., 2009;
isneros-Montemayor et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012).


When fishing affects the trophic positions of species within a
ystem, it has been suggested that trophic level change can be used
s a metric of ecosystem change (Pauly et al., 1998). Early work by
indeman (1942) assigned integer-level trophic positions to orga-
isms, with producers at trophic level 1, herbivores at trophic level


 and primary carnivores at trophic level 3. However, many orga-
isms eat from multiple trophic levels; Odum and Heald (1975)
uggested fractional trophic levels to account for this omnivory.
his fractional trophic level is called the effective trophic level
ETL), and is the weighted average of the preys’ trophic levels. Net-
ork analysis programs, such as Ecopath, calculate ETLs for nodes


n an ecosystem based on the flow of carbon among nodes and
nown food web  relationships derived from laboratory feeding
xperiments, direct observation and analysis of stomach contents.
owever, it is unclear how the ETL values change after fishing has
een done and how they compare with other independent meas-
res of trophic position.


Stable isotopes (15N/14N and 13C/12C) can serve as such inde-
endent measures of trophic position. A consumer’s stable isotopic
ignature is based on the differential assimilation of stable isotopes
rom its food into its tissue over a period of time (Peterson and Fry,
987). Stable carbon isotopes (�13C) have been shown to indicate
he origin of a food source, and laboratory and field studies have
ound that carbon isotopic compositions of animals reflect their
ource diet within about 1‰ (DeNiro and Epstein, 1978; Peterson
nd Fry, 1987; Vander Zanden and Rasmussen, 2001; Post, 2002;
ry, 2006; Michener and Lajtha, 2007). Stable isotopes of nitrogen
�15N) have been documented to change with trophic position of
he consuming organism through isotopic fractionation or discrim-
nation during the metabolic processing of the consumed material
Fry and Sherr, 1984; Fry, 2006). In controlled laboratory experi-


ents, researchers have found that �15N values of animals reflect
n increase relative to the isotopic values of the prey consumed
DeNiro and Epstein, 1978, 1981; Peterson and Fry, 1987; Wada
t al., 1991). Thus, �15N values represent a time-integrated measure
f trophic position (Vander Zanden and Rasmussen, 1999).


Numerous studies report an average per-trophic-level �15N
alue increase, but the estimates vary by tissues and species
nvolved. The most commonly reported value for per-trophic level
nrichment due to fractionation is 3–4‰ (Minagawa and Wada,
984; Vander Zanden and Rasmussen, 2001; Post, 2002; Sweeting
t al., 2007; Caut et al., 2009). Vanderklift and Ponsard (2003)
onducted a meta-analysis of 134 studies and found an average
nrichment of 2.54‰,  which included terrestrial, freshwater and
arine organisms. Similarly, McCutchan et al. (2003) reported an


verage �15N value of 2.3‰ for all animals surveyed, 2.9‰ when
uscle tissue alone was used, and a lower �15N trophic fraction-


tion rate for consumers raised on invertebrates (1.4‰)  than for
onsumers fed high protein diets (3.3‰).  Assuming these fraction-
tion values, isotope mixing models (Post, 2002; Phillips and Koch,
002) can then be used to infer how a consumer’s observed sta-
le isotope concentrations could have been obtained from multiple
rey sources.


The documented increase due to trophic fractionation of
5N/14N provides an opportunity to assess the underlying accu-
acy of network modeling used to investigate trophic position
hanges due to fishing or other factors. By comparing each
ode’s ETL values with �15N values from that species, it is pos-
ible to validate the network model. Disagreement in the stable
sotopic signatures and modeled trophic position could indi-


ate an incompletely specified ecosystem model or unaccounted
ariation in stable isotope concentration due to environmental,
etabolic or species-specific parameters (Dame and Christian,


008).

delling 282 (2014) 1–17


Three recent studies have shown good agreement of �15N val-
ues with trophic levels calculated from ecological network models
for natural, unmanipulated ecosystems. Dame and Christian (2008)
used stable isotope analysis and ecological network analysis to
compare four salt marsh ponds (Virginia, USA) during times of
high- and low-stress and following natural disturbance. Navarro
et al. (2011) used stable isotope analysis to make comparisons
with the effective trophic levels from a single Ecopath model of the
South Catalan Sea (northwest Mediterranean Sea) marine ecosys-
tem. Milessi et al. (2010) found that trophic positions derived from
isotope analysis were highly correlated with Ecopath-calculated
trophic levels for a food web of Laguna de Rocha (Uruguay). These
studies found good correlation between Ecopath-calculated trophic
levels and the �15N values, especially in higher-trophic level orga-
nisms, which indicated that the diet data used for the Ecopath
model represented the trophic relations reasonably well. However,
none of these studies used �15N values to determine if trophic
position changed due to fishing activities.


In this study, we developed separate Ecopath models and mea-
sured �15N values of estuarine organisms for areas in which
commercial trawling was permitted (open areas) and banned for
30 years (closed areas) in Core Sound, North Carolina, USA. We  had
four main objectives: (1) to compare the effective trophic levels
of the compartments in the open and closed models; (2) to com-
pare the �15N values of the compartments between the open and
closed models; (3) to validate the models by determining if any
relationship exists between the calculated ETLs and the �15N val-
ues of species; and (4) to examine differences between the ETLs and
�15N values of specific model compartments that exhibited large
differences in these trophic position metrics.


2. Methods


2.1. Study area


Core Sound is a narrow, relatively shallow body of water (maxi-
mum depth approximately 4 m in navigational channel) in Carteret
County, North Carolina. It is bordered to the west by several bays,
saltmarshes, forests, agricultural lands and small residential areas.
Core Sound is bordered to the east by sound-side seagrass beds
and the Core Banks, federally owned lands within the Cape Look-
out National Seashore, which protect Core Sound from the Atlantic
Ocean. There is one inlet which allows ocean water to enter Core
Sound and the adjacent bays.


Fishery management areas in Core Sound are designated as pri-
mary and secondary nursery areas. In primary nursery areas (PNAs),
where post-larval fish and invertebrate development takes place,
most fishing gears are excluded. Secondary nursery areas (SNAs)
are areas utilized by juvenile and sub-adult organisms, and only
trawling is prohibited in these areas. In Core Sound, PNAs and SNAs
are located in the bays and creeks that feed into the Sound.


Twelve study sites (six in areas closed to trawling and six in
areas open to trawling) were selected for this study (Fig. 1). The
sites were selected to include shallow (<2 m)  and deep (>2 m) sites
within three bays (closed to trawling) and adjacent Core Sound
waters (open to trawling) with similar bottom types. The model
assumed no depth function, so both deep and shallow sites were
treated equally. Each site was  sampled in the spring (April, May,
June) and fall (August, September, October) of 2007, before and
after peak shrimp trawl activity, respectively. For this study, we
averaged the biomass data from spring and fall samples to create
pooled models of the food webs in open and closed areas.

2.2. The Ecopath approach


Ecopath with Ecosim (hereafter referred to as Ecopath) is one
of the most widely used food web  modeling and network analysis
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Fig. 1. Map  of study sites in Core Sound, NC. There are six stations in the closed to trawling area (averaged for the closed Ecopath model), and there are six stations in the
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pen  Deep, NCS = Nelson Closed Shallow, NCD = Nelson Closed Deep, NOS = Nelson 


eep,  JOS = Jarrett Open Shallow, JOD = Jarrett Open Deep.


ools for fisheries and aquatic ecosystems. Ecopath combines
he biomass budget approach of Polovina (1984a, 1984b) with
etwork analysis theory (Ulanowicz, 1986) for analyzing flows
etween compartments (Christensen et al., 2008). The basic input
equirements for each compartment include biomass (B), produc-
ion to biomass ratio (P/B), consumption to biomass ratio (Q/B)
nd ecotrophic efficiency (EE). Ecotrophic efficiency is defined as
he fraction of total production of a group that is consumed or
xported from the system. A diet matrix must also be constructed
o account for the trophic interactions (consumption and import
f food items) of all compartments in the system.


Ecopath models are constructed from two  master equa-
ions for production and consumption: (1) Production = catch +
redation + net migration + biomass accumulation + other mortal-


ty, and (2) Consumption = production + respiration + unassimilated
ood (Christensen and Pauly, 1992). A mass-balanced system sets
roduction equal to consumption, combining the above equations


nto:


i ·
(


P
B


)
i
· EEi = Yi +


∑
Bj ·
(


Q
B


)
i
· DCji + BAi + NMi (1)


here Bi and Bj are biomasses of prey (i) and predators (j), respec-
ively; P/Bi is the production/biomass ratio of group i; EEi is the
cotrophic efficiency of group i; Yi is the fisheries catch per unit
rea and time of group i; Q/Bj is the food consumption per unit
iomass of group i; DCji is the contribution of group i to the diet
f predator j; BAi is the biomass accumulation of group i (positive
r negative); and NMi is the net migration of group i (emigration


ess immigration). Once a system is balanced, system-wide and
ompartment-specific indices are calculated and provide impor-
ant information about the size, organization, development and
rophic dynamics of the ecosystem.

llow, TCD = Thorofare Closed Deep, TOS = Thorofare Open Shallow, TOD = Thorofare
Shallow, NOD = Nelson Open Deep, JCS = Jarrett Closed Shallow, JCD = Jarrett Closed


2.3. Model construction and parameterization


The Ecopath with Ecosim 6 software package was utilized to
create two models of the Core Sound networks: one for areas open
to trawling, the other for areas closed to trawling. We  sampled a
wide range of trophic levels, from producers to apex predators,
as well as detritus, to construct the Ecopath models. The “cur-
rency” for these models was grams of carbon per square meter
(g C/m2) for biomasses and grams of carbon per square meter per
year (g C/m2/year) for flows. For this study, biomass was measured
directly for most compartments, and a diet matrix was partially
constructed from the diet data obtained by Hart (2008) for a limited
number of fish species.


2.3.1. Methods for biomass sampling
At each of the 12 sites, benthic cores (inside diameter of 9.5 cm)


were collected by SCUBA divers and pushed manually into the sub-
strate to a depth of 10 cm.  A total of 12 cores were collected at each
site in both spring and fall to obtain biomass measurements for
most benthic compartments (detritus, macrofauna and meiofauna).


Detritus samples were collected from each core and frozen until
processed. Loss on ignition (LOI) was  used to determine the ash-free
dry mass of organic matter (Allen, 1989; Hirota and Szyper, 1975;
Nelson and Sommers, 1996). Since the sample potentially included
numerous sources of organic matter, values of benthic microalgae,
sediment bacteria and meiofauna biomasses (also calculated for
this study) were subtracted from the LOI-obtained measurement of
organic carbon. Dry weights were converted to g C by multiplying
by 0.58 (Allen, 1989).


Nine cores from each site were processed for benthic macro-
fauna. Samples were passed through a 500-�m sieve, and all


retained specimens were identified to the lowest taxonomic
level (Fox and Bynum, 1975; Morris and Clench, 1975; Fauchald,
1977; Fauchald and Jumars, 1979; Uebelacker and Johnson, 1984;
Williams, 1984; Fox and Rupert, 1985), dried at 60 ◦C for 48 h, and
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hen converted to carbon by multiplying dry weight by 0.40 using
ørgensen et al. (1991) and Ricciardi and Bourget (1998).


Three benthic cores were sub-sampled for meiofauna. Meio-
auna were collected from each core with a 2-cm diameter syringe
lunged to a depth of 3 cm,  and meiofauna were separated from
ediments following the method of Burgess (2001). The sam-
les were passed through stacked 500-�m and 63-�m sieves (to
xclude macroinvertebrates), and all specimens retained on the 63-
m sieve were identified to lowest taxonomic level using Higgins
nd Thiel (1988) and Giere (1993). All individuals (by taxa) were
onverted to g C from using several sources (Goodman, 1980;
an Damme  et al., 1980; Widbom, 1984; Bessière et al., 2007;
ascimento et al., 2012).


A clam rake was used to collect mollusks from sites in shallow
ater. Four 2.32-m2 transects were raked at the six shallow sites.
ollusks were identified to species and measured. All specimens
ere removed from the shells and dried in an oven at 60 ◦C for


8 h. Dry weight mass was  converted to g C by multiplying by 0.40
Jørgensen et al., 1991).


Benthic microalgae were also sampled from each core using
 1-cm diameter syringe plunged to a depth of 1 cm.  Benthic
icroalgal biomass was measured using fluorometry (Strickland


nd Parsons, 1972) as the amount of chlorophyll a content in the
ample. Chlorophyll a was converted to g C/m2 by multiplying by
.47 (de Jonge, 1980) and dividing by the area sampled by the
yringe (7.85 × 10−5 m2).


The biomass of other primary producers (seagrasses, macroal-
ae, and drift algae) was measured using various techniques.
eagrass biomass estimates were obtained from June to September
010 in the area closed to trawling in Jarrett Bay (Kenworthy et al.,
012). The values for seagrass biomass were only from the closed
reas, but those values were also used for the open areas of the Core
ound model. Drift algae and macroalgae biomass estimates were
alculated from algae collected in otter trawls for sites open and
losed to trawling.


Surface water samples were collected in carboys (3.8 l) at each
ite to measure phytoplankton. The water was passed through a
3-�m sieve then filtered through glass microfiber filters (47 mm,
F/C). Pigment extraction was done with a mixture of 45% ace-


one/45% methanol/10% deionized water, then kept in a freezer for
2–24 h, using the methods of Strickland and Parsons (1972). Initial
eadings were done on the fluorometer, then 10% HCl was added to
onvert chlorophyll a to pheophytin pigments, and then read again.
hlorophyll a values were then converted to g C by multiplying by
.47 (de Jonge, 1980).


Three zooplankton samples were collected at each site using 90-
m mesh bongo plankton nets (net diameter of 28 cm), towed for


 min  at a constant speed. All zooplankton samples were fixed in
0% buffered formalin. Any ctenophores or other large gelatinous
ooplankton were removed before fixing. To estimate the biomass
f ctenophores, separate 1-min tows were conducted. Total counts
f ctenophores were converted to wet weight biomass using vol-
me  displacement measurement (Miller, 1974) then converted to


 C by multiplying by 0.00012 (Vinogradov et al., 1989) for use in
he Ecopath models. All large zooplankton specimens (≥500 �m)
ere counted and dried at 60 ◦C for 48 h to measure dry mass, which
as converted to g C by multiplying by 0.40 (Jørgensen et al., 1991).


he zooplankton samples were divided using a Folsom splitter, and
0 ml  subsamples were taken. All specimens >75 �m were counted,


dentified to lowest taxonomic level (using Young et al., 2002;
ohnson and Allen, 2005), summed and extrapolated to obtain the


hole sample count. The zooplankton were dried at 60 ◦C for 48 h


o calculate dry mass, and then converted to g C by multiplying by
.40 (Jørgensen et al., 1991). Those values were divided by the area
f the tows (length of tow × diameter of plankton net) to get g C/m2


or zooplankton.
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To sample fishes and other forms of nekton, an otter trawl
similar to the one used by the North Carolina Division of Marine
Fisheries (NCDMF) was  deployed. The otter trawl had a headrope
of 3.2-m, a body net stretch mesh of 1-cm, a cod-end stretch mesh of
0.5-cm, a tickler chain, and trawl doors measuring 90 cm by 46 cm.
Trawls were deployed for 2 min  at a constant speed, three times
at each site. Trawl tow lengths, bathymetry and bottom substrate
were determined using a BioSonics DTX echo-sounder operated
simultaneously with the trawl deployment. No trawl efficiency cor-
rections were used to calculate biomasses. All specimens retained
by the trawls were euthanized and preserved in 10% buffered for-
malin. All specimens were identified, measured for length and wet
weight, and stomachs of selected species of fishes were removed
for diet analyses. Biomass measurements were converted to dry
weight and g C by multiplying by 0.15 (Jørgensen et al., 1991), then
divided by the trawling area (length of tow × width of trawl) to
calculate g C/m2 for nekton.


Experimental gill nets were used to collect larger, faster fishes
not captured by the otter trawl. Five 23-m panels of different
stretch mesh (8.9 cm,  10.2 cm,  11.5 cm,  12.7 cm and 13.9 cm) were
deployed for upwards of 6 h and checked at least every 2 h. We
assumed that the gill net fished an area of 115 m × 115 m (based
on the length of the gill net). No gear efficiency corrections were
used to calculate biomasses. All specimens were euthanized, tagged
and stored on ice in a cooler. Specimens were identified, measured
and stomachs were removed for diet analyses. Biomass measure-
ments were converted to g C by multiplying by 0.15 (Jørgensen
et al., 1991), then divided by the gill net area to calculate g C/m2


for these fish.
For compartments that were known to be present in closed areas


in Core Sound but under-sampled in our collections, additional data
were obtained from the NCDMF Program 120 Estuarine Trawl Sur-
vey for a nearby station in Core Sound (West et al., 2006). These
trawl surveys use the same mesh-size trawling gear and similar
sampling protocols. The surveys were conducted in the spring of
each year in nursery areas to inform management decisions. Pro-
gram 120 trawl data for pinfish, spot, Atlantic croaker, Atlantic
menhaden, Southern flounder, anchovies and brown shrimp were
included in the models for this study. The Program 120 data (counts
per trawl) were adjusted according to historical patterns of biomass
that were described in Nelson et al. (1991).


Visual surveys were conducted for groups such as birds,
dolphins and turtles. Bird surveys were conducted for 30 min
at each site within an area of 500 m2, similar to the meth-
ods used by Christian and Luczkovich (1999). Bird biomasses
were estimated from the Cornell Lab of Ornithology online
database (http://www.allaboutbirds.org). Loggerhead sea
turtles (Caretta caretta) were occasionally observed while
sampling, and their biomasses were estimated by visual
estimates of carapace length and width (and literature:
Epperly et al., 1995; Sasso et al., 2007; NMFS NOAA website
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/species/turtles/loggerhead.htm).
Any bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) observed near study
sites were counted, and estimates of biomass were made from the
literature values (Hansen and Wells, 1996; Foster, 2000).


2.3.2. Fisheries data
Unpublished NCDMF Trip Ticket data for the Core Sound man-


agement area from spring and fall of 2006 and 2007 for six fishing
gears (shrimp trawls, skimmer trawls, pound nets, crab pots, haul
seines and gill nets) were included in the models for this study. On
a Trip Ticket, fishermen must report the NCDMF Waterbody Code


from which the catch was  taken, in this case the Core Sound Water-
body (CSW); no landings from outside Core Sound are reported
with this code. Catches of species taken by gears other than trawls
can include catches from areas open or closed to trawling, but



http://www.allaboutbirds.org/

http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/species/turtles/loggerhead.htm
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atches taken by trawls must have originated in the open areas.
he Trip Ticket data are not recorded from individual nursery areas,
hich are smaller than CSW, so we estimated the proportion of


atches from closed and open areas from gear other than trawls. We
ssumed that the total catches from non-trawl gear types should be
ivided by relative area of open and closed areas. Approximately
0% of the area of CSW (total area approximately 2.91 × 108 m2)


s closed to trawling (Cheuvront, 2002). The average catch in g
f wet weight was multiplied by 0.15 (Jørgensen et al., 1991) to
onvert to g C dry weight, and finally divided by the area of CSW
resulting in g C/m2 for each species by gear type). For all gear
ypes except trawls, total catches from CSW were divided by the
otal area with 10% allocated to closed areas and 90% allocated to
pen areas. For shrimp trawl and skimmer trawl catches, we used
.46 × 108 m2 as the area, after eliminating seagrass areas off limits
o trawling. These fishery-derived biomass estimates were added
o our biomass measurements from juvenile trawls and gill nets.
o calculate fisheries landings data in Ecopath, we used the mean
ounds/trip during the time periods listed above and calculated g C
or those data. To convert fisheries trip averages to g C/m2, we  esti-


ated the area fished by each gear type (Supplemental Table 1)
rom information provided by the NCDMF and shrimp-trawl and
kimmer-trawl bycatch studies.


Supplementary Table 1 related to this article can be found, in
he online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.
3.005.


Information about shrimp and skimmer trawl landings were
ncorporated only in the model representing areas open to trawl-
ng. Bycatch from trawls only was also included in the open model
or this study. Bycatch data were available from local studies con-
ucted in/near Core Sound by Johnson (2003, 2006) for otter trawls,
nd by Coale (1993), Coale et al. (1994) and Hines et al. (1999) for
kimmer trawls. While bycatch is known to occur with the other
our gear types, studies reporting bycatch statistics for gill nets,
ound nets, haul seines and crab pots were insufficient for inclusion


n this study.


.3.3. Energetics data
Production:biomass (P/B) and consumption:biomass (Q/B)


atios were obtained from the literature. Various studies were uti-
ized to parameterize the energetics data for the models in this
tudy, especially the trawl bycatch study in Core Sound by Johnson
2003, 2006), and several publications from the Neuse River estuary


odMon project (Leuttich et al., 2000; Baird et al., 2004; Christian
t al., 2004, 2009). Most Q/B ratios for fish were obtained through
ishBase (Froese and Pauly, 2009). Additional sources of informa-
ion from other network models included: Baird and Ulanowicz
1989), Christian and Luczkovich (1999), Sellner et al. (2001), Okey
t al. (2004), Christensen et al. (2009), and Harvey et al. (2010).
cotrophic efficiencies were calculated by Ecopath in the mod-
ls. The P/B and Q/B values used for these models can be found
n Supplemental Table 2.


Supplementary Table 2 related to this article can be found, in
he online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.
3.005.


.3.4. Diet matrix
To construct a diet matrix, diet data were collected using stom-


ch content analysis for eight fish species collected in Core Sound
Hart, 2008). A sieve fractionation method (modified by Luczkovich
nd Stellwag [1993] from Carr and Adams (1973)) and used by
aird et al. (1998), Luczkovich et al. (2002) and Chagaris (2006)


as used in this study. Stomach content analysis was  conducted


n individual fishes collected from open and closed areas during
he spring and the fall, including Atlantic menhaden (Brevoor-
ia tyrannus), Atlantic croaker (Micropogonias undulatus),  bluefish
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(Pomatomus saltatrix), pigfish (Orthopristis chrysoptera), pinfish
(Lagodon rhomboides), spot (Leiostomus xanthurus),  smooth dogfish
(Mustelus canis) and cownose rays (Rhinoptera bonasus). Diet data
were pooled by species, regardless of size since stanzas (subdivi-
sions of species compartments by age or size) were not used in
this study. For all other compartments in the models, diet infor-
mation was gathered from the literature (see summary in Deehr,
2012). For compartments that represented highly mobile species
or species/organisms that are only present in Core Sound estuarine
waters for part of the year, diet data included imported prey.


2.3.5. Final model compartments
By combining the data from our field collections and NCDMF


data, each model contained the same 65 compartments, including
two non-living groups, five primary producer groups, 25 inver-
tebrate groups, 24 fish groups, two  large vertebrate groups, and
five bird groups. In order to maintain the same number of com-
partments for each model, a very small placeholder biomass value
(1 × 10−5 g C/m2) was used for compartments where no individuals
of the representative taxa were collected by field methods. The 65
compartments and their constituent groups are listed in Table 1,
and the sources for diet information are listed in Deehr (2012).
Some compartments represent aggregated organisms, particularly
lower trophic level organisms. Several benthic invertebrates groups
(namely polychaetes, bivalves, and gastropods) were grouped
together in the isotrophic classes used by Christian and Luczkovich
(1999) using regular equivalence similarity metric (Luczkovich
et al., 2003). No two  species have the exact same relationships to
predators and prey, so regular equivalence groups together “troph-
ically analogous” species (Johnson et al., 2001), those species that
share similar relationships to both predators and prey of similar
trophic groups.


2.3.6. Balancing the models
We followed the general guidelines for balancing Ecopath mod-


els reported by Christensen et al. (2008). An Ecopath model is
considered balanced when the ecotrophic efficiency (EE) of all
compartments is less than 1.0. If EE > 1, the consumption of the
compartment is greater than its production and therefore not
mass-balanced. Following an initial run, manual balancing adjust-
ments were made by adjusting the diets of predators consuming
prey items with EEs > 1, adjusting gross efficiencies (produc-
tion:consumption ratio), which should be around 0.1–0.3 for most
compartments (Christensen et al., 2008), and adjusting the biomass
of a compartment, beginning with the lowest-confidence compart-
ments, particularly those deemed under-sampled (e.g., forage fish
such as Atlantic silversides and anchovies, fishes under-sampled
by trawls). We  used an iterative process for the latter, adjusting
biomass values by 10% at a time. If a compartment EE was still
greater than 1, we  set the EE to a value less than 1 (generally 0.95
or 0.99) and allowed Ecopath to calculate one of the other param-
eters, generally P/B. More details about the balancing process can
be found in Deehr (2012).


2.4. Stable isotopes


In order to validate the Core Sound Ecopath models, representa-
tive species from as many compartments as possible were collected
for stable isotope analysis, in the spring and fall for areas open and
closed to trawling. Stable carbon and nitrogen isotope data were
obtained from 220 samples representing 26 compartments (four
producers, eight invertebrates and 14 fishes) from the Core Sound


models. Most organisms were collected during the spring and fall
2007 sampling efforts; however, some additional samples were
collected in early June 2010. Seagrass, drift algae, and macroalgae
were thoroughly rinsed and scraped to remove non-plant tissue



http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005
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Table 1
Compartment numbers, names and representative species/pooled taxa for the Core
Sound Ecopath models.


Compartment number and name Species or pooled taxa


1. Phytoplankton Multiple unidentified species
2.  Microalgae benthic Multiple unidentified species
3.  Macroalgae benthic Codium, Ruppia, Ulva
4. Drift algae Gracilaria,  Sargassum
5.  Seagrass Zostera, Halodule
6. Bacteria aquatic Multiple unidentified species
7.  Bacteria benthic Multiple unidentified species
8.  Meiofauna Harpacticoid copepods, foraminifera,


nematodes, kinorhynchs, ostracods,
platyhelminths, tardigrades, polychaetes,
amphipods, oligochaetes


9. Zooplankton Calanoid and cyclopoid copepods,
holoplankton, meroplankton, other
zooplankton


10. Jellyfish Aurelia aurita,  Chrysaora quinquecirrha,
Cyanea capillata


11.  Ctenophores Mnemiospsis leidyi
12. Polychaetes depfd Families: Capitellidae, Cirratulidae,


Maldanidae, Opheliidae, Orbiniidae,
Paraonidae, Pectinariidae, Terebellidae,
Syllidae


13. Polychaetes suspfd Families: Poecilochaetidae, Sabellidae,
Spionidae


14. Polychaetes pred Families: Amphinomidae, Eucinidae,
Glyceridae, Goniadidae, Lumbrineridae,
Phyllodocidae, Nereididae, Nemertea


15.  Bivalves suspfd Genera Aesthenothaerus, Chione, Gemma,
Lucina,  Macoma, Nucula, Parvilucina,
Tagelus,  Tellina, Family Lasaeid


16.  Bay scallop Argopecten irradians
17.  Hard clam Mercenaria mercenaria
18.  Gastropods depfd Astyris sp., Acteocina canaliculata
19. Gastropods pred Genera Eulimastoma, Polinices, Turbonilla,


Family Nassarid
20.  Conchs/whelks Busycon sp., Pleuroploca gigantea
21. Atl brief squid Lolliguncula brevis
22. Bryozoans Bugula sp., Zoobotryon verticillatum
23.  Tunicates Styela sp.
24. Sea cucumber Sclerodactyla briareus
25. Brittlestars Ophioderma sp.
26. Pericaridean crustaceans Caprellid and gammarid amphipods,


isopods and cumaceans
27. Blue crabs Callinectes sapidus, C. similis
28. Crabs other Small crabs in Brachyurid Superfamilies:


Majoidea, Portunoidea, Xanthoidea,
Pinnotheroidea, and Paguroidea


29. Brown shrimp Farfantepenaeus aztecus
30. Pink shrimp Farfantepenaeus duorarum
31. White shrimp Litopenaeus setiferus
32. Shrimps other Mantis, grass, and snapping shrimp
33. Anchovies Anchoa mitchilli, A. hepsetus
34.  Atl croaker Micropogonias undulatus
35.  Atl menhaden Brevoortia tyrannus
36.  Atl silverside Menidia menidia
37. Atl spadefish Chaetodipterus faber
38.  Black drum Pogonias chromis
39. Bluefish Pomatomus saltatrix
40. Flounders (Paralichthids) Paralichthys dentatus, P. lethostigma, P.


albigutta
41. Harvestfish/Butterfish Peprilus paru, P. triacanthus
42.  Striped mullet Mugil cephalus
43. Pigfish Orthopristis chrysoptera
44. Pinfish Lagodon rhomboides
45. Pompano Trachinotus carolinus
46. Red drum Sciaenops ocellatus
47. Sheepshead Archosargus probatocephalus
48. Southern kingfish Menticirrhus americanus
49. Spanish mackerel Scomberomorus maculatus
50. Spot Leiostomus xanthurus
51.  Spotted seatrout Cynoscion nebulosus
52. Weakfish Cynoscion regalis
53. Bottlenose dolphins Tursiops truncatus
54. Sea turtles Caretta caretta
55.  Atl sharpnose shark Rhizoprionodon terraenovae
56. Smooth dogfish Mustelus canis


Table 1 (Continued)


Compartment number and name Species or pooled taxa


57. Cownose rays Rhinoptera bonasus
58.  Other rays/skates Clearnose skate (Raja eglanteria),  smooth


butterfly ray (Gymnura micrura), bullnose
ray (Myliobatis freminvillei), southern
stingray (Dasyatis americana), spotted
eagle ray (Aetobatus narinari)


59. Brown pelicans Pelicanus occidentalis
60. Cormorants Double-crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax


auritus)
61.  Gulls Black-backed (Larus marinus), herring (L.


argentatus), and laughing gulls
(Leucophaeus atricilla)


62. Terns Common (Sterna hirundo), royal (Thalasseus
maximus), sandwich (T. sandvicensis) and
least terns (Sternula antillarum)


63.  Shorebirds/waders Great egret (Ardea alba), great blue heron
(A. erodias), semipalmated plovers
(Charadrius semipalmatus), semipalmated
sandpipers (Calidris pusilla), black-bellied
plovers (Pluvialis squatarola), green heron
(Butorides virescens), tri-colored heron
(Egretta tricolor), black skimmer (Rynchops
niger)


64. Bycatch Compartments 10, 21, 27, 28, 32–37,
39–45, 48–52, 56, 58

65. Detritus


then frozen. Water samples were filtered through a 63-�m sieve
to separate zooplankton from phytoplankton, and then filtered
through ashed 47-mm glass fiber filters (GF/F) before being frozen.
For invertebrates, organisms were identified, recorded, hard parts
(mollusk shells, crustacean exoskeletons) were removed and then
the remaining soft tissues were frozen until processed. Detritus,
which is a key compartment in these models, was  not directly
sampled for stable isotope analysis because of the difficulties of sep-
arating bacteria and differentiating decomposed plant and animal
material.


Pinnegar and Polunin (1999) indicated that white muscle is less
variable in 15N/14N than red muscle, liver or heart tissue, so care
was taken to remove only white muscle from fishes for this study.
For fishes, all individuals were identified to species and measured
before a section of dorsal white muscle tissue was  removed and
frozen until processed. Standard lengths of fishes and carapace
width of all blue crab individuals were recorded. All stable isotope
tissue samples were freeze-dried for 24 h before being ground to a
fine powder with a mortar and pestle, then stored in scintillation
vials.


The stable carbon and nitrogen isotope composition of all fil-
ters and ground, freeze-dried samples were measured using a
ThermoFinnigan Delta V Advantage isotope ratio mass spectrom-
eter coupled to a Costech elemental analyzer via the Conflo III
combustion interface in the Environmental Geochemistry Labora-
tory, Department of Geology, Bates College. Stable isotope data are
expressed in parts per thousand (‰) deviation from international
standards using the following equation:


�X =
(


Rsample


Rstandard
− 1


)
× 1000, (2)


where X = 15N values or 13C values, and R = ratio of heavy/light
isotope content (15N/14N or 13C/12C). The standard for carbon is
PeeDee Belemnite limestone, and the standard for nitrogen is atmo-
spheric nitrogen gas. Internal standards (acetanilide, caffeine and


fish muscle) were run every 8–10 samples. The reproducibility, as
determined by the standard deviation of the internal standards,
was ±0.2‰ for both �15N and �13C.
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.5. Comparisons of effective trophic levels and stable isotope
nalysis


The effective trophic levels (ETLs) of the two  65-compartment
ore Sound models were calculated by Ecopath. Ecopath computes
TLs using:


TL of predator j =
(


S∑
i=1


(pi ∗ ETLi)


)
+ 1 (3)


here pi is the proportion of prey i in the diet of the predator com-
artment, ETLi is the trophic level of prey i and S is the total number
f prey types in the diet. Since there are only two  values of ETL for
ach compartment in the Core Sound Ecopath models, comparisons
etween open and closed ETLs are strictly relative.


To compare ETL and �15N values in this ecosystem, we per-
ormed a generalized linear model (GLM) using SYSTAT 13. In the
LM, the �15N values were regressed on the Ecopath ETL (trophic


evel effect) with factors for trawling management area (open vs.
losed to trawling) and an interaction term (ETL × trawling area)
sing paired points for each of the taxa sampled for isotopic anal-
sis. Studentized residuals were used to identify taxa for which
he regression model is a poor fit (those with residuals that were
2 or <−2). Nonparametric Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney tests (with
xact Monte Carlo sampling, using StatExact 8.0) were used to
ompare the �15N values and trawl area (open vs. closed) by
pecies/compartment.


. Results


.1. Visualization of the network models in trawling management
reas


To visualize the entire ecosystem C flows, the two trawling
rea models were displayed as node-and-edge flow diagrams with
odes arranged in the vertical dimension by ETL, with edge thick-
ess proportional to C flow and node size scaled by C biomass
closed model, Fig. 2A; open model, Fig. 2B). Generally, the model
ow diagrams show a decrease in the compartment’s biomass as
TL increases, with species such as sharks and birds having small
iomasses near the top of flow diagrams, and large biomasses for
roducers (seagrass, phytoplankton, and algae) at the base of the
ow diagram. Detritus and bycatch are non-living compartments
nd thus are designated trophic level 1 in the Ecopath modeling
pproach; these appear at the bottom of the flow diagram. Most
ompartments had greater biomass in the open area, including
ea turtles, bluefish, weakfish, spotted seatrout, Spanish mack-
rel, Atlantic menhaden, pinfish, hard clams, suspension feeding
ivalves, blue crabs, brown, pink and white shrimp, polychaetes,
ea cucumbers, brittlestars, and bycatch (Table 2). In contrast, detri-
us, drift algae, meiofauna, zooplankton, and Atlantic croaker had


ore biomass in the areas closed to trawling.


.2. Core Sound Ecopath model effective trophic levels


The Ecopath models produced effective trophic levels (ETLs) for
he 65 compartments modeled in open and closed trawling areas.
roducers (phytoplankton, benthic microalgae, benthic macroal-
ae, seagrasses and drift algae), detritus and bycatch had ETLs of
.0 (Table 2). Primary consumers had ETLs ranging from 2.0 to
.9, with herbivores and detritivores such as benthic and aquatic
acteria, hard clams, polychaetes, omnivorous fishes such as pin-


sh, spot, and Atlantic menhaden. White shrimp were relatively


ow in trophic position (2.14 in closed, 2.16 in open), consuming
ostly detritus and benthic micro- and macroalgae (see Supple-
ental Tables 3 and 4 for Ecopath diet matrices). In contrast, the
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pink and brown shrimp occupied higher trophic positions (pink:
3.10 in closed, 3.11 in open; brown: 3.06 in closed, 3.11 in open),
consuming infaunal invertebrates, small crabs and shrimps and
detritus. These three shrimps were the target of the trawl fishery
in Core Sound.


Supplementary Tables 3 and 4 related to this article can be found,
in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.
2014.03.005.


Trophic level 3 species were mostly fishes, including zooplankti-
vores (bay and striped anchovies and Atlantic silversides), benthic
carnivores (pigfish, harvestfish/butterfish, Florida pompano), and
molluscivores (cownose rays). Trophic level 3 species also included
fish-and-invertebrate consumers (weakfish, spotted seatrout) and
piscivores (Spanish mackerel, black drum, red drum, bluefish, par-
alichthid flounders, and smooth dogfish). Invertebrate animals that
were high-trophic level predators included blue crabs, jellyfish,
ctenophores, and Atlantic brief squid. The ETLs of birds ranged from
3.36 (shorebirds and waders) to 3.83 (double-crested cormorants).
Sea turtles were relatively high trophic level species, with ETLs of
3.57 in closed and 3.62 in open models. Bottlenose dolphin (4.21 in
closed, 4.05 in open) and Atlantic sharpnose sharks (4.01 in closed,
4.05 in open) were top predators in Core Sound, occupying trophic
level 4.


3.3. Comparison of effective trophic level between trawling
management areas


Overall, most compartments had similar ETLs in both the open
and closed models (Table 2). There were 40 compartments which
did not differ in Ecopath trophic level (open ETL–closed ETL dif-
fered by no more than ± 0.04). There were 18 compartments that
had ETLs that were greater (0.05 or more) in the open model than
in the closed model. This group included four invertebrate com-
partments, 10 fishes, three bird groups and sea turtles. Florida
pompano, sheepshead, and brown pelicans had ETLs that were
>0.25 higher in the open areas (Table 2). There were seven compart-
ments that had higher (by at least 0.05) ETLs in the closed model
than in the open model, including suspension-feeding bivalves,
predatory gastropods, conchs/whelks, Spanish mackerel, spot, bot-
tlenose dolphins and gulls.


3.4. Stable isotope measurements in Core Sound


In general, the �)13C values ranged from approximately −22‰
to −12‰,  and the �15N values ranged from 3‰ to 15‰ (Fig. 3).
The biplot of �15N and �13C values shows that primary produc-
ers (macroalgae, microalgae, and drift algae) had low �15N values,
with consumers exhibiting high �15N values; thus, the increase in
�15N was  associated with an increase in trophic position. The biplot
of �15N and �13C values also shows that there were differences
between samples from open and closed areas, with an increase in
�15N and �13C values for many species in the open areas.


3.5. Comparison of stable isotopes values between trawling
management areas


Values of �15N differed between trawling management areas,
with higher values in the areas open to trawling (Table 3). Species
with significantly higher �15N values in open trawling areas were
blue crab (WMW  stat = 79.5, p = 0.0026), pinfish (WMW  stat = 107,
p = 0.022) and spot (WMW  stat = 92, p = 0.001). Fifteen groups did
not differ in �15N values between the two trawling management


areas: benthic microalgae, Gracilaria,  hard clam, Atlantic brief
squid, bryozoans, tunicates, bay anchovies, Atlantic menhaden,
Atlantic spadefish, bluefish, flounders, pigfish, Atlantic sharp-
nose shark, smooth dogfish and southern stingray (Table 3). An



http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.03.005
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Fig. 2. Ecopath flow diagram for the (A) closed trawling area and (B) open trawling area model. Each compartment is represented by a circle node that is scaled to biomass
i  betw
r nd byc
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n  g C/m2. The nodes are labeled by compartment name. Each edge represents flow
epresents the Effective Trophic Level (ETL, 1 through 4), with producers, detritus a
iagram.


dditional thirteen compartments did not have sufficient samples
o compare areas. None of the compartments had significantly
ower �15N values in open areas, but three low-trophic level com-
artments (benthic microalgae, tunicates and hard clams) appeared
o have slightly lower �15N values in the open trawling zone.


.6. Relationship of Ecopath ETL and stable nitrogen isotope
alues


Stable nitrogen isotopic values increased with Ecopath effec-
ive trophic levels. There was a significant positive relationship
etween the ETL and the stable isotope values of nitrogen


R2 = 0.5051, p < 0.00001; Fig. 4). The linear regression rela-
ionship between ETL and �15N value was described by the
quation: �15N = 2.52 × ETL + 3.899. Thus, there was  an increase of
.52 ± 0.15‰ in �15N per trophic level (Table 4). However, trawling

een nodes, and the thickness of the line is scaled to flow in g C/m2/year. The y-axis
atch assigned to trophic level 1. Higher level consumers are found at the top of the


closure area was  not a significant factor influencing the �15N values
when ETL was  used as a covariate (F1,190 = 0.047, p = 0.829, Table 4).
There was no significant interaction between trawling area effect
and ETL (Table 4), indicating the ETL effect was similar in both
trawling management areas. Individual measurements of �15N
values from benthic microalgae (compartment 2), Atlantic brief
squid (compartment 21), bryozoan (compartment 22), Atlantic
menhaden (compartment 35), and other rays (compartment 58)
had very large studentized residuals (<−2.0 and >2.0) (Fig. 5). These
extreme values lowered the variance explained by the regression
model and suggest that the Ecopath ETL poorly predicted the �15N
values for these seven out of 193 samples. But overall, the ETL


explained 50% of the variation in �15N values, and the regression
model confirmed the Ecopath results for most of the species.


Some individual species-level comparisons are of interest when
considering the relationship between ETL and �15N values, because
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Table  2
Ecopath balanced model outputs for the open and closed trawling areas in Core Sound, NC.


Compartment number and name ETL Biomass (g C/m2)


Closed Open Closed Open


1. Phytoplankton 1.00 1.00 3.5 3.405
2.  Microalgae benthic 1.00 1.00 0.08 0.22
3.  Macroalgae benthic 1.00 1.00 0.644 1.884
4.  Drift algae 1.00 1.00 0.117 0.051
5.  Seagrass 1.00 1.00 1.8 1.8
6.  Bacteria aquatic 2.00 2.00 0.1 0.1
7.  Bacteria benthic 2.00 2.00 0.7 0.7
8.  Meiofauna 2.08 2.13 7.285 2.18
9.  Zooplankton 2.14 2.11 0.189 0.135
10.  Jellyfish 3.14 3.11 0.004 0.035
11. Ctenophores 3.31 3.31 0.007 0.011
12.  Polychaetes depfd 2.42 2.48 0.221 0.712
13.  Polychaetes suspfd 2.20 2.20 0.0572 0.1
14.  Polychaetes pred 2.50 2.51 0.0789 0.217
15.  Bivalves suspfd 2.20 2.00 0.22 0.493
16.  Bay scallop 2.20 2.20 1.00E−05 2.60E−04
17.  Hard clam 2.02 2.02 0.51 2.151
18.  Gastropods depfd 2.06 2.06 0.016 0.02
19.  Gastropods pred 3.07 2.98 0.047 0.208
20.  Conchs/whelks 3.04 2.94 7.83E−05 7.90E−04
21.  Atl brief squid 3.51 3.52 1.72E−04 0.002
22.  Bryozoans 2.10 2.10 0.206 0.171
23.  Tunicates 2.36 2.36 0.002 0.026
24.  Sea cucumbers 2.20 2.16 0.013 0.429
25.  Brittlestars 2.21 2.21 0.054 0.338
26.  Pericaridean crustaceans 2.20 2.20 0.005 0.01
27.  Blue crabs 2.92 2.98 0.048 0.664
28.  Crabs other 2.89 2.87 0.001 0.057
29.  Brown shrimp 3.06 3.11 0.005 0.131
30.  Pink shrimp 3.10 3.11 0.006 0.075
31.  White shrimp 2.14 2.16 0.004 0.268
32. Shrimps other 2.61 2.64 0.002 0.024
33.  Anchovies 3.07 3.07 0.006 0.012
34.  Atl croaker 2.66 2.68 0.254 0.084
35.  Atl menhaden 2.10 2.09 0.338 3.063
36.  Atl silverside 3.10 3.11 0.002 0.005
37.  Atl spadefish 3.33 3.32 4.85E−04 0.008
38.  Black drum 3.39 3.57 0.002 0.018
39.  Bluefish 3.59 3.59 0.014 0.15
40.  Flounders (Paralichthids) 3.42 3.55 0.015 0.026
41.  Harvestfish/Butterfish 3.15 3.16 0.005 0.055
42.  Striped mullet 2.00 2.00 0.001 0.018
43.  Pigfish 2.97 3.06 0.011 0.128
44.  Pinfish 2.29 2.55 0.021 0.081
45.  Pompano 3.34 3.59 4.89E−04 0.006
46.  Red drum 3.71 3.77 2.66E−04 0.003
47.  Sheepshead 3.55 3.82 0.002 0.018
48.  Southern kingfish 3.56 3.73 0.007 0.077
49.  Spanish mackerel 3.55 3.48 0.001 0.033
50.  Spot 2.64 2.54 0.749 1.659
51.  Spotted seatrout 3.49 3.67 0.015 0.056
52.  Weakfish 3.42 3.40 0.045 0.525
53.  Bottlenose dolphins 4.21 4.05 0.004 0.004
54.  Sea turtles 3.57 3.62 0.038 0.125
55.  Atl sharpnose shark 4.01 4.05 4.94E−04 4.00E−05
56.  Smooth dogfish 3.78 3.93 0.001 0.009
57.  Cownose rays 3.29 3.26 0.007 0.021
58.  Other rays/skates 3.49 3.53 0.004 0.007
59.  Brown pelicans 3.49 3.78 0.004 0.004
60.  Cormorants 3.83 3.79 9.00E−05 0.002
61.  Gulls 3.77 3.70 7.83E−04 7.80E−04
62.  Terns 3.59 3.75 9.31E−04 7.00E−04
63.  Shorebirds/waders 3.36 3.52 0.004 1.30E−04
64.  Bycatch 1.00 1.00 1.00E−05 0.696


E


t
t
t
h
d


65.  Detritus 1.00 


TL = effective trophic level.


hese species showed large or significant differences between the


rawling management areas in the two metrics of trophic posi-
ion. Although Florida pompano, sheepshead, and brown pelicans
ad ETLs that were >0.25 higher in the open trawling areas, we
id not plan in advance to sample these species for �15N; thus,

1.00 266.76 125.99


it was  not possible to make a comparison of ETL and �15N val-


ues for these species. However, stable isotope sample size was
sufficient to detect �15N differences in Atlantic menhaden, spot,
pinfish and blue crabs collected from closed and open areas of Core
Sound (Section 3.5), and diet analysis was conducted for Atlantic
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Fig. 3. Biplot of mean �13C (‰) and �15N (‰) for samples collected in the open and closed to trawling areas in Core Sound. Solid circles represent samples collected in areas
closed  to trawling, and solid triangles represent samples collected in areas open to trawling. Lines through the points are the standard deviations.


Table 3
Average �15N value (‰) and standard error of the mean (SEM) for samples from closed and open areas in Core Sound, with Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney (WMW)  statistics
when  appropriate.


Species/compartment n closed n open Mean �15N closed SEM closed Mean �15N open SEM open WMW  stat p-Value


Benthic microalgae 5 4 4.0 0.2 3.7 0.3 30 0.2858
Gracilaria 1 3 4.4 6.2 0.9 1 0.4981
Hard  clam 2 2 9.5 0.1 8.7 0.1 7 0.3308
Atlantic brief squid 12 2 12.8 0.5 13.7 1.0 87 0.6544
Bryozoans 1 4 6.5 6.6 0.4 2 0.8016
Tunicates 5 5 8.4 0.4 8.0 0.2 31 0.5545
Blue  crabs 12 4 9.3 0.1 10.2 0.3 79.5 0.0026
Bay anchovy 11 11 13.0 0.4 13.3 0.2 133 0.6983
Atlantic menhaden 12 7 11.6 0.2 11.9 0.4 112.5 0.5515
Atlantic spadefish 1 1 11.4 11.4 1 1.0000
Bluefish 1 4 14.5 14.3 0.3 4 0.7988
Paralichthid flounder 2 2 10.8 0.5 11.3 0.7 4 0.6605
Pigfish 1 3 8.8 11.2 0.4 1 0.4900
Pinfish 12 11 10.3 0.2 11.1 0.3 107 0.0220
Spot 12 10 10.8 0.2 11.6 0.1 92 0.0012
Atlantic sharpnose shark 1 1 12.1 12.6 1 1.0000
Smooth dogfish 2 3 12.4 0.7 13.6 0.8 5 0.8016
Southern stingray 3 6 10.4 0.3 10.9 0.4 11 0.3814
Codium 0 5 5.6 0.4
Dictyota 0 1 5.0
Ulva 0 1 7.4
Sargassum 0 1 6.5
Halodule 1 0 2.9
Deposit-fd polychaete 0 1 7.7
Suspension-fd bivalve 1 0 6.7
Brown shrimp 11 0 8.7 0.2
Striped anchovy 5 0 13.1
Atlantic croaker 2 0 12.3 0.03
Southern kingfish 0 1 12.3
Spanish mackerel 0 2 14.0 0.6
Bullnose ray 0 9 11.8 0.3


Underlined names of species/compartments and p-values are significantly different at  ̨ = 0.05 level. n = sample size.


Table 4
Generalized linear model regression estimates of effect size for Ecopath effective trophic level and trawling area (open vs. closed) as predictors of �15N value (‰) stable
isotope data from Core Sound, NC. Only compartments that were sampled for �15N value (‰) in both open and closed areas were included in this model.


Factor �15N‰ Effect size coefficients df F-Ratio p-Value


Ecopath effective trophic level 2.52 1 187.287 <0.0001
Trawling area 0.11 1 0.047 0.829
Effective Trophic Level × Trawling area −0.05 1 0.061 0.806
Constant 3.91 190
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Fig. 4. Regression of Ecopath-calculated effective trophic level (ETL) and mean �15N value (‰). Solid circles represent samples from areas closed to trawling; solid triangles
represent samples from areas open to trawling. Lines through the points are the standard deviations. The solid line is the regression line, and the dashed lines indicate 5%
and  95% prediction quantiles.
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enhaden, spot and pinfish. Pinfish and blue crabs (diet estimated
rom the literature) had higher ETLs and �15N values in the open
rawling areas (Tables 2 and 3). This was not the case for spot,
hich had a lower ETL in the open areas in spite of the higher


15N values. Although Atlantic menhaden, pinfish and blue crabs
onsumed a greater proportion of detritus in the closed trawl-
ng areas than they did in the open areas, spot consumed more
etritus in the areas open to trawling than in the closed areas (Sup-
lemental Tables 3 and 4). This increased detritivory in the open


rawling areas produced a lower ETL for spot. Similarly, Atlantic


enhaden consumed a large proportion of detritus in both open
nd closed trawling areas, and that influenced the ETL estimated by
copath.


ig. 5. Studentized residuals plot of the predicted �15N values (‰) from the regression an
ent  number; see Table 1 for compartment numbers and representative taxa). Observat
2.0  (individuals in compartments 2, 21, 22, 35 and 58) are poorly fitted to this regressio

4. Discussion


We can draw the following conclusions in relation to the objec-
tives of this study: (1) there are differences in the Ecopath effective
trophic levels (ETLs) of some, but not all, of the compartments that
are associated with the shrimp trawling of Core Sound, NC; (2)
there is a significant positive relationship between ETL and �15N
values, validating the use of Ecopath ETLs derived from network
models for use in assessing fishing impacts; and (3) although there


was not a uniform change in �15N values in all species measured
between open and closed shrimp trawling areas, nearly all com-
partments that increased in ETL also increased in �15N value, with
two notable discrepancies. In the sections that follow, we  explain


alysis. The points are individual observations of the Core Sound nodes (by compart-
ions of individual samples with Studentized residuals greater than 2.0 or less than
n model.
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ow each of the objectives was met, and if there were discrepan-
ies in the results, we provide some possible explanations. These
iscrepancies often involved detritus and species that consumed
etritus, which suggests a possible improvement for the treatment
f detritus in Ecopath.


.1. Objective 1: are there system-wide differences in ETLs
etween the open and closed models?


There were no dramatic differences in the ETLs for most com-
artments between the open and closed trawling management
reas, with a few notable exceptions. In part, this similarity is
ecause the diet matrices were similar in the two  trawling areas
ue to our reliance on parameterizing the Ecopath model using the


iterature values for diet composition. Others have relied on the
iterature estimates of dietary composition as we  did here, using
imilar diet matrices (with adjustments in consumption rates to
ccount for prey availability) with Ecopath to compare fished and
on-fished areas (Christensen, 1998; Libralato et al., 2010). We
ttempted to avoid that problem for some key compartments by
xamining the stomach contents of eight species of fishes collected
n the two trawling management areas (Hart, 2008). Some of these
pecies (pinfish, spot, Atlantic croaker) are known to be part of the
hrimp trawl bycatch. Even then, the diets of these species were
ery similar between trawling management areas; larger differ-
nces in diet were observed among the species’ feeding niches
han between trawling management areas. Similar prey types were
onsumed within species collected in both trawling management
reas, but due to the proportions of the prey types, the diet shifted
or pinfish and spot. The open and closed trawling areas were close
o one another, and the proximity of the sample locations and possi-
le mixing of populations among these areas may  have contributed
o small trophic differences observed.


In addition, ETLs differed due to prey availability. Prey availabil-
ty varied between open and closed models, leading to differences
n Ecopath-calculated ETLs for several compartments. In Ecopath,
sing a steady-state balanced model, we assumed that total flow


nto and out of each node were equal, with inflow calculated as
eing proportional to available prey in the absence of dietary data.
hen the proportion of diet increased for a high-ETL prey, the


redator ETL increased proportionately (see Eq. (3)). Three species
Florida pompano, sheepshead and brown pelicans) had open area
TLs that were at least 0.25 greater than their closed area ETLs.
his is due to their increased consumption of crabs and shrimps
with ETLs ranging from 2.87 to 3.11) in the open areas, where the
vailability of those prey items was greater than in the closed areas
Table 2, Supplemental Tables 3 and 4). In addition to those prey
tems, brown pelicans were modeled as consuming 29% more spot
nd 18% more Atlantic menhaden in open areas, due to their high
vailability in those areas, which raised the ETL relative to closed
rawling areas.


.2. Objective 2: are there differences in stable isotopes values
etween the open and closed management areas?


Our statistical analyses showed no system-wide differences in
15N values between trawling management areas across all species
ested (Table 3). We  did find that some high-trophic level species
pigfish, paralichthid flounders, stingrays, smooth dogfish, Atlantic
harpnose sharks, and Atlantic brief squid) had higher in �15N
alues in the open trawling areas, but had small or unbalanced
ample sizes and thus our tests were not powerful enough to deter-


ine if statistical differences existed (see Fig. 4 and Table 3). There
ere significant increases in �15N values for spot, pinfish and blue


rabs, all common shrimp trawl bycatch species, in the areas open
o trawling. Because the average standard lengths of these fishes
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used in the stable isotope analyses were not statistically differ-
ent between open and closed areas (Hart, 2008), differences in
�15N values are not due to a size or ontogenetic difference. The
higher �15N values of pinfish, spot and blue crabs in open trawl-
ing areas are likely due to the increased trophic position of these
species (observed dietary shift from plants to invertebrates in pin-
fish; consumption of bycatch by blue crabs in open areas). Thus, we
hypothesize that trawling and bycatch consumption by scavengers
can increase the �15N values by adding fractional trophic levels to
the open trawling ecosystem.


This increase in �15N values may  be due to a bycatch sub-
sidy, which has been described previously by multiple authors.
Fish discards from trawling are known to be consumed by crabs
(Wassenberg and Hill, 1987; Ramsay et al., 1997; Johnson, 2003),
birds (Navarro et al., 2009; Wickliffe and Jodice, 2010; Jodice et al.,
2011), other fishes, amphipods, isopods, ophiuroids, cephalopods
(Bozzano and Sardà, 2002), polychaetes (Groenewold and Fonds,
2000; Sanchez et al., 2000) and bottlenose dolphins (Broadhurst,
1998; Zollett and Read, 2006). Because of direct evidence of
groups consuming bycatch in our system (personal observation and
Johnson, 2003), we included aquatic and sediment bacteria, preda-
tory gastropods, conch and whelks, blue crabs, other crabs, gulls,
and Atlantic sharpnose sharks as bycatch consumers. All of these
groups, in addition to blue crabs and Atlantic sharpnose sharks (that
we examined for stable isotope analysis), should show increased
�15N values relative to the closed trawling areas if this hypoth-
esis is correct. Further explorations of the subsidy provided by
trawl discards, the impact of discard subsidy on �15N values of
scavenger species, and the influence of trawling on the ETL and
trophic structure of Core Sound and other heavily fished ecosys-
tems is warranted by our results. Analysis of stomach contents,
in conjunction with stable nitrogen isotope measurements, would
corroborate or refute the importance of bycatch in raising the ETL
of scavengers in the open trawl areas.


Another possible reason for the higher �15N level in the open
trawling areas is that fish species fed indirectly on nitrogen-
enriched food sources from outside the Core Sound system and
this caused elevated �15N values. Migratory fishes included in our
analyses (bluefish, Atlantic menhaden, Atlantic sharpnose sharks,
smooth dogfish, cownose rays, other rays) may have recently
arrived from outside the Core Sound ecosystem, and their sta-
ble isotope values would reflect a longer period of time (weeks
to months) feeding on different prey outside of Core Sound with
higher �15N isotopic values. However, it is not possible to assess
the influence of this source of variation in our study.


4.3. Objective 3: do the stable isotope data validate the Ecopath
ETLs?


The stable isotope data from this study match well with the
Ecopath-calculated ETLs from the two Core Sound models. The lin-
ear regression between �15N values and ETL indicated an increase
of 2.52‰ per trophic level, which is comparable to other stud-
ies, where trophic enrichment ranged from 1.3‰ (Minagawa
and Wada, 1984) to 9.2‰ (DeNiro and Epstein, 1981). Numer-
ous other studies report average trophic increases of �15N values
around 2.5‰ to 3.5‰ (Vander Zanden and Rasmussen, 2001; Post,
2002; McCutchan et al., 2003; Sweeting et al., 2007). In fact,
the meta-analysis of �15N values conducted by Vanderklift and
Ponsard (2003) revealed an average �15N value-trophic increase
of 2.54‰.  This agreement between our estimate for the �15N


value and the meta-analysis indicates that the diet matrices we
constructed for the Core Sound models reliably reflect the nitro-
gen stable isotope ratios of organisms within the system as a
whole.
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.4. Objective 4: are there differences in ETLs and stable isotope
alues?


Although the linear regression analysis indicated that the rela-
ionship between ETL and �15N value was significant and linear,
here was not a perfect relationship, with ETL explaining only 50%
f the variation in �15N values. The average values for Atlantic men-
aden, bluefish, and Atlantic brief squid were near the upper 95%
uantile, and microalgae, bryozoans, pigfish and other rays were
ear the lower 95% quantile of the regression slope (Fig. 4). This
ariation in �15N values was not explored explicitly in this study,
ut as the stable isotope literature demonstrates, such variation can
e due to many sources. First, stable isotope turnover and trophic
ractionation may  be affected by temperature and/or feeding rate
Bosley et al., 2002; Olive et al., 2003; Barnes et al., 2007). Further-


ore, isotopic turnover and fractionation vary among and within
pecies, due to growth rate and developmental stage (DeNiro and
pstein, 1978, 1981; Trueman et al., 2005; Sakano et al., 2005;
weeting et al., 2005; Weidel et al., 2011). In addition, fish move-
ent, migration and feeding differences between locations can


ause variation in �15N values (Jackson and Harkness, 1987; Deegan
nd Garritt, 1997; Kline, 1999; Herzka, 2005; Kurle et al., 2011).
ifferences in water biogeochemistry or pollution have also been


hown to influence �15N values (Bucci et al., 2007). Comparison
ith basal group �15N values is important to know what the base-


ine nitrogen stable isotope ratios are in primary producers and
rimary consumers. We  did not allocate enough sampling effort for
ssessment of �15N values for organisms such as benthic microal-
ae and bryozoans, so these other factors were unaccounted for in
ur analyses. Further studies of Core Sound and fisheries impacts
eed to take these sources of variation into explicit account.


Because Ecopath calculates ETLs based on diet information,
f a species diet is poorly characterized, then there is greater
hance that the ETL and the �15N values may  not agree. Poten-
ial mismatches in ETL and �15N values can occur due to detrital
onsumption. Unidentifiable stomach contents are often assigned
o detritus rather than an unknown prey item, which would result
n a lower ETL for that predator. The definition of detritus in a study
an greatly influence the ETL value, which can cause discrepancies
ith the �15N values.


In our study, two species in particular showed such discrep-
ncies. Atlantic menhaden showed no significant differences in
ither measure of trophic position, and spot showed an increase
n �15N values in the open areas, but had a lower calculated ETL
n open trawling area. Both of these species consumed significant
mounts of detritus, leading to the discrepancy between ETLs and
15N values. In our models, Atlantic menhaden were characterized
s predominantly detritivores, based on the stomach analysis used
o develop the diet matrices of our models (Hart, 2008). Thus, the
TL was ∼2.1 for Atlantic menhaden in both areas, due to the high
onsumption (60% of its diet) of detritus in both trawling man-
gement areas of Core Sound, with the rest coming from benthic
icroalgae, meiofauna and zooplankton. This percentage of detri-


us diet composition is higher than Deegan et al. (1990) found for
ulf menhaden (approximately 30%), but that study supports our
ndings that detritus is an important component of menhaden diet.
he effect of the high detrital consumption on ETL in our model
as dramatic: the �15N values for menhaden were 11.59‰ in the


losed areas and 11.91‰ in the open areas, whereas the GLM model
redicted �15N value was 9.26‰,  a difference of 2.32 and 2.64‰,
espectively. This is equivalent to a �15N value approximately a
hole trophic level higher than suggested by the regression model

nd contributed to high studentized residuals.
We  were unable to identify the ultimate sources of carbon in


he detritus consumed by Atlantic menhaden, but we suspect that
t was not solely plant material. If the detritus were composed
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solely of autotrophic organisms (ETL = 1.0), then the trophic level
calculated by Ecopath would be correct. If the detritus that we
observed in the gut contents had been identified as originating
in heterotrophic species, then the calculated trophic level would
have been higher. We  suspect the latter occurred. One  explana-
tion is that the detritus may  have had a relatively high �15N value
because of decomposition due to microbial activity and isotopic
fractionation, and this would raise the �15N value for detritivores.
The stable isotope results reported here lead to the conclusion that
the detritus we observed in the guts of Atlantic menhaden was  not
all derived from autotrophs, or had been significantly altered by
microbial decomposers before consumption. We  recommend that
identification of the detritus in Atlantic menhaden guts be investi-
gated using molecular or genetic techniques (King et al., 2008) to
clarify the trophic relations of this ecologically important species
of fish.


Spot had a paradoxical relationship between ETL and stable
isotope �15N values. Once again, non-living detritus was a large pro-
portion (0.19 in the closed trawling area, and 0.26 in open trawling
area) of the diet for this species. This observed dietary shift toward
increased detritivory had the effect of lowering the ETL of spot in the
open trawling areas, given the assumption that ETL = 1.0 for non-
living detritus. However, the stable nitrogen isotope results showed
that a significant increase in �15N value occurred in spot in the open
trawling area relative to the closed trawling area. The explanation
for the discrepancy is similar to that discussed above for menhaden
and detritus. When detritus is a major component of the diet of a
species, Ecopath ETLs are insensitive to trophic shifts measured by
stable isotope analysis. Just as with Atlantic menhaden, if the detri-
tus were derived from autotrophic organisms, then the ETLs would
be correctly computed. If the detritus in the spot stomachs were
derived from heterotrophic organisms including microbially colo-
nized detritus that had been isotopically fractionated, then the ETLs
would underestimate the trophic position of spot, leading to a dis-
agreement with the stable isotopic measure. We  suspect that the
elevated �15N value of spot in Core Sound is due to its feeding on
microbially colonized detritus.


4.5. Non-living food: bycatch and detritus


A final discrepancy noted was  that Ecopath ETLs were insensi-
tive to the fact that some species were consuming large amounts
of shrimp trawl bycatch in the open trawling areas (such as blue
crabs) and larger amount of detritus in the closed trawling areas.
This discrepancy is another example of how Ecopath can underes-
timate trophic shifts using the ETL measure: if much of the diet of
a species originates in non-living food (bycatch is by default ETL of
1.0) in the diet matrix, then it will lower the consumer species com-
puted ETL. Clearly this is untrue, because the bycatch derives from
pinfish, spot, croaker, pigfish and other higher trophic level species
in the Core Sound ecosystem. We  calculated that the weighted aver-
age of those Core Sound bycatch organisms (fish and invertebrates)
could be as high as 2.78, nearly two trophic levels greater than
that assigned by Ecopath. Thus, the ETL of a bycatch-consumer
like blue crabs would be lower than what stable isotope analy-
sis would predict. We  did not collect isotope samples from many
bycatch-consuming organisms (such as birds, dolphins, sharks and
predatory mollusks), so we cannot be sure how bycatch may  affect
their �15N values. However, the �15N stable isotope results reported
here for blue crabs suggest that a trophic shift to higher trophic
level species occurred, which was  not evident in Ecopath ETL cal-
culations. Additional research is warranted to support or refute our


assumption that Ecopath underestimates trophic shifts as a result
of bycatch consumption.


Most of the discrepancies noted above derived from the con-
tribution of non-living material to the predatory diets and the
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ssigned trophic level used by Ecopath. It was suggested by Cousins
1987) that detritus should not be considered trophic level 1;
owever, Ecopath assigns detritus, a non-living compartment, to
rophic level 1. The Ecopath model underestimated the trophic
osition for two species (spot and Atlantic menhaden) and may
ave underestimated the blue crab’s trophic level as well. As men-
ioned earlier, the reason for these anomalies may  have to do with
copath’s handling of non-living food (such as bycatch and detritus,
hich may  include microbial complexes growing on dead plant or


nimal material).
These discrepancies in the results from the two  metrics of


rophic position suggest several alternative hypotheses that should
e tested in the future. The first is that unidentified material that
e called “detritus” in the stomach analysis, which is assumed in


copath calculations to originate mostly from plants and to have
n ETL = 1.0, may  be other than plant-derived. This material would
hus have an ETL that is greater than 1.0, and may  contain signifi-
ant amounts of higher trophic level organisms. Secondly, any dead
aterial (plant or animal) is likely to be colonized by microbes that


ave begun the process of decomposition. Such microbial decom-
osition may  in fact raise the �15N value and should also increase
he ETL. Ecopath and other network models should adjust for this


icrobial trophic level by adding a microbial pathway flowing from
ive compartment biomass to dead material and include the ETL
f the original compartment factored in to the ETL computations.
n addition, a dead “carrion” compartment should be included in
uture models, with ETL determined as it is done for live prey. This
pproach for food network “unfolding” has been suggested before
Higashi et al., 1989), but has not been included in Ecopath.


We  believe it would be more appropriate to assign both detritus
nd bycatch to a trophic level greater than 1, taking into account
he trophic level of the source organisms that make up those
ompartments (Burns, 1989). It has been previously observed that
hen detritus is a major component of a consumer’s diet, the


copath-calculated ETL will be lower than the �15N value (Gaedke
nd Straile, 1997; Dame and Christian, 2008; Milessi et al., 2010;
avarro et al., 2011). This is because detritus is most likely a
ixture of producers and some higher trophic position consumer


roups (Swift et al., 1979; Moore et al., 2004), and thus the mean
15N value for detritus would be expected to be greater than the
roducers. The Ecopath assumption was that all these groups have
he same trophic level (1.0) is a poor assumption that should be
hanged. If the detritus were assigned a trophic level that reflected
he origin of the material (plant, benthic invertebrate, or fish),
hen an increased ETL of detritus may  bring the two  methods of
stimating trophic position into better alignment. One method
hat should be explored in correcting this discrepancy is to adjust
he ETL values by using a linear inverse modeling (LIM) approach
o include stable isotope data in the trophic level computations, as
uggested by Soetaert and van Oevelen (2009). We  are exploring
his LIM approach for a new model of the Core Sound ecosystem.


.6. Conclusions


The nitrogen stable isotope values show good agreement with
he Ecopath-calculated effective trophic levels of the Core Sound
copath models. The results of this work indicate a �15N value
ncrease of 2.52‰ with each trophic level, which is similar to a host
f studies comparing stable isotope analysis and effective trophic
evel. We  believe that this is strong evidence to show that the
table isotope analysis has validated the Ecopath models for Core
ound. Overall, there was no significant difference in the �15N val-


es between open and closed trawling areas. However, a closer


nspection of three common bycatch species (blue crabs, pinfish
nd spot) indicated that those species did have higher �15N values
n the open areas, which suggests that shrimp trawling may  have an
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effect on the diets of those consumers. In addition, because bycatch
species are consumed by many high trophic level species, and their
ETLs may  not reflect the ETL of bycatch, shrimp trawling impacts
may  be underestimated by looking at Ecopath ETLs alone.


In the future, �15N values should be obtained for many of the
species we  omitted or insufficiently sampled because of lack of
sampling resources: detritus, phytoplankton, zooplankton, benthic
microalgae, meiofauna, polychaetes, bivalves, brittlestars, and the
large vertebrates (birds, turtles, dolphin). These are necessary for
further assessment of trawling impacts. We  would have liked to
sample the baseline values of producer species and higher trophic
groups more intensively for both �15N values and consumer diets
but lacked the resources to do so. Any such ecosystem like Core
Sound is very complex, so this kind of thorough isotopic vali-
dation would require an even more intensive sampling effort than
we could accomplish. Because these compartments were not well
characterized in the current study, validation of the Ecopath mod-
els’ predictions for these groups should be regarded with caution.
We hope that additional resources will be devoted to the study
of trophic position and potential impacts of shrimp trawling on of
these species in the future.


We believe that further work should be conducted to bet-
ter characterize the diet of detritus-consumers in Core Sound,
especially Atlantic menhaden. The discrepancy between Ecopath
ETL and the stable nitrogen isotope data is significant, and may
require modification of the ETL computation in Ecopath, special-
ized LIM modeling studies, and experimental studies focusing on
diet and nitrogen metabolism of Atlantic menhaden. Such studies
may  include laboratory feeding experiments of the increased �15N
values while being fed diets of salt marsh and seagrass detritus,
microbially altered detritus, and zooplankton diets. There may also
be microbiota in the Atlantic menhaden intestinal tract, as there
are in pinfish, which may  be adding a trophic level in terms of �15N
value (Luczkovich and Stellwag, 1993).


Finally, the effect of trawling can be readily observed in some of
the species nitrogen stable isotope values and the modeling results
we have examined here. These species (pinfish, spot and blue crabs)
are among the most commonly discarded animals during shrimp
trawling, and they themselves are important ecologically and com-
mercially. We  believe that experimental, temporary closures of
open areas and openings of closed areas in Core Sound would be
a necessary next step to further explore if the trophic level differ-
ences suggested by these models, and corroborated by the stable
isotope measurements, are real and indicative of our hypothesized
trawling bycatch subsidy effects. Manipulation of these trawling
management areas can provide a perfect arena for further explo-
ration of the impacts of trawling on estuarine ecosystem trophic
dynamics.
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: January 2017 Shrimping Petition Public Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:05:14 PM

 
 

From: Chris McCaffity [mailto:freefish7@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 12:32 PM
To: Senator Norman Sanderson <Norman.Sanderson@ncleg.net>; Rep. Pat McElraft
<Pat.McElraft@ncleg.net>; Rep. Michael Speciale <Michael.Speciale@ncleg.net>; Rep. Bob
Steinburg <Bob.Steinburg@ncleg.net>; HouseE-mail@ncleg.net; SenateE-mail@ncleg.net
Cc: Duval, Michelle <michelle.duval@ncdenr.gov>; Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: January 2017 Shrimping Petition Public Comments
 
January 2017 Shrimping Petition Public Comments
 
I am Chris McCaffity, an independent commercial fisherman and fisheries advocate who also
enjoys eating North Carolina wild-caught shrimp. Please keep an open heart and mind as
you consider these public comments.
 
I am opposed to this petition's attempt to destroy NC's shrimping businesses and deny
consumers access to local wild-caught shrimp. This is just the latest in a long list of attacks on
NC's commercial fishermen and seafood consumers. The constant harassment is costing our
state millions of dollars holding hearings and in lost productivity from citizens who must
repeatedly miss work to make public comments defending their jobs. Perhaps those filing
these frivolous petitions would not be so eager if they had to reimburse taxpayers for the
cost associated with denied petitions. 
 
The Iroquois Indians had a philosophy that important decisions should be thought through to
the seventh generation. Securing a sustainable food supply for future generations is one of the
many reasons to deny this petty petition. That does not mean nothing should be done to
improve the way our fisheries are managed. It means we should think about a different
management philosophy that focuses more on enhancing our fisheries and food supply than
restricting the public's freedom to access them. Hatcheries and habitat enhancement can be
the perfect blend of aquaculture and wild-caught seafood that lives free and self-sufficient
until harvested. These proven solutions can create more seafood and recreational opportunity
while generating more revenue. This could be funded with our fishing license fees and a
redirection of management priorities. Now is the time to think about how seven
generations can responsibly harvest sustainable stocks of wild seafood while preserving NC
citizen's freedom to access our public resources forever.
 
I am always happy to answer any questions or go into greater detail. 
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Thank you for thinking about this alternative to approving the petition.
 



From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Resolution from Hyde County Chamber of Commerce
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:05:14 PM
Attachments: Trawl Ban Resolution.pdf

-----Original Message-----
From: Averi Simmons [mailto:hydecocc@embarqmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 3:44 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Resolution from Hyde County Chamber of Commerce

Good Afternoon Ms. Fish,

Please see the attached resolution adopted by the Greater Hyde County Chamber of Commerce in Opposition to
Petition for Rulemaking to Amend 15A Admin. Code 3L .0101,3L .0103, 3M .0522, 3M .0523, 3N .0151 and 3R
.0105 to Designate Special Secondary Nursery Areas and Reduce Bycatch Mortality in North Carolina Coastal
Fishing Waters as Presented by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation.

Thank you,

Averi Simmons, Executive Director
Greater Hyde County Chamber of Commerce
20791 U.S. Hwy 264
Swan Quarter, NC 27885
252-926-9171
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Petition
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:05:17 PM

 
 

From: Donnie Thorne [mailto:det1350@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 11:54 AM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Petition
 
I am a retired recreational fishing license holder in North Carolina and I support the
petition to limit netting in the sounds and inshore areas.  This is necessary to restore
the depleted fishes in North Carolina.
 
Thanks
 
Donnie Thorne
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: NCWF Petition on Trawling
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:05:27 PM
Attachments: MFC Hearing on Jan. 17, 2017.docx

Commercial Fishing numbers versus by-catch (2012).xlsx

 
 
From: Kim Tavasso [mailto:kimtavasso@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 6:10 AM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: NCWF Petition on Trawling
 
Dear Ms. Fish,
 
I attended the hearing yesterday that addressed the NCWF's petition on shrimp trawling. After
sitting and listening for several hours, I didn't have an opportunity to voice my thoughts on the
subject. Overall, the hearing was a very disappointing process to me. Therefore I have
attached a copy of my thoughts on this subject and would appreciate it if the MFC had a
chance to hear them before voting on the petition.
A small supporting worksheet in also attached.
 
Just as information, I am 65 years old, have lived in North Carolina my entire life and have
fished our coastal waters since I was a child.
 
Respectfully yours,
 
Kim Tavasso
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January 17, 2017



Good afternoon everyone,

First let me begin by thanking you for this opportunity to present my thoughts on the petition before you today. My opinion is based on information, hard data, that came directly from the NC Marine Fisheries Commission’s website. Most of you, including many in the audience here today, are aware of what this data shows…but for the record it must be said.

For the last twenty years, the Marine Fisheries Commission’s data shows that commercial fishing in NC has been on the decline.  In 1995, the total commercial catch was 175.8 million pounds, by contrast, twenty years later…the total commercial catch for 2015 was 66.0 million pounds. This decline represents a 62.5% decrease in the total commercial catch. We may disagree with the science surrounding our marine fishery and with the various reports that address the subjects of by-catch and trawling but you can’t argue with the numbers, the simple math of this situation.

While shrimp trawling now may not be the only reason for this overall decline. Trawling in our secondary nursery areas and the associated by-catch have greatly impacted the commercial catches of  many finfish species, such as spots, croakers and weakfish (grey trout) . Once again, the data comparison between 1995 and 2015 shows that the commercial catch of spots has fallen by 86.7% (3.0 million vs 0.4 million), the croaker catch has fallen by 70.0% (6.0 million vs 1.8 million) and the most drastic decline is our weakfish which have fallen by 97.6% (4.1 million to less than 100,000 pounds).  These declines are significant and they are real. 

We need to take positive steps to reverse these trends.  And we need to begin now. At this current rate of decline our NC marine fishery could completely collapse in the next 10-20 years.  I don’t think anyone in this room wants to see that happen. Therefore, based on this data from the MFC website, I strongly support this petition, with amendments, as offered by the NC Wildlife Federation. Thank you for your time and your attention.



Respectfully yours,

Kim Tavasso


Sheet1

		NCDMF Commercial Fishing Statistics

		Does shrimp trawling by-catch impact the fishery?

		Commercial Catch numbers by species for the three most impacted species,

		specifiically croakers, spots and weakfish (grey trout). Pounds are rounded to the nearest 100, 000.

		These numbers (pounds) come directly from the DMF's website for commercial catch by year.

		Croakers										Spots										Weakfish (Grey Trout)

		Year:				* Commercial lbs.:						Year:				* Commercial lbs.:						Year:				* Commercial lbs.:

		1980				21.1						1980				7.1						1980				20.3

		1995				6.0						1995				3.0						1995				4.1

		2003				14.4						2003				2.0						2003				0.8

		2012				3.1						2012				0.5						2012				0.1

		2013				1.9						2013		 		0.8						2013				0.1

		2015				1.8						2015				0.4		(less than)				2015				0.1		(less than)



		* - Commercial pounds shown in millions

		Percentage comparisons:

		1980 versus 2015 - 91.5 % reduction										1980 versus 2015 - 94.4 % reduction										1980 versus 2015 - 99.8 % reduction

		2003 versus 2015 - 87.5 % reduction										1995 versus 2015 - 86.7 % reduction										1995 versus 2015 - 97.6 % reduction

		1995 versus 2015 - 70.0 % reduction										2003 versus 2015 - 80.0 % reduction										2003 versus 2015 - 87.5% reduction

				Total Commercial Catch Comparison between the late 1990's and the most recent 5-years reported

				Commercial pounds shown in millions

																Avg.  Including Menhaden										Avg. Excluding Menhaden



		Commercial Catch Five Year Average (1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 & 1999)																185.9										123.7

		Commercial Catch Five Year Average (2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 & 2015)																60.5										59.2

				Percentage decrease between the averages:														67.5%										52.1%
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Shrimp trawl meeting 1/17/17
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:05:44 PM

 
 
From: Roberts, Philip [mailto:philip.roberts@lambertcable.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:25 AM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Shrimp trawl meeting 1/17/17
 
To whom it may concern,
 
  I am taking time out of my work day to write this letter, as I am unable to go in person to the
meeting today in New Bern due to work conflicts.  I have owned property at our beaches most
of my adult life and have been fishing internal waters as long as I can remember.  Over the
past 20 years or so, there has definitely been a decline in fish numbers.  I believe this to be a
combination of in-shore trawling by oceanic vessels and gill nets. 
 
  Our internal waters cannot support the scale of trawlers that currently operate in our
estuaries. Opening weekend of trawling season, I was on the water and counted 28 vessels
from the Sneads Ferry bridge towards the Inter-coastal Waterway to the point I could see.  If
you are familiar with this area, you know that's a lot of boats in not a lot of area, and many of
them were large ocean going vessels. Science proves that the by-catch ratio is 4lbs "by-catch"
to 1lb of shrimp harvested.  It does not take a scientists to know that that is unsustainable, and
detrimental to the estuary environment. 
 
Please accept my comment FOR THE RESTRICTING OF TRAWL VESSELS IN IN-
SHORE WATERS
 
Thanks!!!
 
 
Philip Roberts,
 
BSW Manager, RDU Google
 
Mobile: (919)-971-5302
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Trawling Changing
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:05:56 PM

 
 

From: R Spencer [mailto:romsandy@embarqmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 12:02 AM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Trawling Changing
 
Nancy,
I have been a resident of Hyde County all of my life except for
four year attending college. I have always tried to
do my part to improve the quality of life of the people of
Engelhard and to meet the needs of its citizens. R. S.
Spencer True Value and Furniture is a store now run by the
third generation of my family. My father R. S. Spencer, Sr.
opened the store on 15 September of 1900. After his death in
1973, I ran the store for forty years before passing the
responsibility to my son R.S. (Tony) Spencer and his wife Jo
Ann. The main industry in our village is the seafood industry
and especially the shrimping part of it. Our store is very
dependent on the shrimping industry. The boats go out, get
their
catch, and return to the docks. The boat crews often come to
our store to shop. The people who head the shrimp gets their
checks and come to shop with us. The boat captains and crews
come and get supplies for their trips.Without the support
of the shrimping industry here, it would be very difficult to
stay in business. I very much oppose any additional regulations
and limitations that might be put on our shrimping industry.
Often the voice of the people most affected are not heard, but
this is one time that it is vital that they be heard and have
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influence toward no new regulations. Please listen to the
voices
which are numerous against all of the proposed regulations and
restrictions.
R. S. Spencer, Jr.



From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: NCWF Proposal to Limit Shrimping, bycatch compared to commercial/recreational catch
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:06:11 PM

 
 
From: John Spain [mailto:john.m.spain@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2017 9:37 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: NCWF Proposal to Limit Shrimping, bycatch compared to commercial/recreational catch
 
A quick review of "catch" data from the DMF web site indicates that for the period 2011
through 2015 the shrimp harvest was just under 30 million pounds suggesting a bycatch of
over 120 million pounds of immature fish.
 
For the same period the combined recreational and commercial "catch" for mature Croaker,
Spot and Weakfish (2011-2015) was just over 21 million pounds, or about 1/6th the bycatch
from commercial shrimping.
 
Granted, how the 120 million pounds relates to the overall fish stocks, and how those stocks
relate to the recreational and commercial catches is a real wildcard, but from this layman's
perspective the bycatch is a likely driver in the poor health of the croaker/spot/weakfish
fisheries.
 
While I urge the adoption of the restrictions proposed by the NCWF, I also appreciate the
dynamics in the populations and the need for ongoing monitoring.
 
Your attention is appreciated, 
 
John M. Spain
Box 1010
Bath, NC 27808
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Trawl ban
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:06:29 PM

 
 

From: MARTELLE'S REST & CATERIN [mailto:martelles@embarqmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2017 5:02 PM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Cc: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Trawl ban
 
My name is Martelle Marshall. My wife, our sons, and myself own and operate Martelle's
Feed House Restaurant, located in the Engelhard community
of Hyde County, North Carolina. I am 66 years old and a previous farmer, and until we opened
our restaurant in 1997 I never really realized the 
economic impact that the fishing industry had on our community and county. I would imagine
that the yearly shrimp season puts more money in our 
local economy than any other factor.
I am totally in favor of sustainability of our resources. Talking to local fishermen, and others
associated with the industry, I feel that the present operating
regulations are fulfilling the preservation of our natural resources in and around Pamlico
Sound. We are aware of programs like Outer Banks Catch, 
Got To Be NC, Freshness from NC Waters, and the Wild American Shrimp that promote our
local shrimp industry. These programs are operated and
funded by NC governmental agencies, owned by the people of NC.
We proudly  serve local seafood products, mainly shrimp, and our customers know it and
appreciate it. 
Thank you for your consideration in keeping our shrimping industry a vital part of our Eastern
North Carolina way of life. 
 
Sincerely: Martelle Marshall
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From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: Fight the Trawl Ban!!!!
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:06:54 PM
Attachments: Fisheries Petition.docx

 
 
From: Jo Ann Spencer [mailto:jasrsts@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2017 1:37 PM
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition <NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov>; Fish, Nancy
<nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Fight the Trawl Ban!!!!
 
All,
 
Thank you for taking the time to review my attached letter.  I am unable to attend the Public
Comment on January 17 in New Bern, but wanted to ensure you were aware of how
regulations could affect small fishing communities, especially those that are struggling to
survive.   Unemployment is already up in Hyde County.  Tougher regulations on our
fishermen would just place us in double digits, further killing our community.  
 
Thank you.
 
Jo Ann Spencer
252-588-0508
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North Carolina Marine Fisheries Commission Office 

P.O. Box 769 

Morehead City, NC 28557 

ncwfpetition@ncdenr.gov 

NCMFC: 

As a concerned citizen currently living in Hyde and Carteret County, I am requesting the North Carolina Marine Fisheries Committee (MFC) deny the Petition for Rulemaking submitted by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation that proposes to designate the internal coastal and near oceanic waters of North Carolina special secondary nursery areas. 

The rules proposed in the Petition would close the internal coastal waters and near-shore oceanic waters of NC to trawling unless opened by the NC Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF).  They would establish a shrimp size for shrimp trawling season to open, establish a more restrictive headrope size for shrimp trawls, and create a trawl tow time for shrimp trawling.  Further, the rules would restrict the taking of shrimp to daylight hours and three days per week, require the use of two DMF certified bycatch reduction devices in shrimp trawls, and create a recreational size limit of 8 inches for spot and 10 inches for croaker. 

This Petition should be denied by the MFC because of several substantial and pertinent reasons. First, the Petition should be denied because such comprehensive changes to fisheries should be developed by fishery managements plans (FMP’s). The North Carolina General Assembly, through the Fisheries Reform Act, clearly desired that such comprehensive changes in management measures for important recreational and commercial species in North Carolina be developed through FMP’s. 

Secondly, the Petition should be denied because these issues were recently discussed and addressed by the 2015 Shrimp FMP after two years of development. Bycatch and habitat protection measures were deliberated by the DMF and MFC Shrimp FMP Advisory Committee through the development of the FMP. Recommendations were reviewed by several other MFC advisory committees. There were many public meetings that were held where stakeholders provided very valuable input.  

Thirdly and most importantly, the Petition should be denied because the cost factors described in the Petition are clearly inadequately described. This omission is significant because the shrimp fishery is North Carolina’s most important fishery economically. The proposals will have substantial economic impacts on many small businesses, have significant negative effects on coastal communities, communities who are already struggling, and it will negatively impact the availability of North Carolina shrimp to its consumers.  

We as business owners and as citizens of these small coastal communities hope you consider the negative impacts this petition will have on our communities, on our small businesses, on our fishermen and on their families.  Our small fishing communities are dying.  This will be just one more nail in our coffins.  We urge you to let our fishermen fish.  It’s what they do.

Thank you for your time.



Jo Ann Spencer









From: Fish, Nancy
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: FW: NCWU Opposition to shrimp Trawl Ban Letter
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 3:08:06 PM
Attachments: 2016 Opposition to Shrimp Trawl Ban.docx

NCWU Opposition to Reclassification of Coastal Areas.doc

 
 
From: Melba Milak [mailto:melba.ncwu@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2016 11:22 AM
To: Fish, Nancy <nancy.fish@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: NCWU Opposition to shrimp Trawl Ban Letter
 
Nancy,
 
I've attached an NCWU Letter to MFC Chairman Corbett in Opposition to the 2016 Shrimp
Trawl Ban. I've also attached a copy of our Opposition Letter regarding the same issue in
2013.
 
I appreciate you getting copies to Chairman Corbett and all MFC Members and the 5 MFC
Advisory Committees for the Briefing Books that will be at the January 17, 2017 Meeting in
New Bern.
 
I sent copies to Dr Braxton Davis and Governor-Elect Roy Cooper.
 
Thank you very much. Merry Christmas!
 
Melba
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Marine Fisheries Commission

3441 Arendell Street

Morehead City, NC 28557



December 19, 2016

Dear Chairman Corbett,

In 2016, the North Carolina Watermen United (NCWU) is opposed to the reclassification of its internal coastal areas as Secondary Nursery Areas with the effects to halt shrimp trawling and reduce bycatch mortality in North Carolina coastal fishing waters per the petition filed by the NC Wildlife Federation and the Southern Environmental Law Center, just as we were opposed in 2013 when this issue was also before the MFC when we employed letters, emails, public comments and petitions to state our position. A copy of our 2013 letter to Chairman Bizzell is attached.

Our opposition is based on these facts -

· 7.3% of North Carolina estuarine or internal coastal waters are already designated as nursery areas, in addition to 45% where shrimp trawling is not allowed because of nursery designations, river closures, military zones, submerged vegetation and no-trawling areas.



· Commercial fishing vessels already have turtle excluder equipment that decrease the catch – of both shrimp and finfish; however, shrimping is a viable part of the North Carolina fishing industry. Eliminating the shrimp harvest would cause a loss of jobs and dollars that support our state’s economy.



· A ban on shrimp trawlers would keep fresh, wild-caught shrimp off dinner menus for locals and visitors at a time when all of the fishing industry, including NC Catch and its umbrella organizations, is running an Eat Fresh, Local Wild-caught Seafood campaign.



The NC MFC rejected this petition in 2013; we are asking that the reclassification of North Carolina’s internal coastal areas be rejected again.

Britt Shackelford			Perry Wood Beasley	Billy Maxwell

Britt Shackelford				Andrew Berry		Greg Mayer

President, NCWU				Capt Sonny Davis	Jamie Meyer

brittonshack@gmail.com		Ernie Doshier		Duke Spencer

252-473-8078				Ernie Foster		Bradley Styron

				Tom Harper		Rom Whitaker

				Glen Hopkins

cc:      Dr Braxton Davis, Director NCDMF

            Governor-Elect Roy Cooper
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Marine Fisheries Commission


3441 Arendell Street


Morehead City, NC 28557


July 23, 2013


Dear Chairman Bizzell,


The North Carolina Watermen United is opposed to the reclassification of its internal coastal areas as secondary Nursery Areas with the primary effect to halt Shrimp Trawling, unless they are currently designated as primary nursery areas or special secondary nursery areas.


The North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries states, “North Carolina has 2,220,161 acres of estuarine or internal coastal waters. Of that, 161,830 acres, or 7.3% are designated as nursery areas. Additionally, shrimp trawling is not allowed in 45% of the state’s estuarine or internal coastal waters, because of nursey area designations, river closures, military zones, submerged aquatic vegetation areas and no-trawling areas.”


Commercial fishermen already have turtle excluder equipment on all vessels that decrease the catch – of both shrimp and finfish. Shrimping is a viable part of the North Carolina fishing industry, both with NC shrimpers and out-of-state vessels that use our fish houses for packing and shipping. To eliminate the shrimp harvest would cause a loss of jobs and a loss of dollars that support North Carolina’s economy.

Furthermore, the effect of a ban on shrimp trawlers in our internal waters would keep fresh, wild-caught shrimp out of reach for all North Carolina citizens. Farmed shrimp and shrimp imported from Indonesia or Vietnam are grown in unregulated and often, contaminated conditions.

The majority of the Marine Fisheries Commission is opposed to this petition. We ask that the reclassification of North Carolina’s internal coastal areas be rejected.


Yours truly,


Britt Shackelford


Britt Shackelford


President, NCWU


brittonshack@gmail.com

BTS:
mm


Cc:
NC Division of Marine Fisheries



MFC Finfish Advisory Committee


MFC Habitat and Water Quality Advisory Committee


MFC Sea Turtle Advisory Committee



MFC Shellfish/Crustacean Advisory Committee




From: MARK THRIFT
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 4:30:17 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

MARK THRIFT
106 Old River Acres Ext
Burgaw, NC 28425
jackaroe@ec.rr.com

mailto:jackaroe@ec.rr.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve S
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support petition to protect NC"s marine fisheres
Date: Wednesday, February 01, 2017 5:48:24 PM

Dear N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries Petition,

I endorse the North Carolina Wildlife Federation's petition for rulemaking, and I am asking the NC Marine Fisheries
Commission to vote in support of it.

The NC Wildlife Federation's petition calls for a research-based and data-driven approach that will ensure more
juvenile fish survive to adulthood and spawn, helping to support a thriving marine ecosystem and restore sustainable
fish stocks for our valued coastal fisheries.

This petition was necessary because commercially and recreationally valuable fish, including Atlantic croaker, spot,
and weakfish, are in trouble on our coast. The amount of juvenile fish caught and wasted in the shrimp trawl fishery
is unsustainably high in North Carolina's sounds and important habitat areas. North Carolina is the only state on the
east coast to allow shrimp trawling in its sounds, fish nurseries, and estuaries. Shrimp trawling effort is highest in
North Carolina sounds, which destroys fragile habitat areas and devastates large quantities of juvenile fish.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Thanks to the
Commission for moving forward to reduce bycatch in shrimp trawling through expansion of nursery areas.

Sincerely,
Steve S
CONSTITUTION Ave
Washington, DC 20560-0001

mailto:washingtonstevesmith@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov


From: JACK BOSTROM
To: SVC_DENR.DMF.NCWFPetition
Subject: Support Habitat and Finfish Conservation
Date: Sunday, February 05, 2017 2:40:04 PM

Dear MFC Liaison Fish,

I am writing to the NC Marine Fisheries Commission to offer my support for the Petition submitted by the North
Carolina Wildlife Federation to implement Rulemaking to better manage and protect the marine fisheries of our state
through Rule changes to expand Special Secondary Nursery Areas to include all currently undesignated inshore
waters and ocean waters, and to apply special rules to govern shrimp trawling in these areas.

I support the expansion of special secondary nursery areas to include all currently undesignated inshore waters and
ocean waters to the three mile limit and the restrictions on shrimp trawling contained in the petition. Specifically
these restrictions are:

1.      limit headrope length on trawls to 90 feet;
2.      open shrimp season only when the count per pound reaches 60;
3.      limit trawling to three days per week and only during daylight hours;
4.      limit tow times to 45 minutes; and
5.      require two finfish excluder devices on all trawls.

I further support the proposed size limits for spot and croaker, 8 and 10 inches respectively, to ensure that these
declining fish have a chance to reach maturity and spawn at least one time. This is necessary to begin recovery of
these two important fishes. I hope the Commission will seize this opportunity to promote the conservation of our
state's public trust resources for the benefit of future generations.

Sincerely,

JACK BOSTROM
1209 Kershaw Dr
Raleigh, NC 27609
windmark@bellsouth.net

mailto:windmark@bellsouth.net
mailto:NCWFPetition@ncdenr.gov
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David Hilton 
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Erick O’Neal 
Rex O’Neal 

James B. Gaskill 
Morty Gaskill 
Wade Austin 
Steve Wilson 
Jesse Spencer 

Danny Worsley 
Andy O’Neal 
John Ferrara 
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Gene Ballance 

Fletcher O’Neal 
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Earl Gaskins 

Kenneth Tillet 
John Paul 

Monroe Gaskill 
Robbie Lewis 

Arlene Burleigh 
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Ikey O’Neal 
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Dan Garrish 

Reid Robinson 
Teresa Ray 

Jordy Jenkins 
Bob Jenkins 

Logan Jenkins 
 
 
 

O.W.W.A. 
P.O. Box 1165 

416 Irvin Garrish Hwy. 
Ocracoke, NC 

27960 
info@ocracokewatermen.org 

Jan. 9, 2017 
 
To:  NCFMC Commissioners, NCDMF Director, Nancy Fish and AC members 
 
Subject:  Comments not supporting NCWF Shrimp Petition  
 
The Ocracoke Working Watermen’s Association (OWWA) and Ocracoke seafood 
company are writing you regarding the NCWF’s petition to change/expand nursery areas 
designation, reduction to 3 days that shrimpers can harvest shrimp and changes to gear 
specifications.   
 
OWWA fishermen believe significant changes to nursery designation and changes to the 
shrimp harvest should be implemented by using the FMP process outlined in the Fishery 
Reform Act.  The petition attempts to impose sweeping changes to NC fishery regulations 
(not just shrimping) by sidestepping the FMP process that allows all stake holders 
multiple layers and opportunities to give input.  Furthermore, NCDMF should be allowed 
time to analyze impacts to all potential fisheries and quantify economic ramifications. 
Like the Southern Flounder Supplement, a majority voting block of NCMFC 
Commissioners who have no academic or field experience managing shrimp will likely try 
to impose significant economic hardship on this fishery.  Also, the NCMFC proposes to 
act before NCDMF can complete the ongoing finfish bycatch reduction research and offer 
its science based recommendations to the Crustacean Committee were it can be discussed 
by all stakeholders.   
 
OWWA fishermen are also concerned that this is a disguised attempt to impose changes to 
the gillnet and crabbing industry.  While the petition does not come out and recommend 
changes to gillnet or crabbing regulations, it is our belief that changing the nursery 
designation to NC’s sounds and near shore ocean waters will have impacts on our fisheries 
regulations.     
 
Ocracoke Seafood Company depends on shrimpers visiting our fish house to pack out 
fresh shrimp which is sold in our seafood retail or packed out for wholesale.  Ocracoke 
Seafood Company’s seafood retail has a reputation with Ocracoke residents and tourists 
for carrying only NC Catch shrimp.  Fresh NC shrimp are the backbone of our retail sales 
which has significant effects on Ocracoke Seafood Company’s ability to stay profitable.   
Having shrimp boats pack out on Ocracoke on a regular basis provides a very fresh 
product that is highly valued by our customers.  A three-day work week will prevent 
multiple deliveries through the week from vessels transiting Pamlico Sound.  Ocracoke 
Seafood Company and Hyde County can ill afford to lose any economic activity, jobs and 
revenue associated with the shrimping fishery. 
 
OWWA fishermen do not agree with the petitions premise that NC’s sounds and ocean 
waters should have their current nursery designation changed.  If you look hard enough, a 
juvenile fish can be found in any environment.  Non-Governmental Organizations 
continue to make the argument that NC commercial fisheries are the primary cause for 
problems with stocks.  Issues like pollution (turbidity from rivers, pesticides, herbicides, 
high nitrogen levels), loss of habitat and development (housing and marinas) rarely get the 
attention they deserve.  While most NC commercial fisheries show a decline in fishermen 
recruitment and effort, recreational fisheries continue to grow and its impacts on stocks is 
still poorly quantified.   
 
We appreciate the opportunity to send in our comments. 
 
Thank you, 
Hardy Plyler 
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